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PREFACE 

"'A1t~ rfldl1uCfI' is'; the prh'f(~i901, source', oif rQ'er,e:",¢~ infumHlItlon for tfire- sysfem; monClg8u.,.,iI feohlres of CP-V ~ It d'eftnes 
tttee rrol~ f6-'" sed~ctthlJ; hdrdwdre' for cl CP:"V' sy~m'" gan-eratingl a: Cf1\"'\[~, O'u1f!h:Or;z;'ng wsen" mtatntoiM!iing us. 
~:unfln9" re:cordS~: ml).niitbring. s~sf'em perfGl"moM'Ce", and other relbted: £l!Jrf¢:tfilOll'l&; .. 

.. 1lt e:' (;:P:"'\U BUt~~. Refletren~e' Manua:f'r 9QF 'lIp 64,. is the ppiillTc;j;fPG/" sow-ce' olr,efete'l'tQt imiarJl!lf:)ficm f« fhe batch_ 
pr~itrg:l fec.,tuf!'es-. of. CP-V (r. e., job:, eonfro:1 commO'l!Ycfs:, ~ F~f!S, flO proeeduJres, progrcllllJ 
Ibtl:d1'f~r d~ 6)(e!UUtidr1', debuggIng' dh;J~:, cr.md: service plfOQ~S)l •. 

• The" G:P~V' T1me-Sharing, Reference MaAual', 9(;l09 07, i;s _ prilmdpo~ fOVr'C'e' of illllonl!fQf;on for 'he flm,e
shtfril1g: fea.fure8> o.f <!:~If;...V.;. I~ def;;ne'S- f1lI-e' rul'e's for ush!lg! f!1!\lti!: let:mirTCJIll E'xect/!tive lCJ!n900ge <!JM other ter
rflfrn:::f4' proC'e'Ssors. 

• The; Cp.-;"yl Time-Shari,ng' User-IS Guide, 90 1,6 92, descrr.bes Irtow to use the ",crrious t.me-sharing features .. 
IrppesenfS>Gn l in.~~~ sub-sef of' ¥he' fiectures in a formQt. thaf etHows the user to fearn the fI'lOterial by 
using; the. retJ,tures of a· t.ermino I as he fe<ilds through the' db.eument. 

.. The' <t,F:"'\I' Remofe. Pit()'~~in~ ~efer.etlfoGe' Monval', 90: 30' 20',. tS the principo' SQtIrce of informot;on about the 
remt)J\'!e; prro~essrl'fg features of.' CP-V~. Af!! i.nr,orrmCl,tion ~f rel110te processing for orr computer personnel 
(rlfm~ and; 16cal· userrs, sysfel'ft1 m~e.B.,. rremote site ~otors,. a1lKi central sHe operofors) is included in 
the rftGnu(rF • 

., 1ihe <CP'-V ~r(j.t'i;ons, Riefe-roen:c-e Mlim1.ll1!l'lr 90 16 75, is the priFlC;p:d source of reference information for 
CP-V computer operators. It defines the rules for operOltor communication (i. e., key-ins and messages), 
system start-up and initialization, job and system control, peripheral device handling, recovery and fHe 
preservation. 

• The' CP~V Common Index' (90) 30' 8'0') is, an, index to an of the above CP'-V manuals .. 

Information for the language and; appHcafion processors that operate under CP- V isolso described in separate man
uals. These manuals~ Clre listecton the R~+ated' PubHcations page of fhis monuar. 



COMMAND SYNTAX NOTATION 

Notation conventions used in command specifications and examples throughout this manual are listed below. 

Notation 

lowercase letters 

CAPITAL LETTERS 

[ ] 

{ } 

Numbers and 
specia I characters 

Subscripts 

Superscri pts 

Underscore 

Description 

Lowercase letters identify an element that must be replaced with a 
user-selected value. 

CRndd could be entered as CRA03. 

Capital letters must be entered as shown for input, and wi II be printed as 
shown in output. 

DPndd means "enter DP followed by the values for ndd". 

An element inside brackets is optional. Several elements placed one under 
the other inside a pair of brackets means that the user may select anyone or 
none of those elements. 

[KEYM] means the term II KEYMII may be entered. 

Elements placed one under the other inside a pair of braces identify a re
quired choice. 

{ ~} means that either the letter A or the value of id must be entered. 

The horizontal ellipsis indicates that a previous bracketed element may be 
repeated, or that elements have been omitted. 

name [,name]. . . means that one or more name values may be entered, 
with a comma inserted .between each name value. 

The vertical ellipsis indicates that commands or instructions have been 
omitted. 

MASK2 DATA,2 X11EFI 

BYTE DATA,3 BA(L(59}} 

means that there are one or more state
ments omitted between the two OAT A 
directives. 

Numbers that appear on the line (i. e., not subscripts), special symbols, and 
punctuation marks other than dotted I ines, brackets, braces, and underlines 
appear as shown in output messages and must be entered as shown when input. 

(value) means that the proper value must be entered enclosed in 
parentheses; e. g., (234). 

Subscripts indicate a first, second, etc., representation of a parameter that 
has a different value for each occurrence. 

sysidl,sysid2,sysid3 means that three successive values for sysid 
should be entered, separated by commas. 

Superscripts indicate shift keys to be used in combination with terminal keys. 
c is control shift, and s is case shift. 

L cs means press the control and case shift (CONTROL and SHIFT) and 
the L key. 

All terminal output is underscored; terminal input is not. 

IRUN means that the exclamation point was sent to the terminal, but 
- RUN was typed by the terminal user. 

These symbols indicate that an ESC (@), carriage return (8), or line feed 
(0) character has been sent. 

lEDIT 8 means that, after typing EDIT, a carriage return character 
has been sent. 

xi 



GLOSSARY 

ANS tape 0 tape that hos 'abets written in American 
Notional Standard (ANS) formot. 

auto-caU processor Q user-sp:eci fted processor that is 
QutomatiecHy c:onnected to the userls terminal when 
he logs on. 

batch fob a job that is submitted to the botch job stream 
through the central site cord reader, through ali on ... line 
terminal (using the BATCH processor), or through a re
mote term i nal. 

binary input input from the device to which the 81 
(binary input) operational label is assigned. 

charge class an arbitrary dassification ofvsers to which 
users and rate tables may be assigned for accounting 
purposes. 

charge rate table a toble containing user ... assigned charge 
values for each one of a number of chc:trgeable u$e, QC

counting resources. 

compute time (performance control) the time spent com-
puting during one interaction period. 

concatenation a process whereby a number of files with 
the same fi lename and format are treated as one logical 
file. Concatenation is only applicable to ANS tapes. 

conflicting reference a reference to a symbolic name 
that has more than one definition. 

control command any control message other than a key-
in. A control command may be input via any device 
to which the system command input function has been 
assigned (normally a card reader). 

control message any message received by the monitor 
that is either a control command or a control key-in. 

control parameter (performance control) a system param-
eter that can be modified to tune the system. 

cooperative a monitor routine that transfers information 
between a userls program and disk storage (also see 
"symbiont" ). 

data control block (DCB) a table in the user's program 
that contains the information used by the monitor in 
the performance of an I/o operation. 

external reference a reference to a declared symbolic 
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name that is not defined within t~e object module in 
which the reference occurs. An external reference 
can be satisfied only if the referenced name is de
fined by an external load item in another object 
module. 

fife extension Q conventiOn that is used when ctH-tain 
systel'n output DCBs ate opened. Use of this conven
tion eauses the file (on RAD, tdpe, disk pack, etc.) 
connected to the DCB to be positioned to c point ju~t 
following the last record ihthe file. When additional 
output is produced through the DeS, it is added to the 
previous contents of the fife, ther'ebyextenditl9 the 
filet. 

function parameter table (FPT) (] table through wh ich a 
user'sptogrom communitates with a hlGhitor function 
(such as an I/O function). 

ghost job Q job that is neither a batch nor an on-I ine 
program. It is initiated and logged on by the monitor; 
the operator, or another job and consists of 0 single 
iob-step. When the ghost program exits, the ghost is 
logged off. 

global symbol a symbolic name that is defined in one 
program module and referenced in another. 

GO file a temporary disk storage file consisting of re-
locatable object modules formed by a processor. 

granule a block of disk sectors large enough to contain 
512 words (a page) of stored information. 

interaction time the time! between the completion of one 
terminal input command and the completion of the next. 

item (performance control) 
item. 

a control parameter or use 

job information table (JIT) a table associated with each 
active job. The table contains accounting, memory 
mapping, swapping, terminal DCB (M:UC), and tempo,": 
rary monitor information. 

job step a subunit of job processing such as compilation, 
assembly, loading, or execution. Information from cer
tain commands (JOB, LIMIT, and ASSIG N) and all 
temporary fi les created during a job step are carried 
from one job step to the next but the steps are otherwise 
independent. 

key a data item consisting of 1-31 alphanumeric charac-
ters that uniquely identifies a record. 

key-in information entered by theoperator via a keyboard. 

library load module a load module that mey be combined 
with relocatable object modules, or other library load 
modules, to form a new executable load module. 

linking loader a program that is capable of linking and 
loading one or more relocatctble object modules and 
food modules. 



load map a listing of loader output showing the location 
or value of all global symbols entering into the load. 
Also shown are symbols that are not defined or have 
multiple definitions. 

load module (lM) an executable program formed by the 
linking loader, using relocatable object modules 
(ROMs) and/or modules (lMs) as input information. 

logical device a peripheral device that is represented in 
a program by an operational label (e. g., BI or PO) 
rather than by specific physical device name. 

log i cal devi ce stream an information stream that may be 
used when performing input from or output to a sym
biont device. At SYSGEN, up to 15 logical device 
streams are defined. Each logical device stream is 
given a name (e.g., ll, P1, C1), each is assigned to 
a default physical device, and each is given default 
attributes. The user may perform I/O through a logical 
device stream with the default physical device and 
attributes or he may change the physical device and/or 
attributes to satisfy the requirements of his job. 

monitor a program that supervises the processing, load-
ing, and execution of other programs. 

object language the standard binary language in wh ich 
the output of a processor is expressed. 

object module the series of records containing the load 
information pertaining to a single program or subpro
gram (i. e., from the beginning to the end). Object 
modules serve as input to the load processor or link 
processor. 

on-line job a job that is submitted through an on-line 
terminal by a command other than the BATCH command. 

operational label a s),mbol ic name used to identify a 
logical system device. 

overlay loader a monitor routine that loads and links 
elements of overlay programs. 

overlay program a segmented program in which the ele-
ment (i. e., segment) currently being executed may 
overlay the core storage area occupi ed by a previously 
executed element. 

physical device a peripheral device that is referred to 
by a name specifying the device type, I/O channel, 
and device number (also see "logical device"). 

program product a compiler or application program that 
has been or wi II be released by Xerox, but is not re
quired by all Sigma users and is therefore made avail
able by Xerox on an optional basis. Program products 
are provided only to those users who execute a License 
Agreement for each applicable Sigma installation. 

prompt character a character that is sent to the terminal 
by an on-line language processor to indicate that the 
next I ine of input may be entered. 

protective mode a mode of tape protection in whichonly 
ANS expired tapes may be written on through an ANS 
DCB; no unexpired ANS tape may be written on through 
a non-ANS DCB; all ANS tapes must be initialized by 
the label processor; no tape serial number specification 
is allowed at the operator's console; specification of an 
output serial number in an ANS DCB forces processing 
to be done only on a tape already having that serial 
number; tapes mounted as IN may not be written; and 
tapes mounted as other than IN must have a write ring. 
(See "semiprotective mode" . ) 

public library a set of library routines declared at 
SYSGEN to be public (i. e., to be used in common by 
all concurrent users). 

reentrant an attribute of a program that allows the pro-
gram to be shared by several users concurrently. Shared 
processors in CP-Vare may reentrant. That is, each in
stance of execution of the single copy of the program's 
instructions has a separately mapped copy of the exe
cution data. 

relative allocation allocation of virtual memory to a 
user program starti ng wi th the fi rst unallocated page 
available. 

relocatable object module (ROM) a program or subpro-
gram in Xerox Sigma obi ect language generated by a 
processor such as Meta-Symbol or FORTRAN. 

remote processing an extension of the symbiont system 
that provides flexible communication between CP-V 
and a variety of remote terminals. 

resident program a program that has been loaded into a 
dedicated area of core memory. 

response time the time between the completion of termi-
nal input and the first program activation. 

scheduler a monitor routine that controls the initiation 
and termination of al I jobs, job steps, and time slice 
quanta. 

secondary storage any rapid-access storage medi um other 
than core memory (e. g., RAD storage). 

semi-protective mode a mode oftape protection in which I 
a warning is posted to the operator when an ANS DCB 
attempts outputon a non-ANS tape or an unexpired ANS 
tape, when a non-ANS DCB attempts output on an un
expired ANS tape, or when a tape mounted as INOUT 
has no write ring. The operator can authorize the over
writing of the tape or the override of INOUT through a 
key-in (OVER and READ). ANS tapes may be ini
tialized by the Label processor or may be given labels 
as the result of on operator key-in; tape serial number 
specification is allowed at the operator's console; and 
specification of an output serial number in on ANS 
DCB forces processing to be done only on a tape al
ready having that serial number unless the operator 
authorizes on overwrite. (See "protective mode".) 
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session time 
log"'off. 

the time between" terminal log-on and 

shared processor a prograM (e.g., FORTRAN) that is 
shored by all concurrent u~rs. Shared processors must 
be established during SYSGEN or via DRSP. 

siding (performance controJ) the text that appears to 
the left of a value in a performance display to hefp 
exp'a;n the value. 

source IC'lnguage a languag8 used to prepare a source 
program suitable for processing by on assembler or 
co~piler. 

spec i 01 mred processor a shored processor thot may be 
in ~Ore memory concurrently with the user's program 
(e. 0.; Detto, TEL, or the FORTRAN library). 

specific (Jllocation aflotolion of a specific page of 
unarfocated virtual memory to a user program. 

SRI, SR2, SR3, and SR4 see "system register", below. 

static core module 0 program module that is in core 
memory but is not being executed. 

streom-id the n"ame of a logical device stream. 

symbiont a monitor routine that transfers information 
between disk storage and a peripheral device inde
pendent of and concurrent with job processing. 

symbolic input input from the device to which the SI 
(symbol ic input) operational label is assigned. 

symbolic name an identifier thot is associated with 
some particular source program statement or item so 
that symbolic references may be made to it even though 
its value may be subject to redefinition. 

SYSGEN see "system generation", below. 

system generation (SYSGEN) the process of creating an 
operating system that is tailored to the specifi c require
ments of on installation. The major SYSGEN steps in
clude: gathering the relevant programs, generating 
specific monitor tables, loading monitor and system 

• processors, and writing a bootable system tope. 
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system fibrary a group of standard routines in object .. 
language format, any of which may be incorporated in 
a program being formed. 

system register a register used by the monitor to commu-
nicate information that may be of use to the user pro
gram (e. g., error codes). Sy~tem reg i sters S R 1, S R2, 
SR3, and SR4 are current general registers 8, 9, 10, 
and 11, respecti vel y . 

task controJ block (TCB) 0 tab'e of program control in-
formation bui It by the looder when a load module is 
formed. The TC8 is part of the load modure and con
tainS the data required to allow reentry of libl'ory rou" 
tinet during program execution or to oJ low entl'y to the 
program in cases of traps, breaks, etc. The reB is 
program associated and not task associated. 

task turnoround time see "user response timel!. 

thinking-and typing time the time between the terminal 
read that is issued by the program and the end of the 
user response (input complete). 

tuning a system the modification of on operating sys-
tem to adj ust system resources to meet chong ing 
requi~ements. 

unsatisfied reference a symbolic name that has been ref-
erenced but not defined. 

use distribution a performance distribution that shows the 
percentage of OCcurrences of a porticular kind of 
event that fall within a given range on on appro
priate scare. 

use group a group of related performance use values and 
text in the form of siding .and headers to explain the 
values. 

use item a performance use distribution, use group, or 
siding. 

user response time the time from the completion of the 
input command unti I the first character of output is 
produced, or the next terminal read if no output occurs. 
This time includes system response, queue delays due 
to other users, and the processing time of the user's 
program or processor. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

CP-V SERVICES 

Control Program-Five (CP-V) is a comprehensive operating 
sys tem desi gned for use wi th Si gma 6/7/9 computers and a 
variety of peripheral equipment. The current release of 
CP-Voffers 

• On-line time-sharing, batch processing, remote pro
cessing, and real-time services. 

• Abi lity to hand Ie a large number of concurrent users. 

• High efficiency due to hardware relocation map, shared 
reentrant processors, multiple I/O processors, and de
vice pooling. 

• A complete recovery system coupled with preservation 
of user fj les to provide fast restort following hardware 
malfunction. 

• For on-line users: highly efficient and extensive soft
ware, fi Ie saving feature, fast response time. 

• For batch users: on-line entry, local and remote entry 
to an effi cient multiprogramming batch job scheduler. 

• For insta Ilation managers: thorough system monitoring 
and reporting, control and tuning ability, extensive 
error checking and recovery features. 

• For all users: comprehensive accounting and a com
plete set of powerfu I processors. 

An additional mode of operation, transaction processing, 
will be incorporated into the system in the near future. 

TIME-SHARING AND BATCH PROCESSING 

CP-V allows multiple on-line terminal users to concurrently 
create, debug, and execute programs. Concurrent to time
sharing, CP-V a I lows up to 16 batch processing jobs to 
execute in its multiprogramming environment. An efficient 
multi -batch scheduler selects batch jobs for execution 
according to priority, job requirements, and avai lability of 
resources. Batch jobs may be submitted to this scheduler 
from a local batch entry device such as a card reader, from 
an on-line user's termina I, or from a remote site such as a 
remote batch terminal. 

Time-sharing and batch users have access to a variety of 
powerfu I and comprehensive language processors and faci 1-
ities. These processors and faci lities are I isted below. 

Processor 

TEL 

EASY 

Edit 

FORTRAN IV 

COBOL 

Meta-Symbol 

BASIC 

APl 

FLAG 

FDP 

Delta 

COBO lOn-line 
Debugger 

PCl 

Link 

load 

Batch 

Manege 

Sl-l 

CIRC 

Function 

Executive language control of all 
terminal activities. (On-line only.) 

Creation, manipulation, and execution 
of FORTRAN and BASIC programs and 
data fi les. (On-I ine on Iy. ) 

Composition and modification of pro
grams and other bodies of text. (On
line only.) 

Compi lation of Extended FORTRAN IV 
programs. 

Compilation of ANS COBOL programs. 

Assembly of high-level assembly lan
guage programs. 

Compi lotion and execution of programs 
or direct statements written in an ex
tended BASIC language. 

Interpretation and execution of programs 
written in the AP L language. 

Compi lotion of fast "Ioad-and-go" 
FORTRAN programs. 

Dubugging of Extended FORTRAN IV 
programs. 

Debugging of programs at the assemb Iy 
language level. (On-line only.) 

Debugging of ANS COBOL programs. 
(On-I ine on Iy. ) 

Transfer (and conversion) of data be
tween periphera I devi ces. 

Linkage of programs for execution. 

Linkage of programs for execution. 
(Batch on Iy. ) 

Submission of batch jobs via an on-line 
termina I or another batch job. 

File retrieval, updating, and reporting. 

Compi lation of programs written in a 
language designed specifically for 
digital or hybrid simulation. 

Analysis of electronic circuits. 

Introduction 



Proces~or 

EDMS 

Sort/Merge 

GPDS 

1400 Series 
Simulators 

Functio,,_ 

Organization, storing, updating, and 
deletiot'l of information in a centralized 
data bdte. 

Sorting Clnd/or merging of records in 
one or more fi les. 

Experimentation with and evaluation of 
system methods, processes, and designs. 
(Batch "nly. ) 

Simulatidh of 1400 series computers. 
(Botch only.) 

REMOTE PROCESSING 

The remote processing system is an extension of the CP-V 
symbiont system. Its purpose is to provide for flexible com
munication between CP-V and a variety of remote terminals. 
These terminals can range from a simple card reader, card 
punch, and line printer combination to another computer 
system withe wide variety of peripheral devices. Any CP-V 
user (botch, on-line, ghost) can communicate with any 
number of devices at one or several remote sites. Because 
CP-V can act as a central site to some remote sites and 
simultaneously as a remote terminal to other computers, 
the remote processing facilities encourage the construction 
of communicati on networks. 

REAL-TIME PROCESSING 

The real-time services provided by CP-V allow users to 
connect interrupts to mapped programs, control the state of 
interrupts (e. g., trigger, arm/disarm, enable/disable), 
clear interrupts either at the time of occurrence or upon 
completion of processing, and disconnect interrupts no 
longer required. Users may also request that a mapped 
program be held in core in order to reduce the time required 
to respond to an external event (via an interrupt) or to 
allow various forms of special I/o to occur. Programs may 
be connected to one of the monitor's clocks such that after 
a specified period of time, a specified routine is entered. 
In addition, dedi cated foreground memory may be used as 
inter-program communication buffers or as dedicated memory 
for unmapped, master mode programs which may be directly 
connected to external interrupts or real-time clocks. 

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FACILITIES 
The manager of each CP-V installation must evaluate his 
performance requirements before he can effectively use 
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the system management faci lities. This evaluation must take 
place prIor to equipment selection since an" effect/ve equip
ment sef&ction can be made only with complete knowledge 
of the intended use of CP-V. 

The performance requirements that must be defined include 
such things as the portions of system resources that must be 
devoted to each class of service and the type of iervice de
sired. In defining the type gf service desired, both the 
batch turnaround time that is acceptable and the fhteractive 
delays that are to/erable mutt be defined. Other informa
tion that will affect system performance includes the num
ber of on ... line users to be allowed, the maximum eore mem
ory to be a" owed each user I a nd the maxi mum fi I e space 
to be allowed each on-line user. 

Once an effective selection of equipment has been made 
and the system has been installed, the system mangger may 
exercise control over the performance of the systeM through 
several facilities. These facilities include 

• System Generation 

• Performance Moni tori ng and Control 

• Fi Ie Backup Control 

• Log-on S upervi sory Control 

• Use Accounti ng 

• Operations Control 

At the time a system is generated, a number of parameters 
may be defined to tailor the system to the specific require
ments of the installation. These parameters include such 
things as: 

1. Maximum core size allowed on-line users. 

2. Maximum number of on-line users. 

3. Number of characters at which to block termina I output. 

4. Number of characters at which to unblock terminal 
output. 

5. Maximum number of tape drives and disk spindles al
lowed users. 

6. Amount of uninterrupted compute time guaranteed a 
user after selection. 

7. Size of time slice quanta. 

8. Cutoff limits for peripheral output by batch and on
line users. 

After the system has been generated and put into operation, .J 

the system manager may dynamically control the performance 



of the system through the use of a control program. This 
program is specifically designed to 

1. Measure how well the system is performing. 

2. Warn of immediate problems (e. g., permanent storage 
is filling up, response time is becoming noticeably 
slower, large numbers of terminal errors are occurring). 

3. Help "tune" the system for both current and general 
condi ti ons. 

4. Measure the importance of various parts of the system 
such as the relative use of various processors in terms of 
CPU time (this might have implications in determining 
whether a particular processor is dropped or whether its 
use justifies the effort to add new capabil ities). 

In addition, the system manager may control the level of 
backup provided for user files by setting the frequency of 
operation of the automatic file backup facility. The auto
matic file backup facility periodically writes files that are 
stored on disk storage onto magnetic tape so the files can 
be restored in case of system fai lure. 

The system manager and the computer operator control the 
amount of disk storage space that is available to the users. 
Any time the number of disk granules avai lable for file stor
age falls below a threshold level specified by the system 
manager, all expired fi les are automatica lIy deleted and 
the operator is advised of the number of granules avai lable 
for fi les both before and after the expired files are deleted. 
The operator may change the threshold level whenever nec
essary. In addition, the operator may initiate a fi Ie purge 
that deletes all files that have not been accessed since a 
specified date. He may also initiate a file purge that de
letes sufficient fi les, in order of recency of access (from 
least recent to most recent), to bring the number of avail
able granules up to a specified level. 

Another system ma nagement fac iii ty is the log-on contro I 
feature. This feature gives the system manager the means 
of adding or deleting users and of controlling the privileges 
granted to users, such as core size and the use of 1/0 de
vices. It also allows the system manager to specify a pro
cessor other than the Terminal Executive Language to which 
an on-line user wi II be automatically connected when he 
logs on. 

CP-V has an extensive user accounting system. Statistics 
maintained for each account number include 

1. CPU time used. 

2. Number of file 1/0 service calls. 

3. Number of termina I interactions. 

4. Terminal connect time. 

5. Number of tape reels or disk packs mounted. 

6. File storage used. 

7. Number of cards read. 

S. Number of pages printed. 

9. Core storage used. 

These statistics are automatically multiplied by charge rates 
in rate tables that are defined by the system manager. Ac
counting charges are listed at the end of every job, and a 
subset of the statistics and charges is listed when an on-line 
user logs off. Current values of statistics may be listed by 
an on-line user through the use of a terminal command. 

CP-V has several operational control features that allow the 
system manager to exercise control over operations through 
the computer operator. The computer operator may 

1. Error and abort users. 

2. Send messages to users. 

3. Shut down and start on-I ine and remote batch services. 

4. Control symbionts. 

5. Respond to hardware errors. 

6. Control mounting and dismounting of magnetic tapes 
and disk packs. 

These functions are carried out through a console that also 
provides a log of overall system operation. 

Thus, within reasonable limits, the system may be modified 
by system management facilities to meet changing perform
ance requirements. Beyond these I imits, control must be 
exercised by direct management fiat and by education of 
users. 
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The CP~V operati ng system -99nsi sts of a mon i tor Clnd a 
numb~n.of ~~i~ted pro~S~QfS .(:Figure 1). The monitor 
provid.~ 9 y,roll ~~vi$ion 9f program pro.cessing. Th~ 
qssocia:tld pr9c~ssors provide ~pecific functiorl$ such as 
cc;)lllpi '_ion, ie)C~ytion, .ana,ebu99in9. 

Proce~W$ ~rf3 ill~strat~ in figurf3 1 ~ttwolevels. The 
upper ~~vel contc;tiA$ exet;:utive language and relat~ pro
ce~ors. The lower level cORtains all other processors. 
Thes~ processors are defined in the following paragrtlphs. 

Monitor 

Basic Control 
Scheduling and Swapping 
Memory Manageme.nt 
Job Step Control 
Tflrminal I/o 
Symbiont~ amJ ~oopl!ratives 
Fill! Managl!ment 

I t I 
Command System language Execution 
Processors Management Processors Control 

Processors Processors 
lOGON/ FORTRAN IV (OB) 

lOGOFF (OB) Super (OB) Meta-Symbol (OB) Link (OB) 
TEL (0) Control (OBG) BASIC (OB) load (B) 
CCI (B) Rates (0) FLAG (OB) Delta (0) 
EASY (0) Fill (OG) ANS COBOL (OB) FOP (OB) 

FSAVE (OB) APl (OB) COBOL 
FRES (OB) Manage (OB)t On-line 

The four t?J"ocessQfs in this gr9u.p are: LOo.QN/LgGOFF, 
EASY, rEt., and C~I. The fifP of th,§, pr"@~$9r, is 9vQil .. 
abJe to on-I ine and batch Yfers, th~ '''(:9nQ gnt4 third are 
avail~bl. to on-line user~ pAly, gng th8 Iflilft i$ qv~j1gQle to 
ilatch U$8,fS only. 

LOGON/LOGOFF 

LOGON 9~mits on-line usefS to the systeflJ and ~~~I1'!=ts 
the user's terminQI ~ith'r t9 TEL or to an c:dternqtiv. pro ... 
C~SQr, ~y~h as BASIC::, that hgs been selected by th., user~ 
LOGOFF discoAnec;:t§ a u§~r from the system qAd de,s the 
final clflol1up and accolJnting. 

System Integrity 
Initialization and Start-Up 
Operator Communication 
Batch Debugging 
System Debugging 
L?pd cmd Lin~ 
Publi c and System Libraries 

l t t 

Service Application User Processors 
Processors Processors 

(OBG) 
Edit (OG) Sort/Merge (B) 
PCl (OB) 1400 Simulator (B) 
SYSGEN (OB) EDMS (B)I 
DEFCOM (OB) GPDS (B)t 
SYMCON (OB) CIRC (08/ 
ANlZ (OBG) 
BATCH (OB) 

LISTDIR (OB) Sl-I (OB)I Debugger (0) 

Note: 0 on-line 

8 Qatch 

G ghost 

4 System Overvi ew 

VOLINIT 
label (8) 
STATS (OBG) 
Summory (OB) 
DRSP (OB) 
ERR: LIST (OB) 
ERR:SUM (OB) 
SYSCON (OG) 
GAC (OBG) 
PACKRECON 

(0, B) 
DEVDMP (0, B) 

Figure 1. CP-V Operating S)(st.~ 



EASY 

EASY is a shared processor that enables the user to create, 
edit, execute, save, and delete program fi les written in 
BASIC or FORTRAN. EASY a Iso allows the user to create 
and manipulate EBCDIC data fj les. Although intended pri
mari Iy for Teletype(!) operations, EASY can be used with 
any type of on-line terminal supported by the system. 
(Reference: EASY ILN, OPS Reference Manua I, 90 18 73. ) 

TERMINAL EXECUTIVE LANGUAGE 

The Terminal Executive Language (TEL) is the principal 
terminal language for CP-V. Most activities associated 
with FORTRAN, COBOL and assembly language program
ming can be carried out directly in TE L. These activities 
include such major operations as composing programs and 
other bodies of text, compi ling and assembling programs, 
linking object programs, initiating execution, and de
bugging programs. They also include such minor operations 
as saving and restoring core images of programs for which 
execution was interrupted, determining program status, and 
setting simulated tab stops. (Reference: CP-V/TS Refer
ence Manual, 90 09 07. ) 

CONTROL COMMAND INTERPRETER 

The Contro I Command Interpreter is the batch counterpart 
of TE L. It provides the batch user with control over the 
processing of batch programs just as TEL provides on-line 
users with control over the processing of on-line programs. 
(Reference: CP-V IBP Reference Manua I, 90 1764. ) 

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PROCESSORS 

System management processors furnish the manager ofa CP-V 
installation with on-line control of the system. Eighteen sys
tem management processors are supplied. 

SUPER 

Super gives the system manager control over the entry of 
users and the privileges extended to users. Through the use 
of Super commands, the system manager may add and delete 
users, spec ify how much core and disk storage space a 
user will have, and specify how many central site magnetic 
tape units a user wi II have. He may also grant certain users, 
such as system programmers, specia I privi leges, e. g., the 

@Registered trademark of the Teletype Corporation 

privi lege of examining, accessing, and changing the 
mon itor. (Reference: Chapter 4. ) 

CONTROL 

The Control processor provides control over system perfor
mance. CP-V has a number of performance measurements 
built directly into the system. Commands of the Control 
processor enable the system manager to display these mea
surements and to II tune" the system as needed by setting new 
values for the parameters that control system performance. 
(Reference: Chapter 6. ) 

RATES 

The Rates processor a Ilows the system manager to set re 1-
ative charge weights on the utilization of system services. 

Specific items to which charge weights may be assigned 
include 

1. CPU time. 

2. CPU time multiplied by core size. 

3. Termina I interactions. 

4. I/O CALs. 

5. Console minutes. 

6. Tapes and packs mounted. 

7 . Page-date storage. 

8. Peripheral I/O cards plus pages. 

(Reference: Chapter 5. ) 

FILL 

The FILL processor performs three basi c fi Ie maintenance 
functions: 

1. It copies fi les from disk to tape as a backup. 

2. It restores fi les from tape to disk. 

3. It deletes fi les from disk. 

(Reference: Cp-v/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75. ) 
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FSAVE 

The Ffil~t Sove (FSAVE) prOUlssor is designed to sove disk 
fi les OR tape at or near tape speed. The processor is faster 
than cmy other .fj Ie soying :procedure under CP-V. (Ref .. 
erence: CP .. V!OPS Referenee Manuol, 90 16 75.) 

FRES 

The Fil. Restore (FRES) proc_"or is designed to restore to 
disk fil.Cils that were soved on t~pe by FSAVE. (Reference: 
CP-V!OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.) 

LISTDI1t 

'The LISTDIR processor provides 0 method for obtoining a 
listing of the number of gronules in the file directory, in 
the fj Ie information tobJe, and in the free sector pool of 
each account. It is also used to release null file directQries 
ond the granules in their free sector pools back to the sys
,tern. (Reference: CP-V!OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.) 

VOlINIT 

VOLINIT provides for the initialization of public and pri
,vate disk packs. It is used to establish serial numbers and 
ownership, to write headers and other system informotion in 
selected areas of the vol urnes, and to test the surface of the 
disks ond select alternate tracks to be used in place of 
flawed tracks. (Reference: CP-V!OPS Reference Man
ual, 90 16 75. ) 

LABEL 

The Label processor initiali zes ANS tapes by writing ANS 
formatted labe/s. It may also be used to create "unlabeled" 
tapes from new tapes to be used as scratch tapes and to 
print the contents of the header and trai ler labels of 
labeled tapes or the first 80 bytes of each block on un
labeled tapes. (Reference: CP-V!OPS Reference Man
ual, 90 16 75.) 

STATS 

The STATS processor displays and coltects performance data 
on a running system and produces snapshot files to be dis
played by the report generctor Summary. (Reference: 
Chopter 6.) 
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SUMMARY 

The Summary processor provides a global view of system 
performonce by formatting cmd displaying the statistical data 
collected by STATS. (Reference: Chapter 6.) 

ORSP 

ORSP (Dynamic Replacement of Shared Processors) enobles 
the system manager to dynamicolly odd, replace, or delete 
processors ond monitor overlays. He may do this during 
normal system operotions with other users in the SY$tem. 
(Reference: Chopter 10.) 

ERR: LIST 

The ERR; LIST progrom exomines the hardwore error log fi Ie 
ERRFILE for malfunction records that were written during a 
specified time period and produces a formotted listing of 
these records wi th (optiona l'y) a summary of the records for 
that period. The formatted listing is complete with head
ings and formatting necessary for easy reading and use by 
field personnel, (Reference: Chapter 12.) 

ERR:SUM 

The ERR:SUM progrom creates a listing that summarizes the 
hardware errors that have occurred. ERR:SUM accesses the 
hardware error summary fi Ie SUMFILE, a fi Ie that is updated 
automotically by the ghost program ERR:FIL. (Reference: 
Chapter 12.) 

SYSCON 

SYSCON ;s a system control processor that can be used to 
partition resources from the system, to return resources to 
the system, ond to display the status of the various system 
resources. SYSCON can a Iso be used to bui Id, update, or 
display the M:MODNUM file, a fi Ie which contains device 
and controller model numbers. (Reference: Chapter 13.) 

GRANULE ACCOUNTING CLEANUP PROCESSOR (GAC) 

The Granule Accounting Cleanup (GAC) processor cor
relates information between the file DISKPOOL and the 
account Quthorization file, :USERS. DISKPOOl is created 
by the FSAVE processor and contains specific account in
formation. Each account record in DISKPOOl contains an 



entry for accumulated publi c disk pack granules and an 
entry for accumulated RAD granules. When GAC is run, 
these accumulated values are compared against the maximum 
values for the corresponding accounts in the :USERS file 
and the user's entry in the :USERS file is updated to reflect 
the latest accumulated values for RAD and disk. When the 
accumulated RAD or disk granu les exceed the corresponding 
maximum va lues, this fact is noted in the report that is 
produced by the GAC processor. (Reference: CP-V/OPS 
Reference Manual, 90 16 75. ) 

PACKRECON 

The PAC KRECON processor rebui Ids the private volume 
allocation tables on a disk pack when a crash has occurred 
which affected the disk pack. (Reference: CP-V/OPS 
Reference Manual, 90 16 75.) 

DEVDMP 

The Device Save/Restore processor (DEVDMP) is a stand
alone uti lity program designed to dump entire disk volumes 
to magnetic tapes for restoration at a later time. Restora
tion may only be made to an identical storage unit. (Ref
erence: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.) 

LANGUAGE PROCESSORS 

Language processors translate high-level sour.ce code into 
machine object code. Eight processors of special importance 
are described below. All of these can be used in both on
line and batch mode. 

XEROX EXTENDED FORTRAN IV 

The Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV language processor con
sists of a comprehensive algebraic programming language, a 
compi ler, and a large library of subroutines. The language 
is a superset of most avai lable FORTRAN languages, con
ta i ni ng many extended language features to fac iii tate pro
gram development and checkout. The compiler is designed 
to produce very efficient object code, thus reducing execu
tion time and core requirements, and to generate extensive 
diagnostics to reduce,debugging time. The library contains 
over 235 subprograms and is avai lable in a reentrant ver
sion. Both the compiler and run-time library are reentrant 
programs that are shared among a II concurrent users to re
duce the uti I ization of critical core resources. 

The principal features of Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV are 
as follows: 

• Extended language features to reduce programming 
effort and increase range of applications. 

• Extensive meaningful diagnostics to minimize debug
ging time. 

• In-line symbolic code to reduce execution time of crit
ical parts of the program. 

• Overlay organization for minimal core memory 
utilization. 

• Compi ler produced reentrant programs. 

(Reference: Extended FORTRAN IV /LN Reference Man
ual, 9009 56, and Extended FORTRAN IV/OPS Reference 
Manual, 90 11 43.) 

META-SYMBOL 

Meta-Symbol is a procedure-oriented macro assembler. It 
has services that are available only in sophisticated macro 
assemblers and a number of special features designed to 
permit the user to exercise dynamic control over the para
metric environment of assembly. It provides users with a 
highly flexible language with which to make full use of 
the available Sigma hardware capabi Ii ties. 

Met.a-Symbol may be used in either batch or on-line mode. 
When used in on-line mode, the assembler allows programs 
to be assembled and executed on-line but does not allow 
conversati ona I i nteracti on. 

One of the many Meta-Symbol features is a highly flexible 
list definition and manipulation capability. In Meta
Symbol, lists and list elements may be conveniently rede
fined, thus changing the value of a given element. 

Another Meta-Symbol feature is the macro capability. 
Xerox uses the term "procedure" to emphasize the highly 
sophisticated and flexible nature of its macro capabi lity. 
Procedures are assembly-time subroutines that provide the 
user with an extensive function capabi lity. Procedure def
inition, references, and recursions may be nested up to 
32 levels. 

Meta-Symbol has an extensive set of operators to faci litate 
the use of logical and arithmetic expressions. These operators 
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foci litchI! the parametric coding capabi lities avai lable with 
Meta-Symbol (parametric programming allows for dynamic 
specification of both "if" and "how" a given statement or 
set of statements is to be assembled). 

Meta-Symbol users are provided with an extensive set of 
directives. These directives, which are commands intrinsic 
to the assembly, fall into three classes: 

1. Directives that involve manipulation of symbols and 
are not conditionally executed. 

2. Directives that allow parametric programming. 

3. Directives that do not allow parametric programming. 

A number of intrinsic functions are also included in Meta
Symbol. These give the user the ability to obtain informa
tion on both the structure and content of an assembly time 
construct. For example, the user can acquire information 
on the length of a certain list. He can inquire abou·t 0 

speci fi c symbo I and whether it occurs ina procedure refer .. 
.. ence. (Reference: Meta-Symbol/LN, OPS Reference Man
ual, 90 09 52.) 

BASIC 

BASIC is a compi ler and programming language based on 
Dartmouth BASIC. It is, by design, easy to teach, learn, 
and use. It allows individuals with little or no programming 
experience to create, debug, and execute programs via an 
on-line terminal. Such programs ore usually small to medium 
size applications of a computational nature. 

BASIC is designed primari Iy for on-I ine program develop
ment and execution, or on-line development and batch ex
ecution. In addition, programs may be developed and exe
cuted in batch mode. 

BASIC provides two user modes of operation. The editing 
mode is used for creati ng and modifying programs. The com
pilation/executi~n mode is used for running completed pro
grams. This arrangement simplifies and speeds up the pro
gram development cycle. 

Statements may be entered via a terminal and immediately 
executed. The principal benefit of direct execution is on
line development of programs and short simple computations. 
During execution, programs may be investigated for loop 
detection,snapshots of variables may be obtained, values 
of variables may be changed, flow of execution may be re-

~ routed, and so on. This unique capabi I ity allows an on
line terminal to be used as a "super" desk calculator. 

At compi Ie and execute time, the user may specify j( an 
array dimension check is to be made. In the safe mode, 
statements are checked ta verify that they do not" reFerence 
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an array geyond its dimensions. In the fast mode, this 
time conlUming check is not made. Thus, the sate mode 
could be used during checkout, and the fast mode tould be 
used to speed up execution wh~n the program teochts the 
production stage. 

BASIC provides an image statlment that uses a "pi~tlJrell of 
the desired output format to perform editing. It 01.0 has 
TAB capability and a precision Option to indicate the num
ber of significant digits (6 01' 16) to b. printed. 

An easy ... to .. use feature is prc)vided to allow the user to 
read, write, and compare variable alphanumeric data. This 
is particularly importCInt for conversational input processing. 

Chaining permits one BASIC program to call upon Ginother 
for compilation and execution without user intervention. 
Thus, programs that would exceed user core space may be 
segmented, and overlay techniques may be employ.d via 
the chaining facility. (Reference: BASIC/Reference Mcm .. 
ua I, 90 -15 46. ) 

FLAG 

FLAG (FORTRAN Load and Go) is an in-core FORTRAN 
compiler that is compatible with the FORTRAN IV-H class 
of compi lers. It can be used in preference to the other 
FORTRAN compilers when users are in the debugging phase 
of program development. FLAG is a one-pass compiler and 
uses the Extended FORTRAN IV library. Included in the 
basic external functions are the Boolean functi ons lAND 
(AND), IEOR(exclusive OR); and lOR (OR), which give 
the FORTRAN user a bit manipulation capability. 

If several FLAG jobs are to be run sequentially, they may 
be run in a sub-job mode, thus savir.g processing time nor
ma Ily needed for the Control Command Interpreter (CCI) to 
interpret the associated contro I cards. In th is mode, 
FLAG will successively compile and execute any number 
of separate programs, thereby reducing monitor overhead. 

The FLAG debug mode is a user-selected option that gener" 
ates extra instructions in the compi led program to enable 
the user, during program execution, to detect errors in pro
gram logic that might otherwise go undetected or cause un'" 
explainable program fai lure. (Reference: FLAG/Reference 
Manual, 90 16 54.) 

ANS COBOL 

The Xerox ANS COBOL compiler offers the user a powerful 
and convenient programming language facility for the im
plementation of business or commercial applications. The 
language specifications fully conform to the proposed ANSI 
standard for the various functional processing modules. Only 
those language elements that couse ambiguities or are seldom 
used have been deleted. The compi ler's design takes full 
advantage of Sigma's unique hardware features, resulting in 
rapid compilation of Source code, rapid execution of the re
sulting object code, and the generation of compact programs. 



The result is a highly efficient programming system requiring 
a minimum amount of storage. 

Xerox ANS COBOL contains many facilities that are either 
not found in other systems or, if avai lable, are provided 
on Iy at greater cost in terms of equipment required. Some 
of the faci lities that provide more flexibi lity and ease of 
use in program development include 

1. Implementation of table handling mode. 

2. Sort/merge linkage. 

3. Sequentia I access. 

4. Random access linkage. 

5. Segmentation. 

6. Report writer. 

7. Library utilization. 

8. Calling sequence for FORTRAN, Meta-Symbol, etc. 

9. Packed decimal as well as floating-point arithmetic 
formats. 

10. Data name series options for ADD, SUBTRACT, 
MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, and COMPUTE verbs. 

The system provides the user with a comprehensive set of 
aids to minimize the time req'uired to print "bug-free" pro
grams in the form of listings. These listings include 

1. The source language input to the compiler with inter
spersed Engl ish language diagnostic messages. 

2. An optional listing of the relocatable binary output, 
pri nted in I ine number sequence identical to the source 
language listing. 

3. A cross-reference listing, indicating by line number 
where each data name or paragraph name is defined in 
the COBOL program and where each reference is 
located. 

In addition, at run time, the user may use TRACE and 
EXHIBIT to follow execution of the procedure divisi on. 

The compi ler is designed to take full advantage of high
speed, random access secondary storage (e. g., RAD stor
age). This feature means faster job execution because of 
minimized I/O delays, and smaller core memory require
ments because of rapid overlay service. (Reference: ANS 
COBOL/LN Reference Iv\anual, 90 1500.) 

APL 

APL is an acronym for A Programming Language, the lan
guage invented by Kenneth Iverson. it is an interpretive, 

problem-solving language. As an interpretive language, 
APL does not wait unti I a program is completed to compi Ie 
it into object code and execute it; instead, APL interprets 
each I ine of input as it is entered to produce code that is 
immediately executed. As a problem-solving language, 
APL requires minimal computer programming knowledge; a 
problem is entered into the computer and an answer is re
ceived, all in the APL language. 

Because APL is powerful, concise, easy to learn, and easy 
to use, it is widely used by universities, engineers, and 
statisticians. It also has features that make it attractive 
for business applications where user interaction and rapid 
feedback are key issues. One of APL' S major strengths is 
its ability to manipulate vectors and multidimensional arrays 
as easily as it does scalar values. For example, a matrix 
addition that might require a number of statements and 
several loops in other languages can be accomplished as 
A+B in APL. This type of simplification exemplifies APL' S 

concise power. (Reference: APL/LN,OPS Reference Man
ua I, 90 19 3 1. ) 

MANAGE (PROGRAM PRODUCT/ 

tv\anage is a generalized fi Ie management system. It is de
signed to allow decision makers to make use of the computer 
to generate and update files, retrieve useful data, and gen
erate reports without having a knowledge of programming. 

Manage consists of four subprograms: Dictionary, Fi leup, 
Retrieve, and Report. The Dictionary subprogram is a data 
fi Ie and is the central control element in the Manage sys
tem. It consists of definitions and control and formatting 
parameters that precisely describe the characteristics of a 
data file. The Fileup subprogram initially creates and then 
maintains a data file. The Retrieve subprogram extracts data 
from a data base file according to user-specified criteria. 
The Report subprogram automatically prepares printed reports 
from data extracted by the Manage retrieva I program. (Ref
erence: IVIanage/Reference Manual, 90 16 10.) 

SIMULATED LANGUAGE (PROGRAM PRODUCr/ 

The Simulation Language (SL-1) is a simplified, problem
oriented digita I programming language designed specifically 
for digital or hybrid simulation. SL-1 is a superset of CSSL 
(Continuous System Simulation Language), the standard lan
guage specified by Simulation Councils, Inc., for simula
tion of continuous systems. It exceeds the capabilities of 
CSSL and other existing simulation languages by providing 
hybrid and real-time features, interactive debugging fea
tures, anda powerful set of conditional translation features. 

SL-l is primari Iy useful in solving differential equations, a 
fundamental procedure in the simulation of parallel, con
tinuous systems. To perform this function, SL-l includes 

tSee "program product" in glossary. 
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six integration methods and the control logic for their use. 
In hybrid operations, SL-l automatically synchronizes the 
problem solution to real-time and provides for hybrid input 
and output. 

Because of the verseti lay of Xerox Sigma computing sys
tems and the broad applicability of digital and hybrid simu
lation techniques, applications for SL-1 exist across the 
real-time spectrum. The library concept of SL-1 allows the 
user to expand upon the Xerox supplied macro set and faci I
itates the development of maero libraries oriented to any 
desired application. (Reference: SL-1/Reference Man
ual, 90 16 76.) 

EXECUTION CONTROL PROCESSORS 

Processors in this group control the execution of object 
programs. Delta and COBOL On-Line Debugger can 
be used in on-line mode on Iy. Load can be used in batch 
mode only. Link and FDP can be used in either batch or 
on-line mode. 

LINK 

link is a one-pass linking loader that constructs a single 
entity called a load module, which is an executable pro
gram formed from relocatable object modules (ROMs). Link 
is designed to make full use of mapping hardware. It is not 
an overlay loader. If the need for an overlay loader exi sts, 
the overlay loader (Load) must be called and the job must 
be entered in the batch stream. (Reference: CP-V Its Ref
erence tv\anual, 90 09 07.) 

LOAD 

Load is a two-pass overlay loader. The first pass processes 

1. All relocatable object modules (ROMs). 

2. Protection types and sizes for control and dummy sec
ti ons of the ROMs. 

3. Expressions for definitions and references (primary, 
secondary, and forward references). 

The second pass forms the actual core image and its reloca
tion dictionary. (Reference: CP-V/BP Reference Man
ual, 90 1764.) 

DELTA 

Delta is designed to aid in the debugging of programs at 
the assembly-language or machine-language levels. It 
operates on object programs and tables of internal and glo
bal symbols used by the programs but does not require that 
the tables be at hand. With or without the symbol tables, 
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Delta recognizes computer instruction mnemonic codes and 
can assemble machine-language programs on an instruction
by-instruction basis. The main purpose of Delta, however, 
is to facilitate the activities of debugging by 

1. Examining, inserting, and modifying such program ele
ments as instructions, numeric values, and coded infor
mation (i. e., data in all its representations and formats). 

2. Controll ing execution, inc luding the insertion of break ... 
poi nts into a program and requests for breaks on changes 
in elements of data. 

3. Tracing execution by displaying information at desig
nated points ina program. 

4. Searching programs and data for specific elemerits and 
subelements. 

Although Delta is specifically tai lored to machine language 
programs, it may be used to debug any program. Delta is 
designed and interfaced to the system in such a way that it 
may be called in to aid debugging at any time, even after 
a program has been loaded and execution has begun. (Ref
erence: CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 9009 07.) 

FORTRAN DEBUG PACKAGE 

The FORTRAN Debug Package (FOP) is made up of special li
brary routines that are ca lied by Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV 
object programs compi led in the debug mode. These routines 
interact with the program to detect, diagnose, and in many 
cases, repair program errors. 

The debugger can be used in batch and on-line modes. An 
extensive set of debugging commands are available in both 
cases. In batch operation, the debugging commands are 
included in the source input and are used by the debugger 
during execution of the program. In on-line operations, 
the debugging commands are entered through the terminal 
keyboard when requested by the debugger. Such requests 
are made when executi on starts, stops, or restarts. The de
bugger norma Ily has control of such stops. 

In addition to the debugging commands, the debugger has 
a few automatic debugging features. One of these features 
is the automatic comparison of standard call ing and receiv
ing sequence arguments for type compatibility. When appli
cable, the number of arguments in the standard calling se
quence ischeckedfor equality with the receiving sequence. 
These calling and receiving arguments are also tested for 
protection conflicts. Another automatic feature is the test
ing of subprogram dummy storage instructions to determine 
if they violate the protection of the calling argument. (Ref
erence: FOP/Reference N.anual, 90 16 77.) 

COBOL ON-LINE DEBUGGER 

The COBOL On-line Debugger is designed}'kb.e used with 
Xerox ANS COBOL. The debugger is a splclal COBOL 
run-time library routine that is called by programs compi led 



in the TEST mode. This routine allows the programmer to 
monitor and control both the execution of his program and 
the contents of data-items during on-line execution. The 
debugger also allows the COBOL source program to be 
examined and modified. 

The debugger can only be used during on-line execution; 
however, programs that have been compi led for use with 
the debugger may be run in the batch mode. This is not 
recommended, though, because of the increased program 
size when the TEST mode is specified. (Reference: ANS 
COBOl/On-line Debugger Reference Manual, 90 30 60.) 

SERVICE PROCESSORS 

The processors in this group perform general service func
tions required for running and using the CP-V system. 

EDIT 

The Edit processor is a line-at-a-time context editor desig
nated for on-line creation, modification, and handling of 
programs and other bodies of information. All Edit data is 
stored on disk storage in a keyed fi Ie structure of sequence 
numbered, variable length .records. This structure permits 
Edit to directly access each line or record of data. 

Edit functions are controlled through single line commands 
supplied by the user. The command language provides for 
insertion, deletion, reordering, and replacement of lines 
or groups of lines of text. It also provides for selective 
printing, renumbering records, and context editing opera
tions of matching, moving, and substituting line-by-line 
within a specified range of text lines. File maintenance 
commands are also provided to allow the user tobuild, copy, 
merge, and delete whole files. (Reference: CP-V/TS Ref
erence Manual, 90 09 07. ) 

PERIPHERAL CONVERSION LANGUAGE 

The Peripheral Conversion language (PCl) is a utility sub
system designed for operation in the batch or on-line en
vironment. It provides for information movement among 
card devices, line printers, on-line terminals, magnetic 
tape devices, disk packs, and RAD storage. 

PCl is controlled by single-line commands supplied through 
on-line terminal input or through command card input in the 
job stream. The command language provides for single or 
multiple fi·le transfers with options for selecting, sequencing, 
formatting, and converting data records. Additiona I fj Ie 
maintenance and utility commands are provided. (Refer
ences: CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 900907 and CP-V/BP 
Referen ce Man ua I, 90 17 64. ) 

SYSGEN 

SYSGEN is made up of several processors. These proces
sors are used to generate a variety of CP-V systems that are 

tai lored to the specifi c requirements of an insta "ation. The 
SYSGEN processors are PASS2, lOCCT, PASS3, and DEF. 
PCl is used to select from various sources the relevant 
modules for system generation. PASS2 compiles the required 
dynamic tables for the resident monitor. LOCCT and PASS3 
file away and execute load card images to produce load 
modules for the monitor and its processors. DEF writes a 
monitor system tape that may be booted and used. (Refer
ence: Chapter 14.) 

DEFCOM 

DEFCOM makes the DEFs and their associated values in one 
load module available to another load module. It accom
plishes this by using a load module as inputand by producing 
another load module that contains only the DEFs and DEF 
values from the input module. The resultant load module 
of DEFs can then be combined with other load modules. 
DEFCOM is used extensively in constructing the monitor 
and the shared run-time I ibraries. (Reference: CP-V /BP 
Reference fv4.anua I, 90 16 64. ) 

SYMCON 

The Symbol Control Processor (SYMCON) provides a means 
of control ling external symbols in a load module and of 
building a global symbol table. Its primary function is to 
give the programmer a means of preventing double defini
tions of external symbols. It may also be used to reduce 
the number of external symbols. For example, if certain 
load modules cannot be combined because their control 
tables are too large, the tables may be reduced in size by 
deleting all but essential external symbols. (Reference: 
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764.) 

ANALYZE 

AN lZ provides the system programmer with a means of ex
amining and anlyzing the contents of dumps taken during 
system recovery. It is called automatically by the Automa
tic Recovery Procedure and is executed as a ghost job. It 
may also be called by the operator to analyze tape dumps 
when recovery is not possible, or by an on-line user to 
examine dumps of the currently running monitor. (Refer
ence: Chapter 9. ) 

BATCH 

The Batch processor is used to submit a fi Ie or a series of r 
fi les to the batch queue for execution. Through Batch pro
cessor commands, the following capabilities are avai lable: 

1. A fi Ie may be inserted into a file being submitted for 
execution, thus bringing together more than one fi Ie 
to create a single job. 

2. Selected strings and fields existing in files being sub
mitted for execution may be replaced by new strings 
and fields. 
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3. The results of string and field replacements can be 
examined before the job ~s submitted to the batch 
stream. 

4. Fil.s to be $ubmitted for execution may reside on tape 
or private disk pock. 

5. Jobs may be submitted to run in an account other than 
the account from which the job is submitted. 

The Batet, processor may be caffed in either the on-line or 
the batch mode. (Reference: CP-V/TS Reference Man
ual, 9009 07. ) 

APPlfCAn811 PROCESSOM 

The application processors are intended for use for specifi c 
types of applications. 

SORT/MERGE 

The Xerox Sort/Merge processor provides the user with a 
fast, highly efficient method of sequencing a non ordered 
file. Sort may be called as a subrouti ne from within a user's 
program or as a batch processing job by control cards. It 
is designed to operate efficiently in a minimum hardware 
environment. Sorting can take place on from 1 to 16 keys 
and each individual key field may be sort,eeI in ascending 
or descending sequence. The sorting technique used is 
that of replacement selection tournament and offers the 
user the flexibility of changing the blocking and logical 
record lengths in explicitly structured files to different 
values in the output file. 

The principal highlights of Sort are as follows: 

1. Sorting capabi lity a Ilows either magneti c tapes, disks, 
or both. 

2. Linkages a Ilow execution of user's own code. 

3. Sorting on from 1 to 16 key fi elds in ascending or 
descending sequence is allowed. Keys may be al
phanumeri c, binary, packed decimal, or zoned deci
rna I data. 

. 4. Records may be fixed or variable length. 

5. Fixed length records may be blocked or unbilocked. 

6. Disks may be used as fi Ie input or output devices, or 
as intermediate storage devi ces. 

7. Sort employs the read oockward capabiHty of the tape 
device to e.f,im:inoi'erew,ind time. . 
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8. User-specified character collating sequence moy be 
used. 

9. Buffered input/output is used. 

(Reference: Sort-Merge/Reference Manual, 90 11 99. ) 

1400 SERIES SIMULATOR 

The 1400 Series Simulator provides an economical and ef
fe·ctive solution to the program conversion 'problem arising 
because Gf a change in hardware. This interpretive program 
is designed to execute 1400 series object programs automat
ically as if they were run on a 1401, 1460, or 1440. Thus, 
an existing level of computing capability can be main-
ta i ned whi I e new processi ng methods that take advantage of 
the new, mGre powerful Sigma equipment are designed and 
implemented. 

The 1400 Series Simulator simulates object code produced 
by SPS, FORTRAN, Autocoder, RPG, and utHity routines. 
Almost all 1400 operations may be simulated except for 
I/O operations in which hardware differences make total 
simulation impossible. Full 1400 operator capabilities are 
prGvided. (Reference: 1400 Series Simulator/Reference 
Manual, 90 15 02.) 

EDMS (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t 

EDMS is a generalized data management system that enables 
the user to create an integrated data base. It is designed 
to be used with COBOL, FORTRAN, and Meta-Symbol pro
cessors. It simplifies programming by performing most of 
the I/O logic and data base management for the applica
tion programmer. 

The principal features of EDMS are as follows: 

• The user can describe data in various data structures. 
Using sets, any element can be related to any other 
etement. The data structures include lists and hier
archies (trees). The two relationships can be combined 
to form extensi ve networks of data. 

• Access techniques include random, direct, indexed, 
and indirect (relative to another record). 

• An EDMS data base may consist of up to 64 monitor 
files. 

• Mulfip'le i'e'condary indeKes con be defined by the user 
to alliow records to be retrieved via any combination 
of secondary record keys. 

t 
See "progf'am product" ing1ossary. 
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Users may construct any number of logical files or data 
bases within an EDMS fi Ie. 

Data is described separately from the user program to 
faci litate management of the data base. 

Comprehensive security exists at all levels of a fi Ie. 

Journalization provides an audit trail for backup and 
recovery. 

A dynamic space inventory is maintained to faci litate 
rapid record storage and to optimi ze the use of avai 1-
able storage space. 

Detailed data description is provided for inclusion into 
the user's application program to reduce programming 
effort. 

Fi Ie I/O logic is performed for the user program 
including 

1. Logical or physical record deletion. 

2. Record retrieval on random or search basis. 

3. Record insertion or modification. 

(Reference: EDMS/Reference Manual, 9030 12.) 

GPDS (PROGRAM PRODUCT/ 

The General Purpose Discrete Simulator provides engineers 
and administrators, whose programming experience is mini
mal, with a system for experimenting with and evaluating 
system methods, processes, and designs. Providing a means 
for developing a broad range of simulation models, itallows 
organizing, modeling, and analyzing the structure of a sys
tem, observing the flow of traffic, etc. Potential appl ica
tions include 

• Advanced management planning. 

• Analysis of inventory or financial systems. 

• Studies of message switching and communications 
networks. 

• Risk and capital investment studies. 

• Evaluation and data processing systems. 

• Job shop and queuing studies. 

Although GPDS is compatible with other simulator systems, 
it has a number of salient features not usually found in com
petitive versions. (Reference: GPDS/Reference tv\anual, 
90 17 58.) 

CIRC (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t 

CIRC is a set of three computer programs for electronic cir
cuit analysis of Sigma 5-9 computers: CIRC-DC for dc cir
cuit analysis, CIRC-AC for ac circuit analysis, and CIRC
TR for transient circuit analysis. The programs are designed 
for use by a circuit engineer at the installation, and require 
little or no knowledge of programming for execution. 

CIRC can be executed with three modes of operation possi
ble: conversational (on-line) mode, terminal batch entry 
mode, and batch processing mode. The system manager wi II 
determine which of these modes are available to the engi
neer, based on type of computer installation and other in
stallation decisions. 

• The on-I i ne mode offers severa I advantages si nce it 
provides true conversationa I interaction between the 
user and computer. Followi ng CIRC start-up procedures, 
CIRC requests a control message from the user. After 
the control message is input (e. g., iterate a cycle of 
calcuations with changed parameters) the computer 
responds (via CIRC) with detailed requests for appli
cation data. These requests are sufficiently detailed to 
virtually eliminate misunderstandings by the engineer. 
This mode is highly useful in a highly interactive en
vironment that produces a low volume of output and 
requires limited CPU time. 

• The terminal batch entry mode allows efficient hand
ling of high volume output and large CPU time require
ments while preserving the advantages of the terminal 
as an input device. Two fi les are requ ired, one con
taining all CIRC input including a circuit description 
and control messages and the other directing the exe
cution of CIRC. The job is entered from the terminal 
into the batch queue and treated like a batch job. 

• The batch mode should generally be used for jobs in
volvi ng large volumes of computations and outputs. It 
enables the user to concentrate on data preparation 
with virtually no involvement in programming consider
ations. The system manager can provide a set of start
up cards that never change, and these wi II consti tute 
the entire interface between user and executive soft
ware. However, the batch mode offers less flexibility 
in experimenting with a circuit and slower turnaround 
time in obtaining answers. 

(References: CIRC-AC/Reference tv\anual and User's Guide, 
90 1698, CIRC-DC/Reference Manual and User's Guide, 
90 16 97, and CIRC-TR/Reference Manual and User's Guide, 
90 1786.) 

t 
See "program product" in glossary. 
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USERPRflCESSORS 

Users m~¥ write their own pf7~cessors and add them to 
CP-V or replace CP-V proce§oors. The rules governing the 
creatiof'l and modifi cation Of processors are described in 
Chapter 7. 

The monitor responds to the moment-by-moment require
ments of controlling machine.Qperation, switching between 
programs requiring service, an.d providing services at the 
expl icit request of the user'-s progrom. The monitor pro
grams t~t perform these fun eti ons a re I i sled below. 

1. BaS;i~ Control. 

2. Scheduling and Swapping. 

3. Memory Management. 

4. File Management. 

5. Multibatch Job Scheduling. 

6. Resource Management. 

7. Job Step Contro I. 

8. Terminal I/O Handling. 

9. Symbi onts. 

10. Cooperati ves. 

11. System Integrity. 

12. Initialization and Start-up. 

13. Operator Communications. 

14. Batch Debugging. 

15. Load-and-Link. 

16. System Debugging. 

The basic control system is an I/O interrupt service and 
handling routine. It includes trap and interrupt handlers, 
routi nes that place requests for I/O ina queue, and basic 
device I/O handling routines. 

The sched.uling and swapping module makes the decision to 
swap, selects the users to swap in and out, sets up the I/O 
command chains for swap transfers, and selects the next user 
for executi on. It a Iso ensures that any associatedl but not 
currently resident, shared processors are brought in with 
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each user. Special algorithmr:s control I/o scheduling and 
the balonu::e of machine use between on-line and batch. 

The memory management module controls the use af core 
and disk storage. Specificality, it controls the all()COtion of 
physical core memory, maintains the map and access images 
for each:user, services the "get" and "free ll service calls 
for memory pages, and manages the swapping disk space. 

File management routines control the content and access to 
physical files of information. These routines perform such 
functions as indexing, blocking and deblocking, managing 
of pools af granules on RADs and disk packs, labeHng, la
bel checking and positioning of magnetic tope, formatting 
for printer and card equipment, and controlling access to 
and simultaneous use of CI hierarchy of files. 

The multibatch job scheduling routines select jobs to be run 
from the waiting input queue depending on priority and re
source and partition availability. 

Resource management facilities keep track of the number 
of resources of each kind (i. e., tape drives, disk spindles, 
core) that are in use. For a batch job, the multi-batch 
scheduler compares the resources required with the avail
able resources and does not start the job unti I suffi cient 
resources are avai lable. Once the job is started, the re
sources that are requi red by the job are reserved for the 
exclusive use of the job, thereby guaranteeing that they 
wi II be avai lable for the duration of the job. 

Job step control routines are entered between major seg
ments of a job or an on-line session. They perform the mon
itor functions required between job steps such as 

1. Processing error exit and abort CALs. 

2. Handling monitor aborts. 

3. Processing interpretive exits to associated shared pro
cessors or to load program modules. 

4. Merging DCB assignments for execution. 

5. Fetching program load modules into core. 

Terminal I/O handling routines perform read-write buffer
ing and external interrupt handling for I/O directed to user 
terminals. These routines also translate character codes, 
insert page headers and VFC control characters, simulate 
tabs, and perform other formatting tasks. 

Symbiont routines transfer data from the card reader to 
logical device streams on disk storage and from logical de
vice streams on disk storage to the card punch or line 
printer. 



Cooperative routines intercept read, print, or punch 
commands in user programs and transfer data from or to 
logical device streams residing on disk storage. The input 
cooperative simulates card reading from a logical device 
stream. The output cooperative builds a logical device 
stream using intercepted program output directed by the user 
program to a line printer or card punch. 

System integrity facilities provide error detection and re
covery capabi I ities. This includes security to user files and 
automatic high-speed restart in case of system failure. Suf
ficient information is recorded to isolate errors and failures 
caused by hardware or software. 

Initia lization and start-up routines are stored on tape and 
are booted into core storage. After they are in core, they 
load the monitor root into core and turn control over to the 
root. The monitor root then completes the initialization 
of the monitor by starting and running the program called 
GHOSTl which completes the patching of the system and 
the initialization of the swapping disk and hardware. 

Operator communication routines provide for communica
tion between the monitor and the operator. They transmit 
messages to the operator and process key-ins received from 
the operator. 

Batch debugging routines provide batch programs with 
debugging capabi lity through the use of procedure calls. 
Any batch program may take,a snapshot dump of a specified 
segment of memory, either on an unconditional or a con
ditional basis. 

,System debugging routines provide debugging services to 
system programmers. Three debugging routines are avail
able. They are 

1. Executive Delta: This is a stand-alone processor and 
is essentially the same as on-line Delta. Executive 
Delta is optionally loaded at boot time along with the 
root of the monitor and monitor system tables. 

2. Ana Iyze: This program is intended for debugging CP-V 
crash dumps. To accomplish this, it performs three 
major functions. 

a. It runs a series of monitor integrity checks to de
termine what caused the crash. 

b. It summarizes the complete software environment 
at the time of the crash in a series of tables. 

c. It permits on-line interactions similar to Delta. 

3. Recover: This program provides the "bai I-out" exit 
from the monitor. The error code that is transmitted 
to RECOVER defines the problem and the module that 
discovered the problem. 

Load-and-Iink routines give batch programs three types of 
loading and linking capability. Through the use of proce
dure calls, a batch program may 

1. Load an overlay segment into core storage. 

2. Store the calling program on disk storage, load the 
called program into core storage, and transfer control 
to the ca lied program. 

3. Load a program into core storage, transfer control to 
the called program, and release the core area used by 
the calling program. 

CP-V has two libraries. One is a public library and the 
other is a system library. In the standard release of CP-V, 
the public library contains two sets of programs. One set 
(Pl) contains a useful set of Extended FORTRAN IV run
time library routines, the other set (PO) contains Pl and the 
FORTRAN Debug Package. These two libraries are so con
structed that a single copy is shared among all concurrent 
users. The system library contains a collection of routines 
that are less frequently used than the public library routines. 
They are in library load module form and are loaded only 
with programs that reference them. 

SCHEDULING AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

Scheduling and memory management routines control the 
overall operation of the system. Inputs to these routines, 
together with the current status of users as recorded by the 
scheduler, are used to change the position of each user in 
the schedu ling status queues. It is from these queues that 
selections are made for both swapping and execution. Swaps 
are set up by the selection of a high priority user that is to 
be brought into core and by pairing this user with one or 
more low priority users that are to be transferred to disk 
storage. Similarly, the highest priority user in core is 
selected for execution. 

SCHEDULER INPUTS 

System activities are reported by direct entry to the sched
uler, which makes changes to user status queues through a 
logical signal ing table. The scheduler records inputs by 
changing the user status queues and other information asso
ciated with the user. In general, a table-driven technique 
is used. The received signal is on one coordinate and the 
current state of the user is on the other. The table entry 
thus defi ned names the routi ne to be executed in response 
to the given signal-state combination. Since the number 
of signals and states is large, the table technique aids in 
debugging by forcing complete specification of all the pos
sibilities. Inputs to the scheduler are listed in Table 1. 
The scheduler also receives control at execution of each 
CAL issued by a user program that is requesting monitor 
service. These entries (Table 2), the special entries from 
the executive language processors, and entries from intern
ally reported events drive the scheduling of the system. 
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Tobie 1. Event Input~ Rece·ived by Schedu:ler 

Evenf 

E:A&tJ 

E:AP 

E:ART 

E:C~ 

E:CBK 

t:CBl 

E:CEC 

E:CFI 

E:CIC 

E:CRD 

E:CUB 

:E:DPA 

E:ERR 

E:IC 

E:IIP 

E:IP 

E:KO 

E:NC 

E:ND 

E:NOCR 

E:NSYMD 

E:NSYMf 

E:NQR 

E:NQW 

E:OCR 

f:OFF 

E:QA 

E:QE 

6 Monitor 

Meaning 

Opel"Gtor .Q·i»rred IJser. 

Associa,te sho:red processor with user. 

Acti vote rea' -4i me user. Interrupt has 
occur-red. 

COC buffer available. 

Break signal .received. 

Numbe·r of output char-octers > SL: Ta. 

Cannot find COCbuffer. 

Terminal input message complete. 

Read terminal command recei ved. 

Number of output ·chara<:ters = SL: US. 

RAD page avoUable. 

Operator e-rrored user. 

I/O complete. 

I/O started and now in progress. 

Request permission to start I/O. 

User removed from core. 

Cannot get requested core pages. 

Cannot get requested disk page. 

User allowed to open or close fi Ie. 

No symbiont disk space. 

No symbiont £i'le entry. 

Enqueue release - resource ovai lable. 

Enqueue - wait for resource. 

Request permission to open or close fj Ie. 

User has hung up telepnone. 

User queued for access (e.g., for access 
to tope or disk pock). 

Quantum end. 

: 

Tabile 1. Event Inputs Received by Scheduler .(cont. ) 

Event Meaning 

E:Q.FAC No gran",les.mvo.j JabJe for user. 

E:QFJ Real-time user. Queue for interrupt. 

E:QMf Queue for I/O master funct·jon c0IJnt too 
high. 

E:SL S·leep time f~r user. 

E:SV;Mf Symbiont fi Ie now available. 

.f:S'YMO Symbiont disk 'space now o¥aiIQble~ 

E:tUQA UserdeGfueved 'for ·access (e.g., fOf access 
.to tape or di.$k pock). 

E:UQFAC ALLOCAT hos refreshed granule stocks. 

E:WU Woke-up time for user. 

Table 2. Service Request Input to Monitor 

Source of 'Inpu'ts Servi ce Request Entries 

User program 
(through monitor 
servjoe ;CQHs~ 

Executive 
language 
processor 

1. Terminal input/output request. 

2. Input/ou.tput service colis for 
RAD, dis'k pack, or magnetic 
tope. 

3. Wait request. 

4. Program exit (complete). 

5. Core request (for common, 
dynamic, or specific pages). 

6. Real-time services. 

7. Program overlay (load and 
link, load and transfer). 

8. Debug requests. 

9. Miscellaneous service requests. 

1. Nome of system programs to 
be loaded and entered (im
plies deletion of ·any current 
program). 

2. Continuation signa I. 

3. Special continuation address. 

4. Link .Ioad-ond-go-exit. 



SCHEDULER OUTPUT 

The scheduling routine performs two major functions during 
the time it is in control of the computer. The first function 
consists of setting up swaps between main core memory and 
secondary disk storage in such a way that high priority users 
are brought into core to replace low pri ori ty users that are 
transferred to disk storage. The actual swap is controlled 
by an I/O handler according to specifications prepared by 
the schedu ler. These spec ifications are prepared accordi ng 
to the priority state queues described in the next section. 
Given a suitably large ratio of available core to average 
user size (greater than 4), the scheduler can keep swaps 
and computing close to 100 percent overlapped. 

The second functi on the schedul er performs consists of se-
I ecti ng a user for executi on accordi ng to the pri ori ty state 
queues and the rules for batch processing. The rule is simple: 
the highest priority user whose program and data are in core 
is selected. 

USER STATUS QUEUES 

Status queues form a si ng I e pri ori ty structure from whi ch se
lections for swapping and execution are made. The status 
queues form an ordered list with one and only one entry 
for each user. The position in queue is an implied bid for 
the services of the computer. As events are signaled to the 
scheduler, individual users move up and down in the prior
ity structure. When they are at the high end, they have a 
high priority for swapping into,coreand for execution. When 
they are at the low end, they are prime candidates for re
moval to secondary storage. This latter feature - that of 
havi ng a defi ned pri ori ty for remova I of users to di sk stor
age - is an important and often overlooked aid to efficient 
swap management. It avoids extraneous swaps by making 
an intelligent choice about outgoing as well as incoming 
users. 

In addition to these primary functions, user status queues 
have other functi ons such as 

1. Synchronizing the presence in core of the user program 
and data with the availability of I/O devices. 

2. Queuing user programs to be lIawakened ll at a preestab
I ished time. 

3. Queui ng requests for entry and use of processors. 

4. Managing core memory. 

S. Queuing requests for buffers either in core or on 
disk. 

6. Queuing requests for nonresident monitor services. 

A list of the status queues is given in Table 3. 

State 

SRT 

SCO 

SC1 

SC2 

SC3 

SC4 

SCS 

SC6 

Table 3. Scheduler Status Queues 

Meaning 

Rea I-time execute (0 ~ priori ty S X' BF'). 

Background execute (X'CO's 
priority:5 X' FS'). 

Background execute (priority = X' F6'). 

Background execute (priority = X' F7'). 

Background execute (priority = X' F8') 

Background execute (priority = X'F9'). 

Background execute (priority = X'FA'). 

Background execute (priority = X' FB'). 

SC7 Background execute (priority = X' Fe'). 

SC8 

SC9 

SClO 

STOB 

STOBO 

SlOW 

SIOMF 

SW 

SQA 

SQR 

SQRO 

STI 

Background execute (priority = X'FD'). 

Background execute (priority = X'FE'). 

Background execute (priority = X' FF'). 

Terminal output blocked in core. (More 
characters than the system I i mit are ready 
for typing. ) 

Terminal output blocked. Not in core. 

I/o wait. Users waiting for an I/o that is 
in progress to complete. 

Users blocked because I/O master function 
count (number of I/o operations in progress) 
has reached the system limit. 

Users waiting for a specified "wake-up" 
time. 

Users waiting for service by RBBAT, the 
symbiont ghost. 

Users in core and blocked for dynamic re
source such as swapper page, COC buffer, 
symbiont disk page, symbiont table space, 
enqueued resource, service by ALLOCAT 
(for fi Ie granules), or fj Ie op~n or close. 

Same as SQ R but not in core. 

Typing input and in core. 

STIO Typing input and not in core. 

SQFI Real-time user waiting for interrupt. 
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SCHEDUIBI OPERAnOI 

To se1ect users for executLon" the scheduler searches down 
a list ,(:)f the sta tus queues for the fi rst user in core memory. 
The h:ighest priority user iss.erved first. Interrupting users 
are served before those with an active input message (both 
of these take precedence over users with unblocked termi
nal output), then come on-fine compute-bound users and 
fino IIy, compute-bound batch jobs. Note that users in 
lower states have no current requests for CPU resources. 
Note .Qlso that as each user is selected for execution, the 
status queue of the user is changed to CU. When the quan
tum is complete, the highest priority queue the user can 
enter is the compute queue. Users that enter any of the 
three highest priority states receive rapid response but only 
for the first quanta of service. Thereafter, they share ser
vice wHh others in the co~ute queue. 

A similar selection procedure is used to set up users for 
swapping. First, the highest priority user in the execution 
queue who is not in core is selected and his size require
ment (including the requirement for shared processors not in 
core) is determined. Second, users are selected from the 
swapout queue unti I enough space is freed by these users 
and their shared processors to provide for the user selected 
for swap-in. If a single user in a state below SClO (Table 3) 
can be found to swap out, then a single rather than a multi
ple swap is chosen. No swaps occur unti I a user that is not 
in core enters a high priority queue. 

Two lists resulting from this selection are presented to the 
swapper. One list contains the user (or users) to be swapped 
out and the other contains the user to be swapped in. This 
latter list also contains the shared processors that must 
accompany the user and the current free core page list. 
When the scheduler selects users for swapping, it picks a 
high priority user to load into core and the lowest priority 
user to remove from core. Priorities are arranged from high 
to low, in order of increasing expected time before the next 
activation. This ensures that the users that are least likely 
to be needed are swapped out first, whi Ie the users most 
likely to require execution are retained in core. The swap 
algorithm operates so that compute users remain in core and 
use all avai lable compute time, whi Ie the interactive users 
are swapped through the third core slot whenever the fol
lowing three conditions exist: 

1. There is room in core for three user programs. 

2. Two users are computing steadi Iy. 

3. Many other users are doing short interactive tasks. 

Table 4 shows the queue used for selection of users to be 
brought in for execution and the queue used for selection 
of users to be moved to disk. 

Note that the queues CU, JOW, QRO, TOBO, TIO do not 
appear in either list. Thus, the users in these states ate not 
selected either for execution or for swapping. 

Two examples of typical interactive use are illustrative of 
the scheduling operation. 
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Table 4. Swap-lf'I and Swap-Out Queves 

Swap-In 
(and Execution) Swap-Out 
Queue Queue 

SRT SW 

sea STI 

Se1 STOB 

se2 SOFt 

se3 SQA 

SC4 selO 

se5 SQR 

SC6 se9 

se7 se8 

sca SC7 

se9 SC6 

SClO SC5 

se4 

SC3 

se2 

SC1 

sea 

SRT 

The first example traces scheduling operations for a simple, 
short interactive user request. At the time the request is 
typed, the user is in the STI queue. His program, which 
has probably been swapped to disk storage, remains there 
unti I the cae routines receive an activation character. 
Receipt of this character is reported to the scheduler 
and causes a change in state of the user to the appro
priate executable state (Sea-SelO). The scheduler finds 
a high priority user not in core and initiates a swap to 
remove a fow priority user (if necessary) and to bring 
in the one' rust activated. On completion of the swap, 
the scheduter is again called and now finds a high priority 
user ready to run. The user's state is changed to eu, the 
program is entered, and the input command is examined by 
the reading program. The cycle in this example is com
pleted by preparation of a response Hne and a request to 
the monifo; for more input which changes the user's state 
to n again, making him a prime candidate for temoval 
to diSK. 



... 

The second example illustrates an output-bound termina I 
program. This program moves through the state cycle STOB
SC-SCU as output is generated by the program. The COC 
routines signal when the output limit has been reached, 
thus causing the program to be delayed while output is 
transferred to the terminal. In a typical operation, four 
to six seconds of typing is readied in buffers each time the 
user program is brought into core and executed. During 
this typing time, the program is not required in core and 
the CPU resources can be given to other programs. 

I/O SCHEDULING 

I/O scheduling is designed to provide good service to 1/0-
bound users whi Ie keeping the CPU busy with compute
bound users. The intent is to make the fullest possible 
utilizatiol'"' of both the CPU and the I/O devices. The 
manner in which this is accomplished is described below. 

A user that has been waiting for an I/o to complete (SlOW) 
is changed to an executable state at a priority slightly 
higher than a simi lar compute-bound user when the I/O 
completes. At that time, the execution scheduler inter
rupts the execution of the compute-bound user so that 
the I/O-bound user can execute. The I/O-bound user re
quires comparatively little CPU time before initiating 
another I/o request and returning to the SlOW state. The 
compute-bound user then resumes execution. 

It should be noted that the scheduler automatically adapts 
to jobs that a Iternate between bursts of computing and bursts 
of I/O. 

SWAP HARDWARE ORGANIZA lION 

Users are removed from core to a dedicated area of disk 
storage (or to several disks in large configurations) when 
core is required for higher priority users. 

Bit tables are used to keep track of the availability of each 
sector on the disks. In these tables, a zero is used to indi
cate the sector is in use (usually assigned to a user) and a 
one is used to indicate the sector is available. Users are 
assigned a suffic ient number of page-size sectors to accom
modate their current use. The assignment is done in such a 
way that command chaining of the I/o can order the sectors 
to be fetched for a single user with minimum latency. That 
is, each user's pages are spread evenly over the set of avail
able sectors on the disk to which he is dedicated so that 
data wi II be transmitted in every disk sector passed over 
when the user is swapped. 

The records of disk sectors associated with each user are 
kept in the user's job information table (JIT), which is kept 
on disk when the user is not in core. The disk location of 
the JIT and the user's disk address are kept in core by the 
scheduler. The disk layout is such that sufficient time is 
available after the user's JIT arrives from the disk for the 
system to set up the I/o commands for the remai nder of the 
user. 

The amount of disk storage assigned to swapping is a 
parameter of SYSGEN. The number of on-line users that 
the system can accommodate is limited by the size of disk 
space allocated for swapping and the total size of active 
on-line users. 

PROCESSOR MANAGEMENT 

CP-V processors are considered shared processors when they 
are wri tten in such a way that they are pure procedure and 
are described as such when they are added to the system. 
(User-associated data areas are initialized at first entry.) 
A shared processor has the following special characteristics: 

1. Its name is known to TEL and it may be called by name. 

2. It has dedicated residency on swap storage established 
at system initialization or via DRSP. 

3. A single copy is shared by all requesting users. 

MEMORY LAYOUT 

The system makes full use of Sigma mapping hardware, ac
cess protection, and write locks in allocating available 
physical core pages to uses. Physical core pages are allo
cated to users at their request. Use of the map obviates 
the ~eed for program relocation or physical moves. Full 
protection is provi ded for one user from another. A II pro
grams and the monitor itself are divided into procedure and 
data. The procedure area is protected by write-locks or 
access codes, or both, against inadvertent stores. 

The central features of the use of write-locks to protect 
master mode programs are as follows: 

1. The monitor operates with a key of Oland may store in 

a. Its own data area (LOCK = 01). 

b. Any batch, on-line or shared processor core 
(LOCK = 01). 

It may not store in its own procedure (LOCK = 11). 

2. Keys of 10 and 11 are never used, nor are locks of 00 
or 10. 

3. Write-locks are initialized only once at system start-up 
and are not changed thereafter except when running 
under control of Executive Delta where they are used 
to enable data breakpoints. 

The access code on virtual memory pages controls references 
made by slave mode programs {user programs and shared pro
cessors}. This code is retained in the JIT of each user and is 
loaded when the user gains control. Write access to JIT and 
other job context areas is given to TEL, CCI, and LOGON. 
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The layout of virtual memory that applies to user programs 
and ordinari Iy shared procE7ssors is shown in Figure 2. 
Allocation of the available area depends on the type of 
user that is running and the attributes of the load module 
to be executed. Allocation Type II is used when a core 
library or debugger is associated or when the load module 
to be executed has been built by Link. In all other cases, 
allocation of the available grea is as shown in Type I for 
batch users, ghost jobs, and on-line users executing in the 
extended memory mode. 

Core addresses shown are those appropriate for a typical 
system but more (or less) core may be established for the 
resident monitor at SYSGEN time depending on installation 
needs. More (or less) area may also be desirable for the 
library ared and for the job context area to accommodate 
more buffers. These bounds may also be adjusted at SYSGEN 
time. The boundary at which the one-pass loader (Link) , 
places the user program is olso adjustable. 

User 
access 

o 

Data 

I~ 

Monitor area 

Procedure 

None 

read (fi rst page) 

32K 35K 40K 
I 

Context area 

Monitor 

overlay 
jITs Buffers 
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Virtua I pages not currently allocated to the user are mapped 
into a r~sident mon itor page that is write-locked, (the ac
cess code is set to no acces$). Thus, slave mode programs 
Ore den ied access through the access code, and attempts to 
store at these ci rtua I addr~s~es by a master mode program 
ore protected by write locks. 

A typical layout of physicQI memory is shown in Figure 3. 
Although this is simi lar to th.e actual layout, it should not 
be assymed to be exact. 

SYSTEM INTEGRITY 

The monitor has a number of routines that have been in
cluded to guarantee system integrity. The objectives of 
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Figure 2. Typical User Program - Virtual Memory Layout (not to scale) 
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Figure 3. Typical Memory Layout (not to scale) 

these routines are, in order of importance, (1) to provide 
the highest possible security for user fi les even in the event 
of total system fai lure, (2) to provide automatic high-speed 
recovery in the event of a machi ne or software fai lure, and 
(3) to record sufficient information to isolate errors and 
fai lures caused by either hardware or software. 

The major features of the CP-V system integrity routines are 
as follows: 

1. Detection of malfunctions by hardware examination 
and software checks wherever the checks have been 
shown to enhance hardware error detection. Recovery 
from these malfunctions is through retries, operator as
sistance, etc. 

2. Logging of all malfunctions, including recovered errors 
and permanent fai lures. 

3. Protection from hardware fai lures. 

4. Use of on-line exercisers to provide for repair or ad
justment of peripherals without taking the CPU down. 

5. File backup and recovery facilities to mInImIze the 
probabi lity of losing user fi les, and in case of fi Ie 
fai lure, to faci litate complete recovery of the fi Ie sys
tem with a minimum of loss. 

6. Automatic recovery following a system fai lure with 
reasonable speed consistent with fi Ie security and the 
recording of information for later ana lysis. 

7. Facilities to provide for analysis of system crashes. In
formation includes si mple classifi cation of fai lures as 
well as full information for both customer engineers 
and system programmers. 

ERROR DETECTION AND RECOVERY 

An effecitve operating system must be able to detect and, 
whenever possible, to correct errors. It must also be cap
able of restarting the system if necessary. CP-V uses a 
combination of hardware and software checks to efficiently 
meet these goals. 

Hardware error protection features include memory protec
tion against accidental overwriting of monitor and user pro
grams, power fai I-safe interrupts that ensure automati c re
start in the event of power fai lure, memory parity checking, 
I/O read and write verification, and a watchdog timer to 
avoid instruction hangups. Detected errors are reported, 
logged, and if possible, recovered directly. Catastrophic 
fai lures cause an automatic system recovery if at all pos
sible. Those failures which can be isolated to a single user 
cause on Iy that user to be aborted. 

Software consistency checks, some of which are performed 
optionally on the throw of a console sense switch, check 
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the integrity of the software at many critical locations in 
the system. These checks detect problems before they are 
a lIowed to go beyond a recoverable point. When an incon
sistency that is catastroph ic to the system is detected, the 
current users are logged off and a II open fi les are closed. 
The system is then automatically rebooted for the fastest 
possible restart. 

ERROR AND FAILURE LOGGING 

Malfunction messages are maintained in a special file by 
system integrity routines. Messages are placed in this file 
whenever ma Ifunctions are detected by the various parts of 
the system. Hardware malfunctions that are recorded in
clude such things as tape errors, card reader errors, memory 
parity errors, and illegal instructions. Software malfunc
tions that are recorded include the failure of software 
checks on RAD or disk addresses contained in index blocks 
and improper linkage of linked file blocks. In addition, a 
software recovery from a seek failure is recorded in this 
fi Ie (as a 757F code). 

ERROR LOG ANALYSIS 

The error log analysis program (ERR:FIL) is called into exe
cution by the monitor whenever the number of malfunctions 
has exceeded a certain threshold. The analysis program has 
two major functions. One function consists of copying mal
function messages from a special file where they are initially 
recorded into a standard format fi Ie. The other function 
consists of producing time-trace summaries that are useful 
for predicting failure of devices. These summaries may be 
used by the Customer Engineer to aid in preventive mainte
nance of the system. 

ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS AND EXERCISERS 

On-line diagnostics and exercisers may be called when 
there is a specific failure detected by the hardware or soft
ware, or when a failure is projected through analysis of the 
error log by the Customer Eng i neer. These programs may 
also be called by the Customer Engineer when needed for 
the test or adjustment of the card reader, card punch, line 
printer, magnetic tape, or other devices. 

FILE MAINTENANCE 

CP-V provides a variety of processors designed to maintain 
a reliable backup of the file data base. These processors 
ore summarized in Chapter 8 and are described in detai I in 
the C P-V jops Reference Manua I, 90 16 75. The proces
sors provide the abi I ity to save ond restore large volumes 
of fi les very quickly, to save and restore entire privote and 
public disk devices ot device speed, to handle user initi
ated backup of fi les, to restore the allocation tables for 
public disks after a system crash, to restore the allocation 
tables for a privote disk pack after a crash which affected 
the pack, and to restore granule account information in 
the :USERS fi Ie. 
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AUTOMATIC RECOVERY AFTER SYSTEM FAILURE 

The CP-V monitor performs consistency checks on the 
results of hardware operations, checks intermediate results 
of operati ng system software functions, performs checks and 
balances at appropriate interfaces between the operating 
system's modules, and monitors itself for unexpected trap 
conditions caused by the hardware or operating system soft
ware. A software check code is assigned to each type 
of failure that the monitor may detect. 

Some of these software check failures result in a momentary 
de lay in servi ce to a II but the current user for whom the 
operating system is performing a service. In such case, 
the current user's job step is aborted, core is dumped to a 
file for later analysis and display, and normal operating 
then continues. The remaining software check fai lures are 
handled by the system's recovery routine. 

The recovery routine performs the following functions: 

1. Displays cause of fai lure. 

2. Takes a full core dump for later analysiS. 

3. Closes all open fi les with default options. 

4. Packages or releases a /I partia I symbiont fi les. 

5. Packages error log. 

6. Informs users of interruption. 

7. Saves time, data, error log pointers, accounting infor
mation, symbiont file directory, public disk gronule 
usage map, and executive communication. 

8. Restarts system and restores items saved above. 

When functions cannot be performed, they are noted on the 
operator's console. If the function is considered minor, re-' 
covery continues. If it is connected with fj Ie operations, 
the file identification is noted and recovery proceeds. 

The recovery routi ne described above occurs automati co Ily 
with a minimum delay (a few seconds) in system avai lobi lity. 
Operator in itiation of this recovery function is a Iso a !lowed, 
providing for the event that the system fai Is by not respond
ing to any operator key-in or user service request. 

When the recovery routine executes, it is independent of 
a/l monitor services and functions and requires only that a 
small recovery driver be intoct in memory. This driver 
reads the main recovery module into memory from the system 
swap device, overloying the pure procedure portion of 
CP-V. Certain monitor system tables are olso required in
tact for successful recovery. These tables are verified 
before proceeding. If the recovery process cannot be com
pleted, the operator is instructed to initialize the system 
from the master system tape and restore fi les and backup 
tapes. 



CRASH ANALYSIS 

In the event of an operator initiated recovery, one of the 
functions of the recovery procedure is to dump the contents 
of core memory onto disk storage. This information is avai 1-
able for later analysis by system programmers and by a spe
cial program designed to print in readable form the contents 
of the monitor's control tables. 

The crash analysis program is a privileged ghost program that 
is called automatically by the recovery routine as the first 
job following a hot start to analyze the last core image filed 
on disk. This program is written in such a way that addi
tional tests may be included as they are found to be useful. 
Initially, it provide$ the following services and tests: 

1. Prints PSD and register contents at point of error. 

2. Prints direct cause of error. 

3. Runs some of the same checks that are used to test the 
dynamic integrity of the system. 

4. Prints the contents of the critical monitor tables. 

5. Prints the contents of the current users JIT (which con
tains the active temp stack). 

6. Prints the contents of the physical JIT. 

7. Prints a hexadecimal dump of core memory. 

The program may also be called from a console by the sys
tem programmer to examine the crash core image. Addi
tiona� details about the program are included in Chapter 9. 
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3. RESOURCE AND LlMtT MAltASEME,NT 

CP-V provides an installation, manager with extensive tools 
for defi,ning and controlling the system's resources and 
services ... The purpose of this chapter is to provide an over
view of these tools with emphasis on their interr.elationship. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

The term resource has a very specific meaning in the fol
lowing dTscussion. A resource is any porHom of the Cp."V 
installation that is, to be shared by the users ina l1;1.aXl;n,e( 
such that each user requiring the resource is allocated. the 
resource for its exclusive use. (An exception to, t>his is. 
private disk packs which under some circumstances may be 
shared even though they have been defined to be resQurces.) 
Peripheral devices and core are common types of resources. 
Symbi'ont devices and publiic storo,ge devi'ces :'on 1l9v.:er be 
defined to be resources because they are n.on-allocota;ple 
devices; that is, they are never reserved for the exclusive 
use of one user. 

There are special resource management routines within the 
monitor. The specific task of these routines is to keep track 
of the number of resources of each kind in use and the num
ber of resources of each kind that are avoilab!e for v~e. 

For a batch job, the requ irement for resources is compared 
with the available resources and the job is not started unless 
sufficient resources are available. (The user specifies his 
resource requirements on the LIMIT control command.) 
Further, the resources are reserved for the exclusive use of 
the job so that it is guaranteed that they will be available 
even if a long time elapses between job startup and actual 
use of the resources. 

The system manager must define what the resources are for 
the installation, establish system defaults and maximums for 
use of the resources, and set limits on the use of the resources 
for the individual users. He performs these tasks using the 
following processors: 

• SYSGEN PAS52 

• Control 

• Super 

In the PASS2 phase of System Generation, the system man
ager uses the :RES command to establish which portions of 
the installation are to be resources. For each resource, he 
establ ishes the amount of the resource that may be allocated 
to all concurrent batch jobs, to all concurrent on-line jobs, 
and to all concurrent ghost jobs. He also establishes the 
default amount that is to be allocated to each batch, on-
I ine, and ghost job incases where the amount is not otherwise 
specified and the maximum amount that may be allocated 
to indi vidua I batch, on-I i ne, and ghost jobs. 
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The foHowing types of resovr.ces are olways defined at 
SYSGEN ~ if not explic itly" then by defau It: 

Co. - c;:ore 

7T - 7-track tape drive 

91' - 9-track tape drive 

SP - disk pack spindle 

A ma:><imum of eleven more resources may also be defined. 

The Control processor con be used to dynamicalry modify 
the default and maximum vatues associated with eqch re_ 
source. Resources must be define~ at SYSGEN. N'ew 
resources con.nqt be qdded ~o the sy~tem yig ~he Control pro
cessor., HQwever ~ a resol!rce may be effedi ve Iy removed 
from the system by appropriate mo~:!ification of the values 
qssociat~d with the resource. 

The Super processor is used to estab I ish the ma:>< imum amount 
of each resource that is to be avo i lab Ie to each user when 
the user runs in the batch or on-line modes. In special 
cases, an individual may be authorized a resource maximum 
which is higher than the system maximum to allow a special 
iob to run when no other user can acqu ire that amount of re
source. For example, the maximum for core could be set 
low during the day for pushing through a lot of small jobs, 
but an indivic!ul critical job could be run with a high core 
requirement. 

LIMIT CONTROL 

In order to coordinate the sharing of a CP-V installation 
among many users, it is necessary to impose I imitations on 
the execution of user programs. These limitations fall into 
two categories: 

1. Service limits which limit such things as: 

2. 

• Job execution time. 

• Pages of printer output. 

• Number of cards punched. 

• Amount of temporary public storage. 

• Am9lJnt of permanent public storage. 

ReS04f€e limits which limit the l1ymber of resources of 
each type that are ava i lab Ie for the job. 



Limits are established, changed, and collected from four 
sources: 

1. SYSGEN PASS2 processor - for establishment of sys
tem limit tables which define limits to be associated 
with each batch, on-line, and ghost job. These limits 
are established through use of the :RES, :BLIMIT, 
:OLIMIT, and :GLlMIT commands. 

2. Control processor - for dynamic modification of the 
system limit tables. 

3. Super processor - for estab I i shment and dynam i c mod-
ification of the limits for each individual user. The 
limits are recorded in the :USERS file, a file which 
contains one record for each user at the installation. 

4. LIMIT control command - for establishment of limits on 
a particular instance of execution. (The LIMIT con
trol command is only applicable to the batch mode.) 

The sequence by which the ultimate service and resource 
limits are placed on an executing user program is depicted 
in Figure 4. When the job is started, limit values for the 
job are initially set from the :USERS file record. Values 
which are not given in that record are then set from the 
monitor limit tables. For batch jobs, limit values are re
duced to the value specified by the LIMIT control command. 

Super establish and modify __ :USERS 
processor file 

SYSGEN 
establ ish 

PASS2 ~ 

processor 

System 
limit 

tables 

Control modify 

processor 

Finally, these composite values are compared to the maxi

mum values in the SYSGEN/Control set monitor limit tables 
and the job is aborted if the limits are exceeded. 

The process may be divided into two cases: first, when there 
is no user maximum specified in the :USERS file record for 
the limit in question, and second, when there is a user max
imum specified. The algorithm applies both to service limits 
and to resource limits identically, except where noted. 

Case 1: No User Maximum in :USERS file 

The limit is set to the limit on the LIMIT control command 
if any. Otherwise, it is set to the system default. If the 
limit is less than or equal to the system maximum, the job 
is run. Otherw i se, the job is aborted. 

Case 2: User Max imum specified in :USERS fi Ie 

If no LIMIT control command is included with the job, the 
limit is set to the user maximum for all service limits and all 
on-line resource limits. The limit is set to the user maximum 
orthe system default (whichever is smaller) for batch resource 
limits and for job execution time. 

If a LIMIT control command is included with the job, the 
limit is set to the limit on the command if it is less than or 
equal to the maximum specified in the :USERS file. Other
wise, the job is aborted. 
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Figure 4. Establ ishing Limits for a Job 
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4. lOG-ON CONTROLS ISUPER) 

INTRODUCTION 
During log-on, four items are requested from the user: 
account, name, password, and extended accounting. 
(Password and extended accounting are optional.) These 
items are used fo reference a log-on file (:USERS) that 
controls the entry of the job and, if the job is allowed, the 
type of usage and system priv; leges extended to the user. 
The log-on fi Ie is created by LOGON or eCI and is 
mai ntained by a specially authorized program, called 
Super, which may be run in the botch job stream or 
from an on-line terminal. Super musfbe run in the :SYS 
account (with any name) and the user must have at least CO 
privi lege. Modifications to the log-on fi Ie are made using 
Super commands. 

The log-on fi Ie exists in the :$YS account under the name 
:USERS. It is composed of a series of records, one for each 
user who is authorized to log on. Most of these records are 
created by the systeM' manager using the processor Super. 
The one exception is the :SYS occo'Unt with the user name 
LBE. The first time there is an attempt to log on under ac
count :SYS and user name lBE, a record for this account 
and name is automatically-generated and placed in the 
: USERS file. If this initial log-on does not include a pass
word, the password record in the system record remains 
empty (contains zeros}and anyon-line terminal may create 
and de lete records in the fi Ie wi th Super after logging on 
under account :SYS and user name LBE. Thus, the initial 
log-on should also specify a password. 

Records within the log-on file are keyed records with the 
key formed by the concatenation of account number and 
name of each valid user. Each record contaim the identi
fying information, a password (which may be changed by the 
PASSWORD command) and other informati on that controls 
the system faci I i ties granted to the user. 

Super is also used to create and maintain the :RBlOG fi Ie 
which contains remote processing workstation authorizations. 
The records within this fi Ie contain information such as 
workstation name, type of remote terminal to be used at the 
workstation, maximum priority for jobs submitted from the 
workstation, and remote peripheral devices to be associated 
as part of the workstation. 

SUPER COMMANDS 
Super has nine commands and associated options. The com
mands are 

CREATE 
MODIFY 
DEFAULT 
LIST 
REMOVE 
FAST 
WORKSTA nON 
x 
END 
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Super prompts for <:ommonds with a single dash and for 
options with a double dash. 

CREATE The e REA TE command adds a new record to the 
log-on fife. The format of the command is 

C[REATE] {account,name.} 
account(name) 

where 

account is the account under which the record is 
created. Account may be from 1 to 8 charaeters in 
length and may be any of the following choracters~ 

A-Z a-z 0 .. 9 - $ * % : II (,g; _ 

name is the name of the user tor whom the record is 
-being created. Name may contain from 1 to 12 
characters and has the same character set as '1 
account. 

Only one account and name may be specified for each 
CREATE command. 

Options for CREATE are entered into the terminel following 
the prompt for options. Each option name is followed by 
an equal sign and the value of the option that is to appear 
in the record. Options on the same line are separated by 
a semicolon. If no options are desired, a carriage return 
character must be entered following the initial prompt for 
options. This creates a record containing nome, account, 
and defau It privi lege and bi lIing values. The end of a group 
of options is also terminated by entry of a carriage return 
character following a prompt for options. Options for the 
CREATE command are shown in Table 5. 

When an option is not specified, the system default for that 
option is usedat run-time. (The system default is not entered 
in the log-on record except in the case of privi lege and 
billing.) 

Four of the options are preceded by 

where B stands for batch mode, 0 stands for on-line mode, 
and G stands for ghost mode. (However, the user authori
zation record is currently not used for jobs runn ing in the 
ghost mode. ) 

Example: 

Assume that a log-on fi Ie record is to be created under account 
ENGNRand name DEVEl. This record is to have the password 
A321 86 and a charge c lass of 5 for the botc h mode. The BAS Ie 
processor is to be automatically called when the user logs on. 

-CREATE ENGNR, DEVEL 8 
:-PASS~"ORD=A321B6 ;CALL=BASIC 8 
--B$BILLING=508 



Option 

PA[SSWORD]={identification} 
NONE 

{ ALL } 
RE[AD]= NONE 

CArll] ={namel. [account][. password]]} 
NONE 

[

days, hOUrS) 
MA[XEXPIRE] = NEVER 

NONE 

DI[S KJ = ! pgranulesl 
INONE I 

[g )SBI[LLlNG]=charge 

[g )$PR[IVILEGE]=level 

Table 5. CREATE Command Options 

Description 

"identification II is the user password that is to appear in the record. 
Maximum length: 8 characters. The following characters may not be 
used: ? 6. = / • > < ; , # (). NONE clears the password field to zero. 

specifies the default for READ accounts for all fi les created by this user. 
Initial default is ALL. All sets the field to O. NONE sets the field 
to 1. (The field is one bit in length.) 

"name ", "account II, and IIpassword II form the load modu Ie fi Ie i dentifi
cation of the system processor to be automatically connected to the user 
terminal when the user logs on. Maximum length: 

name 

account 

password 

11 characters 

8 characters 

8 characters 

If IIname" alone is specified (i.e., name of a system processor), Super 
supplies :SYS as the account. The form 

name. (Note the trai ling period.) 

is a convenient shorthand way of specifying that the load module is to 
come from the user's log-on account. 

The form 

name •• password 

specifies that the load modu Ie comes from the user's log-on account and 
has a password. NONE clears the call name, account, and password 
fields to zero. 

"days,hours" specifies the maximum period of time the files are to be re
tained. Maximum: X'FFFF'. NEVER sets the field to X'FFFF'. NONE 
clears the field to zero and is the default. 

"pgranu les II 'specifies number of granules of permanent disk pack fi Ie 
space allowed the user. Maximum: 231 _1. NONE clears the field to zero. 

"charge" is the user charge class for accounting and may range from 0 to 7. 
The value specified by charge is a pointer to one of the eight charge rate 
tables in the :RATE file (see Chapter 5). The defaults are 0 for batch, 
1 for on-line, and 1 for ghost. 

"Ievel ll is privilege level granted the user. Privilege codes are 

Hex 
Code 

EO 

CO 

BO 

AO 

80 

40 

Privileges Allowed 

Utilize real-time services. 

Bypass security and account checks and issue M:SYS 
CAL. 

Access and change the monitor. 

Read and write error file; request devices; invoke 
diagnostic. 

Examine (but not change) the monitor. 

Default privilege level for batch and on-line. 
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Table 5. CREATE Command Options (cont.) 

OpfiiQn 

1 

B ' 
• ··value . ~ IMnamecj DELE[TE]) 

1 
B I jY [ES} I o "name" NEo], 
G . DE LE[TE] 

XA[CCT] =-character string 

Description 

"varue" specifies, in decimal, the maximum value allowed for the re
source or service indicated by "name". DELETE specifies that the entry 
in the log-on record for the resource or service indicated by "name" is 
to be deleted and that system defaults are to be used instead. The "name" 
(immediately following M) must be either the name of a resource defined 
by the :RES command at SYSGEN (e.g., CO (core), 9T (tape), 7T (tape), 
SP (spindle) or the name of a service. The services are listed in Table 6. 
(The "val ue" for core must be expressed in number of K words.) 

specifies whether the peripheral device or special feature specified by 
"name" is available to the user (YES) or is not available to the user (NO). 
DELETE s.pecifies that the entry in the log-on record for the peripheral 
device or special feature specified by "name" is to be deleted and that 
the system default is to be used instead. The "name" (immediately fol
lowing P) must be the device type of a peripheral that has been defined 
to be a symbiont device via the :SDEVICE command during SYSGEN or a 
special feature that was defined via the :FAUTH command during SYSGEN. 
The default is to allow access to all symbiont devices. 

"character string" specifies installation-specific account information. A 
maximum of 24 characters is allowed. A semicolon will automatically 
terminate the field; i.e., the semicolon and the characters following the 
semicolon will not be inserted into the field. 

Note: If a value that is greater than the system parameter but within the range allowed by Super is input, this value 
wi II be accepted by Super but the user wi" be limited to the system parameter. 

Table 6. System Services 

Serv i ce Defi ni tion 

MODIFY The MODI FY command changes the speci fied 
fields in an existing record of the log-on file. The format 
of the command is 

TIME The limit (in minutes) fer job execution time. M[ODIFY] {account, name} 
account(name} 

LO The number of pages of pri nter output from 
all shared processors involved in running a 

iob. 

PO The number of punched card records pro
duced in runni ng a job. 

DO The number of pages of diagnosti cs pro
duced in running a job. 

UO The number of pages of printed output from 
all the executing programs in a job. 

TSTO[REJ The number of granules of temporary RAD 
storage that may be used by a job. 

PSTO[RE] The number of granules of permanent RAD 
storage that may be used by a job. 

TDIS[K] The number of granules of temporary disk 
pack storage that may be used by a job. 

PD IS [K] The number of granu les of permanent disk 
pack storage that may be used by a job. 

FPOO[L] The number of file biocking buffers to be 
allocated to a job. 
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where 

account is the account under which the record was 
created. Account may be from 1 to 8 characters 
in length. 

name is the name of the user for whom the record 
was created. Name may be from 1 to 12 charac
ters in length. 

Options for the MODIFY command specify the fields of the 
record to be changed. The word NONE following an op-
tion name deletes the option va lue in the record. Options 
for the MODIFY command are the same as for the CREATE 
command (Table 5). 

The user whose log-on record is modified may be running 
during the modification. Since Super changes the log-on 
record but does not change the JIT, the modification will not 
take effect unt i I the user logs off and then logs on ago in. 

Example: 

Assume that a log-on fi Ie record under account ENGNR 
and name DEVEL is to be modified. The password is to be 



changed from A321 B6 to 48ZMIBA and the on-line charge 
c lass is to be changed from 5 to 7. 

..:.MODTFY ENGNR. DEVEUS' 

.:..::. PAS SWORD=48ZMI BA 0~ 

.:.:.0$ B ILLING=7 ~~. 

==- qr\ 

DEF AUL T The DEFAU L T command allows the system man-
ager to change the default values for options of the CREATE 
command. (This command is intended to simplify the au
thorization of c lasses of users.) Changes are made on Iy for 
the options specified. The format of the command is 

D[EF.A.ULT] 

The selected options and their new default values are en
tered following the prompt for options. The rules for enter
ing options are the same as for the CREATE command. 

Once specified, the default values will remain in effect 
until overridden by a subsequent DEFAULT command or 
unti I Super is reloaded (which wi II bring in the assembled 
defaults). The default values set by DEFAULTapply to the 
CREA TE command but not to the MODIFY command. 

It is important to note that when the default value for an 
option is initially specified for one of the three job modes 
(B, 0, or G), defau I t va lues of zero are automati ca IIy gen
erated for the other two modes. The defau It values for the 
rema in i ng two modes may subsequen tl y be exp Ii ci tly speci
fied, but in any case the system values are overridden. In 
the example below, OM9T is set to zero. 

Example: 

LIST 

-DEFAULT@) 

-=--BM9T=3 ;GM9T=1 (~ 
.:.:.B$ PR=80 e) 
.:..::.10 

The LIST command lists the contents of the log-on 
fi Ie. This command may be used to 

1. List the entire log-on fi Ie. 

2. List all records under a specified account. 

3. List from one to three specific records under one 
account. 

To list the entire file, the LIST command is entered into the 
terminal wi thout parameters. 

LLIS T] 

To list only the records in a specific account, the LIST com
mand is entered into the terminal along with the account. 

L[IST] account 

where account is the account number of the records to be 
listed. Account is I imited to 8 characters. 

To list from one to three specific records under one account, 
the LIST command is entered into the terminal along with the 
account and names of users whose records are to be listed • 

L[IsTllaccount,name~name~name]J I 
account(name[,name ~name]J) 

where 

account is the account number to which the rec-
ords belong. Account is limited to 8 characters. 

name is the name of the user whose record is to be 
listed. Only three user names may be specified. 
Mu Itiple names are separated by commas and must 
be under the same account. Each name is limited 
to 12 characters. 

Any combination of options may be specified. For each 
record, the name, account, and value of each option is 
listed. For options that have three values associated (B, 0, 
and G), all three values are printed in the order B, 0, 
and G, separated by commas. Options are entered in the 
same way as they are for other commands except that on Iy 
the option name is specified. 

The options for the LIST command are 

AL[L] 

PA[SSWORD] 

XA[CCOUNTING] 

CA[LL] 

$BI[LLlNG] 

$PR(IVILEGE] 

Mname 

Pname 

$ 

M 

P 

If $ is entered, then both BILLING and PRIVILEGE values 
are listed. If M is entered, then all entries for maximum 
values allowed for resources and services are listed. If P is 
entered, then all entries conceming peripheral permission 
are listed. 

If a" options are desi red, the word ALL is entered in re
sponse to the option prompt. 

.:. LIST@ 

.:.:. ALL8 

(The contents of a II records in the log-on fi Ie are listed 
here.) 
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On the, other hand, if no op,tions are desired t the word 
NONf o,r a carriage retllrn character is entered, or the 
o,p,tiqn NQN~ is entered. Then only the nameS qnd oc
count Flumbers ore listed. 

.,. LIST 

(The names anq acco.unt numbers are listed here.) 

Example: 

Assl!me that a 109...,.on rec;orq was created qs fo I low$: 

.=.CRLATE 12 34,c...BCD ,C36 ' 

--p:\SS'mRD=SECRETX' 

- -C:\LL= If'\IT L\L. 12 3AKC 

.:..:.})$ PR I \'=40' 

--dl$PRIV=HO' 

- - )',NlIT=2 ' 

- - P)l'IS p=() 

- -!',PLP= Y 

--(lPLP='!' 

--(\l'lUI-,)() 

--hNLU=]OlJ 

--f.l,Hl'1NE=) ') 

A listing of the contents of that log-on reqord wo~ld be 

-I,IS!' J':'l'+.\I~C:!J,C lb 

--,\U~ 

ll)=l~ 14\I;CI) l, 16 

PA= SECRETX 

C,\=!NIIIAL 

F\ I = (if) () I () J 

f'R= 4() ~(J 40 

~1 WI -' ,(I, (J 

~1 S l' U, (), (l 

:-1 I,() I ()() , ')() 1 () 

M 1'1 I'D,: I') ,U,U 

!' U' Y Y r; 

REMOV'E The REMOVE command deletes a record from 
the log-on fi Ie. The format of the commond. is 

R[EMOVE] {account, name} 
, account(name) 

where 

account is the account number of the record to be 
deleted. Account is limited to 8 characters. 

nome is the name of the user whose record is to be 
deleted. Name is limited to 12 csh,arocsters. 

OnJy one accovnt and name may be specified in each 
REMOVE command. 
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Assume that the record for user ABLE, account ~S4 is to 
be deleted • 

-REMOVE B634,ABLE 

F A,ST The FAST command causes a large batch run fa be 
e?(ecut~d in a much shorter time than in normal m~cle. The 
format Cilf FAST is 

F[ASTJ 

The FAST command is va I iet on Iy in batch mode and shou Id 
be used only if there are nQ other users in the sy~tem. The 
:USERS and :RBLOG files will be kept open (anq hence 
can not be accessed) unti I e~it from Super . 

WORKSTATION The WORKSTA nON command is used 
to quthorize a remote wq,rkstotiofll, to speeify or change op...,. 
tions for a pafti cullr workstation, and to list options for 0 

parti cu lar workstat:on or for all wOl'kstations. The format 
of the command is 

W[ORKSTATION] id 

where id is a 1-8 character workstation name. At least one 
character must be alphabetic. If the workstation name is 
not the nQm~ of em Quthorized workstation, then a new work
station is being authorized .. 

Options for the WORKSTATION command are entered into 
the terminal following prompts for options. Options may be 
specified on the same line separated by semicolons or may 
appear on separate lines. When no further options are de
sired, a carriage return alone is entered following a prompt 
for an option. 

The LW option (which causes the options of a workstation 0f 

of all workstations to be listed) is a special case. When the 
LW option is specified, no other options may be specified. 
In fact, when the LW option is specified, Super outputs the 
requested listing without prompting for further WORKS TA
TION options. 

General options for the WORKSTA nON command are listed 
in Table 7. The column TYPE OF TERMINAL spec;ifieswhich 
type of terminal (RBT, 2780, or IRBT) the option is applicable 
for. Table 8 lists the device options which are used to de
fine attributes of peripheral devices at IRBTs. These options 
apply only to the device specified on the DEV option that 
precedes them. The TYPES column spec ifies whether the 
options are legal for input devices (I), output devices (OJ, 
or both (1,0). 

The industry recognizes several "standard" IRBTs (e .g., COPE 
1200 and IBM 360/20 with IRBT software). These standard 
IRBTs have identical attributes including identical types of 
peri:pheral <;tevi'ces. When defl,ni:ng Q stondGrd lRBJ I the op
tion TYPE -=STN D may be specified and no further options wi II 



Table 7. General Options of the WORKSTA nON Command 

Type of 
Option Terminal Description 

LW[=ALL] RBT, IRBT Requests that the workstation definition be I isted for the worksta-
tion specified by id. If =ALL is specified, all workstation defini-
tionc: will be listed regardless of the id specified for the command. 
If the LW option is specified, it must be the only option that is 
specified for the command. 

TYPE = type - Specifies the type of terminal where type may be 

7670 - Xerox 7670 RBT 
2780 - IBM 2780 RBT 
IRBT - IRBT 
STND - Standard IRBT (No other options can be specified.) 

The default type is 7670. 

fSY[STEM] } RBT, IRBT Specifies whether or not jobs in the :SYS account may be submitted 
NS[YSTEM] from th is workstation. The default is NSYSTEM. 

RP =n RBT, IRBT Specifies the maximum priority for jobs submitted from this work-
station or the maximum priority for files that are being passed 
directly to an output device (see the DC option in Tab Ie 8). The 
default value is 7. 

GJOB =name RBT, IRBT Spec ifies the 1-7 character name of a ghost job in the :SYS ac-
count that is to be started when this terminal logs on. 

{MRB "} 2780 RBT Specifies whether the terminal sends and receives single records 
NMRB (NMRB) or 400~byte multiple record blocks (MRB). The default 

is NMRB. 

{~~M} RBT Specifies whether EM characters are to be punched (EM) or are not 
to be punched (NEM) into cards at the RBT. The default is EM. 
Punching EM characters increases transmission speed during input 
of the cards but may make the cards unusable at non-RBT card 
readers. 

LPP = value RBT Specifies, in decimal, the lines per page for the RBT printer. The 
default is 39. 

I 

MLP=value RBT Specifies, in decimal, the maximum line length for the RBT printer. 
The default is 120 for the 2780 RBT and 128 for the 7670 RBT. 

MCP=value RBT Specifies, in decimal, the maximum length of cards punched at the 
RBT. If the NEM option is specified, th is val ue is ignored. The 
default is 80. 

{ MS[T]} IRBT Specifies whether the CP-V system will act as the central site 
SL[V] (master) or as an IRBT (slave) when this workstation is connected. 

The defau I t is MST. 

DS[M]=mask IRBT Specifies, in hexadecimal, a device selector mask used to separate 
device type from device number. The value specified for mask can 
range from 0 to FF. The default is F. (See II Device Selectionllbelow.) 

Xl IRBT Specifies that the IRBT is capable of receiving multiple control rec-
ords and data records within the same transmission block. (The soft-
ware of the particular IRBT determines whether this is possible.) 
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Option 

Nl 

X2 

N2 

RW[SNl xxxx 

DEV devname 

Table 7. General Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 

Type of 
Terminal 

IRST 

IRST 

IRBT 

IRBT 

IRBT 

IRBT 

Description 

Negates an Xl option and is only used when changing the attributes 
of a workstation. If X 1 was never specified for the workstation, Nl 
is meaningless. 

Specifies that the workstation is another CP-V system. 

Negates an X2 option and is only used when changing the attributes 
of a workstation. If X2 was never specified for the workstation, N2 
is meaningless. 

Specifies a two-character remote number. This specification is only 
val id when CP-V is acting as a slave IRST to another computer sys
tem. The number is assigned by the system manager of the other 
computer system. 

Specifies a one- to eight-character WSN to be used by the CP-V 
system to identify itself when logging onto the remote station being 
defined. This specification is only valid when CP-V is acting as a 
slave to another system. 
---------------------------------~ 

Specifies the name used on the LDEV command and remote batch 
control commands to reference a particular device at the worksta
tion. OC is a reserved device name and should be used as the 
devname if the device is to be used as an operator's console. The 
OC device cannot be accessed by users. The DEV option is fol
lowed by a list of options that define the particular device (see 
Table 8). Each device of the workstation must be defined in this 
manner. A minimum of 1 and a maximum of 16 devices may be 
defined. 

------ --- --- -- ------------r-------------------------------------I 

DD rlevname 

Option 

11 ~~ } 
OUT 

~--- - - -- . 

RC[B] value 

~--- - -- --

IRlcBl value 
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IRST Specifies that the named device is to be deleted from the work
station definition. Options of a given device cannot be changed 
individually. The device must be deleted and completely redefined. 

Table 8. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command 

Type Description 

- Specifies whether records for this device are to come IN to or OUT 

I 
of the C P- V system. Devices capable of input and output must be 
defined as two separate devices. The default is OUT. 

I 
-- ------ -~-.-

1,0 Defines, ;n hexadedmal, the ReB used to communicate with thel 
device being defined. The RCB is a one-byte field that specifies 
the type of devi ce and, in some cases, the number of the dev i ce. 
The required value for the RCB is defined by the software of the I 

IRBT. This aptian is required because it establishes the conneeHon I 
between the device name spec ified (DEV = devname) and a porti cu lor 

~--- --- _. __ .. _------- -"--
phys i co ~_~_e ~ice . __ ___________________________ J 

- Defines, in hexadecimal, the RCB for the operator's console when 
it is being used as an input device. (The RCB option defines the 
RCB for the operator's console when it is being used as an output 
device. ) The IRCB option is only valid when an operator's console 
is being defined. 



Option 

SU[SBIT]=value 

SR[CB]:=x 

U[STJ= x 

{
CT[l] } 
NC[Tl] 

DC = type 

{
SM[D] } 
NS[MD] 

{
BI[NARY] } 
NS[tNARY] 

MA[XREC] =n 

Table 8. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 

Type 

o 

1,0 

o 

o 

1,0 

1,0 

Description 

Specifies, in hexadecimal, which bit in the Function Control Se
quence field is used as the suspend control bit for this device (see 
the Multileaving appendix in the CP-V/RP Reference Manual, 
903026). The position of the bit that is set to one indicates which 
bit is the suspend control bit. All other bits are set to zero. 

Specifies the sub record control byte type for this device. The 
va I ues may be 

P for pri nter type 
C for card type 
U for user suppl ied 

If SRCB = U is specified for an output device, the user writing to 
that device wi II be expected to supply a sub record control byte 
as the first byte of each data record. If it is used for an input 

I device, the subrecord control byte will be passed to the user with 
I each data record. SRCB -=-C must be specified for input control 

devices. The default va lue is C. 

Specifies one of the following: 

Y this is a listing device. The device will only be used 
when the user specifically requests it with the lDEV 
command. 

N this is not a listing device. 

S this is the system listing device and will be used as 
the default listing device unless the user specifically 
requests another I isting device. 

P This is the system punch device and will be used as the 
default punch device unless the user specifically re
quests another punch dev i ce. 

The default is N. 

Specifies whether or not this device is a control device (i .e., 
whether or not input from this device is to be scanned for jobs 
and remote control commands). The defau It is CTL. 

Specifies the device type of the local symbiont device to which 
files from this device will be sent directly. The default is 
NONE. 

Spec i fi es tha t th i sis the system message device (i. e., the dev i ce 
to which messages to the operator will be sent). Only one system 
message device may be defined for a workstation. The default is 
NSMD. 

Establishes whether or not binary input or output is legal for this 
device. The default is NBIN. . 

Specifies, in decimal, that the longest record legal for this device 
may have n bytes. The va I ue n may range from 1 to 255. The de
fault value is 80 unless LIST =Y or LIST =S is specified, in which 
case the default value is 132. 
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Table 8. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.) 

Option Type Description 

MI[NREC] n 1,0 

l- .. -. -. e 

Specifies, in decimal, that the shortest r~~prd legal for this de~ice 
may have n bytes. The value n may ran9,@ from 1 to 255. The q~
fault value is 1. If LI~T=cY or LIST=S is ~pecified, then MINR~C 
specifies the number p.f lines per page (i.e u the maximum nUI1lB~r 
of lines allowed per pqge). In this case, the value n may rang~ 
from 1 to 255 and the ~efault value is 38, -

- ----------------------------------- -------t 

PR[IV] P ___ .. 1 1,0 .. 
Specifies, in hexgqec;imal, the privilege I~vel required to I,Jse this 
device. The default value is 40. 

KEEP 1,0 Specifies that an Ol,ltput file for this device is to be kept intact 
until the entire file ha~ been outPlJt~ Thi~ qllows the <:omplete 
fi Ie to be retransmitted. after a line loss. KEEP is only meaningh,_d 
for input devices if the DC option is also Jjsed. In this case, pgrtial 
input fj les at a line lo~~ are deleted rather than being output. IAPut 
files that are not direct pPssed are alway~ geleted in this situation. 

be required (in fact, no other options shoula ~,e specified), 
All attributes (includi'lg those for peripheral devices) will 
pe automatically establ ished by Super. The devices for 
standard IRBTs and some of the option values for those de
vices ore listed in Table 9. 

The various options are to some degree order-dependent; 
that is, certain options exclude selection of other options. 
An incorrect or inappropriate selection of an option will 
result in a diagnostic response from Super and the option 
wi" be ignored. Figure 5 partially clarifies this point. 
The Figure lists all of the options for the WORKSTATIO~j 
j:ommand {with the exception of LV/because it is a special 
~ase I. The level of indentation indicates the order in which 
the OpflOliS should appear; i.e., options that are indented 
can not be r,pecified unless the opticn under which they are 
indented has been previously specified. VIi thin a given 
I,evel of indentation, the order of appearance of the options 
i's not important. For example, TYPE IRBT must appear be
fore DSM, but DSM need not appear before X 1. The fig
ure dOt2S not point out that some options are mutually ex
clusive le.g., MST and SLVl. However, all cases of 
mutually f'xclusive options are obviou3 from the option 
description'>. 

Device Selection. Users refer to local or remote symbiont 
devices by name in the DEV option of the LDEV command. 
If the device i<; ot a remote workstation, then the name of 
the device was established with the DEV option of the 
\//OfU,SrATJOf'~ command. This external name is linked 

to the actuql physj~ol devl~e with the RCB option of the 
WORKSTATION commqnd. The format and content of the 
RCB may vary, dependent upon the software of the lRBT. 
Standard RCBs specify a device type and the number 9f the 
device. The formqt of a standard RCB is 

where bit 0 is always set to one. 

For examp Ie, if a system using standard RCBs has two Ii ne 
printers, the two RCB~ wOlJld be 

Line printer 1 

l}i11~lool (X'94') 

Li ne pri nter 2 

(X'A4') 

The DSM specifies a device selector mask that determines 
which bits of the RCB will be used to choose an explicit de". 
vice. For a standard RCB, a DSM of X'OF' means that only 
devi ce type wi II be used in se lecti ng a devi ce and that the 
number of the devi ce wi II be ignored. 

Tuble 9. Standard IRBT Device Option Values 
, 

! I I Dev i ce Type i RCB IRCB SRCB SUSBIT . i 

! 
OC 91 1 92 C 40 
CR 93 -I -- C --I 

: LP 94 I -- P 800 
CP 95 

I 
-- C 1 
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WORKSTATION id 
SYS 

NSYS 

RP 

GJOB 

TYPE=7670 

EM 

NEM 

LPP 

MLP 

MCP 

TYPE=2780 

MRB 
NMRB 
EM 

NEM 

LPP 

MLP 

MCP 

TYPE=STND 

TYPE=IRBT 

DSM 

Xl 
Nl 
X2 
N2 

DD 

MST 

SLY 

RMT 

RWSN 

DEV=OC 

IRCB 

DEV=any device (including OC) 
PRIV 

RCB 

SRCB 

MAX 

MIN 

DIR 

NDIR 
BIN 

NBIN 

KEEP 

IN 

OUT 

CTL 

NCTL 

DC 

SUSBIT 

LIST 

SMD 

NSMD 

Figure 5. WORKSTATION Command Options 

For example, 

Assume that the following DSM and line printers have been 
defined: 

DSM=DF (or DSM=F) 

DEV=LP (I ine printer 1) 

RCB=94 

DEV=-PR (line printer 2) 

RCB-"A4 

If the user requests the device LP, he will get either LP or 
PR (I ine printer 1 or line printer 2), whichever device is 
avai lable. The request for LP is translated to RCB=94, but 
the DSM specifies that only the low-order four bits (type) 
are to be used. Therefore, no distinction is made between 
device number one and device number two. 

A DSM of FF means that the entire RCB is to be used in se
lecting the device. In the example above, a DSM of FF 
would mean that the user would get the device LP when he 
specified LP and PR when he specified PRe 

A DSM of 00 means that the RCB is to be ignored completely 
in selecting a device, regardless of the device name speci
fied by the user. 

Note that the setting of the first bit in the DSM is not im
portant because the fit'st bit of the RCB is always set to one 
(even if the ReB is not a standard RCB) and the first bit of 
the DSM is effectively ignored. Therefore the following 
DSMs are equivalent: 

00 and 80 
OF and 8F 
7F and FF 

Note also that the bit settings of the DSM have a different 
meaning for RCBs that have a format other than the standard 
format. Generally speaking, however, the role of the DSM 
is the same for all RCB formats. It specifies which bits of 
the ReB will be used to select a device. 

Examples: 

1. Assume that workstation STA 1 with three devices (an 
operator's console, a card reader, and a line printer) 
is to be defi ned: 

.:.~WRKSTATION STA1·8 

..:..:TYPE=IRBT@I 

..:..:DEV=OC0j 

..:..:RCB=918 

..:..: IRCB=9 2 G;' 
--SM!) 
::.:.SUSBIT=40~) 
.:.:.DEV=CR02' 

.:.:.IN :~ 

.:.:. RCB=9 3 El 
--DEV=LP 

..:..:RCB=943 

.:.:.SUSB IT=800 ';"~ 

..:..:SRCB=P@ 

.:.:.MAXREC=1328 

.:.:.LIST=S 8 
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2. Assume that a standard workstation with the workstation 
name STANDARD is to be defined and that the attri
butes of the workstation ,o;re then to be listed: 

-- [YPt.=:'; 1 \1)· 

:: '1Ir=:> i 

1)C;~t~ "F 

f(P= () 7 

1 RCf)= i,' 

UE\,JI:IS 4 

11)-\' KG, c; "C u, 

II( ql (' 

(:1.; I (' 

I 1 I 

S['e; 

!)U4() 

U!JlI!) 

11.";1111 

'I ( [I(J()! 

1/,) LIST 

,WT ~ 

I~ ;--.; 

I l l'1 

'iI'T 

eTL BIN KP PRV DC MAX MIN 
N N N 40 00 80 1 
Y N N 40 00 80 1 
~ N N 40 00 132 38 
\ :-; '\J 40 O() 80 

X The X command deletes the definition of a worksta-
tion from the :RBLOG. The format of the command is 

X id 

where id specifies the workstation name of the workstation 
defin it ion to be de leted. 

END The END command causes an ex it from Super to 
TEL. The format of END is 

E[NO) 

Example: 

Assume that the PASSWORD, PRIVILEGE, and BILLING op
tions for users ABLE and BAKER under account 8634 are to 
be listed and that the record for user ABLE is to be deleted. 
Upon completion, control is to be returned to TEL. 

-1.1:;1..(" ,,\BLE,SAKER' 
- - P:\2.i ':)\\1) IZlJ . 

- - F LAC;S ' 

(1 is t ing) 

-REt-1UVE H634,ARLE" 

-F.I\'/)' 

BATCH OPERATIONS (SUPER) 

Super can be run in a batch job stream to faci litote and 
speed up the modification of the :USERS fi Ie. The formats 
of the commands and command options are very simi lar to 
the on-line commands and opti ons. If the user does not 
assign M:SI and M:LO to other devices, Super reads the 
commands and opti ons from the card reader and writes mes
sage output on the line printer. Shou Id the user assign M:SI 
to some other device (e. g., a mognetic tape), the input 
format must conform exactly t.o that prescribed be low for 
card input. 

Super is called by a !SUPER command. After it has been 
invoked, it reads the SI device for command input. Super 
commands are keypunched beginning in column 1. Com
mand opti ons are keypunched beginning in co lumn 2. 
Figure 6 depicts a sample Super batch job deck. 

Use of the FAST command wi /I greatly speed up a large 
batch run. 

In batch operation, default message output goes to the sys
tem line printer. When initially invoked, Super advances 
to a new page on the printer. It prints each command 
option as received, before it analyzes the input for correct 
syntax. When it detects a LIST command, it advances to 
a new page before writing the command on the printer 0 The 
LIST command print-out on the line printer has a format 
similar to the LIST print-out on a terminal but has iust one 
line per record. 

At the end of the batch Super run, two messages summa
rizing the number of errors are printed. They have the 
following format: 

n COMMAND ERRORS 

m USER FILE I/O ERRORS 

The first indicates the number of syntax errors found in the 
input stream; the second indicates the number of abnormal 
conditions found in accessing the :USERS file. In general, 
a syntax error found in an option for a main command wi II 
result in the command being executed as though the partic
ular option were not present. 

SUPER ERROR MESSAGES 

An error message wi /I be returned to the terminal if a Super 
command is entered incorrectly. These error messages are 
listed in Table 10. 

SUPER COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 11 summarizes Super commonds. The 'eft-hand col
umn lists the command format, the right-hand column de
fines the command and options. 
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LIST 

REMOVE 12897, SMITH 

REMOVE 57863, JONES 

i)CALL = COBOL 

iJO$LO= 1 

'------4 t,O$B 1=5 

MODIFY 12374, ACCTG 

'bB$BI LL=4 

'bPASS = SMITH 

CREATE 12374, SYSTEMS 

! SUPER 

Figure 6. Sample Super Batch Job Deck 
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Table 10. Super Error Messag~s 
.. -

Me~Clge Descri pti on 
~,- -- -. 

ABNORMAL RETURN ON An abnormal return other than "busy", "wrong key", or "file nonexistent" for I/O 
:USERS FI LE -- value, va.lue access of :USERS fi Ie occurred. The first value is a hex gbnormal code; the sec-

ond value is a hex abnormal subcode. 

ACCOUNT,NAME? Super scanned to the end of the commgnd buffer without qetecting an account 
and/or name field for a CREATE, MODIFY, or REMOVE (,lommond. 

ALR~ADY SPECIFIED FO R In the WORKSTA TION command, th~ option LIST=P can only be specified for one 
ANOTHER DEVICE device. 

CALL ACCOUN T? Super did not detect a delimiter (space, carriage return, period, nor semicol~Fl) 
for a CALL Imn value. 

DEVI CE NAME ALREADY In the WORKSTATION command, a particular device name can only be specified 
SPECIFIED IN RECORD once wi~h the DEV option. " 

ERROR ON M :SI DEVICE, An abnormal return other than EOF or EOD on the batch M:SI device occurred. 
SUPER EXITING 

ERROR RETURN ON :USERS An error return other than "wrong key II for I/O access of :USERS file occurred. 
FILE -- value, value The first value is a hex error code; the second value is a hex error subcode. 

~-,-

FAST COMMAND INVALID The FAST command is only permitted as a batch command. 
ON-LINE 

I LLEGAL CHARACTER IN A hexadecimal value was expected in an option of the WORKSTATION command. 
HEX FIELD At least one of the characters in the value was not a hexadecimal digit. 

ILLEGAL OPTION FOR In the WORKSTA nON command, an option that is not appropriate for the device 
SPECIFIED DEVICE being defined was specified or the device has not yet been specified but an option 

was specified for it. 

ILLEGAL RCB VALUE The low-order d igi t of the val ue speci fied on the RCB option of the WORKSTA nON 
command cannot be a zero. 

1------- --•.. ---~---

ILLEGAL SRCB VALUE The value specified for the SRCB option of the WORKSTATION command must be 
U, P, or C. 

ILLEGA.L VALUE SPECIFIED The value specified for the LIST option of the WORKSTATION command must be 
Y, S, N, or P. 

IN/OUT CONFLICT The mutually exclusive options IN and OUT were specified on the WORK-
STATION command. 

f------- ---- -- ----- ---.. --

INVALID DEVICE NAME The device name specified for the DEV option of the WORKSTATION command 
is not a name that was defined for the system at SYSGEN. 

1----- -- --

"LOST AN OPTION; This message should never be issued; however, should it be, it indicates a Super 
ADVISE LISTING USER** program fai lure, or a loss of bits in the system. Super outputs the message and 

continues processing any remaining options in the buffer. 
'--------,- ---_ ... - --- ------ -----.~-- --~-------~--

MASTER/SLAVE CONFLICT The mutuallyexclusive optionsMASTERandSLAVEwere specified on the WORK-
STATION command. 

MODIFY? A request was entered to CREATE a user (record) which already exists in the 
:USERS fi Ie. Super issues this message, then (prompts and) awaits input of op-
tions to modify the existing record. Null option input leaves the record as 
it was. 
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Table 10. Super Error Messages (cont.) 

Message Descri pti on 

NO DEVICE SPECIFIED In the WORKSTATION command, the workstation has been defined to be an IRBT 
but no DEV options are specified. 

NO DEVICE SPECIFIED In the WORKSTATION command, an RCB must be specified for each devi ce 
FO R DEVICE dd defined. 

NO SUCH DEVICE IN In a WORKSTATION command, a device that does not exist is specified to be 
RECORD de leted. 

NOT A SYMBIONT DEVICE The device specified on the DC option of the WORKSTATION command must be 
a symbiont device. 

NOT ALLOWED FOR TYP In the WORKSTATION command, an option was specified that is not allowed for 
SPECJFIED the type of workstation (7670 or IRBT) being defined. 

NOT MAIN COMMAND Batch Super expected to read a command beginning in column one, but column 
one of the card was nu II. 

RCB NOT YET SPECIFIED The SMD option of the WORKSTATION command was specified before the RCB 
option was specified for a device, or a device was defined without an RCB being 
defined for it. 

SMD ALREADY SPECIFIED Only one system message device (SMD) is allowed per workstation. 

SORRY YOU ARE NOT The user is trying to access Super and is not logged on under :SYS, LBE. 
ALLOWED TO ACCESS 
SUPER 

SPECIFIED VALUE TOO, BIG A value specified for an option on the WORKSTATION command is too big. 

SPECIFIED VALUE TOO A value specified for an option on the WORKS TA TION command is too small. 
SMALL 

SRCB INCONSISTENCY An option of the WORKSTA nON command is inconsistent with the value specified 
for the SRCB option. 

STRIN G TOO LON G The value specified for an option in the WORKSTATION command contains more 
characters than are allowed. 

STRIN G TOO SHORT The value specified for an optio., in the WORKSTA TION command contains fewer 
characters than are requi red. 

SYNTAX - UNEXPECTED An option on the WORKSTATION command contains an equal sign and an equal 
EQUALS sign is not part of the particular option syntax. 

**THE :USERS FI LE DOES This message should never be issued; however, should it be, it indicates Super, 
NOT EXIST** in accessing the :USERS file, received an abnormal return indicating :USERS does 

not exist. Super outputs the message and exits to executive level (TEL or CCI). 
Call Super again. 

THIS OPTION ILLEGAL AT An option on the WORKSTATION command was input before another option that 
THIS TIME must precede it was input. 

TOO MANY OPTION More than 16 individual options have been entered in either the M or P category 
NAMES, RE-DO LIST on the LIST command. 
CMD I 

UNRECOGNIZED NAME The name specified on the M or P command is not valid. 
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Table 1.D.. Super Error Messages (toM .• ) 

'. 
iMessage Description 

~ ... 

~ I 
Uf'/J:RECOGN1ZED TYPE T:hevc!ueSJ!>ecHi ed fo:r,fhe TYPE opt-ioon of theWO~KSTA lION (;OA'Imond is t'I'6t 

~ME 7670, IRBT, .or 2780. 

VAlLUE TOO BIG An option value was entered 'that is ~o big to fit in its d~tlgnated fie1d in th~ 

log-on record. 

W~RN·LN'G·! ND5'MD In the WORKSTATION commcmd, -five MASTER option wM specified but no 5Mb 
SAfCIFJ£D option was specified. 

-~" 

WHtD? A reqwest was -e.nrered to MODJfY# RfMOVE, or LIS T the record(s) of (] user(s) 
'not in the !USERS file. 

'WO'RK'STAr,J:ONl ;N,OT lhe 'user has attemp ted to de letea nonexistent workstation. 
, :PRE'bENT 

.. 
\ 

va1lue? 'Sl1f'er does m~t .liecogn ize the g'iven 't'Ommand operator or aption operator, or d~es 
not recognize a too lengthy CALL fie ld value. Input the information again. 

-~~.~~ 

-=va.lue? lfbe ~1i yen option val ue is too long, exceeds system limit for the option, or con-
tains an illego;1 character. Inp'ut the option again. 

Table 11. Super Command Summary 

Command Description 

C[REA TEJtccounti,name } Adds a new record to the log-on fi Ie. 
ClCCCH:lTilt{name ,. 

Options: 

PA[SSWORDJ= {identi fi cation (1-8 chardcters)} 
NONE 

I fAll } 
RE[AD] c-:: I NONE 

CArll] ={"ame [. (account] G password]] } 
NAME 

name (1-11 characters) 

account (1·,8 characters) 

password (1-8 characters) 

rayS, hours I 
MA[XEXPIRE] 0 NEVER 

NONE 

DI[SK] {pgranules} 
NONE 

I ~I SBI[LLING] c charge (0 S charge,., 7) 
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Table 11. Super Command Summary (cont.) 

Command 

C[REA TE] {account ,name} (cont.) 
account{name) 

D[EFAUL T] 

E[ND] 

F[AST] 

L[IS T]I[account[,name[,name[,name JJJJ I 
[account[{name[,name &nameJJ)JJ 

M[ODIFY] {account,name } 
account(name) 

I 

Description 

Hex 
Codes Privi leges Allowed 
---

EO Utilize real-time services. 

CO 

BO 

AD 

80 

40 

Bypass security and account checks and issue 
M:SYS CAL. 

Access and change the monitor file. 

Read and write error file invoke diagnostic. 

Examine (but not change) the monitor. 

Default privilege level. 

I B I value g Mname == {DE LE [TE] } 

{
B I IY[ES] I o Pname = N[O] 
G DELE[TEJ 

XA[CCT]= character string 

Changes the defaults recognized by Super. 

Options: 

Same as options for the CREATE command. 

Causes ex it from Super to TEL or to CCI. 

Causes a large batch run to be executed in a much shorter time 
tha n in norma I mode. 

Lists the specified contents of all the log-on files: 

Options: 

Al[lJ 
PA[SSWORD] 
XA[CCOUN TING] 
CArll] 
$BI[LLING] 
$PR[IVIlEGE] 
Mname 
Pname 
$ 
M 
P 

Changes the specified fields of an existing log-on record. 

Options: 

Same as options for the CREATE command. NONE clears 
the specific option field in the record to zero. 
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W[ORKSTATlON] id 

X id 

42 Super Commond Summary 

T a,ble 11 ~ S.uper Cor;nmqnd s.ummqry (<<on t ~) 

I 

D~s.,cription 

Qelete$. a recQrd from ,he log ... on file. Th@re qf6 no qfl,tions for 
th is command. . 

."- .. -- .-.. " •.. 

Authorizes a workstqtif;}n# ~pecjfies or c;:hQflg~ optiQfls fQr q pqr'!:l< 
ticulor workstotion, ond lists options for 0 florti<;;vlor wqrks,tgtiqR 
or for QII 'vVorkstotions, 

Geneml OptiOAS: 

LW[=ALL] 
TYPE::- type 
SY[STEM] 
NS(Y5T~M] 
RP::n 
GJOB=nome 
MRB 
NMRS 
NEM 
EM 
LPP value 
MLP vall,le 
MCP value 
MS[T] 
SL[V] 
DS[M] mask 
Xl 
f'~ 1 
X2 
N2 
RM[T]nn 
RW[SN] xxxx 
DEV qevname 
DO devname 

Device Options: 

IN 
OUT 
RC[B] value 
IR[CB] value 
SU[SBIT] value 
SR[CB] x 

LI CST] x 

CT[lJ 
NC[TL] 
DC j'ype 
SM[D] 
N S(MD] 
BI[NARY] 
NS[iNARY] 
MA[XREC] n 
MI[N REC] n 

PR[IV] p 
KEEP 

Deletes the definition of q workstqtion. 



5. USE ACCOUNTING 

INTRODUCTION 

Since accounting is a matter of installation and corporate 
preference, the gathering and recording of accounting in
formation is centralized in CP-V. The function of gather
ing CPU time is centralized in the resident monitor routine 
T:ACCT. The function of calculating charges and distrib
uting output to users and fi les is centra I ized in the shared 
processor LOGON/LOGOFF. Th is central ization makes 
it easy for system programmers to modify the accounting 
faci lities. 

The activities of each job, whether initiated on-I ine or 
submitted through the batch stream, are accounted for 
through a series of counts kept in the job information table 
(JIT) and the assign/merge record assoc iated with each job. 
These counts record the detai Is of CPU usage, e lapsed time, 
I/o activity, and amount of peripheral use. 

At the end of each job, LOGOFF combines these counts 
. with rates from a rate table and calculates total charge 
units. It then writes an accounting summary record, which 
may be used for billing or analysis, into the accounting log 
file, :ACCTLG, which is in the :SYS account. Only jobs 
with :SYS account numbers are allowed to access the 
:ACCTLG fi Ie. 

Deleting the :ACCTLG file has no effect on the operation 
of the system. The system merely begins a new :ACCT LG 
file at the termination of the lob that did the deleting. 
Neither deletion nor backup of the :ACCTLG file is auto
matic. The information contained in the file mayor may 
not be of critical importance for an installation, and it is 
left to the installation manager to decide how to handle 
the file. 

INSTALLATION ACCOUNTING ROUTINES 

In order to provide the installation with the capability of 
policingthe entry of jobs and modifying accounting charges, 
exits are provided at job and terminal session initiation and 
termination for the inclusion of supplementary accounting 
routines to be supplied by the installation. 

The installation may supply a batch job or terminal session 
initiation accounting routine whose DEFed entry point is 
M:ACINIT and a batch job or terminal session termination 
accounting routine whose DEFed entry point is M:ACTERM. 
Briefly, exits are made to these names in the following 
manner. 

M:ACINIT 

Assembled as an SREF at: 

1. Batch job initiation 

2. Terminal session log-on 

Calling sequence: 

BAL,D4 M:ACINIT 

Input registers: 

Register 3 - contains the address of the image of 
the :USERS record. 

Register 5 - contains the address of the JIT. 

Output registers: 

Register 3 is either zero or nonzero as determined 
by the i nsta"ation 's M :ACINIT routine. A" other 
registers must remain as they were before the in
stallation's routine was entered. 

M:ACTERM 

Assembled as an SREF at: 

1. Batch job termination 

2. Terminal session log-off 

Calling sequence: 

BAL,D4 M:ACTERM 

Input register: 

Reg ister 3 - conta i ns the address of the image of 
the account record. 

Output registers: 

Register 3 contains either zero or nonzero as a re
sult of the action of the M:ACTERM routine. Upon 
return from this routine, al I registers except reg
ister 3 are expected to remain intact. 

In each case, the address of the JIT can be found in loca
tion X'4F'. An installation wishing to supplement the stan
dard validation and accounting provided by the system must 
include ROMs with the above entry names into the appro
priate processor load modules during the PASS3 portion of 
SYSGEN by adding the ROM file names (and account, if 
needed) to the list of element files on the LOCCT processor 
commands. The initiation routine, M:ACINIT, is called by 
both LOGRT and LOGON and must be included in both the 
CCI and LOGON load modules. The termination routine, 
M:ACTERM, is cal led by ACCISUM and must be included 
in both LOGON and GHOSTl. 
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Exit will be made at job and terminal session initiation to 
the installation accounting rCll:Jtine, M:ACINIT. At this 
point, syntax checking on the· control command to enter the 
system has already been performed. Relevant items in the 
JIT have already been set u~ to reflect the environment in 
which the job is to be executed. The optional extended ac
counting information, if specified, has been recorded in the 
assign/merge table and items; such as the remaining perma
nent secondary storage for the job have a Iso been stored in 
the table. In addition, for botch entries, resource requests 
(core, tape drives, disk pack spindles) have already been 
recorded. By pooling the information in JIT, user's :USERS 
record and ass.ign/merge table, the installation accounting 
routine can then police the jab. If the routine decides that 
the job- is t·o be denied further access to the system, a zero 
should be returned in register 3, in which case, the system 

wi II output an appropriate message to the user and the job 

wi" be aborted. 

At job and terminal session terrmination, exit is made to the 
installation accounting routine, M:ACTERM. At this point, 
the system has already prepared an accounting record im
age. However, before the record is actua' Iy appended to 
the system accounting fi Ie, :ACCTLG, the installation ac
counting routine has the option of modifying the information 

in the record image. The routine can also determine whether 
the record should be included in the :ACCTLG accounting 
fi Ie. In the event that the record is not to be written to the 
fi Ie, a zero in register 3 is returned by the routine to the 

system and the accounting record wi" be suppressed. 

ACCOUNTING lOG FORMAT 

Figure 7 shows the format of records in the accounting log 
fi Ie. One record is created for each job or user processed 
and is retained in the file. The items within a record me 
de fin ed in Tab Ie 12. 

ACCOUNTJNG OUTPUT 

The output of accounting information may take either one 
of two corms. One form consists of a summary of ac
counting information. The other form consists of the en
tire accounting record. 

For the on-line user, a summary of accounting information 
is sent to the terminal at the time the user logs off. The 
format of this information is 

CPU m.mmmm CON h:mm INT nn CHG xxxx 

where 

m.mmmm is CPU time expressed in minutes and ten-
thousandths of a minute. 

h :mm is console time expressed in hours (h) and mi n-
utes (mm). 

nn is the number of terminal interactions. 

xxxx is total charge units for the on-line session. 

The same information may be requested by the user during 
an on-line session by entry Qf the TEL STATUS command. 

For the batch user, the entire accounting record IS written 
through the M: LL DeB normally assigned to the line printer. 
The format of th is printout i$ shown in Tab Ie 13. The batch 
user may G;;sign M:lL to a fite. However, any errors en
countered while attempting to output accounting i'1forma

tio" thrQugh M:lL wtfl force the assignment of M:ll to return 
to the Hne printer. 

Normally~ elapsed time for accounting information is ex
pressed in hours and minutes. The capabitiry exists for the 
modures TEL, JOBR (CCO, LOGON, and ACCTSUM to 
express elapsed time in hours, minutes, and seconds. The 
format is h:mm:ss. Start and end time in the accounting 

record is converted to seconds from midnight instead of 
minutes from midnight. This option is controlled by an 
assembly sWftch when the modu res are assembled. 

ACCOUNTING CHARGES 
Each user is supplied at log-on time with a charge class 
value from h is log-on record. This va rue is transferred 

to the assign/merge table by LOGON and is used by 
lOGOFF to access the proper rate table in the :RA TE fi Ie. 

:RATE FILE 

The :RATE file is a one-record file containing a set of eight 
rate table pointers and eight rate tableslFigure 8). LOGOFF 
uses the charge class value for each user to access the 

associated pointer in the :RATE file which points to the ap
propriate rate table. 

RA TES PROCESSOR 

The :RATE file is maintained by a specially authorized pro
cessor called RATES. The RATES processor, like Super and 
Control, is accessible from the user account :SYS. If the 

file :RATE does not exist, RATES creates ij- using the default 
value shown in Figure 8. 

The RATES processor is coiled by entering the name of the 
processor in response to (1 TEL pr ompt for a command. 

! RA TES 

The :RATE file (if it exists) is automatically loaded into core 
for modification by RATES commands. 
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Word 

o 

2 

5 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

Definition 

Account 

Name 

Extended Accounting 

Charge Un i ts 

Line Number Priority Final Run Status I Job Steps 

Job Origin System Version 

Start Date 

Start Time 

End Time 

Console Interactions 

Finish Date 

SYSID Pack Mounts j Spind les 

Cards Read Cards Punched 

Processor Pages User Pages 

Diagnostic Pages Tape Mounts I Tape Drives 

T ape Accesses 

RAD Accesses 

Disk Accesses 

I/O CALS 

Permanent RAD Granu les 

Permanent Disk Granu les 

Core Usage 

Processor Execution Time 

Processor Servi ce Time 

Maximum Core Size Partition Save Tapes ~ 
User Execution Time 

User Service Time 

Peak Temporary RAD Granules 

Peak Temporary Disk Granules 

Billing Rate 

Accounting Record 
Status Code Resource Allocation Values 

Figure 7. Structure of Accounting Record 
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Name 

Account 

Name 

Extended Accounting 

Charge Units 

Line Number 

Priority 

Final Run StatlJs 

Job Steps 

Job Origin 

System Versi on 

Start Date 

Start Time 

End Time 

Console Interactions 

46 Accounting Charges 

T obi e 12. Contents of Accounti n9 Record 

Descripti on 

Account number of the user as specified on the job card or log-on message. 

Name of the user as specified on the job card or log-on message. 

Installation-defined accounting information as specified on the job card or 
log-on message. 

Accumulated charge units calculated for the user through use of the rates table. 

Line number (Data Set Controller Subchannel) to which the user connected. Line 
Number is set to X'FF' if entry is for a batch job. 

Priority specified on the job card. Unused if entry ;s for a terminal session. 

Run status at the completion of the job (an eight bit field). 

KOO' - Job exited normally. 

\('0,' - Job aborted, illegal trap, 

X'02' - Job aborted, I/o error. 

X'04' - Job aborted, limit exceeded. 

X I 08 1 
- Reserved for CHKPT. 

X'lO' - Job aborted, 'X' key-in. 

X'20' - Last job step errored, 'E' key-in. 

X'40' - Job aborted, M:xxx. 

X'80' - Last job step errored, M:ERR. 

Total number of job steps if batch; total number of processor operations if on-line. 

Ori gi n of batch job. 

a - From local card reader 

1 - From on-line terminal 

2 - From remote processing 

Version of operating system (from cell X'2B') in EBCDIC. 

Date at job or terminal session start, where the left halfword is the year and the right 
halfword is the day, Year is a binary value that records only the last two digits of 
the year; e. g. I 1970 is represented as X'46'" Day is the Julian day of the year rep
resented in binary; e.g., September 14 is represented as X'lOl', 

Time of day at start of job of terminal session in minutes from midnight. The value 
is expressed in binary. 

Time of day at end of job or terminal session, Expressed in the same format as 
start time. 

Number of interoctions during the course of a terminal session (zero for batch). 



Name 

Finish Date 

Sysid 

Pack Mounts 

Spindles 

Cards Read 

Cards Pun ched 

Processor Pages 

User Pages 

Di agnosti c Pages 

Tape Mounts 

Tape Dri ves 

Tape Accesses 
RAD Accesses 
Di sk Accesses 

I/O CALs 

Permanent RAD Granu les 

Permanent Disk Granules 

Core Usage 

Processor Execution Time 

Maximum Core Size 

Parti ti on 

Save Tapes 

User Executi on Time 

User Service Time 

Peak Temporary RAD 
Granules 

Table 12. Contents of Accounting Record (cont.) 

Description 

Date at job or terminal session finish. The format is the same as for Start Date. 

ID assigned to user job or session. 

Number of disk packs mounted. 

Maximum number of disk pack spindles allocated to batch or available to on-line. 

Number of cards read, including the job card and any EOD cards, but not FIN 

cards. 

Number of cards punched, including ID card, JOB card, BIN cards and EOD 
cards, but not blank cards inserted by the punch symbiont between jobs. If no 
punched output is produced by the job, the ID and JOB cards are suppressed and 
the punched card count is reduced to zero. 

Number of pages of printed output generated by shared processors, plus two 
ID pages at the beginning of the job and the accounting page at the end. 

The number of pages of printed output generated by user programs only. 

The number of pages of all output to a symbiont fi Ie through the M: DO DCB, 
including core dump snaps and debug output. However, output is not counted 
if it goes to a user file, even though it goes via M:DO. 

Number of tapes mounted unless premounted by the operator. 

Maximum number of tape drives allocated to batch or available to on-line. 

Number of read, write, and file positioning accesses on the specified device, but 
not seek accesses since these are considered part of a read or write. A chargeable 
access is actually a request to a queue. 

Number of CAll, 1 operations performed. 

Net change in accumulated RAD storage. This is a signed binary value. 

Net change in accumulated public disk pack storage. This is a signed binary 

value. 

Product of CPU time times core size in pages (tick/ x pages). Includes all core 

usage by job. 

CPU time spent in shared processors in the slave mode, expressed in ticks. t 

Peak value of core reached, expressed as the number of pages. Does not include 
shared processors or context. 

Partition number under which the job ran (zero if terminal session). 

Number of save tapes used. 

CPU time spent in other than shared processors expressed in ticks. t 

Monitor servi ce time spent for other than shared processors expressed inti cks. t 

Peak value of temporary RAD granules used. 
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Table 12. Contents of Accounting Record (cont.) 

Name Description 

Peak Temporary Di sk Granules Peak va lue of temporary pub I ic disk pack granules used. 

Bill ing Rate Charge c lass used for accounting for this user. The value is ob ta i ned from the 
user's log-on record and is in the range 0 to 7. 

Accounting Record Status Status under which the accounting record was generated. 

Code X'OO' - Accounting record was created under normal conditions. 

X'Ol' - Accounting record was created during recovery but the accounting 
record is correct. 

" X'02 1 - Accounting record was created under abnormal conditions (assign/merge 
read error) and contai ns erroneous information for Start Date, Start 
Time, Billing Rate, Permanent RAD Granules, and Permanent Disk 
Granules. 

X '03 1 - Accounting record was created under abnormal conditions (assign/merge 
read error) during system recovery and contains erroneous information for 
Start Date, Start Time, Bi" ing Rate, Permanent RAD Gran~ les, and Per-
manent Disk Granules. 

Resource Allocation Values Values of resources at time of log-off. Values are in one byte fields and appear in 
the same order as the resources specified in the system resource limit table. 

tOne tick equals two milliseconds. 

Table 13. Accounting Printout for Batch Jobs 

Printed Format Explanation 

rTir'1e and Date) 

ELAPSED JOB TlME 

PARTITION NUM BER 

CH6,RGE UNITS 

TCT~L CPU TIME 

PROCESSOR EXECUTION TIME 

PROCESSOR SERVICE TlME 

USER EXECUTION TIME 

USER StRVICE TIME 

CARDS: CARDS READ 

CARDS PUNCHED 

hh:mm 

xxxxxxxx 

x.xxxx 

x.xxxx 

x.xxxx 

x.xxxx 

x.xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

Clock time in hours and minutes for job or terminal 
session. 

Partition number under which the job ran. 

Total charge units. 

Sum of all execution time (in minutes). 

Shared processor execution time (e. g., FORTRAN) 
(in minutes), 

Monitor time for CALs issued hy shared processors 
(in minutes). 

User program execution (in minutes). 

Monitor time for user :ssued CALs (in minutes). 

Number of cards read. 

Number of cards punched. 
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Table 13. Accounting Printout for Batch Jobs (cont.) 

Printed Format 

PAGES: PROCESSOR PAGES xxxx 

USER PAGES xxxx 

DIAGNOSTIC PAGES xxxx 

TAPES: TAPES MOUNTED xx 

DRIVES ALLOCATED xx 

SAVE TAPES USED xx 

PACKS: PACKS MOUNTED xx 

SPINDLES ALLOCATED xx 

CORE: PEAK CORE (PAGES) xxx 

PAGE * MINUTES xxxxxx 

I/O: OPERATIONS xxx xx 

CALS xxxxxx 

FILE SPACE 

PEAK RAD TEMPORARY xxxx 

NET RAD PERMANENT xxx x 

AVAILABLE RAD PERMANENT xxxx 

PEAK DISK TEMPORARY xxx x 

NET DISK PERMANENT xxx x 

AVAILABLE DISK PERMANENT xxxx 

RATES COMMANDS 

There are three commands in the RATES processor command 
language. They are BUILD, PRINT, and END. 

RATES prompts for a command by typing a single dash. It 
prompts for each charge rate table entry for the BUILD com
mand by typing a charge siding followed by an equa I sign. 

RATES looks only at the first and last characters of a com
mand. The first character identifies the command; the last 
character identifies the charge rate table the user wishes to 
manipulate (for BUILD and PRI NT). Thus, RATES accepts 
neither leading nor trailing blanks in command input. Only 
the last digit of a multidigit number will be used to identify 
a rate table. 

Explanation 

Number of pages printed by shared processors. 

Number of pages printed by user program. 

Number of pages printed through M:DO. 

Number of tapes mounted. 

Number of tape dri ves allocated. 

Number of save tapes used. 

Number of disk packs mounted. 

Number of disk spindles allocated. 

Max imum number of core pages used at anyone time. 
Does not inc I ude shared processors. 

Amount of core time used. Includes swappable core 
usage (data and context). 

Number of physical I/o actions except terminal and 
swap I/O. 

Number of CA L, 1 operations. 

Peak value of temporary RAD granules used. 

Net change in accumulated RAD storage (in granules). 

Amount of RAD space avai lable for permanent storage 
(in granules). -

Peak va lue of temporary pub I ic disk pack granules used. 

Net change in accumulated public disk pack storage 
(i n granu les). 

Amount of public disk pack space available for per 
permanent storage (in granules). 

BUILD The BUILD command modifies the charge unit 
values in the specified charge rate table. The format of the 
command is 

.: B[UI LD 1 tabl e 

CPU TIME= [value] 

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= [value] 

TERMINAL INTERACTIONS= [value] 

I/O CALS= [val ueJ 

CONSOLE MINUTES= [value] 
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Charge class 0 painter 

Charge class 1 pointei' 

Charge class 2 painter 

Charge class 3 painter 

Charge class 4 po inter 

Charge cl ass 5 po int~r 

Charge class 6 painter 

Charge class 7 pointer 

CPU time 

CPU time x core size 

Term inal interactions 

lOCALs 

Console minutes 

T apes and packs mounted 

Page-dote storage 

Per ipherul I/O cards 
and pages 
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Figure 8. Structure of :RATE Fife 

Charge class pointers point 
to charge rate tables 

ChargE:! rate table 0 (default 
table for batch jobs) 

Charge rate table 1 (default 
tab Ie for on-I i ne iobs) 
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TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED= [value] 

PAGE - DATE STORAGE=- [value] 
t 

PERIPHERAL I/O CARDS + PAGES= [value] 

where 

table specifies one of the eight charge rate tables 
and has a range 0 ~ table ~ 7. 

value specifies the units to be charged for a par-
ticular item and has a range 0S.value:s.99999999. 
If the user does not enter a value before entering 
a carriage return character, RATES wi II not alter 
the stored value for that item. 

RATES allows the user to make two input errors before re
questing the user to retype the command. It stores all legal 
values it receives prior to the error. 

Example: 

Assume that the user wants to change some of the charge 
unit values in charge rate table 3. Specifically, he wants 
to change the charge units for terminal interactions and I/O 
CALs to 5000 and 15,000 respecti ve I y. 

- BUILD 3 ;~ 

CPU TIME= , 

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= 

TERMINAL INTERACTIONS= 50008 

I/O CALS= 15000 

CONSOLE MINUTES= 

TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED= § 

G 
~.t 

PAGE - DATE STORA E= '~\ 

PERIPHERAL I/O CARDS + PAGES= 

PRINT The PRINT command prints the contents of the 
specified charge rate table. The format of the command is 

P[RINT] table 

where 

table specifies the charge rate table to be printed 
and has a range 0 ~ tab Ie ~ 7. 

t Although rate table entries are made for this item, charges 
to it are not recorded. 

Example: 

Assume the user wants to print the contents of charge rate 
table 3. 

CPU TIME= 6 

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= 1 

TERMINAL INTERACTIONS =5000 

I/o CA LS = 15000 

CONSOLE MINUTES =200 

TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED = 100000 

PAGE - DATE STORAGE =- 10000t 

PERI PH ERAL I/o CARDS + PAGES =2000 

END The END command causes RATES to write the 
:RATE fi Ie on disk storage and to exit to TE L. The format 
of the command is 

Example: 

.=.END 8 

1 

BREAK CONTROL 

If the user depresses the BREA K key anyti me after he re
ceives the first prompt for command input and before he 
enters the END command, RATES stops processing the cur
rent command and returns to the command level. If the user 
depresses the BREAK key after entering the END command, 
RA TES ignores the break and processes the END command. 
At a II other ti mes, RATES returns to TE L when the user 
depresses the BREA K key. 

RATES ERROR MESSAGES 

RA TES returns one or more error messages to the user's ter-
minal if the user incorrectly enters a command. These mes-
sages are listed in Table 14. 

RATES COMMA ND SUMMARY 

Table 15 summarizes the RATES commands. The left-hand 
column lists the command format and the right-hand column 
defines the command va lues. 
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Toble 14. RATES Error Mes50iges 

Message Description i 
~--~----~~~~~--~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~ 

IlU:GAL COMMAND 

l:LLEGAL NUMBER 

LAST CHARACTER Ml!.!J3;T BE 0-7 

A command other than BUILD, PRINT, or END was entered in 
response to a prompt for command inp\.Jt. Retype the cornrrcwd 

A value entered in r:l;lsponse to a BUILD command prompt was 
nonnumeri c or exceeded. eight, digits. R~t;y:pe tb: command in tthere 

is no other message. 

The last charact~r of a BUILD or PRINT command was not- a digit 
in the range 0-7. Retype the command. 

- -~~~------.-------~---+---- -------- ---~--~~------------------~--.- --

:.RATE FILE DIO NOT EXIST, RUT 
HAS BEEN CREATED 

~ETYPE COMMAND 

SORr;Y, YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED 
TO ACCESS THE: RArE FfLE: 

Uf'--JEXPECTED VO ERROR NO 
UPDATI~~.G TOOK PLACE 

RATES created. the :RATE File with the default \!alues giv~n in 

Figure 8. (This is nor an error message. I 

A value entered in response to a BUILD command was iI1c0I1ect<. 

Retype the Gommand. (RATES stores legal vqJues tb-at 'NerE.; i:'pu,t. 
prior to the inco!lecr vallJe. ) 

An att-empt was made to access the RAT~S processor r;,,' a use! \",!0 

is not logged on with the nome LSE under a~counl :SY5,. 
------+---~----~----- - -~-~---~~- .. ------ ~--~------------- -- --- --------- --- --- -- -

RATES encounter~d_ an unexpecteq I/O error while op~ninq, 
reading, writ·ing, or dosing the : RATE file. Call t-he ~4TE-S 
processor agaIn. 

I 
! 

--~----~~~--==~-=~~--~,.~, 

Table 15. RATES Command Summary 

Description 

~----------------------------------------~------------------------------------------~----------~-~ 

--

--- --

= B[UILD} table 

C~!:J..IIML [value} 

CPU_PME~_~QBL~IZE [value] 

JJR~JN_~~I~JI..E~~ILQNS·· [value] 

_~9 __ S=~~ [va I ueJ 

CONSOLE MINUTES [value] 

T,il.PES AND PACKS A.t\.c2~Lt'Jl~_~ [value] 

PAGE - DATE STORAq[ _ [value] 

PERIPHERAL l'O CARDS_~" ~~SlES_ [value) 

P(RINT] ta.b~e 
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Modifies the charge unit values in the specifi.ed ci1cnge l(lt;e tabie. 
All val ues must be in the range 0:::; val ue:S 99999999. H no va I ue 
is ent'€!red prior to a carriage return character,. the cU'Tently sh.red 
value is saved. 

Although Fate table entries are mode for this item, choryes to it 
not recorded. 

Writes the updated :~AH Hie and r "Jrns contro~ to n~. 

Prints ~he contents of thE} specified charge rate FCl;bl,e. 
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6. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CONTROL 

INTRODUCTION 

CP-V has a comprehensive set of performance measurement 
and system control facilities. These facilities allow the 
system manager to determine how the system is performing 
and to adjust critical operational parameters to achieve 
better performan ce. 

The three processors that provide these facilities are briefly 
described below and wi II be discussed in detai I in later 
sections of this chapter. 

1. The Control processor allows the system manager to 
display and modify certain system parameters so that 
the system can be "tuned" to meet the needs of the 
parti cular installation. 

2. The STATS processor a !lows the system manager to dis
play current statistical information about the system 
and to collect a series of "snapshots" of statistical 
information that provide a hi story of system operation. 

3. The Summary processor enables the system manager to 
obtain various types of statistical reports using the 
information in the history fi les created by STATS. 

DISPLAY ITEMS 

Before discussing the three processors, certain groups of 
display items should be described and listed. Several of 
these display items are uti lized in both Control and STATS 
operations. There are other groups of display items that 
are applicable to one processor only. Such items will be 
discussed in the section about the particular processor. 

The display items to be described here are control pa
rameters, current values, and partition attributes. 

A contra I parameter is a system parameter that can be 
modified to tune the system (see Table 16). For example, 
the maximum number of on-line users is a control parameter. 
Changing its val ue may change average response time as 
well as other performance characteristi cs. 

A current va I ue is a system parameter that refl ects the cur
rent state of the system and cannot be modifi ed (see 
Table 17). For example, the current number of 7-track 
tape drives allocated to batch is a current value. A display 
of current values renders a crude estimate of current utiliza
tion of system resources. 

Batch partition attributes are system parameters and current 
values that pertain only to a given partition. (Partitions 
are described in this chapter in the section "Partition 
Display and Definition Commands".) Certein attributes 

define the conditions that a job must satisfy to run under a 
given partition (see Table 18). For example, the maximum 
amount of time a job may execute before termination is a 
partition attribute. Partition attributes can also be thought 
of as system resources that the partition can offer a job. If 
a job requires greater or fewer resources than defined for a 
given partition, the job may not be run in that partition. 
Certain attributes reflect the current state of a partition 
and may not be a I tered. For exampl e, the account number 
of the user currently executing in a given partition is such 
an attribute. 

CONTROL 

The Control processor provides control over system perfor
mance. There are a number of performance measurements 
built directly into the system. Commands of the Control 
processor enable the system manager to display these 
measurements and to " tune" the system as needed by 
setti ng new va I ues for the parameters that control system 
performance. 

A user privi lege of 80 is required for displaying information. 
A privilege of BO is required for modifying the system 
parameter I imits found in Table 14. A privi lege of CO is 
required for modifying partition attributes. 

Control may be run as a batch, ghost, or on-line job. Three 
DCBs are used for input and output (M:SI, M:LO, and 
M:DO). If run as a batch or on-line job, Control inputs 
may be stored in a fi I e which must be ASSIG Ned (SET) to 
the M:SI DCB. Displays and reports may be output to a file 
by reassignment of the M:LO DCB. Operator instructions 
and error messages may be output to a fi Ie by reassigning 
the M:DO DCB. A summary of default and possible DCB 
assignments is given in Table 19. 

In the batch mode, Control is called with the! CONTROL 
card. Control commands are placed on cards, one per 
card, anywhere within the first 37 characters of the card. 

Control may be initiated as a ghost job by the operator 
key-in! GJOB CONTROL. During in itiation, if the standard 
DCBs through which input/output occur have not previously 
been assigned, Control sets the three DCBs through which 
communication occurs (M:SI, M:LO, and M:DO) as follows: 
M:SI ='- OC, M:DO == OC, and M:LO == OC. Therefore, all 
commands are input through the operator's console and out
put occurs through the operator's conso Ie. 

The Control processor is called on-I ine by entering CONTROL 
as a TEL command. Control responds by typing CONTROL 
HERE and then prompts for a command using a dash (-) as a 
prompt character. 
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Table 16. Control Parameters 

Control System Minimum Mo~imum 

Name DEF Descri pti on Unit Value Vall,le 

User Maximums 

BUM S:BUAIS Maximum number of concurrent batch users. users 0 SMUIS ... 0 

OUM-
S:GWA1S 

-

OUM S:OUAIS Maximum number of on-I ine users allowed in the users 0 SMUJS-

system. BUM-
S:GUAIS 

Execution Control I 

BB 

l=-
Batch bias. Zero indicates batch compute-bound tasks - 0 100 
have less priority than on-line compute-bound tasks. 
Nonzero indicates batch and on-line compute-bound 
tasks have equal priority. 

G~--PI 

I 
SL:PI Priority increment (in units of 1/256) to be used for 1/256 0 

increasing the priority of jobs bypassed by the multi-

I batch scheduler. 

QUAN SL:QUAN Time-slice by which compute-bound users are shared. msecs QMIN 5,000 
."0-

QMIN SL:QMIN Amount of un interrupted compute time guaranteed a msecs a 10, 000 
user after selection.a> 

--
SQUAN 

I 
SL:SQUAN Amount of time a user is guaranteed core residency msecs a 10, 000 

i before swap out.Q) 
: 

BPRIO SL:BPRIO Batch base execution priority, - X'CO,Q) ~,Q)_~_ 
OPRIO I SL:OPRIO On-line base execution priority - X1COIQ) I. X'FF,G) 

i 

GPRIO SL:GPRIO Ghost base execution priori ty - X1COIQ) I X'FF,Q) 

I I/O Control I 

I 
BXMF SL:BXMF Maximum number of concurrent I/O functions per numeri c BIMF 255 

batch user, If exceeded, the user is blocked. 
--

BIMF SL:BIMF Lower threshold value for number of concurrent I/o numeri c a BXMF 
functions per batch user. When number of functions 

I drops below this value, the user is unblocked. 

Maximum number of concurrent I/O functions per 
I 

OXMF SL:OXMF numeri c OIMF I 255 
on-line user, If exceeded, the user is blocked. 

--~- I I .--

10XMF OIMF SL:OIMF Lower threshold value for number of concurrent I/O , numeric a 
functions per on-line user. When number of functions 

I drops below this value, the user is unblocked. 

TR SL: TB Number of characters at which to block terminal chars. UB I 256 
output,0 I 

I 

UB SL:UB Number of characters at which to unblock terminal chars. 1 TB 
output,~ 
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Table 16. Control Parameters (cont.) 

Control System Minimum Maximum 
Name DEF Description Unit Value Value 

I/o Control (cont.) 

ONCB S L:ONCB Maximum number of COC buffers allowed per user. buffers 2 255 

OLTO SL:OLTO Log-on time out. minutes 1 2 16 _1 

OITO SL:OITO Terminal input time out. minutes 1 2 16 _1 

RAM S L:RAMR Maximum number of concurrent read-ahead numeri c 0 RASIZE 
operations. 

RATO SL:RATOR Time after which a read-ahead operation wi II be msecs 0 32,767 

aborted. 

Exit Control Processing Limits 

ETIME S L:ETIME Maximum exit control execution time allowed. seconds 0 231 -1 

ELO SL:ELO Additional number of processor pages that may be pages 0 32,767 

listed through the M: LO DCB after exceeding the 
batch or on-line limit. 

EPO S L:EPO Additional number of object records that may be out- records 0 32,767 

put after exceeding the batch or on-line limit. 

EDO SL:EDO Additional number of pages of diagnostics that may pages 0 32,767 

be listed after exceeding the batch or on-line limit. 

EUO SL:EUO Addi tiona I number of pages of user output that may pages 0 32,767 

be listed after exceeding the batch or on-line limit. 

ETS SL:ETS Additional amount of temporary disk storage allowed granules 0 65,535 
after exceeding the batch or on-line limit. 

EPS SL:EPS Additional amount of permanent disk storage allowed granu les 0 65,535 

after exceeding the batch or on-line limit. 

Resource Limit Control 

Tres@ SH:RTOT Tota I resource avai lable for a" jobs. 0 0 System 
Capabi lity 

BT res@ SH:RBSUM Total resource available for a" batch jobs. (j) 0 SH:RTOT 

OTres@ SH:ROSUM Tota I resource avai lable for a" on -I ine jobs. 0 0 SH:RTOT 

GTres@ SH:RGSUM Total resource available for a" ghost jobs. 0 0 SH: RTOT 

BCres@ SH:RBCU Current value of a resouce allocated to a" batch jobs. 0 - -

OCres@ SH:ROCU Current value of a resource allocated to a" on-line (j) - -
jobs. 

GCres@ SH:RGCU Current value of a resource allocated to a" ghost (j) - -
jobs. 
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Table 16. Control Parameters (cont. ) 
[,j 

Control System Minimum Maxi,mum 

Name "'e __ DEF ' Description Unit Value Value, 

Resource Limit Control {cont. ~ 

BMres@ SB:RBMX Maximum value of a resource that can be requested (l) 0 SH:RBSUM 

by a batch job. 
, 

OMres@ SB:ROMX Maximum value of a resource that can be requested by (l) 0 SH:R05UM 

an on-line job . This value is not used at present. 
. ~ 

GMres@ SB:RGMX Maximum value ofa resource that can be requested by <l> 0 SH:RGSUM 
a ghost job. This va lue is not used at present. 

, ~ , 

BDres@ SB:RBDF Default value of a resource that is allocated to a (l) 0 SB:RBMX 

batch job. 
.,." 

ODres@ SB:RODF Default value of a resource that is allocated to an <l> 0 SB:ROMX 

on-line job. 

GDres@ SB:RGDF Default value of a resource that is a !located to a <l> 0 SB:RGMX 
ghost job. 

Service limit Control 

BMserv@ SL:BMX Maximum value of a service that can be requested ® 0 32,767 
by a batch job. 

OMserv® SL:OMX Maximum value of a service that can be requested ® 0 32, 767 
by an on-line job. 

GMserv® SL:GMX Maximum value of a service that can be requested ® 0 32,767 
by a ghost job. 

BOserv® SL:BOF Defau It va lue of a servi ce that can be assigned to ® 0 SL:BMX 
a batch job. 

ODserv® SL:ODF Default value of a servi ce that can be assigned to @ 0 SL:OMX 
an on-line job. 

GOserv® SL:GOF Default value of a servi ce that can be assigned to @ 0 SL:GMX 
a ghost job. 

51mbiont and Seecia I Feature limit Control 

BOfa@ S:SYMOB Default authorization of a symbiont device or a special - O® l® 
feature for a batch job. 

OOfa@ S:SYMOO 
; 

Default authorization of a symbiont device or a spe- O® l® -
cial feature for an on-line job. 

GOfa@ S:SYMOG Default authorization of a symbiont device or a spe- - O® l® 
cia I feature for a ghost job. 

<D SMUIS is the maximum number of users (sum of SYSGEN parameters MAXB, MAXO, and MAXG). 

Q) If this value is greater than QUAN, QUAN is assumed by the system. 

Q) Execution priorities are inversely related to numeric value. That is, X'FF' is the lowest execution priority and X1COI 
is the highest execution priority. X'BF ' through X100 1 are reserved for real-time processing, 
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T obi e 16. Control Parameters (cont.) 

@ TB is the number of characters at which the user is swapped out to the swapping disk. 

(3) UB is the number of characters at which the user is swapped back into core memory. 

® This is a genera I ized format, where IIres" is replaced by one of the two-character resource names defined on the: RES 
command at SYSGEN. Standard, SYSGEN default, resource names are 

co - core 7T - 7-track tapes 
9T - 9-track tapes SP - disk pack spindles 

<Zl Unit depends on the particular resource. Units for standard resources are IItape drives ll for tapes, IIspindles ll for disk 
packs, and "K words" for core. 

(I) This is a generalized format where "serv" is replaced by one of the two- or four-character service names. The service 
names are listed in Table 6. 

® Unit depends on the particular service. The units are indicated in the descriptions of the services in Table 6. 

@) This is a generalized format where "fa" may be replaced by the 2-character name of a symbiont device (i. e., the de
vice type) or by the 2-character identifier of a special feature defined at SYSGEN by the :FAUTH command (e. g., 
EQ for the enqueue/dequeue feature). ' 

@ The value 0 indicates that the symbiont device is not authorized. The value 1 indicates that the symbiont device is 
authorized. 

Table 17. Current System Values 

Control System 
Name DEF Description Units 

BCCO SH:RBCU Current core size allocated to concurrent batch users (whether occupying K words 
memory or swapped out). 

BClT SH:RBCU Current number of 7-track tape drives allocated to a II batch users. 7T drives 

BC9T SH:RBCU Current number of 9-track tape drives allocated to all batch users. 9T drives 

BCSP SH:RBCU Current number of disk pack spindles atlocated to all batch users. spindles 

ocn SH:ROCU Current number of 7-track tape drives allocated to all on-line users. 7T drives 

OC9T SH:ROCU Current number of 9-track tape drives allocated to all on-line users. 9T drives 

OCSP SH:ROCU Current number of disk pack spindles allocated to all on-line users. spindles 

UC S:CUIS Current number of users in the system. users 

BUC S:BUIS Current number of batch users in the system. users 

OUC S:OUIS Current number of on-line users in the system. users 

GUC S:GUIS Current number of ghost users in the system. users 

GUM S:GUAIS Maximum number of ghost users allowed in the system. users 

UM SMUIS Maximum number of users allowed in the system. users 

GCCO SH:RGCU Current core size a 1I0cated to ghost users (whether occupying core memory K core 
or swapped out). 

GCn SH:RGCU Current number of 7-track tape drives allocated to all ghost users. 7T drives 

GC9T SH:RGCU Current number of 9-track tape drives allocated to all ghost users. 9T drives 

GCSP SH:RGCU Current number of disk pack spindles allocated to all ghost jobs. spindles 
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Table 18. Multi-Batch Partition Attributes 
",'~ =. 

Control System D.splay Minimum Maximum 
Name OEF Only Oescri pti on Units Value Va I've 

TIME0 PLH: TL Minimum job execution time for jobs to be mi nutes 0 PlH:TU 
selected for this partition. 

TIME0 PLH:TU Maximum job execution time for jobs to be minutes PLH: TL 32,767 
selected for this partition. 

QUAN PlH:QN Time-slice for this partition. msecs. 0 5,000 

ACCT@ PLD:ACT X I Account number of job currently executing EBCDIC - -
in partition. 

CUR@ PLH:CUR X Number of jobs that have been run under jobs 0 32, 167 
current definition of this partition. ® 

TOL<D PLH:TOL X I Total number of jobs run under this partition jobs 0 32,767 
since system startup. <D 

HOLD PlH:FLG0 i Core I esidency control flag. 1 ---- hold job boolean o or 1 or 
in core. o ---- allow swap out. 'NO' 'YES' 

LOCK@ PLH:FLG Partition selection lock flag. 0-+ select boolean o or 1 or 
jobs for this partition. 1 ---- lock partition 'NO' 'YES' 
from further selection. 

USER PLB:USR X 10 number of user currently executing in hexadec i ma I 0 X'FF' 
parti ti on. 

SP0 PLB:MAX<D Maximum number of spindles that may be spindles 0 SB:RBMX 
used for selection under this partition. 

7T0 PLB:MAX Maximum number of 7-track drives that may 7T drives 0 SB:RBMX 
I I be used for selection under this partition. 

9T CD PLB:MAX Maximum number of 9-track drives that may 9T drives 0 SB:RBMX 
be used for selection under this partition. 

COeD PLB:MAX Maximum size of core that may be used for K words 0 SB:RBMAX 
selection under this partition. 

SpeD PLB;MIN I Minimum number of spindles that may be spindles 0 PLB:f'.MX 
I used for selection under this partition. 

-

I ! 7T CD PLB:MIN Mi nimum number of 7-track drives that may 7T drives 0 PlB:MAX 
be used for selection under this partition. 

9T CD PLB:MIN 
I 

Minimum number of 9-track drives that may 9T drives 0 PLB:MAX 
be used for selection under this partition. 

COeD PLB:MIN Minimum size of core that may be used for K words 0 PlB:MAX 
selection under this partition. 

0 TIME, 7T, 9T, SP, and CORE specify upper and lower resource limits for the partition and are displayed as a range 
when the resource name is referenced. 

@ ACCT, CUR, Tal USER may be displayed but not modified. 

G) Not including the currently ex~cuti ng job. 

e Bit 0 of PLH:FLG is the HOLD flag and bit 15 is the LOCK flag. 

G) PlB:MAX and PlB:MIN are sets of parallel byte tables. 
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Table 19. Control DCB Usage 

On-line Batch Ghost 
DCB 

Defau It Assigned Default Assigned Default Assigned 

M:SI User Console File Card Reader F i Ie, 7T, 9T, or Operator -
(UC) (CR) Labeled Tape (LT) Console (OC) 

M:LO User Console File, IT, 9T, Line Printer File, 7T, 9T, or Operator -
(UC) Labeled Tape, or 

Line Printer (LP)t 
(LP)t Labeled Tape (LT) Console (OC) 

M:DO User Console File Line Pri nter File, 7T, 9T, or Operator -
(UC) (LP) Labeled Tape (LT) Console (OC) 

tlf control display output through the M:LO DCB is directed to the line printer, when the user ends his control session 
(with an END command), a super-close will be effected, closing the cooperative and outputting the display. 

Example: 

CONTROL HERE 

All examples of Control commands are written for the on
line mode. 

CONTROL PROCESSOR COMMANDS 

Commands provided by the Control processor fall into four 
categories. They are 

1. System Parameter Display Commands 

ADD 

DROP 

LIST 

CONTROL 

CONTROL! 

name 

2. Control Parameter Assignment Command 

name = value 

3. Partition Display and Definition Commands 

ADD 

DROP 

PARTITION 

DISPLAY n 

4. 

n attri bute 

n attribute =value 

STORE 

CLEAR 

BREAK (i. e., - ) 

END 

Miscellaneous Commands 

QUIT 

PROCEED 

B R EA K (i. e., ~_) 

END 

TIME 

The ADD, DROP, BREAK, and END commands appear 
twice in the list because there are two command levels 
in the Control processor and the functi ons of these two 
commands depend upon the command level at which they 
are given. 

The two command levels are the control command level and 
the PARTITION sub-command level. The control command 
level permits execution of all system parameter display 
commands, the control parameter assignment command, the 
miscellaneous commands, and the PARTITION command. 
Initial entry into the Control processor is at this level. The 
PARTITION command invokes a sub-command level which 
permits execution of only the partition display and defini
tion commands. 

The Control processor prompts for commands at the control 
command level with a dash (-) and prompts for commands 
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at the subcommand level with a 'greater than' (» charac
ter. The ADD and DROP limited subcommand level prompts 
with a period (. ). 

For all Control commands, only the first two letters of 
the command are significant. For exampl e, the following 
are equivalent: 

-ADD' r 

-AD 

-ADXYZ@; 

-ADD ITEMS TO PRINT LIST 8 

The commands will be discussed in the order in which they 
were listed above. 

SYSTEM PARAMETER DISPLAY COMMANDS 

ADD This command turns on the print flags for the 
specified items. The format of the command is 

:.AD[D] 

· item 

· item 

· item 

where item is one of the control names or current values 
listed in Tables 16 and 17. The command is terminated by 
entering a alone after a prompt for input. If 'ALL' is 
specified, a II print flags wi II be turned on. 

In the following example, the print flags for two control 
parameters, QMIN and OM7T, are turned on: 

-ADD 

.QMIN 

.OM7T 

The ADD command enables the user to select a group of 
parameters to be displayed whenever the display command 
CONTROL is given. (Other display commands allow the 
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user to display all of the porometers or a single specified 
parameter. ) 

DROP The DROP command turns off the print flag for the 
specified items. The format of the command is 

· item 

· item 

· item 

where item is one of the control names or current values 
listed in Tables 16 and 17. If 'All' is specified, a" print 
fl ags wi II be turned off. The command is term i nated by 
entering a alone after the prompt for input. 

In the following example, the print flags for two control 
parameters, QM IN and OM7T, are turned off: 

-DROP 

.QMIN 

.OM7T wi 

LIST This command lists the names of all items (from the 
group in Tables 16 and 17) with their print flags on. It can 
be used to make certain that a series of ADD and DROP 
commands had the desired effect. The format of the com
mand is 

U[ST] 

Example: 

-DROP 

· ALL 

- LIST,,~r 

-AD 

.QUAN 

.TB 



.UB @) 

. BCSP @) 

(0) 

-DROP 

.TB 8 

.UB E'j 

·8 

-LIST 8 

QUAN 

In this example, the first LIST command lists no items since 
the print flags for all items were turned off by the DROP 
command. The second LIST command lists QUAN and BCSP 
because their print flags were turned on by the ADD com
mand but not turned off by the subsequent DROP command. 

CONTROL This command displays all control parameters 
and current values with their print flags on. (The con
trol parameters and current values are listed in Tables 16 
and 17.) The format of the command is 

CO[NTROL] 

Example: 

-DROP @) 

.ALL 8 

·8 

-ADD @) 

.0MCOe 

. OUM @) 

.8 

-CONTROL e 

tMX ONLINE JOB RSRCE MCO = 32 

MAX /I ON-LINE USERS (OUM) = 32 

Due to the carriage width I imitation of most termi na I devices, 
only four decimal digits of the parameter may be printed 
with the parameter description. If more decimal digits are 
required, four asterisks will be printed after the equal sign 

to indicate overflow. The parameter value will then be 
automatically displayed as a single parameter display. 
Currently, control parameters do not require more than four 
decimal digits, but new values may be added in the future. 

CONTROL! This command displays all control param-
eters and current values whether or not their print flags are 
set. (The control parameters and current values are listed 
in Tables 16 and 17.) The format of the command is 

(O[NTROl]! 

Only the first two characters and the exclamation point are 
necessary. 

The display prints out in the format shown in Figure 9. 

name Single control parameters and current values may 
be displayed by entering their control name as a command. 
(The control parameters are listed in Table 16 and the cur
rent values are listed in Table 17.) All characters of the 
name must be entered. 

Example: 

-BTCO 8 

BTCO = 63 

CONTROL PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT COMMAND 

name = number The value of a specified control param-
eter can be set by th i s command. The format of the com
mand is 

name = number 

where 

name is one of the control parameter names in 
Table 16. (The current values listed in Table 17 
can not be modified. ) 

number 
name . 

is an unsi gned integer in the range for the 

A II characters in the name must be entered. Note that no 
blanks are allowed. 

Example: 

-QUAN =450 @) 

-QUAN @) 

QUAN-=450 

In this example, the value of the control parameter QUAt--1 

is changed to 450 and displayed. 
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MAX tluSt;.RS I~ SYS (1..I"'I). 4+1 CURRENT 1# USER IN ~YS (ut) " 3 
MAX II t:"qCH USERS (BUM). 1 CURRENT II BATCH USt.RS (BUe) • 0 
MAX • O~L.I~£ \.JSERS (BU'"'). 1~ CURRENT 1# BNLINI:;. Ul:»ERS (BUe)· 1 
MAX j tit-<eST Jess (GUI"'I). 15 CURRENT 1# GHeST J"~S (GUC)· 2 
1UTCH dlAS (BB) • 50 f'ASEC eNLINE GUANTUM (QUA~N) • 300 
Pf.(If~RITY l~CRt.M£NT (~ Xl. 0 eNLINE MINIMuM l.IUAN (QMIN). 10 
~AX BATCH lIB C6U~T (BXMr). 9 I"'AX eN(.INE lIB (..t1U NT (BXMf"). 9 
'MI N BAT(..H lIB CbUf'tT (~II"'F). 1 MIN BNLINE lIe r.:t:1UNT un MF). 1 
E(.IM O£~AULT • ~STeRE (EPS). 100 "'1SE.C CBRE-RESI(JI:;.NCT (SQUAN) " 300 
ELIM I.)E.~AIJLT · TIME (ETIME). 30 lBG-eN TIME-eUT (eLTe). 15 
'ELIM DE"AuLT '" l! (ELB). 10 TERM Zr>.PUT TIME-BUt (BIT6), 30 
ELIM C£!rAulT • PI (EPB). 50 1# CHARS TERMI~AL. BLB(..I< ( T.fi). 200 
EI..IM Ce:.FAULT · De (EDB) • 10 • CI-1ARS TERM UN~L.et..1( (US) " 1~ 

EI..IM Ll£~AULT - ue (El.i~". 10 ,..,AX " CBe 8UFS/U~E.to< (eNCS). 15 
'EL I M Dt.~AULT WI TsT6RE (ETS). 61+ RASE EXEC PRI~"~ATt..H (HPRIB). 204t 
SASE E,xt:.c p~Ie.eNI..I~E(BPRIe). 25'+ gASE ExEC p~Ie-llHe~T (GPR Ie). 254t 
'MAX II"'Iur"' # ~~AD .A·Ht:.ACS (RAM). 0 READ-AHEAD T!"'1!:.-ewIS (Io(AT6). 4+6 
.t1AX • Al~ Ef\T~IES (AIR"'). 0 AIR TI"1E-BUT (AIRTB). J8~O 
S'YSTEM renAL ~EseURCE C~ .32767 SYSTEM T6TAl REsewt<C!:. 9T • 4 
S'fSTEM fBTAL. REs,e~RCE 7T · - 1 sYSTEM TBTAl ~ESI3Ut<CE SP • 3 
S'YSTE~' TeTAl io\ESBURCE BT • 1+ rBTAL *GHeST* Io(S~l.E TCB ·32767 
UHAL • ~1-it1 S T * ,RSRCE T9T • '" 

TBTAL *GHBST .. Io(Slo(l.E T 7T • 1 
TttTAL. .1.l~eST* RSRCE TSP • 3 TBTAL. -GH6ST* ~SRl.E TST • ~ 

CU~"T -(.,~eST· FCSkCE CCB • Q CURNT *G~OST* ~~~1.E. (9T • 0 
CuRf\T *lJ~(jST* ~SkCE C7T • C CURNT *GHBST. fo(SRL..E. CSP I!I 0 
C~Rf\T ·1.l~ttST· RSRCE CbT • C r-~ A X GHeST JeB ~SRL..E r-'Ice • 2:'5 
MAX G~~::'l .;e~ RS~CE M9T • '" 

,'1AX llHBST JBtj ~SRt..E M7T ~ 1 
MAX G~eST JBo RS~cE MSP • 3 ",Ax GHtjST J'Jtj ~SRl".E /"',t) T • 4 
DJ. r GHB~T .Jet:' RSI-IC~ Dee • 25~ 0~ T GHOST J(t8 ~SRt..E. 1.)9T • 2 
DJ; T G~t1::'T we~ kS~CE 07T • 1 i)FT GHeST JFJt:3 ~~~l..E. I,;SP • 3 
DF T G""tj~T ~eb RSI-ICE. CtjT • 2 TeTAl *BNLINl* ~SR(,.,E Tee • 200 
T5TAL. *\:If\L.lf'..IE* RSRCi:. T9T • ,j TOTAl.. *eNL.INl* t'(5RI.,.E. T7T • 1 
ToTAL *t1I\Llt-.E* f.(SRCE TSP • :, T"'TAL -Bf'..ILINl* ~SRL..E T8T • 3 
C~Rf\T *!Jf\L.lf\E* hSf1CE CCB a C CURNT *B~lINE* Io(~Rl..E 19T • 0 
CURf\T *(11\1..1I\E* RS"iCE. C7T • ,; Cl,;RNT *er\/L I Nt. - fo(SRt..E. lSP ~ 0 v 

CWR~T *t:1NL.I"'E* RShC~ (I:lT • 0 '~A X eNLIr--E J'1~ fo(;:iRl".E ~ee • 92 
MAX BI\Llf\E ... eb RShCE ~19T • 3 ~AX t:~LI""E Jt~ fo(SRl.E M7T • 1 
MAX 6/\Llf\E. "",9t1 RSk(t:. MSP • 2 '1AX eNLI~E JAB fo(SIo/\..E MI;3T I!I 3 
DFT el\Lll\E. ~eH RSf.lCE DCe :a 32 'iF r tH"L I""E Jfi~ ~S~\"'E (.;9T • 0 
D~ T e\l..l~t. .,;Elb kShCt. e7T • 0 DFT eNLl~E J~~ fo(SRl".E ()Sp • 0 
D~T e"'Llr-..L \0160 RSkCE. Dt:3T • C TBTAL *BATC~* fo(SR\,..E Tet; • 800 
HHAL *t:;.TCI-H RS~CE T9T • 1+ TBTAL *f:;ATCH* fo(SR("'E T7T II 1 
TbTAL .t:ATC~· kS~CE. TSP • 3 TeTAL *BATCH. fo(S/olI,,£ nH • '+ 
CL,Rr-..T .bATO·;· F\SRCt. eCEl • (; (URNT *BATCH. I>(::,R\,..£ (9T • 0 
CIJRI\T ·OATCH* RSt'(CE e7T • Q (Uf.(NT *8ATCH. I>(S~I"E CSF' • 0 
CURI\T ·~.TCI-1· foiShCE Ct:3T • 0 I"'.A~ !::3ATCH JJt3 fo(SR(,.,E MCa • 6~ 
MA)( bAH.~ \oIef: ~ShCE:. i""9T • '+ ~AX t3ATC~ JS8 Io<Sf-<l..E. M7T • 1 
I"'IAX 8ATl~ .,Jfjb ~SRCE ~SP • 2 "-'AX ,.,ATCH J8!:3 fo(SRl..£ ~BT .. ~ 

OFT ~ATc.H ... 6t= RSRCt. DC" • 32 DFT t3 AT CH JeS fo(SRl".E LJ9T • 0 
DFT SA n .. H ""Bh f.(ShC~ ~7T • 0 lFT bATCH JflB fo(SRL.E. CSP • C 
DF r BATlH .,J3~ k Sf-< Cf:. DbT • C :v': AX GHt:JST J:jt3 S~Vl".E M T I ~E. • 9999 
MAX G~~~T Jee SRVlE. ""Le • 9999 ~A~ LJHt:JST J~t; ~~Vl".E MPtl • 9999 
MAX GHe~T \oIee ~RVCE ~De • 9993 M,AX GHtJST Jfjt3 ~f.(Vl".E:. l"iUe • 9999 
MAX G~e~T .,.;ab SRVCE Mr'STe • 1000 ""AX GHt.1ST J:-+!:3 S;.<VI...E r-'TSTB • lOCO 
MAX Ci~t;~r ,J~:::: SRVCE M~pee • b "-1AX GHt:JST J~~ SRVl..E MTDIS .327b7 
MAX GH";,T ..,eb S~VCE I"'PDIS .32767 :)FT i:il-lt:JST J~ t; SkVl..E. i.JTIME • 999'9 
D~ r G~tl~T .,;6t- SRVC£ DL~ • 9999 ~FT Gl-lttST JH9 SRVl..E [jpe II 9999 
DF T CiHt:JST 6'"' ... '-' ::;R'vCE. (Joe • 9999 :"lr T -.lHttS1 J~t3 ~RV~E UUd • 9999 
0, T Gh~~T ... ~t1 SRVCE DPSTe • 64 )FT (jHeST Je~ ~RVL.E LHSTB • 64 
DF T Gr""e~T ~f3b SRVCE DFPeO • 6 ')F T l:iH~ST J5f:) SRv(,.E. DTOIS .3c 7b7 
DF'T GH"~T \oI9t; ~RVC~ DPDIS .32767 '~A X eNL. I ['.E JFJ~ ~t'(Vl".E MTll"'E • 9999 
MAX B/\'I..~l\l "",Bt SRvCt:: '1LR • 9999 "1 AX BNlINE J~!:3 S~Vl..E MF'6 • ~999 
MAX e~Ll~E. -.;ed SRVCf;. MLJB • 9993 ~',AX lit\Llr-..E J,=8 SRVl".£ Mue • 9999 
MAX SM .. lt-.;l:. Jed SRVCE Mr'STB • 1UOO ...,AX eNL.INE Je~ ~~VI..E MTSTB • 1000 
MAX O/\l..lNl ""Bo SRVC[ MFPeB • 1b ...,AX tHI/L I NE Je!:3 SRVL.E MTDIS ·32767 
MAX S~L.lI\,E \oI~H3 SRVCE. MPDIS .3276; D~T t1NLlr-..E Je~ S~vI"E CTIME • 9999 
OF T Bf'..Il!/\'t;, ~eb SRvCt. DLB • 999':1 :,FT UI\lIf'..IE J~tj ~RVL.E DPe • ~999 
OF'T B~Ll"'l ..I eB SRvCE DuB • 9~99 eFT tJN!rlr-.E J~J R. ~RVL.E. Due • ~999 
OF T B ,\L. i '\ i:. ... 9l SRVCE DPSTB • 64+ DFT e~LINE. Je~ SRVl..E DTST6 • 64 

Figure 9. Example of a CONTROL! Display 
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OF'T B~L.1NE. Je~ SRV'CE DFPee • .. OFT eNL.tNE Jet! ~RV\"E UTDIS -32767 
OF T e~L.l~E ~eB SRVCE DPDIS .32767 ~AX S.T .., J~B S~v\"E "'Tll'4£ ~ 999 
MAX BATt.,H JeB SRV'CE '"'l..e _ 9999 M.X BATC~ JeB SRV~E MPB - 9999 
MAX BATt..~ ..-eB SRV'CE Moe • 9999 ,.,AX 8.TCIo4 JeB SRV\"E MUS - 9999 
MAJ( BAlLH ~eB SRV'CE. MPSTe _ 1000 "'lAX B.TCM J~6 Sj.(VI.E MT5T6 , 1000 
MAX BATC,.H Jet; SRVeE MfPee • 18 MAX S.TC .... J8B liRV\"E MT[;IS -327b7 
MAX eAT"'~ JBb SRVCE MPDIS ,32767 DFT B.TeM Jet! Skv\"E LH I ME • 5 
OFT BATLIoi Je~ SRveE DL.e • 9999 ~FT ~.TCH JeB SRV\"E DPe - 999 
0, T BATCH ..-eH SRVCi;. Doe • 9999 OFT t;ATCH JOB ~RV\"E Due • 9999 
OFT eATCH ..-eb SRVCE OFSTe • 64+ OFT bArCH JSB b~V\"E DTSTB , 64+ 
OFT BATLM ~eB SRVCE OFP8e • 4+ OFT t;;.TCH Jse ~po(V\"E DruIS -32767 
OFT eAT"'H \Je~ SR~CE OPOIS .32767 SYM/FAUTH D~l' (jH~sr OCR • 1 
S'fM/FAIJTH OFT GHe~T Dl..P • 1 SYM/FAUTH OF T GMSsr DCP • 1 
Sy,.'1/F AI,JTI-1 OFT GHBST ;)E.Q • 1 SYM/FAUTM DFT Ci Md5r DXX • 1 
SYM/FAUTH OFT GH6~T O~P • 1 Sn'l/F 'UT~ Lifo T 6NL,INE DC~ • 1 
S"'~/FAUTH OFT BNL,lNE DLP • 1 SYM/FAUT~ DFT 6N l,.lNE DCP • 1 
SYM/FAUTI-\ OFT BNL,lNE. D~Q • 1 Sn'l/F AUTH OFT BNL..INt. l))()( • 1 
SY~/FAUTH OFT el"4LINE OJ.(P • 1 SYM/FAUT~ OFT ~ATCH DC~ • 1 
SYM/FAUTH OFT SATCH OLP • 1 SYM/FAUTH DfT OATCH DCP • 1 
SYM/J:"AUTH eFT aATC~ oE.Q • 1 SYM/F~UTH DFT bATCH L;XX • 1 
SYM/FAUTH OFT 8.TC~ DRP • 1 

Figure 9. Example of a CONTROL! Display (cont.) 

PARTITION DISP LAY AN D DEFIN ITION C OMMAN DS 

The CP-V multi-batch partition system was designed to 
maxi mize uti Ii zation of the system's resources. Job through
put is dependent upon the efficiency with which system re
sources (i. e., core, tape drives, disk pack spindles, etc.) 
are utilized. A crude measure of efficiency is the percent
age of time that each device and the CPU are busy for 
a given work load over a given period of time. Effi
ciency goes up and throughput increases when the resource 
utilization is greater for a particular work load and time 
sample. For a varying work load, however, high through
put will not always result from simultaneously high usage of 
all system resources. 

Greater efficiency may be realized by overlapping I/o 
functions. One method of accomplishing this is to allow 
several jobs to reside in core concurrently, each receiving 
a time slice. If the currently executing job issues an I/o 
call that causes physi cal I/o to occur, its quantum is ended 
and another job is schedul ed and begins execution (i. e., it 
receives the usage of the CPU resource). Thus, two system 
resources, the I/o device called by the first job and the 
CPU, are now being utilized concurrently. It is easy to 
extrapolate from here to visual ize several tape drives, a 
RAD, a disk pack, two line printers, and a card reader all 
operating simultaneously. The cost of achieving this over
lap is, of course, more core since it is required for all pro
cessors whether I/O-bound or CPU-bound. 

However, resource overlap wi II not occur if, say, three 
compute-bound jobs are scheduled for execution concur
rently. Each jobwill, in turn monopolize the only resource 
all three need (the CPU) whi Ie other resources stand idle. This 
is why the Multi -Batch Schedul er (MBS) is needed. One of the 
main functi ons of MBS is to schedule jobs for concurrent execu
tion so that they uti lize as many resources as possible, and not 
to schedu Ie jobs that wi II vi e for a si ng Ie resource, which wou Id 
cause one or the other to occupy avai I abl e core space (i tse If a 

resource) whi Ie waiting for a resource to be freed. t Ideally, 
a multi-batch scheduler would schedule a compute-bound 
job with several I/o bound jobs and would let the compute
bound job take up the CPU slack while the others wait for 
I/O to complete. 

Thus far, the discussion of batch system performance has 
approached the subject of resource optimization based on 
only one criterion - gross work accomplished per time unit. 
If the total system work done over, say, a twenty-four hour 
period were the only consideration, the discussion might 
stop here. However, all installations have unique user re
quirements and operational procedures, and diverse machine 
configurations. Consequently, there are certain additional 
criteria on which system performance must be judged. These 
criteria might be termed operational considerations and 
with each of them is associated a priority that is higher than 
the one assigned to raw throughput. 

A hypothetical illustration of an operational consideration 
might be an installation that has a system configuration 
utilizing six tape drives. Experience at this installation 
has shown that when a set of jobs that uses a II drives comes 
up for execution, it is all the operator can do to mount and 
dismount the requ i red tapes and respond to the messages that 
appear on the operator's console. A Iso, it is' known that 
between the hours of 3:00 and 4:00 p. m. an inordinate 
number of small listing jobs are submitted lor processing. 
Those jobs normally occupy the operator's entire time in 
separating the output. Therefore, the installation manager 
may wish to block execution of either the job set requiring 
six tape drives or the listing jobs between the hours of 3:00 
and 4:00 p. m. A more common situation would be one in 
which an installation must guarantee fast turnaround on jobs 

tMBS selects for execution the job with the highest priority 
and the longest time in the queue for whi ch system resources 
are avai lab Ie. 
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of short duration that use minimal resources while jobs of 
long duration or those that use tape drives and private disk 
packs must be given a smaller share of the CPU time until 
the fast turnaround jobs are run. Both of these exampl es 
illustrate an important principle that emerges as a con
seq.uence of tempering raw throughput with operational con
siderations-submitted jobs must have attributes defined 
in terms of necessary maxi mum resources to run the job. 
This is necessary so the system may identify those attributes, 
categorize the job, and schedule it to be run so as to satisfy 
the operational considerations while guaranteeing maximum 
thr ougnpu t . 

Job attributes that are recognized by the Multi-Batch Sys
tem m:€ listed in Table 20. Those attributes that are used 
by the scheduler in determinrng when the job will run are 
i ndi cated by a footnote. 

It is the responsibi lity of the user to specify the attributes 
of his job on the LIMIT command so that his job will not 
be scheduled for execution in the same manner as one re
quiring a greater slice of the system's resources. 

The system manager is able to allocate the resources of his 
system to jobs with certain attributes by defining batch 
partitions under which diverse categories of jobs may run. 
A partition is a collection of ranges of job attributes. In 

some systems, a partition is defined as a fixed, addressable 
area oraore in which jobs with certain attributes may run. 
Partitions in CP-V are not that type. No physicolsystem 
resources such as core, spintHes, or tape drives are per
manently allocated to a partition. All jobs exeolJting in 
any partition draw their physico I resource requfl'ements 
from a common pool wi thollt regard to the partitti on under 
which they qualified for execution except thottl1enumeric 
limits that pertain to that partition will apply. A list 
of attributes that comprise a partition may be found in 
Table 18. 

When a partition does not have a job scheduled fdr i-t, 
the scheduler looks for qualified jobs for that partition and 
selects 'the one with the highest priority and the 10ngest 
time in the queue of jobs waiting to be executet!. Once 
in the system, the job may use any of the physica,I'resources 
up to the limits assigned toi'ts partition or (if thebption 
was not specified) those specified on the LIMIT c€ll1d. 

In summary, partition definitions are a primary fador in 
the job selection process. The system manager may direct 
the power of his system to the categories of jobs he so 
chooses by means of those definitions. 

Partition attributes are initially specified on the :PARTl ... 
nON command of PASS2 in SYSGEN. A maximum of 

Table 20. Job Resource Attributes 

Attribute CD Description Units 

CORE (1) Maxi mum core si ze requi red by job. K words 

TIME(1) Maximum time that the job wi II require to execute. minutes 
~------~------

9T(1) Maximum number of 9-track drives that the job wi" require. 9T drives 
-----

7T(1) Maximum number of 7-track drives that the job will require. 7T dri ves 
~-----

SPQ) Maxi mum number of disk pack spind les that the job wi II require. spindles 
f---------

Resource name (i) Maxi mum amount of resource that the job wi II require. -
f-------------- ---- --

ORDER(1)@ All previously entered jobs with this account must run prior to this job. -
I-----~---

MOUNT(1) Specifies which packs or tapes must be premounted. ill numeri c 
--------

ACCOUNTQ) Specifies no other job with this account may run concurrently. @ -

CD Attributes are specified on the LIMIT command and the IPOOL and FPOO L commands. 

Q) Attributes used by the MBS in selecting jobs for execution. 

Q) Resource name is specifi ed on the :RES command at SYSGEN. 

(3) NORDER indicates job is not order-dependent. 

G) Serial numb~rs are specified. Disk pack must be declared for shared or exclusive use. 

@ Eliminates fi Ie-contention problems. 
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16 partitions may be defined for any system. It is recom
'mended that 16 partition definitions be generated for all 
systems un less core memory is a serious consideration. 
This wi II provide a vari ety of job attribute classifi cations 
and those partitions in excess of the operational number may 
be locked from use (see LOCK, Table 18). 

In a time-sharing/batch processing system, emphasis may 
be given to batch processing by opening up more partitions. 
However, it should be noted that CP-V is a queue-driven 
system and tasks are selected from prioritized queues with
out regard to the source of the request (i. e., on~1 ine, 
batch, or remote batch). When there is a heavy on-I i ne 
user load, as the number of batch partitions increases, the 
number of compute bound tasks increases and each receives 
a sma II fracti on of the CPU time. This means that batch 
jobs wi II be able to get more CPU time because of larger 
quanta assigned to the batch partitions. This will not make 
a significant dent in on-line response time because inter
active requests have a higher pri ority than compute bound 
jobs. More attention may be given to certain categories of 
batch jobs by increasing the number of partitions suitable 
for them. Note that when new partitions are opened up, 
BUM (Table 16) must be increased because it acts as a limit 
on the number of batch users. BUM may be greater than or 
equai to the number of open partitions without any adverse 
affects on performance, but if it dr.ops below the number of 
open partitions, it will be the constraint on the number 
of jobs executing rather than the number of open partitions. 

Partition definitions may be altered or displayed using Con
trol. Since the definition tables are fixed-length once 
created by SYSGEN, additional partitions may not be 
created and existing partitions may not be deleted. How
ever, existing partitions may be completely redefined or 
locked from further use. A description of the Control par
tition display and definition commands follows. 

PARTITION This command passes execution control to 
the Partition sub-command level. It opens the partition def
inition tables for display if the user has a privilege level 
of at least 80, and for definition and display if the user has 
a privilege level of at least CO. This command must be 

>DISPLAY 1 e 

PART 
1 

TIME -------
1-5 

g~~~ LOCK HOLD CUR 
2000 NO YES 1 

TOL CO 7T 
10 0-15 -6:6-

given before any other partition-associated commands wi II 
be honored. Once given, no Control commands other than 
partition associated commands wi \I be recognized unti I the 
BREAK key is depressed or an END command is issued. The 
Control partition definition stack (but not the partition 
definition tables) is cleared. This stack will retain any 
definitions subsequently specified unti I another PARTITION 
command is issued. The format for the command is 

PA[RTITION] 

Control then prompts for partition associated commands. 
An example is given in Figure 12, Example of Partition 
Commands. 

DISPLAY n This command displays all of the attributes 
of partition n except for the account number of the job 
currently executing under the partition definition and the 
ID number of the current user. (Terminal page-width was 
the limiting factor. These parameters may be displayed 
by the" n attribute" command.) The format of the com
mand is 

DI[SPLAY]I~ - n) 
ALL 

where 

n is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16). 

n - n is a range of batch partition numbers. 

A LL specifies that the attributes of a II partitions 
are to be displayed. 

In the example Figure 10, the attribute ranges of parti
tion 1 are displayed. Any job requiring a tape or disk pack 
tape drive would not be able to run under this partiti on1s 
definition. Jobs selected for this partition are to be held 
in core, if possible, rather than being swapped out. 

9T 

0-0 
SP 
0-0 

Figure 10. Example of the DISPLAY Command 
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n attribute Single attributes for a specified partition 
may be displayed by using this command. The format of the 
command is 

I ~ -njattribute 
ALL 

where 

n is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16). 

n - n is a range of batch partition numbers. 

ALL specifies that the p.ttribute is to be displayed 
for a II parti ti ons. 

attri bute specifi es the name of an attri bute (see 
the Control Name column of Table 18). All 
characters of the name must be entered. 

Example: 

>12 QUAN 

12 QUAN = 400 

> 

In the above example, the value QUAN for partition 12 is 
displayed. 

Example: 

>ALL 7T 

1 7T = 0-0 -----

> 

2 7T 0-1 

3 7T =- 0-2 

47T=1-2 

For this example, the permissible range for 7-track tape 
drives requested by the user is displayed for partitions 1-4. 
(There are only four partitions in the particular system.) 

n anribute := number The va I ue of an attri bute for a 
specified partition may be set by performing a sequence of 
two commands. The fi rst, descri bed here, is known as 
the set command. The second is the S TORE command 
which is described below. The format of the set command 
is given below. Note that the only blank allowed is 
between the n and attribute specifi cations. 

I ~ -nj attribute number 
ALL 

where 

n is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16). 

n - n is a range of batch partition numbers. 
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ALL specifies that the q,ttr.j,bute is to be set for all 
pqrJi t ions. 

attribute specifies the name of an attribute. {See 
t~e Control name column of Table 18. ) All ~har
acters of the name must be entered. 

number specifies the new value or range of values 
for the attribute and ~ust lie within the pe~missible 
range of values for the attribute (see Tab·le ~a). 

The set cO'T'r,nand causes the value indi cated by "number" to 
be stored temporarily in the partition definition stack. The 
STORE command causes the valy"es in the partiti on definition 
stack to replace their corresponding values in the paJ,tition 
definition tables. (This point will be discussed furthfr after 
the STORE command is described.) Any other partitiqn 
commands may be issued between the set and STORE ~pm
monds, including BREAK and PROCEED. However, e~~.cu
tion of the CLEAR, STORE, QUIT, and END commands 
causes the partition definition buffers to be cleared and all 
previously set values to be lost. 

An example of the set command will be given in the 
example for the STORE command. 

STORE This command causes the resultant val ues of all 
previous set commands (see ron attribute = number") to be 
entered into the partition definition tables from the parti
tion definition stack and clears the partition definition 
stack. The format of the command is 

ST[ORE] 

Example: 

>5 SP ,;;;> 

5 SP - 0-2 

>5 SP =- 2-2 

>5 SP 

5 SP =0-2 

>STORE 

VALUES STORED 

>5 SP 'I 

5SP=-2-2 

> 

In this example, the spindle range for partition 5 is dis
played and a new spindle range is set. On subsequent 
display, however, the original spindJe range remains un
changed because the new va I ue has not passed from the 
partHion definition stack to the partition definition tables. 



le STORE command fi~(':z~s the pre-viGus set command 

by ente:i':;l '1 range ot 0-2 into the spindle attribute of 

the parritit", 5 tr(- 'e entries. The new value is then 

displayed 

DUI! h .. tl..~, f'Jct that MBS cannot access the partition de
finition tub1es ,,·hile they ore being updated by Control, 

all )et ,...;omrnand values are stored ina stock until the user 

wishes to enter them 050 group. \tI/h;je the values are 

he>19 st')red 'r, the partition definition stack) the partition 

defi~lit:-:)r' tcbles (erne;', unlocked. It is only when the user 

issLles a S',-ORE commend th0.t the partition definition tables 

are locked and real data transfer takes place. The STORE 

command thus minimizes the time that partition definition 

tables need to be locked to MBS. 

Each time 'J STC/f.E command is issued, the job queue is 

searr!)erl ar.d those lobs that do not qualify for execution 

under redefined ~'~)rtiti ons ::JrE' reschedu I ed under other 

partit:ons. Job H-;at previously did not quaiify under any 

partition are scheduled, if possible, for execution under a 

redefined partition. T~e least amount of rescheduling is 

required when all iedefined partition attribute values are 

set and a single STORE command is issued. 

CLEAR This c')rY'mand clears the partition definition 

buffer. Values cotained from s,=t commands following the 

previous QUIT, END, STORE, or CLEAR commands are 

lost. The command format is 

CL[EARJ 

Example: 

>6 9T ~ 1-4 

>6 9T 

6 9T 0-2 

.'CLEAR 

"STORE 

VALUES STORED 

>6 9T 

69T=-0-2 

USER.it=24 

-11 ST 

RL'C 

Here, the.')nge of ':t-trc.-.::I... tape drives hr partition 6:s set 

at 1-4 in t~~e partition d::f:nit:o" "tack end the current 
range is displayed from the partition definiticn tables. The 
partition defir.it;':.ln stack '~c:~;red-H,d, therefore, no new 

attribute values ore cnreled in tf-e tables. SUbsequently to 

show this, the Jr:91 10: ranse .; 9-track tare ~ri 'es is 

di splayed for parti ti on ,". 

BREAK A single B~-:[4~, cher.:..cter :-:-''';'' be :ssued wn:le 

executing pCHt;ticn commands 1'1 J:der to re;r.porari!y re-

turn USer c:,nt. Ji ~,i tne cantrel c-:mr- ,'.C: ~".'21. At the 

control CDmiT·"nd 't :el, only 'l-:,:~-partiti:J:t ,-:)mmo~ds (i.e., 

LISL CGI~TRCl.:, :::tc.' will ['.e 'ec'J::];lized and other 

control par::Jmeters may be Modified and displayed. The 

port i ti on sub'-command i eve I mey be re-entered by execu

tio'1 'If the PROC~t[l comrjand (which will be discussed 

shortly) and none ot tre ~x)ffe; ,:liLJe~ result:;lg from ore

vious set commands w: I be I ast. The oarti t; on sub-c:Jmmand 

level may also be re-e:·tcred exer..::uti'1:.;; (l QlilT com-

mand folhv:ed b;; 0 PARTiTION cummand. r,:)\·:e\·er, ail 

of the buffer values resulting from f~re\·!'l'Js sd c:)mmands 

will be i::)st. 

Figu~e 11 :5 an example that contains The B~~[A: c:nr! 

PROCEED commands. In th:~ E'xa~ple, execu" n Tl\\E i im its 

for partition 10 are set in the partitiondefi'lit,on buffer and 

the ID of tf-,e currentuser under parition 3 is dispiayecL At 

this point, a single bREAK ch;rocter is issue:] retlJrninq the 

user to contlOl command level. Control parameters with 

their display flags turned on ore Then listed G"'~ displayed 

and a PROCEES command is executed returning control to 

the partition command level. Tile TIME ro:1ge from the 

previous set command eHecting oartiti:)11 10 is then entered 

and the resultcmt value disp\::'yed. 

END If issued at the partition 5ub-cC'lrr.mond levei, this 

command clears the portiticn definitiGr1 stack, closes the 

partition definition hhles to Control access, and returns 

execution control tr; the cOt'trol command level. To display 

or modify the partition definition tables again, a new 

PARTITION c:)mmClnd ::ust be invoked. The format of the 

command is 

END 

An example of the Ef'.JD commar:d is given in Figure 12. 

Figure 11. Example of BREA K and PROCEED Commend> 
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(JUC 

CUC 

-CONTRUL" 

CURRENT # BATCH USERS (BUC=) 14 CURRENT # ON-LINE USERS 

CURRENT !ft GHOST JOBS (GUC)= 3 

!CONTROL' 

-PROCEED" 

>STORE:';-' 

VALlTES STOREQ 

>10 TIME'~' 

iO TTME=O-4 

> 

CONTIWL HERE 

-PARTITIUN' 

>DISPLAY ALL" 

Figure 11. Example of BREAK and PROCEED Commands (cant.) 

PART T [i'U': QUAN LOCK HOLD CUR TOL CO 7T 9T SP 

nnnn-nnnntnnnn YES YES nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn 

2 nnnn -nnnn rmn:1 NO NO nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn 

I () nnnn-nnnn nnnn N() N() nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn 

lIME QUAN LOCK H()LD ClIR TOL CO 7T 9T SP 

in 2-1S '100 NO NO 19 83 16 -24 0-1 0-2 0-2 

4 c:I=4-1:7 

>3 H(ILD'-

HIIL])= 

t 
The number of n's indicates the maximum number af digits that would print. 

Figure 12. Example of Partition Commands 
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?,6 QUANe 

b QUAN= 600 

>1 LOCK-=}' 

>2 LOCK=NO e 

>8 SP=2-4 

?,STORE€ 

VALUES STORED 

8 SP= 2 -4 

Figure 12. Example of Partition Commands (cont. ) 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS 

QUIT This command may be given after a BREAK com-
mand to terminate the interrupted session. If issued, the 
interrupted environment will be lost and execution will 
continue at the control command level. The format of the 
command is 

Qu[IT] 

PROCEED This command returns control to the partition 
sub-command level following an interruption. If no inter
ruption has occurred (BREA K key has not been depressed) 
and execution is at the control command level, the mes
sage "NO BREAK ISSUED" wi" be output and a prompt for 
a new command will be issued. The format of the com
mand is 

PR[OCEEDJ 

An example of the PROCEED command is given in Figure 11. 

BREAK At the control command level, depressing the 
BREA K key may serve to interrupt a lengthy display. After 
the first BREAK is issued, subsequent BREAKs are ignored 
by Control. Four successive BREAKs return control to TEL. 

END At the control command level, this command 
causes an exit from the Control processor and returns con
trol to TEL. The format of the command is 

EN[D] 

An example of this command is given in Figure 12. 

TIME This command displays the time of day in hours 
and minutes. The format of the command is 

TI[MEJ 

Example: 

- TIME@) 

12:32 

SAMPLE COMMAND SEQUENCE 

The command sequence in Figure 13 shows how the Control 
program may be used to modify control values and to dis
play and modify partition attributes. 

CONTROL ERROR MESSAGES 

The Contro I processor wi II return an error message to the 
terminal whenever a command is entered incorrectly. The 
error messages are listed in Table 21. 

CONTROL COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 22 contains a summary of the control level commands 
for the Control processor. Table 23 contains a summary 
of the partition subcommand level commands for the Con
trol processor. In both tables, the left-hand column speci
fies the format and the right-hand column defines the 
function. 
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lCONTROL (0) (calls CONTROL program) 

CONTROL HERE 

:..ADD 8 (requests to set item display flags) 

(sets TS display flag) 

(sets US display flag) 

(exits from ADD routine) 

:..CO® (displays items with flags on) 

# CHARS TERMINAL BLOCK (TB)= 40 # CHARS TERMINAL UNBLOCK (UB)= 10 

-TB = 60 8 (sets value of TS to 60) 

:..PART (enters partition command level) 

2:DI ALL ~) (disp!ays all partition attributes) 

PART TIME QUAN LOCK HOLD CUR TOL CO 7T 9T SP 

0-5 400 NO YES 25 211 0-15 0-0 0-0 0-0 

2 0-15 450 NO NO 13 77 0-32 0-0 0-2 0-1 

3 15-60 500 NO NO 7 14 16-63 0-0 0-3 0-2 

4 6-15 600 YES YES 0 3 16-32 0-0 0-0 0-0 

(interrupts partition display session) 

-TI", (calls for time to be displayed) 

.:.PR r;;,,) (proceeds at partition command level) 

'2..4 LOCK 0 ",pi (sets LaC K attribute of partition 4 to 0 == No) 

>STORE (i n effect I opens parti tion 4 for schedul i ng) 

VALUES STORED (stores attribute in partition table) 

>END (exits from partition command level) 

-END (exits from CONTROL) 

Figure 13. Sample Command Sequence 
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Table 21. Control Error Messages 

Message Descri pti on 

'CURRENT' VALUES MAY NOT BE An attempt ~"as made to set a current va I ue (see Table 17). 
ALTERED Current values may only be displayed. 

ILLEGAL COMMAND The command verb was not recognized by Contro I. Reenter 
the command. 

INVALID NUMBER The va I ue of the con tro I parameter is invalid. Reenter the 
contro I parameter name and the correct va I ue. 

I/o ERROR AT xxxxx THROUGH M:XX DCB An ERR/ABN return occurred through reading the M:SI DCB 
'message from ERRMSG fi Ie corresponding to ABN or writing the M: LO or M: DO DCBs. Input and output wi II 
code' I/o SUBROUTINE CALL AT xxxxx be reassigned to the default devices for this type of job if 

set to other devi ces. Otherwi se an abort wi" occur. 

LIMIT CHANGE REQUIRES The user does not have privi lege level of at least X'BO' which 
AT LEAST PRIVILEGE BO is required to modify system limits. 

MON ITOR ACCESS REQ UIRES The user does not have a privi lege level of at least X'80' 
AT LEAST PRIVILEGE 80 which is required to access the monitor. 

NO BREAK ISSUED An attempt was made to QUIT or PROCEED when no 
BREAK was active. 

NO SUCH ATTRIBUTE The partition attribute specified in the command does not 
exist. 

NO SUCH CONTROL NAME An attempt was made to change a performance parameter 
that does not exist or is incorrectly represented. 

NO SUCH NAME An attempt was made to set or reset a nonexistent print flag 
with an ADD or DROP command. Reenter the command 
with the correct flag. 

NO SUCH PARTITION The partition number specified in the command is out of the 
range 1-16 or refers to a nonexistent partition. 

NUMBER NOT WITHIN LEGAL RANGE The va I ue of the control parameter is outside of the lega I 
PERMISSIBLE RANGE = xx-xx range. Reenter the command with a legal control param-

eter value (see Table 16). 

PARTITION ATTRIBUTE DEFIN IlION The user does not have a privi lege level of at least X'CO' 
REQUIRES A T LEAST PRIVILEGE CO. which is required to change partition attribute definitions. 

PARTITION CONTROL ACTIVE An attempt was made to reopen parti ti on contro I wi thout 
terminating the previous command session. 

PARTITION CONTROL ACTIVE The user has attempted to reenter the partition subcommand 
QUIT, PROCEED, OR CONTROL COMMAND level after having interrupted a previous partition command 

level session with a break. He must resume the previous 
session, quit it, or issue a control level command. 

SAD CAL FAILURE IN '34MAP' - An internal assembly problem exists. See system 
REASSEMBLE analyst. 
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, Message 

**** 

Table 21. Control Error Messages (cont.) 

Description 

A numeric overflow occurred on CONTROL or CONTROL! 
display of a system control parameter. The parameter will 
automatically be displayed as a single parameter display. 

t SMUIS is the maximum number of users allowed in the system. (It is the sum of the SYSGEN parameters MAXB, 
MAXO, and MAXG.) 

tt 0 UM is the maximum number of on-I ine users al lowed in the system. 

tttMAXG is the maximum number of ghost jobs that may be present in the system and is specified at SYSGEN time. 

Table 22. Control Command Summary (Control Level) 

Command Description 

-AD[D] Turns on the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name 
· item of any item in Tables 16 and 17. 
-
· item -

BREAK (i .e. ) Returns control to TEL if depressed four consecutive times. (May be used to 
interrupt a lengthy display by issuing once.) 

CO[NTROL] Displays all parameters listed in Tables 16 and 17 that have their print flags on. 

CO[NTROL]! Displays all parameters listed in Tables 16 and 17 whether or not their print flags 
are on. 

-DR[OP] Turns off the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name 
· item of any item in Tables 16 and 17. 
· item -

EN[D] Causes an exi t from the Control processor 'and returns control to TE L . 

LI [STJ Lists the names of all items which have their print flags on. 

name Displays the specified parameter value. The name must be an item name from the 
lists in Tables 16 and 17. 

name = value Sets the value of the specified control parameter. The name must be the Control 
Name of a control parameter and the value must be within the range for the 
parameter (see Table 16). 

PR[OCEEDJ Returns control to the partition sub-command level followi ng an interrupti on. If 
no interruption has occurred (BREAK key has not been depressed), an error message 
is output and execution returns to the contro'l command level. 
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Table 22. Control Command Summary (Control Level) (cont.) 

Command Descri pti on 

QUrIT] Terminates a previous session intern:pted by a BREAK command and passes execution 
to the control leve I. 

TI[ME] Displays the time of day in hours and minutes. 

Table 23. Control Command Summary (Partition Sub-Command Level) 

Command Descri pti on 

-AD[D] Turns on the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name 

· item of any item in Tables 16 and 17. 

· item -

BREAK (i. e. : ) Causes execution control to return to the control command level and to remain there 
until a PROCEED command is invoked or until a QUIT command followed by a 
PARTITION command is issued. 

CL[EA( Clears the partition definition buffer. 

Dl[SPLAYJF - nj 
ALL 

Displays the partition attributes for the partition numbered II nil, a range of partitions, 
or for all partitions. The partition attributes ACCT and USER# are not displayed. 

-DR[OP] Turns off the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name 

· item of any item in Tables 16 and 17. 

· item -

EN[D] Clears the partition definition buffer, closes the partition definition tables to 
Control access, and returns execution control to the control command level. 

\ ~ - +ttri bute Displays the value of the specified attribute for partition number II nil, a range of 
ALL partitions, or for all partitions. IIAttribute ll must be the name of an attribute 

listed in Table 18. 

I ~ -nlattribute ~ number Sets the value of the specified attribute for partition number II nil, a range of parti-
ALL tions, or for all partitions. IIAttribute" must be the name of an attribute listed in 

Table 18; "nll must be a valid partition number; IIvalue ll must be within the range for 
the attribute and must not cause the currently allocated resources for that attribute 
to exceed the maximum resource va lue. 

PA[RTlTlON] Clears the partition definition buffer and opens the partition definition tables for 
display (if the user privilege is at least X '80 ') or modification (if the user privilege 
is at least XICOI). 

ST[ORE] Enters the values of all attributes set in the partition definition buffer into the 
partition definition tables and clears the partition definition buffer. 
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SlATS 
The ep-v performance monitor, STATS" performs two 
functions~ 

• It displays selected performance data in real-time. 

• It creates chronological and sorted "snapshot" records 
of performance data for lafer processing by the Sum
mary processor. 

A good procedure to follow for monitoring system perfor
mance is outlined below: 

1. Have operations personne' start STA TS as a ghost job 
each day to generate the snapshot fi les. 

2. Use Summary to periodicaHy process the snapshot fi les, 
obtaining chronological d'o'fa, sorted and ordered data, 
and an overall summary of the system's performance. 

The following types of data are typically extracted from 
the Summary reports: 

1. A histogram of estimated user intensity showing the 
frequency of occurrence of each user intensity. 

2. The percent of CPU time versus the estimated user 
intensity. 

3. On-line processor usage. 

4. Batch processor usage. 

5. Mon itor servi ce versus the number of users logged for 
a given user intensity group. 

STATS mdy be run as a batch iab, as a ghost job, or on-fine. 
The must must have a pri vilege Level of .at feast 80. The 
DeBs used by STATS are listed in Table 24. 

In the bofch mode, STATS is called with the STATS control 
command. The series of cards that follow list the commands 
to STATS. When writing this list of commands the user 
must antidpate the interactive statements that STATS would 
send were it run in the on-line mode. This will be clear 
when the commands are described. 

STA TS is ;nitiated as a ghost ;ob by the following key-in: 

GJOB STATS 

The commands to STA TS must hove been stored previously 
in a file named GHOSTSI in the :SYS account. A de
fault GHOSTSI file is provided in :SYS. The outptJ' files 
GHOSTDO and GHOSTlO are created to contain the 
output lines norma lIy output v;o M: DO and M: LO respec
tive Iy. The fi les GHOSTDO and GHOST La are generated 
automatically in the :STATS account and the associated 
DeBs may not be SET or ASSIGNed. Symbiont output is 
not allowed for a STA TS ghost job since the job may deep 
for many hours. 

The STATS processor is called on-line by entering STATS as 
a TEL command. The processor responds by typing 'STATS 
version number HERE' and then prompts for a command. 

Example: 

!STATS 

STATS BOO HERE 

Table 24. STATS DCB Usage 

On-line Batch Ghost 
DCB Function Default Default Setting 

M:SICDQ) Command input and user responses to interactive User After ! STA TS fide-GHOSTSI. 
statements. console card :SYS 

M: LO Q) Q) Report output. User Line fid=GHOSTLO. 
console printer :STATS 

M:DO Q) Interactive statements and error messages. User Line fid·GHOSTDO. 
console printer :STATS 

Notes: 

CD M:SI may be assigned to a file containing a predefined set of commands. This a /lows automatic execution of repeti-
tious tasks. Input from a file will be echoed via M:DO to provide a hard copy. 

Q) M:SI, M: La, and M: DO may be assigned to separate fi les via on-line SET or batch ASSIGN commands except when 
STA TS is run as a ghost job. 

0) M: LO may be assigned to the line printer if the on-line user's account authorization contains the appropriate flogs. 
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Table 24. STATS DCB Usage (cont. ) 

DCB Function 

F:2 Chrono logi ca I snapshot fi Ie (consecutive). 

F:3 Sorted snapshot fi Ie (keyed). 

--
M:OC Ghost job error messages for operator. 

STA TS prompts for commands with a dash (-) and prompts 

for responses to interactive statements with a 'greater 
than' (,) character. 

Depressing the BREAK key once wi II interrupt any current 
operation and leave control at the STATS command level. 
The PROCEED command (described later) is used to resume 

executicn from the point of interrupt. 

KEY CONCEPTS 

TERMINOLOGY 

A number of definitions are necessary for an understanding 

of the ST A TS processor. 

SNAPSHOT file a consecutive file with one record for 
each snapshot interva I. The records are added chrono

logically. Each record contains an entry for each com

puted statistic (there are 100 such items), the SYSTEM 

and SWAP histograms (defined later), and a list of the 

processor names for whi ch CPU time was computed 

individually. 

SSNAPSHOT fi Ie a binary fi Ie that is identi cal to the 
data in the SNAPSHOT fi Ie except that the records 

are reordered. The reordering is done by using a key 
that is generated based upon the snapshot user inten

sity, number of logged on users, and the time and date. 

User intensity an estimate of the on-line user load com-

puted by dividing on-line CPU time by user think-type 
time. This number grows larger if the tasks are longer 
and the users do not take long to think and type. 

Sample interval either one of the following depending 
upon the operation being performed: 

1. The ti me between snapshots. 

2. The time between displays. 

On-line Batch Ghost 

Defau It Defa u I t Setti ng 

fid= fid~ fid o 

SNAPSHOT SNAPSHOT SNAPSHOT. 
:STA TS 

fid fidc= fid cc 

SSNAPSHOT SSNAPSHOT SSNAPSHOT. 

: STA TS 

None None Operator's 

Console 

ALL A term that is used to specify the interval from 

the time of system reset or start-up to the time of a 

report. ALL statistics are not as informative as other 

statistics since the entire interval is not always of 
interest. For example, the time between system start-up 

and the time the first user logs on is a period which 

may not be of interest. 

TERMINA L INTERACTION CONCEPTS 

There are several concepts that define the measurements 

associated with on-line user characteristics and system 

response. These measurements are depicted in Figure 14. 

STATS REPORT FORMAT CONTROL 

When the user requests reports or displays, ST A TS refers to 

a set of print flags to determine which statistical groups are 
to be printed. The print flags and other STA TS flags are 

listed in Table 25. Several of the flags have been described 
in greater detai I in Figures 15 through 26. (These figures 

are referenced throughout Table 25.) Two of the flags 
are not used in determining which statistical groups are 
to be printed; rather, they determine whether or not re

ports and snapshot files can be generated simultaneously. 

Commands are provided that enable the user to set and 
reset the flags. 

The CONTROL! command is the only display command that 
does not reference print flags. Instead, it displays a subset 

of the items listed in T~bles 16 and 17. The display is the 
same as the PARAM display group (see Figure 15) but is not 

controlled by the PARAM flag. 
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IT 
.... ~ __________ - ___ ----_ Interaction time -----------------.....,. 

..... r-____ Task turn-::ound time _ I 
User re$ponse time ~ 

I~ Remaining~ 
,output 

RT 

C 

T 
"""-~------+-Thinking and typing time ~ 

__ -.!.ntermitten~PU time due_ .... 

to I/o wait and queue-for
service delay ....- ~ser think-+ ___ ............. E--~ser typing---.. 

time time 

......- Response time---

L First time the 
user types 

Input 
complete 

J 
Character received 
at the computer ter
m i nates the message 
input by the user. 

Item name 

1 

2 
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Program 
activation 

L 

Interm i ttent 
-----terminal output 

Fi rst 
output 
character 

Control of the CPU 
is turned over to the 
program se rv i c i ng 
message just received 
(the reading program). 

Read 

L 
The service program issues 
a Read to the terminal re
questing input of the next 
command from the user. 

Figure 14. Terminal Interaction Concepts 

Table 25. STATS Flags 

Description 

Input 
complete 

J 
The receipt of an acti
vation character initiates 
a task for the system. 

A standard display that lists histogram data as for the SYSTEM display group including response time, 
interaction time, turnaround time, task time, character ~n and character out histograms. 

A standard display that includes the same information as stondord disptoy '}' and, optionally, histo-
grams for a prese feefed shored processor. The shored processor mey be setected by the system 
manager by setting P:PROCN via Executive Delto or a patch. 



Table 25. STATS Flags (cont. ) 

Item name Description 

3 A standard display that includes the following display groups (which are described shortly): 

BATCH TASK (shown in order 

of appearance in 

I 0 USERS the di splay) 

ON LINE QUEUE 

4 A standard display that includes the SUMMARY and CPU display groups. Th i s is the default stan-
dard display. 

S A standard display of the SWAP display group. 

ALL A display which includes standard displays 1, 3, 4, and 5 as fo Ilows: 

SUMMARY CPU QUEUE (shown in order 

of appearance in 
ON LINE BATCH SYSTEM the display) 

I 0 TASK SWAP 

INTERACT USERS 

BATCH A display that lists the percent of CPU time used by each monitored shared processor for batch pro-

grams on Iy. The CPU percentage includes batch execution and service time. (Figure 18 describes 
this display in detail.) 

CPU A display group that includes the percent of CPU time for the monitor and for on-line and batch 

users broken down into execution and servi ce time. Monitor service, idle, and swap wait time 
is also listed for a complete view of CPU utilization. (Figure 17 describes this display in detai I. ) 

C:CIT A display of the total number of interactions received since start-up. 

C:TIC A display of the minutes since system start-up. 

I/O A display of the I/o rates for the system including symb:ont accesses, CALs, and number of inter-

actions per sample minute. (Figure 21 describes this display in detai I. ) 

ON LINE A display of the percent of CPU time used by on-line users for each of the mon i to red shared 
processors. The CPU percentage includes user execution and service time. (Figure 19 describes 
this display in detai I. ) 

PARAM A display that includes some control parameters and some other statistics. This print flag adds these 
contro I parameters to a II subsequent reports. The CONTROL! command may be used to display this 
group. (Figure 15 describes this display in detai I.) 

PROC A display of five histograms for a preselected processor including think-type time, turn-around time, 
CPU task time, terminal input characters per line, and terminal output characters per line. The 
processor is preselected by setting P:PROCN via Executive Delta or a patch. (Figure 25 describes 
this display in detail.) 

QUEUE A display that summarizes the user state queues at the end of each sample interval. (Figure 23 de-
scribes this display in detail.) 

REPORT A nondisplay flag that controls whether or not a report is to be generated whi Ie executing the 
FI LE command. 
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Table 25. STATS Flags (cont.) 

Item name Description 

SNAPSHOT A nondisplay flag that controls whether or not snapshot records are to be generated whi Ie executing 
the DISPLAY command. 

SUMMARY A display that contains key measures of system performance (such as the number of logged users and 
the measures of response). (Figure 16 describes this display in detai I. ) 

SWAP A display of five histograms including distribution of: 

• The number of users per outswap. 

• The outswap time. 

• The inswap time for user JITs, shared processors, and overlap. 

• The inswap time for the entire user excluding the JIT and shared processors, 

• The inswap time for the entire user excluding shared processors and overlap. 

(Figure 26 describes this display in detail.) 

SYSTEM 
I 

A display of seven histograms including distributions for response time, interaction time, think-type 
time, turn-around time, CPU task time, terminal input characters per line, and term ina I output 
characters per line. (Figure 24 describes this display in detail,) 

S:CUIS A display of the number of current users in the system. This number inc ludes batch users, on-line 
users, ghost jobs, and user's with lines who have not yet logged on. 

TASK A disp lay of task statistics inc luding interaction time, response time, and task time. (Figure 22 

I describes this display in detai I.) 

USERS I A display that lists the number of users for several shared processors, The numbers are the 

j 
counts existing at the end of the sample interval. (Figure 20 describes this display in detail.) 

The PARAM display is printed in the following format: 

where 

IHll'R :~!j ~l' n:s 
~lAX ," l)ATCIl l'SERS 

,\\,EI~;\(;E i),\TCll SI!::E I, 

, CIL\R TUU'! RUlcr; 

~lSEC \-J/Il INTERRUPT 

AVE BATCH ~l'ANTlTH 

CI )~ll'llTE (WEllE SHA]\ INC 

INTERVAL IN MINUTES 

1'1AX ONLINE USERS 

,WERACE ONLINE SIZE K 

CHAR TERM UNBLOCK 

l'-lSEC S\-JAP ~lTANTUM 

MSEC ONLINE COMPUTE 

HOURS:MINUTES specifies the hour followed (without a separator) by the minutes. This item is useful in 
selecting a sort filter for the Summary processor. 

INTERVAL IN MINUTES is the numberof minutes in the snapshot interval. This item is useful in selecting 
a sort f,lter for the Summary processor. 

Figure 15. Description of the PARAM Display 
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MAX # BATCH USERS is the maximum number of concurrent batch users and is the control parameter BUM 
which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor. 

MAX # ON LINE USERS is the maximum number of concurrent on-line users and is the control parameter 
OUM which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor. 

AVERAGE BATCH SIZE K is the current average size of all active batch partitions. This number includes 
context and excludes shared processors and overlap. (Reference: UB:PCT table.) 

AVERAGE ONLINE SIZE K is the current average size of all on-line users. This number includes context 
and excludes shared processors and overlap. (Reference: UB:PCT table.) 

#CHAR TERM BLOCK is the number of characters at which to block terminal output. This is the control pa-
rameter TB whi ch may be set by the system manager via the Contro I processor. This parameter shou Id be 
set high enough to prevent terminal output-bound users from being swapped too frequently. The faster the 
terminal transmission, the higher this parameter should be set. If the value is too high, however, the al
located COC buffers may be insufficient to handle the load. 

# CHAR TERM UN BLOC K is the number of characters at whi ch termina I output is unblocked and is the con-
trol parameter UB which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor. This parameter causes 
output-bound users to be queued for CPU service before the COC output buffer for that user is empty. The 
faster the terminal, the higher this parameter should be set. 

MSEC WIO INn::.~RUPT is the amount of uninterrupted compute time guaranteed a user and is the current 
value of the control parameter QMIN which may be set by the system manager via Control. A low value 
increases the burst I/o rate. A high value decreases the rate at which the system services different 
users. 

MSEC SWAP QUANTUM is the amount of time a user is guaranteed core residency before swap out. This 
parameter is the current value of the control parameter SQUAN which may be set by the system manager 
via Control. Increasing this value decreases the swapping rate. This parameter can be used to reduce the 
swapper load, but it wi II be at the expense of user response time. 

AVE BATCH QUANTUM is the average setting of the QUAN control parameter for all active batch parti-
tions. (QUAN is the time-slice by which compute-bound users are shared.) The QUAN parameter is set 
for each partition by the system manager via the Control processor. 

MSEC ON LIN E COMPUTE is .the setting of the QUAN control parameter for on-line users. (Q UAN is the 
time-slice by which compute-bound users are shared.) The QUAN parameter is set by the system manager 
via the Control processor. The values of QUAN for on-line and batch and the number of on-line and 
batch users in the compute-bound queue determine the mix of on-line and batch computing that is done. 

COMPUTE QUEUE SHARIN G is the batch bias. Zero indicates that batch compute-bound tasks have less 
priority than on-line compute-bound tasks. Nonzero indicates that batch and on-line compute-bound tasks 
have equal priority. Batch bias is the BB control parameter that may be set by the system manager via the 
Con tro I processor. . 

Figure 15. Description of the PARAM Display (cont. ) 
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The SUMMARY display group is printed in the following format: 

where 

SUMMARY 
BATCH STREAMS 
ONLINE USERS 
% CPU/BATCH USER 
% CPU/ONLINE USER 
BATCH EXEC/SERV 
ONLINE EXEC/SERV 
CPU MSEC PER I/O 
ONLINE TIME MIX 
ONLINE INTENSITY 
ONLINE TASKS/MIN 
% INTERACTIVE 
90% RESPONSE MSEC 
TURNAROUND SEC 
ETMF 

BATCH STREAMS is the number of active batch partitions at the end of the snapshot interval. This statistic 
is available for the SNAP column only. 

ONLINE USERS is the number of on-line users at the end of the snapshot interval. This statistic is available 
for the SNAP column on Iy. 

% CPU/BATCH USER the percent of time used for batch execution and batch service divided by the number 
of batch users. This statistic is available for the SNAP column only. 

% CPU/ONLINE USER the percent of time used for on-line execution and on-line service divided by the 
number of on-line users. This statistic is available for the SNAP column only. 

BATCH EXEC/SERV is batch execution time divided by batch service time. This is a measure of the degree 
to which batch jobs are compute-bound. 

ONLINE EXEC/SERV is on-line execution time divided by on-line service time. This is a measure of the 
degree to which on-line jobs are compute-bound. 

CPU MSEC PER I/O is the sum of batch and on-line execution and servi ce time (in mi IIiseconds) divided 
by the number of SIOs. This is a measure of the degree to which batch and on-line jobs are 
compute-bound. 

ONLINE TIME MIX is a measure of the compute-bound character of the on-line user load. It is obtained 
by dividing the compute-bound mi IIiseconds by the interactive task mi IIiseconds. This measure is large 
when the interactive load is light. A task is considered interactive when less than SQUAN mi IIiseconds 
(see Table 16) are required for completion of a task. 

tALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists staHstics for the sample interval only. 

Figure 16. Description of the SUMMARY Display 
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ONLINE INTENSITY is an estimate of the on-line user load. It is computed by dividing the on-line CPU 
milliseconds by the number of think-type minutes. On-line CPU milliseconds include execution and service 
time for on-line users. This statistic is approximately equal to the average task time (in milliseconds) mul
tipl ied by the task rate (measured in tasks per think-type minutes). 

ONLINE TASKS/MIN is a measure of the rate at which tasks are arriving from logged on-line users. It is 
computed by dividing the number of tasks received from on-line users by the total number of logged minutes 
for on-line users. 

% INTERACTIVE is another measure of the character of the user load. It is computed by dividing the number 
of interactive tasks that completed within SQUAN mi lIiseconds of CPU time by the total number of tasks 
that completed in the sample time interval and converting this value to a percent by multiplying by 100. 

90% RESPONSE TIME defines the point on the response time histogram (the point representing a number of 
milliseconds) at which 90% of all tasks receive CPU service within this number of milliseconds. 

AVERAGE TURNAROUND is the average number of seconds between the receipt of an activation character 
from a user and the first line of output for that user. 

EXECUTION MULTIPLICATION FACTOR is a dynamically changing estimate of the execution time multi-
plication factor (ETMF). The user may multiply the amount of CPU time required for a task by the ETMF 
to estimate the elapsed time required to complete that task in that user environment. 

Figure 16. Description of the SUMMARY Display (cont.) 

The CPU display group is printed in the following format: 

where 

CPU 10 
BATCH EXEC 

BATCH SERV 

ONLINE EXEC 

ONLINE SERV 

MON ITOR SERV 

IDLE 

SWAP WAIT 

I/O WAIT 

I/O&SWP WAIT 

TOTAL 

SNAptt 

BATCH EXEC is the percent of CPU time spent for batch programs executing in the mapped slave mode. 

BATCH SERV is the percent of CPU time spent for the mon itor for servi ces required by batch programs. User 
servi ce for batch programs is a Iways executed in the mapped master mode. 

tALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only. 

Figure 17. Description of the CPU Display 
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ON-LINE EXEC is the percent of CPU time spent for on-line uflfrs executing in the mapped slave mode. 

ON-LINE SERV is the percent of CPU time spent in the monitor for services required by on-line users. 
User service for on-line users is always executed in the mapped master mode. 

MONITOR SERV is the percent of CPU time spent for the monitor for scheduling, swqpping, symbionts, and 
other monitor services executing in the unmapped master mode. 

ID LE is the percent of CPU time spent for unmapped master mode with no execution pnd no swaps in progress. 

SWAP WAIT is the percent of CPU time spent in unmapped master mode with a swap in progress but with no 
execution in progress. 

VO WAIT is the percent of CPU time spent in unmapped master '!lode with I/O in progress but with no ex-
ecution and no swapping in progress. 

I/o & SWP WAIT is the percent of CPU time spent in unmapped master mode with a swap and I/o in progress 
but with no execution in progress. 

TOTAL is the sum of the percentages listed above. The accounting for ghost jobs causes this value to be 
less than 100%. Deferred accounting may cause a value of less than 100% to be followed by a value 
greater than 100% on the next interval. 

Figure' 7. Description of the CPU Display (cont. ) 

The BATCH display group prints in the following format: 

BATCH /0 ALLt SNAptt 

LINK 
DELTA 
:POO 
:Pll 
EDIT 
PCL 
BASIC 
.METASYM 
LOADER 
FORT 
USER 
SHARED 

where the percent of the CPU time for batch users is listed for each of the monitored shared processors. All programs 
which are not shared are grouped and listed as USER PROG. All other shared processors are grouped and listed 
as OTHER SHARED. 

t 
ALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only. 

Figure 18. Description of the BATCH Display 
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The ON-LINE display group prints in the following format: 

ONLINE % ALLt SNAptt 
LINK 
DELTA 
:POO 
:Pll 
EDIT 
PCL 
BASIC 
ME TA SYM 
LOADER 
FORT 
USER 
SHARED 

where each of the monitored shared processors (as defined by SYSGEN) is named and the percent of the CPU time 
used by each processor is listed. The percent is based upon the total available CPU time in the interval. 
All programs that are not shared are listed as USER PROG. All other shared processors are grouped and listed 
as OTHER SHARED. 

tALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only. 

Figure 19. Description of the ON-LINE Display 

The USERS display group prints in the following format: 

USERS fi 
BASIC 
DELTA 
EDIT 
FDP 
FORTRAN 
FORTLIB 
LINK 
LOADER 
METASYM 
PCL 
TEXT 
IN CORE 

where each of the listed processors are associated with the number of users printed at the right. The number of 
users is evaluated only at the end of each snapshot interval and does not represent an average count for the interval. 
The number of users in core (item IN CORE) is a count at the end of the interval and includes STATS as one 
of the users in core. All these statistics in this group are counts (not averages) that provide some understanding of 
the system performance. 

Figure 20. Description of the USERS Display 
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The I/O display group prints in the following format: 

where 

1/0 PER MIN 
SERVICE REQ 
INTERACT IONS 
CHAR IN 
CHAR OUT 
TERM WRITES 
1/0 ACCESSES 
SYMBIONT 
IN SWAPS 
OUT SWAPS 

SNAptt 

SERVICE REQ is the average number of system CALs executed per minute of sample time. 

INTERACTIONS is the overage number of tasks submitted by on-line users per minute of sample time. Each 
task is initiated by an activation character such as a carriage return. 

CHAR IN is the overage number of charocters received by the COC per minute of sample time. The 
average number of characters per line may be obtained by dividing the CHAR IN value by the 
INTERACTIONS value. 

CHAR OUT is the average number of charactet"s output by the COC per minute of sample time. 

TERM WRITES is the number of terminal writes, i. e. I the number of lines output to the termir)" '. The 
average number of characters per terminal write may be computed by dividing the CHAR OUT value by 
the TERM WRITES value. 

I/O ACCESSES is the average number oftape, RAO, and disk accesses per minute of sample time. This rate 
may be limited by the number of core partitions, by the capacity of an I/O device or channel, or 
by low user demand. 

SYMBIONT is. the average number of symbiont accesses per sample minute. This rate tends to be device 
controlled and buffered from user demands. 

IN SWAPS is the average number of users swapped in per minute of sample time. 

OUT SWAPS is the average number of outswaps per minute of sample time. More than one user may be 
swapped out in a single out swap. 

tAll lists statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists sta+jstics for the sQmple inter"QI only. 

Figure 21. Description of the I/O Display 
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The TASK display group has the following format: 

TASK 
INTERACT 
THINK-TY 
TURNARND 
COMPLETE 
RESPON MS 
CPU MS 

where 

INTERACT 

SNAptt 

is the average number of seconds between activation characters. 

TH IN K-TY is the average number of seconds between the prompt character transmission and the receipt of 
activation character. 

TURNARND is the average number of seconds from the receipt of the activation character to the first line 
of output printed to. terminal. 

COMPLETE is the average number of seconds from the receipt of the activation character to the next prompt 
character transmission. 

RESPON is the average number of mi Iliseconds from the receipt of the activation character to the beginning 
of the fi rst quantum of CPU time. 

CPU is the average amount of CPU time required for all tasks completed in the sample interval. 

tALL lisls statistics for the period of time since system restart. 

ttSNAP lists statistics tor the sample interval only. 

Figure 22. Description of the TASK Display 

The QUEUE group display has the following format: 

QUEUE if 
LOGGED 
LOGGING 
BATCH 
GHOST 
TERM IN 
TERM OUT 
COMPUTE 
COMP BND 
1/0 
SLEEP 

where 

LOGGED is the number of on-line users who have already logged oni i. e., the number of on-line users 
who are not associated with the LOGON processor at the end of the sample. 

LOGGING is the numberof on-line users who have lines but are not yet logged oni i. e., the number of 
on-line users who are associated with the LOGON processor at the end of the sample. 

Figure 23. Description of the QUEUE Display 
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f3ATCH 

GHOST 

is the number of active batch users at the end of the sam~le. 

is the nUT~ber of active ghost jobs at the end of the sample. 

TERM IN is the number of terminal input bound users that are in the STI and STIO state queues. These user~ 
are thinking and typing. 

rERM OUT is the number of terminal output bound users in the STOB and STOBO state queues. These users 
are waiting for output printing to be completed. 

C,oMPUTE is the number of users in the SEC, SBK, SON, SIR, STOC, SIOC, SIOC~, SC, and SCU state 
queues. These u~~rs are waiting for CPU time but are hot compute bo.und. ' 

COMP BN D is the number of users in the SCaM and S~AT state queues. These users are on-line and 
batch compute bound users. 

J/O QUEUES is the number of users in the SlOW, SIOIP, SIOIP2, and SQA state queues. 

SLEEPING is the number of users in the SW queue. These users have executed the M:WAIT system CAL. 

Note: The total number of users for LOGGED, LOGGING, BATCH, and GHOST should equal the total number 
of users for TERM INPUT, TERM OUTPUT, COMPUTE,COMPUTE BND, I/O QUEUES, and SLEEPING. All 
of these queuestatisti cs are counts at the end of the!! sample interval when STA TS is in core and are 
not averages in any sense. 

Figure 23. Description of the QUEUE Display (cont.) 

The SYSTEM display includes seven system histograms in the following format: 

x 
..... 
0 
cu 
:J 

0 
> 

where 

~ 
<1 
<2 

<5 
<10 
<20 

<50 
< 100 
<200 
<500 

<lK 
<2K 

<5K 
<10K 

&UP 

TOTi! 

<- - -- - - --S YSI'EM- -- -- - ---) 

RESP INTR TYPE TURN CPU 

MS SEC SEC SEC MS 

(nn __ the percent of response time 

entries that took less than 

200 milliseconds but gr~ater 
than 100 mil1is~conds) 

<-SYSTEM-> 

INLN OTLN 

x ~ CHAR CHAR 
..... 
0 

<5 

cu <10 
:J 

<15 
0 
> <20 

<25 
<30 

<35 
<40 

<45 
<50 
<55 

<60 
<65 
&UP 

TOTH 

RESP is a listing of the response time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the on-line 
interactions that received CPU service within x milliseconds of the receipt of an activation character. 
The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This distribution is dependent upon the swap device 
characteristics and upon the time required to find free tore. 

INTR is a listing of the interaction time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the inter-
actions that were received within x seconds of the last interaction for the user. The value of x is listed in 

Figure 24. Description of the SYSTEM Display 
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the column at the left side. This distribution depends upon the rate at which users submit interactions and 
upon the rate at which the system completes the tasks. 

TYPE is a listing of the think-type time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of interactions 
that required less than x seconds from time of the prompt character printing to the time at whi ch the acti
vation character is received. (The activation character is usua Ily a carriage return.) The va lue of x is 
listed in the column at the left side. This histogram is dependent entirely upon the users thinking and 
typing time. 

TURN is a listing of the turn-around time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of interactions 
that required less than x seconds from the receipt of an activation character to the time at which the 
user received the first line of output. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This histo
gram is dependent upon the response time and upon the account of time required to give the user 
some output. Some interactions generate output immediate Iy whi Ie others generate output on Iy upon com
pletion of the task. 

CPU is a listing of the CPU task time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the interactions 
that required less than x milliseconds of CPU time. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. 
Some tasks may require minutes. Other tasks may require only a few mi Iliseconds. The distribution is de
pendent upon the type of tasks that users initiate. 

INLN is a listing of the characters per terminal input line histogram. Each column entry specifies the per-
cent of interactions which contained less than x characters. The value of x is listed in the column at the 
left side. This histogram is dependent upon the users' terminal usage. Type-ahead lines are concatenated 
as a single input without being counted individually. 

OTLN is a listing of the characters per line of terminal output histogram. Each entry shows the percent of 
output lines that contained less than x characters. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. 
The terminal block control parameter (TB) determines the number of characters at which the user will be 
suspended (become output bound) .. 

Figure 24. Description of the SYSTEM Display (cont. ) 

The PROC display includes five histograms for a pre-selected shared processor which may be under test. The PROC 
display has the following format: 

<- -PROCESSOR --) <PROCESS-) 

i 
TYPE TURN CPU 

!t 
INLN OTLN 

x SEC SEC MS CHAR CHAR 
..... <1 ...... <5 0 0 

Q) <2 Q) <10 
::> ::> 
0 <5 0 <15 
> <10 > <20 

<20 <25 
<50 <30 

<100 <35 
<200 <40 
<500 <45 
<lK <50 
<2K <55 
<5K <60 

<10K <65 
&UP &UP 

TOT# TOT# 

The definitions of the columns are the same as for the SYSTEM display. Note that the CPU histogram and the RESP 
histogram are not included in the PROC display. 

Figure 25. Description of the PROC Display 
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The SWAP display groups includes five histograms of swapper characterrstics in the following format: 

< .. -OUT SWAP---> <---IN SWAP---> 
TOT JIT REST TOT 

+ #USERS MS t MS MS MS 
x =0 <1 x <1 

4- 4-
0 =1 <2 0 <2 
Q) Q) 
:> =2 <5 :> <5 
0 =3 <10 0 <10 > > 

=4 <20 <20 

=5 <50 <50 

=6 <100 <100 

=7 <200 <200 

=8 <500 <500 

=9 <lK <IK 

=10 <2K <2K 

=11 <5K <5K 
=12 <10K <10K 

&UP &UP &UP 

TOT# TOTti TOT# 

where 

#USERS is a listing of the number of users per outswap histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent 
of the outswap attempts for whi ch x users were swapped. The value of x is listed in the column at the left 
side. When x=O, no outswap occurred. 

TOT is a listing of the outswap time histogram for actual outswaps. Each entry specifies the percent of out-
swaps that required less than x mi IIiseconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. 

JIT is a listing of the time histograms that record the milliseconds required to swap in single page JITs, 
system overlays, and shared processors. Each col umn entry specifies the percent of the inswa: ;lat re
quired less than x milliseconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This histogram is 
dependent upon the swap device, and upon the size of the overlap and shared processors. 

REST is a listing of the time histograms recording the milliseconds required to swap in the rest of a user once 
the JIT has been swapped in and processed. Each entry specifies the percent of user inswaps that required 
less than x mi IIiseconds to be swapped in (exclusive of the JIT inswap). The value of x is listed in the 
column at the left side. 

TOT is a listing of the time histograms recording the milliseconds required to swap in the entire users (JIT 
and REST above). Each column entry specifies the percent of inswaps that required less than x milli
seconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. The JIT and REST histograms may nut be 
added together in any way to obtain this histogram. 

Figure 26. Description of the SWAP Display 

STATS COMMANDS 

The STATS commands wi" be described in the following 
order: 

Descriptions of the commands and some of the examples are 
written for the on-line mode. If STATS is expecting a 
command and an asterisk is input in the first column, the 
remainder of the line is considered to be a comment. 

HELP 
ADD 
DROP 
BUILD 
LIST 
DISPLA Y 
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CONTROL! 
FILE 
BREAK (i. e. 8) 
PROCEED 
TIME 
END 

HELP This command lists a brief description of STATS 
processor commands and DeB usage. The listing is shown 
in Figure 27. The format of the command is 

HELP 



DESCRIPTION OF STATS COMMANDS 
ADD - ADD PRINT FLAGS 
B 0 - RESET PRINT FLAGS 
B(UILD) 1 - BUILD DISPLAY FOR SYSTEM DISTRIBUTIONS 
B 2 BUILD DISPLAY FOR SYSTEM AND PROCESSOR 

DISTRIBUTIONS 
B 3 - BUILD DISPLAY FOR 7 DISPLAY GROUPS 
B 4 - BUILD DISPLAY FOR SUMMARY (DEFAULT) 
B 5 
CONTROL! 
DISPLAY 

BUILD DISPLAY FOR SWAP DISTRIBUTIONS 
- LIST SOME OF CONTROL PARAMS 
- REPORT (AND UPDATE SNAPSHOT FILES) 

DROP - DROP PRINT FLAGS 
END - TERMINATE LISTS OR RETURN TO TEL 
FILE - UPDATE SNAPSHOT FILES (AND REPORT) 
LIST 
TIME 
X 

DCB USAGE 

- LIST CURRENT FLAG STATUS 
PRINTS CURRENT TIME 

- EXIT TO TEL 

M:SI - INTERACTIVE INPUT COMMANDS 
M: LO - REPORTS 
M:DO - INTERACTIVE OUTPUT 
F:2 - CONSECUTIVE SNAPSHOT FILE 
F:3 - KEYED SSNAPSHOT F1LE 

Figure 27. Format of the HELP Command listing 

ADD This command turns on the flags for the specified 
items. An item may be the name of any item (other than 
standard display numbers) in Table 25. When the STATS 

processor is entered, SUMMARY and CPU are on by default. 
The item names are entered following prompts. A null re
sponse (or END) to a prompt terminates the list of items. 
The format of the commal~d is 

ADD 

Example: 

-ADD 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED 

>1/0 

>CPU 

>TASK 

>END 9 

The ADD command enables the user to select a group of 
parameters to be displayed whenever the DISPLAY command 
is given. 

DROP This command turns off the flags for the specified 
items. An item may be the name of any item (other than 
standard display numbers) in Table 25. The item names are 
entered following prompts. A null response (or END) to a 
prompt terminates the I ist of items. The format of the 
command is 

DROP 

Example: 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED 

~I/oe 

>cpu6 

>TASK@ 

>END :0) 

BUILD This command turns on the print flag for a num-
bered standard display and turns off all other print flags. 
The format of the command is 

B[UILD] n 

where n is a decimal digit identifying the standard display 
for which the print flag is to be turned on. (The standard 
displays are listed in Table 25.) If n is the digit 0, all 
print flags are turned off. If more than one digit is speci

fied' the last digit is used. The print flag for standard 
display 141 is ON when STATS is initially entered. 

LIST This command lists the names of the STATS flags 
(other than standard display numbers) and their current status 

(on or off). It can be used to verify items to be included 
in a standard display or to make certain that a series of ADD 
and DROP commands had the desired effect. The format of 
the command is 

LIST 

Examples: 

1. When the LIST command is given before any ADD or 
DROP commands have been given, the following de

fault settings for STATS flags are listed. 

-LIST 
FLAG STATUS 

PARAM OFF 
C:CIT OFF 
C:TIC OFF 
S:CUIS OFF 
SUMMARY ON 
CPU ON 
BATCH OFF 
ONLINE OFF 
USERS OFF 
I/O OFF 
TASK OFF 
QUEUE OFF 
SYSTEM OFF 
PROC OFF 
SWAP OFF 
SNAPSHOT OFF 
REPORT OFF 
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2. In this example, the flag for standard display 3 is 
turned on and a II other print flags are turned off. The 
LIST command is' then used to obtain the current status 
of all print flags . 

.:BUILD 3 e 

.:LIST @! 
FIAG STATUS 

PARAM OFF 
C:CIT OFF 
C:TIC OFF 
S :CUIS OFF 
SUMMARY OFF 
CPU OFF 
BATCH ON 
ONLINE ON 
USERS - ON 
I/O ON 
TASK ON 
QUEUE ON 
SYSTEM OFF 
PROC OFF 
SWAP OFF 
SNAPSHOT OfF 
REPORT OFF 

DISPLAY This command displays (via M: LO) current 
sta ti sti cs for those items (from the group of items listed in 
Table 25) that have their print flags on. The user specifies 
the number and frequency of displays by responses to 
two STATS interactive statements. The format of the com
mand is 

DISPLAY 

Example: 

-DISPLAY~ 

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES 

>5 0:. 

ENTER # OF INTERVALS 

If the output de vi ce cannot finish printing one display be
fore another is ready, an error diagnostic is typed saying 
'CANNOT MAINTAIN INTERVAL'. The next interval in
cludesall time from the last printout until the next print
out is able to begin. 

Snapshot fj les may be generated during DISP LAY command 
exec~tion if the SNAPSHOT flag is on. 

CONTROL! This command displays all control param-
eters that are critical to system performance. (The group 
of parameters displayed is the same as for the PARAM dis
play.) The format of the command is 

C[ONTROl]1 

The display immediately follows the command. 
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FILE . This command creates snapshot records for the 
SNAPSHOT and SSNAPSHOT fj les. A report may be gen
erated simultaneously by turning the REPORT flag and the 
desired print flags on. The format of the FILE command is 

FILE 

Example: 

-FILE 8 
ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES 

>1 @) 

ENTER # OF INTERVALS 

>4 

SNAPSHOT FILES OPENED 

.. SleEPING 

RECORD # 1, 16:29 SEP 19, '73 

.. SLEEPING 

RECORD # 2, 16:30 SEP 19,73 

.. SLEEPING 

RECORD # 3, 16:31 SEP 19, '73 

.. SLEEPING 

RECORD # 4, 16:32 SEP 19, '73 

.. SLEEPING 

RECORD # 5, 16:33 SEP 19, '73 

SNAPSHOT FILES COMPLETED 

BREAK This command interrupts any current STA TS opera-
tion and leaves control at the STATS command level. The 
command consists of depressing the BREAK key once. The 
PROCEED command is used to resume execution from the 
point of interrupt. Print flags may be altered via the ADD 
and DROP commands before resuming execution via the 
PROCEED command. 

PROCEED This command continues STATS interruption 
from a point at which the processor was interrupted by the 
BREAK key. The format of the command is 

PROCEED 

TIME This command displays the time and date via 
M:DO as received from the monitor via the M: TIME system 
CA L. The format of the command is 

TIME 



Example: 

-TIME e 
15: 10 OCT 02, '71 

END This command causes an exit to TEL. The format 
of the command is 

END 

Example 

-END ~T 

Example 1 

SAMPLE STATS SESSIONS 

Examples 1 through 3, below, are sample STATS sessions 
that perform the indi cated tasks. 

STATS ERROR MESSAGES 

STATS error messages are listed in Table 26. 

STATS COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 27 contains a summary of commands. Table 28 con
tains a summary of interactive statements. The interactive 
statements are used in conjunction with the commands for 
defining the tasks that STATS is to perform. 

Create a display of performance data and output it to the line printer. (The report would be printed on the user's 
termina I if the ! SET M: LO LP command were omitted.) No permanent fi Ie of performance data is generated. 

! SET M:LO LP @J 
lSTATS 8 
STATS BOO HERE 
:.ADD0 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED 
>ALl 

;?END 8 
:.DISPLAye 

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES 

2:2 8 
ENTER # OF INTERVALS 

2:10 0V 
:.END 8 
lPRINT e 

The ! PRIN T command releases the listing to the printer. 

Example 2. 

Create snapshot fi les on-line. 

lSTATS ~0) 
STATS BOO HERE 
:.FILE 0) 

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES 

2:5 9 
ENTER # OF INTERVALS 

;?2 8 
SNAPSHOT 
RECORD ¥t 
RECORD # 
RECORD # 

FILES OPENED 
0, 09:40 OCT 04, '71 
I, 09:45 OCT 04, '71 
2 , 09: 50 OCT 04 , I 71 

SNAPSHOT FILES CLOSED 
:.END ~0 
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Example 3. 

Run STA TS as a ghost job. 
SSNAPSHOT. :STATS files. 

Every 15 minutes, snapshot records are added to the SNAPSHOT. :STATS and 
The job will "sleep" between times. 

The job is initiated by the operator via the key-in 

!GJOB STATS IS 

The fi Ie GHOSTSI contains the following instructions to STATS: 

* STATS-BOO SLEEPING GHOST INPUT FILE TO CREATE SNAPSHOT FILES 

* KEY-IN' GJOB STATS' AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH DAY 

* AND AFTER EACH SYSTEM RESTART OR RECOVERY. 

'k THE FOLLOWING FILES ARE CREATED AND/OR UPDATED 

* SNAPSHOT.:STATS - CONSECUTIVE SNAPSHOT FILE 

* SSNAPSHOT.:STATS - KEYED SNAPSHOT FILE 

'k GHOSTDO. : STATS - INTERACT IVE OUTPUT 

~": GHOSTLO. : STATS - REPORT OUTPUT 

~.( SNAPSHOT FILES MAY BE SAVED WEEKLY TO SAVE FILE SPACE 

FILE 

15 
96 
"i( 96 INTERVALS AT 15 MINUTES DURAT ION COVERS 24 HOURS •. EDIT TO SUIT 

END 

A message is typed on the operator's console to verify that the snapshot fj les are opened. At the conclusion, 
another message is typed on the operator's console to verify that the snapshot fj les are closed. 

Table 26. STATS Error Messages 

Message Description 

BUFFER TOO SMA LL - REASSEMBLE Not enough buffer space is avai lable to copy a II system 
performance data. A SYSGEN may be required to keep 
statistical data in low core. (This diagnostic indicates 
an unusual and perhaps unlikely case.) 

BUILD LIST ERROR The BUI LD list number is mis$ing or is not in the 
range 0-5. 

CANNOT MAINTAIN INTERVAL During operation of a DISP LA Y command, the output 
device is unable to complete one display in time to 
print the next display. (The interval is too short. ) 

GHOSTDO FILE ERROR, M:DO - RESTART STA TS is be ing run as a ghost job and has created a 
disk fi Ie 'GHOSTDO' that is in error. The error is 
due either to lack of fi Ie space or to interference from 
another user. (Printed on operator's console. ) 

GHOSTLO FILE ERROR, M:LO - RESTART STATS is being run as a ghost job and has created a 
disk fi Ie 'GHOSTLO' that is in error. The error is due 
either to lock of fi Ie space or to interference from 
another user. (Printed on operator's console. ) 
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Table 26. STATS Error Messages (cont.) 

Message Descri pti on 

GHOSTSI FILE ERROR, M:SI - RESTART STA TS is being run as a ghost job and the disk fi Ie 
'GHOSTSI' is in error. Commands and responses to 
interactive questions and statements may only be input 
via GHOSTS1 when STATS is run as a ghost job. 
(Printed on operator's console.) 

ILLEGAL COMMAND The user's response to a command leve I prompt (-) is 
not a I ega I command. (If this is a batch job, the com-
mands may be out of sequence. Also, many commands 
do not a "ow abbreviations of the command name. ) 

NO PRINT FLAGS SET A report has been requested but all print flags are 'OFF'. 

NO SUCH NAME An invalid name was used when entering items for an 
ADD or DROP command. Only the item names in 
Table 25 are valid. The standard display numbers are 
not va lid. 

PROCESSOR NOT FOUND IN MONITOR TABLE The P:NAME table in the monitor does not contain the 
standard processors. This may indicate that the 
MONSTK for the system is different from the MONSTK 
used to load STATS. 

SORRY, MONITOR ACCESS REQUIRES PRIV = 80 The user account must be reauthori zed to allow the 
user to read mon itor performance data. 

SNAPSHOT FILE OUTPUT ERROR, F:2 - RESTART An error has occurred duri ng creation of a SNAPSHOT 
fi Ie entry. Fi Ie space may have been exhausted or 
another user in the account may have interfered. 

SSNAPSHOT FILE OUTPUT ERROR, F:3 - RESTART An error has occurred during creation of a SSNAPSHOT 
fi Ie entry. It is also possible that fi Ie space allocated 
in the account may be exhausted. 

UNEXPECTED CHANGE IN TIME - REPORT This is either a user error, system error, or MONSTK 
SKIPPED problem since C: TIC and C: TINC shou Id resu It in ever 

increasing va lues. A system recovery wi II reset these 
clock counters. 

VIRTUAL PAGE NOT ALLOCATED, RE-ASSEMBLE The number of core pages allocated in the user account 
is not suffi cient. 

Table 27. STATS Command Summary 

Command Description 

-ADD T yrns on the print flags for the specifi ed items. An item may be the name of 
ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED any item in Table 25. 
~item 

~item 

~END 

BREAK (i. e. 8) Interrupts any current STA TS operation and leaves control at the STA TS com-
mand level. The PROCEED command is used to resume execution from the point 
of interrupt. 
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Table 27. STATS Command Summary (cont.) 

Command Description 

B[UIlD] n Turns on the print flags for the standard display specified by n where n is a 
number in the range 0-5. See Tab Ie 25 for the numbers of the standard dis-
plays. BUILD 0 resets all the flags to off. 

C[ONTROL]! Displays all control parameters critical to system performance whether or not 
their print flags are on. 

DISPLA Y Displays those items (from the group of items listed in Table 25) that have 
their print flags on. Snapshot files may be generated during DISPLAY com-
mand execution if the SNAPSHOT flag is on. 

-DROP Turns off the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the name of any 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED item in Table 25 . 

.?item 
>item 

>END -

END Causes an exi t to TE L. 

FILE Creates snapshot records for the SNAPSHOT and SSNAPSHOT fi les. An 
on-line report may be generated simultaneously by turning the REPORT flag 
and the desired print flags on. 

HELP Briefly describes STA TS commands and DCB usage. 

LIST Lists the STATS flags (other than standard display numbers) and their cur-
rent status (on or off). 

PROCEED Continues STATS operation from the point at which the processor was inter-
rupted by the BREA K key. 

TIME Lists the time and date. 

Table 28. STATS Interactive Statements 

Statement Description of Response 

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES Enter an integer (without a decimal point and without leading or embedded 
blanks). This number defines the length of the sample for the DISPLAY 
command. 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED Enter a list of display items, display groups, or print flags to be added for sub-
sequent report format control. 

ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED Enter a list of display items, display groups, or print flags to be dropped for 
subsequent report format control. 

ENTER # OF INTERVALS Enter an integer (without a decimal point and without leading or embedded 
blanks). This integer defines the number of interva Is to be used for the DISPLAY 
command. 
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SUMMARY 

The Summary processor provides a global view of system 
performance by formatting and displaying the statistical 
data collected by ST ATS. The input data for Summary is 
the SNAPSHOT and SSNAPSHOT files created by STATS. 
The output listings are generally large and therefore must 
be output to a file or on the line printer. The DCBs used 
by Summary are listed in Table 29. 

The Summary processo,' a lIows the user to 

1. Request a chronological listing of snapshot data for 
one or more display groups. 

2. Specify a sort filter to remove undesired snapshots from 
the sample for subsequent reports. 

3. Request fi Itered, sorted, and ordered I istings of snap
shot data for one or more display groups. 

4. Request filtered, sorted, ordered, and averaged listings 
of snapshot data for one or more display groups. 

5. Request means, minImUmS, maximums, and standard 
deviations for all display groups computed using the 
snapshots wh i ch pass the sort fi Iter and a user speci fi ed 
intensity range. Correlation coefficients are included 
in this report that are estimates of the linear depend
ence between any pair of monitored variables. 

Summary can be run in either the batch or on-line modes. 

In the batch mode, Summary is called with the SUMMARY 
contro I command. The seri es of cards that follow require an 
anticipation of the interaction that occurs when Summary 
is run on-line. This point is explained in the fourth ex
ample of the section "Sample Summary Sessions". The rest 
of this discussion of Summary wi II assume that the processor 
is being run on-I ine. 

Table 29. Summary DeB Usage 

DCB Function On-line Default Batch Default 

F:2 Input consecutive snapshot file. May be SET fid=SNAPSHOT fid=SNAPSH OT 
or ASSIGNed. 

F:3 Input keyed sorted snapshot fil e. May be SET fid=SSNAPSH OT fid=SSNAPSH OT 
or ASSIGNed. 

M:DOt Output interactive questions, statements, and user console line printer 
error messages. If input through M:SI is from 
a fi Ie, it wi II be echoed through M:DO to 
provide a hard copy. May be SET or 
ASSIGNed. 

M:LOt Output reports. May be SET or ASSIGNed, I ine printer I ine printer 
but should remain assigne'd to the line printer 
because of the report length. 

M:SI Input user responses to interactive questions. user console after !SUMMARY card 
May be SET or ASSIGNed. 

tThe line printer requires the AB flags in the account specification. 
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In the on-line mode, Summary is call ed by entering its name 
as a TEL command. Summary responds by typing SUMMARY 
HERE. Summary uses two prompt characters. The highest 
level prompt character is a single dash (-). The secondary 
prompt character is the Igreater than I character (». 

Example: 

!SUMMARY 8 

SUMMARY HERE 

Control can be returned to TEL in three ways: 

1. Depressing the BREAK key four times. 

2. Der:>ressing the CONTROL and Y keys. 

3. Responding with an X to a yes/no type question from 
Summary. 

SPECIAL COMMANDS 

HELP The user may respond to any dash (-) prompt 
character with the HELP command, This command causes a 
listing to be output via M:DO that is designed to help the 
user in his interaction with the Summary processor. The 
listing that is output is shown in Figure 28. The format of 
the command is 

HELP 

LIST The user may respond to any dash (-) prompt 
character with the LIST command. This command causes a 
listing to be output via M:DO that lists the statisticol item 
numbers and names and group names and numbers as shown 
in Figure 29. The format of the command is 

LIST 

tiuHHA~Y IS A POST ~~dL~SSijR F~R rH~ STATS ~R~CESse~ 
r<~tJul!-(ES S~"AF;;)~;~n AND SSr-..iAPSHtlT F-"-lLt:.S 
Rt:.SPd"JD Tt-> ,;Lh-:STlt1N!:) .... ITH tH·.[ ttF Ft1L.Le ... IN(i 

Y ( U:d .. T t1 S P ~ ( !t' Y LJ k " U t-" S e I-( I-' {1 ~ I T I V E r< ESP 3 ;'>/ sr. 
~(~) U~ lA~RIAG~ ~tT~~~ .. TH S~I~ Tu ~EXT ~u[~TluN 
ALL .. r~ ~~eCt~~ ALL STATISTICAL ~~bUPS 
hELP .. rd GET THIS LISTI~~ 
LIsT .. r~ ~lT ~l~T ~F ~TATltiTIC~ bY ~UM~E~ 

J( To [ .. dT 
~ND Td Tt~~I~Al~ ~kovP LISTS ~~ T~ ~xlT Tb TlL) 
* (eMMEt, T L I i'OE 
l,;Ct< USAGt 

I-I:Sl .. INT£RAlTI\lt. lNr'vT 
M:O~ .. I~Tir<A(TIV~ ~ull-'uT 
M:L~ .. RE~bhT uUT~vl 

~:2 • C6~SEt~Tl~~ ~~AI-'~H~T FILE 
F; 3 .. KE'YlG sr,"p:'H~T ~ I L~ 
~ECbMMlNGl~ ~TANUAH0 ~~6tEDL~~ FeLlb~3 

YlS (CHr<C1;'''~L..t:LJlCAL Svt"'iMAh.IES ) 
2 (CYU) 
6 (lie) 
;\jj 

YlS 
3,+,,0,,10 
E.ND 
r~e 

ALL 
Y[S 
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(MHRe:. (;r..tJu~S 

(~P[tl~Y ~~~I FILTt~ 
(L~~::; IhAN 10% CPIJ IJU> 

(T[~r-ll"'AIt:.!:) po ILT~R LI~T) 
(SbRTlU ~uMMA~Il~ ) 
(se~TlD A\ll~A~[S ) 
«(8RRELAI!~N ANALYSIS 
(vlF"AULT) 
(0f F A\,;L T) 
(MrJR[ S~I'<T~ 

Figure 28. HELP Command Listing 



LISTING OF STATISTICAL GROUPS 

o - PARAM 
HOUR:MINUTES 

2 INTERVAL IN MIN 
3 MAX 1f BATCH 
4 MAX # ONLINE 
5 AVERAGE BATCH K 
6 AVERAGE ONLINE K 
7 il CHAR TERM BLK 
8 'It CHAR TERM UBLK 
9 QMIN MSEC 

10 SQUAN MSEC 
11 AVE BATCH QUAN 
12 MSEC ONLINE QUAN 
13 COMPllTE Q SHARE 
14 

1 - SUMMARY 
15 BATCH STREAMS 
16 ONLINE USERS 
17 % CPU/BATCH USER 
18 % CPU/ONLINE USE 
19 BATCH EXEC/SERV 
20 ONLINE EXEC/SERV 
21 CPU MSEC PER I/O 
22 ONLINE TIME MIX 
23 ONLINE INTENSITY 
24 ONLINE TASKS/MIN 
25 10 INTERACTIVE 
26 90% RESPONSE MS 
27 TURNAR0~~D SEC 
28 ETMF 

2 - CPU 
29 BATCH EXEC 
30 BATCH SERV 
31 ONLINE EXEC 
32 ONLINE SERV 
33 MONITOR SERV 
34 IDLE 
35 SWAP WAIT 
36 I/O WAIT 
37 1/ O&SI.JAP WAIT 
38 TOTAL 

39 
40 

41 
42 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

3 - BATCH 

processor names dependent upo~ 
i nsta Ilation 

49 USER 
50 SHARED 

Figure 29. LIST Command Listing 

4 - ONLINE 
51 .... 

52 
53 
54 

55 
56 

processor names dependent upon 
>- installation 

57 
58 

59 
60 

61 USER 
62 SHARED 

5 - USERS 
63 BASIC 
64 DELTA 
65 EDIT 
66 FDP 
67 FORTRAN 
68 FORTLIB 
69 LINK 
70 LOADER 
71 METASYM 
72 PCL 
73 TEXT 
74 IN CORE 

6 - I/O 
75 SERVICE REQ 
76 INTERACTIONS 
77 CHAR IN 
78 CHAR OUT 
79 TERM WRITES 
80 I/O ACCESSES 
81 SYMBIONT 
82 IN SWAPS 
83 OUT SWAPS 

7 - TASK 
84 INTERACT 
85 THINK-TY 
86 TURNARND 
87 COMPLETE 
88 RESPONSE 
89 CPU 

8 - QUEUE 
90 LOGGED 
91 LOGGING 
92 BATCH 
93 GHOST 
94 TERM IN 
95 TERM OUT 
96 COMPUTE 
97 COMP BND 
98 I/O 
99 SLEEP 

MSEC 
MSEC 

Figure 29. LIST Command Listing (cant.) 
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INTERACTION WITH SUMMARY 

The Summary processor interacts with a user through a series 
of interactive questions and statements. The user's responses 
to these questions and statements define the tasks required 
of Summary. There are six major questions asked by Sum
mary. They are asked in the following order: 

1. CH RONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES? 

2. SPECIFY SORT FILTER? 

3. SORTED SUMMARIES? 

4. SORTED AVERAGES? 

5. CORRELATION ANALYSIS? 

6. MORE SORTS? 

When the user's response to one of these questions is affirm
ative (YES), Summary begins the designated task. Secondary 
questions or statements from Summary and user responses then 
define the task more specifically. (All Summary questions 
and appropriate responses and all tables at the end of the 
chapter.) Figure 30 provides a flowchart of Summary's in
teraction wi th the user. (The secondary type questions and 
statements are not indicated on that chart.) 

TASKS SUMMARY PERFORMS 

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES 

A chronological report of system performance statistics may 
include from one to eleven statistical groups of data. The 
ten possible statistical groups are listed in Table 30. The 
STATS flag(s) that is associated with each statistical group 
is indicated in parentheses. 

When the question 'CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?' is 
asked, the user IS response may be 

ALL which requests that all statistical groups be 
displayed. After the report, the next major ques
tion wi" be output. 

YES which requests that one or more statistical 
groups be displayed. 

wh i ch stops the Summary processor and re
turns control to TEL. 

other which causes the next major question to be 
asked and the chronological summaries task to be 
skipped. 

If the response is YES, Summary will then type the statement 

ENTER ALL, Olr GROUP #0-9 
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The user's response to this statement may be 

ALL wh i ch requests that all statisti cal groups be 
displayed. 

n which specifies the number (0-9) of a statistical 
group to be displayed. If the number is outside 
the range 0-9, the statement is repeated. 

which stops the Summary processor and re
turns control to TEL. 

other which causes the next major question (SPECIFY 
SORT FILTER?) to be asked. 

If the number of a statistical group is specified, that group 
is displayed and then the following question is asked: 

ANOTHER GROUP? 

The response to this question may be 

ALL whi ch requests that all statistical groups be 
displayed. 

YES which requests that one or more statistical 
groups be displayed and leads to the I ENTER ALL, 
OR GROU P #0-9 1 statement. . 

0-10 which also requests that all statistical groups 
be displayed. 

other which causesthp.nextmajor question (SPECIFY 
SORT FILTER?) to be asked. 

The question 'ANOTHER GROUP?' enables the user to 
select another statistical group for display and will be used 
repeatedly unti I the user indicates that Summary should go 
on to the next major question or that control shoul d be re
turned to TE L. 

The snapshot data for the chronological summaries is read 
from the consecutive 'SNAPSHOT' file via the F:2 DCB in 
the order in which the snapshots were created. The SNAP
SHOT fil e may contain snapshots from more than one hi story 
file. This can happen because 

1. More than one history fi Ie may be processed by 5T AT5 
in one run. 

2. Several copies of previous 5NAPSH OT fi les may be 
merged into one file. 

The statistics are averaged at the end of each snapshot fi Ie. 

The chronological listing of group '0 1 is different from the 
other groups in that only the snapshots in wh i ch control 
parameters that have changed are listed. Since the param
eters remain relatively constant, this eliminates the need
less printing of many I ines of repeti tious data. 

There is one I ine of output for each snapshot record of each 
statistical group. Therefore the listings are long and it is 
anticipated that chronological summaries will be most useful 
for daily and weekly reports. 
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Figure 30. Flow Chart of the Summary Processor Interactive Questions 
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Table 30. Summary Statistical Groups 

Group 
No. Description 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Selected parameters. (PARAM) 

Summary statistics. (SUMMARY) 

CPU utilization - execution, service, idle, 
and swap wait. (CPU) 

Percent of CPU time per monitored processor 
for batch users. (BATCH) 

Percent of CPU time per monitored processor 
for on-line users. (ONLINE) 

Number of users per processor. (USERS) 

I/O rates. (I/O) 

Task statistics and system response. (TASK) 

Queue statistics. (QUEUE) 

9 System histograms for statistics and swap 
statistics. (SYSTEM and SWAP) 

SORT FILTER SPECIFICATION 

It is extremely useful to be able to reject snapshots which 
fail to meet certain criteria. The sort filter allows the user 
to specify up to 20 variables with high and low limits. All 
snapshots which fai I to meet these I imi ts are rejected from 
the display samples used in creating reports. 

The user is asked if he would like to specify sort filters by 
the question 'SPECIFY SORT FILTERS ?'. His response may 
be one of the following: 

YES which indicates that he would like to specify 
sort fi I ters. 

wh ich stops the Summary processor and re
turns control to TEL. 

other which causes the next major question to 
be asked. 

If the response is YES, the message 'EN TER ITEM#, LOW 
LIMIT,HIGH LIMIT' is typed. The response to this message 
may be 

nl,n2,n3 which specifies an item number (n1), a 
low I imi t (n2), and a high Ii mi t (n3). N 1 must be 
an integer in the range one to the maximum number 
of monitored items. N2 and n3 are numbers with 
or without decimal points. If n3 is smaller than 
n2, the input I ine wi II be rejected and the 
'ENTER ••• ' statement will be repeated. Twenty 
parameters and associated limits may be entered. 
(The procedure for selecting parameters and their 
limits is discussed shortly.) 
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null which terminates the list_ of items and limits. 
The next main question is asked. 

other which may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error. 

The following procedure should be used to select sort 
parameters: 

Use the LIST command to identify item numbers. Then pick 
the filter items by number and choose a high and low limit 
for each item. Typically one chooses a minimum limit that 
is at least one standard deviation lower than the mean and a 
maximum limit that is at least one standard deviation above 
the mean. The report can be used to obtain the statistics 
needed for a logical choice for high and low limits. The 
time of day, the interval I ength, the amount of idl e, and 
,compute queue sharing are items which are useful in select
ing a sort filter. Of course, any limits that are appropriate 
for the needs of the particular installation may be chosen. 

SORTED SUMMARIES 

It is usefu I to compare snapshot data when the snapshots have 
been sorted by estimated user intensity, ordered by the num
ber of users within an intensity range, and filtered by reject
ing all snapshots that fail to meet the sort filter limits. The 
STATS processor sorts and orders the snapshot data by writing 
keyed records that have keys defined by the intensity, num
ber of logged users, and the date and time and stores 
the results in the SSNAPSHOT fi Ie. The PC L processor 
may be used to merge previous copies of SSNAPSHOT into 
one sorted and ordered fi Ie. Each sorted snapshot record 
has a unique key. 

The snapshot data for the sorted summaries is read from the 
SSNAPSHOT file via the F:3 DCB sequentially. The sort 
filter criteria is applied and only those snapshots that pass 
the criteria are accepted for display. The reports lists one 
or more sophisticated groups with an average listed for each 
range of intensity. The low intensity snapshots tend to be 
for. environments that require little CPU time; the high in
tensity snapshots tend to be for environments that require a 
lot of CPU time. Many statistical trends become apparent in 
sorted summaries which are lost in chronological summaries. 

The following responses may be given to the question 
'SORTED SUMMARIES ?': 

ALL which requests that all statistical groups be 
displayed after filtering, sorting, and ordering. 
After the report the next major question (SORTED 
A VERAG ES ?) wi II be output. 

YES which requests that one or more statistical 
groups be displayed after filtering, sorting, and 
ordering. This response causes the 'ENTER ALL, 
OR GROUP #0-9' message to be printed. One 
or more groups may be specified as in chronological 
summaries. 



which stops the Summary processor and 
returns control to TEL. 

other which causes the next major question 
(SORTED AVERAGES?)to be asked and the sorted 
summaries to be skipped. 

SORTED AVERAGES 

When there are a large number of snapshots, it is useful to 
average snapshot statistics within the same intensity block 
and with the same number of users. When sorted averages 
are requested, the SSNAPSHOT fi Ie provides the data and 
is input via the F:3 DCB. 

Summary processes the SSNAPSHOT file sequentially and 
appl ies the sort fi Iter cri teria before accepting the snapshot 
data for the sample. The report lists the averages for each 
number of users logged within each user intensity group. 
Each intensity group is averaged as a group just as in sorted 
summaries. 

The user is asked if he would I ike to have sorted averages 
by the question' SORTE D AVE RAGES?'. The user's response 
may be one of the following: 

ALL which requests that all statistical groups be 
displayed after fi Itering, sorting, ordering, and 
averaging. After the report, the next major ques
tion wi II be output. 

YES which requests that one or more statistical 
groups be displayed after filtering, sarting, order
ing, and averaging. This response causes the 
'ENTE R ALL, OR GROUP #0-9' message to be 
printed. One or more groups may be specified as 
in chronological summaries. 

which stops the Summary processor and re
turns control to TEL. 

other which causes the next major question 
(CORRELATION ANALYSIS?) to be asked and 
the sorted averages task to be sk i pped. 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

When the question 'CORRELATION ANALYSIS?' is asked, 
a YES response begins the generation of a comprehensive 
report that statistically summarizes the snapshots that pass 
the sort fi Iter. Any response other than YES stops the 
Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

If the response is YES, the following statement prints: 

ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD. (0.0 to 0.99) 

This allows the user to specify a threshold which is used to 
suppress small correlati on coeffi cients from the Ii sting. The 
user's response may be a threshold value or may be null. If 
the response is null, the defaul t threshold value (. 1) is used. 
The threshold value is retyped by ST ATS so that the user 
may verify it. 

After a response to the above statement is entered, the fol
lowing statement prints: 

ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. (XLOW, XHIGH) 

This allows the user to limit the number of snapshots in the 
sample by specifying the intensity range. The user may 
enter two intensities separated by a comma or take the de
fault of 200,2200 by entering a null response. The intensity 
range is retyped by STATS so that the user may verify it. 
The correlation analysis r.eport is then generated. 

The correlation analysis report has the following organ
ization: 

1. Header stati ng the number of accepted snapshots in the 
sample. 

2. List of fi Iter parameters with number of rei ections listed 
for each limit. 

3. List of all monitored items and associated overall sta
tistics (name, mean, minimum; maximum, and standard 
deviation). The statistics are gathered for all of the 
snapshots which passed the filter and intensity restric
tions. Figure 31 shows the format of the overall 
summary. 

4. Covariance matrix printed in sections, 20 columns at 
a time. Each matrix entry is a correlation coefficient 
wh ich is a measure of the I i near dependence between 
the monitored items defined by the row and the column 
for each coefficient. The matrix is symmetric about 
the diagonal. Each entry on the diagonal is zero or 
1.0 by definition. Every element must be in the range 
-1.0 to +1.0. Low valued correlation coefficients 
do not guarantee independence. Negative coeffi cients 
indicate inverse linear relationships. Positive coeffi
cients indicate a linear relationship. Nonlinear rela
tionships may exist with small correlation coefficients. 
Figure 32 shows a section of the 99 x 99 matrix. 

5. Histograms describing task statistics and swap statistics 
for the overall sample. These are obtained from the data 
in the histogram listings from theSTATS processor. (See 
Figure 33. ) 
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SAMPLE SUMMARY SESSIONS 

The following are sample Summary sessions that perform the 
indicated tasks: 

1. Report all available statistics wifhout filtering. 

!SET M:LO LP 

!SUMMARY 
-SUMMARY HERE 

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES? 
-ALL 
-SPECIFY SORT FILTER? 
-NO· 
-SORTED SUMMARIES? 
-ALL 

SORTED AVERAGES? 
-All 
-CORRELATION ANALYSIS? 
-YES': 
-ENTERCORRElA nON THRESHOLD (0.0 TO .99) 
>. 
-THRESHOLD = .00, 

ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. (XlOW,XHIGH) 
> ;:-,~) 

-INTENSJTY RANGE FROM O. TO 10000. 
100 SNAPSHots WERE SELECTED FROM 100 
MORE SORTS? 

-NO~'~) 

-*STOP* ° 
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2. Set filter limits to restrict the control parameters within 
I iin its and produce a sorted, ordered, and fi Itered sum
mary of all statistical groups. 

!SET M:LO LP" 

!SUMMARY!';-
-SUMMARY HERE 

CHRONOLOGICA.L SUMMARIES? 
.. _---

-NO ," 
-SPECIFY SORT FILTER? 
-YES 
-ENTER ITEM#,LOW LIMIT,HIGH LIMIT 
>7,40,60 
-7 % BATCH BIAS 
> 10,30,50 " 
-10 MIN QUANTUM 
> 11,300,500 

40.0 

__ 3-.-:..0.0 

60.0 

50.0 

-11 COMPUTE QUANTUM 
> ' 

3,0_0'--"._0_--=-5-----'-00. ° 
-SORTED SUMMARIES? 
-NO 
~SORTED AVERAGES? 
-ALL,' 
-CORRELATION ANALYSIS? 
-x 
-*STOP* ° 
!PRINT 

3. Report chronological statistics for groups 1, 2, and 5. 
Note that an integer response to the 'ANOTHER 



GROUP?' question skips the 'ENTER ALL, OR GROUP 
#0-9' interaction. 

!SET M:LO LP 

!SUMMARY· 
-SUMMARY HERE 
CHRONO~9GICAL SUMMARIES? 

-YES 
-ENTER AL~, OR GROUP It 0-9 
'1 
- AI'-J_QLHS.R_Q_ROUP '"L 

2 
-A r:iQIH.tRi? R ou P 1_ 
'YES 

- ~ N T ER6.~~ 0 R __ G R 0 U f_! J2:-1 
5 

-ANOTHER GROUP? ------- .-.-~--.---------

-SPECIFY SORT FILTER? 
-X . 

*S TOP* 0 

!PRINT 

4. Run comr.;/ete summary as a batch job. Note that when 
run :""9 Summary as abatch job, the user must anticipate 
. ch question or statement for whi ch Summary wi II ex
pect a response. The job is essentially a list of the 
responses. 

!SUMMARY 
ALL (CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?) 
NO (SPECIFY SORT FILTER?) 
ALL (SORTED SUMMARIES?) 
ALL (SORTED AVERAGES?) 

5. 

YES 
. 3 

200,2200 

NO 
!EOD 

(CORRELATION ANALYSIS?) 
(ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD . 

(0.0 TO .99)) 
(ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. 

(XLOW, XHIGH)) 
(MORE SORTS?) 

Get overall statistical summary without filtering. 
Summary is run is a batch job. 

!SUMMARY 
NO (CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?) 
NO (SORT FILTER?) 
NO (SORTED SUMMARIES?) 
NO (SORTED AVERAGES?) 
YES (CORRELATION ANALYSIS?) 
blank (ENTER CORREL:\TION THRESHOLD. 

(0.0 TO .99)) 
blank (ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. 

(X LOW, XHI GH)) 
NO (MORE SORTS?) 

SUMMARY ERROR MESSAGES 

If Summary tries to open SNAPSHOT or SSNAPSHOT and 
the file does not exist, the following message is output. 

4603 CAN'T OPEN FOR READ: FILE DOESN'T EXIST 

SUMMARY INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND STATEMENTS 

The questions and statements wi th wh ich the Summary processor 
interacts with the user are summarized in Tables 31 and 32 
respectively. 

Table 31. Summary Interactive Questions 

Questions 

ANOTHER GROUP? 

1----------- -------. 

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES? 

User Response 

YES -requests that one or more statistical groups be disriCljed. Leads to the 
'EN TER ALL, OR GROUP # 0-9' statement. 

{~i} -requests tha~ all statistical groups be displayed. 

other -leads to the next major interactive question. 
------... -..... --------------------.- --------------------1 

ALL - requests that all statistical groups be displayed chronologically. 

-requests that one or more statistical groups be displayed chronologically. 
Leads to the 'ENTER ALL, OR GROUP # 0-9' statement. 

I YES 

X or 
END -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

other -causes the next major question to be asked and the chronological 
summari es task to be sk i pped. 
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Questions 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS? 

MORE SORTS? 

SORTED AVERAGES? 

Tabl e 31. Summary Interact; ve Questions (cont. ) 

User Response 

YES -leads to the 'ENTER CORRELA nON THRESHOLD' statement and 
ultimately to an overall report that includes the correlation matrix. 

other -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

YES -leads to the 'SPECIFY SORT FILTER?' question for another filtered sorf. 

other -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

ALL -requests that all statisti cal groups be displayed after fi I tering, sorting 
ordering, and averaging. 

YES -requests that one. or more statistical groups be displayed after fi Itering, 
sorti ng, orderi ng, and averag i ng. 

X or 
END -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

other -causes the next major question to be asked and the sorted averages task to 
be skipped. 

1--------------------+------.----- --------------------------------------1 

SORTED SUMMARIES? 

SPECIFY SORT FILTER? 

Statement 

ENTER ALL, OR GROUP # 0-9 
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ALL -requests that all statistical groups be displayed after filtering, sorting, 
and order; ng. 

YES -requests that one or more statistical groups be displayed after fi I tering, 
sorting, and ordering. 

X or 
END -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

other -causes the next major question to be asked. 

YES -leads to the' EN TER ITEM #, LOW LIMIT, H IG H LIMIT' statement for user 
definition of filter limits. 

X or 
END -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

other -causes the next ma jor question to be asked. 

Table 32. Summary Interactive Statements 

User Response 

ALL 

n 

X or 
END 

other 

-has the Same meaning as an ALL answer to the question 
asked just before th is statement. 

-specifies the number (0-9) of a statistical group to be 
displayed. If the number is outside the range 0-9, the 
statement is repeated. 

-stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL. 

-causes the next major question to be asked. 



Table 32. Summary Interactive Statements (cont. ) 

Statement 

ENTER CORRELA nON THRESHOLD (0.0 TO .99) 

ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. (XLOW,XHIGH) 

User Response 

n -specifies a number with a decimal point within the 
range 0.0 to .99. If the number is outside the range, 
the statement is repeated. 

null -specifies a threshold of • 1 by default. 

other -may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error. 

n l,n2 -specifies an intensity range, where n 1 and n2 are numbers 
with or without decimal points and separated by a comma. 
If n2 is smaller than n1, the statement will be repeated. 

null -specifies a range of 0 to 10000 by default. 

other -may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error. 

~-----------------------------------------+-----------------------------~--.-----------------------; 

ENTER ITEM#,LOW LIMIT,HIGH LIMIT n1,n2,n3 -specifies an item number (n1), a low limit (n2), and a high 
limit (n3). N 1 must be an integer in the range one to the 
maximum number of monitored items. N2 and n3 are num
bers with or without decimal points. If n3 is smaller then 
n2, the statement wi II be repeated. Twenty parameters 
and associated limits may be entered. 

null -terminates the list of items and limits. 

other -may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error. 
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7. SHARED PROCESSOR FACILITIES 

INTRODUCJtON 

This chapter describes the shared processor facilities of 
CP-V. These facilities permit the sharing of the code for 
compi lers, assemblers, command language processors, de
buggers, libraries, and other programs among all simulta
neous users. 

Shared processors are not limi ted to programs provided 
by Xerox. The facilities may be effectively used when
ever a program has a high probab iii ty of common usage. 
Service bureaus, for example, may use the mechanism for 
proprietary packages. Corporate installations may use the 
mechanism for programs with a hi'IPh use frequency. 

Most programs may be establ ishe4~s shared processors by 
naming them at SYSGEN time. This causes the file copy 
of the program from the :SYS account to be written on the 
swapping disk during system initialization. The program is 
then available through high-speed swapping I/O. 

The file copy of the program is retained for recovery pur
poses and may be copied to another account and run as an 
unshared program under Delta for development and debug
ging purposes. If the load module in the :SYS account is 
replaced, the shared copy of the program on the swapping 
disk is updated to the newer version in the event of a sys
tem recovery. 

To qual ify as a shared processor, a program must meet cer
tain requirements. These requirements are outlined in the 
remainder of this chapter. The most stringent requirement 
relates to the single overlay I evel that is described in the 
section below titled "Overlay Restrictions". 

PUBLIC PROGRAMS 

A program whose load module is in the :SYS account is a 
publ ic program in the sense that it may be ca lied either by 
a control card containing the !symbol and the program 
name, or by an entry of the program name in response to a 
TEL prompt (!) for commands. Each user of a public pro
gram has his own copy of the program. 

OK 32K 40K 

Monitor Context 
Avai lable area 

area area 

SHARED PROGRAMS 

Shared programs ore called in the same manner as public 
programs. However, each user of a shared program hqs his 
own copy of only the data and DeB portion of that pro9ram; 
the procedure portion is shared by al/ users associated y.-ith 
the shared program. 

There are fOllr distinct kinds of shored programs: 

1. Ordinary shared processors. 

2. Spec ial shared processors. 

3. Shared q~buggers. 

4. Public libraries. 

All shared processors must be bui It by the batch loader. 
Memory allocation for an ordinary shored processor is shown 
in Figure 2. Ordinary shared processors occupy the same 
virtual memory as user programs and may not be associated 
with them. 

Special shared processors, shared debuggers and public li
braries occupy (and are overlayed in) the special processor 
area. Figure 34 shows the v irtua I memory a /location for 
shared programs that are biased within the special processor 
area. Shared debuggers may be associated only with user 
programs; they may not be associated with any other shared 
processors. Public libraries may be associated with user 
programs or ordi nary shared processors; a pub I ic I ibrary may 
not be associated with a special shared processor. Note 
that both a shared debugger and a core I ibrary may be con
currently associated with a user program. This is possible 
because the procedure portion of the debugger and the li
brary may be overlayed in the special processor area. 

LOG-ON CONNECTION 

Commonly used programs, such as BASIC, may be called 
automatically by LOGON. The name of the program to 
be called, wh ich may be ei ther a shared or pub I ic program 

112K 128K 

Spec i a I processor area 

Data DCBs 
(User program or dynamic data) 

(if any) (if any) 
Procedure 

Figure 34. Special Processors - Virtual Memory 
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from (my "cees-sible aCC0l l nt, is established in the user's 
log-on .. ~cord by .:)uper. LOGO~~ ca lis the named program 
for the user foilowing c. successful log-on. 

SHARED PROCESSOR PROGRAMMING 

The programming of shared processors may require certain 
i "forr:1ciTion about ti-le Cp··V monitor. This information is 
outl ir.<'-:d below. 

FIXED MONITOR LOCATIONS 

for certain purposes, such C' 5 the choice of an effective core 
.1llceation technic;ue, it is desirable for plcl,:e5sors and other 
programs to be able to iden~;fy the monitor in operation, 
certain critical locations of the monitor, and the loc'.); ion 
of job information roble (.lIT). This is accompl;shed by hav
ing locations 2A, 2B, and 4F common to all Xerox monitors. 
Figure 35 illusj-rates the contents or these locations. 

location 2A contains a flag that differentiates between an 
initial boot (nonzero) and a recovery boot (zero), 

Location 2B contains three items: 

1. Monitor - This field contains the code number of the 
monitor. The codes are as follows: 

Code Monitor 

0 None or indeterminate 

BCM 

2 RBM 

3 RBM-2 

4 BPM 

5 BTM/BPM 

6 UTS 

7 CP-V 

8.-F Reserved for future use 

2A [ 

Version - This is the version code of the monitor and 
is coded to correspond to the common designation for 
versions. The a Iphaberic count of the version designa
tion is the high-order part of the code and the version 
number is the low-order part. For example, AOO is 
coded X'lO' and D02 is coded X'42'. 

3. Parame~ers - The bits in this field are used to indicate 
suboptio'1s of the monitor. They are meaningful only 
in relation to a particular monitor. However, the fol-
lowi ng assigl1ments have been made for BPM, BTM, and 
CP-V. 

31 Symbiont routines included. 

30 Remote processing routines includt;d. 

29 Real-time routines included. 

28 Unused. 

27 Reserved for Data Management System. 

26 

25 

24 

Reserved. 

Machine is Sigma 6 or 7 (zero for Sigma 5 
or 9). 

Machine is Sigma 9. 

Location 4F contains the virtual JIT address right-justified. 

JOB INFORMATION TABLE (Jill 

For each active job, the system maintains an in-core record 
(job information table) that allows the job to be scheduled 
and swapped. This job information table (JIT) is the first 
page of each job, both in core and on the swapping disk, 
and contains accounting information, memory map, swap 
storage, addresses, and other information for the job that 

2B Version I Param,eters 

4F 
9 1(' 11! I ~ 

Figure 35. Locations Common to All Monitors 
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may be of tJse to a processor. t In order to reference these 
values, the: processor should REF the required symbol and 
then specify that :JO, the JIT definition package, be 
loaded along with the processor. The entire JIT is avai 1-
able on a read-only basis to all programs including pro
cessors. Contents that are particularly useful to processors 
are given in Table 33. 

Table 33. Partial Contents of JIT 

Location Size Contents 

J:JIT 

(bit 0) 1 bit Set if fhe job is on-line and 
reset if the job is batch. 

(bi t 1) 1 bit Set if the job is a ghost job. 
For e)(omple, the meaning of 
bits 0 and 1 is as follows: 

00 batch job 

01 ghost job 

10 on-line 

(bits halfword Job identification number that 
16-31) is guaranteed to be unique to 

each currently executing job. 

JB:LPP byte Number of pri ntable lines per 
page (COC). 

JB:LC byte Current pri nt line number 
(COC). 

JOPT word Peripheral usage flags set by 
TEL (see section titled "TEL 
Scan "). 

J:TELBUF 20 words Image of the command line re-
ceived by TEL. 

J:USER 2 words On doub leword boundary for 
any use by installation. 

M:UC 22 words Console I/o DCB. 

tWith respect to accounting, only shared processors are 
processors, i.e., tinle spent compiling a COBOL program 
is accounted under "user time" while time spent in 
FORTRAN, PCL, etc., is considered "processor time". 
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MEMORY CONTROL 

No specia' memory restrictions apply to programs operating 
as shared processors. In CP-V, as in any other time-shared 
or multi programmed system, prudent use of memory can sub
stantially improve system throughput. Requests for all 
avai lable memory should be avoided. A request for enough 
memory to cover typical processing should be made ;nitially, 
then a request for additional memory should be made during 
processing if the need arises. Memory should be returned 
to the system at major changes of control, but the frequent 
acquisition and release of memory wi" increase system 
overhead out of proportion to the gain. 

OVERLAY RESTRICnONS 

Any processor intended for shared use may Se created and 
debugged as an ordinary program. It may be coded in as
sembly language and debugged under Delta or created in 
FORTRAN and debugged with FDP. To qualify for inclu
sion as a shared processor, it must be coded within the 
following restrictions: 

1. Shared processors are allowed only one level of over
lay. There is no restriction on the number of overlays 
but only one of them can be associated at a time. 

2. Data cannot be included in overlays; it must be in the 
processor root. 

3. Overlay names are restri cted to seven characters or 
less. 

4. All parts of an overlay disappear from core when 
another overlay is called. (Portions of a previously 
used overlay are not avai lable when a shorter oveday 
is invoked.) 

5. Shared processors written in FORTRAN must be pre
ceded by some Meta-Symbol code that associates the 
I ibrary and I inks to the FORTRAN r.ode. 

6. The root must be greater than one page in length. 

When an overlayed shared processor is requested, the pro
cessor root and its first overlay are loaded. Assembled 
data and DCBs are loaded when the root is loaded. When
ever overlays are not required, memory usage can be held 
down by declaring an overlay length of zero and issuing a 
CA L to assoc iate that overla>,. 



Overlays are declared and associated in the same way as 
they are for batch programs (CP-V /BP Reference Manua I, 
90 1764). TREE command cards and M:SEGLD remain the 
same. CSECT 2 and 3 are converted to CSECT 1 by CP-V 
loaders. 

Shared debuggers (Delta is the only current example) must 
have only one page of context and no overlays. They re
side in the special virtual area of high memory that is cur
rently fixed in virtual (not physical) size in the highest 
16K of virtual storage. They may be any physical size less 
than 16K including their context page. 

DATA CONTROL BLOCKS 

Most processor I/o operations are performed through stan
dard monitor DCBs. For example, source input is normally 
read by 

M:READ M:SI[options] 

The standard DC Bs are 

M:BI 

M:CI 

M:EI 

M:SI 

M:C 

M:BO 

M:CO 

M:DO 

M:EO 

M:LO 

M:SO 

M:PO 

M:AL 

M:LL 

M:OC 

M:SL 

M:GO 

The default assignment of monitor DeBs is the operational 
label of the same name (M:DO is assigned to DO, etc.). 
The assignment of operational labels to devices is shown in 
Appendix B. The default assignments for batch operations 
differ from those of on-I ine operations. This is done so that 
a program that writes through LO and reads through 51 will 
automatically use the I ine printer and card reader for batch 
operations and the terminal for on-I ine operations. The 
logical functions associated with the operational labels are 
described in the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764. 

Details concerning input buffers, error handling, and so on 
are specified as parameters in a read or write call. Param
eters associated with files and devices are specified by the 
ASSIGN (batch) or SET (on-I ine) control command. 

A processor may construct its own DCBs by means of the 
M:DCB procedure. However, processors are not required 
to construct DCBs. DCBs not constructed by a processor 
will be constructed by the loader. Standard DCBs con
structed by the loader occupy 50 words and are connected 
to a device either by the loader or by an on-line user by 
means of special terminal commands. The M:DCB procedure 
must be used if optional parameters such' as read or write 
accounts exceed the allocation of the standard DCBs 
(Table 34). 

DeBs are also provided in library form and may be explicitly 
called during a load. The sizes of these DCBs are shown in 
Table 34. 

Processors may use nonstandard DCBs, if necessary. Non
standard DC Bs are constructed by the loader if not constructed 
by the processor. They must be explicitly connected to a 
device ei ther by an M:OPEN call in the processor or by 
a SET command issued by an on-line user since no default 
assignmerlt via operational labels is provided. 

It is common practice for a processor to obtain source input 
through M:SI, to print a source listing through M:LO, and 
to print diagnostic output through M:DO. However, pro
cessor I/O operations are complicated by the fact that an 
on-line user can connect 51, LO, and DO either to differ
ent devices or to the same device (the on-line default as
signment for 51, LO, and DO is the terminal). In particular 
an on-line user may connect two or more of these standard 
operational labels to the same device. For this reason, 
processors must take precautions to avoid duplications in 
printed output. This means that processors must know at all 
times whether they were called in batch or in on-line mode 
and what specific device connections have been made for 
standard DCBs. 

Processors may examine DCBs directly to determine when 
the DCBs are connected to the same device. Fields within 
a DCB may be referenced relative to the name of the DCB. 
Fields that may be useful to processors are as follows: 

Field 

FeD 

Use 

Bit 10 of word 0 of a DCB. This is the file
closed flag. A 1 means the associated file 
is open; a 0 means the file is closed. 
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Table 34. Standard DCBs 

Poss- Expiration Read 
Nome Device Nome Account word Dote Accounts 

loader 22 4 3 3 3 0 
Built 
DCBs 

M:C 22 3 

M:OC 22 3 

M:BI 22 9 3 3 3 

M:CI 22 9 3 3 3 

I 22 3 M:SI 9 3 3 
I 

M:EI I 22 9 3 3 3 

M:BO I 22 9 I 3 3 3 17 

M:CO I 22 9 i 3 
1

3 3 17 

f 

1

9 
I I , 

M:SO 
I 

22 I 3 
13 3 17 
I 

M:PO 22 I :9 I 3 3 3 

I I I i3 M:lO [22 i 9 ! 3 3 

M:ll ! 22 19 ! 3 3 3 
~ 

M:DO 22 
j 

9 i 3 
1

3 3 I 

I, 3 13 [ 3 M:GO 'I 22 ! 9 

1313 

1 

M:EO I 22 : 
! 3 17 I ,9 

M:Sl 
I 

22 
" 

4 1 3 
i, 3 

I 3 
i 

13 
1

3 M:Al I 22 [4 i 3 i 

TYPE Bits 18-23 of word 1 of a DCB. These bits 
specify a code for the type of device con
nected to the DCB (printer, terminal, card 
reader, etc.). 

DEV Bits 24-31 of word 1 ofa DCB. These bits 
specify an index to the monitor device table. 

Under CP-V, all device assignments are direct. This 
means that DEV always contains a direct device assign
ment. A complete layout and description of DCBs is 
contained in the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764. 

The same effect can be obtained by the CORRES device 
CAL, but the CAL is much slower than the direct compar
ison. The direct comparison of the combined TYPE-DEV 
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I 
! 

I 

Write Synonymous Key Total 
Accounts INSNS OUTSNS Name Buffer Words 

. -
0 4 4 0 8 51 

2S 

2S 

4 8 52 

4 8 52 

! 

4 8 52 

4 9 8 61 

17 4 8 86 

17 4 8 86 

17 4 8 86 

4 8 52 

4 8 52 
."--

4 8 "52 

4 8 52 
I 

[ 8 48 

17 4 I 9 J 8 95 

I 8 43 
-

8 43 

fields is meaningful only if the DCB has been opened. 
This means that processors must explicitly open DCBs for 
which device assignments will be tested. 

FILE IDENnFICATION 

All on-line processors use a common format and common 
character set for constructing file identifiers (fid). The 
standard format is 

name [: ~~~~~~:. passwordl 
.. password J 

where name, account, and password consist of character 
strings with maximum lengths of 11, 8, and 8, respectively 
(name has a maximum of 31 characters for CCI, Edit, and 
PC L and a maximum of 10 characters for Link and Load). 
Any of the following characters may be used: 

A-z a-z 0-9 L...J $ * % # @ 



Lower case alphabetical characters are not available on all 
terminals (e. g., Teletype Models 33 and 35). If lower case 
letters are sent to these terminals, they are printed in upper 
case. 

Account and password are optional. If account is omitted, 
the log-on account is the default account. If password is 
omitted, no password is required to access the fi Ie. 

TEL SCAN 

A processor call entered through a terminal via TEL has the 
form 

where 

1m is the name of the processor and is a fi lei den ti-
ficction (fid). Account :SYS is assumed. 

sp specifies a source program and may be either a 
file identification (fid) or a terminal identifica
tion (ME). 

ON indicates that ROM output is to be on a new 
file. 

OVER indi cates that ROM output is to be over an 
existing file. 

rom specifies that the relocatable object module 
produced by the processor is to be directed to a 
specified file (fid). If no file is specified, out
put is directed to a special file that may be sub
sequently referenced by a dollar sign. 

I ist specifies that a file (fid), a I ine printer (LP), 
or the terminal (ME) should be used for listing. If 
I ist is not specified, no I isting output is produced. 

These specifications are impl i cit ASSIGN and SET commands 
for the DeBs M:SI, M:GO, and M:LO. A processor call 
causes the specified processor to be executed with M:SI DeB 
input from the file sp. Processor output through M:GO DCB 
is placed in the fi Ie specified by "rom" and I isting output 
(M: LO DCB) is directed to the fi Ie or device specified by 
"I ist". Processor calls are interpreted by TEL. 

Parts of a processor call may be enclosed in parentheses. 
TEL does not do anything to these parts of a processor call. 
However, the processor may examine these and other partS 
of the command I ine that is in its JIT buffer (J:CCBUF). 

Processors may reside in storage in three forms: 

1. System swap storage contains absolute shared copies 
of frequently-used processors. These copies can be 
located and loaded quickly. The absolute shared pro
cessor file is created during system initialization and 
contains reentrant processors that are shared among 
all concurrent users. 

2. The :SYS account may also contain copies of processors 
in load module form. Processors in this form cannot be 

loaded as quickly as absolute processors, but the :SYS 
account may be useful during processor consfTuction, 
debugging, and extension. Public programs in the 
:SYS account may be called by entering their names in 
TEL commands or on confTol cards. 

3. A user may store his own processors or his cop i es of 
system processors in h is own files (account). A pro
cessor stored in a user's file area is identified by its 
file name and may be called by the RUN command in 
batch or START command in on-I ine operations. 

When TEL encounters a processor call, it issues an exit CAL 
specifying the requested processor. The monitor routine 
STEP searches the shared processor list for the name of the 
processor. After it fi nds the name, it d eterm i nes whether 
or not a copy of the processor is in core. If the processor 
is not in core, STEP loads it. If the name of the processor 
is not in the shared processor list, STEP searches the: SYS 
account and loads the processor from that file. If the pro
cessor cannot be found, an error message is sent to the 
terminal. Before control passes to the processor, TELchecks 
the parameters of the processor ca II for correct syntax and 
for existence of the "Sp" fileanda "rom" or "Iist". 

TEL sets and resets bits in JIT to correspond to the commands 
LIST, DONT LIST, etc., and to the initial occurrence of 
assignments in the command string. One JIT word (JOPT) 
contains a bit for each option that can be specified for a 
processor. The options and their corresponding bit assign
ments are as follows: 

Identifier Bi t Set Reset 

LO 31 LIST DONT LIST 

BO 30 Unused Unused 

GO 24 OUTPUT DONT OUTPUT 

DO 23 COMMENT DONT COMMENT 

The underlined values are default values. If a SET command 
is issued for the corresponding DCB, or the I ist output or bi
nary output fields are specified in a TEL command, the cor
responding bits are set. Each processor must assign meaning 
to the bits and interpret them. Unassigned bi ts are avai 1-
able for future use. Checks of these bi ts should be made on 
each write command since TEL allows on-I ine users to inter
rupt the processor and turn on or off the LO, GO, and DO 
devices. 

Each processor should establish conventions to maintain 
orderly output when two or more DCBs are connected to 
the same device. The usual convention is that if diag
nostic output has been written via M:LO, and M:LO and 
M:DO are connected to the same device, then the diagnos
tic output should not be written via M:DO. The following 
example illusfTates some of the special cases that processors 
should consider: 

1. M:SI, M:DO, M:LO connected to the same device 
(the input line should not appear three times). 
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2. M :DO connected to a device that is different from 51 
and La (the diagnostic comment should probably be 
printed beneath the I ine in error). 

3. M:SI and M:DO connected to a Teletype (processors 
mayor may not want to type a I ine in error). 

Processors may read each input image via the M:SI DCB. 
The last record of the sp wi II cause an end-of-data abnor
mal condition (see the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1704 
for a description of abnormal conditions). To obtain con
tro/ on an error or abnormal condition, a processor must 
issue the M:SETDCB command and/or include error and ab
normal exits in its read and write CALs. Since source input 
may come from a Teletype (sp = ME), processors must be 
able to handle Teletype input. The problems associated 
with Teletype I/O are discussed in 'the section on terminal 
I/O. 

cel SCAN 

On trar.sferring control to a user's program or to a processor, 
the monitor communicates the TCB address via general reg
ister O. Processors may fetch the card image of the command 
that ca lied them by reading through a DeB connected to the 
C device. 

When r' nning in batch mode, the processor must read the 
C devi c.e once to cl ear the control command. The com
mand is transferred to the user's buffer to allow the user's 
program to exam i ne parameters. 

TERMINAL 110 

An on-line user may direct output to his Teletype at any 
time during execut ion of a processor. Simi larly, portions 
of the input to a processor may come from a Teletype. In 
general, Teletype I/O is the same as other I/o in its use 
of M:READ and M:WRITE operators and the standard abnor
mal and error situations. However, Teletype I/O has some 
features that are significantly different from those for other 
devices. Some of the differences require special attention 
by processors, but the interface is designed in such a way 
that processors wi" not have to know whether or not I/o 
operations are via Teletype, providing they observe certain 
conventions. On terminal I/o, like all I/O, the user 
should note that byte displacements in the DCB remain in 
effect until replaced, once they have been given. The 
special problems associated with Teletype I/o are outlined 
in the following paragraphs. 
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END CHARACTERS 

On input from a Teletype, each record read is terminated 
by an end character (CR, FF, LF, RS, US, FS, GS). The 
end character, if any, is included in the actual record 
size (ARS) count reported in the DCB (bits 0-14 or word 4). 
Each processor must interpret the different end characters. 
Processors do not have to know that input is via Teletype, 
provided they treat these characters as terminators and use 
ARS to determine the actual record received. 

Source files for all processors, including those in batch 
operations, may have been prepared o'h-Iine. Since records 
prepared on-/ ine are variable length, it may no longer be 
assumed that input records are aD-byte card images. 

-All characters received from terminals, no matter of what 
type, are translated to the standard EBCDIC character set. 
The hexadecimal codes for EBCDIC characters are listed 
in Appendix A. 

WRITE OUTPUT 

The length of each output line is specified by the SIZE 
parameter in the M:WRITE procedure call. It is terminated 
only by the character zero. That is, the user may terminate 
a message with a zero character if he wishes and the COC 
routines wi" compute the proper message length. Carriage 
return or new line characters do not termi nate a message. 

CARRIAGE RETURN 

A new I ine or carriage return sequence, as appropriate to 
the type of terminal, is appended to the character string 
suppl ied by each write under the following circumstances: 

1. The DCB is not M:UC. 

2. The suppress space option is not specified. 

Thus, under ordinary circumstances, carriage return char
acters will be supplied when output consists of one line per 
write and the DCB is connected to a terminal. By using the 
suppress space option or by writing through M :UC, the pro
gram may supply carriage returns exactly to requirements -
either none or several for each write CAL. 

PARITY ERRORS AND LOST DATA 

When an M:READ CAL specifies a terminal, any character 
received with a parity error is replaced by SUB (USASCII 
code 1A) and the lost data abnormal code (07) is returned 
to the user if an abnormal address exists. If there is no 
abnormal address, control proceeds to the CAL plus 1. 
The line is returned to the userls buffer and the program 
may expect to encounter the SUB code as it scans. 



In designing a response to messages that contain parity error 
characters, two facts are important: 

1 . The user has a I ready been informed of the error by the 
COC routines that echo the exact bits received on the 
line followed by the # character. 

2. If the received image is sent back to the terminal to
gether with an error message, the # character will be 
printed when SUB codes appear. 

In the absence of special considerations unique to the pro
cessor, it is recommended that I ines received with lost data 
be sent back to the terminal together with the comment 
"EH?". This procedure is helpful as an aid in diagnosing 
faulty terminals and communication lines. 

END-Of-FILE 

If the user types the character pair ESC f, an end-of-file 
abnormal code will be returned to the program reading the 
terminal at the abnormal address (if there is one). An input 
line that contains all characters received prior to the end
of-fi Ie sequence will also be transmitted to the user's buf
fer. This line is always terminated with a carriage return 
which is also sent to the user's terminal. If no abnormal 
address is specified, the line appears as an ordinary input 
line. If both bad data and end-of-file occur in the same 
input, then the bad data is reported. 

OTHER ABNORMAL CONDITIONS 

If unknown operations are requested of the COC routines 
(e.g., write end-of-file), the abnormal code for beginning
of-tape wi II be returned. If there is no abnormal address, 
the operation will be ignored. 

fORMAT CONTROL 

COC routine action for the various formatting CALs is 
specified in the cp-v/Ts Reference Manual, 900907. It 
is briefly reviewed below. 

It is sometimes necessary to print a line with special spacing 
or without a carriage return. Processors can obtain vertical 
carriage control by means of two parameters (SPACE and 
VfC), both of which can be set by the M:DEVICE CAL. The 
SPACE.and VfC parameters have the following interpreta
tions for Teletypes. 

Parameter 

SPACE 

Meaning 

If th is parameter is set and VfC is not on, 
the number of spaces indicated minus 1 is 
inserted before each write. Counts of 0 
and 1 result in single spacing. 

Parameter 

VFC 

Meaning 

If this flag is set, the COC routines simulate 
the printer's vertical format control as speci
fied in the first character of the text lines 

; written. The simulation is lim ited to one of 
the following cases: 

Hex. Code 

Cl-CF 

Fl 

60, EO 

Action 

COC inserts 1-15 spaces be
fore printing. 

COC skips to top-of-page by 
skipping six lines and printing 
the heading information fol
lowed by the print line. 

COC does not insert CRLF 
after the pri nt line (suppress 
space) • 

For page control, COC routines count the number of lines 
transmitt,ed to and received from the user's terminal. New 
page headings are printed for every read or write when the 
line count exceeds the maximum specified in JIT {via the 
PLATEN command}. New page headings are also printed if 
the user program issues a PAGE device CAL or if the termi
na� user types the FF character L c (CONTROL L). 

Information in the page heading may be specified by the 
user by means of the HEADER and COUNT device CALs. 
Heading information is taken from the DCB through wh ich 
the read or write was given. Thus, if a write call is issued 
to a Teletype through more than one DCB, the heading 
printed depends upon the DCB through which the top line 
of the page was written. The automatic page heading oc
cupies one I ine and contains current time, date, user name 
and account number, user identification and line number, 
page number, and possibly an administrative message. 
Headings specified in the DCB of the read or write are pro
duced after the automatic heading with position, text, and 
page number as specified in the CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 
90 1764. The page count in this heading is that carried in 
the DeB and is reset with each COUNT device CAL. The 
page count for the automatic heading is carried in JIT and 
is never reset. The automati c heading is suppressed if the 
page length is less than eleven lines. Headings are also not 
printed if the automatic page heading is turned off via the 
TEL PLATEN command. 

Tab characters are replaced with an appropriate number of 
blanks in input lines. Tabs are not required in output lines. 
However, if a highly formatted output I ine is sent to the 
Teletype, the operation will be more efficient - and more 
satisfactory for the on-line user. Tabs are activated by in
serting a tab character (X'05') in the output stream. Tabs may 
be sent directly to the terminal or simulated by the software 
as requested by the terminal user who may turn simulation 
on and off using the sequence €>T. When simulated by the 
software, each tab character in the output stream causes 
insertion of spaces to move the carrier to the right to the 
next higher position specified in the DCB. 
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Simulated tab stops can b~ set by a processor with the TAB 
device CAL or by an on-line user (for the M:UC DCB) with 
the TABS command. Tabs must be specified in ascending 
order beginning with tab stop position 1. Note that this 
is different from the line printer tabbing, where the tabs 
need not be in ascending sequence. Tab stops can be set 
at any time for any DCB. During output operations, tabs 
are expanded as specified by the DCB through which the 
write is issued or, if not specified there, as specified in 
the M:UC DCB. Tabs typed by an on-line user are simu
lated at the user's console according to the tab settings in 
the M:UC DCB. 

If the backspace character is typed at the terminal, the 
character is passed to the reading program. No special 
action is taken by the COC routines other than that neces
sary to record current carrier position (which for backspace 
depends Gn terminal type). Terminals that have a physical 
backspace may, at the user's option, use a "backspace
edit" mode for intra-I ine editing. (Reference: CP-V ITS 
Reference Manua I, 90 09 07 . ) 

A program can request control when the user presses the 
BREAK key by means of the M:INT procedure. Whenever 
the user presses the BREAK key, the program environment 
at the time of the break is recorded in the user's pushdown 
stack in his TCB. Execution can be returned to the loca
tion following the interrupted instruction by execution of 
the M :TRTN procedure. A program can return b~eak con
trol to TEL by executing the M:INT procedure with a break 
routine address of zero. The break routine address is 
checked by the moni tor to guarantee that the address lies 
within the memory allocated to the user. Even if a proces
sor has obtained break control, an on-line user can return 
execution control to TEL by pressing the @ @, @ Y, or 
yC keys. 

As a safety measure to protect the user aga i nst fau I ty pro
gramming in break control routines, the number of times the 
BREAK key is pressed by a user without intervening char
acters is recorded. When the count reaches four, control 
is sent to TEL as if yC had been pressed. Thus, the user at 
the terminal will never find himself locked out. The count 
of four allows processors (e.g., FOP) to make special inter
pretations on two and three breaks in a row. 

FILE EXTENSION 

Fi Ie extension is a convention by which records are added 
to an output file by successive job steps. Each time the file 
is opened, the fi Ie pointer (tape, disk pack, etc.) is pesi
tioned to a point immediately following the last record in 
the file. Thus, when additional output is produced it is 
added to the previous contents of the fi Ie, therebyextend
ing it. File extension simulates output to physical devices, 
such as line printers or typewriters, when output is actually 
directed to a fi Ie. 

File extension takes effect at the time CP-V opens system 
output DCBs. The output DCBs that are affected by fi Ie 
extension are these that are currently assigned to fi les, al
though normally assigned to devices. They include: M:LO, 
LL, DO, PO, BO, SL, SO, CO, AL, EO, and GO. 
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File extension is discontinued when a file is reassigned with 
a SET or ASSIGN command or when a file is opened with an 
OPEN procedure call that specifies an explicit file name. 
In these cases, a new file is created. Extension of the GO 
file is terminated following a LINK or RUN command. 

SHARED FILE USE 

Shared processors must ensure that temporary fi les used dur
ing operation are distinct for each instance of exe.cution. 
A common technique for accomplishing this is to append the 
current users 10, from the right half of the first word of JIT, 
to the filename when it is created and used. This 10 is 
guaranteed by the system to be unique for all concurrently 
running batch or on-line programs. A discussion of shared 
files is contained in CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64. 

COMMAND PROCESSOR PROGRAMMING 

A command processor is a shared processor whi ch interfa ces 
between the user and that which the user wants to access -
the monitor, a processor, or another program. Four com
mand processors are suppl ied with CP-V. Theyare LOGON, 
TEL, CCI, and EASY. CP-V will also support installation
specific command processors. Information about the pro
gramming of command processors is outlined below. 

Generally, command processors have the same restrictions 
as listed for shared processors previously. In addition: 

1. A command processor may not have any overlay 
structure. 

2. A command processor which resides in the special pro
cessor area (above X'lCOOO') may not have anydynamic 
data and must be biased at X 1 1C200 1

• 

3. A command processor must intercept all exits, errors, 
and aborts from user programs and must clean up cor
rectly. (Special CALs for command processors are 
listed below.) 

4. Command processors should not be given specia I JIT 
access. (The special CALs for command processor in
terface eliminate the need for it.) 

5. When programs error or abort, control will be given to 
the command processor with the following restrictions: 

If the command processor resides in the user pro
gram area (XICOOO' toX'lCOOO'), the exiting user 
program wi II be completely disassociated before 
associating the command processor, eliminating 
the possibility of continuation of the job step. 

If the command processor resides in the specia I 
area (X 11 C200 1 to Xil FFFFI), has no dynamic data 
or DCBs, uses only M:UC, M:OC, and M:XX, con
trol will pass to the command processor with the 
user intact, allowing analysis of the exit and con
tinuation of the current job step. 



Command processors may be entered into the system during 
PASS2 of SYSGEN by using the T, B, G, and C flags of 
the :SPROCS command. They may also be added to the 
system, replaced, or deleted from the system via the DRSP 
processor. 

The following capabil ities are avai lable to command 
processors: 

1. Interpretive Exit - An interpretive exit is a normal 
exit CAL (M:EXIT) performed by a command processor 
with the following register setup required. 

R6, R7, 
R8 

Contai n the TEXTC name of the requested 
load module or shared processor. A maxi
mum of seven bytes is allowed for a shared 
processor. If R6 is zero and the com
mand processor is special shared, (biased at 
X '1 C200'), the program is reentered at the 
point of interruption. 

R13, R14 Contain the account (in TEXT format) in 
which the load module resides. :SYS is 
specified for shared processors. 

RlO, R11 Contain the password in TEXT format. If 
there is no password, zero should be used. 

RO, R1 Contain either FDP or DELTA in TEXTC for
mat or a zero. If one of the two debuggers 
is specified, the interpretive exit is to be 
taken with the debugger associated. 

The system job step processor, STEP, interprets such an 
exit as a calion the specified program. It also loads 
the TEXTC name of the command processor that issued 
the interpretive exit into R4 and R5. Before a com
mand processor issues an interpretive exit, it must have 
closed all its DCBs and, in general, have cleaned up. 
The job step processor arbitrari Iy removes the command 
processor from the user's virtual map. This means that 
a II data and DCBs are gone. 

2. BREAK and CONTROL Y Control - If the terminal user 
depresses the BREAK key during operation of a pro
cessor or user program and that program did not request 
BREAK control, the program is aborted and the com
mand processor is loaded and entered with bit 30 of 
J:TELFLGS in the JIT set. If the interrupted program 
has requested BREAK control, the program's BREAK rou
tine is entered. 

If the terminal user depresses CONTROL Y during the 
execution of a processor or user program and the com
mand processor is not special shared, the program is 
aborted and the command processor is loaded and en
tered. If the command processor is special shared and 
has no data and no DCBs, the user program is left as is 
and the command processor is entered. This gives the 
command processor the opportunity to continue the in
terrupted program. 

If the terminal user depresses CONTROL Y while a 
command processor is in control, the event is ignored 
and the current operation is continued where it was 
interrupted. 

If the terminal user depresses BREAK while a command 
processor is in control and BREAK control has not been 
requested or BREAK control has been reset via the 
M:INT CAL, the BREAK event is ignored and the com
mand processor is continued where it was interrupted. 
If a command processor has requested BREAK control, 
it is interrupted at its BREAK control address. 

The format of the BREAK control CAL is: 

CAll,S FPT 

where FPT points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

Word 0 

3. Exit, Error, Abort CAL, and I/o Abort Control - If any 
exit or abort condition occurs during execution of a 
program, the program is aborted and the command 
processor is loaded and entered. Error conditions are 
described in four fields of the JIT as follows: 

• J:ABC is the address of the word in the JIT that 
contains the abort code in byte 0 (see Appendix B 
of the CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 900907). 

• ERO is the word offset into the JIT of the word 
that contains the abort sub code in byte 3. 

• J:RNST contains the address of the word in the 
JIT that conta ins the current run status. Status 
settings are: 

All 
zeros means the job is executj ng norma Ily. 

Bit 1 if set, the job is to be errored because of 
an M:ERR call to the monitor. 

Bit 2 if set, the job is to be aborted because of 
an M:XXX call. to the monitor. 

Bit 3 if set, the job is to be errored because of 
an E key-in by the operator. 

Bit 4 if set, the job is to be aborted because of 
an X key-in or a line disconne.ct. 

Bit 5 is reserved for future use. 

Bit 6 if set, the job is to be aborted because a 
limit has been exceeded (e.g., maximum 
pages out). 

Bit 7 if set, the job is to be aborted because of 
an error (most likely I/O) as specified in 
J:ABC and ERO. 

Bit 8 if set, the job is to be aborted because of 
an illegal trap. 
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• J:ASSIGN contains the address of the word in the 
JIT, the rightmost nine bits of which indicate 
which limit was exceeded. This field is set in 
conjunction wi th bit 6 in the RNST field of the 
JIT. The bits, if set, mean: 

Bit 23 

Bit 24 

Bit 25 

Bit 26 

Bit 27 

Bit 28 

Bit 29 

Bit 30 

Bit 31 

the maximum disk allocation limit 
exceeded. 

the maximum time limit exceeded. 

the maximum scratch tape limit 
exceeded. 

the maximum temporary disk space 
limit exceeded. 

the maximum permanent disk space 
limit exceeded. 

the maximum diagnostic pages output 
limit exceeded. 

the maximum user pages output limit 
exceeded. 

the maximum processor pages output 
limit exceeded. 

the maximum punch output limit 
exceeded. 

4. CAL Control of JIT Error Condition - This CAL allows 
control of JIT error conditions without special JIT ac
cess. The form of the CA L is: 

CAL 1,4 fpt 

where fpt points to the word shown below. 

The monitor (the ALTCP portion) verifies that the pro
gram issuing the request is a command processor through 
use of UH :FLG. It then sets J :ABC, ERO, byte 0 of 
J:RNST, and bit 30 of J:TElFlGS to zero. (Bit 30 of 
J:TElFLGS indicates whether or not the BREAK key has 
been depressed.) If the program issuing the CAL is not 
a command processor, control is returned to the user 
program with CC 1 set. 

5. Registers - Upon entry to a shared processor from a 
command processor, the registers must contain the 
following: 

RO the TCB address of the user program. 

R4, R5 the name of the ca II i ng command processor 
in TEXTC format. 
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R6, R7, 
R8 

R10, R11 

the name of the called processor in TEXTC 
format. 

the password in TEXT format (zero if none). 

R13, R14 the account of the called processor in TEXT 
format. 

6. CAL Control of Terminal Modes - Control of terminal 
modes is provided by a variation of the Change Ter
minal Type CAL (see the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 
90 1764). 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

The system may have several shared public libraries. Each 
library is a unit tailored to the requirements of the installa
tion. The user associates a public library with his program 
by specifying the I ibrary name (Pi where i = 0 - 9 or JO) in 
a LINK or RUN command. The rules governing library units 
are as follows: 

1. link loads the user data immediately above the area 
reserved fot the library data. Load reserves an entire 
page for library data. 

2. No initialization is provided for this temporary library 
data either by the loader or by the system. There must 
be an initial ization program if initialization is required. 

3. Each library unit must separate data (CSECTO) and pro
gram (CSECTl) information into separate assemblies so 
that separate ROMs wi" be produced for each. 

4. All code must be under CSECTs with protection type 0 
for variable data or 1 for procedure and constant data. 
No DSECT section may be used. 

5. The library must be self-contained (i.e., there can be 
no unsatisfied references). This must be true for the 
data portion itself and the total library. For example, 
a FORTRAN I/o library must search the DCB chain 
rather than make a direct reference to the DCB itself. 

CP-V PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

CP-V contains three public libraries. One library (:Pl) in
cludes the most commonly required routines from the Ex
tended FORTRAN IV and Extended FORTRAN IV-H library 
(about 65 routines). Another (:PO) includes :Pl plus the 
FORTRAN Debug Package (FOP). The third library (JO) 
contains the JIT definition. Most executing users need only 
the first I ibrary; users who are debugging need the second. 

The entire Extended FORTRAN IV and Extended FORTRAN 
IV-H library consists of 266 routines (ROMs) totaling more 
than nine thousand instructions and over 800 data words. 



The package includes more than 350 DEFs. These routines 
are described in Extended FORTRAN IV Library Technical 
Manual, 90 15 24 and Sigma 5/7 Mathematical Routines 
Technical Manual, 90 09 06. 

Publ ic library :Pl contains single and double precIsion 
trigonometric functions, exponential and logarithmic func
tions, standard set-up routines, initialization and termina
tion routines, and input/output conversion and transmission 
routines. Fewer than 300 words of storage are required for 
temporary storage by each user of the library. The 4800 
words of I ibrary code are shared among a II concurrent users. 

FOP l.:sers require public library :ffi which consists of nearly 
BOO words of temporary storage per user; over 9700 words 
of code are shared among the concurrent users. 

The remain ing 170 routines of the complete FORTRAN 
library are organized in two ways: 

1. They are organized in the :BLIB file as card-image 
ROM decks that are used by the Link loader to satisfy 
I ibrary references. 

2. They are organized in the :LlB/:DIC files as 19 library 
load modules. 

This organization permits rapid loading by the batch loader 
(Load). Load uses the file :DIC, which consists of a record 
keyed by each DEF in :LIB and the group number as its 
value to find the LM names necessary to satisfy references. 

One essential monitor subroutine must be added to the stan
dard released library, S:OVERL. It is normally added dur
ing the System Generation process but must be remembered 
whenever a new library is being installed. 

The sizes and description of routines in : LIB are given in 
Table 35. 

CREATING PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

User's may add their own public libraries to meet specific 
requirements. The necessary procedures are given below. 

The procedure for creating publ ic libraries consists of sev
eral steps. The desired data and program elements are 
loaded, and the dictionary for the library (DEFs) is filed 
for loader use. Next, the procedure is filed so that 
SYSMAK can place it on swap storage during system ini
tialization. In the process, the program SYMCON is used 
to retain only those DEFs required in the final linking pro
cess, thus saving loader stack search time. Figure 36 il
lustrates the process of creating a public library. 

LOADING PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

Default loading for Link includes the basic FORTRAN public 
library (:Pl) and a search of the system (ROM) library if 
there are unsatisfied references. This is the same as if the 
user had specified (:P1) in a RUN or LINK command. If the 

user has not explicitly asked for :P1 and no reference to 
9INITIAL is found, the procedure for :Pl is not associated 
with the user program execution a Ithough the 350 data words 
remain committed because of the single pass loader opera
tion. Figure 37 is a generalized flow of the Link process 
relative to libraries. 

Since the batch loader operates in two passes, it makes an 
explicit association of :PO and :P1 to a program in absence 
of other instructions. This process is illustrated in Figure 3S. 

Table 35. Routines in :LIB Library File 

Group Size Description 

1 96 Complex double precision mathe-
matical routine drivers. 

2 72 Complex mathematical routine 
drivers. 

3 lOS Double precision mathemati cal 
routine drivers. 

4 192 Sing Ie precision mathematica I 
routine drivers. 

5 260 External revisions of compiler 
intrinsic functions. 

6 676 Complex double precision 
mathematical routines. 

7 514 Complex sing Ie precision 
mathematica I routines. 

8 114 Double precision mathematical 
routines. 

9 112 Miscellaneous integer functions. 

10 144 Miscellaneous real functions. 

11 98 Logical functions. 

12 30 Conversion routines. 

13 326 DSINH, DT ANH, DASIN, DT AN. 

14 230 FORTRAN II special functions. 

15 24 Overflow and divide check. 

16 256 Buffer-in/buffer-out. 

17 668 Input and INPUTL. 

18 114 Random Disk I/O. 

19 514 Disk buffer. 
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Data ROMs for 
Public Library. 

LOAD 

Adds DEF :Pn to 
stack with value 
equal to size of 

Data LM I data in sourC' LM 

(:Pnnn) J ~ 
'------t---~ 

,~ DEFCOM 

DEFs for Data 
(:PnDATA) 

Procedure ROMs 
for Pub Ii c Library 

LOAD 

Public Library 
LM (:Pnn) 

SYMCON 

Public Library 
LM (:Pnn) 
with only 
necessary DEFs. 

,. DEFCOM 

Public Library 
DEFs for (:Pn) 
used by Link 
and load. 

1 
~ SYSMAK 

Abso I ute Copy 
of procedure 
on swap 
storage. 

Note: n = 0-9 for public libraries 0-9. 

Figure 36. Public Library Creation Process 
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Error Message: 
Compi ler for 
debug and library 
not associated. 

yes 

none 

Associate P 1 and 

Read and Load 
Specified ROMs. 

Flag DeB REFs 
to be built later. 

no 

send warn ing mes-. _____ --I .... 
sage if not act
ually needed. 

Open and 
search :BLIB 

yes 

PL 

no 

Figure 37. Generalized library Load Process (link) 

Search for library 
files and load 
those found. 

Associate 
public library. 
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no 

Proce$S ROMs or LMs 
from named filesand/or 
from BI or GO. 

Determine which :Pn 
(either :PO o~ :Pl). 

Get next UNSAT entry. 
"--_____ -------'no more 

entries 

Determine which :Pn 
(either :PO or P 1). 

Get the requested 
:Pn (from :SYS) and 
associate it with 
the load modu I e 
being built. 

yes 

Note: If NOSYSUB is present on the I LOAD card, the UNSAT list is empty or consists of those sources (accounts 
and/or :Pn) mentioned under the UNSAT option. If NOSYSLIB is not present, the UNSAT list consists of 
the above plus the :SYS account (which occurs last). 

Figure 38. Generalized Library load Process (Load) 
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8. MAINTENANCE OF THE FILE SYSTEM 

OVERVIEW 

CP-V provides a variety of processors designed to meet the 
need for maintaining a reliable backup of the file system. 
A reliable backup of the file system is required for several 
reasons. 

• The hardware may fail, either resulting in physical 
damage to the storage device or, more likely, present
ing bad data to the software which may cause loss of 
or damage to the fi les. 

• In the course of operation, demand for fi Ie space often 
exceeds availability, in which case it is necessary to 
move older fi les to secondary storage to make room for 
newer files. 

• Privileged users (CO or greater) can potentially damage 
the fi Ie system. 

• Scheduled maintenance of the hardware sometimes re
quires use of the file devicesbythe Customer Engineer. 

• Users make mistakes and delete files that they really 
wanted to keep. 

FILE MAINTENANCE PROCESSORS 

The following paragraphs provide brief descriptions of the 
file maintenance processors. Each processor has a function 
for which it is uniquely suited; together, the processors 
comprise a flexible mechanism designed to meet most fi Ie 
maintenance needs. These processors are described in de
tail in the CPV/OPS Reference Manual, 90 1675. 

FSAVE 

The FSAVE processor is designed to save the bulk of the file 
system in the shortest time. It saves files at or near device 
speed, and it interfaces with another processor, GAC (de
scribed later in this section), to provide correct data for 
day-to-day fi Ie usage. The price paid for speed is signifi
cant system degradation; other users wi II receive I ittle or 
no time while FSAVE is running. FSAVE does not detect 
that some files have not been modified since they were last 
saved and, therefore, some fi les are saved redundantly. 
FSAVE does not flag fi les as hav i ng been saved nor does it 
remember the latest content of each file directory. 

FRES 

The FRES processor is designed to restore a large volume of 
files in the shortest time. The fj les are not restored at de
vice speed, however, since in addition to restoring fi les, 

FRES marks the files as having been backed up. This is im
portant for efficient operation of the FILL processor, de
scribed below. Notethatan existing filewill be overwritten 
by the incoming file without a date verification which may 
not always be desirable. A further limitation to be noted is 
thatFRES requires files to be in alphabetical order (by name 
and account) on the tape. While tapes for FSAVE, FRES, 
and FILL are generally compatible, the files on a SQUIRREL 
tape created by FILL may possibly be outof sequence so that 
the tape wi II not be restored properly when FRES is used. 

FILL 

The FILL processor performs all of the functions of FSAVE 
and FRES, but at a slower speed. Additionally: 

• It recognizes the files that have already been saved 
and avoids dupl ication of effort. 

• It allows user initiation of file backup via the !BACKUP 
command. 

• It ensures that each fi Ie being restored is newer than 
the one already existing. 

• It does not automatically restore fi les that users have 
deleted. 

• It provides a mechanism (PURGE) by which files are 
systematically removed to secondary storage. 

Note that all of the file maintenance processors fail to up
date the ':USERS file to account for restored or purged fi les. 

HGPRECON 

The HGPRECON processor rebuilds the allocation tables 
used by file management in the building of files. The allo
cation tables are correct following HGP reconstruction, but 
individual files or accounts may have been damaged or de
leted. This is due to the fact that dual allocation is 
avoided by truncating the second file requesting the granule. 
Files may also be damaged when bad I,inks are detected. 
Such files are also truncated at the last good link. This is 
done because dual allocation poses a greater danger to the 
file system than lost data to an individual file. No data is 
lost, however, if a FILL SQUIRREL is run just prior to boot
ing from disk to do the reconstruct. In this case, all files 
that could possibly be damaged by HGPRECON that had re
trievab Ie data wi II be recovered. 

PACKRECON 

The PACKRECON processor performs for a private volume 
set the same service HGPRECON performs for the public 
fi Ie system. The private volume allocation tables are 
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rebuilt in the same manner that ALLOCAT's tables are 
rebuilt. PACKRECON requires that all volumes be in 
good enough condition to be mOlJnted by the system and 
they all be mounted simultaneously. 

GAC 

When files are restored and deleted by file maintenance 
processors, the individual accounts are not properly cred
ited. The necessary correction of the accounts is the pur
pose of the GAC processor. GAC uses the output generated 
by FSAVE (created using the +LOG and +STATS options) to 
update the :USERS record for each user account to reflect 
the number of granules currently in use in that account. It 
also flags accounts which contain more granules than are 
al!thorized as we" as those accounts wh ich are not author
ized at all. 

DEVDMP 

The DEVDMP processor produces a device copy of the RAD 
or pack. That is, individual sectors are copied to tape in 
the order that they actua lIy occur. DEVDMP is not recom
mended as a fi Ie saver because "files II do not exist in this 
context. A device dump, however, is useful in th.e follow
ing circumstances: 

1. If the swapping RAD is destroyed, a previously taken 
dump provides a copy of the swap device that can be 
restored. The dump includes the a lIocation tables and 
the resident system. However, beware that if the swap
ping device includes any file space, restoring the 
swapper from a DEVDMP tape can seriously damage the 
file data base. HGPRECON can correct the data base 
to be internally consistent but files and data may 
be lost. 

2. Preventive maintenance sometimes requi res the use of 
a device which contains file data. Running DEVDMP 
prior to turning the system over to Customer Engineers 
permits bringing up the system without doing a full file 
restore. 

RECOMMENDED USAGE 

The following guidelines are presented for each of the in
dicated functions and should be modified according to the 

. needs of the individual installation. 

SAVING FILES 

The entire fi Ie system should be saved periodically via 
FSAVE with the LOG STATS option included. This provides 
a snapshot of the system and allows any granule accounting 
errors to be corre:ted by GAC. If a full restore is required, 
this snapshot provides the checkpoint beyond which no other 
tapes need be restored. Note that if an FSAVE SAVEALL 
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is performed on a new system which has not been using FILL, 
it should be followed immediately by an FRES ALL. This 
allows FRES to update the fi Ie system backup dates so that 
FILL will function properly. 

Following the FSAVE, a schedule of FILL INCREMENTAL 
saves should be established (e.g., each day during light 
system load periods). If system data is critical or the 
system is experiencing difficulties, SQUIRREL saves should 
be scheduled between the INCREMENTALs. 

In order to protect the fi Ie system and provide for complete 
restoration in case of disaster, no tapes prior to the SAVEALL 
need by saved. However, it has been found that older tapes 
should be saved because 

1. Tape errors can sometimes be resolved by using prior 
tapes. 

2. Users may want to recover files which they have deleted 
and which only exist on older tapes. 

Example: 

1. Boot a new system. Restore any previous file base from 
any available source. 

2. Checkpoint: 

FSAVE ALL LOG STATS 
FSAVE DISKPOOL 
FRES ALL (including DISKPOOL) 
GAC 

3. Schedule seven days of INCREMENTALs. 

4. After the INCREMENTALs on the seventh day: 

FSAVE ALL LOG STATS 
GAC 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

To protect against total system fai lure, a DEVDMP of the 
system swapping device is recommended at least once after 
system startup. Although the need for such a backup is re
mote, it could save valuable fi les if available. 

RESTORING FILES 

Proposed here are two methods to restore the entire file sys
tem. Depending on the particular characteristics of the 
fi les restored, one method may be faster than the other. The 
end result is the same. 

Method 1: 

1. Boot from the PO tape. This is better than booting un
der the fi les. On a fresh boot, it is not necessary to 
delete files that may already exist. This speeds tbe 
restore process considerably. 



2. Use FRES to restore the most recent SAVEALL set 
of tapes. 

3. Use FRES to restore FILL INCREMENTAL tapes in the 
order created. Do not restore the last INCREMENTAL 
set created. 

4. Restore SQUIRREL tape sets created since the last 
INCREME NT AL with FILL. These should be restored 
in reverse chronological order, i.e., the newest first. 

5. Restore the last INCREMENTAL using FILL. This will 
delete all fi les wh ich the user had deleted, preventing 
the restoration of fi les the user had deleted. 

6. Run FSAVE with the LOG and STATS options followed 
by GAC. Th is will ensure that each user account is 
properly credi ted. 

Method 2: 

1. Boot from the PO tape as in Method 1. 

2. Use FRES to restore the most recent SAVEALL set of 
tapes as in Method 1. 

3. Use FILL to restore SQUIRREL tapes created since the 
last INCREMENTAL. These should be restored in re
verse chronologica I order. 

4. Using FILL, restore the INCREMENTAL tapes next, 
starting with the second most recent and working back 
to the last SAVEALL. 

5. Restore the last INCREMENTAL using FILL as in 
Method 1. 

6. Run FSAVE with the LOG and STA TS options followed 
by GAC as in Method 1. 

Restoring an individual user's files is the job of selective 
FILL. It wi" restore any fi Ie created by any of the pro
cessors (FSAVE, FILL) in a timely manner. Also, it checks 
to see that the file being restored is newer than any which 
currently exists. Restoring an entire account presents a 
specia I problem, as the fi les may be scattered among sev
eral sets of backup tapes. The following procedure is the 
most efficient method of restoring an entire account using 
selective FILL: 

1. Restore SQUIRREL tapes containing the account IS fi les 
which were created since the last INCREMENTAL (in 
reverse chronological order). 

2. Restore INCREMENTAL tapes containing the account's 
fi les in reverse chronological order. Start with the 
most recent set and work back to the last SAVEALL. 

3. Restore fi les from the SAVEALL last. This procedure 
will put the account back to the point when the last 
backup was performed. Deleted fi les may have been 
restored as this check is not made for selective FILL. 

RECONSTRUCTING PRIVATE VOLUME 

The PACKRECON processor is designed to correct two prob
lems. First, cylinders may be lost to the volume set when 
the system crashes. Second, files on the pack may be in
accessible due to some errors. PACKRECON will correct 
these problems with the following reservation: Files are 
not "final". PACKRECON only ensures that there is no 
dual allocation and that the fi Ie management tables are 
internally consistent. Files or parts of files may be lost due 
to truncation when an inconsistency is detected. 

GRANULE ACCOUNTING 

To provide the most accurate granule accounting informa- . 
tion, GAC should be run after every restore or purge of the 
file system. Practically speaking, this may not be feasible. 
Single file restores are the most common occurrence, and 
they generally have negligible impact on the overall gran
ule usage. An entire account, however, can easily be taken 
care of using the partial option of GAC. GAC should al
ways be run after a fu II restore of the fi Ie system. An up
to-date :USERS fi Ie wi II prevent users from abusing the fi Ie 
system by using more granu les than they are authori zed to 
use. 

SAVING A DEVICE 

The DEVDMP program should be used in conjunction with 
scheduled preventive maintenance. It should also be used 
as the last line of defense against lost files resulting from 
system fai lure. At least one copy of the system swapping 
device shou Id be made using DEVDMP (for use in future 
emergencies). DEVDMP should also be used to save the 
contents of a device scheduled for preventive maintenance. 
This will permit the system to be brought up quickly without 
having to restore the entire fi Ie system after the device is 
returned. 

EXCEPTIONAL PROCEDURES 

The final section of this chapter deals with procedures to 
follow when problems occur which cannot be handled by 
the above procedures. These include solid hardware errors, 
dual allocation, and other forms of fi Ie damage. 

MINOR PROBLEMS 

A problem is minor, for the purposes of this discussion, if it 
affects individual users on a random basis. Random scattered 
device errors is an example which could lead to damaged 
files. 

The best cure for this type of problem (indeed, the best cure 
for all file problems) is to quiesce and bring down the sys
tem, run a SQUIRREL to save all modified files, and then 
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do a fullr~store of the file system. This, however, can be 
very time consuming and the problem mqy not warrant the 
time spent as the best solution ~ A quicker method is to 
bring th~ system down and run a SQUIRREL as above, then 
ZAP the system, boot from disk, and answer Y to the 
HGPRECON question. VVhen reconstruction is complete 
and the system is up again, restore the users fi les as 
necessary • 

MAJOR PROBLEMS 

An example of a major problem is a sol id hardware error. 
The occurrence of an I/o ERR 7504 is another indication 
of major problems. The best procedure is again to quiesce 
and bring down the system and run a SQUIRREL. This may 
not be possible, in which case files created or updated 
since the last backup wi II be lost. The next step is to cor
rect the hardware problem. When corrected, the file sys
tem should be completely restored from backup tapes. 

A quicker solution is provided here with the understanding 
that it may fail. This procedure is: 

1. Quiesce and bring down the system if possible. 

2. Run a SQUIRREL if possible. 

3. Use DEVDMP to copy the system swap device to tape, 
as well as any of the RADs which may be affected. 
Pull the packs and turn the problem over to Customer 
Engineering. 
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4. VVhen the Customer Engineers have finished, restore the 
DEVOMP topes and replace the packs. 

5. Boot from the swap device and perform HGP 
reconstruction. 

6. Restore lost files as they are needed. 

CATASTROPHIC PROBLEMS 

A damaged swapping RAD and (] software check lA are ex
amples of disasters. Again, same fi les may be lost but the 
following procedure wi /I get back as many files as possible, 
perhaps a II of them. 

1. Restore the latest DEVDMP tape of the system 5wapper. 

2. Boot from the swapping device and perform HGP recon
struction. THIS IS CRITICAL! The DEVDMP tape 
contains ALLOCAT's data from a previous time. Any 
attempt at booting without reconstructing this data will 
cause loss of data and probably the entire file system. 

3. When reconstruction is finished, perform an instant 
SQUIRREL. This will save all files that can possibly 
be saved. 

4. Restore the entire file system. 

The last step is recommended, although it may not be neces
sary. Depending on errors reported by HGPRECON the sys
tem manager should choose whether or not to proceed with 
normal processing. 



9. MONITOR DUMP ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

The monitor dump analysis program (Analyze) is designed 
to aid in the debugging of CP-V crash dumps. Analyze op
erates in the ghost, on-line, and batch modes. It accepts 
as input any tape or disk dump produced by the recovery 
procedure and any tape dump produced by executive Delta. 
If a tape is input, the Analyze user must supply the tape 
type in response to the message 

ENTER TAPE TYPE: 9T, BT, ETC ••• 

Tape input results in the creation of a disk file (CP5DUMP); 
subsequent tape inputs replace the contents of th is fi Ie. 

GHOST MODE 

Analyze is called automatically by the recovery procedure, 
and functions as a ghost job to interpret and summarize crit
ical monitor tables and to dump the monitor's dynamic data 
area. When started in this manner, Analyze neither looks 
for nor accepts any commands, operating entirely on de
fault options. It assumes an INPUT command option of 
LAST; if unable to open the last MONDMP file, it then 
assumes an lNPUTcommand of TAPE. (Refer to the descrip
tion of the INPUT command in the following text.) When 
Analyze is run as an automatica Ily called ghost job, the 
output is an abbreviated form of the output produced by the 
ALL display command. 

Analyze may also be called as a ghost job by the operator 
to examine the tape produced during an irrecoverable 
crash. The operator key-in used for this purpose is 

GJOB ANLZ 

Analyze then asks the operator for a command: 

I ANLZ: ENTER COMMAND, NIL SAYS TO DO ALL 

The operator may respond with one of the following 
commands: 

NO - just exit. 

TA - read a recovery-built tape. 

HE - run interactively from the operator's console. 

CP - read the CP5DUMP file. 

0-7 - read the indicated MONDMP fi Ie. 

NL (new line alone) - do default ghost run. 

In the interactive ghost mode, a key-in of 

INT id 

will cause termination of the current Analyze operation and 
a prompt for input. (id specifies the Analyze user's number.) 

BATCH AND ON-LINE MODES 

Any batch or on-line user may call Analyze by specifying 
the name of the program (ANLZ). For on-line users, this 
program name is entered in response to aTE '- prompt for 
commands, as follows: 

!ANLZ 

Any user, in batch or in on-line mode, must have the proper 
privilege level (80 or better) to examine the monitor. If 
he does not, Analyze outputs the following message 

xx PRIVILEGE LEVEL NOT HIGH ENOUGH 

where xx is the user's current privilegel level. (Response 
messages are output on the line printer for a batch user.) 

When accessed on-line, as an interactive ghost, or as a 
batch job, Analyze is completely command-driven. It re
sponds to commands that selectively display monitor tables, 
examine memory, and compare the dump with the running 
monitor. 

An on-line user may terminate a display by depressing the 
BREAK key. 

COMMANDS 

When Ana Iyze is first entered, it responds 

ANALYZE HERE 

and, if in on-line mode, it requests entry of an input com
mand with the prompt character 

< 

All commands, options, and output are identical for batch, 
interactive ghost, and on-line modes. 
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'.PUT COMMAND 

I'.POT The INPUT command directs Anolyze to input 
from 0 ~r t i cu la r d i5k or tapE) fi Ie, or f'O open a Hie. The 
format Qf the command is 

rN{fUT) opt i on 

where option may be anyone of the options shown in 
Table 36. 

After reading a tape or disk Hte as d'irected by the INPUT 
commarl'd, Analyze informs tna' user of fhe sj,ze of the fHe 
with the following message: 

THif LAST PHYSICAL PAGE IN THE FILE IS xx 

ffir'l6r\joo~ine mode, it then prompts«} for the nextCOFi'lJ'nO'nd. 

Table 36. INPUT Command Optio'ns 

Option 

T[APE] 

Meaning 

Directs Analyze to read a tape created 
by the recovery process and to write tt 
into the fi fe CP5DUMP which is then 
used for input. 

C[P5DUMP] Directs Analyze to open fhe CP5DUMP 
for input. 

L[AST] Directs Analyze to open the last fi Ie 
formed by the recovery procedure for 
input. (Ana Iyze must look at the nm
ning monitor to obtain this information.) 

1-------f-------------.-------~ 

number Directs Analyze to open a crash file 
formed by recovery. Recovery fi Ie 
nCilies are of the form 

MONDMP(number) 

[

' where nu.mber is the number of the dump 
file (1 for the first dump since a "cold" 

I start, 2 for the second, and so on). 

DISPLAY COMMANDS 

Three display commands may be used to output information 
from crash dumps. They are 

DISPLAY 

RUN 

ALL 
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DISPLAY The DISPLAY command outputs information 
existing Qf the time of the crash. The format of the com
mand is 

DI[SPlAY] option 

where option specifies the Information to be displayed 
(Tabre 37). 

RUN The RUN command outputs various I inked lists of 
the monitor by running through the list and displaying each 
entry. The format of the RUN command is 

RU(N] option 

where option specifies the list to be printed (Table 38). 

ALL The ALL command performs all of the functions of 
the display commands described above and the functions of 
Analyze (except dumps) when it is initiated by the Auto
matic Recovery Procedure. The format of the command is 

AL[l] 

A numerically and alphanumerically sorted monitor map is 
output at the end of the ALL display. 

INTERAcnVE MONITOR DISPLAY COMMANDS 

Commands in this group allow the user to examine either the 
dump or the running monitor. Both the monitor and user JIT 
and physical core may be examined. The commands are 

loc 

Line feed (or carriage return) 

* 

MONITOR 

loc =:: value 

loc The loc command outputs the contents of the speci-
fied location. The format of the command is 

loc 

where loc is a hexadecimal number or an expression indi
cating a sum or difference of two hexadecimal numbers. 
Note that loe values do not require a preceding delimiter 
character ". II • 



Table 37. DISPLAY Command Options 

Option Meaning 

AJ[ITS] Displays JIT, AJIT, and context area of all incore users. 

AT[ABLE] Displays the items in ALL YCA 1's tables used to manipulate buffers (Figure 50). 

AV[R] Displays the AVR tables (Figure 60). 

CI[TS] Displays the CITs (Figure 54). 

CO[C)~ (~dIJ Displays the contents of COC tables (Figure 58). S specifies all users and id 
specifies a specific user. The default is S. 

cu[N] Displays the current user's JIT, AJIT, and context (Figures 65, 66, and 67). 

DC [TS] Displays the DCTs (Figure 56). 

EL[OG] Displays the incore error log buffer (Figure 61). 

FQ Displays I/O tables not currently in use. 

IDWd!1 Displays user's logon identification as it appears in his JIT. S specifies all users 
and id specifies a specific user. The default is S. 

10[Q] Displays channel information (CIT), device control (DCT), and I/O queue (lOQ) 
tables (Figures 55, 56, and 57). 

IQ Displays the 10Qs (Figure 57). 

JI[T]id[, loc
1
, loc

2
] Displays the contents of JIT (between displacement locations loc1 and loc2) for 

a particular user (Figure 65) where id specifies the user identification assigned 
by the system. 

MR Displays the monitor's root (Figure 70). 

OJ [ITS] Displays the JIT of all users not in core. 

PA[RTITlON]~ ed~ Displays the partition table values (Figure 38). S specifies all users and id 
specifies a specific user. S is the default. 

PF[ILE] Displays the patch file created at system boot time. 

PM Displays the contents of the page matrix, which identifies owners of physical 
pages. 

PP, pgno Displays the contents of a physical page of memory. 

RA[T] Displays the resource allocation tables (Figure 59). 
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Table 37. DISPLAY Command Options (cont.) 

Option Meaning 

RE[GISTERS] Displays the contents of the registers and the explicit caU$e of the crash 
(Figure 39). 

RC [X T] Displays the recovery context. 

S1 Displays the output symbiont tabtes (Figure 62). 

SW[Af] Disp lays the contents of the swap tabl.s (Figure 44). 

SY(MIIONTS] Displays alt input symbiont table values (Figure 62). 

TR[APSJ DispJays the contents of trap and interrupt locations (Figure 40). 

TS[TACK]L [id][, Hlevets]] Dumps the indicated number of Temp Stack levels (default 2110) for the indicated 
user (default id = 0, which indicates the monitor's stack), displaying values as 
symbol plus displacement. If the stack cell contains a monitor address, the in-
struction at that location witl be displayed if it is an address-modifying instruc-
tion (e.g., SCS, BAL, or XPSD). (Figure 66.) 

US[ER][{~d}] Displays the contents of the tables for a particular user (Figure 42). S specifies 
all users and id specifies a specific user. S is the default. 

VP,pgno Dispfays the contents of a virtual page of memory. Note: To make a user's vir-
tual memory available for this display, the MAP command must first be entered. 

Table 38. RUN Command Options 

Option Meaning 

PR[OCESSORJ[ l~meU Specifies processor pages or specific processor (Figure 46). The default is S, 
indicating all processor pages. 

US[ER)~ !~d}] Speci fies user pages for a IJ users (S), or for a particular user (Figure 42). The 
default is S. 

MO[NITOR] Specifies monitor pages (Figure 47). 

ST[A TE] [ ! !,l] Specifies state queues (Figure 43). The number of a specific state queue may be 
specifi~d (qH), or S indicate, aU. The default is S. 
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IOC1,loc2 Th is command outputs the contents of the 
memory rocations between loc 1 and IOC2. The format of 
the command is 

where loci is a hexadecimal number or an expression indi
cating a sum or difference of two hexadecimal numbers. 

Two levels of loci commands may be joined by + and -
operators. For example, the following are permissible: 

loc + loc l' loc2 

loc - loc l' loc 2 

loc l' loc2 + loc 

loc l' loc2 - loc 

loc 1 + loc
2

, loc3 - loc 4 

The resultant dump suppresses identical lines and an * is 
inserted next to the line number following the identical 
line encountered. An EBCDIC translation is included to 
the right of the dump. 

LINE FEED The I ine feed (or carriage return) character 
may be used in conjunction with loc and locl' loc2 com
mands to dump the contents of the next location. 

This command may be used in conjunction with the 
loc and locl' loc2 commands to dump the last location. 
The format of the command is 

>:t This command may be used in conjunction with the 
loc and locl' loc2 commands to dump the location whose 
address is contained in the location specified by loc. The 
format of the command is 

* 

MONITOR The MONITOR command turns the monitor 
display mode on and off (as does any explicit command). 
When the display mode is on, the current monitor is dis
played. When the display mode is off, the dump is dis
played. The format of the command is 

MO[NITOR] [D [ISPLA yJ J 

where DISPLAY turns the monitor display mode on. Omis
sion of DISPLAY turns the monitor display mode off. 

loe = value This command places the specified value into 
the specified location (Ioc) of the running monitor. (The 
display mode must be on.) The format of the command is 

loc = value 

where 

loc is the specified location. 

value is the specified value. 

MAP COMMANDS 

These commands turn the map mode on and off. They work 
only with interactive commands and apply only to a partic
ular user. The two map commands are 

MAP 

UNMAP 

MAP The MAP command loads the map of the specified 
user if his JIT is in core. The format of the command is 

MA[P], id 

where id is the user identification assigned by the system. 
Dump output following a MAP command is assumed to be 
virtual addressed. 

UNMAP The U NMAP command turns the mappi ng mode 
of operation off. The format of the command is 

UN[MAP] 

Dump output following an UNMAP command is assumed to 
be phys i ca I addressed. 

SEARCH COMMANDS 

Commands in this group allow core to be searched. The 
commands are 

COMPARE 

SMASK 

SEARCH 

COMPARE The COMPARE command compares dump lo-
cations between 10C] and loc2 with the running monitor, 
and outputs locations with nonequal contents. The format 
of the command is 
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SMASK The SMAS K command sets the mask to the 
specified value. The format of the command is 

wh"e vQi.ue is Q h~xaciecimal mask. 

'lA.eM The Sf ARCH command seQrches for gnd 9f.Jtputs 
9H word$ betw~fiI l.oCQt i9flS IO~l and IQ~2 th9t contc;lin til, 
~fl4'~ifi~ VQly, VJ1d~fth~ m(J$k. The fQrmgt 9f the ~9ffl.!IP 
,,)(;md i4 

lo~) is the b'jinnins toc9tic;)I) ,c;m~ m§lY b~ 9 h,.g. 
decimat number or an expression indicating a sum 
9f diff~r~nce of two hexade~jmgJ nvmber,. 

Joc2 ;.5 the en~H~ JQ,~atj9n and ~y b~ 9 h!i!X9de·t;"-" 
iffl9J ,nYmPe f 9'~m ~xpr'~'iOA i~i~~tjng 9 $~m gr 
. EHff.,-,cm,§# ~f two hexode~jmej numbers. 

OUTPUT eOMMAIDS 

<=ommands in this group direct or format the output of An
alyze. Four output commands are provided: 

ROWS 

LP 

UC 

PRINT 

ROWS The ROWS command establ ishes the width of dump 
output. The format of the command is 

ROWS value 

where value is a number between 1 and 12. ROWS 1 would 
cause all hexadecimal dumps to be one word wide; ROWS 8 
would cause the dumps to be eight words wide. 

LP The LP command directs output from Analyze ta the 
line printer. The format of the command is 

LP[rows] 

ue The UC command directs output from Analyze to 
the on~ line term i na I. The format of the comm<md i$ 

UC[rows] 

where rows indicates the dump width in number of words. 
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PRINT The PRINT command closes the ou.tpyt $ymbigAt 
fjle to alt9w output to the line printer withQyt r@~L.lirin~ q 
return to Tf;~. The format of the GQmmand is 

PR[INT] 

Dl8UG COMMAND. 

C~mm!lnd§ Jnthls gff>UP p@rmit the Y$@ of Peltg tQ faf;lIrtgt~ 
ITIpnitgr qebuQQing. The three d@l;",11jJ (::Qmmqngf gr@ 

SF 

DELTA 

NODElTA 

.' The 8F- comm~md $pe~ffi~$ th~ FlQm~ 9f the boot file 
that repre~nts thf;t m~nitor beirlS exgmin~d Gy AnaIYJ~ • 
This enabl~s the d~bU9ger Deltq to regg!n the req~ired 
$ymbol tgbles. If th~ SF ~ammgfld is f'I§t sPeE;:ified, the file 
M:MON in :SYS is the boot fi Ie that is assumed by Qef(]ult. 

The form of the command is 

BF fid 

where ficJ is the file jdentificqtion Clnd is in the form 

name r[. [9ccountJ. password]l 
L·Qccount J 

DELTA The D~lta c;ommand associates the debugger Delta 
with Analyze and gives control to Delta when the BREAK 
key is h it by the user. If the SF command has been issued, 
the Delta command ;S loads the global symbol table of the 
monitor root from the specified boot fi Ie. The Delta com
mand name ;S loads the local symbol table of the module 
named. If the BF command was not executed, the fi Ie 
M:MON in :SYS is used h~ OQtgin the monitor symbol tables 
<;Ind the Delta commands apply to the running monitor being 
examined, not to the moni tor in the boot Hie. The Delta 
command ;G is used to exit from Delta and to return control 
to Analyze. 

The form of the DELTA command is 

Dfl[TA] 

NODELTA The NaDEL TA command cJisQssoc;iotes the 
debugger O,lta from Analyze. The form of the eommand is 

No(oelfA) 



MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS 

SYMBOLS This command creates an alphanumerically 
sorted monitor map by reading, sorting, and formatting the 
monitor's REF/DEF stack in the file MONSTK. :SYS. It is 
recommended that output be directed to the line pri nter for 
this command (see Figure 76). 

The form of the command is 

sv[MBOlS] [fid] 

where fid is used to select symbols from a file and has the 
format 

name ft account]. password] 
L·account 

MONSTK.:SVS is the default. 

DUMP This command causes a specified range of ad-
dresses to be dumped. The command's format is 

DUMP loc l' loc2 

Dump output following a MAP command is assumed to be 
virtual addressed; after an UNMAP command, physical 
addressed. 

CLOSE This command causes the input dump file to be 
closed. The format is 

CL[OSE] 

A user should close a fi Ie prior to entering the monitor dis
play mode. 

HELP This command lists all Analyze commands and op
tions, and gives a brief description of the purpose of each. 
The form of the HELP command is 

HE[LP] 

EXIT COMMANDS 

There is one exit command: END 

END The END command causes an exit from Analyze. 
The format of the command is 

E[ND] 

OUTPUT 

The output produced by Analyze consists of a series of for
matted monitor and user tables and the contents of registers 
existing at the time of the crash. The time and date infor
mation in the output page headings refer to the time at 
which the crash occurred. 

Some of the output tables are chain type displays. That is, 
they are formed by starting at the head of a chained list 
and outputting that list until the tail of the chain is reached. 
If the tail and the last page in the chain do not agree, the 
following message is output: 

TAIL ERROR 

If the count differs from the number of pages in the chain, 
the following message is output: 

COUNT ERROR 

Examples of Analyze output with explanations of the infor.;.. 
mation printed are given in the figures on the next several 
pages. In many cases the examples show only a portion of 
the display. The examples show the following types of 
displays: 

Figure 39 - the contents of the registers at the time the 
dump was taken. 

Figure 40 - the output for trap and interrupt locations. 
The trap and interrupt locations are those used 
by the associated XPSD instructions and are 
listed in Table 39. 

Figure 41 - the core page in which the trap occurred, if 
a trap was the cause of the recovery. 

Figure 42 - the user tables. This display includes the 
tables associated with each user that has a 
page count greater than zero. The mean i ng 
and source of items in this display are defined 
in Table 40. 

Figure 43 - the user state chains which indicate the state 
of each user in the system. 

Figure 44 - the contents of the swap tables. The meaning 
of each location in the table is defined in 
Table 41. 

Figure 45 - the partition tables. Table 42 defines the 
heading in the partition tables display. 

Figure 46 - the contents of the processor tables. Table 43 
defines the meanings of the headings in the 
display. 

Figure 47 - the monitor free page chain. The swapper 
page chain is formatted in the same manner 
as this figure. Usually there is no page chain 
data output. 
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Figure 48 - the user page chain display. This display 
indicates which pages and how many pages 
were being used by the various users resident 
in core. 

Figure 49 - the processor page chain display. This dis
play indicates which pages and how many 
pages were being used by the various pro
cessors resident in core. 

Figure 50 - the AlLYCAT buffer adjustment tables. The 
headings used in this display are defined in 
Table 44. 

Figure 51 - the actual physical memory allocation on a 
page-by-page basis. This display is a com
posite picture of the displays in Figures 47, 
48, and 49, plus the resident monitor and its 
JIT, plus any unallocated pages. 

Figure 52 - the contents of any unallocated pages. 

Figure 53 - the I/o channel and device states. The dis
play is separated into tables pertaining to 
each logical channel. For each channel, 
Analyze prints the channel information table 
(CIT), the device control tables (DCT) for 
devices on the channel, and the user I/o re
quest queues on those devices. Table 45 de
fines the headings used in the display. 

Figure 54 - the free queue entries which are used to con
tain user I/o requests for I/o devices de
fined in Figure 53. 

Figure 55 - the channel information tables (CIT). 

Figure 56 - the device control tables (DCT). Table 46 
defines the meaning of the headings used in 
this display. 

Figure 57 - the loa tables. Table 47 defines the mean
ing for the headings used in the loa tables 
display. 

Figure,58 - the COC tables. This display includes the 
line table values for those lines having an 
associated user (determined by a non-zero 
value in LB:UN). Table 48 defines the head
ings used in the COC tables display. 

REGISTERS: 
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Figure 59 - the resource allocation tables. 

Figure 60 - the AVR tables. Table 49 defines the head
ings used in the AVR tables display. 

Figure 61 - the contents of the incore error log buffers. 

Figure 62 - the symbiont tables. The headings used in 
this display are defined in Table 50. 

Figure 63 - the contents of the assigned CPOOLs and 
corresponding SPOOLs. 

Figure 64 - the monitor JIT contents. 

Figure 65 - the current user's JIT • 

Figure 66 - the current user's TSTACK. TSTACK headings 
are defined in Table 51. 

Figure 67 - the current user's AJIT (additional JIT). 

Figure 68 - the current user's context area. 

Figure 69 - the current user's physical pages. 

Figure 70 - the monitor root. 

Figure 71 - the RBBAT recovery file, which includes ghost 
communication buffers, the RBBAT environ
ment, the RBBAT static data, and the RBBA T 
dynamic data. (Usually there is no dynamic 
data output.) 

Figure 72 - the user identification. This display is a com
posite of all JITs in the MONDMP file. 

Figure 73 - the patch fi Ie bui It by GHOSTl at system 
boot time. 

Figure 74 - the current inswap and outswap users' core (if 
any). (This figure has the same format as 
Figure 75.) 

Figure 75 - the current i ncore users' core. 

Figure 76 - the symbol map. 

Figure 77 - the Table of Contents for the Analyze dump. 
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Figure 39. Registers Display 
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T~APS/I~TlRRUPTS: 

INTRPT C~i\jTi:.""T L..AST PSI) SAIJED CuR~ENT CONTENTS NAME SF NAME tH- NEw PSI) 
L~C tj~ LBt.: OY 'MIS TRAP SF TRAPPED CELL RECEIVER HANDLER IS .-_._. -- ... _-. •.. --._._.-._ ...• ----- ..... -.-_ ... -.------ -.. --.-. ------- ..... -.-

04+0 o~ AOO4t9A UOOUllDd 10000000 03007C04+ NepPSo NSPPGH 00005c!SE 170000tlO 
()lt1 GFAOultAE UtlOUOOOO OOOOOOCO UNl~PPS UNIMP 00005C9C. 11000000 
04+2 (;FAOu'+9E cUCUCB3A 00000000 3520COOC STt'J STKLPSD STKIlIJF 00005Cb8 170000uO 
04+3 l;FAOOltA2 UtlOUOOOO 00000000 FIXBVPS FIXIlVF 00OU6C7E 170000tlO 
:J4+l+ CFA Ou" A6 UOOUUOOO 00000000 FLTFPSD FLTrLT 00005C88 17COOOUO 
()4+5 CF AOO4tAA ~OEuL .... j 00000000 2220004+0 LI DECFPSD DECFLT 00005C92 170000UO 
04+6 Or AO')ltLlt UOOuuOOO 00000000 ~DeGPSD wDBCWGM 00003801) 170000LJO 
04+7 CI=AOj .. t4+ UOOUOOOO 000000("0 IIJOBGPSD WDBCiPGM 00003BOO 17cOCOUO 
J"8 0FAO{)4tt:;2 CUCUC1A2 00000000 04+10C3Fo C~Ll CAL1PSD CAL1P 004tC5C~5 17()OOOUO 
Olt3 vFAoo .. e6 uuClC.ODl+ 000000(,;0 [D300000 \liD CAL2PSD CAL2XXX 004+05(3:' 110000uO 
ij". l,~AOul+~~ uUOUOO00 OOJOOOCO CAL. 3pSD (AL3XXX 00 .. CSC3f- 17COOOuO 
ij4+H CiFAO':;ltt:;E UOOUOOOO 00000000 CAL4+PSD CAL4+XXX 004+05C4+9 17~OOOLJO 
Q"c OFA0210l+ uuouoooo 00000000 PARERPS PAR ITYt:. 00OO371A 11l,.,OOULJO 
04+D l,FAOC?.110 UUOU0000 OOJOOOvO INSTXF'S INSTXCP 000037tj3 17cOOOUO 
04+E CF80CI+t:.~ UUouoooo COQOOOOO LEE20 00OOO4+t:.9 070000UO 
()5Q 0FAOu,+FA uOOUOOOl 00000001 P6WRS'" BEGI"'6 N 00001F"E8 U7~UOOuO 
051 OFAOu 4t F2 uoouoooo OOOOOOCO P6WRSFF BEGINBFo OOOC7FI)A 070Q0010 
;;56 GFAOO'+E.O U00UOOOu OOUOOOCO PE:RPSD MEMPAR 00OO7F"tjA 07CJOOuC 
057 OFA0211'+ UUOUOOOIJ 00000000 MEMFTPS MEMFAUl. 000037A~ 17cooouo 
J58 (,~AO.)'+DO UUOL.()OOO 00000000 CLK1PSD CLK1XXX 00005(::33 170000uO 
:J59 c;o;AOu'+D" UUOUOOOO OOOOOOUO CU<2PSD CLK21 00OO5St:)A 17CQGUuO 
;;5. CFAOJ'+D8 cUOU2E-D6 10000000 69802BD9 8CS CLK3PSO CLeCKI 00001E"(; 10COOOUO 
050 OFAOO"DC ~oCUE.Dll,) 00000000 Dl+F74+04+0 CLK4+pSD CLK4+ 000u3E~8 10OOOOuo 
u5C CF80J4+92 JOOU~97E 10000000 bAB05C89 SAL IepSD IBINT 000059(2 17COOOuo 
05u GF8004+9o JQOU592o 10000000 6.S05C9F SAL SCPSD eCI~T 00005BOb 17COOOUO 
\.J60 OF~OJJ9t. ~QOU2~DA 10000000 6~5028DA 8DR ce: I NO cselP 00002CA4+ 10COOO1C 
ubl CF800tl30 ~UOUCBD. 10000000 64+~02BDA BOR 0000063 .. 17COO010 
U62 (;F80U628 OOCUC85~ 00000000 682AC867 Bl.E ce: INN 0000062C 17000010 

Figure 40. Trap and Interrupt Display 

Table 39. Trap and Interrupt Locations for XPSD Instructions 

Location Location 
Name Meaning of XPSD Name . Meaning of XPSD 

NOPPSD Nonallowed operation trap X'40' CAL4PSD CAL4 instruction X'4B' 

UNIMP Unimplemented instruction X'41' PONPSD Power on X'50' 
trap 

POFPSD Power off - X'51' 
STKLPSD Stack overflow trap X'42' 

PERPSD Par i ty error X'56' 
FIXOV Fixed-point arithmetic X'43' 

overflow CLK1PSD Counter 1 zero X'58' 

FLTFPSD Floating-point fault X'44' CLK2PSD Counter 2 zero X'59' 

DECFPSD Decimal arithmeti c fault X'45' CLK3PSD Counter 3 zero X'5A' 

WDOGPSD Watchdog timer runout X'46' CLK4PSD Counter 4 zero X'5B' 

ABRTPSD Unused trap location X'47' IOPSD Input/output interrupt X'5C' 

CAL 1PSD CAL 1 instruction X'48' OCPSD Control panel X'5D' 

CAL2PSD CAL2 instruction X'49' COCINl COC input interrupt X'60' 

CAL3PSD CAL3 instruction X'4A' COCOUTl COC output interrupt X'61' 
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Figure 41. Trap Page Display 

USER TABLES. 

USER ST BL FL FL(.2 r>LG2 JIT Sw.p I HJIT AJIT peT Aep APR AP~ AS~ 08 6V TS MF 

4t3 seN 0 57 9U 0 S3 0 0 1296 1 E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
!)7 seN 4t3 0 9U 0 F3 0 0 1324 1 E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 seeM 56 0 3Ul 0 S5 0 C80 e50 2A B 18 1+7 0 C 0 C 0 
56 seeM 0 51 211 0 BE 0 110e 0 F A 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3C SCU 0 0 301 8 CA 0 E1A E18 3e: B 18 41 0 0 0 0 0 
2 5~ C 0 0 lS 5E 0 ~ 0 E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 51'11 37 C 0 8 Fl 0 Coo 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 
4t S ... 0 6 lUOO 0 A9 1 16 14 14 C lA 0 0 0 I 0 0 
6 S~ ~ 37 0 10 CO 0 OlE olC F 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
C Sf'll 3 2 0 8 SF 0 139A 0 e A 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
37 sw 6 3 0 ~ 08 0 CAE 0 9 A 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
H. SI~C 0 0 21.11 0 4t3 0 ceo CBe: 12 A 19 3F 0 0 0 0 0 
19 ST~88 0 3F 0 ~ CA 0 FOE FOC 23 A 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2~ ST888 3F 0 0 • .. 8 0 1632 1630 E A 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 3F ST8B8 19 2E 0 ~ 79 0 158C 158A 20 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2~ STI~ 30 44t 0 8 90 0 026 024 20 A 1E 36 0 0 0 0 0 
30 STIe 0 22 0 8 F6 0 1594 1592 10 A 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 4t4t ST16 22 0 0 8 ,A 0 10lE 0 11 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 42. User Tables Display 
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Table 40. User Table Headings 

Heading Source Meaning Heading Source 

USER - Interna I user number. PCT UB:PCT 

ST UB:US User's state. ACP UB:ACP 

BL UB:BL Link to previous user in some 
state. APR UB:APR 

FL UB:FL Li nk to next user in same state. 
APO UB:APO 

FLG UH:FLG User's flags. 

FLG2 UH:FlG2 Exit control bits, m i sce Iioneous ASP UB:ASP 
control flags. 

JIT UB:JIT Physical page address of user's JIT. DB UB:DB 

SWPI - Swap table index. OV UB:OV 

HJIT UH:JIT Track/sector address on the TS UB:TS 
swapping RAD of user's JIT • 

AJIT UH:AJIT Track/sector address of user's MF UB:MF 
additional JIT. 

USER !TAT£ C~~INSI 

STATE 5TeB 

STATE SQ~ 

5TAT£ SQF'I 

STATE EICF.:C 

SWAP TABLES: 

S:Sl~·2CBO 
S:CU1\j.3C 
S~:t1SN. C 
S~:NP· 0 
S~:FPN. C 

M:5I'4APC 
2FO 
iF\) 

HEAO 7 TAIL 

~£AO • ~ 2 ~ ! TAIL 

HEAD !! TAIL 

HEA" A ~ , ~ A ~ B :> C :> D :> E :> F :> 10 :> 
11 > l' ~ 13 :> 1- > 1~ :> 1" :> 17 :> 18 :> 
19 :> 1A :> 18 :> 1C :> t" > 1£ > IF' :> 20 :> 
!1 :> 2~ > 23 :> 24 :> ~III > ~" :> 27 :> 28 :> 
2' :> 

S:HP<-l 
S: l~UN&O 

€I TAIL 

Figure 43. User State Chains Display 

S:SlP·O 
S:CUIS.12 

.SWAPSDE"·O 
S:IDLr;·229 

Md;SDl 
7 

Mt:I:SF'C 
3 

M:CLBGN 
122 
10200 

M~:CLENO 
1256 
r;r;Fr;814tB 6 5 

Figure 44. Swap Tables Display 

Meaning 

User's page count. 

Number of associated command 
processor. 

Number of associated pro-
cessor's root. 

Number of associated pro-
cessor's overlay. 

Number of associated special 
processor. 

Number of associated debugger. 

Number of associated overlay. 

Time remaining to user from 
last quantum. 

Number of I/O events 
outstanding. 
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Table 41. Swap Table Terms 

1 .. 0'(:,9 t ion M~Qnilij:} Locaticm M@ol'ling 

-

S:SIR SWQP in r~quests posted. SB:NP Numper of in-swop processors. 

S:HIR High prj.,9rHy r~q\lests posted. SB:PNL In-swap proceS50r numbers. 

S:$W Sw.ap""hll pro9ress fl.o9. SB:FPN Numb~r of freed processors. 

'SWAP$DEV Interrupt QY;~~§ ,count" .5S:fPL List of freed pro(:essors. 

S:QUN CurreAt user number. M:SWAPD Address of swap device. 

S:ISt,1N In,,,sw<;JP U$ef nvmoor" MB:SDI OCT index. 

5:<;:UJ5 Covnt .ofu~§ in $y§t.em • 
MB:SFC Swap function code. 

S;IOLf kJle fjG~~' 
MB:#RTRY Retry cQ!Jnt .• 

SB:QSN Number ,of out ... swap users. 

SB:O.SUL Oyt.".swap ,u~.r H§t .• M:CLBGN Beginning of current com-
m~nd list. 

S:8ECL Beginning ond ~nd ~ommond list 
for each outswap user. MH:CLEND End of current commond list. 

PART IT 16N 'TA6I..ES 

II ACC~UNT US~ FL.-Ii \.I'" TeL. CUR TI.. TU SID 
1 c Ffo"fo8UOO 1388 11 1 138 138 0 
2 :8C~SGEt-. 3C 2U()O "AO D :3 0 12C 282 
3 C 0 fo .A:) 11 6 0 1£ 0 
4t C 0 r AO • At 0 1£ 0 
5 :AOoSGE~ 51 2CJOO I-.Ao a: 12 0 3E7 263 
6 0 0 I- AO ~8 10 0 3£7 0 , C 0 I- AI:) 27 Z 0 3[7 0 
8 C 0 to .AO 53 7 0 A 0 
9 0 0 .. AO •• 8 0 A 0 -

A 0 0 '" 14.0 .1 B 0 A 0 
B 0 0 .. AO 13 5 0 A. 0 
C 0 0 I- 14.0 .. A 6 0 A 0 
D 0 0 ' "0 (I) 0 0 A 0 
E- o 0 " 14.0 10 1 0 A I) 

F 0 0 .. Ai) 1 0 0 A 0 
10 0 0 10 AO 0 0 0 A 0 

Figvre 45. Partition robJes Dhploy 
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Table 42. Partition Tables Headings 

Headiilg Source Meaning 

1/ Calculated Index to partition tables. 

ACCOUNT PLD:ACT Current running account. 

USR PLB:USR Number of users in part it ion. 

FLG PLH:FLG Partition control flags. 

QN PLH:QN Quantum time of part;tion. 

TOL PLH:TOL Total jobs run in this partition. 

CUR PLH:CUR Current jobs selected in this partition. 

TL PLH:TL Lower time limit. 

TU PLH:TU Upper time limit. 

SID PLH :SID System ID. 

p~eCESS6R TA&~~SI 

!oJ' P:NA,..-E poj!oJP rPtJ PSl DSZ DC 6SZ POA DDA uc LNI( PYA pojVA Pe- De:' SA Teo 

1 i(EYl~ CJ n. ~ 0 0 11~ 114 0 0 40 4~ 0 0 00008056 00000000 
C LL>LNK C C~ 2 0 0 110 110 0 O· ~O .. 2 0 U 0000~035 oooooouo 
J oEt!Uu 0 .. u 4 0 0 10~ 108 0 0 -0 44 0 0 OCOObOOO 0000001,.10 
4 L TAp!:: 0 B3 5 0 0 DO DO 0 0 .. 0 45 0 0 00000000 oooooouo 
~ !jPEN 0 9~ 6 0 0 C~ C4t 0 0 40 I+b 0 0 COOO~O()O oooeoovo 
& CLOSl C 51 e- o 0 !:is b~ 0 0 ~o I+b 0 0 OOOObOUO 0000001.10 
J "'UL C 5b 5 0 0 AE AE 0 0 40 .. ~ 0 U O('OO~OUO OOOOOOUO 
8 MIse" c 50 5 0 0 ... A4 0 0 40 4~ 0 0 OOOObOUO Ou'OOOUO 
9 leDTYp~ 0 4t~ 3 0 0 9E 9E 0 0 40 1+3 0 0 oaouoooo oooooovo 
It. TEL 0 Fe 9 0 (; 23a c 0 0 E1 EIt. 0 a CC011..20C ooocoooo 
I:j eel 0 b~ F 2 2 28C 250 0 0 62 71 0 0 8AOOI..5t-e OOOOOOuo 
c.; (jH6STi 0 Dj A 11\ 2 8A 260 0 0 7A !34 0 0 8900t-40C OOJOOOUO 
I) ALLeClt.T c 9t. 1 0 0 22 8 0 0 6\) 6l 0 0 vooouAoe OOOOOOuo 
l L6Get-. c- 8e. 5 3 1 2B8 260 0 0 63 68 0 U 8rOO1..6~3 oooeoouo 
F LINI( C A" 7 1 1 2el:) 2C2 0 0 E1 E8 0 0 -.801c..F'1.l2 OOOOOOVO 
10 UELTA 0 Db 8 1 0 30" 302 0 0 E1 E9 0 a oU011..8&8 ooooouvo 
11 :Poo c 0 h 0 C 3141- 0 0 0 E1 F~ 0 0 ~OOOUOoo OOOOOUliO 
12 :Pll 0 8A A 0 0 33C c- o a £1 EI:S 0 0 5000UOo.o oooooouo 
13 LOEV 0 0 Z 1 1 382 350 0 0 61 63 0 0 ~OOO1..285 oooooouo 
14 I:.OIT C 81 7 3 1 38E 356 0 0 63 6A 0 0 000Ol..60C oooocouo 
15 pel. c .. t- 10 2 2 3A~ 39C 0 0 62 72 0 0 ooool.. .. aC 00000000 
16 nASIC AD 7b 14 ~ 1 lee: 3C~ 1 0 6" 78 0 0 OOOOL06a OOOOCOOO 
17 M£TASYM C ~~ 3 .. 2 ~30 "24 0 .. 8 64 7~ 0 0 00001..822 oonOCouo 
18 .L6AL>E~ ~5 3~ 1 1 1 4t9e: 49A 2 40 61 &8 0 0 c8001..100 00000000 
19 HHH "8 po 7 ~ 2 51A 50E 1 3D 64 7~ 0 0 COOO'-ElO OOOOOOVO 
lA FILL C 71- 7 6 2 5AC 59C 0 U 66 61.1 0 0 0800l..COC OOOOCOVO 
16 ~lJNNU~ 0 BI Z 1 1 5BE 5BA 0 U E1 E3 0 0 COO11..20C 00000000 
lC t:iATC~ 0 7~ 2 6 1 500 5C2 0 0 &6 68 0 0 OOOOc..Cb6 OOOOOOVO 
10 TlXT C .. t- 14 3 1 bOA 602 0 0 63 77 C 0 OOOO~60F' OOOOCOUO 
u: APL C 7A 13 3 2 63C 632 0 36 63 7f. 0 U 0000C206 OOOOCOUO 
iF L)~SP 0 0 6 2 1 6BA 66" 0 0 62 68 0 0 08001.. .. 1,.9 OOOCOOuO 

Figure 46. Processor Tables Display 
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Table 43. Processor Table Headings 

Heading Source Meaning 

HPP PB:HPP Head of processor's physical page chain. 

P:NAME P:NAME Processor name. 

TPP PB:TPP Tail of processor's physical page chain. 

pI - Processor index number. 

PSZ PB:PSZ Processor's procedure size in pages. 

pe' P8:PCH Procedure cy Ii nder number. 

DSZ PB:DSl Processor's initial data size in pages. 

DC' P8:DC# Data cylinder number. 

DCBSZ P8:DCBSZ Size in pages of DeB area. 

PDA PH:PDA Disk address of procedure. 

DDA PH:DDA Disk address of data and DeBs. 

UC P8:UC Use count on processor. 

LINK PB:LNK First overlay number for this processor. 

PYA PB:PVA Vi rtua I page address of the processor IS proced ure • 

HVA PB:HVA First page available to the processor. 

SA P:TCB Starting address and flags. 

TeB P:TCB TCB address. 

M~NIT6R (~RlE) PAu~ CHAIN' 
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tot£AU .'~ >CC ~ 01 > (.;1 TAIl. 
TAIL.tl 

LttUNf .. 

Figure 47. Monitor FreePQge Chain Display 



USER PAGE CHAINS: 

USEH.1E ~EAU At.. > ES > 73 > t:t8 > EE > BA > F'D > 70 > 
8~ > ~O > 7F > "'4+ > 02 > 96 > 98 > EO > 
.. ~ > "3 TAll 

TAlI. .. J 
c.:euNr 1t: 

USER.3C HEAl) C~ > OF > A2 > AS > CO > 49 > &9 > .. S > 
Cto > 91 > 86 > I;,S > A9 > 59 > EB > AC > 
61 > "E > 65 > fo8 > A8 > 66 > 50 > 60 > 
Co > AA > 86 > EC > F'2 > 9a > 63 > .. 5 > 
CJ > 09 > 6S > 72 > 58 > 6" > 80 > 08 > 
6U > !:)6 > 52 > EF > DC > 62 > 58 > 51 > 
au > c" > FE > t.O > FC > SO > IC > 92 > 
6~ > 61 > 53 > 93 > 81 > CA TAIL 

TAlI. CA 
CeuNr 3~ 

USER.51 HEAL) E7 > "1 > F1 > F6 > 9C > F' > 65 > 99 > 
8t;; > 9F > etC > L>O > FB > 75 > 8F > 16 > 
9A > "C > A3 > .. 0 > 07 > 7 • > F'3 > C. > .. , > 6A > 8 .. > 90 > 77 > 82 > C7 > BD > 
91 > Al > j .. > L>E > £1 > B7 > 54+ > ~1 > 
F'U > 55 TAIL 

TAlI. 5~ 

CeUN' 2A 

uSER,50 HEAU C~ > A~ > 06 > bS > 7E > 7 .. > 63 > 79 > 
5(.; > ~ A > 78 > 8~ > EA > E2 > 8E TAll 

TAlL. 8t. 
CeuNT F 

Figure 48. User Page Chains Display 

p~eCEsseR PAGE CHAINS; 

BASIC'16 HEAU AU > ItF > ~O > 83 > SA > E8 > OF > ... > 
dt! > AO > itA > 57 > 5E > 9E > BF > F5 > 
A7 > sc > C2 > 76 TAIL 

TAIL. 10 
CeUNl 1" 

L6AOE~'1. HEAU 9~ TAIL. 
TAIL. 9~ 

CttUNl 1 

FttRTln' ~EAU It~ > .... > C8 > 7C "> 0 .. > E" > FF TAIL 
TAIL. Ft-

CeUNl 7 

.,ASS3F'JF HEAU E~ > CO > 5A > 87 > OA > AF > 01 TAIL 
TA1'- 01 

c.euNl 7 

pSl ... 1 HEAU 6t. > SF > 71 > 88 > 70 > E6 TAIL 
TALL. Eo 

CeUNl 6 

FIN ... 7 HEAU D~ > 7A > EJ > L)S > 67 > , .. TAIL 
TA'L.. 91t 

CeuN' 6 

Figure 49. Processor Page Chain Display 
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ALLYCAT TABLES: 

TOP BOTTOM WORDCNT 'l'EMPBOT BUFLAGS ADJS'l'CNT GRANULES AVAIL 

.. 

b 

7 

If 

9 

C 

\oJ 

l. 

F 

RAb 

PACK 

SYMB 

Cyt 

Heading 

TOP 

BOTTOM 

WORDCNT 

TEMPBOT 

BUFLAGS 

49 

7 

"2 

o 

ADJSTCNT 

GRANULES AVAIL 

CP.\1 

PM.l 

UiIJ3C 

WjII1E 

P"lb 

PM16 

u-JC 

1.1,,51 

~·lE 

w·~l 

CP.v 

cP ... 

U-"l 

U*3(. 

u*3C 

"·41 

U'JC 

,HljC 

u'~l 

UlljC 

F"~EE. 

~.3 .. 

u'!)l 

U'~l 

2 

V·lt:. 

V-JI. 

V_jl. 

U*]i. 

u*~H 

V*ji. 

VMji. 

I"'1 b 

I"'l b 

!oJ'lt 
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21 

4:2 

9 

o 

\. 
28 

45 

39 

o 

21 

42 

39 

o 

o 

o 

o 

8000 

o 

o 

o 
o 

128C 

8EC! 

73D 

o 

Figure 50. All YCA T Buffer Adjustment 1 abies Display 

Table 44. All YCAT Headings 

Meaning 

Top index into buffer. 

Bottom index into buffer. 

Number of disk addresses in buffer. 

Set if AllYCAT changing buffer. 

Bit 0 = HGP empty, Bit 1 = buffer just filled, Bit 2 = buffer just emptied. 

Number of entries manipulated by All YCAT; may be either positive or negative. 

Total number of granules/cylinders remaining in system (in hexadecimal notation). 

3 

CP.V CP• v 

LP .. V CP.v 

U'lE ·P'19 

U.3C u"~ 1 

U*!:>o \.J'3L 

V'IE ~'!)b 

~"lb 1.1'51 

U,,3C p •• ? 

U'51 P'lO 

UlllC iJ'~l 

uue Ullt. 

PI.7 111ft' 

...... 7 Pft, 

1.1'51 ullt. 

6 

CP.v ep.v 
C;p.v ep.v 

Ul3C JIT 

u.r:;l U.jC 

UI3e U.3e 

u.cs1 Plh 

1.1.56 u.)C 

P,lI Ud[ 

U,3C UI51 

1.1151 u.le 

\,I'le IoIdC 

p,..7 1.1.56 

UIIE P'''1 

Ii'.t' 1.1"1 

7 

cP.v 
ep.v 

1.1151 

P*1 6 

P •• , 

li'Sl 

PIJF" 

~'!il 

Pl16 

u.51 

~'Il 

\JU1 

1.1.51 

\J'!l 

! 

CP.v 

CP .. v 

11'*19 

U·3C 

U-S6 

UI~1 

Phi 

UIiE 

une 

VU[ 

w'!l 

,111[[ 

P'1' 

vile 

9 

cP·v 
cP .. v 

uI3e 

U·3C 

HU.E 

1.1'::'6 

VIle 

\J,51 

UI3e 

UUE 

unc 
!Jlle 

PI3F 

Un1 

c".v cP·v 
cp.v c~.v 

~*16 U' 3t: 

~*3F V'le. 

U'51 u.~c 

~' .. 7 U'!>b 

"l b U'!:)1 

U,S1 U,3e 

!JUC U'!). 

U*1E u.le 

loIue "1' 

PII, U'lt 

oJ'S' !J,le 

un, u.S1 

Figure 51. Physical Memory Allocation Display 

U"51 

U'So 

U"S1 

P'l!i 

U·3!,. 

U.S1 

1.1'3(" 

"'1«-

,""" 
U'3t. 

u'3{,; 

\J·3(. 

o 

C;P.v 

C;~.V 

V'51 

V'3C 

U*3C 

v'lE 

YI 3e 

U.51 

P'16 

U'S1 

"'3~ 

E 

c~·v 

CP·v 

u'3C 

""16 

",· .. 1 

U'b6 

... ,16 

u.lE. 

U.S6 

\J'~' 

U,S1 

u,a 
\J,le 

F 

L~.V 

101'16 

~'41 

~'16 

U·IE 

U'51 

U'51 

",·3f 

101'1«

\,I'lt 

U'3e 

1,I'3C 

JI'l' 



U~AL.LtJCATEO PAGES: 

PAGU'UC 

ltHoo OOOOCOOo OU854002 F1"0FOC3 C"C3F~40 "O"O"OF .. FOFIIFO"II F'OF-FO-O 1t0f'ltf'OFIt ...... .1 0~DC8 "U io 04t040 4+04+ 
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Figure 52. Unallocated Pages Display 
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Figure 53. I/o Channel and Device States Display 
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Table 45. I/O Table Headings 

Heading Meaning Heading Meaning 
'-

Cl13 .. 5 Channel Information Tables 3-5 f3PWXKCSB From beTS - Set bits indicdfe: 

DEVICE yyndd for this device 8 Device busy 
P Clean-up pending 

ADDR Hardware address W Wait until done 
X Data transfer 

CX Channel index PC Wait for key-in 
C Control task 

OIDTS From DCi3 - Set bits indicate: S SIO while manual 

0 output 
B BIN mode 

I input 
QX I/o queue index 

D down 

T timed out 
AIO Last AIO status 

S SIO reject TDV Last rDV status 

~~[E ~~EU~ ENT~YS: 
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Figure 54. Free Queue Entries Display 
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CHANN(Lw INF6RMATI~N TA~LEC 

CHAN~[L INF6~MAT'~N 

1# 1 2 3 4t ~ 6 
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00 00 00 00 ou au 00 
00 00 co 00 ou ou 00 

Figure 55. Channel Information Table Display 
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Figure 56. Device Control Tables Display 
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Table 46. Device Control Table Headings 

Heading Meaning t Heading Meaning 

1/ DCT number. DAC Device activity counter. 

DEV Active I/o address. TIMEOUT Value to match against I/O 
clock. 

PRJ Primary I/o address. 
AIO/IOS AIO status word. 

ALT Alternate I/O address. 
TDV STATUS TDV status doubleword. 

CI Channel (CIT) index. 
DE Dedicated device flag. 

LG I/o legality: 
IS 7446 table. 

11 = in and out 

10 = out only 
HAND Handler function flags (first 

8 bits contain retry function 
01 ::-: in only code; the second 8 bits con-

tain the follow on code). 

TY Type mnemonic. 
TO 7446 flags. 

ST State of device. 
ACIT Alternate CIT index. 

QII 10Q index. 
LP 7446 flags. 

CDWAD Command doubleword address 
TYPE 7446 flags. 

(WA resolution). 
DP Disk flag. 

INITE Handler preprocessor word address. 
DISP Heading Granule Pool (HGP) 

CLENE Handler postprocessor word address. displacement if disk. 

ItiQ TAt:3LES: 

1 2- 7 .;, 4t ~ 6 b .5 9 10 11 12 13<-- ·->1.1 1" l~ 

• t:iAK FwO ~CT* ~ M~E STAT F'CN CtfDS DC3AD BUr IT P1/CDw II.~A NRT ~AO AD E A Al)I-< E A INFt; P~Ib u~EIoi -- -- - --- ---.-.-.- .. --.- . --_.--- ..... 
.------.-~ .. -. ._- -.- .-.-.-_ . -.-_.-.-._ .. -.-.- .-.. -_.-. 

01 vI,) o:S Cit UC(.~3 ~o 00 00 22 13086 000 .. 8000 0800 03 03 01,)060UOO 00000000 OOOl.lOliU n. H. 
02 12 13 CL; '1TA81 01,) 01 ~1 OJ OOOJO J0078800 e800 30 30 O(,)OOOuOO 0oo19-~C oouuou<.)o ~ E H 
OJ 00 01 1e? l)PLD1 00 00 00 00 00000 0006EeOO O .. Co OA n oln 7~ 02 00007(;90 0001.i110e FA (,0 

0" 05 Vb 11 lIPLUO SO ·00 05 22 OC87e 8000082A 0002 08 Olj 017lc700 oooouOOO UOOUOCU FE" .1C 
05 00 OE 07 lICLF-o 530 00 00 00 00000 OOoAt7400 0-00 OA OA OCl030uOO 00007t.90 000011::0U FA 1.10 
Ub uD O~· uD '3T A81 tiO 01 ,,)1 00 00000 00053000 08ce 30 30 OuOOOVOO OOOUDUe.: UOOvOuO b Fl H 
07 00 17 17 l)PAI.lO 80 01 07 26 110£6 0002F'800 0800 OE! OB OIJMil103 OOOOOUUO UOOvO!.l2t> FE .:jL 
us 00 Q'J 17 l)PAD'J 80 01 07 CO 00000 00030800 OBCO CA OA 00360l)09 00006~Ab uOOUOU6 A FE LO 
09 00 18 17 lIPA~O ~o 01 C7 00 ooaoo 0003-800 0800 OA OA JU3bOt:.Ob 0OO06~A6 000U006 A FL ua 
[.JA 07 02 C/O 9T Ac51 8u 01 01 OJ 00000 0005C800 0800 30 30 00000000 vOO1~"2C ooououO~ FL H· 
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10 01 vD CA UCt..~3 80 01 01 OJ 00000 0003C?800 0800 OA OA OUObOUQO OOOOb~Ab 000UOue1 FE. lie 
11 00 1t> vb UCI:IJ-O BO 00 00 0<.; 000'::>0 AtOO08BOO 0001 00 00 OOOU3!;)25 00003~.:it. OOOVOUOb lC ue 
12 00 1G 11 UPLl)O 80 01 07 00 00000 00060aOO 0800 OA OA 01110002 00006~A6 UOOOOOF" FE uO 
13 1 .. 015 13 l)P~U2 80 01 07 0" 1192A 00020800 0800 OA OA 001~OI,;0" 00000000 OOOUOI:!OU i="l lb 
h \JE U" 17 U~AllO 80 00 05 00 09EF'C 0007COOO 0800 OA OA 009DObOO OOOOOUOO OOOU6@~ FE =>6 
15 00 07 17 UPAL.iO ao 00 05 22 tEEE6 lSOOOC82A OON' 08 08 00500701 00000000 OOOUOO2c FE 1l 
10 OJ Ob (,b UCt)~o eO 00 00 00 00000 "00QD60C 0001 CO 00 0OO03~25 00003Q3E Ooo~ouou 10 uO 
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Figure 57. 10Q Tables Display 
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Table 47. IOQ Table Headings 

Heading Meaning 

# IOQ table number. 

BAK Back I ink to next entry. 

FWD Forward I ink to next entry. 

DCT# DCT index. 

MNE TEXT name of device from SYSGEN. 

STAT Software status. 

FCN Original function code (10Q4). 

CODS. Current function code (lOQ5). 

'I 
DCBAD DCB word address (if any). 

--

BUF Buffer SA if bit 0 and 1 reset; CDW DA if bit 1 set (swapper); CDW DA if bit 0 set (other). 

TIM Number of timeout increments. 

CDW Number of commands used if 10Q8 bit 0 or 1 set. 

NRA Original number of recovery tries. 

NRT Remaining number of recovery tries. 

RAD AD Disk address. 

E A ADR End action word address. 

E A INFO One word to return to end action receiver. 

PRIO Priority of this event. 

USER User number of I/O requester. 

c:~e 'TABLES: 

M6D£ BYTES - • -INPJT T A!h.ES- • - ~UT~UT 1 Ai:3L.FS 
L.II'IiE. USe.;.( TYPE ~dl"lr I Mt. BuFCNT cpes QSZ 2 ] * TL I I JR AF\S, C~I 61 t1R ol 

C 1~ TTY33 L.1,;~9 3 1 8'+ 8~ 20 a a 8001.1 0 0 2 1 1 At- 113 2~ 

F 56 lTY33 t'.169 a 1 8410 88 20 0 0 8000 0 a E:! 1 92 0 () 

. 10 C 1 TV33 obeF 0 1 8 88 20 0 C ~ooo a 0 1 1 32b 0 C 
11 37 TTY3J ~oSl) 0 11 50 68 20 80 a 8000 0 0 1 1 2'+0 0 0 
12 3v TTY33 .B11 :) 1 50 88 2c 80 0 8000 0 C 0 1 2£1- 108 '+1 
13 '+'+ TTY33 !j01 1 F 50 98 2C 0 C 8000 29d 2~2 A 0 29~ 0 0 
26 22 SA,PLJ till) 1 /It. b~ 10 16 a 9 8000 1C* 1t..2 3 7 lle! 0 v 
31) 30 T TY33 !jbF 0 2 8e 98 20 0 28 8000 a a c c 11 ~ .:> r. 
3£ n TTY31 t:lE.7B 0 1 ~o 88 2C 80 13 8000 0 a 3 1 lCe.. 0 a 
40 2~ TTY33 1.997 6 1 00 88 2u 80 0 8000 0 0 13 1 lSu 318 4D 

Figure 58. COC Tables Display 
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Table 48. COC Line Table Headings 

Heading Source Meaning 

LINE CalcuJated Line number. 

USER L8:UN Associated internal user. 

TYPE COCTERM Terminal type. 

EOMTIME EOMTIME End of message time for a read. 

BUFCNT BUFCNT Number of buffers in use for line. 

CPOS CPOS Current carriage position. 

RSZ RSZ Record size requested by user while read is pending. 

MODE BYTES MODE-MODE4 Terminal mode indicators. 

TL TL Pointer to tab buffer. 

II COCIl Input insertion pointer for line. 

IR COCIR Input removal pointer for line. 

ARSZ ARSZ Accumulated record size wh ile read is pending. 

CPI CPI Initial carriage position for a read. 

01 COCOI Output insertion pointer for line. 

OR COCOR Output removal pointer for line. 

OC COCOC Count of characters pending output. 

~t.sttUi-lCl ALLeCATl~N TAdLES: 

CU~RPJT JEFAUI.T AVAIL.At;L.E MAxlM\"iM 
""AM~ TYPl TjlAL f:U Ti.:,H ':!NL 1,"t. u~eST BATCH eNLINE GH6ST BATC~ ~NL.INE GHBST bATCH t1NLI~E (j--B!:lT ..... 

l:;t FF ,~ .... 00&0 000(' 0000 20 14 n: OOA- 001- 7FFF 4+0 11+ r:r: 
'.;IT 08 OOu~ 0001 0000 0000 00 00 02 0005 0004t 0004t O~ o- J" 
7T 09 OOUO 0000 oooe 0000 00 00 00 0000 OOOU 0000 00 CJO 00 
:)p OB OUOO OOOU 0000 OOJO CO 00 CO 0000 OOOU 0000 00 00 JG 

Figure 59. Resource Allocation Tables Display 
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AVR TABLES: 

MAGNETIC TAP~S 

SER* PUB pes AV~ SLIo( HLtJ PTL. UPL. 8PN NSU TPes USER seLICtT DCBS+USEIotS ... ... ... . .. .... __ e. . ... -.. . .•.•.•.•. 
0 0 a u v 0 0 0 0 00 0000 000 00 OOOC 
0 0 0 U \) 0 0 0 a 00 0000 (;00 00 0000 
0 0 a 0 u 0 a 0 0 00 0000 000 00 OuOO 
0 0 a u u a 0 0 0 00 0000 000 00 0000 
a 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 00 0000 000 00 0000 

UISK PACKS 

SER* PuB AVtoC I N I YER 1'1 TO PRI'" ~eu HQPDISP USER SeLICIT DC8S+USE Iot S ... ... ... ... ._.- ... . ...... .-.--~- .. -.••.... 
a 1 0 U a 0 0 00 0030 000 00 0000 
0 1 0 U 0 0 0 00 0038 COO 00 0000 
0 1 0 \) 0 a 0 00 0040 000 00 0000 
a 1 u U 0 a 0 00 0048 000 00 0000 
0 1 U U 0 0 0 00 0050 000 00 0000 
a 1 u u 0 0 0 00 0058 000 00 0000 
0 1 0 u 0 0 0 00 0060 000 :)0 0000 
0 1 \) v 0 0 0 00 0068 COO 00 0000 

Figure 60. AVR Tables Display 

Table 49. AVR Table Headings 

Heading Meaning 

SER# Serio I number of tape or pack. 

PUB Set if publ ic. 

POS Set if positioned. 

AVR Set if AVRed. 

SCR Set if scratch tape. 

HLD Set if held. 

PTL Set if positioned to label. 

UPL Set if user positioned label. 

OPN Set if open. 

NOU Number of users. 

TPOS Record count. 

USER User number. 

SOLICIT Index to special AVR tables. 

INI Set if volume initialized. 

VER Set if volume verified. 

MTD Set if mounted. 

PRIM Set if primary volume of private set of vol umes. 

HGPDISP Displacement from HGP. 
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fJMf UF ENT~Y: lO:50 

l\);~o 1'5.0~1.."j)1 FCF;)F~f'? o. ,}IJ! 00:£ 1 00207000 000010£8 2/t00000.0 .:.0(,/ .... 90 O*OOOCO. .." .. l05::> •••••••• ... Y •••••• 

~:,£ l~O.OC.O. F~Hll.101H,.·oa •••• , ..... • 

~o~ 150dl.. .. ~' F~fOF5FO O-OaOoll 00207000 00001018 2*000000 8300 •• 9, 0 .. 00000" .·~~2~~J ••••••••••• Y ••••••••••• 
~l.J 1.eOJC.O,A F~fF.77001$"F7 .. 02 •••• ,,.'., • 

:11:1.0 1 !;)U.r!l."U I FdJF'5FO 040800El 00207000 0000 1 r)£1<1 2"000000 8301.1 •• 90 0*00000" ., 0"'2050.' ......... H •••• , 
ilfiO 11'1\)0'.0. 'FH·f8779 01FF'''1.)2 •••• , ..... • 

~.~ 1500C"0 1 FcF~f"5~O O*l!ttOll 002.,,7000 000010[11 ""00.0"00 020 tl£,00 Hlooo.oC .·U .. Z050 ... •• .. •• .. v ..... " ..... 
~AD 130JOAO~ f'~~F"7j 011 .. lU02 •••••••••••• 

f ! 1'Il fJf E lilT ~'(: 2-0 O. 

:,'j7 1.AOt.l'5.H· Fj:;"OFH~ 0301C9[3 *O*O*OltO • .o.~.O.C 0200020l ,Ac.F'orO C2" •• 0-0 •••• 20h.JJT .... :OOOilO 
~!iF 030<')\)0;;>< 0110<')0000 /.AC ... ~-OfJ C2.0'''O.O 0012364. 00010001 ••• ,., •• :~OIJ_e ." .. .. 

Figure 61. Core Error Log Buffers Display 

ltUTfJUT SYF"d ItH .. T T'a;lf~: 

II SQl.E SNj)Px~fypt. SSTAT S~IG SRET SCNTxT SyMX TyP LNK ~LA(j ~U~P (.luE ... - ...... .--- -.•.•..• ...... .-. 
01 00 02 t.,fI('03 00 ·-00 000074E4 00000 01 
02 00 0'+ 1..""0': 01 1-00 00007CEO 01200 02 
03 00 OS 1.""0" 01 1·00 0OO2~OF2 01108 02 
Olt 00 OJ V'" A 0 ... 00 .-00 00000007 00'000 OZ 
05 00 Ov ........ 00 ,-00 00000000 00000 03 
00 02 00 .. , , ... 01 1-00 00007CEO 01188 02 

SJHU sen!. ........ .-._ .... 
00OU061J0 00000200 

Figure 62. Symbiont Tables Display 

Table SO. Symbiont Table Headings 

Heading Meaning Heading Meaning 

II Index number of table. SCNTXT Context block doubleword address 

SQUE Symbiont queue chain. 
displacement. 

SNDDX DCT index of symbiont device. 
SYMX Symbiont index: 1 = input 

2 = output 
TYPE TEXT name of symbiont device from 

TYP Device type. 
SYSGEN. 

SSTAT Symbiont Status: 
LNK Remote chain. 

o = input symbiont 
FLAG Remote flags. 

J = output symbiont 
SUSP Suspend bit for IRBT. 

SSIG Symbiont signal character (e.g., 
QUE IOQ index for IRBT. 

l, Q, etc.). 
SQHD Symbiont queue chain head. 

SRET Symbiont return when activated from 
chain. SQTl Symbiont queue chain tail. 
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1188 
119C 
119~ 
11AO 
lU8 

11011 
11EO 
11E8 
UFO 
11F8 

1200 
12011 
1210 
1218 
lc20 

l1COO 
11CO~ 
11ClO 
l1C18 
11C20 
11C28 
11C30 
11C38 
l1C~0 
l1C~8 

11C!l0 
11C56 
l1C!::0 
11Cb~ 
11 C70 
l1C7d 
11C8u 
11Coe 
11C90 
11C98 
11CAO 
l1CAt! 
11(130 
11 CI:C 
11C'0 
11C('0 
11COO 
11Cl:.d-
11 C~ C 
11CHI 

It;B\.iO 
1tHIoe 
l~tno. 

11;B20 
11::1B3e_ 
ltsb~O 
ltjB~e 

1~850 
ltjB58 
1tj~bv 

1tsB7h 
1~8dO 
It;~1S8 

1ts~9C 

C60u7CO~ 
00070E5~ 
0100000v 
OCOJOOO\) 
oeoooooo 

0300'eo" 
OOlcalCc 
OISOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOu 
OOOOOOOU 

02001CO~ 

0007084tJ 
0100000U 
OOOOOOOu 
DCOOOOOU 

00070E5C! 
F 7F .hO~u 
"C4+u~O~U 
~04+\)4+0~U 

"04tO"O"U 
"O"v"O"v 
"04+v"ODI 
"C"O"O"u 
"O";)"O"U 
"O"O"O"u 
D3C2"OC~ 
E2CSW9EJ 
"O"u"O"U 
"OFOr e .. U 
~C'''v''ODb 
UC509E.:I 
"O"U"O"U 
"cFuFE:~U 

"C"u"OEc 
JJC:;"oD~ 
i,)55V~0"U 
.. CFOFe .. U 
~O"O"OEC! 
"C~O"O"U 
~O~O'+04+U 

~cFCFe .. u 
"C~O"OO~ 
~C"J'+O~U 

~C"v"001 
'+COOOOOI; 

OCOuvOOU 
'+C~u~2F2 
.. c. .. u~o~u 
~000'900 
'+C'+u"O"U 
~OOu7900 
'+O"O~OF~ 
.. OF5r OF' 
.. (;~J .. o .. u 
'+000/900 
~C"O"O"u 
'+000 790 0 
'+0"OF1Fb 
F"lFof2Fl 

ouoOOOOO 
OU007C90 
OJ030303 
OvOOOOOO 
00000000 

OV000006 
00007C90 
0';030303 
OUOOOOOO 
00000000 

OUOOOOOb 
OU007t;io 
0';030303 
OUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 

OVb506l+1 
~u .. o .. o"O 
'+u'+o"O"o 
~V~O"O'+O 

"U~Q"o"o 
"U"O"O"O 
C10C~"0 
~U"O"O"O 
"U"O"O"O 
"u"O"OFO 
ot!I:.~"O"O 
"OC30b09 
.. u"O"O~O 
FV~ OC"F 8 
l)::ioB09F 3 
'+U(.3D6E~ 

.. u<+O"O"C 
Fu~ JC .. F 8 
E-'lo6tjD9 
C1[..4+C5"0 
"U"O"O"O 
FOh)C .. F8 
E::fE66ts09 
~U"O~O"O 
"V"O"O~O 
FU~::lC .. Ft\ 
l·K26t:1Fl 
.. O~O"O"O 
~hO"O"O 
2~OC0111 

OU790601 
FJF7600y 
"u"o~o .. o 
0 .... 0 .. 0 .. 0 
"U"O"O~O 
0 .... 0 .. 0 .. 0 
F~~061C2 

6V(.)9CbE2 
~u .. O"O"O 
0 .... 0 .. 0 .. 0 
"v"o .. v"o 
0 .... 0 .. 0 .. 0 
FH 701C2 
61(.;2"0"0 

0007G~52 
00FFu 300 
01010303 
00000000 
00000000 

00000000 
03FF0305 
01010303 
00000308 
00000000 

000707t;1C 
03FFOJO" 
01010 303 
00000 3 1'" 
00000000 

FHOC8FO 
"04+0"0"0 
"0"0"040 
"0"0"0"0 
"04+0"0"0 
"0~()40"0 
~O"O .. o .. o 
"0"0"0"0 
"O~O"O"O 
F6I+oFOFO 
~J40~0"0 
CS"'JU3C9 
~o .. ;, .. o~o 
C2"O~0"O 
4+0'+(;"040 
05E3"07A 
"04+u~O"O 
C34+0'+0"0 
F3 40"0"0 
D6C6"OC3 
"0"0 .. 040 
C4"0~0~0 
F3,,0"040 
~O"O"O"O 
.. o~o .. O"O 
Cb .. v"O"O 
"o .. c .. o .. o 
"04+04+0"0 
40090909 
200FF~F8 

"O"C"U~C 
CSE2"0~0 
~o .. o .. o .. o 
"0<+0"0";' 
"O~0"04J 
"0"0"0"0 
C5"O~0"C 
40 .. 0 .. 0"0 
"0"0 .. 040 
~0"0~04+0 
"04+C"O .. o 
40"(j"0~0 
"0"0"0"0 
~0"0"04+0 

00C70F.:5i 
00000004 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 

001211C2 
0000000'" 
0000000" 
001U611 
00000000 

0'J070S,+] 
0000000" 
00000081 
000708"2 
00000000 

F1/+0"'0"0 
40"0"0"0 
"'0"0"0"0 
"0"'0"0"0 
"000790' 
40"0"0"0 
"0"0"0"0 
40"0"0"0 
"000 7906 
, .. F8C2"0 
56"040"0 
C2i:l9C109 
"0007906 
"OF"F9FJ 
7e:E77UFO 
"0"0"040 
~0007906 
40F3F!)F3 
D&07D5C3 
l)6D9CS .. 0 
40007906 
4DF3F5F3 
07D5E2C3 
4040"04:; 
~000790~ 
"OF7F3F 1 
D9F3"O"O 
"O~O"J~O 
D~09D9D9 

B5000CO" 

40"0"0"C 
"0"0"0"0 
"040 .. 0 .. 0 
i:l5D6C"CS 
"0"0"0"0 
40"040"0 
"(3"0"0"0 
"0 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 
"040 .. 040 
Ll5D6C~09 

"040"0"0 
40"O~0"0 
4040~0"O 
"O"OIlOFl 

01070[SA 
00000000 
00000001 
01000010 
00000000 

01070CSC 
00000079 
001387C2 
01000010 
00000000 

011~5 .. '" 
00000079 
00070S"2 
01000010 
00000000 

nF97AFi 
"Olto"o"O 
"040"0"0 
"OF2F3F" 
04FS"040 
"040"0"0 
4040"0 .. e 
404(,~0"0 

o .. F6"o"O 
"0"04040 
"0"04040 
E84005Cl 
0"0"040 
F"OFOC5F3 
FlF7C1Fo 
4+040"0"0 
04FS .. 0"O 
F"OFCF1F8 
060903Fl 
03C9C2"0 
0"F9"0"0 
FOf:OF1F7 
E9C5"0"0 
4+0"0~0"O 
O .. FO"O"O 
FOFCFoFC 
"0"0"0"0 
.. 0"C40"0 
D9D909D9 
.. BOOE065 

"OF2F1F7 
~o .. o .. o .. c 
~O~OIlO"O 

03"0"0"'0 
"0 .. 0"0"0 
"O"C"O"O. 
"0"oF5Fo 
4+0 .. 040 .. 0 
.. 0 .. 0"0"0 
C3"0"0"0 
40 .. 0"0"0 
40"0"0F1 
~0F1F6F2 
F"6F3F261 

OOF.OAOO 
OOOOOOOb 
000001+31 
00070E58 
00000000 

OOFAO.OO 
00000003 
OOOOOOEO 
00000000 
00000000 

OOFAOAOO 
00000002 
00000051 
00000000 
00000000 

F2"0"0U 
"0"04040 
40 .. 04040 
"0"040"0 
40"040"0 
"0"040"0 
40"04040 
"0 .. 0"0"0 
40"040"0 
40"0"0"0 
40"0"040 
0"C540"0 
"0"0"0"0 
F .... O .. O .. O 
FOr:OF070 
40 .. 0"0"0 
"040"0"0 
F84+0FoFl 
"0"0 .. 0"0 
D9C6CltC6 
,,0,,0"01t0 
ChOFOFl 
4+0"04+0"0 
.. 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 
.. 04+040 .. 0 
F3 .. 0C1"0 
40"0"0"0 
.. 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 
C9D9F6ro6 
32100000 

Fl .. BF361 
40 .. 0"0"0 
4+0 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 
"04+0"0"0 
~O"O"O"O 
F"F9F .. 61 
F561C2C5 
.. O .. OltO"O 
"040"0"0 
"04+0"0"0 
"0 .. 0"0 .. 0 
F6F1FOf>0 
F201C2"0 
C240"040 

00011Coo 
00007cn 
000UO"31 
OOOUOOOO 
00000000 

00018800 
00007C'" 
000U071F 
OOOUOOOO 
00000000 

00011DOO 
000U7CF4 
000U0281 
OOOUOOOO 
OOOuOOOO 

C50740F2 
1t0 .. Olt040 
1t0 .. 0 .. 040 
"0"0"0"0 
4040F4'0 
.. o .. OltO"O 
1t0 .. Olto .. 0 
40"U"0"0 
1I0ltOF"~FO 

"0 .. OC905 
4040"0"0 
"0"0"0"0 
"04VF"FO 
"OltU4+0ltO 
110"0"0"0 
110"0"040 
4IO .. UFItFO 
1I040"0ltO 
110"0"0"0 
E2E3i:l2"D 
IIO .. OF4FO 
1I0 .. t)4+0ltO 
IIC"0~040 
110 .. 04+0 .. 0 
1I0 .. UFItFO 
1I04U4+0 .. 0 
"O"U40"0 
.. 0 .. 040ltO 
IIOFbF6F6 
B2"0000C 

C2C!)E9"0 
"0"U"040 
"0,.0,.04+0 
1I0"u"0 .. e 
1I0ltO .. OltO 
C2Cb"040 
£9"U"040 
.. 0 .. u .. 04e 
4I0 .. 04+0ltU 
.. 0 .. 0"0 .. 0 
.. 0 .. 04+0 .. 0 
03Eho .. o 
~Olt04+0"0 

"04040"0 

000004t00 
lloo0eoo 
00000000 
0000!)009 
000'00000 

UOOOO"OO 
070002!)7 
00000020 
000056D9 
00000000 

00000"00 
07000261 
00000012 
0000~b1J9 
UOOOOOOO 

~76t1"07D 
"040"0ltO 
"040"040 
40"040"0 
F!)Fl"o"o 
"040"040 
"0"0"0"0 
"040"040 
~5F2"0"0 
E2t;51)9E3 
"0"0(.91)5 
"0"040"0 
~5f34C"0 
"O"Olto"o 
"040~~U5 

"0"04C 4t O 
~ Sf .. ~O .. O 
.. 0 4t 0"0"0 
"040CoC9 
~ OF 37A07 
f5f5 .. 0"0 
~O"O .. O .. O 
40"0404tO 
~O"O"O"O 
~5Fb"O~0 

40"040"0 
"0"0"(1"0 
"0"0 .. 0 .. 0 
"6HOoOO 
00070Eb~ 

~0"O~040 

"0"0"0"0 
"0"0"0"0 
"O"O"U~O 
"0"0"0"0 
"0"0"0"0 
"0"040~0 
.. 0"'0"0~0 
4040"C~0 

"0"0"0"0 
"0"0"""0 
"0"0"0"0 
"0"0"0"0 
"0"0~lf6 

Figure 63. CPOOLs and Corresponding SPOOLs Display 
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Mt2NITtJR JIT: 

8COO 
dC08 
l5el0 
0'-18 
8L20 
8C28 
oLlo· 
oC .. o 
15("0 
ol50 
dC!)!! 
• e60 
I5C68 
~C70 
IH.7!! 
8C8e 
IsLd8 
oC90 
oC98 
dC-AO 
IlCA8 
dCdO 
dC~o 
8ceO 
dCC!! 
oCDo 
8CD8 
8("Eo 
dCEI!! 
dCF'O 
iCFd 
8000 
8UOd 
aLila 
8t: 18 
oC20 
0(.;21:1 
oUlo 
IIIJJ8 
dU"O 
eu .. !! 
1:11)[8· 
SLiFO 
dUF'8 

OOOOOOOv 
COOOOOOU 
0000000U 
COl/vC8 .. u 
UOOJCOO:J 
OOOuOOOU 
OCOJOOOU 
vOOJ(;.OOU 
vCOuOOOU 
OOOOCOoo 
OOOOLOol 
jCOJ~91C, 
OOOJ\lOOO 
1000COOU 
FF'OOColc 
oaOOC08U 
.ilCOv~971:. 
0000(,00U 
1000COOU 
F'F'OJC01c 
0000008U 
JOOJ~971:. 
OOOOCOOO 
1000COOU 
Fj;OJCOlc 
OOOOOOdU 
2cOv cSOo 
uOOOOOOv 
1800('00U 
1.10000000 
F'F'FF' F'F Flo 
30005971:. 
OOOOOOOv 
100JOOOU 
F'F'OJC01c 
0000103c 
000011.)0 
00001101:1 
00010COv 
OOOOVI:IOU 
OOOuOOou 
OOOJCOOU 
OCOuOOOU 
OOOOOOOU 

( IICOO ) 

00000000 
01.1000000 
8U/OOOOO 
01.10001...00 
OUCJOOCJO 
01.1000000 
OU;)OOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
00000000 
vUU60000 
O,J,JIBAtlo 
11.1000000 
OvOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
F'VJ00008 
OUC')OOlSo 
1u(.,.)0000 
OUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
F'UOOOOOI! 
OU000080 
11)000000 
OUOOOOOu 
OUOJOUOO 
FU000008 
OU000080 
10i.l00000 
QU001AlK 
F~~~8783 

OU000003 
OU007E.bb 
lUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
0(.)(.)00008 
oU000003 
OUCJ2"0~2 
1UOOOOOo 
01)000012 
OUOO1J2 .. 
01.1000000 
OUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 
OUOOOOOO 

00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
CiH'f.OOOO 
02000008 
OOOOOOO~ 

OOOOOOO~ 
00000000 
COOoeu"1 
0000002" 
OOvOCIS~C 

00000000 
00000007 
0001tld~ 
0000000) 
H002t1n 
OOOOOOaj 
00000000 
00018 A99 
00000003 
13002b99 
00207000 
COOOOOOO 
0001~A99 
OOOOOOOJ 
33002t199 
00016 A99 
000010E8 
OOOlbA!)9 
000(')0000 
00000001 
00207000 
OOOvOOOO 
0001BA99 
00000UOJ 
030071.0" 
08000000 
0000!)66C 
00000000 
nnF'FFF' 
00000001) 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 

00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000;)00 
OOuOOJOO 
00000000 
Or)OOOJOO 
00000000 
OO~EOOF6 
00002FFD 
00000172 
00001018 
00000886 
00005A19 
80000000 
000010E13 
00Q010E.8 
00000816 
00005A19 
10000000 
0000loB 
000010E8 
00000886 
00005A19 
80000000 
000010[8 
OOOOOOn' 
00Q00001 
18000000 
FF'FF'F'F'F 
18000000 
00001,;lA 
00000!:S87 
00005A19 
OOOOOCOO 
OOOOOG00, 
OOJOOOC3 
OOOOO(.)"J 
00007C93 
F'F'FF'F'FF'F' 
OOOOOOUC 
00000000 
0100001~ 
00000000 

00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
OOOOOOOC 
COCOC16] 
000000 •• 
000000&2 
F'F000012 
00000010 
3000597£ 
OOOOOOO() 
1800000C 
FF000012 
00000080 
J000597E 
000l/0000 
18000000 
HQOOOli 
00000080 
300Ci597E 
00000000 
18000000 
Ho00012 
OAOOOOOO 
300a5,2b 
OOOOOOOC 
0000000" 
FF'000012 
00000080 
000C58A1 
000C5A!)2 
COOleCOQ 
000ell0--
00000002 
000(;1108 
7F'F'F F'FFF' 
00065000 
000(,0000 
OOOCOOOC 
00000000 

00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000000 
oooooeoo 
00COOe03 
00000000 
0(;000000 
00000000 
00000000 
OOOOOOlA 
F'0000008 
00000010 
10000ClOO 
000000,",0 
00000000 
F0000008 
00000080 
10000000 
OOOQOOOO 
00000000 
F'0000008 
00000080 
10000000 
00000000 
00000000 
00000008 
00002SS7 
10000000 
FFF'F'n .. F' 
0001BA'9 
F'0000008 
00000080 
F'F'F'F'1785 
OOOOOOUO 
00000012 
0006ECOO 
00000000 
00003EoD 
F'F'F'FF'F'F'I-
00000000 
OOOOOOOC 
00000000 
00000000 

ooouoooo 
OOOUOOOO 
OOOUOOoo 
OOOUOOOO 
OOOUOOOO 
0001E.C3 
ooouoooo 
OOCUOOOF 
000U7153 
6.7UOU!) 
000lBA99 
00000003 
oooo .. AtO 
ooouoon 
000u0007 
00018A99 
000U0003 
OOOU ... ,o 
OOOUOOFF' 
00000000 
000lBA99 
000U0003 
OOOU.,..'O 
OOOUOOrF 
00000000 
0001BA99 
000U0003 
000000[1 
2000280~ 
00000010 
0001.10012 
000U0003 
0000.A90 
0001B.99 
OOOUOOOC 
OOOUOOOO 
001l:lAti81 
000U0057 
OOOUOOOC 
OOOUOOOC 
00000000 
OOOUOOOO 
000U56D9 
OOOUOOOO 

Figure 64. Monitor JIT Display 

Cv~f./l~T U!::>f.'d 

vSU," 3C 

••• FHYSICAL ""GE-\,.A ( 19"00 ) 

OBCOO OCJGO~1I2 'ACt!L3CII EcC7C50~ E2;)7D9F'0 I •••• IBC~SGE~SPROI I 00 
"sCO" .c.c.J~O ~ eFt!_ g'l) COOOOOO~ 0000000. 10000~i96 •••••••• 1 II.C. PACK 
08C08 OCJ01 ..... 0 UOOJe .. A\. 00001AFU 00A5778f. , ................ , 1 
oacee 0:)000017 VOOU0038 00000608 0000003" I •••••••••••••••• , 1 
U8C10 0_25t,icE.D IHJ7UCOOO 00cOOO09 001AOOOO I •• e ••••••••••••• I 1 
08Cl" 8-.:J0021l0 UUO"OOOO "UEOCOO 00060000 I •••••••• + ••••••• I 1 Tt)~ 

ellCll! HH01"O vulUJOOO "ElEOOOO OOOOOOOU t + •• • , •••••••••• I ( IOV Tt)v 
OBC1C .E.HOO(;O UU010000 00000000 00000000 ' ••••••••••••••• , I 1 lOV 
OdC<!O ocooooeo UUOUc002 02000000 UOOOOOOO 1 ................. I I I\jt11' 
OBC2 .. 0:::000000 ~. n 9600 Oo"oe16" 0000C0811 I ••• ••• •• • A ••••• I 1 
UIICc8 0(00C200 \.IUOUA200 0000136111 00008COO I •• S ••••••••••••• I I 
UljC2C OuIl09JOO \.IUOUOJ03 0001E"C3 00000000 I •••••••••• ue •••• I I 
UIILJU OCOo27C~ UUOUc70F 00OO270~ 0000270r; , ................ , I 
080" 0 .... J(,lJe8 I.iOOul38t1 OOOOOOH 000000lF , ................ , I 
08(J8 0(;0013118 UOou01U 00000000 ;)0000000 I ................ , I 1 
08Ue OCOOOOOO UOOUOOOO 00000000 00000000 I ••••••••••••••• , I I 
C8L"v OOOOOOCC UUOAOOOO 00000000 12e012eO , •••••••••••••••• 1 I LO 
08C .... 8Cv90oCO UUOUUOOO 00003eO" 3ell-IIOO I ••••••••••••••• , I I OW 
OIlC"!! OCOeo'JCO l.iuov138!1 00008C"1:j 007A0000 , ............. : .. , I 
,,8C"e. 2~CC(1A3 UUO.JCiGOO (;00071 ~:d 0000e088 , •• A ••••••••••••• I I A I 
C8(50 OCOOO')III: 1.100110000 0000002- 0000e017 I ••• ' •••••••••••• I I 
O&l~" OOOCCJtlC VUOI,IV01l UloOtOO OaOill801 / •• C •••••••••••••• I 8E. 
Cle!!1 O,-OCOIlCt V0011:1480 OOOoe%lu OOOOC11Z , •••••••••• A ••• J·t t 
08l!!l OCOOOO"2 VvOUU01A OOOlS.'!) OOOOICOO ' ••• i •••••••••••• , I 
OICou OLJOton I)OOIJ(}F'O 00000000 OOOOOOGl I •• • •• ·ce •••••••• , I 
OItCh 00000000 VOOIJ':)110 OOOOiC.~ 0000 •• 0. I •••••• ., ........... , f 
08C68 0"OCll!l7 .. IIOOIJ71A6 OOOOOOZIt 00000001 I ••• ! ............. , I 
08Ct.l OCOO701J7 \,Ion~r;n OUOO'07C 00007068 , ••• ••• ••••• I ••• #t I 

Figure 65. Current User's JIT Dispfay 
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00036038 
000tl8939 
00000(.;00 
OOOOOG(.)O 
UOOOO(,)\)O 
OOOOOCOO 
00000000 
36;;,14te UO 
0000lO~8 
OOOO~ijOtl 
OOOO~A19 

110000000 
000010EB 
00001018 
00000886 
0000!iA19 
iOOOOCOO 
000010E8 
00001Ct,8 
000001516 
0000~A1' 
aouooooO 
000010f.8 
000010n 
00000886 
00005A19 
80000000 
00000001 
00007[53 
00000000 
OOOOb6U 
800UOOOO 
000010E! 
OOOOit:l~c 
OOOO~AFF 
00007C93 
........... 00 
00000000 
""""""00 
00000000 
OOUOO\.lUO 
UOOOOUOO 
00000000 
03007CO" 

I I JIJP 
I I 

., ••••••••••••••••••••• f • • • • •• • · .............................. . · .......... , ................... . · .. . .......................... . · .............................. . 
•••••• ••• ••• •• • •• •••• ••••• ~L •••• · ................... " ......... . ., ................ " " ......... . 
••••••••••• t ••• ~ •• A ••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• r.v •••• 
•••• •••••• ~· •• ~ ••• ·2 ••••••••••• 

·······.·······y····o··.····.·.· 
• ••••• " ••••••• , • • • • • • • • •• • ••• y 
••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• y 

.···0· ..... ·.· ................. . 
• •••••••••••••• Y. • • • • • • • • • • • •• • 
... • ........... v.··.u ... ·· ..... . 
• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• y 
• • • • • • ••• , • • •• • ••••••••••••••• v .···0 ...... · .. · ................ . 
• •••••••••••••• Y. • • • • • • • •• • • •• • 
••• • ••••••••••• v •••• o ••••••••••• 
., • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• y 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• y 
• •• ·0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••• • ••••••••••• v. • • • • • • • • • • • •• • 
• • • t1 ............................ . · .......... " ................... . ••••.•................•.... ~ ... . 
., ....... , .......... " ......... . •.•...•...•...................•. 
••••••••••••••• y •••• O ••••••••••• 
••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• y 

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••• •• • •• 2 · .. , .......... " ., ........... . 
• • • • •••••• " •••••• • •• • ••••••••• ii. 
... ~ .. 2 •.. ····I.··Q·.·.········ ... ~ ....... ................... . 
•••••••••••••• lj •••• ~ ••• ) •••••••• 

., ••••••••••• f " ••••••••••••••• · ................ , ............ . · .............................. . · .......................... ". ... . ..............................•. 

IJ:"C.\,. ... I IJ:U"'AME I 
I I .. :CTIME. 1..;:t1v .. Tl<1 

1 IJ:CALC"'<IJ:PT1~l 1 1 1 
1 1 JluTll'1t. 1 1 1..;:t)E.LTA<1 
1 I..;PHH IJIA~l IJI~fljST I 1 
1 IJI-S51(,<1 I I..;:LPPO 1 
I IJIT"AP I 1,J:JIf' IJ:INTEH 1 
I I l,JoISTE'"' IJIASf-'I'" I I 

I I IJITE\.~\.<lw:CASSI<I~:I ... TEN<1 
1 IJITtMEN<IJIUTIME<IJ:USE.~T I";: TLB I 
I I.JIT"£E 1..;:IPt!!J\,. I 1"":U!>l,,X I 

I 1~'DC8L.1<IM:ul I~:TITLE. I 1 
I I I 1 1 1 
I I I I I I 

1 I 1 I I I 
1 I I 1 I 1 
I I I I"IOo4'P( IJ:XP 1 
I 1.I~I(D'lI~ IJ:AbUF '.lP:·UF I JtI :"C" I 
1 '.lII(;ELI<1 ITSTAll( I 1 
1 1 I I I I 
1 I 1 I I I 
I t I I 1 1 
1 1 I f I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I f I I 1 1 
I 1 I I 1 I 
I I I I 1 I 



CtjNH.i~TS t1F TSTACt<: 

ADORS STAC~ dl-I-::;£T C81'1TENTS RELATIVE LotlC 

8CI+A C . 00008C8b J:cpqec<+,l+o 
8CI+8 1 003FOO3B 
8C4+C c' 27CCCbbt: LeGe· .. • e 2~ 
8C4+D 3 OOO()0000 
8C4+£ '+ c;<+9voO~1 
~C4F ~ 00000000 
8C5J t CuuOOOuJ 
8C51 7 Cll.h)OCb28 L8G8N.168 
8C52 ~ GU00000E 
8(53 j ItU'+040'+O T:RCE.e37 
8C54 A 0\1uOO039 
~C50 h lIOUOuoc7 
8(5b C Dbl)54040 
8C57 :J (;0'+9014E. 
8(58 t'_ lJ390AI..i0 
8C59 F cvJOCD .H L~Ge~·e69E 
~C5A lu ll(,h.iOC6A 5 Lt1GeN.l1~ 

~C5b 11 FSF 74005 
8C5C lc: r)ooOooOO 
8C5D 13 ... 0'+0'+040 T:RCE.t37 
dCst 1'+ e-<+9000(Jl 
3C5F ,5 uOu08COu J:UN 
MC60 10 cCOQ8C?D t-;:UC 
oC61 17 uOOOC8~5 LdGBN •• 1U2 
8Cb~ t~ OuOOOO10 
~Cb3 19 10J90Al;0 
~Col+ 1~ uCJOCD31 LdGBN.169E 
oC65 1 b cuaU5 .. 91 ALTCP.eF ~ •• -.> CCORST 
8Cbb 11.. uCiOu~C~5 J:CPRctC<+.bl 
8C07 1L, 00008C(;0 J:UN 
8C68 1~ 00u08C2LJ M:UC 
~C69 IF FFI-bC86B 
8CoA C'J l)()UOaC2D M:UC 
8C6b 21 10390AOO 
BeoC 22 CuOQCD31 Le(ie~·'69E 
8C6L; 2j U0UWb7Q1 MSREXIT+,7 BAl,B ._._> It}QuE.UE< 
8Cbt. (-'1+ '.)(')00351-~ r:ceCI-IC.,l bAL,B .---)1 CBCSt. '''0<+ 11 CC 
~C6F ;.:, oOOO8C2D ~:UC 
dC70 ?b 000"0807 
8,C71 27 001.)00000 
8C7c: 28 0000009b SB:FPL·.;'; 
8C73 2 9 CCOO21l:<+ MX:PpuT.Ilt.6 RAL,.,F ••• -> cet:el-'.131J 
8e74 ?A CU'+032AE CBCSt:~D<+,1EC. BAL,~ ••• _> T:~Eu 
8C7!:) 2~ 17uOOO(,0 
8C7b ?C cuOOSOOU T:GL+e22 
8C77 ~[) (,iul.:OOOUu 
8C7~ d. CuuOOUll 
~C79 2F ulJJOOOJA 
bC7A 30 tJuUOB0CO 
BC7t:) 31 (J()vOOO~O 

8C7C 3, lAJiJOOO7C S:MAPCW 
8C7U 33 JUvOOOCl 
oc1£. 34+ ()1.)1.)30d(.~ 7 
8C7F 3:' UOOOOOH~ S:Sxr~·'lC 
0(80 3b c.:uu0309~ ECHeC R2·'SI- bAL,.,9 ----> C6CII:1+·'9 
oe81 37 01003~2£ 
~C~C ]~ (JOJ032A£ CtjCSU~D<+·l(C BAL,tS ••• _> Ta~EG 
8C83 39 0U';03360 C~CSEND<+,12F BAL,C •••• > CtJc.;SE.~D<+'lFl 

6C6" jA OOOO,,2AD CtjCSEND<+.lED BAL,O •• _-> CeCENAB< 
oCe5 ~~ G00JAOi:.J LtjG6~+,2c9j 

>3C80 3( cuJOSOuO T:Gl.+122 
8C~7 3D <:0005888 T:I""llJ<+I~ bAL'~ ----> T:Jo(Eu 
8C88 3£ (;00200;)0 
8Cb:i 3F CC1EOOOJ 
('C8A 4+0 L00000LlU 
deO!; '+1 tJU0010A6 utS:ev 

Figure 66. Current User's TSTACK Display 

Output 153 



Heading 

ADDRS 

STACK OFFSET 

CONTENTS 

RELATIVE lOC 

AL:DITUINAL ..;1 T F"(tl( USt.H. 3C 

... ..,.,.vS1C"L "'AGE._IH ( 10200 ) 

eH.OO J30o!:l6Cl 21:.UOOO02 020~98On-
!SlO!:! J20~litiOO c~U00800 03065f1CE: 
Cll:.10 0202ClOOO 2~QOOI:lOO 0207t.00O 
!SE.l!! ;;c0 7rOOU c~;)OOtiOO 0206200-) 
II t. 2;.) J?0C!o80U 2~U00800 0202DlfOl) 
dt.28 :;30o~60" 21:.000002 02071800 
!Sl30 nOJo80U 2~OOOI:lOO 030650061 
!:Sl38 0203200U C!~U00800 0202COOO 
!Sl .. U Q20J580U 2~ooo1S00 0206CI:IOO 
6l"d J20228JO 21..-.)001:100 02059150J 
dE-50 J3005b;)~ ct.OOOOO2 02070000 
dt.5d 020tdoOU 2~(j00800 Q106SbDE 
!SlbO 020J300U 2~IJOOISOO 020S"00O 
dE-b8 J20Jc80U 2~00080() 020CloOv 
dE.70 020:l6l00V Z~IJOO~OO 020751:100 
ell78 olO!!l!:l6E" 21:.000002 Oi062aOJ 
01:.80 U2061800 21..1.1001:100 01065bE.6 
al8!:! U20c"I!OU 2~UOOlSOO 02060000 
!$E.90 U20~100U 21.000800 0206F"80J 
dl98 020UOOO(') 2~OOO~Ou 020ljOOOO 
dlAC,; 030oI:.EEI.. 2t.000002 02000000 
alAe J200000'J ZI..U00600 0306l1:.EE 
dlBv J2001.00U 2~OOOISOv 02000001.1 
dltH! QiOOOOOIJ cl..OOOOOO 02000000. 
alCc J2\lOGOOU 2~OOO1f00 0200000,0 
dlCd OJObHF"" 2t.\JOOO02 020,00000 
ileo JcOOl;OOU 21..0001100 03a'E.lfe. 
"t.OI 020JCOO~ z"o~o.~o OZOo,OOQJ 
It-EO Oi?OOOOOU c~UOO.OO 020.00000 
olld i.j20J<.iOQiJ c~\Jooeoo 02000000 
alfO J30oHf~ 2t.<.i00002 02000000 

154 Output 

Table 51. TSTACK Headings 

Meaning 

Virtual address of displayed contents. 

Index into stack. 

Contents of stack. 

Address that stack contents point to, in symbol plus displacement form. ]f 

the stack cell contains a relative location, the instruction at that location 
will be displayed if it is an address modifying instruction (e.g_, 8, BAl, 
lPSD) • 

2COO0800 0202!h1OO 2COO0800 020~080C cC.OOOIlOO · '" ..................... " ..... 
2EOOOO02 C20~9000 2COO0800 020 4 '000 2COO0800 "~""""""""""'" ..... 
2COO08QO 030656Do 2£000002 oc016100 2COO0800 · .. , .. " ...... " ................ 
2CJOQ~OO 020~OOOO 2COO0800 03065602 2[UOOO02 • • o· ••••••• '" ••• , ••••••• • ,I( •••• 
2COU0800 02031000 2COO0800 020"£00C lCOOOtloo • • • • • • •••• J • •• • ••••••••••••••••• 
2COO0800 il2Q~900C 2COO0800 OC:!OcSOOO ~COOO~OO ••• M ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
2EOOOO02 0206~800 2COO0800 020 4t 680C cCOOOElOO • •••••••••• tt •••••• ~ ••••••••••••• 
2COO080C 03065608 2£000002 JcO.:l9000 C:!COO08UO · .................. ~ ............ 
2COOO;OO 02061800 2COOOII00 030056DA 2EOOOOO2 · ......... ,.. ..................... 
2COOOoOo 020~D800 2COO0800 02079000 cCOOOI:IOO · ................. ~ ............. 
2COOO~OO 020 .. 30CC 2COOOII00 020~500C cCUOOXOQ · ...... , .. . .............. . .... 
2(000002 0203\)000 2COOOII00 0202£800 2COOOeOO •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• Y ••••• 
2COO0800 C30t:56Eo 2EOOOO02 0207COOO cCOO0800 · .. , .... -.. ..................... 
2COO0800 020581100 2COOOoOO 030056E.2 cEOOO:J02 · .......................... ~ .... 
2COO0800 0202(800 2COO0800 Q20::t4110U 2COOObIJO · . ............... ""'- ............. 2(;)00600 a20~300(J 2COO0800 OiO"IiOO cCUOO800 ., .v ••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••• 
2EOOOOO2 0?025~OG 2COO0800 :>20- .. 800 2COOObOO · ..... , ........................... 
2COO080:) 030656[8 2£000002 020!>280(" 2COOO&00 • •• " •••••••••••••• Y ••• , •••••••• 
2COO0800 020h800 2COO0600 OlOtJHEA 2EOOOO02 ., • • •••••• 8 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
2COOJeOO \)2000000 2COO0800 020UOOOO 2COOOelOO · ............................... 
2COO0800 02000000 2COOOII00 02000000 2COO0800 ., ............................. , 
lEOOQiJ02 02000000 2COOOII00 OZOUOOOO 2COO0800 · ................... " .......... 
2COO0800 Ol06EEF"0 2£"0000Q2 OCOUOOOO 2C;000800 • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • , • • • o· • • ••••••••• 2COOOll00 020GOQOO 2COOOI00 030tJEE~2 2E.00OO02 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • • • • 2· ••• 2COO0800 02000000 2COO0800 02000000 2COO0800 · ....... , ....................... 
2COOOilOO 02000000 2COOO 8OO OcOUOOOO 2C;0001500 t' ........ , •••••••••••••••••••••• 
iEUQOU02 a20~QOOO 2eOOOl00 OiOUQCOO 2r;00010o, •• ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 
2COOOIOO OlO'i£F. 2£000002 ozouoooc icoooaoo ................... , .••......... 
2C1)00a.OO ozocoooo 2COOO'00 030tt.UFA atOOOOo,2 ., ....... , ...................... 
2COOO&00 02000000 2COOOI00 OcOUOOOO ZCU00800 · " ................. " .......... 
iCOOO!OO 02000000 2COOOIJOO 020UOOOO iCOOOI.\OO ., ....... , ...................... 

Figure 67. Current User's AJIT Display 



CttNTElCT AREA F"6R Ultl~. 3C 

USER_ ->03C 
ALC6UNT ->:~CHSGEN 
e~[G[N ->jjATCH 

DCS ,~AME .\JU~S CU~RENT STATUS ASSIG~MENT CUR~E"'T STATE --_._._. .--.-._--_.-.. -......•.. 
M:SGI..D O~U18 CLttSEl) . "'EVE~ OPEN DEV ICE 

9018 3300000 J 00070l+C5 0·000000 01180000 OOOOOOOC 80000011 0000902E 00000000 ...... ME.····.· .. ··.·.·.····· .. , 
9020 ooooooou OUOOOOOO 0000901+3 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 · .. , ............................ 
9028 aCOOOOOU OUOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 01000003 00000000 ., ....... , ...................... 
9030 OOOOOOOu OOLlOOOOO 02000002 00000000 00000000 03000002 OOOUOOOLl 00000000 ., ... , .......................... 
~038 JI+OJOOO~ OUOOOOOO 00000000 07000003 00000000 00000000 00000000 08010003 · .. , ............................ 
901+0 0000000U 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 · .. , ............................ 
901+8 OOOOOOOU OUOOOOOO 00000000 · ... , ....... 

M:LL O~UI+C CLOSE!) • 'ljE vER OPE~ )EvICE INACTIvE 

901+(; 3000010J OUOI+OOOI+ 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 000U9062 00000000 • •. , ••••••••••••••••• " • t •••••••• 

90S .. OOOOOOOU OU2COOOO 000090h 00000000 00000000 00000000 OOOUOOOO 00000000 ..... , . , ........................ 
9U5C; OOOOOOOU OUOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 01000003 00000000 · .. , ............................ 
906'+ OGOJOOOU OUOOOOOO 02000002 00000000 00000000 03000002 00000000 00000000 ... , ............................ 
90bC 07000QOJ OUOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 01010003 00000000 OOOUOOOLl UOOOOOOO ., ., ............................ 
~071+ 2110008u ~iH lC~76 21100002 6!31C89t 32300001 2~]0007E I+lHIC2EE 2130000C •••••• ~ ••••••• M ••••••••••• !, •••• 

Figure 68. Current User's Context Area Display 

••• P~1S1CAL ~AGE.~j ( 12600 I 

gooo 000090111 ObiH7.E2 C7D3CI+00 00009018 0~D~7AD3 03000000 0000904lC 0~U"7AC5 ••••• MISGLD· ••••• ~;LL •••••• <.M:l 
9008 Cb83~00c OUIJ09\,)IC 0~D~7A03 04000625 000090AI 050~7AC~ C9C30016 000090F8 F •••••• ~.M:~M •••• •• •• ~:DIC ••••• 8 
9010 0~047ADJ C:tC20~2b OOOO~l1C 05D~7AD4t E2C7001A 0000911+0 00000000 3221C022 .~:~IB ••• , ••• MIMSu ••••• . ....... 
9018 3300000J OU070l+C5 OAOOOOOO 01180000 00000000 80000011 000U902E 00000000 ••••• • ME •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9020 00000000 OUOOOOOO 000090413 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 ., ............ " ................ 
9028 JOOOCOOo ouoooooo 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 01000003 00000000 ., ...........•.................. 
9030 00000000 OUOOOOOO 02000002 00000000 00000000 03000002 00000000 00000000 ................................ 
90J8 0'+00000 2 00000000 00000000 07000003 00000000 00000000 OOOUOOOO U8010003 , ....•........•................. 
9040 ooooooou 01.1000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 VOOOOOOO ................................ 
90"8 OOOOOOOU OUO')OOOO 00000000 75200003 30000103 000"00041 OOOUOOOO 00000000 ................................ 
~05C 00000001.1 OUUOOOOO 00009062 00000000 00000000 002COOOO 000U907" 00000000 ..............•.•............... 
9058 00000000 ouOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 ., .............................. 
9060 00000000 ouvOOOOO 01000003 00000000 00000000 00000000 020UOO02 00000000 ................................ 
9068 00000000 OJOOOOO2 00000000 00000000 07000003 00000000 00000000 00000000 .....•.......................... 
9070 0801000J OUOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 21100080 6811C876 21100002 68l1(;891 •••••••••••••••••••••• M, •••••• ~. 
9078 32300001 2~30007E I+!H1C2EE 2130000C 2C74I5001 000213A9 0800C017 OOOOC1A9 '" ••••••• jj ••••••• • •••••••••• .A. 
9080 OODSC.1+81 OUOOOt!11 00D89092 0000C032 000E!15H 006EUOO 000090'F OOUOOOOO .~D···· •• ~···.· ••• • .> •••••••••• 
9088 0380000U OUOOO06C 0000005e 000e1541A 0"100000 04183000* 0001.10000 00000000 ....... ...•... . ............... 
9090 005COOOu OUOB1~H 01000303 08C8C707 D9C5C306 05"MO~0 02000202 7A(,;4FOFO ....... ••••• ~GPRlCttN • ••• 1000 
909 1:1 C2Dol+0l+u 0"000002 00000000 00000000 0 7010002 00000000 00000000 00000000 tI~ ..... , ...................... 
90AO 09C:,C3D" 1)~1)6*O"O S591(01C C7100006 00000007 00000001 OOOIJOOOO 201HHF Rt.CI1Ne 5 •• ·G ••••••••••••••••••• 
90A8 ~0200001 Ou10132- OAOOOOOO OOOOC"IA 0000C4I8' 80000B22 oa0090BE 00000000 ••••• ••••• • •• o ••• u ••••••••••••• 
9UdO OOOOOOOU OucCOOOO 000090F'CJ 00000000 OF800001 00000000 00000000 00000000 ••••••••••• V •••••••••••••••••••• 
90BS O'+OOOOOU luOOOOOO 00000000 00F'E0366 00000000 00000000 01000303 06C;7CI06 •••• ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• ~Me 

Figure 69. Current User's Physical Pages Display 

Output 155 



MONITeR ReeTI 

00000 00000000 

00010 023COOOO UOOUOOOO 00000000 00000000 I ••••••••••••••• , I 

OOOh 00000000 

00020 F"OOCOOOO 11101.10000 OZOOOOAIil OlOOO058 10 ••••••••••••••• I IIoCF" liD I."SOI 
000211 00000011 UOOU01F"0 3eOOooell CLOOOOe5 I ••••••• 0 •••••••• I I I. ... 51" I 
000Z8 COOOOO~5 o~CUOOelil 00000000 700000"1 , ................ , I TIe BCS L.L~ I I I 
oooee O~OOelicC HnoOoo 2i!00001t.. CLOOO025 I •••••••••••••••• I IXPiO 1.1 51e I I I AT ITL.£. 
00030 COOOO025 ':e?01.l3A9111 ""00003e? &,COO030 I •••••••••••••••• I I Tie 1.1 t!1J1oI tlCS I I I 
000311 E800005F V1IJc0200 g~~~gr~~ 02300000 v, , ., II .B •••••• , Itl I.LF II 11oI6eT~A 
J0031 0300000- CLOI.IOOOll 21000000 •• • r-o:. '" •••••••• I I wAIT "AITI I 
\J003C 010002A1 1.1001.10000 00000000 00000000 ................ , 1"'1.. I I 
UOO"O OFACO"7A U~ Aue .. At. OF" AOO"~t. OF AOOU2 ................ , IxPSOXPSUX'"'~UX'"'5UI I 
UOOll .. OFAOO .. AII U~ AUO_AA OFAOO_C- OfAOO-C- ••••••• II' .0 ••• 0 I IXPSOXPsux"'~OX"'SUI 

UOO"8 OfAOO"d2 U~AUO_Bo OF AOO_I:IA Of AOO_I:IE ••• i •• It •• I ••••• I IXPSOXPsux,",~ux,",SOI 
ooo .. c. OFA0210- U~AV2110 OFIOO"l- FF008COO ••••••••••• u ••• ·, IXPSOXF'SOX"'~UUST I 
UOOSO OFAOO"FA U~ AVO-Fe? 33000000 33F"000oll ••• II' ,2 •• t •• 0 •• I IAP60XP50l'1TIO I'1h I 
uoos- 331'002L1 .H1VIIIC07 OF AOO .. EU 01'4021111 .O.A •• II •••• II •• ' IMT. MTw xP50XPSUI 
uoosa OFAOO"I)O V~AUO"041 OF AOO .. OIII 01' Aoo-oe ••••••• M, •• Q •• ,'1 - IXPSOXPSUXP~O~PSUI 
uooSC OF800-!12 U~ IUU_'O 00000000 000079F"2 It •••• II •••••• Ie I I APSOXPSU I 
')0000 OF8COj!1E. UF 81.10&30 OFII0002111 01'80063& ................ , I APSOXPSOXPSUX,",SOI I I I I 
uOOo- 000042Ctlo uOouOO01 .FHFFn 0000003C ••• " • , •••••••• , I I I IM/tJli6I<li IS:l-1j" IMIRC~ItI«fS CUN 
000118 00000008 VOOIJ0190 0000OO'1i:! 00000002 / ........ , ....... , I I IS:CuP5 15IS(,iUAN IS:CUIS IS dUIS 
UOuoc. OOOOOOOA UUOI)OuOo 1.10000003 00000000 , ........ , ....... , I I ISleulS ISIGUIS ISlsF'lS IS Sip 
00070 0003D4IjC UOOU022~ 0000029" OOOOOOOF" ".M •• "_ •••••• ,,' I I ISI[VF" I S I I Ul.f" ISIUSID IS OPC 
000'" OOOOOOOf UUOUUOOO 000031'11 10000000 , ................ , AU ISI.:/tPC; ,SSPSU 
000715 0OOO3fl1 lOOUOOOU O()OOOOOO 0000lC89 , ................ , AD I IPUL.L.l1 
\JOU7C OOOOOU3 -iUOVdOOU 0000013 A OC008000 I •• • ••• , •••••••• ·, Alii ISII'1APC" ISIACt..W 
00080 00000()112 U20U8000 5!1!:1JOOOO 00000000 , •••••••••••••••• 1 STH 16NL."" I I 
0001" oooeoooo 1.I0E!lF 09f 00000000 00000000 I •• , •• Z •••••• ,. " I ISIEAF" ISXIHPP I 

Figure 70. Mon itor Root Display 

~Oj!:!AT RFCtlvERV f I I.~: 

.;,; .. tlST ce~Mu~IC"TjON ~uF~~RS 

~ 13U'~OlU O"uoobu- 011 783£2 07°902b2 ODO oOO07 01070nA 120~000O OOUCOOf • ••••••••• I ~ ••••••••••• . ....... 
011" .. a .. O/OOocbl 0100060" 01J OSCI) 07000263 07030607 010 OC8C 070002 7 • • I •••• / •••••• I ••••••••••••••••• 

10 OAoooalA OUOOOOOO 00000000 16000000 00000000 00000000 19000000 00000000 · ............................... 
1~ ooooooou 11.000000 00000000 00000000 1'000000 00000000 OOOUOOOG 22000000 · .......... , .................... 
cu CCOJClOOU ()l.iOOOOOO 2500000u 0000000') 00000000 2130000()0 OOOUOOOO ULiUOOCJOO • •••••• , • I •••••••••••••••••••••• 

ee cbOOOOOu OUUQOUOu 00000000 2EOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 310uoooc uoooocuo ................................ 
30 0(00000v 3-UCOOOO OOOOOOOJ OOOOOOOJ 370uOuOO OCOOOOOO OOOUOOOO 3AUOOOOO · .......... , .................... 
38 OOOClOOOU Ul.iuCOU()O uoOOOOOJ 0')000000 00000000 .................... 
• ... ~dAT l~" I qe ,1",1:.''\1 r 
J CC"OC.A:'O 1/::;OOUOu "001luv073 000000.' 00000007 0000001b OOOi.lOOOC UOOUOC:OO ••••••• • d" •••••••• " •••••••••• 
0 OCOO,",Olc oucaouoo COOeDe7A 000ODb7., o 1l't025E OOOOCA38 OOOJO .. GC UOOOOC;"O ....•..... e: .• tt •••• J ••••••••••• ( 
1(.1 OCOJOO2c OI.lUOOOOO ........ 
• .. ~dAT ::iTIlTIC LjATA 

" COOOUb .. t OUOOOOAd 00002~98 00000000 000C0063 00000000 OOOUOOSC UOOOOC;~Cl • •• + •• ',1 ••••••••••••••••••• 

!i \JOOOGQOI.i OU0380tlO 15000000 00000000 00000000 0017029" OOOUOOOA 0OOOO02[ · ............................... 
10 UGO()COOU F"HVF"HF" 00000000 00000C20 00000000 0000£000 000UO"52 020~OOU3 • • • • ••••••• • •••••••••••••• M •••• , 
1d 01011:1001 OU080U .... 000-0000 0000100£ 00080009 00300000 000113062 U0080025 · ............................... 
c:u 00071:1001 OUOOOOOQ 00000000 Oooooooa ooooc_as 00000002 OOOUOOOO 00000000 • •• , •••••••••••••• u ••••••••••••• 
c8 QOOliUOOU QUOOOClOO 20"OCA38 17000000 000011676 OOOOOOFF 00000007 00000016 · , ... , ... ••••••• • t:t ••••••••••••• 
30 OeOuc.051 OUUOOOOO 00000012 00000000 00000671; 00000678 00000000 OOOOC;A31 •••••••••••••••••• ~: •• e ••••••••• 
3!S CCouC"()U UUOOOU"F 00000000 00000021 0000C03[ 00370000 000i8001 000006'1 • •••••• I •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• ". .. u vOvOI,;Olc OUh025~ 000OC A3S 00000246 00000000 000000241 OOOOOOO() OOOO(C-8 • •••• • 'I • • • • •• • ••• • ••••••••••••• 
-/I vOO()COU OUUOOUbB 00000000 00000000 000000418 00030C08 OOOUOOOO 0000U~-2 ·······,.······ •• •• •••• Q •••••• N. ::>u 0003CHU OUOJO/15 01018006 00080005 05060012 01018011 0101810C 032~0(,)15 ••• u •• .., •••• , ••••••••••••••••••• , 
~~ vC07~00U JU\,/2tiOOI 1oi101810C 0306000" 01011108 02080000 01018001 000«10(';08 · . , ............................. 
oJ 010111091.1 OU080004 00078000 00028CJ01 o 101l10C 0]06000 .. 01018106 020tlOOOb · ............................... 
o I'! Ct01dOO1 01.1080008 0101809A 0008000A 00078004 00028006 00078000 OOOZIOUl · ................... " . , ....... , 
11.1 011J1e10~ OJ06000" 010U10~ 020t:lOO06 01018001 00010008 000uOO02 0000001.10 · ................ , .............. 
78 0000UOOU 01.1000000 00000000 00000000 00000Al3 00000492 0001.10020 00000000 ., ....... , ...................... 
flU OOOvOOOU 01.1000017 10002~89 00000000 OOOOOOU OOOO[OUO 0000000_ 00000000 · ................... ' ........... 
n (,,]00COOU OUOOC03C OOOOOOOU 00000676 000006'1 0000000t. 0001.100"0 0000000 .. ....... ~ ...... ~ ... ~ ........ ( .... 
90 OOOOC-OOc UUOOOOOC 0000001" 00002598 00000671; 00000678 011"025E 0000D3F8 ··················~I··~.···,.·~. 

Figure 71, RBBA T Recovery File Display 

156 Output 



vSER IDENTI~ICATI~N: 

USER. tlRIGlf'II ACl.~UNT. USER NAMi:. 

C! ~HeST :SYS 
3 GH6ST :SYS 
J+ GHBST :SYS 
0 GH6ST :SYS 
C tlNLINE X UTSOOOC03171 
19 ONL II'4E :sY~ L.BE 
lE BNLlt-.J[ 01~112 SHA1J+3J+50151 
22 ff~LINE 01~JjJH HAR123680153 
2E 8NLIN[ xSTUA02 eSIOOOoOO18J+ 
30 t3NLIr',ji:. U I M.i09 CLA1J0803571 
J7 BNLIN£ U 1 A(i06 RES072303571 
3C BATCH : Bl.I"ISGi:.N SPROOOO06296 
3F" ~NLINE I-6~JC3AR RA~120"83171 
.. J+ eNl .. I N( :TAfoC:OCR FRA095677721 
51 BATCH :AIJOSGlN CPVOOOOO3171 
56 tlNLINl '1 0 2 SANOOOOO3322 

Figure 72. User Identification Display 

PATCH FILf: 

IUCT1+.01 ~OO,8 PMDAT+.1E,2 .0QhOQEOI 
·00E100E21 
·00E300001 

IUCT1+.91 ~~Fl'13 ACTSUM+.U2 
IDCT1+,AI ~CF1'13 ,100EO,1 
IUCll··CI ~OO'13 '10010'1 
1/,AEEI ,uOEO 
««««««««««««««< ••• 
"~L:eFS •• 20DE 
"PB:~EP .. a9A 
.. SV:LSa9 SV:LSIlP 
"UISKAB •• ~CC~ • Dl~KA~ IN M:M~N 
««««««««««««««< ••• 
IUPAK+'~71 O~,ll ,A 
loll • U 

I~I .u 
IIJI .U 
1b)1 .u 
I~I ,U 
I~I .u 
ISS.tlUt:i1 \"H,l~ ~LG,-

lijl .U 
I~I ,U 
I~I .U 
I~I .U 
I~I .u 
loll .U 
ISS •• j5~1 ~NE SS+.35& 
15S •• 3&51 ~ ~S+.367 

ISS •• 3&bl ~~S'~ SS •• 361 
IdL:6FSI .~~ 
I~S+'l~AI ~uE CUN+.197,~ 
Ice6P+'lF~1 ~AL'~ 5GCQ.'6 
I~I ,U 
I~I .u 

,0100101 DISC A 
,OOEOI ••• ~ATCM eUT 7c~2'5 IN H~P 

STA~T ABS8LUTE SVMB8L5 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
~MK AOO 1 6F 3 8/13/73 *11190 

tAOO P~5 28AUG73 01-16 *11232 
AOO JED 9/4/731 1-37 '11g3~ 

AUO eN~Y AOO,LIP,l e~ ~ '111.' 
tNQ A8S~~UTE SYMBeLS •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ ~(eRI11 10)1 1 e .. I LIP 9/2~173 
~I,l1 ,aOOOI 2 eF" 7 LIP '3/2':J113 
dCR, .. "31 3 bF 7 L.' P 9/2b/73 
~~,11 TABLES.,1CI _ eF" I L.l~ 9/2b/7] 
leR,11 TABLES.,l]1 5 eF 7 L.IP 9/2~/73 
HR,11 101 6 6F" 7 L.IP 9/25/73 
d DPAt<+t 581 7 6F 7 L.' P 9/2b/73 
d i (LH'1~ FLG,~)I ,AOO A~H 8/18/73 161-7 
WO,Q '311 .Aoe ARR 8/18/73 28F7 
L.H,15 FLG,~I ,AOO ARR 8/1g/73 3Fe7 
EXU 5S •• 10CI ,.00 ARR 8/11/73 ~eF7 
STH,15 FLG,"I ,AOO ARR 8/18/7~ S6F"7 
~0,0 ,271 .AOO ARR 8/18173 ~~F7 
~ 55+'10EI ,AOO ARR 8/18/73 7~F7 
~EZ 55+,367 (BNEZ 55+,356)1 .AOO ARR 8/21/73 1~f3 *119 
LCF,2 ,8eoo (8 SS.,361)1 ,AUO A~q 8/21/73 2eF3 '119 
~CR'12 55+,361 (BCS,,, SS •• 301)/.AOU ARR 1/21/73 3~F3 '119 
J Q.31 SI"It< AOO 2 6F 3 8/13173 U 1 
~ eS+'lFEI SMt< AOO 3 6F 3 I/ll/73 '111 
BAL," ~(BAL.," ceep.'212)1 AOOI( qJR 9·1"'CIRtiGCHD'Ul·1~ ' 11191 
LM,5 SGC"OI AOOK RJR 9.1_'CI~C~G~HOIJ2_ 
~ c6ep+,2121 .001( RJH '·1.'ClwcsG~HOt03.1 

Figure 73. Patch File Display 

Output 157 



INswAP USE": 

USER. 50 

••• TMIS usr~ IUS eu' er C6~E 

08COo 0:11'10000" OEZrlF'n F'?O"MO CZe5e5F'0 '" • "'I(STOlT 8EEOI I [XU L.8 IJIJIT IJIACe", I IJIUNAP1[ I 
o&Co .. Flr2F'0F'6 rnF'lFSF'6 00000001 0000001A 122060186 •••••••• 1 IL.B L.eF' I I I,J:CU .. E I ,J:eVHTIe I 
Ole 011 000007dA OnoOll6D8 000007A8 OOOU1i!O I ••••••• Q •••••••• I I IJleAL.e~<IJIPTI .. [ I I I 
oacoe 001'100000 onoonoO~ oeooOooo "''''FF'1I3 I •••••••••••••••• I I I,JIUTIP1E I I I J:D[L TAe I 
oaCln 001'1"3560 on70nooo OClOOOOO OOOEOOlE I ••• •••••••••••• I I IJI"RT IJIA'e IJ:ItNST I,JINRS I 
08Cl .. 'on00200 OnQOR12CJ II€: Hlll9 005COOIIO , ...... , ... , .... I I TDV IJIASSIGcl I I J:cpp.e I 
08Cl1! "£'£OO .. l ()nQonoOn lI£tEOoOO 00000000 , ••••••• I •••••••• I ITOV TOV IJITRAP I I,JI,JIP IJIINTU I 
08C1C 11£1£0000 01011'1000 OOOOOCOO 00000000 , •••••••••••••••• I TOV I IJ81ltRG IJIASPJN I I 
oaCln 00000000 nnOO;:'002 O?OOonOO 00000000 I •••••••••••••••• I NItP I IJlf[LFL.cIJ:C4SllcIJIINT[Ncl 
OIlCh 001'100000 FF'F'FU70 OCt:lBll1£ OOOOAOOO I ••••••• , •• 1 ••••• I IJITI"tH<IJ:UTJ"EcIJ:USENT IJ:TCB I 
0.C2M OOOOAeoo 01'1001'13£8 00009COO OOOOAlOO ••••••• Y •••••••• I IJITREE I IJIUICOX IJIOCBLrcl 
OIlCle: 001'100003 onOlrllC3 Or-OOOlE? 0000;>70F' .•.••• ue· •••• • •• 1 1P1IUC: IJ:TJTL.[ I I I 
0ltC3n 00n0270~ O!'lOO?70r onoo170F 000001F'1I ••••••••••••••• 41 I I I I I 
08C3 .. 00n003E8 onoenOl" 0r.00Ol£8 000003E8 ••• y ••• I" .'1 ••• y r , I I I 
n8C311 001'100000 1')1'1000000 0(000000 00000000 I •••• '" •••••••• I I I , , 
08C3C o:>nOoOIlO oncooJOO Onoooooo 00000000 ................ , I I I I I 
08C,,0 001'1·0000 01'1001'1000 liCClt·CO .. 0000008 ............ ••• 1 L.O TTISI I IJHIPC I,J:." IJ8:PAIV , 
08C .... oonooooO onOO!;OOF 3~3t1tAOO ,FF"F'06 ...... •• •••• • •• 1 OW I IJUBUF IJ:pur 1.J8IPCW IJ:IOELTcl 
OBC"", 00000000 01')001'l3EII OCOOle83 001120038 ••••••• y •••••••• I I IJIExTEN<1 IT8TACI( I I 
08C"C lOCO.ECO tMonoOo 00000000 00000000 •••• '-'" •••••••• I AI AD I I I I , I 
Oieso 'On08E .. 6 OMon:!9? ooooonoo 00000000 •••••••••••••••• I lAO I I I , I I 
01lC5 .. OonOOool anconeol 000001'179 00000000 •••••••••••••••• I I I , I I 
08C511 000000110 J11150000 HF'FOoOO 02008001 ... •••••••••••• 1 I I I I I 
oaCsc 00000002 onnOADBCJ OOOOIlECO OOOOIlCOO •••••••••••••••• I I I I I I 
08C60 OOOUUJO onOOA07[ 00000011 000000110 ............... I I I I 
08C6 .. 011150000 onOo .. OF .. 0(,,008C65 000072A6 • ••••• (4t •••••••• I I I I 
OICoM 20n09C"0 OFoOOU01 2ro09CIIO OOOOlAOO .. , ....... •• I. I IAI CAL.3Ar I I 
0llC6C FFFII.OgS O,,"OOAAOO OCOOOo .. o 01850000 .1 •• I I •• 'I. •••• 1 lOST CAI.:! I I 
08C70 0000721\6 onO .. noOo 20 .. 06087 17000000 ......... ••••• 1 I AI I I 

Figure 74. Inswap and Outswap User's Core Display 

I "'CtlRE USlRSI 

\,iSE~. lE 

••• P"YSIC.L P.GE·"3 ( StlOO I 

OaCoo aLOOOolE ~VnF5F'1 F1F2"01l0 E2e8Cln I .. 00015112 SHAiI I Lcr Cil I.JtJIT IJI.CC:N , I..;:UIII."'E I 
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ANALYZE MESSAGES 

Table 52 contains the messages that are output by Analyze. 
Most of these messages identify error conditions. Others 
merely supply information. 

ANALYZE COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 53 summarizes Analyze comm~nds. The left-hand 
column contains the command format, the right-hand column 
contains the command description. 

Table 52. Analyze Messages 

Message Description 

ANLZ: ENTER COMMAND, NIL SAYS TO DO ALL This message issued to operator after GJOB ANLZ key-in. 
Operator may respond with one of the following: 

NO == just exit 
TA == read recovery-bui It tape 
HE == run interactively from console 
CP == read CP5DMP file 
0-7 = read indicated MONDMP file 
NIL == do default ghost run 

BAD COMMAND The command was unrecognizable. 

CANNOT OPEN FILE name The fi Ie specified by the INPUT command cannot be opened. 

CAN'T GET THE BUFFER The user was not allowed enough core in his account to read 
in the monitor symbol stack. 

COUNT ERROR The tail and last page in a chain do not agree. 
TAIL ERROR 

ENTER TAPE TYPE: 9T, BT, etc ... The user must supply the tape type if tape input is to be used. 

ERRIABN CODE = xxxx**dcb An I/O error or abnormal condition occurred during an 
INPUT operation. 

xxxx is the error or abnormal code. 

dcb is the address of the DeB associated with it. 

LOC 1 GREATER OR EQUAL LOC2 The first location entered for a locl,loc2 (or similar) com-
mand was greater than the second location. 

xx PRIVILEGE LEVEL NOT HIGH ENOUGH The user privi lege level was not high enough for the re-
quested operation. 

SORRY, NO PAGE xx The page containing the location specified by the user was 
not found in the input fi Ie. 

THE LAST PHYSICAL PAGE IN THE FILE IS xx The size of the file read from tape by the INPUT command is 
specified by the last physical page in the file. 
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Command 

* 

AL[L] 

BF fid 

CL[OSE] 

CO(MPARE],loc 1 ,loc2 

DE [LTA] 

DI[SPLAY] option 

Table 53. Analyze Command Summary 

Description 

Dumps the last location and is used in connection with loc 
and locl' loc2. 

Dumps the indirect location and is used in conjunction with 
loc and locl' loc2. 

Performs the functions of the INPUT, DISPLAY, and RUN 
commands and of Analyze (except dumps) when initiated 
by the Automatic Recovery Procedure. A numerica Ily and 
alphanumerically sorted monitor map is output at the end of 
the ALL display. 

Specifies the name of the boot file that represents the monitor 
being examined by Analyze. The file M:MON in :SYS is as
sumed by default. 

Causes input dump file to be closed. 

Compares the dump (locations loc 1 through loc2) with the 
running monitor and outputs the locations with nonequal 
contents. 

Associates the debugger Delta with Analyze and gives control 
to Delta when the BREAK key is hit by the user. 

Outputs information existing at the time of the crash. The 
options are 

AJ[ITS] - JIT, AJIT and context of all incore users. 

AT[ABLE] - contents of ALL YCA T's tables used to manip-
u la te buffers. 

AV[R] - contents of AVR tables. 

CI[TS] - contents of CITs. 

CO[C] ~ {~d}] - contents. of. COC tables. id specifies 
user, S indicates all users. 

CU[N] - contents of user's JIT, AJIT, and context. 

DC[TS] - contents of DCTs. 

EL[OG] - incore error log entries. 

FQ - contents of I/o tables not currently in use. 

IDG {~d}] - user's logon identification as it appeared in 
I his JIT. id specifies user, S indicates all users. 

10[Q] - contents of CIT, DCT, and IOQ tables. 

IQ - contents of 10Qs. 

JI[T], id [,Ioc l , loc2J- JIT contents for specified user (id). 
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Command 

DJ[SPLA v] option (cont.) 

EN[D] 

HE[LP] 

IN[PUT] option 
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Table 53. Analyze Command Summary (cont.) 

Description 

MR - contents of monitor root. 

OJ(ITS] - JIT of all users not in core. 

PA(RTITION]~ {~d}] - partition table values. id speci-
I fies user, S indicates all users. 

PF(ILE] - contents of patch fi Ie. 

PM - contents of page matrix. 

PP,pgno - contents of physical page of memory. 

PR(OCESSOR]~ {~d}] - contents of processor tables. id 
I specifies a user, S indicates all 

users. 

RA[T] - contents of resource allocation tables. 

RE [GISTERS] - contents of registers and cause of crash. 

RC[XT] - recovery context. 

ST - contents of output symbiont tables. 

SW[AP] - contents of swap tables. 

SV[MBIONTS] - contents of symbiont tables. 

TR(APS] - contents of trap and interrupt locations. 

TS[TACK][,[id][, #Ievels] - dumps out the indic-ated 
number of Temp Stack levels 
(default 2110) for the indi
cated user (user # ==0 for mon
itor's stack), displaying values 
as symbol + displacement. If 
the stack cell contains a mon
itor address, the instruction at 
that location will be displayed 
if it is an address-modifying 
instruction (e.g., BCS, BAL, 
or XPSD). 

US[ER] ~ {~d}] - contents of tables for specified user. id 
I specifies a user, S indicates all users. 

VP, pgno - contents of virtual page of memory. 

Dumps specified range of addresses. 

Exits from Analyze. 

Lists all Analyze commands. 

Directs Analyze to input from a particular disk or tape fi Ie or 
to open a fi Ie. The options are 

;[V] - reads a tape created by executive Delta. 

L[AST] - opens the last fi Ie formed by the recovery 
procedure. 



Command 

IN[PUT] option (cont.) 

Line Feed (or carriage return) 

loc 

loc = value 

LP[rows] 

MA[P],id 

M 0 [N IT OR ] [0 I [S P LA y]] 

NO[DELTA) 

PR[INT] 

RO[WS), value 

RU[N] option 

Table 53. Analyze Command Summary (cont.) 

Description 

number - opens the numbered crash fi Ie formed by the 
recovery procedure. 

T[APE] - reads a labeled tape created by the recovery 
procedure. 

C[P5DUM~ - opens the CP5DUMP file. 

Dumps the contents of the next location and is used in con
junction with loc and loc1,loc2. 

Outputs the contents of the specified location. 

Outputs the contents of memory locations between loc 1 and 
loc2· 

Places the value in the specified location of the running 
monitor. 

Directs the output of Analyze to the line printer, where rows 
is dump width in hexadecimal words. Default is full line. 

Loads the map of the specified user if his JIT is in core. 

Turns the monitor display mode on and off. 

MONITOR turns the display mode off. 

MONITOR DISPLAY turns the display mode on. 

Disassociates the debugger Delta from Analyze. 

Closes the output symbiont file to allow output to the line 
printer without requiring a return to TEL. 

Estab I ishes width of dump output in number of words, whe re 
value may be 1 through 12. 

Outputs various linked lists of the monitor by running through 
the I ist and displaying each entry. The options are 

MO[NITOR] [, {S P -specifies monitor pages. S, the 
pgnoU default, indicates all. A spe-

c i fi c page may be req uested . 

PR [OC ESSOR] ~ {~ame~ - spec i fies pracessor pages. S, 
the default, indicates all. A 
particular processor may be 
specified. 

ST[ATE] [, {S *}n - specifies state queues. A particular 
q U queue number may be specified, or S, 

the default, indicates all. 
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Table 53. Analyze Command Summary (cont.) 

Command Description 

RU(N] option (eont.) us[eR] ~ {~d~ - specifies u .. r pages for a particular u .. ' 
I (id), or for all users (S). S i. the default. 

SE[ARCH] , value,locl,loc2 Searches for and output. all words between loc 1 and loc
2 

that 
contain the value under the mask. 

SM[ASK] ,value Sets the mask to the specified value. 

SY[MBOlS] [fid] Creates a numerically sorted monitor map, us j n9 the fid spec-
ified or MONSTK. :SVS. 

UC[rows] Directs the output of Analyze to the on-line terminal, where 
rows is dump width in hexadecimal words. Default is full line. 

UN(MAP] Turns off the mapping mode of operation. 
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10. SHARED PROCESSOR MAINTENANCE - DRSP 

INTRODUCTION 

Development and check out of CP-V systems is simplified 
through use of DRSP (Dynamic Replacement of Shared Pro
cessors). DRSP allows replacement, creation, or deletion 
of shared processors and monitor overlays while the system 
is operational. The extra processor or overlay space in the 
shared processor tables must be allocated during system gen
eration (PASS2). Processors that are normally invoked fol
lowing a recovery cycle (ALLOCAT, GHOST1, RECOVERY, 
and XDELTA) are not dynamically replaceable. 

XDELTA (Executive Delta) is an additional debugging aid 
that is optionally retained at system initialization. XDELTA 
is described in the Delta chapter of the CP-V ITS Reference 
Manual, 90 09 07. 

DRSP DESCRIPTION 

DRSP can be run either as an on-line or a batch processor. 
Input can be ei ther from the command devi ce or from a 
terminal. DRSP is called on-line by entering the name of 
the processor as aTE L command. 

Example: 

!DRSP@) 

DRSP HERE 

> 
The DCBs used by DRSP which may be assigned by the 
user are 

1. M:SI for command language input. 

2. M: LL for terminal output. 

3. M:S L for I isti ng of input commands during a batch run 
and diagnosti c message output. 

DRSP COMMANDS 

The seven DRSP commands are 

ENTER 

REPLACE 

DELETE 

LIST 

LISTALL 

? 

END 

In the DRSP command descriptions, the term Ipronamel refers 
to the name of a processor or overlay as found in the shared 
processor tables. The fi Ie specified by proname must be in 
load module format. 

All of the above commands except II? II can be followed by 
comments, which wi II be printed as part of the command 
line during a batch run of DRSP. To add comments, termi
nate the command with a blank character followed by a 
period. All characters entered after the peri od are treated 
as comments. The comments are terminated by @) or end
of-card. Comments cannot be continued to the next record. 

ENTER The ENTER command is used to enter a new 
shared processor or mon i tor over! ay into the system. 

The format of the command is 

E[NTER] proname [{~I~~}fid][,oPtion] [,option] [,option] 

where the options are as follows: 

[J][S][D] [P][M][T][B] [G][C] specifies one or more 
flags to be associated wi th the processor. Flags 
may be associated only with shared processors, 
not monitor overlays. The flags indicate the 
following: 

J processor is a Ilowed to a I ter the JIT. 

S special shared processor. 

D processor is a debugger. 

P public library. 

M processor allowed maximum memory during 
execution. 

T command processor accessible by terminal users. 

B command processor accessible by batch users. 

G command processor accessible by ghost users. 

C command processor accessible by terminal, 
batch, and ghost users. 

If D or P is specified, S is redundant and is assumed. 
If the C flag is used, the specifi c flags (T, B, G) 
are redundant and should not be used. Various 
combinations of the above are possible up to a 
maximum of six characters; e. g., a processor that 
is allowed to alter the JIT and has maximum mem
ory avai lable for execution would be flagged JM. 
The flag combination PD or usage of the P flag 
when the processor name is other than :Pnn results 
in an error message. 

o specifies that proname refers to a monitor over
lay and should be entered in the monitor overlay 
area of the processor tables. If 0 is not specified, 
it is assumed that a shared processor is being 
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entered. The flogs and 0 options are mutually 
exclusive. 

PE~M specifies that the processor is to be available 
to users even after a system crash. The processor 
wi" be present both in the system account (:SYS) 
and on swap disk. "Empty" slots must be avail
able in the disk copy of the processor tables. If 
this option is not used, the new processor version 
wi" reside only on swap disk and wi" be lost in 
the event of a crash. The version of the processor 
that wi 1/ be restored is the version in the system 
account at the time of the crash. 

W specifies that if the proname cannot be entered 
into the processor table because there are no name 
slots free, ORSP is to wait unti I there is a slot 
avai lable. If this w(:jit option is not specified, the 
command terminates without entering the new pro
cessor. Thi s option is to be used for processors 
cnlYi it is ignored for monitor overlays. 

REPLACE The REPLACE command is used to replace an 
existing shared processor or monitor overlay. If this com
mand is used, the previous version of the processor is lost. 
However, current users continue to use the old copy until 
they are disassociated from the processor. 

The format of the commond is 

R [EPlACE] proname [{~I~~}] fid [,option][,option][,option] 

where the options are as follows: 

[J] [$] [0] [p] [M][T] [a] [G] [C] specifies flogs to be 
associated with the processor. The option is the 
same as for the ENTER command. 

PERM spec ifies that the new version of the pro-
cessor is to be ovai lable to users even after a sys
tem crash. This version of the processor will be 
present both in the system account (:SYS) and on 
swap disk. II Empty II sl,ots must be available in 
the disk copy of the proc'essor tables. If this op
tion is not used, the new processor version wi II 
reside only on swap disk and wi" be overwritten 
in event of a crash by the processor versfon in the 
system account. 

W specifies that if the proname cannot be entered 
into the processor table because there are no name 
slots free, DRSP is to wait unti I there is a slot 
avai lable. If this wait option is not specified, 
the command terminates without replacing the old 
processor. Th ii' optron is to be used' for processor! 
only; it is ignored for monitor overlays. 

DELETE The DELETE command prevents further user 
association with a processor. Users associated with the pro
cessor when this command is issued wi 1/ continue to use the 
processor unti I they disassociate. 

166 DRSP Description 

The format of the command is 

D(ELETE] proname [, PERM] 

where PERM specifies that no hew users wi" ever be asso
ciated with this processor (eveti after a system trash). 

LIST The LIST command lists the processor nam., the 
nome associated with each entry in the processor name table, 
and the amount of disk space occupied by the processor. 

The format of the command is 

L [Is fj n{ proname}~ 
U #xx[-yy]U 

where 

proname specifies on explictt processor nome. (The 
proname M:DUMlM tippears many times in the pro
cessor tables. If selected, all these entrie!9 wi" 
be listed.) 

xx-[yy] specifies the name table index or a range 
of name table indexes to be listed. 

Initial use of the LIST command with no proname or index 
specified wi fI provide a list of each processor table entry 
and its corresponding table index. 

LlSTALL The LISTALL command lists each shared pro-
cessor name and its entries in the foHewing tobles: 

PB:HPP Head of the physical page chain 

PB:TP'P Tair of the physical page chain 

ps: DSZ Number of data. pages 

P8: DCBSZ Number of DeB pages 

PH:PDA Disk address of first procedure page 

PH:DDA Disk address of first page of data and DCBs 

PB: UC Number of users in core usi ng the processor 

PB: LNK Processor number of next overlay 

PB:PVA Vi rtua I page number of fi rst procedure page 

PB:HVA Virtual page number of first unused page 

P:SA Processor flags and start address 

The format of 'he command is 

LIST AlL".i. ;pron,ome, 11" 
B'xx[-yy]U 

where prorrome and: xx[-"yyJ or. as d.frned in the LIST 
command. 



? The question mark command requests a detai led error 
message when an error has been noted by DRS P. The com
mand is applicable only for 'the on-line mode. Its function 
is described in detai I in the section II DRSP Error Messages". 
The format of the command is 

? 

END The END command terminates DRSP. The format 
of the command is 

END 

DRSP LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 

The following lists DRSP limitations and restrictions: 

1. On Iy users wi th a pri vi lege level of CO or greater are 
a II owed to use the ENTER, REPLACE and DE LETE com
mands. The LIST command requires a privi lege leve I 
of 80 or greater. 

2. There must be sufficient space in the swap disk pro
cessor/overlay area to hold the new or replacing entry. 
This extra space is allocated by SYSGEN PASS2 via a 
:SPROCS control card. 

3. Replaced or entered items must be accessible load 
modules. 

4. Only one level of overlay is permitted in a processor. 

5. A monitor overlay must have no tree structure. 

6. Amon itor overlay is assumed to be DATA only. 

7. A processor overlay must be PROCEDURE only. 

8. ALLOCAT, GHOSTl, RECOVER, XDELTA, M:DUMLM 
may .not be processed with DRSP commands. 

9. Overlays for processors cannot be replaced or entered 
individually. 

10. GETs of programs saved with an associated processor 
most likely will not work if the processor has been 
changed between SAVE and GET. 

11. When replacing the FILL processor a modified proce
dure is required: Following REPLACE FILL WITH 
N. A. P., OPTION 1 thru 3, the user has to abort the 
FILL ghost. This is done via a message to the operator 
to key in X, id, where id is the SYSID of the FILL 
ghost which appears when the message 'REQUEST FILL, 
NO FILL, OR INSTANT SQUIRREL(F, N, S)' is output 
on operator's console. This will ensure that the FILL 
copy in the user swap disk area is destroyed and the 
replaced version of FILL is brought in the next time 
FILL wakes up. 

DRSP ERROR MESSAGES 

The error message structure of DRSP is designed to give a 
user detai led information when so desired without burdeni ng 
him with long typeouts when the error is obvious. When 
running on-line, DRSP will respond to commands in error 
by typing 

EH:0 n 

where n is the character position at which an error was first 
detected. If the user requires more information, he responds 
with a question mark (?). DRSP responds with a detai led 
error message (see Table 54). If the error is obvious, the 
user may retype the command (or proceed to the next com
mand). For errors that occur after command syntax is com
pleted, this message changes to 

EH 

since command character position is meaningless. 

In batch mode, the detai led error messages are printed with
out the i nterrogati ve sequence descri bed above. 

In addition to error messages, certain other messages are 
given for information purposes only (see Table 55). No 
response is expected. 

Except where noted, the error condition truncates execution 
of the requested command. 

DRSP COMMAND SUMMARY 

Table 56 contains a summary of commands for the DRSP 
processor. The left-hand column specifies the format and 
the right-hand column defines the function. 
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Table 54. DRSP Error Messages 

Message Meaning 

BREAK 50 User hit BREAK during DRSP execution. The number defines the point at which 
BREAK 51 the DRSP processor exited, as described in the UTS Reliability and Maintain-
BREAK 52 obi I ity Technical Manual, 90 19 90. 
BREAK 53 

CANNOT OPEN THE FID DRSP cannot access the load module defined by the fide 

CAN'T OPEN M:BO (PERM) I/O error detected whi Ie trying to open the output fi Ie in :SYS. The processor 
is entered/replaced on non-"PERM" basis. 

DON'T SET FLAGS WITH Flag setting is not permitted when ENTER or REPLACE monitor overlay is 
MONITOR OVERLAY executed. 

DON'T USE COMMAND ON ENTER or DELETE commands must not specify the proname 'TEL' or 'CCI'. 
TEL/CCI 

DRSP I/o ERROR IN READING Error detected in reading DRSP command. 
COMMAND 

DRSP I/O ERR/ABN (CLOSE) Error or abnormal condition detected at CLOSE of output file. The processor 
is entered/replaced on non-"PERM" basis. 

DRSP M:BO ERROR (PERM) I/O error detected whi Ie writing or closing the output fj Ie in :SYS. The 
proce~sor is entered/replaced on non-"PERM" basis. 

DRSP M:EI ERROR (PERM) I/o error detected whi Ie reading fi Ie fide The processor is entered/replaced 
on non-"PERM" basis. 

DRSP M:EI ERROR I/O error detected whi Ie reading fid for writing on the swap disk. 
(WRITESWAP) 

DRSP PROGRAM ERROR DRS P detected contradi ctory condi ti ons duri ng processi ng. Requires system 
(SHOULDN'T HAPPEN) programmer intervention. 

ERR MSG NOT FOUND. No error message corresponds to the error code xxxxxx generated. Please 
KEY =- xxxxxx report thi s system error. 

FID IS NOT A LOAD MODU LE Error or abnormal return executed whi Ie trying to read the TREE record of the 
load module specified by fide 

FILE STORAGE LIMIT IN When writing the load module into the :SYS account for the PERM option, the 
SYSTEM ACCOUNT fi Ie space for that account is exceeded. 

ILLEGAL COMMAND Command entered is not defined in DRSP. 

ILLEGAL COMMAND OPTION An optional parameter typed in the command is not recognized. 

ILLEGAL INDEX RANGE Index specified in LIST/LIST ALL command not within legal range of processor 
name table. 

ILLE GAL LMN (LOAD II/ega I load bias detected when processor written to swap disk. 
BIAS CHECK) 

ILLEGAL PRONAME, NOT A processor flagged as a public library must conform to the name format :Pnn. 
:PNN FORMAT 

ILLEGAL PROTECTION TYPE The load module for a public library must be root only and procedure only. 
FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Table 54. DRSP Error Messages (cont. ) 

Message Meaning 

INCORRECT FID The fid specified exceeds the field maximum for name (15 characters) or 
account (S characters) or password (S characters). 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO DRSP has fai led to acquire enough memory to read the largest record of the 
READ MAX RECORD OF FID load module specified as fid. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY Memory space avai lable to user is not suffi cient to process the load module 
TO READ TREE specified in the ENTER or REPLACE commands. 

INSUFFICIENT OVERLAY The specified load module requires more processor overlay table entries than 
SLOTS exist in the processor name table. This check on the table occurs during the 

first scan of the processor name table. 

INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE The user must have a privi lege level of SO or greater to execute any DRSP 
FOR DRSP USAGE commands. 

INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE The user does not have suffi-eient privi lege of CO to process ENTER, REPLACE 
LEVEL TO PROCESS THIS and DELETE commands. 
COMMAND 

INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON The disk space allotted for new or replaced load modules is too small for the 
SWAP RAD load module specified. 

INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL There are not enough virtual pages to allow DRSP to access the monitor. 
MEMORY TO EXECUTE DRSP 

MONITOR OVERLAY A monitor overlay must not have an overlay. 
CANNOT HAVE OVERLAYS 

NO ERRORS No errors were encountered during command execution. 

NO PRO NAME SLOTS The number of extra processor name table entries is exhausted. 
AVAILABLE 

NO SUCH OVERLAY/ The proname entered cannot be found in the overlay or processor tables. 
PROCESSOR 

ONLY ONE LEVEL OF When analyzing the load module TREE record, more than one level of 
OVERLA YS FOR SHARED processor overlay was indi cated. 
PROCESSORS 

ONLY PROCEDURE IS ALLOWED DRSP checks a load module specified as a monitor overlay for procedure 
IN A PROCESSOR OVERLAY only. 

OVLY DATA EXCEEDS A monitor overlay, defined as 'data only', must reside in memory 
RANGE SOOO-SBFF locations S00016 to SBFF16. 

OVLY LINK EXCEEDS TABLE A system error to be reported. 
LIMIT. 

PROCESSOR OVERLAY SLOTS There are not enough empty processor overlay locations in the name table to 
EXHAUSTED fi II the load module requirement. This check on the name table occurs during 

the write to the swap disk. 

PROCESSOR/OVERLA Y User tried to ENTER a processor or overlay name that exists in the table. 
ALREADY EXISTS 
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Table 54. DRSP Error Messages (cont. ) 

Messoge Meaning 

PRQNAME IS ILLEGAL Some routines cannot be entered or replaced with DRSP (e. g., XDELTA, 
RECOVER, GHOSTl, ALLOCAT, M:DUMLM). 

PRONAME REQUIRED A program must be specified with the ENTER, REPLACE and DELETE coml11Qnds. 

RAO OVERFLOW Disk space 01 lotted for the shared processors is exhausted. 

REAO ERROR READING I/O error detected whi Ie tryi ng to read the processor for the copy into the 
FlO (COpy) system account. 

SWAP I/O ERROR (QUEUE) I/O error detected whi Ie writing processor to the swop disk. 

WRITE ERROR WRITIN G I/O error detected while trying to write the processor into the system account. 
FlO (COpy) The processor is entered/replaced on non-"PERM" basis. 

WRITE RAD FILE I/O ERRORS. I/O error detected whi Ie writing the processor to the swap disk. 

Tab I e 55. DRS P Informa ti on Messa ges 

Message Meaning 

DRSP HERE Routine title typed when user first enters DRSP. 

DRSP INHIBIT SET Another user is manipulating the shared processor tables. and prevents any 
other user executing the ENTER, REPLACE and DELETE commands. However, 
the LIST and LIST ALL commands can be executed at any time. 

fid NEEDS xxxx GRANULES If DRSP cannot find sufficient disk space in any avai lable slot, it feeds bock 
to the user the number of granules required to enter/replace the new load 
module. 

proname REPLACED IN RAD While exercising the "PERM" option, the proname in slot Ix has been 
SLOT Ix replaced by the monitor overlay proname specified in the current command. 

PRONAME FOUND ON RAD The proname already exists in the disk version of the processor tables when 
DRSP tries to execute the ENTER, PERM option. The "PERM" function is 
completed for the new copy. 

PRO NAME NOT FOUND ON RAD The proname cannot be found in the disk version of the processor tables when 
DRSP tries to execute the REPLACE, PERM option. The "PERM" function is 
completed for the new copy. 

USERS ASSOCIATED DRSP attempts to replace TEL or eCI but finds there are users associated. The 
message is repeated periodically as long as users remain associated. 

WAIT OPTION IGNORED "W" option is not appropriate for monitor overlays. 
FOR MONITOR OVERLAYS 
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Table 56. DRSP Command Summary 

Command Desc ri pt i on 

D[ELETE] proname ,[PERM] Prevents further user association with a processor. 

END Exits normally from DRSP. 

WROM). ~ E[NTER] proname WITH fld Enters a new shared processor or monitor overlay into the system. 

[, option}[, option][, option] 

L[ISTJ{proname} Lists the processor name, the name table index, and the amount of disk 
#xx[-yyJ 

space occupied by the processor. 

L ISTALL {proname} 
#xx[-yyJ 

Lists each shared processor name and its entries in certain tables. 

[(FROM) . ~ Replaces an existing shared processor or monitor overlay with a new R[EPLAC EJ proname WITH fld 
shared processor or monitor overlay. 

[, optionJ[, option][, option] 

? Requestsa detailed error message when an error has been noted by DRSP. 
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11. ERROR MESSAGE FILE 

INTRODUCTION 
The error messages for the CP-V monitor and several CP-V 
processors are contained in an error message fi Ie, called 
ERRMSG. This file is initiolly created either through 
punched card or on-line terminal input and is maintained 
through use of the Edit processor. This chapter describes 
the strlitture of the ERRMSG file and the techniques 
required to create and modily the file. 

Codes 'or detected error conditions are recorded in the job 
information table (JIT). The error code is placed in J:ABC 
(high-order byte) and the subcode is placed in ERa (right
justjfied). When CCI (botch iobs) or TE l (on-I ine jobs) is 
entered, a message is printed to correspond to the code and 
subcode. This message is obtained from the error message 
fite (ERRMSG) via a keyed read using a key constructed 
from the group code, error code, and subcode. Jf either 
the file or the record corresponding to the code is missing, 
the error code Hself wi II be printed. Otherwise, the mes
sage and the error code will be printed. 

fORMAT Of ERROR MESSAGE FILE 

Each record in the' error message fiie contains the EBCDIC 
text of one error message. The key of each record is one 
word long and has the form 

I. , . ~!~ '." \. , " ~~ .., ,1" " " ~~ " n ,1 " " :~. " n J 
The fj rst byte always contains 03, which is the count of 
bytes in the key. The second byte j s the group code, the 
thi rd is the error code, and the fourth is the error subcode. 

Group codes presently assigned are 

o Monitor 5 CCI 

PCl 6 DRSP 

2 loader 7 Batch 

3 TEL 8 Analyze 

4 Runner 

Messages in the file with group codes other than zero are 
not handled by the monitor itself. Error codes currently 
assigned within the monitor group are 

o - 7F I/O error and abnormal codes 

80 - 9F COBOL error codes 

AO - BF Other Monitor codes 

CO - FF Unused 
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The meaning of the assigned codes are defined in CP-V ITS 
Reference Manual, 900907, cP-v/BP Reference Manual, 
90 17 64, and in the ANS COBOL/LN Reference Manual, 
90 1500. 

CREATING ERROR MESSAGE FILE 

The ERRMSG fi Ie is initially entered into the system either 
through a tard reader or an on -I i ne term i na I at the centra lsi te . 
The procedures for each type of input are described below. 

CARD READER INPUT 

Card input of the error message fi Ie is handled by the Error 
Message Fi Ie Writer (ERRMWR). This program reads cards, 
interprets the first six columli$ as a hexadecimal number, 
converts this number into a three-byte key, and writes the 
card image exclusive of trai ling blanks as a keyed record 
in the ERRMSG file in the account under which ERRMWR is 
executed. Th i s account shou I d be : SYS for the system error 
message fi Ie. 

The card format is 

12345678910 11 12 13 14 15 16 1718 19202122 

Hex. code Text of Message 

GCECSC 

Example: 

Assume that the message ILLEGAL OPCODE is to be placed 
in the error message file for the monitor error code AE. The 
group code and subcode in this case are both zero. Thus, 
the card for this message would be punched as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 1 2 13 14 15 16 1 7 18 19 20 

Hex. code Text of Message 

OOAEOOI lL EGA L a P COD E 

Keys generated by the E RRMWR program have the form 

o 1 2 I GC I EC I SC I 03 (col. 1-2) (col. 3-4) (col. 5-6) 
314 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15 16 17 18 1912021 22 23 24 <5 26 27128 29 3031 

During conversion of the key, leading blanks are treated as 
zeros. Nonhexadecimal letters result in output of a warning 
message and cause the card to be ignored. The card image 
is scanned from right to left to determine the rightmost non
blank character, and the count of characters is adjusted so 
that trailing blanks are not written. A new line character 
X'15' is appended to the message. 



The message may be continued in column 1 of the follow
ing card by appending a continuation character (;) at the 
end of the message in the first card. Only two cards per 
message are allowed. 

A card containing an asterisk in column 1 is a control card 
and is used to set the format of the record written in the 
file. If column 2 of the control card contains a 0, the 
message key is appended to the front of the message text 
and is included in the record. If column 2 of the control 
card contains a 1, the key is not included in the record 
text (this is the default condition). Control cards can be 
placed anywhere within the data deck except between 
continuation cards. 

TERMINAL INPUT 

Creating or modifying the error message file can be ac
complished from the terminal by using Edit or ERRMWR. 

Example 1: Using Edit 

lBUILD MSG 8 

1.000 OOABOO THAT'S NO DEBUGGER!8 

2.000 OOABOl THAT'S NO OP CODE8 

3.000@) 

lSET M:EI DC/MSG (9 

lERRMWR@) 

Example 2: Using ERRMWR 

ISET M:EI Uce 

LERRMWR8 

~00AC01 DON'T ISSUE CAL3 OR CAL4@l 
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12~ HARDWAR£ERROR Loa DISPLAY 

AU ;hYor<!lwG\re imolfun'C11ions '0C'cwrring during system operation7 

whetherre,covered or '!'lol, 'Qre :r'ecorded ~na 'spedal disk 
stO:rQ~e fit le. Thi s fi tie is :pe rfodicall y copi ed to two 'Stan
dkm:iJ files ~E'R~f=iiL£<lJ!A'dl $\JMfH..:E) by ()I ghost pro~m 
(fRR::fIL) :tho,t js,initiatedautOlnoth:al'y for that purpose. 

The resulti.n'g Hies !may be Hstetil and summarized by the two 
programs (I::RR:UST and :tRR:SUM) that a~ descdbed in this 
<:hqpter.. These f,j les are also Ci!Jvo<ilah'lefof oo"'~ine preven
tive m<lritl'tem::!J'n'Ce ,of the system and for diagnosis and pte'" 
dk'Hon of 'hardware ;nreilfuh'Ct'ions. 

ERI:LlST PROGRAM 

fhe ERR: U'ST program examlnes the error tHe (ERRt=llt:) for 
ma,lfunction records that were written during the specified 
t,ime period Q"G produces Q formottetl I isttng of these records 
with (optiol1ol'y) a summary of the records for that period. 
The formatted I isting is complete with headings and format
ting necessary for easy reading and use by field personnel. 

The ERR: usr program may be used in either on .... 1 ine or 
batch mode. In on-line mode, control cOll"lmunitatiol1s 
(both input and output) are directed to the terminal. In 
batch mode, control communications are input through the 
card reader and output through the line pril1ter. 

ERR: LIST can be run only under an accountwith AOprivilege. 

There are three ERR:LlST commands: LIST, END, and HELP. 
The function and format of each of these commands is des
cribed below. 

LIST This command I ists the error records (and/or a 
summary of those records) that were entered into the ERRFI LE 
after a specified time and/or date. The format of the com
mand is 

{

ERRORS } 
SUMMARY 

LIST ERRORS AND 

SUMMARY 

[I
AFTER 
BEGINNING 
SINCE 
STARTING 
FROM 

[{
ON } [ME I] TO M:lO 

OVER M~DO 
INTO M.EO 

fname 

/

mm/d.d/
y
.
y 

hh:mml] 
hh:mm [ANt> END] 
mm/dd/yy 
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where 

ERRORS specifies a listing of the error records in 
the ERRF IlE. 

SUMMARY specifies 0 summary ()f the number of 
-etftJrs by type and device. 

ON? Ta, OVER, INto specify thot the ertor 
re<:ords art:! t-o be output to the spec i fied fi Ie or 
devite. 

ME sped fies that output is to go to the on-lin~ 
terminal through which the LIST command is 
entered. 

M:lO specIfies that 0utput is to go to the device 
assign~d to the LO bC~. 

M:DO specifies thot output is to go to the device 
assIgned to the DO DCt3. 

M:EO specifies that output is to go to the device 
assigned to the EO DCB. 

fnClme specifies the name of a file into which the 
OlJtput of the LIST ccHnl110nd is to be written. The 
fname may specify either an old file or a new file 
and may be from 1 to 11 characters in length. 
Ntln·ll~s larger than 11 charaders are trut'lctlted at 
the right end. 

AFTER, BEGINNING, SINCE, STARTING, FROM 
specify that error records entered into ERRFILE 
since the specified time are to be listed. 

mm/dd/yy specifies the month (mm), day (dd), and 
year (yy) the listing Is to start. All leadi ng zeros 
must be included. The default date is the current 
data as returned by M: TIME. (Reference: CP-V /BP 
Refetence Manual, 90 1764. ) 

hh:mm specifies the hour (hh) and minutes (mm) the 
list is to start. Leading zeros must be included. 
The default time is 00:00. 

AND END specifies that the program is to terminate 
after the listing is complete. 

The default device is the terminal for on-line mode and 
the line printer for batch mode. Terms in a LIST com
mand need not be entered in the order shown. ERR:LIST 
is insensitive to permutation of command phrases and 
exttanSbU!I words. 

Examples: 

> LISt ERRORS @l 

(this causes 011 error retords of the curretH date to be listed 
at the termtt101. ) 



£LIST ERRORS AND SUMMARY 

(This causes all error records of the current date to be listed 
at the terminal followed by a summary of errors by type and 
device. ) 

Note: If an output file is specified either directly or in
directly as a DCB name, it is written with keys acceptable 
to Edit. That is, the first I ine starts with key 1. 000 and 
the increment is 1.000. 

If ERRFILE cannot be opened or no records can be found In 
the date and time range specified, the following message 
will be typed: 

THERE ARE NO RECORDS FOR THIS PERIOD 

If ERRFILE does not exist, the following message wi" be typed: 

ERR:FILE, :SYS DOES NOT EXIST 

Other error messages may be typed during the processing 
of ERRFILE. See Appendix B of the CP-V ITS Reference 
Manual, 90 09 07. 

END This command terminates the ERR: LIST program 
and returns control to the executive level (CCI or TEL). 
The format of the command is 

END 

HELP This command prints a sample of the correct com-
mand format for LIST. The format of the command is 

HELP 

ERR:SUM PROGRAM 

ERR:SUM can be used only by an on-line user with a privi
lege level of AO. Should a user without this privilege 

level try to use ERR:SUM, the following message will be 
output to the term ina I: 

EftR:SUM ABORT:INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE 

ERR:SUM Is called by entering the name of the program in 
response to a prompt for commands by TEL. 

Example: 

I ERR:SUM 

(Error summary. ) 

When initiated, ERR:SUM attempts to open the master error 
summary fil. (SUMFILE) which is produced by the automatic 
error file copying program. If the fi Ie does not exist, 
ERR:SUM so informs the user. 

SUMMARY FILE DOES NOT EXIST 

It then exits to TEL. 

If the file cannot be opened for some other reason, ERR:SUM 
sends the following message to the terminal: 

SUMMARY FILE CANNOT BE OPENED 

It then returno; to TEL. 

After SUMFILE has been opened, ERR:SUM attempts to read 
the file. If an error occurs, ERR:SUM informs the user by 
typing 

SUMMARY FILE READ ERROR 

It then exits to TEL. 

If no read. error occurs, the error counts of the last summary 
record are added to the error counts of the master summary 
record and the summary (Figure 78) is printed on the LO 
device. This device may be the terminal or a line printer, 
depending on the assignment. 

MASTER ERROR LOG SUMMARY HH:MM MON DD, I YY THROUGH ffil:MM MON DD, I YY 

DEVICE SIO FAILURE DEVICE TIMEOUT DEVICE ERROR DEVICE FAILURE TOTAL 

yyndd xx xx xx xx xxx 
yyndd xx xx xx xx xxx 

yyndd xx xx xx xx xxx 
ERRLOG FILE COPYING ERRORS xxx 
UNEXPECTED INTERRUPTS xxx 
NO INTERRUPT RECOGNITION xxx 
MEMORY PARITY ERROR xxx 
SYSTEM STARTUP/RECOVERY xxx 
WATCHDOG TIMER TRAP xxx 
SOFTWARE DETECTED FILE INCONSISTENCY xxx 
SOFTWARE DETECTED SYMBIONT INCONSISTENCY xxx 

TOTAL xxx xxx xxx .. xxx xxxx 

Figure 78. Sample Error Summary Printout 
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After the master summary has been printed, ERR:SUM asks 
the user jf SUMFILE is to be deleted. 

PURGE SUMMARY FILE? 

If the response is NO, SUMFIlE is closed with a SAVE 
option and the following meslOge is typed: 

SUMMARY FILE SAVED. 

ERR:SUM then exits to TEL. 

If the user responds YES, confirmation is requested. 

ARE YOU SURE? 

The summary file will be released only if ERR:SUM is run
ning under the :SYS account. 

ERR:SUM then exits to TEL. 

If the user responds NO to "ARE YOU SURE?", he is again 
asked 

PURGE SUMMARY FILE? 

and the series of messages described above are repeated. 

ERROR MESSAGES 

Error messages for ERR: LIST and ERR:SUM are outl ined in 
Table 57. 

If the user responds YES to this message, SUMFILE is closed 
with a REL option and the following message is typed: 

ERR:UST COMMAND SUMMARY 
SUMMARY FILE PURGED. Table 58 i$ a summary of ERR:LIST commands. 

Table 57. ERR: LIST and ERR:SUM Messages 

Message Meaning 

ARE YOU SURE? ERR:SUM requests confirmation that SUMFllE should be purged. 

--
ERR:FILE, :SYS DOES NOT EXIST ERRFILE does not exist. 

-

ERR:SUM ABORT:INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE A user without AO privilege attempted to use ERR:SUM. 

PURGE SUMMARY FILE? ERR:SUM questions whether SUMFILE should be purged. 

SUMMARY FILE CANNOT 8E OPENED SUMFILE cannot be opened. 

SUMMARY FILE DOES NOT EXIT ERR:SUM cannot find SUMFILE. 

SUMMARY FILE PURGED SUMFILE has been purged following a YES response to a request 
for confirmation. 

--

SUMMARY FILE READ ERROR A read error occurred when SUMFILE was read. 

SUMMARY FJLE SAVED SUMFILE has been saved followin9 a NO response to a request 
for confirmation. 

THERE ARE NO RECORDS FOR THIS PERIOD ERRFILE cannot be opened by ERR: LIST or there are no error 
records for the time period requested. 
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Table 58. ERR: LIST Command Summary 

Command 

END 

HELP 

{

ERRORS J 
LIST SUMMARY ------, 

ERRORS AND SUMMARY 

L..-- TO M:DO-
[{ 

ON 1 (~~Lol] 
OVER M.EO 
INTO fn~me 

[(

AFTER 1 BEGINNING 
L- SINCE 

STARTING 
FROM 

{ ~~~~/yy hh:mm}] [AND END] 

mm/dd/yy 
: 

ERR:FIL PROGRAM 

ERR:FIL copies the special file created by ERRLOG onto a 
normal keyed file (ERRFILE) that is more readily availabJe 
to diagnostic programs. While copying ERRLOG's file, 
ERR:FIL compi les a summary of the errors copied. A fi Ie of 
these summaries (SUMFILE), which contains a summary of 
errors for each hour of operation and a master summary of 
all errors, is also maintained by ERR:FIL. 

. ERR:FIL is a ghost j.ob that is awakened by ERRLOG when
ever five errors have been recorded. ERR:FIL may also be 
awakened by a program with diagnostic privilege by using 
the initiate job CAL (CALl,6 FPT)or by an operator key-in 
qf GJOB ERR:FIL. ERR:FIL may also be run by an on-line 
user running under account :SYS with diagnostic privilege 
by typing ! ERR:FIL. 

Description 

Terminates the ERR: LIST program and returns control 
to the executive level. 

Prints a sample of the correct format for the LIST 
command. 

Lists the error records in the ERRFILE and/or a sum
mary of records after a specified starting time and/or 
date. 

ERRORS specifies a I isting of errors. 

SUMMARY specifies a summary by type and 
device. 

ME specifies the on-I ine terminal. 

M: LO specifies output to the device assigned 
to the LO DCB. 

M:DO specifies output to the device assigned 
to the DO DCB. 

M:EO specifies output to the device assigned 
to the EO DCB. 

fname specifies the name of a file into whi ch 
the errors and/or summary are to be written. 

mm/dd/yy specifies month, day, and year 
the list is to start. 

hh:mm specifies the time the list is to start. 

AND END specifies the program is to termi-
nate after the listing is complete. 

The special fi Ie written by ERRLOG and the core buffers of 
ERRLOG, which are also input to ERR:FIL, are described 
in the following sections. 

ERRFILE FORMATS 

ERRFILE is a keyed file built and updated by ERR:FIL for 
use by diagnostic programs. The file contains one record 
for each error entry in the fi Ie created by ERRLOG . 

The format of each record is identical to the format of the 
error entrie·s in ERRLOG's file (ERRFILE). The keys for this 
file contain the Julian date in packed decimal, the time of 
the error in EBCDIC, and a sequence number for errors with 
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the same time tag. This sequence number is reset to zero 
for eacn entry with a new time tag. The format of the 
key is 

hhmm, is the time (hours and minutes) in E8CDIC. 

n is the sequence number. 

08 yy 

h h 

n 

where 

Od 

m 

dd 

m 

The first record of ERRfllE is the key of the Jast record 
in ERRFI LE and has a key of zero. 

08 is the number of bytes in the key. 

While copying records into ERRFILE, consistency and error 
checks are made on the input data. If any errors or in
consistencies are found, "copy error" records ani!! written 
and a "copy error II counter in the summary record is in
cremented. The error and consistency checks, recovery 
actions taken, and the format of the copy error records are 
described below. The terminology used in the error record 
formats is defined in Table 59. yyOddd is the Julian date in packed decimal. 

Term 

Account 

AIO CC 

AIO Status 

Alternate I/O Address 

Bytes Rema i n i ng 

Consecutive, Keyed, Random 

Count of Entries Identical to 
Prev i ous Entry 

Count of Entries Lost 

Current Command Doubleward 

Caller's Address 

OCT Index 

OCT Index of Symbiont Device 

Effective Address 

Error Subcode 
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Table 59. Error Record Terminology 

Meaning 

The doubleword used to identify a user's collection of files. 

A 4-bit field representing the condition codes as returned by the hardware 
in response to an AIO instruction. 

A 16-bit field representing the status as returned by the hardware in response 
to an'AIO instruction. 

A 16-bit value representing an alternate physical I/O address by which a 
dual-access device can be referenced. 

A 16-bit field representing the Remaining Byte Count (RBC) field as returned 
by the hardware in response to a TDV instruction. 

Methods of organizing user fi les in CP-V (refer to the CP-V IBP Reference 
Manual, 90 1764). 

The number of error log records wh ich are identical to one previously logged 
for identical reasons (excludes time records). 

The number of error log records lost when logging becomes temporari Iy im
possible for any reason. 

A 64-bit value representing the command doubleword currently being pro
cessed for a device (indicated by the TDV status OW). 

The address back to which the error logging routine is returned when logging 
is complete; used in isolating software faults. 

The 8-bit value indicating the order in which the device is configured into 
the system (at SYSGEN). 

The 8-bit value indicating the order in which the device associated with the 
symbiont is configured into the system (at SYSGEN). 

A 32-bit value representing the final address computed for the instruction 
pointed to by the instruction addr~ss (IA) in the PSD. 

An 8-bit field indicating which of several types of file inconsistencies has 
occurred (see CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764). 



Term 

File Name 

Granule 

HIO CC 

HIO Status 

I/O Address 

I/O Count 

Julian Day 

Length 

Memory Status Words 
(Sigma 9 only) 

MFI (Sigma 6 or 7 only) 

Mode 

Model Number 

Number of Parity Errors 

Primary I/o Address 

PSD 

Rea I Address 

Recovery Count 

Relative Sector Address 

Relative Time 

Table 59. Error Record Terminology (cont.) 

Meaning 

The TEXTC name used to identify a collection of user data on secondary 
storage. 

The unit of secondary storage allocation equal to 2048 bytes (usually 2 sectors). 

A 4-bit value (bits 0 - 3 of designated byte) representing the condition codes 
as returned by the hardware in response to an HIO instruction. 

A 16-bit value representing the status as returned by the hardware in response 
to an HIO instruction. 

A 16-bit value representing the physical I/o address. 

A 32-bit value representing twice the number of SIO instructions executed 
for the device. 

A 16-bitvalue representing the Julian day of the year (e.g., March 1 would 
be represented as X 13D I) when the error was logged. 

An 8-bit value in the second byte of the error log record representing the 
number of useful 32-bit words contained in the error log record. It includes 
the first word in the count. 

Each word is a 32-bit value representing data returned by the hardware in 
response to an LMS instruction. 

A 4-bit value representing the current state of the memory fault indicators 
returned by the hardware in response to an RD instruction. All memory fault 
indicators wi II be reset. 

A 16-bit value representing the manner in which the file was last referenced 
(see Cp-V/Sp Reference Manual, 90 1764). 

A 16-bit value representing the conversion of a number (assigned by Field 
Engineering to uniquely identify peripheral devices) to a binary value (e.g., 
7242 would be represented as X 11 CA I). 

A 16-bit value representi:1g the number of bad locations causing memory 
parity errors (only the first 14 bad locations are entered in the log if the 
number of errors is greater than 14). 

A 16-bit value representing the physical I/o address by which a device can 
be referenced (see AI ternate I/o Address). 

A 64-bit value representing the program status doubleword. 

A 32-bit value representing the actual memory address (in a mapped system, 
this is the same as the address in the IA field of the PSD). 

An 8-bit value initialized to zero at system initialization and incremented 
by the value one for every system recovery. 

A sector is 256 words. Each sector on a given device is numbered zero through 
device end. CP-V maintains file pointers by relative sector number, thereby 
simplifying the logic necessary to address different devices. 

A 32-bit value representing milliseconds since midnight. Resolution is 
2 msec. 
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Term 

Re'Qtive Time Resolution 

Retries Remaining 

Retry Request 

Screech Code 

Screech Subcode 

Seek Address 

$en5e Information 

SIO CC 

SIO Status 

Site Identification 

Startup Type 

Subchannel Status 

Symbiont Fi Ie 

TOV CC 

TOV Current Command DA 

TOV Status Ooubleword 

TIO CC 

TIO Status 

Trap CC 
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Table 59. Error Record Terminology (cont.) 

Meaning 

An a-bit value, n, such that actual relative time resolution == 2 msec. (e.g., 
n = 1 for a resol ution of 500HZ or 2 msec.). 

An a-bit value representing Retry Request minus the number of entries ot ... 
tempted. The range is between Retry Request and .. 1. A value of -1 indieates 
the operation was terminated due to retry count rundown. 

An B ... bit value representing the maximum number of retries after which a device 
error is returned to the requester. This value is obtained from the requester's 
DCB. 

The code used by CP-V to identify the system failure which has occurred. 

An a-bit field identifying which type of a specific and similar set of system 
failures has occurred. (See Software check codes in the CP-V/OPS Reference 
Manual, 90 1675.) 

The physical disk address last used to access th is device. 

The diagnostic information returned from the device as a result of sending a 
"sense" order to the device. 

A 4-bit value (bits 0 - 3 of designated byte) representing the condition codes 
as returned by the hardware in response to an SIO instruction. 

A 16-bit value representing the status as returned by the hardware in response 
to an SIO instruction. 

A 64-bit field; the first 32 bits contain the EBCOIC representation of the 
SYSGEN input parameter for version; the second 32 bits contain blanks (X'40'). 

An a-bit field indicating which of several types of system initialization was 
used. 

The status of the I/O subchannel received from the hardware as a result of a 
TDV instruction. 

A CP-V system special file for buffering data between the CPU and slower 
speed line printers, card punchers, etc. 

A 4-bit value (bits 0 - 3 of designated byte) representing the condition codes 
as returned by the hardware in response to a TIO instruction. 

A 24-bit field representing the current command doubleword address used in 
obtaining the device status with a TDV instruction. 

A 24-bit field representing the subchannel status, as current command double
word, device status, and byte count as returned by the hardware in response to 
a TOV instruction. 

A 4-bit value (bits 0 - 3 of designated byte) representing the condition codes 
as returned by the hardware in response to a TIO instruction. 

A 16-bit value representing the status as returned by the hardware in response 
to a TIO instruction. 

A 4 ... bit value (bits 0 - 3 of designated byte) representing the condition codes 
as returned by the hardware when certain traps occur. 



Term 

Trapped Instruction 

Type 

Unit Address 

Unit Type 

User ID 

User Number 

Version 

Volume Serial Number 

Year 

READ ERROR 

Table 59. Error Record Terminology (cont.) 

Meaning 

A 32-bit va~ue representing the contents of the location pointed to by the 
instruction address (IA) in the PSD. 

An 8-bit value in the first byte of the error record which identifies the type 
of record. 

A 6-bit value (bits 2 - 7 of designated byte) representing the address by which 
a processor can be referenced; the value is composed of a 3-bit cluster number 
followed by a 3-bit unit number. 

An 8-bit value specifying the type of processor. Bit 0 of the designated byte 
indicates the presence of the processor in the current operational configuration 
(0 = present, 1 = not present). 

A 16-bit value which is a unique number assigned by the system to the partic
ular job or on-line session. 

An 8-bit value which is the index into internal system tables used to access 
user specific information. 

The version identifier of the system running (i .e., AOO, BOO, etc.). This field 
is one byte in length. The letter of the version is stored in the first four bits 
and the number of the version is stored in the second four bits. 

A 4- or 6-byte field supplied by a user to identify either a tape or private 
pack. 

A 16-bit binary value representing the current year minus 1900 (e.g., 1973 is 
represented as X 1491). 

End Read Error 

If the condition codes set by T :RDERLOG indicate a read 
error, a copy error record (Read Error) is written and copy
ing of the record is attempted. If inconsistencies are found 
in the record, a copy of the bad record is placed in the 
ERRFILE file, followed by the End Read Error record. If no 
inconsistencies are found, the record is processed normally 
and the Read Error record remains in the ERRFILE fi Ie. The 
record formats are 

word 0 

word 1 

Read Error 

word 0 

word 1 

ERRLOG RECORD LENGTH ERROR 

If the length of the ERRLOG record is greater than 256, a 
copy error record followed by the ERR LOG record is written 
on ERRFILE. No attempt is made to copy this record in the 
detai I ed format. The record format is 

word 0 
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word 1 

word 2 

s r 2 

INCORRECT TIME 

If the time of an entry is out of sequence, i. e. I if it is 
earlier than the time of the rost record and the data has not 
changed, a copy error record is written on ERRFILE followed 
by the ERRLOG record. The time of this entry is then used 
for thet key and processing continues. The record format is 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

where index is the displacement within the ERRLOG record 
of the first word of erroneous entry. 

ILLEGAL ENTRY TYPE 

If the entry type is not one of the legal types, a copy error 
record followed by the ERR LOG record is written on ERRFILE. 
No attempt is made to copy the remainder of the record. 
The record format is 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

where index is the displacement within the ERRLOG record 
of the first word of erroneous entry. 
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~ Errors that occur while booting have a time tag of 
24XX but the keys of these records contain the cur
rent date and 0011 for the time. 

If read or write errors are detected whi Ie reading or writing 
ERRFILE and SUM FILE, they are ignored. 

'M1enever I/o errors or certain unusual condition$ occur, 
an entry will be made into the ERRLOG file. Thtsentry 
will contain any information pertinent to the condition. 

Word 0 of each entry wi II have a code indicating whiGh 
error or unusual condition is present along with the number 
of words in the entry (inc luding word 0). Time (hhmm) and 
Device Name (yyndd) are in EBCDIC. 

There or. no error log entries for the following two interrupts. 

MEMORY FAULT INTERRUPT 

The Memory Fault Interrupt (MFI) is triggered when an error 
is detected during 0 memory access by either the CPU or an 
lOP. If the MFI is triggered by the CPU, a parity error trap 
will also occur unless the error is a Loop Check Parity error 
or Overtemperature condition. The parity error trap routine 
performs error recovery, logs the error, and clears the MFI 
to ovoid duplicate processing. The MFI service routine 
therefore expects to only handle errors detected during on 
lOP memory access and Loop Check and Overtemperature 
errors. The Loop Check and Overtemperature errors are 
processed by the memory parity program and the system re
covery program is entered with code X'23 1

• The other er
rors are logged by the device handler, which also performs 
the required recovery. 

PROCESSOR FAULT INTERRUPT 

The Processor Fault Interrupt is not enabled in CP-V. Errors 
that couse this interrupt in a monoprocessor system are han
dled by the I/O Interrupt Routines. 

SIO FAILURE 

This record is logged when CC 1 and/or CC2 are set after 
execution of the SIO instruction. 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 



word 3 

word 4 

word 5 

TIME OUT 

This record is logged when the I/O interrupt does not occur 
within a specified time period in response to an I/o instruc
tion. The format for time out (type XI12') is identical to 
that for device error (type XI15 ' ) except that HIO CC and 
status replaces AIO CC and status. 

UNEXPECTED INTERRUPT 

This record is logged when an interrupt, other than an at
tention interrupt, is received from a known device for 
which no I/O operations have been started by the system. 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

word 3 

DEVIC E ERROR 

This record is logged when general analysis of the status re
ceived from an Ala, TDV, or no lindicates an error which 
resu I ted from the I/o ope.-ation. 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

word 3 

word-4 

word 5 

words 6 and 7 

Current command 

doubleword 

o I 231456718910 11112 13 14 15116 17 18191202122 2312425 2t 2:12f 29 3031 

word 8 

word 9 

words 10 and 11 

Volume serial number 

(Six characters for I Original I Current 
ANS tapes) function code function code 

o I 2 314 5 6 718 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 18 19120 21 22 23124 25 26 2712629 30 31 

word 12 
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The format for device error (type X'15') is identical to that 
for devi.ce timeout (type X'12') except that HIO CC and 
status isvsed in place of AIO CC and status. 

SECONDARY RECORD FOR DISK PACK, RAD, TAPE, 
AND R8f DEVICE ERRORS 

This re(:ord is generated as a result of a previous device 
error and contains device status which corresponds to the 
information contained in the Device Error record (type 
X '15') preceding this record. 

word 0 

word 1 

words 2 and following 

Sense information (left justified) 

Device Len~th (in b~tes) 

7242 10 
Disk A, B 16 
1600 bpi tape 6 
9T tape 1 
RAP 3 
7670 RBT 1 

0 1 2 3 14 5 6 71·8 9 10 IIn2 13 14 15116 17 18 1912021-221:311425 26 27f28 29 30 31 

The II 0 address links the seconda ry record to the cor
responding device error entry. 

HARDWARE ERROR 

This record is logged when a hardware error has been de
tected, the type of error being indicated by the Trap CC. 
For Sigma 6 and 7, this record is generated as a result of 
the memory parity interrupt associated with location X'56'. 
For Sigma 9, this record is generated as a result of the par
ity error trap associated with location X'4C'. 

word 0 

word 1 
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words 2 and 3 

PSP word 1 

PSD word 2 

01 23 T4 5 "·7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 18 19120 21 22 23124 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

words 4 a.nd 5 

Reserved for future use 

If T"T ~Ti 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 18 19120 21 22 2:H24 25 26 2712829 30 31 

word 6 

word 7 

word 8 

4 5 6 8 9 

Effective address of trapped instruction; 
o if indeterminate 

SYSTEM STARTUP 

This error is logged at system initialization and at every 
recovery • 

word 0 

word 

Relativ~ time : . I 
5 6 718 9 10 11112 13 1415161718191202122 23 24 25 2627128293031 

word 2 

Year !Iast two digits; 
In binary) 

word 3 

where 

screech code and screech subcode are defined in 
the CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 1675. 

recovery count is set to 0 for initial startvp as de-
fined by startup types 1, 2, or 3 below. 



startup type specifies the type of startup. 

1 - Initial PO boot 

2 - PO boot with fi les 

3 - System device boot (no recovery) 

4 - System recovery 

5 - Operator recovery 

WATCHDOG TIMER 

Th is record is generated as a resu I t of the i nstructi on watch
dog timer runout trap associated with location X '46 I

• 

word 0 

word 1 

words 2 and 3 

PSD word 1 

PSD word 2 

o 1 2 314 5 6 7 fS 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 181912021222312425262712829 30 31 

words 4 and 5 

Reserved for future use 

o 1 23456718910111121314 15116 17 18192021222312425262712829 30 31 

word 6 

word 7 

word 8 

FILE INCONSISTENCY ERROR 

This record is logged if the system detects files which are 
inconsistent in that the associated fi Ie I inks do not match 
or are otherwise incorrect. 

word 0 

word 1 

words 2 through 9 

File name 

words 10 and 11 

Account number 

o I 2 314 5 6 71S 9 10111121314 15116 17 18191202122 23124 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

word 12 

Relative sector address 

word 13 

where 

ORG is set to 1 for consecutive, 2 for keyed, and 
3 for random. 

MODE is set to 1 for IN, 2 for OUT, 4 for INOUT, 
and 8 for OUTIN. 

CORRECTABLE SEEK ERROR 

The correctable seek error entry is identical to the File In
consistency record above except that it has an error subcode 
of 7F. This record is logged when a hardware seek error oc
curs and a subsequent retry clears the error. 

SOFTWARE-DETECTED SYMBIONT INCONSISTENCIES 

This record is logged if the system detects files which are 
symbiont inconsistent in that the associated file pointers do 
not match or are otherwise incorrect. 
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word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

where the code field has the following meanings: 

X'Fl' - bad disk address. 

X'F2' - bad backward link. 

X'F3' - file device error. 

X' F4' - bad record control code. 

X'F5' - data overruns block. 

X' F6' - record dev i ce error. 

X'F7' - file device down. 

SIGMA 9 INSTRUCTION EXCEPTION 

This record is logged as a result of the instruction excep
tion trap associated with location X '40'. 

word 0 

word 1 

words 2 and 3 

PSD word 1 

PSD word 2 
o 1 2 J 14 5 6 718 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 1819120 2122 2JIl4 25 • VIlI 29 JO 31 

word 4 

5 I a 
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lOST ENTRY INDICATOR 

This record is entered when buffering constraints make error 
logging temporarily impossible. The newest entries are lost. 

word 0 

word 1 

s 'a 

DUPLICATE ENTRIES 

This record is logged if duplicate error log entries are 
generated. 

word 0 

word 1 

POWER ON 

This record is generated as a result of the power on trap as
sociated with location X '50'. 

word 0 

word 1 

CONFIGURATION RECORD 

This record is logged at system startup. The time field in 
the entry key contains 0010. 

word 0 

word 1 

s I J 



word 2 

word 3 

addi ti ona I words 

Words 2 and 3 may be repeated up 
to four times. The pairs of words 
wi II be in order by OCT index. 
Multiple records may occur. 

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

This record is entered at system startup and recovery and is 
entered after the CONFIGURA nON RECORD (type X'211). 
The time field in the entry key also contains 0010. 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

words 3 and 4 

Site identification (in EBCDIC) 

TIME STAMP 

This record is entered one each hour on the hour. 

word 0 

word 1 

word 2 

BAD GRANULE RELEASE 

This record is logged if the granule being released contains 
an invalid disk address or has already been released (dual 
allocation) • 

word 0 

OPERA TOR MESSAGE 

This record is interjected as the resu It of an operator 
ERRSEND key-in or by a diagnostic program. It is generally 
used to describe unusual conditions surrounding a particular 
error. 

word 0 

word 

word 2 

o 1 2 3 

Message from the opera tor in TEX TC 
format. (Maximum size is 71 characters 
plus the count byte.) 
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I/O ACTIVITY CO UNT 

Th is is recorded once per hour and at recovery. 

word 1 

word 2 

word 3 

additional words 

o I 2 ~ 

Words 2 and 3 may be repea ted up to four 
times. The pairs of words will be in orde!" 
by' OCT index. Multiple records may occur. 

MFI PRIMARY RECORD 

This record is logged as a result of the memory fault inter
rupt associated with location X'57' on 0 Sigma 9. 

word 0 

word 

MEMORY PARITY SECO NDARY RECORD 

This record is logged as a result of the memory fault inter
rupt associated with location X'57' or the memory parity 
trap associated with location X'4C' on the Sigma 9. This 
record follows record type X'17' and record type X'31'. 

word 

, . ,:. RelQti~ time : 
10 11112 13 14 151. 17 II 1.120 21 2223 U 25 26 27128 2'1 30 31 

word 2 
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word 3 

ENQUEUE TABLE OVERFLOW 

This record is logged when an Enqueue CAL has been re
jected because there are insufficient unused entrtes in the 
Enqueue tables (aT). The user with the most entries in the 
QT is specified. 

word 0 

word 

I 
6 i 2 3' a 

word 2 

Entry count is the number of entries in the enqueue table be
longing to the specified user at the time the error log entry 
was made. 

PARTITIONED RESOURCE 

This entry is logged when a resource is partitioned via 
the SYSCON processor by the operator. 

word 

word 2 

F = 0 for device entry • 
F = 1 for control Jer entry. 

RETURNED RESOURCE 

This entry is logged when a resource is returned from being 
partitioned via the SYSCON processor by the operator. 



word 1 

word 2 

F = 0 for device entry. 

F = 1 for controller entry. 

PRIVATE PACK INCONSISTENCY 

This record is logged as a result of a logic error in the con
trol of access to the private pack other than file inconsist
ency (which is reported by a type X' 1A' record). This error 
is not related to file pointer errors but results from a system 
error. 

word 1 

I : RelatiV~ time: I 
" , , ,I. , • " • '" "I" " .. " " " " "I," " " " ,. " ~ "I" ,u " 

word 2 

word 3 

Ad~ress of routine: calling ERRl~G I 
1 2314567:891011112131.1516171819120 212223;2425262712829 30 31 

HARDWARE-ERROR DIAGNOSTIC CALs 

The following four CALs are intended for use by the monitor 
in performing diagnostic functions relating to the hardware
error log and must be issued by a program from the :SYS ac
count. They provide the following services: reading from 
the hardware-error log, writing to the hardware-error I,og, 
initiation of diagnostic ghost jobs, and accessing of sym
biont devices directly for diagnostics. 

These four services are all invoked by a CAll, 6 fpt instruc
tion; the addressed FPT contains a code and a parameter. 
The FPT codes and the functions performed are as follows: 

FPT Code Function 

o Read Error Log 

Write Error Log 

6 Initiate Ghost Job 

The status of the requested operation is reported via 
condition-code settings summarized below. (Not a" of the 
statuses indicated are appropriate to, or reported by, a" 
three CALs.) 

CC 1 CC2 CC3 CC4 Status 

o o 

o 

o 

o o 

o o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o Norma I return. 

o Request denied: insufficient privi
lege, not in :SYS account, or buffer 
is not a data page. 

o Error during operation (Read or 
Write), or job unknown (Initiate). 

o Last buffer. 

Error log does not yet ex ist (Read). 

In each case, the calling program must be of privilege level 
CO or greater; otherwise CC 1 is set to 1 and no action is 
taken. 

READ ERROR LOG 

The format of the FPT for a read-error-Iog request is 

A variable number of words up to a maximum of 256, de
pending upon the contents of the error log, is read to the 
area addressed by the FPT. This is a 'destructive' read, 
returning error-log granules to the monitor's available pool 
as they are exhausted. 

The error-log file is not protected against simultaneous use; 
thus only one program in the entire system should read this 
file. 

WRITE ERROR LOG 

The format of the FPT for a write-error-Iog request is 
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The second byte of the data record addressed by the FPT 
must specify the number of words to be written, up to a 
maximum of 253. The first byte of the record should con
tain a type code. 

INITIATE GHOST JOB 

The format of the three-word FPT for an initiate-job request 
is 

word 0 

words 1 and 2 (Name of job to be initiated) 

A 0
1 

O
2 °3 

-,- - .. 
a 

0-3 a n-2 0 
n-1 

a 
n 

0 I 2 314 5 0 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15 16 17 18 191202122 2324252627128293031 

(Name of job must be in TEXTC format.) 

If the program to be initiated is already in execution at the 
time of the request and is not in 0 waiting state (WAIT CAL 
with unexpired time), the normal return is made (eel =0). 
If the program is in a waiting state, it will be activated 
immediately at the WAIT eAL plus 1 and a normal return is 
made to the initiating program. 

ACCESS DIRECTLY FOR DIAGNOSTICS 

Diagnostics, peripheral exercisers, and other programs may 
gain direct connection to card readers, card punches, line 
printers, and magnetic tapes by using the following special 
form of the M:OPEN: 

option device code (P14) alternate form 

5 CI ~ C 9 1 

where I/o address is formatted as specified in the Sigma 7 
Computer/Reference Manual, 90 0950. This special form 
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(diagnostic M:OPEN) can only be used to achieve connec
tion to g symbiont device. 

When devices are accessed in this way, the status given by 
TOV, TIO, and AIO instructions is returned in the "DeB 
words 15-18 as shown below. 

o 15 16 31 

15 0 0 AIO statu$ 

16 0 0 TOV command qddress 

17 TOV status TOV byte count 

18 TlO status TlO byte count 

SUMFllE 

SUMFILE is a keyed file built and updated by ERR:FIL for 
use by ERR:SUM. The first record of SUMFILE is the key of 
the last record of SUMFI LE and has a key of zero. The sec
ond record of the fj Ie is the master error summary and has a 
key of one. Subsequent records of the fi Ie are the sum
maries of errors for each hour of operat ion. The keys of 
these records begin at two and are incremented for eQch suc· 
cessive record. The master error summary is the summation 
of the hour summaries. The format of the summary records 
(master and hourly) is detailed in Figure 79. The format of 
the keys for SUMFILE is 

01 N 

where 

01 is the number of bytes in key. 

N is the sequence number. 



o 

h 

2 m 

3 n 

4 , 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 b 

16 y 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Words 

26 

Length 

h : 

1) m 

1) d 

I 

Y 

ERROR 

UXI 

NIR 

MPE 

SYS 

WDT 

FIL 

SYM 

PAR 

INX 

b b 

n d 

SIO 

DTO 

DE 

OF 

15-20 repeated for each device 

m 

0 

d 

Y 

'~ 

y 

d 

In OCT. 

Number of words in record. 

Time: The time of the first error included in this 
summary for the master summary and open 
summary records. For closed summary rec
ords, it is effectively the closing or com
pletion time. 

Count of "copy error" records. 

Count of unexpected interrupt entries. 

Count of unrecognized interrupt entries. 

Count of memory parity error entries. 

Count of system start-up entries. 

Count of watchdog timer trap entries. 

Count of file inconsistency entries. 

Count of symbiont inconsistency entries. 

Sigma 9 parity error - memory fault. 

Sigma 9 instruction exception error. 

} EBCDIC dev;ce name. 

Count of S10 failure entries for this device. 

Count of Device Timeout entries for this device. 

Count of Device Error entries for this device. 

Count of Device Failure entries for this device. 

Figure 79. Summary Record Format 
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13. SYSCON 

INTRODUCTION 

SYSCON is a system control processor that enables the 
following functions to be performed: 

• A resource may be partitioned out of the CP-V system 
so that it is no longer avai lable to the users (the only 
exception being a user who is using special peripheral 
diagnostic procedures). In general, this is used for 
removing foul ty resources from the system. The foI
I owi ng types of devi ces and thei r assoc iated control
I ers are the ani y types of resources that can be 
partitioned. 

• Card reader 

• Card punch 

• Line ~inter 

• Magnetic tope drive 

• Private disk pack spindle 

• A partitioned resource may be returned to the system. 

• The status of the various system resources can be 
displayed. 

• The M:MODNUM file can be built, updated, and 
displayed. The M:MODNUM file contains a list of 
all legitimate device/controller model number com
binations for the CP-V installation. 

SYSCON can be run either as a ghost job or as an on-line 
job. The user must have at least AO privi lege. SYSCON 
is called as a ghost job with the operator key-in 

GJOB SYSCON 

It is called as an on-line job with the command 

SYSCON 

If the user privilege level is sufficient, SYSCON displays 
the message 

SYSCON HERE 

and prompts for a command wi th the 'greater than' char
acter (». 
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Example: 

!GJOB SYSCON e 
SYSCON HERE 

> 

SYSCON COMMANDS 

DISPLAY The DISPLAY command displays the status 
of resources. The format of the commend is: 

~
[Yy]ndd j 

01 [SPlA YJ. rONTL[yy] ndd] 
PART . 
ALL 

where 

[yy]ndd requests the status for the specified device. 
The yy porti on is unnecessary and is therefore op
ti()nal. However, if it is specified, it is verified 
by SYSCON. This request can only be made for 
partitionable types of devices (i. e., cord readers, 
cord punches, line printers, magnetic tope drives, 
and pr i vote di sk pac k spi nd I es) . 

yy requests the status for all devi ces of type yy. 
This request can only be made for partitionable 
types of devices. 

CONT[,[yy]ndd] requests the status of.QJl control-
lers within the system if the [yyJndd portion is 
omitted, or requests the status of just the con
troller for the device specified by [yy] ndd. In 
the latter case, the yy portion is unnecessary 
and is therefore optionol. However, if it is 
specified, it is verified by SYSCON. When 
a device is specified, it must be a partition
able type of device. 

PART requests a display of all partitioned resources 
(i. e., partitioned devices and controllers). 

ALL requests a display of all resources within the 
system and their status. (The display includes 
every devi ce and cantrall er, not just those that 
ore partitionabl·e.) 

lfno parameter is specified, ALL is the default. 



The general format of the display is as follows: 

*********************************"1~***~~*****.******* 
RESOURCE STATUS 

yyndd 
IDLE 

{

PART 

b:J 
CONT,yyndd 

[
PART 1 
~~N-PART 

where 

yyndd specifies the device name. 

CONT, yyndd specifies the controller associated 
with the device specified by yyndd. 

PART indicates that the resource is partitioned. 

IDLE indicates that the device is idle. 

uid specifies a tape label or a disk pack serial num-
ber and indicates that the device is busy. (This 
is only applicable for a tape drive or a private 
disk pack spindle. ) 

blank indicates that the device is busy. This is 
only applicable for devices other than tape 
drives or private disk pack spindles. 

UP specifies that the controller is available. 

PARTITION The PARTITION command attempts to 
remove a resource from the system. It may not be possible 
to parti ti on a resource because, for exampl e, the resource 
may be nonpartitionable. If it is not possible to partition 
the requested resource, a message is output to indicate the 
reason why the resource was not partitioned. When a re
source is successfully partitioned from the system, any user 
currently associated with it is allowed to access the re
source until completion. However, no new user wi II be 
permitted association with the resource unless that user is 
using special peripheral diagnostic procedures. (In the 
case of a fai ling resource, the operator may want to abort 
the user{s) associated with the resource.) When a non
symbiont type device is partitioned, the total count of de
vices for that type of resource is decremented by one and 
all jobs waiting in the queue are rescheduled according to 
the new count. 

The format of the PARTITION command is: 

rl i1 {fry]ndd } 
PAt-RTITION.J CO NT ,[yy] ndd 

where 

[yy)ndd specifies the address of the device that is 
to be partitioned. The yy portion is unnecessary 

and therefore is optional. However, if it is 
specified, it is verified by SYSCON. 

CONT ,r yy]ndd specifies the name of a controller 
that is to be partitioned. When a controller is 
partitioned, all of its devicesarealso partitioned. 
If any of its devices cannot be partitioned for 
any reason, then the controller (and its devices) 
wi II not be partitioned. The yy pOI tion of the 
spec i ficati on is unnecessary and therefore is op
tional. However, if it is specified, it is verified 
by SYSCON. 

RETURN The RETURN command attempts to return a 
partitioned resource to the system. It may not be possible 
to return a resource to the system because, for example, the 
resource may be busy. If the requested resource cannot be 
returned, a message is output to indicate the reason why the 
resource was not returned. When a resource is successfully 
returned to the system, it becomes available to users in the 
same manner as it was available before it was partitioned. 
When a nonsymbiont type device is returned, the total 
count of devices for that type of resource is incremented by 
one and all jobs in the queue are: rescheduled according to 
the new count. 

The format of the RETURN command is: 

[ i1 { yy]ndd } 
RE TURNJ CONT,[yy]ndd 

where 

[yyJndd specifies the name of a device that is to 
be returned to the system. The yy portion is un
necessary and therefore is optional. However, 
if it is specified, it will be verified by SYSCON. 

CONT ,[yyJndd specifies the name of a controller 
that is to be returned. When it is requested that 
a controller be returned to the system and one or 
more devices withi n the controller are busy, the 
controller will be returned and the devices that 
are not busy wi II be returned. The busy devices 
wi II not be returned and wi II therefore remai n 
partitioned. A message will be issued for each 
device indicating whether or not it was returned 
and each busy device must later be returned in
dividually. The yy portion of the specification 
is unnecessary and therefore is optional. How
ever, if it is specified, it will be verified by 
SYSCON. 

MODNUM The MODNUM command isused to generate, 
update, or display the contents of the file M:MODNUM. 
M:MODNUM is a file that contains a list of all legitimate 
device/controller model number combinations within the 
CP-V system. This file is used during PASS2 of SYSGEN 
when processing the: DEVICE command. The device/ 
controller model numbers are verified by SYSGEN and, if 
needed, the appropriate controller model number is obtained 
from the fi Ie. 
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Gener.'(IlIy, the M:MOONUM file resides in the :SYS 
account. However,.it maYf<leside in another account pro
vi9~ "hat approprioteassi.gt"ftnents are mode. SYSCON 
~~,t~ ,j,np¢M:;M.ODt~UM file t.o ,(,eside in .the ;:$¥.5 
(Jc.c:::o,IJ!I!'tf, but th is ,can beoverriddenbyrpss·j,SO,i'ng ,fine M:iEl 
.DeB tetheoccovnt -that If-hie H le octvol Iy 1"e~idesin {beforre 
oolli,F'\9 SYSCON).Forexample, Cls:sume that the file re
sif1~si:;ntheaoc:QuntMY.ACCr : 

!SfTM:6I/M:MOONWM.MYACCT €V 

fSYS'C>O:N ;,~ 

N9f-e 1'hetthe fi Ie mQy fesi de i n ,a~ber ,account 'Omilf whe'n 
SYSOO~ is run i-n the on-.[jne mode. Such on o:ssi:gnme:m 
cannot ,be made .wh.e.n '5'V'$CONi-os run ,os a .ghost. 

Whenfhe M:MODNUM file is ,c;r«rted .. ~ v¢ated, the 
output M:MODNUM f.i'l-e wiH be QU.f:pU't te the ·aCCQURt 1n 
wh icJ., SYSCON 'is 'fvn. 

SYSGEN elso e)(pects to find the M:MODNtJM f1'le 'in the 
:$YS account; however Jhi·,s 'can be o·ver.r~dden .by an appro
pri·q-teess.ig.nment (~e ·the ;PEYJCE ,c~Bd j,n the SYSGEN 
chapter) .. 

The MODNUMc(i)fflmond has the following format: 

MO[DNUMl UPDATE jNEW I 
DISP 

where 

NEW spec i fi es that 0 mew M: MOON UM fi lei s to 
be generoted. SYSCON wil I prompt for entries 
to the fi Ie CIS described beJow. 

UPDATE specifies that the M:MODNUM file is to 
be updated (i. e., entries are to be added or de-
I eted). SYSC 0 N wi 11 prompt for updates CIS des
cribed below. 

DIS P spec i fi es that the contents of the M: M 00 N UM 
file are to be displayed. An example of the for
mat of the display is given in Figure 80. 

DEVICE CONTROLLER 

7120 7120 

7242 7240 

Figure 80. Display of the M:MODNUM File 
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When the MOD NUM command is given with the NEW or 
UHDAJt option, SYSCON prompts for the input of.sub
commal\ds .with a periGd. The formats of the subc~mands 
(are: 

j 

D 

STOP 

where 

I :specifies that ane:htry f()f the 'Oevitce model num
ber and ,its corf"eSf!>~ding controller mooel number 
:is to heinser,ted into the M:MODNUM fi Ie. 

:0 ~lfies that al:I entries in M:MODNUM for the 
specifieddev;i<:e mod-e1 number or controller model 
nl:Jmber ore to be de'leted. 

STOP terminates the set of MODNUM subcommands 
and causes the M:MODNUM data to be written to 
the M~ MODNUM fite. 

device model# specif1es the devi'Ce mode.1 number. 
It must bea five character field. The first char
acter must be a 0 followed bya four hexodecimal 
digit device model number. 

controller model# specifies the controller model 
number and must consist of four hexadecimal digits. 

The M:MODNUM fi Ie may have several entries in which 
unique device model numbers each have the same control-
1er model number. Also, the file may have several entries 
where the same"Clevice model number hos different controller 
model numbers ossocioted with it. 

At least one of the entries in the file must contain a de
fault device/controller model number combination. This 
allows on instal lotion with a nonstandard device to enter 
the device into the system during SYSGEN. This is useful 
when the model number is not known or is not occeptable 
(e. g., it has too mony digits or contoins digits thot ore not 
hexadecimal). The default entry is: 

device model# = FFFF 

controller model# = FFFF 

END The END commond terminates SYSCON. The 
format of the command is 

END 

SAMPLE SYSCON SESSION 

Figure 81 is a sample on-line SYSCON session in which a 
line printer and a controller with five devices are partitioned. 



The DISPLAY command is used to list all devices and 
controllers that are partitioned. All terminal output is 
underscored; terminal input is not. 

lSYSCON 0) 
SYSCON HERE 

?PA LPAOF ~i 
SYMBIONT LPAOF TERMINATED 
ITEM PARTITIONED 

?PA CONT, 9TA80 
ITEM PART ITIONED 
ITEM PARTITIONED 
ITEM PARTITIONED 
ITEM PARTITIONED 
ITEM PARTITIONED 

~DI PART ,~~:: 

RESOllRCE 

lPAOF 
9TA80 
9TA81 
9TA82 
9TA83 
CONT,9TA80 

~END8 

STATUS 

PART 
PART 
PART 
PART 
PART 
PART 

Figure 81. Sample SYSCON Session 

SYSCON PROCEDURES 

M:DPART and M:DRET are two system procedures that were 
developed for use in the SYSCON processor. They are used 
to partition and return resources and require at least cfn AO 
privilege level. However, they should never be used in 
any user-written program. Their description is included 
here on Iy for completeness of documentation. Partitioning 
and returning resources requires some extremely important 
interface with the monitor. That is, appropriate checks 
must be made and certain restri ctions must be strictly ob
served. Any program that uses these procedures may seriously 
affect the operation and integrity of the system. 

M:DPART M:DPART is the system procedure used by 
SYSCON when a specific controller or device is to be 

removed from the system by partition ing. The M:DPART 
procedure call is of the form 

where 

DEV specifies that a device is to be partitioned. 

CaNT speci fies that a controll er is to be parti tioned. 

device address hastheform ndd in which n specifies 
the lOP unit address (the number associ ated with 
the lOP letter; see Table 60) and dd specifies the 
device number (see Table 61). 

Table 60. lOP Designation Codes 

Unit Address (n) lOP Letter 

0 A 

1 B 

2 C 

3 D 

4 E 

5 F 

6 G 

7 H 

Table 61. Device Designation Codes 

Device 
Designation (dd) Meaning 

00 to 7F Refers to a device number 
(00 through 7F). 

80 to FF Refers to a device controller 
number (8 throug h F) fo IIowed 
by a device number (0 through F). 

Calls generated by the M:DPART procedure have the form 

CALl,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 
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word 1 

where f) specifies either that a controller is to be parti
tioned (f1"::1) or that a device is to be partitioned (f1=O). 

The return from the procedure call is to CAl+ 1 with the fol
lowing possible condition code settings: 

CC1=0 

CC1=1 

CC2=0 

CC2=1 

partitioning <:ompleted unless CC2=1. 

symbiont suspended and therefore not 
partitioned. 

device address is valid; partitioning 
completed. 

unknown device oddressi partitioning re
quest ignored. 

When a resource is partitioned, a record is entered in the 
error log file (ERRFlLE). The record has type code X'S1t. 

M:DRET M:DRET is the system procedure used by 
SYSCON when a specific controller or device that is par
titioned is to be returned to the system. The M:DRET pro
cedure call is of the form 

M:DRET ~~~NTI' (*]device addres~ 

where 

DEV specifies that a device is to be returned. 

CONT specifiesthata controller is to be returned. 

devi ce address has the form ndd in which n speci-
fies the lOP unit address (the number associated 
with the lOP letter; see Table 60) and dd speci
fies the device number (see Table 61). 

Calls generated by the M:DRET procedure have the form 

CALl,6 fpt 

where fpt point to word 0 of the fpt shown below. 

word 0 

where f1 specifies either that a controller is to be returned 
(f1=1) or that a device is to be returned (f1=O). 

The return from the procedure call is to CAL+J with the fol
lowing possible condition code settings: 

CC1=O 

CC1=1 

CC2=0 

CC2=1 

return was successful. 

return was unsuccessful because either the 
specified device was busy or one or more 
devices on the specified controller were 
busy. In the latter case, the controller and 
the nonbusy devices were returned. 

devke address is vol id; return completed. 

unknown device .address; return request 
ignored. 

When a resource is returned, a record is entered in the error 
log file (ERRFILE). The record has type code X'S2'. 

SYSCON MESSAGES 

There are two types of messages that are output by the 
SYSCON processor. The first type (Table 62) is output on 
the terminal from which SYSCON is being run (either an 
on-line terminal or the operator's console). The second 
type (Table 63) is output on the operator's console to notify 
the operator that a resource has been partitioned or returned. 
The latter type of message only appears when SYSCON is 
not being run from the operator's console. 

Table 62. SYSCON Messages for the User's Terminal 

Message Descri ption 

CANNOT MAP INTO MONITOR SYSCON cannot be run because required tables of information cannot be 
made accessible to SYSCON. Con tact the system manag er . 

*CANNOT OPEN M:MODNUM xxxx An I/O error occurred when trying to open the M:MODNUM fj Ie for 
o.utput. The error/abnormaf code and subcode are specified by xxxx. 
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Table 62. SYSCON Messages for the User's Terminal (cont. ) 

Message Descri ption 

*CANNOT OPEN M:MODNUM The M:MODNUM file does not exist in the specified account and there-
account xxxx fore cannot be opened. The I/O error/abnormal code and subcode is 

specified by xxxx. 

CANNOT PARTITION, ITEM The specified resource is already partitioned. The command is ignored. 
ALREADY PARTITI ONED 

CANNOT PARTITION, ITEM Either the resource specified is not partitionable or the resource is a 
NON-PARTITIONABLE symbiont that has been suspended. The command is ignored. 

CANNOT PARTITION, ITEM The resource specifi ed does not exist in the system. The command is 
NOT PRESENT ignored. 

*CAN NOT READ M:MODNUM An I/O error occurred when trying to read the M:MODNUM file. The 
account xxxx error/abnormal code and subcode are specified by xxxx. 

CANNOT RETURN CONT. -yyndd The controller associated with the specified device is not partitioned. 
The RETURN command is ignored. 

CANNOT RETURN DEV. -yyndd The specified devi ce is not parti tioned or is busy. The RETURN com-
mand is ignored. 

CANNOT RUN AS BATCH JOB The SYSCON processor cannot be run as a batch job. 

*CANNOT WRITE M:MODNUM An I/O error occurred when trying to write the M:MODNUM file. The 
xxxx error/abnormal code and subcode are specified by xxxx. 

INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE The user must have at least AO privilege to run SYSCON. 

INVALID TERMINATOR The field terminator is either misplaced or unknown. When running 
SYSCON in the on-line mode, a dollar sign ($) is used to indicate the 
character position within the input command at which the error was 
found. 

ITEM NOT PRIVATE PACK Either the specified disk pack or one or more disk packs associated with 
the specified controller is not private. The command is ignored. 

ITEM PARTITIONED The resource specified in a PARTITION command has been successfully 
partitioned. This message will appear once for each device associated 
with a controller when partitioning of a controller is requested. 

MODNUM COMMAND ABORTED This message is output when any I/O error occurs during execution of 
the MODNUM command. The MODNUM command is aborted and 
SYSCON prompts for a new command. 
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Table 62. SYSCON Messages for the User's Termina·' (cont.) 

Message Descri ption 
.'. 

PARTITIONED ITEM RETURNED A resource that was parti tioned :has been retvrned to the system. This 
message will appear once for each device oSflOciated withe controHer 
when it is requested that a controller be r.etumed to the system. 

SYMBIONT yyndd TERMINATED The specified symbiont device or the controller ossodated with fhe 
spedfittd symbiont device has been partitIoned. 

UNKNOWN KEYWORD OR VALUE A field in the prec.eding command is not vaiid. When runnins 5YSCON 
in the on-line mode, a do1 '-ar sign ($) is\J$e(l/ to indicate the end of the 
character string within the input co.mmand at which the error was found. 

UNKNOWN PARAMETER The porameter given on the pre.ceding command is not valid for the com-
mand. The command is ignored. When .running 5YSCON in ·the on-fine 
mode, a dollar sign ($) is used to i"dicatethe end of the character string 
within the input command at which the error was found. 

, .~ , 

Ta.bfe 63. SYSCON Messages for the Operator's Consofe 

Message Description 

CONT. PART. FOR-yyndd The controller for the specified device has been partitioned. All devices 
associated with this controller are also partitioned. 

CONT. RET. FOR-yyndd The controll er for the specified device has been returned to the system. 
All devices associated with this controller that are not busy have also 
been returned. 

DEV. PART. -yyndd The specified nonsymbiont device has been partitioned. 

DEV. RET. -yyndd The specified device has been returned to the system. 

PAC K yyndd PARTITIONED The private disk pack spindle specified by yyndd has been partitioned. 

DIAL ndd NOT AVAILABLE 
The dial number for the device is specified by ndd. 

SYMB. DEV. TERMINATEO-yyndd The $pecified symbiont device has been terminated because it has been 
partitioned. 

TAPE yyndd PARTITIONED The tape drive specified by yyndd has been partitioned. The dial number 

DIAL ndd NOT AVAILABLE 
for the device is specified by ndd. 
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14. ON-LINE PERIPHERAL DIAGNOSTIC FACILITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describesthe systemfacilitiesthat are designed 
for use by Xerox in the developmentof peripheral hardware 
diagnostic programs. The system procedures and the diag
nostic DCB described in this chapter should never be used 
in any user-written programs. Their description is included 
in this manual only for completeness of documentation. Any 
program that uses them may seriously affect the operation· 
and integrity of the system. 

The facilities described in this chapter are used in the fol
lowing types of Xerox processors: 

• 

• 

• 

Functional tests for peripheral devices that isolate hard
ware problems to the lowest possible level. 

Exerc i sers that veri fy that the per i ph era Is are operat
ing correctly. 

Preventive maintenance tests that reduce the amount of 
time that peripherals are down for repair. 

These tests and exercisers may be run at an on-lineterminal 
while the CP-V system is in normal operation. 

The facilities described in this chapter include one assem
bler directive, a special diagnostic DCB, and eight system 
procedures. The assembler directive allows the user to spec
ify that a control section is to begin at a page boundary. 
The diagnostic DCB is a data area that allows the user to 
issue his own I/O commands. The eight system procedures 
perform the following functions: 

Procedure 

M:DDCB 

M:DOPEN 

M:DCLOSE 

M:BLIST 

M:SIO 

M:LOCK 

M:MAP 

Function 

Generates a diagnosti c data control 
block. 

Opens the devi ce associated with the 
diagnostic DCBfor diagnostic purposes. 

Terminates and inhibits all I/O asso
ciated with the diagnostic DCB. 

Converts the user's virtual command list 
into a physical command I ist and stores 
the result in the diagnostic DCB. 

Initiates the user's I/O. The commands 
for the I/O are stored in the diagnosti c 
DCB. 

Either locks the user in core or resumes 
normal swapping for the user. 

Converts a specified virtual address toa 
physical address or a specifi ed physical 
address to a virtual address. 

Procedure 

M:DMOD# 

Function 

Obtains the controller model number, 
the device model number, and the type 
mnemonic associated with a given de
vi ce address. 

RESTRICTIONS 

For both security and system performance reasons, there are 
certain restrictions on the use of the facilities described in 
this chapter. These restri ctions are: 

1. The user must have at I east AO pri vi I ege to use the pro
cedures listed above (except for M:DDCB which gener
ates non-executable code). 

2. The procedures listed above do not reside in SYSTEM 
BPM. Instead, they reside in SYSTEM DIAG along with 
two other system procedures - M:DPART and M:DRET. 
(These two procedures are described in the SYSCON 
chapter because they are used by SYSC ON. ) 

3. Six of the diagnostic procedure CALs cannot be pro
cessed by the system without approval from the system 
manager. (The exception is the M:DMOD# procedure 
CAL. Also, M:DDCB does not generate a CAL.) This 
approval is transmitted to the monitor via the key-in 

!DIAG id 

where id is the diagnostician's user ID. When a diag
nostic procedure CAL is encountered, a test is made to 
ascertain if the user's ID is the same as the ID specified 
on the last DIAG key-in. If they are identical, pro
cessing continues; if not, processing is terminated. This 
guarantees that one and only one user may use these 
CALs at a given time and also provides a level of 
security invol ving verbal communi cation between the 
potenti al user and the com puter operator. 

PSECT DIRECTIVE 

The PSECT directive specifies that the control section which 
follows istobegin on a page boundary. This directive allows 
diagnosti cians to ensure that such th i ngs as the Diagnosti c 
DCB and buffers start on page boundari es. The PSECT direc
tive is described in detai I in the Meta-Symbol/LN, OPS 
Reference Manual, 90 09 52. 

SYSTEM PROCEDURES 

Monitor procedures enable the user's symbolic Meta-Symbol 
program to request a variety of monitor functions. The on
line diagnosti c procedures described in this chapter have the 
same general format as those described in the CP-V/BP Ref
erence Manual, 90 17 64. 
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When using Meta-Symbol, the monitor diagnostic procedure 
library is invoked via the directive 

SYSTEM DrAG 

This directive defines all of the monitor procedures. The 
Sigma computer instruction set is invoked by the directive 

SYSTEM SIG7[F] (D] [p] 

where F specifies the floating-point option, D specifies the 
decimal option, and P specifies privi lege instructions. 

Thus, both the SYSTEM DIAG and the SYSTEM SIG7 direc
tives should be used. The SYSTEM BPM directive should 
also be used if any of the procedures described in the CP-V/BP 
Re feren c e Man ua I, 90 17 64, are used in the pragram. 

CREATE DIAGNOSTIC DATA CONTROL BLOCK 

M:DDCB fhe diagnostic data control block (DDCB) 
procedure generates a data area in the user's program that 
is accessible by the user. This data area must be given the 
label F :DIAG. 

The F :DIAG DDCB must be used when the diagnostician is 
going to perform his own I/O through use of the diagnostic 
procedures described in th is chapter. In addition to con
taining standard types of DCB information, the F :DIAG DDCB 
also contains the user's I/O command list (after the com
mand list has been processed by the M:BLIST procedure de
scribed shortl y). The F :DIAG DDCB format is described in 
detai I at the ~nd of the chapter. Because the DDCB has its 
own format, the only CALs that may be issued to the DDCB 
are the diagnosti c CALs. 

The M:DDCB procedure call is of the form 

F :DIAG M:DDCB (DEVICE, name), ~ 

L(CLIST, n )[, (option»). .. 

where 

F :DIAG is a label and must previously have been 
declared a dummy section via a directive of the 
form 

F :DIAG DSECT 

DEVICE, name specifies the device that is to be 
associated with the DDCB. Name may be speci
fi ed in on e of the fo Ilow ing forms: 

1. A device type in quotes {e.g., 'CRt, 'LP'). 

2. An operational label in quotes (e. g., 'La', 'EO'). 

3. The physi cal address of the devi ce expressed 
in hexadecimal (e. g., X'A80', X'C02'). 

CLIST, n specifies that n words are to be reserved 
for the user's command list. The maximum value 
that can be specified for n is 24. 
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The o~tions are: 

SNt {~erial number·l] 
following: 

spec i fi es one of the 

1. The number of words (n) to be reserved for I 

serial numbers. The serial numbers wi If be 
inserted into the DDCB when the DDCB is 
opened (M:DOPEN). The maximum value that 
can be specified for n is 12. 

2. The serial number of the volume to be used for 
fHe input or output. The serial number may 
be from one to four alphanumeric characters. 

If the SN option is not specified in M:DDCB, then 
it cannot be specified in M:DOPEN. 

ABN, address spedfies the symbolic address of a 
user's routine that is to be used to analyze anyab
normal conditions associated wi th the creation of 
the F:DIAG DDCB. 

The CLIST and SN options produce variable-length param
eters which follow the fixed-length parameters in the Diag
nostic DCB. Each variable length parameter entry is preceded 
by a control word of the following form: 

Byte 0 is the code number (X'07' for SN; X'12' for 
CLIST). 

Byte 1 is the code for entry position (X'OO' means 
more parameter entries to follow; X'Q l' means last 
parameter entry). 

Byte 2 is the number of significant data words in 
the parameter entry. 

Byte 3 is the total number of words reserved for the 
entry, not including the control word (i. e., maxi
mum entry length). 

Special Note: 

After generating the F :DIAG DDCB, Meta-Symbol resumes 
assembly in the control or dummy section that was in effect 
when the M:DDCB procedure reference line was encountered. 
In order to prevent the statements following the M:DDCB 
procedure reference line from being assembled in the same 
section as the DDCB, one of the following is recommended: 

1. The control section directive preceding an M:DDCB 
reference line should be a CSECT, and the DSECT asso
ciated with an M:DDCB should precede the CSECT. 

2. The statement immediately following an M:DDCB pro
cedure reference line should be either a CSECT or a 
USECT referencing a prior CSECT. 



OPEN DIAGNOSTIC DATA CONTROL BLOCK 

M:DOPEN The monitor Diagnostic OPEN routtneopens 
the device specified in the F :DIAG DDCB for diagnosti c 
purposes. The DDCB will not be opened if the information 
in the DDCB is inaccurate, insufficient, or contradi ctory. 
In such case, the resulting abnormal or error code is returned 
in byte 0 of register 10. If the M:DOPEN is made with no 
options specified, the existing parameters in the DDCB are 
used. If the DDCB is already open when the DOPEN rou
tine is called, an abnormal condition is signaled. If the 
DDCB is not open when the DOPEN routine is call ed, the 
DDCB is reinitialized according to the parameters specified 
in the M:DOPEN procedure call. 

The ability to access partitioned devices is implicit in the 
M:DOPEN call. 

The M:DOPEN procedure call is of the form 

M:DOPEN [*]dcb name, (DEVICE, name), ~ 

L(STATUS, [*]address)G (option)]. .. 

where 

[*]dcb name specifies the name of the DDCB 
(F:DIAG). 

DEVICE, name specifies the device that is to be 
associated with the DDCB. Name may be speci
fied in one of the following forms: 

1. A device type in quotes (e.g., 'CR', 'LP'). 

2. 

3. 

An operational label in quotes (e.g., 'LO', 
'EO'). 

The physical address of the device expressed 
in hexadecimal (e.g., X'A80', X'C02'). 

STATUS, [*]address specifies the address of the user's 
data are where the I/O status is to be stored. The 
status that is returned is in the same format as for 
the Error Log (see Chapter 12). 

The options are: 

SN, 'serial number'[, 'serial number']... specifies 
the serial number(s) of the volume(s) that are· to be 
used for file input or output. The serial number 
may be from one to four alphanumeric characters. 
A request for the vol ume (s) wi" be sent to the oper
ator's console. Obtaining the device requires a 
key-in response from the operator. 

NOERR specifies that records of errors from this de-
vice are to be suppressed from the Error Log. How
ever, the user has the option of writing records to 
the Error Log himself. 

ABN, address spec i fj es the symbol i c address of a 
user's routine that is to be used to analyze any ab
normal conditions associated with opening the 
F :DIAG DDCB. 

CHAN specifies that the controller istobe reserved 
for use by this diagnostic program. A controller 
may be reserved only if it is partitioned. 

Calls generated by the M:DOPE N procedure have the form: 

CALl,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 I 

1~:+I'~2X~~+~~5'~)~;~I~~~;~!~C~ll~112~1~j~~~I'~'~IO~ .. ~I~"~I>I~;c-~~.~-.~~2~~I~-4d~;re~;ss ______ ~I 

word 2 - device code (P1) 

I~I~, ,I." ,:.; ,,,I,, ,~I", .. !~~~~~~:~dd~~~S!'d; 
device code (P1) alternate form 

where TEXT oplabel is an operational label in TEXT format. 

option ABN (P3) 

Flags f1 through f5 in word 1 of the FPT have the signifi
cance indicated below (when fi=l). 

Flag Significance 

f1 N OE RR was specified. Error records are to 
be suppressed from the Error Log. 

f2 CHAN was specified. The channel is to be 
reserved. 

f3 SN was specified. Serial numbers are pres-
ent in the F PT (in the format described 
below). 

f4 An operational label was specified. Word 2 
of the FPT has the alternate form. 

f5 Reserved for future use. 
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Entries for the variabre-Iength parameter seriot number 
for low fhose for the fixed-length parameters depicted above. 
The' fmmat fOf' thrs. vwi,able' ~ength parameter is identical to 
that in- the F :DfAG DOCS. The vOrtobFe fengrh parameter 
entry i·g preceded by a control word of fhe form: 

Byte 0 - Code number (X,'07') identHyrng the vadabfe
length parameter. 

Byte 1 - Code for entry position (X'OO' means more 
paramefer enPries to foUow; X'O 1 t means fast 
paramefer entry). 

Byte 2 - Number of sigrlrficant data words in the pa
rameter entry. 

Byte 3 - Tot(l~ n.t.w"ber ef words resef'ved for the entry, 
not ~nduding 'ne control word (i. e., maximum 
errtry ~ength). 

If the user does nof have at feast AO privifege, the return 
is to CAL+ 1 with CCl set. 

CLOSE DIAGNOSTIC DATA CONTROL BLOCk 

M:DCLOSE The Diagnostic CLOSE routine terminates 
and inhibits I/O through the F:DIAG DDCB. I/O cannot 
be performed through the DDCB unti I it is opened again. 
M:DCLOSE allows the user to specify whether or not the 
device is down (partitioned). 

The M:DCLOSE procedure co" is of the form 

where 

[*Jdcb name specifies the name of the DDCS 
(F :DIAG). 

PART specifies that the device associated with the 
DDCB is to be partitioned from the system resources. 

RETURN specifies that the device associated with 
the DDCB is to be returned to the system resources. 

SAME specifies that the device associated with the 
DDCB is to remain in the same status (partitioned 
or not partitioned). The default is SAME. 

The Diagnostic CLOSE routine reports the status of the de
vice to the operator with the following message: 

DEVICE dd{PARTITIONED} 
yyn RETURNED 

where yyndd identifies the device. 
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CaHs gtlneroted by the M:DClOSE procedure have the form 

CAL 1,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word D of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

where 

specifies the PART option when set. 

specifies the RETURN option when set. 

f 3 specifies the SAME option when set. 

If the user does not have at least AD privi lege, the return is 
to CAl+1 with CCl set. 

BUILD COMMAND LIST 

M:BLlST The monitor BlIST routine converts the user's 
virtual command list into a physical command list and stores 
the results in the F :DIAG DDCB. The routine validates that 
no command crosses a page boundary and converts the device 
address into a DCT index. It also guarantees that the num
ber of I/o command doublewords is less than or equal to 12. 
The routine locks the user in core unti I completi on of the 
process. 

The user may optionally request that the I/O be started. If 
this request is made, the monitor wi" not return contro I to 
the user until either the request to start I/O has been re
jected, the I/O is complete, or the I/O has timed-out. The 
Ala, TDV, and TIO status and condition codes are returned 
in the user area specified by the STATUS parameter of 
M:DOPEN and in the exact format as for Error log (see 
Chapter 12). 

The M:BLIST procedure call has the form: 

M :BLIST [*Jdcb name, (ADR, [*Jaddress)G (option)]. .. 

where 

[*Jdcb name specifi es the F :DIAG D DCB. 

ADR, [*Jaddress specifies the address of the user's 
command list. 



The options are: 

PRI, priority specifies the priority of the" I/O re-
quest as a hexadecimal number (e. g., X'F61

). 

X'FO' is the highest priority and X'FF ' is the 
lowest priority. 

SIO specifies that the I/o is to be started. 

Calls generated by the M:BLIST procedure have the form: 

CAL 1,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

word 1 

where f1 is set to one if SIO was specified. Otherwise, it 
is set to zero. 

If incorrect or conflicting information exists, the abnormal 
address specified in the F:DIAG DDCBwill be used if it has 
been specified. If the user has insufficient privilege, the 
return is to CAL+1 with CCl set. 

START 1/0 

M:SlO The start I/O procedure call initiates the diag-
nostic I/O specified in the F:DIAG DOCS. After an SIO, 
the monitor will not retum control to the user until either 
the call has been rejected, the I/O is complete, or t~e I/O 
has timed-out. The AIO, TOY, and TlO status and condi
tion codes are returned in the user area specified by the 
STATUS parameter of M:DOPEN and in the exact format as 
for Error log (see Chapter 12). 

The M:SIO procedure call is of the form 

M:SIO [*Jdcb name 

where [*Jdcb name specifies the F :DIAG DDCB. 

Calls generated by the M:S10 procedure have the form 

CALl,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

If there is no command I ist in the DDCB or the command list 
has been destroyed by a swap, an abnormal condition results. 
If the user does not have at least AO privi lege, the return is 
to CAL+1. 

LOCK IN CORE 

M:LOCK The LOCK routine either locks the user in 
core or resumes normal swapping for the user. 

The M:lOCK procedure call is of the form 

M:lOCK (~~) 
where 

YES specifi es that the user is to be locked in core. 

NO specifies that normal system swapping is to re-
sume for the user. 

Once a user is locked in core, his size may not change. 
Therefore, the following services are not allowed: 

1. Memory management CAls. 

2. M:SEGlOAD, M:LINK, and M:LDTRC procedure calls. 

3. Associate and disassociate CAls. 

4. Get page CALs. 

Calls generated by the M:LOCK procedure have the form 

CAL 1,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

I X'041 
6 2 J 12 ,I? . 16 ill il " " ":,, " 10 ,.1" " " ,,:,. " " "''' " " ~I 
word 

where f1 in word 1 specifies that LOCK in core has been 
requested (f1=1) or that the LOCK is to be released (fl=O). 

If the user's privilege level is not at least AO, the return is 
to CAL+ 1 with CCl set. 
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CHVfIT ADDRESS 

M:MAP The M:MAP procedure converts a specified 
virtvel oddr~ toa phy:siC(!Jf cddress or a specified physjcol 
address to a virtual address. The converted address is stored 
in general register 8. The M:MAP procedure call has the 
form 

M:MAP (~:~), (ADR, [*]address) 

where 

V'fP specifies virtual to physical address conversion. 

prv spe<::ifiesphysicaf to virtual address conversion. 

AD R, [*]address specifies the fo<::ation of the address 
to be converted. 

M:Iv1AP should be used with M:lOCK sjnce the address re
turned via M:MAP may not be valid if a swap occurred. 
The u$er may (lscertain whether or not a swap has occurred 
by inspecting the J:NRS field of the JIT. The J:NRS field 
contains the swap count. 

Calls generated by the M:MAP procedure have the form 

CAL, 1 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below. 

word 0 

0---0 Address 

word 

where f indicates virtual to physical address conversion 
(f-=O) or physical to virtual address conversion (f= 1). 

If the user's privilege level is not at least AO, the return is 
to CAL+l with CCl set. 

OBTAIN MODEL NUMBERS AND TYPE MNEMONICS 

M:DMOD# The DMOD# routine obtains the controller 
model number, the device model number, and the type 
mnemonic associated with a given device address. The for
mat of the procedure call is: 

M:DMOD# [*]device address 

where device address has the form ndd in which n specifies 
the lOP unit address (the number associated with the lOP 
letter; see Table 60 in the previous chapter) and dd speci
fies the devi ce number (see Table 61 in the previous chapter). 
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Example: 

M:DMOD# 20F 

The procedure verifies that such an address exists. If no 
such device address exists, CCl is set to one. However, if 
the device address is val id, CC 1 is set to zero and the fol
lowing registers are set: 

R8 (SR1) is thedevice model number in hexadecimal 
(e. g., X'OO007l22'). 

R9 (SR2) is the controller number in hexadecimal 
(e. g., X'00007l20'). 

R10 (SR3) is the type mnemonic in EBCDIC (e.g., 
X'OOOOC3D9' for CR). 

In either case, the return is to CAL + 1. 

Calls generated by the M:DMOD# procedure have the form 

CAL,6 fpt 

where fpt points to word 0 of the F PT shown below. 

word 0 

Devi ce address 

word 

ABNORMAL CODES AND MESSAGES 

The codes and messages for abnormal conditions that can 
occur when using the on-I ine diagnosti cs foci liti es are listed 
in Table 64. (The messages reside in the system error mess
age fi Ie, ERRMSG.) 

F:DIAG DDCB 

The format for the F :DIAG DDCB is given in Figure 82. 
Following each format, the parameter fields of the DOCS 
are described in alphabetical order by their mnemonic. All 
referenced addresses have word resolution. 



Table 64. On..;Line Diagnostics Abnormal Messages 

Abnormal 
Code Subcode Meaning of Code 

09 00 The ~ser privilege level was less than AO. 

09 01 The device referenced in the F:DIAG DCB is a nonexistent device. 

09 02 The device referenced in the F :DIAG DCB is currently in use. 

09 03 The devi ce referenced in the F :DIAG DCB is currently in use by a symbiont. 

09· ·04 The F:DIAG DCBdoes not contain a command list. 

09 05 The command list was destroyed by a swap. 

09 06 There are more than 121/0 command doublewords (lOCOs). 
.. 

09 07 The I/O command list is invalid. 

09 08 An address is inval ide 

09 09 A buffer crosses a peg e boundary. 

09 OA The user's ID does not match the ID specified on the last operator DIAG key-in. 

09 OS The amount of core is not suffi'cient t? allow the diagnostic program to lock itself in core. 

09 OC The requested control I er is not partitioned. 

TTL 

567 8 31 

Word 1 
T 0 

NRT FUN 0 E l TYPE DEVor OPLB L V 
F F 

I I 

0 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19120 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 I 28 29 30 31 

Word 2 

NRA Tye 

10 11112.13 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

ERA: 
22 23 24 

I 
25 26 27 i 28 29 30 31 

Figure 82. Format of F :DIAG DDCB 
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Word 4 

ARS ABA 

o 1231456718910 11112 13 14 15116171819120 2122 23124252627128293031 

RNDEV 

18 19 20 21 

Word 6 

BlK FlP 

. 
o 1 2 314 5 6 718 9 10 11112131415116171819120212223124252627128293031 

Word 7 

FeN aBUF 

Word 8 

19120 21 22 

N;A 
13 14 15 16 17 18 

I 
271 28 29 30 31 10 11112 

(may not be used) 

25 26 27128 29 30 31 

271 28 29 30 31 

Figure 82. Format of F:DIAG DDCB (cont.) 
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: 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

Word 13 

RWS 

o 1 2 314 5 6 718 9 1011112131415116171819120 212223124252627128293031 

Word 14 

esc STA 

o 1 2 314 5 6 718 9 1011112131415116171819120212223124252627128293031 

Word 15 

TAB1 TAB2 TAB3 TAM 

0 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19120 21 22 23 24 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

Word 16 

567189 13 14 lJ 16 17 21 22 2J 24 25 
I TAB5 TAB6 TAB7 TAB8 I 

6 3 14 10 111,2 18 19120 26 27128 1 2 29 30 31 

Word 17 

567189 13 14 lJ 16 17 21 22 2J 24 25 
I TAB9 TAB10 TABll TAB12 I 

3 14 10 111,2 18 19120 26 27128 0 1 2 29 30 31 

Word 18 

TAB13 TAB14 TAB15 TAB16 

0 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19120 21 22 23 24 25 26 27128 29 30 31 

Word 19 

DSC SVA 

012 10 111,2 25 26 271 28 29 30 31 

Figure 82. Format of F :DIAG DDCB (cont. ) 
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;Word 20 
< 

~ HSC fVA CViA orSQS 

0 1 2 3'14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 15116 17 1.8 191:20 21 22 23124 2S 26 27128 29 30 ,3:' 

Word 21 

CLIST 

(j' ····2345 '67 22 23 24 25 26 27282930 31 

FIELD 

ABA 

AGV 

ARS 

ASN 

BLK 

BUF 

CHAN 

CIS 

CLIST 

CLK 

COS 

CSC 

CVA 

Words 22 -n ore used for variable length parameters 

Figure 82. Format of F:DIAG DDCB (cont.) 

DESC RI PTI ON 

Contains the address of the user's routine that wiJ I handle abnormal condition'S resulting from 
insufficient or conflicting information. (The monitor returns to ABA in theFPT if the abnormal 
conaition is the resuh of a device abnormality. ) 

Is the abnormal given flag and indicates whether or not an end-of-file completion code has 
been returned to the user because a control command was encountered when reading from the 
C device (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

Contains the octual number of data bytes transferred to or from the user in the I/O operation. 

Indicates the assignment type currently in effect for the DCB (0 = null, 1 = file, 2 = Xerox 
labeled tape, 3 = device, X'A' = ANS labeled tape). 

Contains the number of bytes to be transferred by the I/O routines whenever called. 

Contains the address of the user's buffer where the data record is to be read or written. 

Is the controller reservation flag (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

Contains the relative position of the serial number (in the SN list) of the magnetic tape reel 
used for current fi Ie input. 

Contains the address of the physical command list in the DCB. 

Contains the address of the first (or only) context block in the chain of symbiont or cooperative 
context blocks. 

Contains the relative position of the serial number (in the SN list) of the magnetic tape reel 
used for current fi Ie output. 

Indicates the number of the column at which the page count is to begin (for printer or type
writer). The most significant digit of the count will be printed in this column on the page. 

Indicates the current value of the page count (for printer or typewriter). 

DEV Contains the DCI index of the device assigned to the DCB. DEV is only meaningful if DEVF 
is set to one. 

DEVF Indicates whether the DCB is assigned to a device or an operational label (0 = operational 
label, 1 = device). 
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WORD 

4 

o 

4 

o 

6 

2 

11 

11 

21 

12 

11 

14 

20 



FIELD 

DEVICE 

DIAG 

DIR 

DRC 

DSC 

EGV 

EOP 

ERA 

FBCD 

FCD 

FCI 

FCN 

FlP 

FUN 

FVA 

HBTD 

HSC 

KBUF 

L 

lVA 

MBG 

DESCRIPTION 

Contains the EBCDIC name specified on the DEVICE option in the M:DOPEN call. This use is 
only transient, and the field is later overlaid by ClK. 

Indicates diagnostic device DCB. 

Indicates the direction of the read operation (0 = forward, 1 = reverse). 

Is the format control flag and indicates whether or not the monitor is to do special formatting of 
records on read or write operations (0 = yes, 1 = no). 

Indicates the column number at which the output record is to begin (for a card punch, typewriter, 
or printer). 

Is the event-given flag and indicates whether or not the completion code posted in the TYC 
field has been communicated to the user's program by M:CHECK (1 = yes, 0 = no). M:CHECK 
is called either directly by the user or indirectly by the monitor, depending upon the WAIT, 
ERR, and ABN options in the FPT. 

Is the ending operation indicator (0 = other; e.g., rewind, 1 = read, 2 = write). Specifies the 
type of I/O operation currently being performed or last performed. 

Contains the address of the user's routine that wi II handle error conditions resulting from insuf
ficient or conflicting information. (The monitor returns to the ERA in the FPT if the error condi
tion is the result of a device failure. ) 

Is the FORTRAN BCD flag and indicates whether or not BCD is to be converted to EBCDIC on 
input, or EBCDIC is to be converted to BCD on output (0 = no conversion, 1 = conversion). 

Indicates whether the DCB is opened or closed (0 = closed, 1 = opened). 

Indicates whether the DCB has ever been closed. This flag is set when the DCB is first closed, 
and then is never reset (0 = DCB has never been closed; 1 = DCB has been previously opened 
and closed). 

Indi cates the current number of I/O operations that have been in itiated but not completed for 
this DCB. 

Contains the address of the variable length parameters in the DCB (called the file list-pointer). 

Contains the file mode function (0 = null, 1 = IN, 2 = OUT, 3 = IN and OUT, 4 = INOUT, 
8 = OUTIN). 

Indicates the first line on which printing is to begin (for printer or typewriter). 

Is the I/o handrer's byte indicator and is used whenever the I/O routines are called to specify 
the byte displacement within QBUF into which the data transfer is to begin. 

Indicates the column number at which the user's page header is to begin (for printer or typewriter). 

Is not used for devices but because of common program logic, the field contains a meaningless 
address. 

Indicates whether or not the user specified that the DCB was assigned to a listing-type device 
(0 = no, 1 = yes). This flag is used only by the FORTRAN I/O routines. The monitor automatically 
sets this flag when the DCB is assigned to a listing-type device (such as the line printer). 

Indicates the number of printable lines per logical page (for printer or typewriter). 

Is the monitor buffer-flag and indicates whether or nota 34-word output buffer has been allocated 
to the DCB from the monitor's buffer pool. Zero specifies that the actual I/O operation will take 
place directly from the user's buffer. The value one specifies that the output record will be 

12 

5 

o 

o 

19 

o 

o 

3 

o 

o 

o 

7 

6 

20 

o 

20 

10 

10 

o 
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FIELD 

MBG 
(cont. ) 

MOD 

NRA 

NRT 

NVA 

OPLB 

PATH 

PRI 

PUN 

QBUF 

RNDEV 

RSZ 

RWS 

SEQ 

SIDF 

SQS 

STA 

SVA 

SWAPCT 

TAB1-16 

TOlF 

TTL 

DESCRIPTION 

transferred from the user's buffer to the monitor's buffer and that the actual I/O operation will 
take place using the monitor's buffer. 

Is the mode flag and indicates the device mode to be used in the I/O operation (0 = EBCDIC, 
1 = binary). This flag is used only when: 

1. The DCB is assigned to a card punch or 7-track magnetic tape. 

2. The DCB is assigned to a card reader and DRC has been specified. 

Indicates the number of recovery tries that may be attempted before a device error message is to 
be logged. '; 

Indicates the number of recovery tries remaining before a device error message is to be logged. 

Contains a counter indicating the nu~ber of records to skip on magnetic tape. It is also used 
as an indicator. If NVA is negative, the I ast operation performed was a rewind. 

Contains the OPlB table index of the operational label assigned to the DCB. OPLB is only 
rreaningful if DEVF equals O. 

Specifies path in dual-access environment (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

Specifies priority of I/O request. 

Indicates whether a 7-track tape is to be read or written in the packed or unpacked mode 
(0 = unpacked, 1 = packed). PUN is only meaningful when MOD is set. 

Contains the buffer address to be used by the I/O routines whenever called. 

Same as TYPE field. 

Indicates the default record size in bytes. 

Indicates the requested number of bytes to be read or written from the user's buffer (BUF). 

Is the sequence option flag and indicates whether or not punched output is to have sequencing 
in columns 77-80 (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

Is the sequence identification flag and indicates whether or not punched output is to have 
sequence identification in columns 73-76 (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

Indicates the next sequence number to be output in columns 77-80 (for punched card output). 

Contains address of user data area used to return I/O status. 

Indicates the number of lines to be spaced between printed lines (for typewriter or printer). 
A zero means that SPACE was not specified; the output will be single spaced. 

Contains user's swap count at the time a diagnostic CAL is issued. 

Indicates the column numbers for the tab-stop settings (for output devices). 

If 1, bits 16-31 of DeB are TEXT OPLABEL. If 0, DEVF is meaningful. 

Specifies the length of the DCB in words. 
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o 

2 

8 

16 

21 

o 

7 

5 

3 

13 

5 

5 

20 

14 

19 

19 

15-18 

o 



FIELD 

TYC 

TYPE 

UBTD 

VFC 

WAT 

DESCRIPTION 

Indicates the type of completion of an I/O completion. 

TYC Code 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Corresponding Error/ 
Abnormal Code 

o 
o 
7 

10 
4 

1C 
5 
6 

41 
45 

Meaning 

Normal without device I/O transfer 
Normal with device I/O transfer 
Lost data 
Beginning-of-tape 
Begi nn i ng-of-fi I e 
End-of-reel 
End-of-data 
End-of-file 
Read error 
Write error 

Contains the device type code assigned to the DCB. This field is set whether the DCB is 
assigned directly to a device or indirectly through an operational label. 

Is the byte displacement indicator, specifying at which byte in the user's buffer (BUF) the 
data record begins. 

Is the vertical format control flag and indicates whether or not the first byte of the output is a 
format control character (0 = no, 1 = yes). This flag is used only for printer output. 

Is the wait flag and indicates whether or not WAIT was specified in the FPT (0 = no, 1 = yes). 

WORD 

2 

o 

o 

o 
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15. CP-V ,CONFIGURATION GUIDELINES 

IIrRODUCTJON 
To arrive at a useful machine configuration to provide for 
the various type of users of CP-V, the manager of each in
stallation mljst evaluate his requirements and the 'level of 
service he desires. A reasotloble selection of hardware can 
only be made wi th a good understanding of .its intended u.se. 
An important consideration is the portions of computing 
time to he devoted to t,ime-sharing and batch users. Other 
requirements that must be evaluated ,include the number of 
on-line users, the types of t<ll',sks performed, the size of pro
grams, and the I/o characteristics. 

The following configuration diagrams and guidelines have 
been Ossembl ed as an ai d to config,uring the CP-\I system. 
Howeve'r, the Xerox Compl!lter SerIes Manual specifj cations 
supersea-e this informotion. 

COlE MEMORY REQUIRBtEITS 

Providing enough core memory is portkuiarly crucia:1 I'll a 
ti me-sharing system. Operati ng with a memory of :insuf
ficient capacity for the load that is typical for an installa
t; on is especially detrimental to system pe.rformance. It 
reduces the system's abilityto keep core loadedwith ready
to-run programs and increases the f;fequency and duration 
of times when I/O is not overlapped with computing. This 
cpplies both to on-line progr:OIms and tomvHJprogrammed 
butch programs. With enough core, the system is able to 
keep severa! programs resident at once ana thus to maintain 
a high probabi lity of completely overlapping compute and 
to tasks. The frequency of swaps is reduced and soi'S the 
attendant system overhead, thus releasing the CPU for exe
curie" of user tasks. On-line response is doubly affected 
since it is directly reduced by the number of swaps and in
directly reduced by the lowering of the CPU overhead load. 

The following guidelines are suggested minimum memory 
requ irements: 

80K for 24-48 terminal lines 

96K fOI 48-64 terminal lines 

128K or more for greater than 64 terminal '1 ines 

SWAP STORAGE REQUlREMENTS 

The system is designed to permit a choice between two types 
of devi ces fo~ use as swap storage - a RAD or a disk pack. 

In a system that uses RAD for swap storage, the swap stor
age, fi Ie storage, or symbiont storage may be oj located on 
7212 or 7232 RADs. In addition, fi Ie and symbiont storage 
may also be allocated on disk packs. The only restriction 
to storage ailocation is that swap storage on the primary 
swap device must be sufficient to fu·lfill system storage 
requjrements. 
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System storage requirements for the pri mary swap de vi ce are 

Size (expressed in granules) 

1. Bootstrap, H GP area, 
monitor overlays 

2. MCr'litor root 

3. Snared processors 

Total 

approx. 90 

approx. 64 

approx. 500 

approx. 654 

The total implies that the following minimum storage area 
must be allocated on the primary swap device: 

For the 7212 with 41 granules per band: about ]6 bands 

For the 7232 with 6 granules per track: abouH ]0 tracks 

These storage requirements will vary with the size of the 
monitor and the addition of shared processors to the system. 

The total swap storage required for a given system may be 
approximated from Figure 83. Because the 7232 is a much 
slower devi ce than the 7212, only a limited user system 
(about 20 users) should uti lize a 7232 for swap storage. The 
average user size shown is also the average swap size and 
includes about 3K of user context area (system information 
about the user). 

A system thotuses a disk pack for swap storage is designed 
to function we'll in an environment of a few (8 to 24) small 
(6K to 12K) users. The users shou Id be "I i gh t load" users 
using processOl"s such as EDIT, FLAG, and BASIC. The sys

tem is not intended to support an environment of "heavy 
load" users '\.;Isi ng processors such as Meta-Symbol, F OR
TRAN, and COBOL. 

In this sys'tern, only one disk pack spindle may be used for 
system residency and swapping. It may also be used for file 
and symbiont storage. If a second disk pack lOP is avail
able, head movement and access conflicts can be mini
mized by aHocating either files or symbionts to the disk 
packs on the second channe I. The type of 1/0 reques t ex
pected leas't frequently should be allocated storage on the 
system disk pack. 

Any of the following types of disk devices may be used as 
the swap device: 7242/6, 7260/1, 7270, or 7275. 

fllE STORAGE REWIREMENTS 

The amount of f:i!le storage is d'etermined by the installation's 
reClfuiremen:ts. It is important ,in terms ,.of performance that 
a system be configured w,ith adequote RAD storage to hold 
011 master 'indexes whenever poss,ihl'e, (typical I y one 7232 
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Figure 83. Estimated Swap Storage Requirements 

RAD for one disk pack fu II of data). For each on-line user, 
25,000 to 50,000 words of file storage is frequently quoted 
as a typi cal need. Thus, if 100 users have access to a 
32-line system, from 2.5 million to 5 million words of file 
storage are needed, requiring two or three additional 7232 
RADs (or equivalent disk packs). 

Configurations supported by CP-V include support for any 
mixture of 7232, 7212, 7242, 7260, 7270, or 7275 devices 
for file or symbiont storage. 

TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS 

A variety of terminals may be used with CP-V including the 
Xerox 7015 Keyboard Printer, Teletype Models 33, 35, 37, 
and 38, IBM 2741 terminal, Tektronix Models 4010 and 
4013, and Datapoint 3300. Software flexibi lity is present 
so that other terminals may be added with relatively little 
difficulty. 

One Model 7630 Communications Controller can handle up 
to 64 termina I I ines. More than 64 I ines may be added to 
the system when an additional controller and interrupts are 
included. 

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Two on-site console keyboards are normally used for on-line 
monitoring and control of the system. One is the operator1s 

console (normallya Xerox Model 7012). The other is a user 
type terminal (normally a Xerox Model 7015) that is con
nected to one COC line and is located next to the opera
tor1s console. A card reader, a line printer, and a 
9-track magneti c tape unit are also required minimum equip
ment. It is recommended that a second magnetic tape unit 
and a card punch be added to the minimum equipment to 
provide a reasonable batch configuration. 

MINIMAL CONFIGURATIONS 

Figures 84, 85, 86, and 87 illustrate examples of CP-V mini
mal configurations. (Table 65 lists the equipment by model 
number, thereby supplementing Figure 84 through 89.) Al
though every CP-V system must have certain periphera I de
vi ces and options, the system, swap, and fi Ie storage 
requirements may be allocated differently to meet the 
expanding needs of the customer. Each example provi des 
the essentia Is of a basi c system, and may be easi Iy upgraded 
to service more users and their demands on response time. 

The examples must be considered as the recommended mini
mum hardware requirements and any deviation that reduces 

the configurations must be submitted via a field request for 
approval. 

The first two exampl es (Figures 84 and 85) represent the 
lowest-cost minimal configuration without and with a RAD 
swapper, respectively. As in theothersystems, the f'.kldef 7015 
is used for installation control and system ma intenance, wh il e 
one 9-track tape unit is required for SYSGEN and backup 
operations. The figures show all secondary storage on 
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tv\odel 7246 disk packs and the CP-V minimal memory re
quirement of 64K words. Be,cause of this memory restriction, 
it is recommended that only a minimum number of sma" 
batch partitions be allowed to run when time-shoring oper
ations are in progress. The suggested user load for Fig-
ure 84 is 8 to 16 terminal lines. 

Figure 86 exemplifies the more typical minimum configura
tion. Instead of two Model 7232 RADs, user fi Ie and sym
bi ont storage resides on disk pack, whi Ie system and swap 
storage remai ns on a single 7232. The addi tion of more 
spindles makes this configurotion attractive cost-wise to the 

installa'tion with a growi ng data base. The suggested user 
load for the configuration is 8 to 16 terminal lines. 

The final minimal configuration (Figure 87) is designed for 
the installation that has a foreseeable requirement for a 
growing, more powerful system. The presence of a selector 
JOP for system and swap storage on a Mode I 7212 RAD wi II 
allow an easy upgrade to additional line support with the 
addition of more memory and more spindles. The suggested 
user load for the configuration is 8 to 24 terminal lines. 

TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS 
Figures 88 and 89 exemplify typical CP-V configurations. 
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Additional Register Block 
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Interrupt Control 

Pri ori ty Interrupt 
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Re~ote I 

I -------11---------1' ~ 

G 

7630 
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7440 

7121 

I 

I 
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rop 7270 
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Figure 84. Lowest-Cost Minimal Configuration without a RAD Swapper 
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Figure 85. Lowest-Cost Minimal Configuration with a RAD Swapper 
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Figure 87. T ypi cal Mi nimal Configuration for a Growing System Insta lIation 
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Table 65. list of Equipment for CP-V Configurations 

Model Number Descripti on 

Peripherals 

7012 Keyboard printer. 

7015 Keyboard printer. 

7121 Card reader, 200 CPM. 

7122 Card reader, 400 CPM. 

7211 RAD controller. 

7212 RAD storage unit. 

7231 RAD controller. 

7232 Extended performance RAD. 

7240 Disk controller. 

7242 Disk sturage unit, dual spindle. 

7246 Disk storage unit, single spindle. 

7260 Disk controller. 

7261 Disk storage unit. 

7270 Disk controller. 

7271 49MB disk storage unit. 

7275 Disk controller. 

7278 Disk storage unit. 

7315 Controller plus one 60KB magnetic tape. 

7320 Magnetic tape control, 800 bpi. 

7322 60K B magnetic tape unit. 

7330 Magneti c tape control,. 1600 bpi. 

7332 Tape unit; 75 ips; 1600 bpi. 

7333 Tape unit; 150 ips; J600 bpi. 

7440 Line printer, 600 LPM. 

7441 Line printer f 1100 LPM. 

7442 Line printer, 1100 LPM. 

7446 Line printer, 1500 LPM. 

7450 line printer, 225 lPM. 

7612 Timing module. 

7630 Communications controller plus 8 lines. 

Computer Systems 

I 83xx Sigma 6 sys.tems. 

84xx Sigma 7 systems. I 
86xx Sigma 9 systems. 

88xx S,~gmQ 9, Model 2 systems. 
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16. SYSTEM GENERATION 

INTRODUCTION Commands for PASS2 fall into four groups: 

The system generation process for the C P-V operating 
system is performed by servi ce processors. These processors 
operate as ordinary batch jobs to collect, compile, load, 
and write the modules required for a system. The service 
processors are as follows: 

Processor 

PCl 

PASS2 

lOCCT 
and 
PASS3 

DEF 

Function 

Selects from various sources the rei evant 
modules for system generation. 

Compiles the required dynamic tables for the 
resident monitor. 

Stores and executes load card i mages (by 
calling the loader) to produce load modules 
(lMs) for the monitor and its processors. 

Writes a monitor system tape that may be 
booted and used. 

Bootstrap operations, including patching operati ons (PASSO), 
are described in Chapter 17. 

Although the processors described in this chapter are col
lectively termed SYSGEN, they are in fact separate pro
cessors. They need not be run in any particular order 
or time sequence. By organizing the process properly and 
saving files, it is often possible to perform very short system 
generations to accompl ish a simpl e task such as adding a 
new shared processor. 

Some of the SYSGEN processors are provided for conve
nience. Their functions may be accomplished in some 
other way, if desired. For example, lOCCT and PASS3 
processes may be conven ient Iy rep laced at times by 
simple use of load commands. 

The example in Figure 90 shows how PCl and the loader are 
used in conjunction with DEF in the production of a new sys
tem tape and an updated copy of the monitor overlay KEYIN. 

!JOB 

!PCL 

COPYALL 

END 

!LOAD 

!ASSIGN 

!DEF 

!FIN 

:SYSGEN, 1234,F 

LT::POX TO DC 

(Load old monitor tape into files.) 

(L~~, KEYIN), (BIAS ,8000), (MAP), (SL, F),; 

(NOTCB), (EF, (KEYIN), (KEYSllB), (DELPRI), ; 

(DISPLAY),(IOREC),(MONSTK» 

M:PO,(DEVICE,9T),(DUTSN,AP1) 

(New monitor tape. ) 
CP ,APl 

Figure 90. Creation of a New System Tape 

1. Standard operationa I label assignments 

:OPLBLT specifies the default device assignment of 
on-line, batch, and ghost operational labels. 

2. I/o control table generation and handler selection 

:CHAN groups I/o devices on a controller. 

:DEVICE gives the I/o address, handler name, 
device type, and general allocation (if RAD or 
disk pack). 

:SDEVICE defines the devi ces associated with 
symbionts. 

:LDEV defines the number and names of log i ca I 
device streams. 

3. Job operational limits and system control values 

: RES spec ifies the resources used to control mu Iti-
batch, remote, ghost, and on-line operations. 

: BLIMIT I 
:OLIMIT specifies the default and maximum limit 
:GLIMIT values that apply to batch, on-line, and 

ghost jobs. 

:ELIMIT specifies system limit increments for exit 
control processing. 

:IMC specifies the initial values for system perfor-
mance control parameters. 

:PART specifies the number of partitions that may 
be used and the i r resource va lues. 

4. Monitor control table generation 

:COC specifies the number and initial values for 
line control tables. 

:MON specifies table sizes, CPU type, and buffer 
pools. 

:SPROCS I ists the processors that are shared. 

5. Real-time 

:FRGD specifies that the system has real-time fa-
cilities and defines the limits for real-time. 

:INTBL associates a 2-character label with an in-
terrupt address. 

6. Feature authorization 

:FAUTH specifies certain special features that may be 
used only by users who have been specifically 
authorized. 
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locer <J~Ii\JJ PASS3 provide a convenient means of retaining 
the load .commands (lOCeT) for the monitor and aH its pro
cessors ,ond for calling the laoder using these load com
monds {PA$S3). 

DJ:F forms a new monitor in boatable form (0 PO tope) 
fr{)fn the monit9f load modules present in the current 
accol)ni' (usual'll' :SYS(;EN), These 10ao modufes have 
presumab'ly been formed by use of pel, PASS2, PASS.3, or 
other eqv:ivalent processes, either iust pr:ior to OfF or at 
some previous time, following the format.ion of a boatable 
monitor, oJ J load mod\.,desor.e written on the tape in fi Ie 
form. These are the target system processors. 

TAMi'T SYSTEM PARAMETfRS 

Before atlt~mpt;ng to generate q §ystem for a specific target 
insta'I'GtiQn, the user must know certain things about that 
,system. That is, he must know the desired characteristics 
of the system so that he can incorporate this data in the 
appropriate syst.em generation control commal'lds. The 
porameters that must be known beforehond are summa
rized be 'I ow. 

T a define the characteristics of the target system, the user 
should determine the answers to the following questions: 

1. Is the default set of monitor operational labels and 
the standard assignments for those labels adequate for 
the target system? If not, what standard labels and 
~tandard ass.i.gnments are required? 

2. V/hat peripheral devices are needed and which of these 
should shore the same channel controller? Which de
vices should be allocatable resources? Which devices 
wi II be parti ti onabl e? 

3. V/hat I/O handlers are to be used in the target system? 
If specia I handlers are needed, what ore the names of 
the primary and secondary entry locations? 

4, ,A.re there any nonstandard devices in the target system? 
)f ')0, arc they listing, tape, or disk devices? What 
is thC'ir special handler entry points? What length is 
required for their command list? 

5. 'y','hat resources (e. g., 9-track tapes, private disk 
pocks) are available for the system? How are these 
resources to be a II ocated among batch, on-I ine, and 
ghost iobs? 

6. HoV! many tracks are available on the RAD and/or 
disk pack to be used in the target system? How many 
sectors are there on each track, and how many words 
per seCTor? How many tracks are needed far symbiont 
queue storage, permanent fi Ie storage, permanent 
system storage, swapping storage? Which model RADs 
and/or disk packs are to be used? 

7. How many logical device streams are required? Will 
the default set be sufficient? 
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8. How many jobs may be present at anyone time in 
symbiont input and output job qweues? 

9, How large is the core memory to be used by the 
target system? 

10. How many I/O operutions may tc qlJeued ::Jt any 
one time? 

11. How many files may be open at anyone time? 

12. How many DC Bs may be open at anyone time? 

13. What is the address of the first urlused, eo,en-numbered 
interrupt available to the target system for the origin 
of the generated moni tor? 

14. How many words of core storage should be reserved for 
patching the monitor? 

15. Are the standard defaults and maximums for the LIMIT 
parameters adequate fnr the target system? If not, 
what limits sh0uld be ec.toblished? 

16. What user programs, pr"ocessors, or other program ele
ments are to be established as standard systems? What 
load structures are to be defined for these standard sys
tems, and what names are to be used in referencing 
their lOCCT tables? 

17. In addition to any standard system files, what other 
files are to be inc I uded in the target system? Are all 
such fi I es present on the current master system tape I or 
must some be obtained from an update tape or deck? 

18. What patches, if any, must be made to the monitor or 
to system files atrer the target system has been booted 
from the generated system tape? 

19. Is the system going to have real-time facilities? 

20. Will the system have enqueue dequeue facilities? How 
many concurrent enqueues wi Ii be allowed? 

21. What are the limits for read-ahead? 

22. Will the indi'/idua l users need to be authorized to use 
certain special features or will all users be able to use 
the features? 

SYSTEM GENERATION OVERVIEW 

CP-V system generation is a multipass process by which the 
user can generate on operating system tai lared to the require
ments of a specific installation. Starting with a CP-V master 
system tape, the user can create a boatable system tape from 
which the generated operating system can be loaded into a 
target machine. The target machine can be any Sigma 
system having a hardware configuration compatible with 
CP-V (see Chapter 15) and may have more or less core 
storage than the one used to generate the system tape. 



The master tape contains a bootable monitor, files of load 
modules (lMs) comprising the processors and other routines 
to be used during system generation, and a large number of 
element files (mostly ROMs) that constitute a data base for 
the system generation process. The user may patch the 
operating system as it is loaded into the mach ine from tape 
but cannot alter the ROMs at this time, since they are not 
read from the tape. When the monitor has been booted and 
the nonresident routines have been written to the disk, the 
C P-V system is fully operational. 

Control commands read by the PCl processor allow the user 
to select files from the data base of the master system tape, 
to substitute updated files for these (if necessary), and to 
add files to the resulting revised data base that is main
tained in disk storage for use in later phases of the current 
system generation. The DEF processor provides the option 
of writing a revised master system tape for use in some future 
system generation. 

The PASS2 processor reads system generation control com
mands and generates disk files of load modules that establish 
operational labels, peripheral characteristics, logical device 
streams, a Ilocatable system resources, and other installation
dependent parameters that will be used during a later phase 
of the current system generation. 

The object modules selected with PCL must be combined in 
load module form before a generated system tape can be 
written. Also, the tree structures for any overlays must be 
established. A tree table for each CP-V standard processor 
is present in the master system tape. If the user references 
a sta ndard processor (e. g ., Meta - Symbo I) ina contro I com
mand during PCL, he need not make explicit reference to 
the tree table; it will be included automatically. However, 
tree tab les for nonstandard systems must be created by the 
user through appropriate LOAD and TREE control commands. 

After the user has created a tree table for an overlay struc
ture, he has the option of calling the LOCCT processor to 
generate a permanent LOCCT file containing the tree in
formation, so that thi!i information need not be created anew 
during subsequent system generations. 

If the generated system is to include CP-V standard systems or 
user-defined programs having associated LOCCT files of tree 
information, the PASS3 processor must be called to initiate 
the formation of load modules for such systems or programs. 

The PASS3 processor reads control commands specifying 
which LOCCT tables are to be used to define the load struc
ture of C P-V standard systems or user-defined programs. 

The user may specify that a given LOCCT table and asso
ciated object modules are to be deleted from disk storage 
when the com ponent ob j ec t modu I es ha ve been loaded. 

The first command read by PASS3 should specify the mon
itor's LOCCT table (e.g., M:MON), so that the monitor 
will be loaded first. Any items loaded wi II be biased to 
that bias contained in the LOCCT table for the item (this 
bias comes from the original LOAD control command used 
to generate the LOCCT tab Ie bei ng used). 

Items not specified in PASS3 control commands may be 
loaded via LOAD, OVERLAY, and TREE commands as in 
ordinary batch processing, except for the monitor load 
module (M:MON). M:MON must be loaded via PASS3. 

When all desired object modules have been converted to 
load modu Ie form, the DEF processor must be ca lied to write 
a tape containing the generated system. 

The system tape generated by the D EF processor has the same 
general format as the master tape used in booting the CP-V 
system employed in the system generation process. This 
format is shown in Figure 91. The method of loading the 
generated system into the target machine is identical to that 
used in boot i ng from the master tape. 

Detailed procedures for generating standard (i .e., typical) 
CP-V systems, and detailed descriptions of the various con
trol commands used in system generation are presented later 
in this chapter. 

COMMAND FORMATS 

The control commands used in system generation are of two 
general types: monitor control commands having an "!" in 
position 1 (e.g., commands used to call system generation 
processors for execution), and system generation control 
commands having a ":" in position 1 (i.e., commands used to 
communicate optional or required parameters to system gen
eration processors). 

System generat ion commands that have an asterisk in posi
tion 1 are interpreted as comments. If comments are desired 
on a control command, the comment must be preceded by a 
period or a semicolon. 

All system generation commands may contain continuation 
characters. A continued command is identified by a semi
colon. All continued commands must contain a colon in 
position 1. 

Since the user has considerable flexibility in setting up and 
performing a system generation, it is not practical to present 
extensive system generation examples in this manual. (Ex
amples are provided in the release documentation which is 
part of the CP-V release package.) However, by observing 
the general considerations outlined in .this chapter and the 
examples, the user should have li~tle difficulty in setting 
up his own system generations. 

Many users will find that the "cookbook" job setups given 
for generating standard CP-V systems are adequate for their 
needs, and it is likely that the requirements of most instal
lations can be met by making relatively minor alterations to 
one of the standard configurati ons. 

PERIPHERAL CONVERSION LANGUAGE (PCll 

The copy commands of the pel processor are used to obtain 
the files required for a SYSGEN from the master tape and 
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M:MON root 
records 

M:MON root patches 
(optional) 

AllOCAT data 
patches (optional) 

GHOST T data patches 
(optional) 

Fi Ie information 
for first LM 

AlLOCAT procedure 
patches (optional) 

OverlaY1 
patches (optional) 

GHOSTl 
head record 

GHOST1 
procedure records 

RECOVER patches and 
GENMDs (optional) 

File information for 
first ROM 

Fi Ie information for 
last file 

Record sizes 

Head 

Data 

DCBs 

Procedure 

OVERLAY. 
I 

OVERLAY 
n 

Potches 

The tape bootstrap is 22 words long. Patch records are 80 words long. All other records are 
512 words long. The figure i ndi cates groups of such physi co I records. 

Head portion of load module. 

Protection type 0 portion of load module. 

Protection type 2 portion of load module. 

Protection type 1 portion of load module. 

M:MON overlays (shared processor type) as described in M:SPROCS module (e. g., OPEN, 
CLOSE, KEYIN, DEBUG, LDLNK, MUL, LTAPE, MISOV, IODTYPR, STEOVR, RMAOV, 
RTN RRT, ENQ). 

Last M:MON overlay as described in the M:SPROCS module. 

Patches are included on the tape where shown if they exist in the file assigned to the 
M: PA iCH DCB when DEF creates the system tape. The first group of M: MON root patches 
follows the Exec Delta data records. Any others are placed among segment patches accold
ing to their order in the patch file. The last record of each group of patches on the tape is 
the first patch for the next set of segment patches. The second through the last patch for a 
segment follow the segment to which they will be applied. GENMD patches follow the lost 
of any patches following the RECOVER patches. 

Figure 91. Format of Master System Tape 
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other sources. The functions that these commands perform 
that are applicable to SYSGEN are 

COpy copies fi les from tape or disk to tape or disk. 

COPYALL copies every file from a tape or disk account 
to another tape or disk account. 

COPYSTD copies filesasspec;fied inaSTANDARD file. 

For detai led i nformati on on the use of PCl, see the CP-V /TS 
Reference Manual, 90 09 07. 

PASS2 PROCESSOR-

The PASS2 processor generates the various tables required 
for the target monitor and assigns values to variables that 
control the system. Table sizes conform to the physical 
requirements of the target moniror. PASS2 reads control 
commands from the SI device and creates an intermediate 
temporary keyed file. The M:MODNUM file in the :SYS 
account is read through the M:EI DCB. However, this DCB 
can be reassigned so that the M:MODNUM file is read from 
some other account. The records (the: commands) of the 
file are then accessed in the order that PASS2 requires to 
bui Id the dynamic monitor tables. 

PASS2 COMMANDS 

Commands recognized by PASS2 are listed below (in the 
order of thei r appearance in the chapter). 

:CHAN :BLlMIT :MON 

:DEVICE : o LIMIT :SPROCS 

:SDEVICE :GLlMIT :PART 

:LDEV : ELIMIT :FRGD 

: RES :IMC :INTLB 

: OPlBLT :COC :FAUTH 

With the exception of the :CHAN, :DEVICE, :SDEVICE, 
and :COC commands, PASS2 will build dummy commands 
for those omitted by the user, thereby generating the vari
ous load modules with SYSGEN default values. 

Any entry preceded by an asterisk in column 1 is interpreted 
as a comment. Comments may also be part of a control 
command by preceding the comment with a period or a 
,semicolon. However, a semicolon requires a continuation 
card. 

!PASS2 This command causes the monitor to fetch the 
PASS2 processor from disk and to transfer control to it. The 
PASS2 command has the form 

! PASS2 [CpJ 

where CP is the monitor type and need not be specified. 

:CHAN This command groups peripheral devices (see 
:DEVICE below) accordi ng to channel controller. All 
:DEVICE commands following a given :CHAN command are 
assumed to be a part of that channel. At I east one :CHAI'I 
command must be used, and each :CHAN command must 
precede the: DEVICE command (or commands) to which it 
appl ies. The :CHAN command has the form 

where 

n1c
1 

specifies the lOP/controller fields of the pri-
mary I/O address. 

n
2

c
2 

specifies the lOP/controller fields of the sec-
ondary I/O address of the dual-access controller, 
e. g., (D80, E80). 

Both single and dual-access devices may be in
cluded under the same logical channel. The 
:DEVICE cards for dual-access devices shall specify 
only the primary I/O address, i. e., n1c1d r No 
more than one dual-access controller may oe on 
any given logical channel. 

NOPART specifies that the controller cannot be 
partitioned. 

:DEVICE This command specifies the name and charac
teristics of a system peripheral device. One :DEVICE com
mand must be used for each device in the target system. 

The :DEVICE command has the form 

: DEVICE name, (MOD, [D,] dddd[, cccc])[, (option)]. .. 

where 

name specifies the device name in the form yyndd 
(see Appendix C) with NO, MT, and SP being 
invalid. For a nonstandard device type, the two 
position yy field is included as a standard device 
type and may be referenced elsewhere in PASS2 
as a resource type or as a symbiont type. 

MOD indicates that the device identified by name 
has the model number dddd and the controller has 
the model number cccc. The dddd and cccc fields 
each consist of four hexadecimal digits. (The 
dddd and cccc fields are verified by reading the 
M:MODNUM file from :SYS or from the account 
assigned to the M:EI DCB. See the SYSCON 
processor. ) 
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D specifies that the device is either a RAD or a 
disk pock. In this CC!Jfle, dddd must be one of the 

following: 

;~'~;I'" 7204 ' Spec i fy the type of RAD storage 

72'12' device (DC). 

7232 

7J:l Specify a disk pock (DP). 

7275 " 

The 7202, 7203, and: 7204 RADs may not be used 
as system RADs (i. e. I may not be used for file, 
wmbiont, or swap storage). They may only be 
used as pri vote devi ces. 

I 
INPUT l 
~UTPUTf specifies whether the device is to be 

used for input, output, or both. The 
default IS 10. All standard device types (listed 
in Table 66.) ignore this option. 

HANDLER, nome 1, nome2 specifies the name of the 
1/0 handler to be used. Name 1 is the primory 
entry (build command list and start device) and 
name2 is the secondary entry (handler interrupt). 
Neither name may exceed seven alphanumeric 
characters. Nome 1 must be the nome of the ob
tect module for this particular handler. If this 
option is omitted, the default handler for the 
device type is assumed (Table 66). The names in 
Table 66 must be used unless the user has supplied 
his own handler (in the root of the monitor). 

When defining a device that is listed in Table 66, 
no HAN DL ER option is needed unless the name 1, 
name2 defaults for that device are to be changed. 
Conversely, when a :DEVICE command defines 
a device that is not in Table 66, the HAND
LER option must be defined. This allows unique 
device addl esses with identical device types to be 
control led by unique handlers. The CLIST option 
srlould be used if the default value of six is not 
sliffic i ent for the nonstandard device handler. 

Example: 

: DEVICE LPAQ2 

: DEVICE LPB02, (HANDLER, PRTOUTL, PRTCU) 

:DEVICE LPC02, (HANDLER, PRTI02, PRTCU2) 

For device LPA02, the default ha.ndler entry names 
wi II be used (see Table 66). Otherwise, the hand
I er addresses will be as stated. 

When all : DEVICE commands have been processed, 
PASS2 bui Ids a record containing the names of the 
handl ers needed for this particular target mach; ne. 
This fi Ie is used by SYSGEN PASS3. The handler's 
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l~ble 66. Default Handler Entry Points 

: 
Device Type Nome 1 Nome 2 

TY 
I' 

KBTIO KBTCU 

PR PTAP PTAPCU 

pp PTAP Pf APCU 

CR CRDIN CRDINCU 

CP CRDOUT CRDOCU 

CP Model 7l65
t 

CRDOUTL CRDOCU 

LP PRTOUT PRTCU 

DC I DISCIO DISCCU 

9T MTAP MTAPCU 

DP DP';K DPAKCU 

DPtt DISKAB DSKABCU 

ME coe cac 

7T 7TAP 7TAPCU 

RB 
tt tt -, -

XP aCPIQ C'CPCU 

tHand!ers must be specified. 
tt 

The default handlers should be used. The handlel 
entry points are dependent upon the tipe\S' of lemote 
termina's specified (see belowL 

element tiles on the SYSGEN BJ tape, 01 these 
entered; nto tile system by other means, rn ust be 
gi ven fi I e names that cal r espol1d to the~ I name 1 
entr y poi nts. 

NOPART specifies that this device cannot be 
partitioned. 

PAPER, size, width specifies, in hexadecimal, the 
number of printohle lines pel "age (s;ze), and the 
maximum numbel of charactels rJel iille (width:. 

This opti on app lies to TY 5, LPs, and RBs. The de
faults <;Ire: 2616 and width 84

16 
(fol RB, width 

defau It is 80 16) . 

The following options apply to lemote processing (device 
RBnddL They define tf;e chatocteristiC5 of a data set con
holter (DSC) rathel tha.n lemote pe>riphefol devicr r r;din-· 

ing 0 dota 5.et controi!l>1 ostobl;she> remote p,ocessitl(J 0.0 0 



feature of the particular CP-V installation and causes all 
the remote processing handlers and tables to be included as 
part of the system. 

1 ~~~~1 specifies whether the DSC is usable for 
IRBT Xerox 7670 RBTs, IBM 2780 RBTs, or HASP 

Multileaving IRBTs. IRBT and 2780 may both be 
specified for the same DSC, but no other combi
nation is legal. If both 2780 and IRBT are speci
fied for DSCs, ei ther separately for different DSCs 
or together on the same DSC, either type of ter
minal can be connected to any DSC for which 
either 2780 or IRBT (or both) is specified. In 
this case, for example, an IRBT may be connected 
to a DSC which was defined for use with 2780s. 

{
FULL1 
HALFJ 

specifies whether the DSC is full-duplex 
or half-duplex. The default is HALF. 

A full-duplex DSC must be configured on two 
adjacent MIOP subchannels because of a hardware 
restriction. If FULL is specified and the device 
number (dd) is odd, the alternate address is dd-1; 
if dd is even, the a Iternate address is dd+ 1. 

{ 
RBS } 
RBX 

specifies that the I ine is ready for use at 
boot-time (RBS) or that the operator must use 

the RBS key-in to make the I ine ready for use 
(RBX). The default is RBS. 

WSN,name specifies a one- to eight-alphanumeric 
character workstati on name that is to be auto
matically associated when the line is connected. 

The following options may be used in conjunction with the 
other options to define nonstandard devices. It is assumed 
that all devices with the same device type have the same 
characteristics. These options should not be used with the 
standard device types (Table 66). 

L specifies that the device is a I isting type device. 

T specifies that the device is a tape type device. 
If no HANDLER option is used, PASS2 will default 
the hand I er to MTA P, MT A PCU (standard 9-track 
handler) and will define a CLIST of eight words. 

PUB specifies that the device is a public device. 

COMP specifies that the records are to be com-
pressed; that is, trailing blanks are to be stripped 
from records output on the device down to the 
minimum record size. 

VFC specifies that vertical format services such as 
page counting, headers, and line spacing are 
legal on this device. 

BIN specifies that binary operations are allowed on 
the device. The monitor will produce BCD, BIN, 
and EOD commands as appropriate. 

R specifi es that the read reverse operation:> are 

legal on this device. This option applies to tcpe 
type devices. Its use is required for 9-track tape 
devices if other than 9 T is specified for the device 
type. 

MXREC, value specifies, it, hexadecimc I, thp. maxi-
mum record width or size. Note that f."or listing 
devices, the PAPER optior~ must be used to define 
the width because PASS2 igrorC5 MXPEC for list
ing devices. 

MREC,value specifies, in hexadecimal, th~ mini-
mum record length. 

(LIST, va lue 3pecifies, in he x(""Jcleci:-nai , H'le nur:,ber 
of words to be a lIowed in ~he command I ist tab: e 
for a given device. For nonstandard devices, the 

defaul" is 6. 

The allocation of RAD or disk pack area may be constfcined 
by the foilcwir;g op;iom: 

SIZE,value specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount 
of s~orage available to the sy:;tem device. For 
RAD devices, the value must be expressed in num
ber of tracks. For disk pock devices, the value 
must be expressed in terms of physical cyl; nders 
unless the CYLIN option is also specified, inwhich 
case the va I ue must be expressed in terms of log i -
ca I cyl i nders. If omitted, the va I ue is assumed to 
be the sum of PSA, PER, and PFA (see below) 

NSPT, value specifies, in hexadecimal, the num-
ber of disk sectors per track. If omitted, the value 
C 16 is assumed. 

ss, value specifies, in hexadecimal, the number 
of words per disk sector. If om itted, the va I ue 
10016 is assumed. 

PER,value specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount 
of storage to be allocated for per:pheral symbiont 
queue storage. For RAD devices, the vol ue must 
be expressed in number of tracks. For disk pack 
devices, the val ue must be expressed in terms of 
physical cylinders unless the CYLIN option is also 
specified, in which case the value must be ex
pressed in terms of logical cylinders. The default 
value is 0 (note that one minute of backup for an 
800 line per minute printer uses 25,000

10 
words 

of disk scratch storage). , 

Note: During execution when the number of granules 
of PE R is exhausted, the system wi II use PF A. 

PFA, value specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount 
of storage to be allocated for permanent fi Ie stor
age, including element fi les. For RAD devices, 
the val ue must be expressed in number of tracks. 
For disk pock devices, the value must be expressed 
in terms of physical cylinders unless the CYLlN 
option is also specified, in which case the value 
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must be expressed in terms of logical cylinders. 
The default is O. 

}P5,~# ¥Ql1',liJespecij:fi,e~.1 Ii:rn ,hexadecimal, f;Bea.mGUnt 
·of storage to be 0'1 Located forsyst.em u~ as per
manent system stor(!lg.e and swqppingcrea. The 
aefauJt is ·0. Swap storage may be allocated on 
ei'ther ;RAD or adi $k pack (See Chapt,er 15 for 
a Qui,de.) For RAD devices, the va,lue must be 
expressed in number of tracks. For disk pack de
vice~,fhe value must be expressed in terms of 
.physi:colcyl inders unless the CYLIN option is (Jlso 
speci:fied"in whid;l case the val'uemustbe ex
pressed in 'ter'ms oflog,ical cylinders. 

:RAD 

Whenfihesystem is initialized in boot-tj,me, PSA 
tracks from the fir. PSARAD are allocated to 
permanent system Slt~rage. The first PSA value 
shaul.d therefar,e be great .enGugl1l to 0111 ow system 
residency (about 10 tracks on ,a 72 J2 RAD). Swap 
storage can :be alloca,ted Or;) more than one RAD. 
1J":he J\otaJ PSA on arl RADs sholJld be at least 
,equa:1 to 

,(n.umber of users) x (average user size) + (space 
fGr system) 

Disk Pack 

The PSA option must be used only once if it ap
,pearso'na <ifi skp.ack :0 EVJC E command. (Only 
-one disk pock may be used ,forswCllp storage and a 
disk pack cannot be used for swap storage if a 
RAD is also being used for swap storage. ) 

The total PSA on a disk pack should be at least 
equal to 

(number of users) x (number of cylinders per 
user) + (space for system) 

The number of cylinders per user is determined by 
the maximum user size. System residency for a 

7242/7271 requires approximately 12 cylinders. 
The 7261/7275 requires approximately 8 c:yli nders. 

CYUN" value specifies that a "logical cylinder" 
allocation table is to be built instead of a granule 
allocation table and is used for moveable head 
disk devices only. The value represents, in hex
adecimal, the number of granules per logical cyl
inder and may be between 1 E and FF. If a value 
is specified that is greater than FF, PASS2 wi II 
print an error message and substitute the default 
value for the given device type. If the device 
is nonstandard, PASS2 substitutes the value 1 E. 
If the total number of granules on the device is 
not evenly divisible by the NGC value, PASS2 
prints a message indicating this and ignores the 
remainder of the command. 

If the CYLIN option is used, the SIZE and PFA 
opti ons must be spec i fi ed in number of log i ca I 
cylinders rather than number of physical cylinders. 

PASS2 wi II set PFA equal to SIZE if CYLIN is 
specified. If SIZE is set by default, it is auto
matically set to the appropriate value for the stan
dard device. The PER and PSA options are ignored 
for logical cylinder allocation. If the CYLIN 
option is not specified, PASS2 assumes granule 
allocation. 

If the value selected for CYLIN for a private 
disk device causes the allocation table to ex
ceed one page, PASS2 prints an error message 
and aborts. 

PRIVATE specifies that the file will be recognized 
as private and CYLINder allocation is forced. The 
PRIV bit is set in the allocation table, the PUB 
bit is reset in the Automatic Volumn Recognition 
(AVR) table, and PFA is set equal to SIZE ignor
ing the options PER, PSA, and PFA. 

Table 67 identifies the fixed characteristics and the PASS2 
default values of disk devices. All values are expressed in 
hexadecimal. 

Table 67. Standard Device Type Option Default Values 

OPTION SIZE SS NSPT NCYL NTPC CYLS TRKS SECS CYLIN 

7232 200 100 C - 200 - 14 10 -

7212 40 100 52 - 40 - 17 10 -
7242 FAO 100 6 C8 14 10 8 - IE 

7261 FAO 100 B C8 14 10 8 

1_ 

- 37 

7271 1F40 100 6 190 14 10 8 - 30 

7275 1DFC 100 B 194 13 10 8 - 34 

.,_._. ___ L._. ___ .. _ .. _ .. , . ....J 
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Nonstandard Disk Devices 

The following op~ions ere included in the :DEVICE command 
in order to defi ne nonstandard fi xed or moveabl e head di sk 

devices. These options should not be used in defining stan

dard devices since PASS2 has defaults for these values. 

Note that the previously defined options 55, N5PT, and 

SIZE should also be 'Jsed fOI defining nonstandard disk 

devices. 

{
FIXED} 
i\~,O\'E 

identify the disk devices as either FIXED 

or MOVEable head disk devices. 

NCYL,value specifies, in hexadecimal, the total 

number of physico: c'llinde~s on the device. This 

parr:Jmeter appiies Clnlv to moveable head disk pack 

dev;ces. Note the 01eviously defined option 

CYLlN refers to logical or software cylinders. 

NTPC,value specifics, in hexadecimal, the number 
of tracks per physico: cylinder. For fixed head 

disk devices, this value represents the total num
bel of tracks on the devi ceo 

CYL5,value specifies, in hexadecimal, the shift 

factor hr the cy Ii nder porti on of di sk addresses. 

This parameter applies only to moveable head 
di sk pack devices. 

TRKS,value :,pecifies, in hexadecimal, the shift 

factor for the track portion of di!.k addresses. This 

parameter applies to both fixed and moveable 
head disk devices. 

Default Tape and Disk 

For compatabi li~y with previous monitor versions, two de

vice names, ~M and 5P, are generated automatically and 

are given default device assignments. 

MT is the default tape device and will be assigned accord
i ng to the foil owi ng rul es: 

1. If a 9T device has been declared on a :DEVICE com
mand, MT is equivalent to 9T. 

2. If no 9T device has been named but a 7T device has 

been declared, MT is equivalent to 7T. 

3. If neither 9T or 7T has been declared, MT is equiva
lent to thr: first tope device ,'T soecified on :DEVICE 

cordi which Nas mentioned. 

SP is the default disk device and will be assigned accord
ing to the following rules: 

1. If a DP device has been declared on a :DEVICE card, 
SP is equivalent to DP. 

2. Otherwise, DP is equivalent to the first disk pack 
device which was mentioned. 

:SDEVICE Th is command is used to designate wb i cr. 

peripheral devices are to be symbiont. The form of the 
command is 

:SDEVICE (option)G (option)]. .. 

where 

IN, yyndd specifies that the peripheral dev:ce I!'ndd 
is to be a~<;C)ciated with the input symbiont. Orly 

one yyndd may follow the keywClrd I~J. How~ver, 

multiple occuq-ences of the keyword may be us~.:J_ 

OUT,yyndd specifies that the perip~eral device is 
to be assoc inted 'Iv ith the output syrbi o"t. :In Iy 

one yyndd r1ay ~ollow the keyword C 'JT, ~ow

ever, multipl e occ-ur~ences of the keywor-d mey be 

used. 

NCTL, yyndd specifies that thf? peripheral device is 

to be asso:: i ated with the input symb i ont and tho t 

the device will not b~ scanned by the input sym

biont for control commands except for! EOD or::! 

lFIN COMmands. This means that files input 

through this device are nnt in the form ot iO~5 but 
rather are symbiont input qles accessed by users 

via the LDEV command. Only '"me yyndd may 
follow the keyword NCTL. Hf)wever, multiple 

occurrences of the keyword may be used. 

MXSTRM,value specifies, ir1 decimal, the maxi-
mum possibl e number of dev ices (symb i ant streams) 

at concurrently logged on remote workstations. 
The maximum val ue that may be spec ifi ed is 128. 
Three streams are required for each Xerox 7670 
RBT. IRBTs usually require more. The minimuril 

and :Jefault for systems in which remote devices 
are defined is three times the number af R8T s de

fined. For other systems, the value is O. 

Note: RB devices are ignored if specified on the 

:SDEVICE command. Their existence should be 
accounted for in the use of the 'v\XSTRM option. 

:lDEV This command is used to define the names of 
logical device streams. The maximum number of logical 

device streams that may be defined by the command is 15. 
The format of the command is 

:LDEV [(name,type)][,(name,type)]. .. 

where 

name specifies the two-character logical device 
name (e.g., Ll, Pl). 

type specifies the default device type to be associ-
ated with the logical file (e.g., LP, CP). The 
device type specified must have been defined via 
a :DEVICE command and must also be designated 

os a symb iont devi ce via the: SDE\' ICE command. 
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If the user omits the :LDEV command or no options are 
specified, PASS2 generates the following entries by default: 

Name Type 

C1 CR 

Ll LP 

P1 CP 

The logical device name C 1 is al ways automati cally gen
erated with type CR and should not be defined by the user 
in the ~ lDEV command. (Because the system manager can 
define up to 14 logical device names, a total of 15 logical 
device npmes are possible with the inclusion of C 1.) The 
logical device names L 1 and P1 are also automatically gen
erated, however the system manager may redefine them with 
t"he ;LDE\ command wit!' any symbiont device t):pe that he 
desires. The relnoiri;ng 12 logicu l ,j.' v •. ::~ n':Jme~ 'Jre<,elr.>('fpd 
by the system man"ger. It is best to se lect symbol ic names 
that '," i" be easy to remember. 

It is advisable to define a logical device name for each 
symbiont device type, because all symbiont device types 
that are not aiven a logical device name are automatically 
defaulted to L 1. Tn such cases, the bcfch, on-line, and 
ghost user ~ mu::.t use the LOEV comman1 or M: LOE\; pro
cedure to specify the symbiont devi ce type for L 1. 

:OPLBL T This command is used to define the standard 
operational labels for the target system. Only one :OPLBLT 
command may be used although there may be numerous ("on
tinuation records. The format of the command is as follow'> 

:OPLBLT [(lotJPI,batch name,on-lin p narne- "'-, 

[.-;;~st n-a~e IJ [, (la~e~;~khn~m~ ~~n=,-;ne'=; 
,----- -- - -- -

L-name,ghost name)]' .. 

"';vCi Jdilles a monitor ar'eratiollal ilLe; C)frpi'<-

ing 0'" or two olphcnuml:,ic charactei:'. Tni:; laoel 
may nat be the same :IS a device type (e. g., CR, 
(P) or a logical device name (e.g., C1). NO, 
fliT, 'Jnd 5P are olso invalid. 

batch name specifies a physical deviu' I'n.q .. 

LPA02), a device type (e.g., MEl, or a logical 
device stream name (e. g., L 1) to which the label 
is assigned for the batch mode. It fTlay not be an
other operational label. If it is a physical device, 
it must not be a symbiont device. 

an-line name specifies (; physicol device, 0 device 
type, or a logical device stream name to which the 
label is assigned for the on-line mode. (The I~stric
ti ons for the batch name apply to the on-I i ne name. ) 
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ghost name spec ifies a physical device, a device 
type, or a logical device stream name to which 
the label is assigned for the ghost operoti ons. (The 
restrictions for the batch name apply to the ghost 
name. ) 

For each label option, all three names must be specified 
(even if the label is one of the standard labels for which 
PASS2 has default assignments). In a batch only system, 
the on-line field must be included and should be set to NO. 

The list of standard default operational labels and assign
ments is given in Table 68. (The labels appear in the order 
in which they appear in the tables generated.) Assignments 
are either directly to a device or to a logical device stream 
which in turn is connected to a physical device as deter
mined by the :LDEV commend. 

I , 

I 

Table: 68 Stardcv-:-l Dpfault Operational 
Labels and Assignments 

Standard 

I Operational 
Label 

! 
Batch On-Line 

( C1 I ME 

OC TY ME 

LO L1 ME 

II 11 ME 

DO 
I Ll 

i 
ME 

i 
"C' P 1 ! t',JO 

BO ;::1 ~'-JC' 

LI i C1 NO 

SI ( 1 ME 

BY Ci NO 
I 

5L 
, L1 ME t 

i 
I 

SO I Pl NO 
I 

(1 IJ I' 
" 

I .. r( ) ( 

: 

AL ! Pl r'-JO 
! 

EI 
I 

(1 {v:l 
! 

i 

! I 
t! ' i t,j(' 

uC If 

Ghost 

TY 

TY 

L1 

L1 

L1 

PI 

Pl 

TY 

TY 

TY 

L1 

P1 

TY 

r'1 I 

Pl 

,. 
I I 

I 
1'1 



:RES This command establishes definitions of resources 
which are used to control botch, on-line, ghost, and re
mote operations. Only one :RES command may be spec
ified. The command has the form 

:RES [(option)[, (option)] ... ] 

The options are listed below. For those options in which a 
value must be specified, the meaning of IIvalue" depends 
upon the particular resource. As an example, for tapes, it 
is IInum ber of tape drives "; for disk pocks, it is "number of 
private spindles"; for core, it is "number of K words". 

RES, name specifies the name of a resource to 
whi ch all subsequent opti ons (unti I the next RES 
of end-of-command) apply. The name is either 
a name that was specified on a :DEVICE command 
(e.g., 9T) or a nondevice type (e.g., CO (core)). 
A symbiont device cannot be defined asa resource. 
A total of 15 RES options are permitted. If no 
RES option is specified, four entries are generated 
by default - CO, 9T, 7T, and SP. All options 
preceding the first RES opti on are ignored. 

TOT ,value specifies, in decimal, the total number 
of resources available (of the type being defined). 
TOT may be specified for devi ce type resources, 
but must be specified for nondevice type resources. 

BSUM,value specifies, in decimal, the sum of all 
resources (of the type being defined) that may 
be allocated to all concurrent botch jobs token 
together. 

OSUM, value specifi es, in decimal, the sum of all 
resources (of the type being defined) that may be 
allocated to all concurrent on-line jobs token 
together. 

GSUM,value specifies, in decimal, the sum of all 
resources (of the type being defined) that may 
be allocated to all concurrent ghost jobs token 
together. 

BMAX,value specifies, in decimal, the maximum 
number of resources (of the type being defined) 
that may be allocated to on individual batch 
job. 

OMAX,value specifies, in decimal, the maximum 
number of resources (of the type being defined) 
that may be allocated to on individual on-line 
job. 

GMAX,value specifies, in decimal, the maximum 
number of resources (of the type being defined) 
that may be allocated to an individual ghost 
job. 

BDEF,value specifies, in decimal, the defaultnum-
ber of resources (of the type being defined) to be 
allocated to each botch job in those instances in 
which the user has mode no specific request. 

ODEF, value specifies, in decimal, the default 
number of resources (of the type being defined) 
which may be allocated to each on-line job in 
those instances in which the user has made no 
spec i fic request. 

GDEF, value specifies, in decimal, the default 
number of resources (of the type being defined) 
which may be allocated to each ghost job in those 
instances in which the user has mode no specific 
request. 

PASS2 verifies that the following relationships exist: 

1. For device type resources, the number of devices de
fined via :DEVICE commands must be greater than or 
equal to the value specified for TOT. (If this is not 
the case, on error message is generated, TOT is set to 
the number defined via :DEVICE commands, and PASS2 
continues. ) 

2. For each dev ice type resource and each nondev ice 
type resource, 

TOT ~ BSUM ~ BMAX ~ BDEF 

TOT ~ OSUM ~ OMAX ~ ODEF 

TOT ~ GSUM ~ GMAX ~ GDEF 

(If this is not the case, an error message is generated, 
one of the values is reset as indicatedinthe error mes
sage description, and PASS2 continues.) 

PASS2 always generates the following four entries with the 
default values as shown in Table 69 except when they are 
specified on the :RES command with other values specified. 

Table 69. :RES Command Defaults 

~ Option Name 9T 7T 5 P (pri vate 
Name CO (core) (tapes) (topes) disk packs) 

TOT X' 7FFF ' 
#t # # 

BSUM X' 7FFF ' # # # 

BMAX X' 10' # # # 

BDEF X1C 1 0 0 0 

OSUM X' 7FFF ' # # # 

OMAX X'10' # -1 tt #-1 #-1 

ODEF X'(' 0 0 0 

GSUM X'7FFF' # # # 

GMAX X'FF' #-1 #-1 #-1 

GDEF X'FF' #-1 #-1 #-1 

t# is the total number of this type of device specified on 
:DEVICE commands. 

ttIf #-1=0, the value is set to 1. 
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I'·: BLIMI'f]' 
';:ObIMt;r: These commands specify the system defaults 
i:GLlM1M and maximum values that are to be associ-

atedi witH each batch, on--line, or ghost job, respecti,vely. 
The commands have the form 

!:BLIMfT j' 
:OLIMfT [(option)][, (option)] •.. 
:GLIMfT 

where the options are 

TIME, default, maximum specifies, in decimal num-
ber of minutes, the default limit and moximum 
limit for job execut'ion time. 

LO"default,maximum specifies, in decimal, the 
default' limit and maximum limit on the number of 
pages. of printer output from, all shared processors 
involved in running a job. 

PO,defaulf, maximum specifies, in decimal, the 
defaul t I imit and maximum I imit on the number of 
punched cord records produced in runn ing a ;ob. 

DO, defoul t,.maximum specifies, in decimal, the 
default limif and maximum limit on the number of 
pages of diagnostics produced in runn ing a job 
(output through the M:DO DCB). 

UO,.defaulf, maximum specifies, in decimal, the 
default limit and maximum limit on the number of 
pages of printed output from off the executing 
programs in a job. 

TSTORE,default,maximum specifies, in decimal, 
the default I imit and maximum I im it for the num
ber of granules of temporary RAD storage that may 
be used by a job. 

PSTORE, defaul t, max imum specifies, in decimal, 
the default limit and maximum limit for the num
ber of granules of permanent RAD storage that may 
be 'Jsed by a job. 

TDISK,default,maximum specifies, in decimal, 
the default limit and maximum limit for the num
ber of granules of temporary disk pack storage that 
may be used by a job. 

PDISK,default,maximum specifies, in decimal, the 
default limit and maximum limit for the number of 
granul es of permanent disk pack storage that may 
be used by a job. 

FPOOL,default, maximum specifies, in decimal, 
the default limit and the maximum limit on the 
number of file blocking buffers to be allocated.to 
a job. In general, each open disk file and each 
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labeled tope DCB requires a blocking buffer. If 
an insufficient number of blocking buffers exists, 
they will be shared (at the price of reduced system 
performance). The defaul t can be overridden by 
use of a POOL control command at run-time in the 
batch mode. 

Note: At present, the default values for :GLIMIT op
tions and the maximum values for :OLlMIT op
ti ons are not used. To avoi d later confusi on 
it is recommended that identical values for de
fault and maximum be used for all :GLIMIT 
and :OLlMIT options. 

:ElIMIT This control command specifies the system unit 
increments for exit control processing. The command has 
the form 

:ELIMIT (option)[,(option)] ... 

where the opti ons are 

TIME, val ue specifies, in decimal, the absolute 
un it for exit control execution time. The value is 
expressed in seconds and the default is 30. 

LO,value specifies, in decimal, the increment for 
the number of processor pages output in running a 
job. The defaul,t is 20. 

PO,value specifies, in decimal, the increment for 
the number of punched cards output in running a 
job. The default is 100. 

DO, value specifies, in decimal, the increment for 
the number of diagnostic pages output in running 
a job. The default is 20. 

UO, val ue specifies, in decimal, the increment for 
the number of user pages output in running a job. 
The default is 20. 

TSTORE, val ue specifies, in decimal, the increment 
for the number of granules of temporary disk stor
age that may be used by a job. The default is 64. 

PSTORE, value specifies, in decimal, the increment 
for the number of granules of permanent disk stor
age that may be used by a job. The default is 20. 

:1't~C This-control command defines ,the instaUa'tion 
managemer1ltcontrol (IMC) system I imits. The labels in 
parentheses are those associated with the corresponding 
variables ,by ,t.he Control processor. The command has 
,the form 

:IMC (option)G(option)]. .. 



The options are (all values are in decimal): 

MAXOL, value specifies the maximum number of 
on-line users allowed in the system. The default 
is O. (OUM) 

MAXB, value specifies the maximum number 0 f con-
current batch users allowed in the system. The 
default is 1. (BUM) 

MAXG, value specifies the maximum number of ghost 
jobs (exluding GHOSTl) allowed in the system. 
MAXG must be in the range 255~MAXG~4. The 
default is 8. (GUM) 

MAXG + MAXB + MAXOL = number of users al
lowed in the system and must not exceed 255. (UM) 

BPRIO,value specifies the execution priority for 
all batch jobs. This priority is used for execution 
only and is not related to the scheduling priority. 
The value must be expressed in hexadecimal and 
must be in the range CO-FF. The default is Fe. 
(SL:BPRIO) 

OPRIO, value specifies the execution priority for 
all on-line jobs. This priority is used for execu
tion only and is not related to the scheduling 
priority. The value must be expressed in hexa
decimal and must be in the range CO-FF. The 
defau It is Fe. (SL: OPRIO) 

GPRIO, value specifies the execution priority for 
all ghost jobs. This priority is used for execution 
only and is not related to the scheduling priority. 
The value must be expressed in hexadecimal and 
must be in the range CO-FF. The default is Fe. 
(SL:GPRIO) 

BLOCK,value specifies the number of characters 
at which terminal output is blocked. The default 
is 40. (TB) 

UNBLOCK, value specifies the number of charac-
ters at which terminal output is unblocked, where 
UNBLOC~BLOCK. The default is 8. (UB) 

QUANTA, value specifies the time sl ice for compute-
bound users. Th i s va I ue is in mill i seconds. The 
default is 400. (QUAN) 

MINTIME, value specifies the minimum time a user 
will be held in core before outswap. The decimal 
value is in milliseconds and must be less than or 
equal to QUANTA value. The default is QUANTA 
value. (SQUAN) 

MINQUAN,value specifies a guaranteed time 
slice after a selection has been made and before 
a swap will occur. This value is in milliseconds. 
The defaul t is 40. (QMIN) 

COCBUF, value specifies the maximum number of 
COC buffers that can be allocated to a user in the 
type-ahead mode. COCBUF must be less than 256. 
A value of zero wi II yi eld unrestricted buffer all 0-

cation. The default is 15. (ONCB) 

LOG TIME, value specifies (in minutes) the amount 
of time a user has to complete the log-on se
quence. The default is 3. (OLTO) 

INTIME, value specifies (in minutes) the amount of 
time a user has to input a line of data to COC 
when a read is pending. The default is 15. (OITO) 

PI, value specifies the increment in units of 1/256 
to be used in increasing the priority of jobs by
passed by the Multi-Batch Scheduler. The de
faul tis O. (PI) 

UCYL,value specifies the number of cylinders per 
user to be allocated as swap space on a di sk pack. 
UCYL must be specified if, and only if, a disk 
pack is to be used as the swap storage device. The 
value of UCYL must be 1 or 2. The default is 1. 
If UCYL is specified for a RAD swapping system, 
a message wi II indicate that the spec ificati on is 
illegal and the specificati on wi II be ignored. 

RASIZE,value specifies the number of table entries 
to be bui I t for read-ahead faci Ii ti es. One tabl e 
entry is required for each concurrent read-ahead 
operation. The value is expressed in decimal 
and must be in the range 1-63. This option causes 
the read-ahead module (RA) to be included in the 
root of the monitor. (RA requires approximately 
512 words.) 

RAMAX, value specifies the maximum number of 
concurrent read-ahead operati ons to be allowed, 
where RAMAX $ RASIZE. The default is zero. 
(RAM) 

RATO, value specifies the time, in milliseconds, 
after which an unused read-ahead block wi II be 
purged (time-out). The value must be expressed 
in decimal and must be in the range 0-32,767. 
The default is 10,000. (RATO) 

File Maintenance Options 

EXPIRE, days, hours specifies the system defaul t used 
to establ ish expi rati on dates for fi I es created by 
a user not specifying an explicit expiration date. 
To se I ec t a va I ue of II never", th is parameter must 
be omitted (the default is "never"). The maximum 
value that may be specified is 999 days, 23 hours 
and this will be used when the value specified 
exceeds this unit. 
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MAXEXPIRE,days, hours specifies the maximum re-
tention period that rAay be specified by a user. To 
select a value of "never" this parameter must be 
omitted (the default is "never "). The maximum 
value that may be specified is 999 days, 23 hours 
and this will be used when the value specified ex
ceeds this limit. 

Note: The EXPIRE value specified must be equal 
to or less than the MAXEXPIRE value. If 
this is not the case the value for MAXEX
PIRE will be set equal to the EXPIRE value. 

BACKUPALL specifies that expired files will be 
backed up prior to deletion. If the parameter is 
omitted, files will not be backed up. 

THRESHOLD, value specifies the critica I point in 
initiating an outomatic purge to prevent device 
saturation. The default is 500 granules. 

:coc This control command specifies the characteris-
tics associated with the COC devices. The COC command 
has the form 

:cac (option)[,(option)] ... , (cac) [,(option)j ... 

The first cac device is specified by the cac command 
word. Each additional cac device is specified by a COC 
keyword. All options preceding the first cac keyword apply 
to the command word (COCO) while all options following 
the nth COC keyword apply to the nth COC (CaC n)· 

The options are 

SS specifies that the Selectric® standard trans-
lation table is to be included in the monitor for 
a 2741 terminal. 

SA specifies that the Selectric APL translation 
tabl e is to be inc I uded in the moni tor for a 
2741 terminal. 

ES specifies that the EBCD standard translation 
table is to be included in the monitor for a 
2741 terminal. 

EA specifies that the EBCD APL translation table is 
to be included in the monitor for a 2741 terminal. 

DEVICE, ndd specifies, in hexadecimal, the num-
ber of a COC device. 

0Registered trademark of the International Business Machine 
Corporation. 
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OUT, value specifies the hexadecimal location of 
the cac output interrupt. The defaul tis 61. 

IN,value specifies the hexadecimal location of 
the cac input interrupt. The default is 60. 

The 55, SA, ES, and EA options need be specified only 
once. The DEVICE option must be specified for every 
cae device. IN and OUT must be specified for the sec
ond and subsequent cac devices. 

The input interrupts for all cac devices must be within 
one interrupt group. t The output interrupts for all COC 
devices must also be within one interrupt group. (The COC 
input and output interrupts may be in the same interrupt 
group. ) 

All COC input interrupts should be of higher priority than 
all cac output interrupts. COCO input must have the 
highest priority of all COC interrupts. The location spec
ified for OUT or IN determines the priority (the higher the 
location, the lower the priority). Generally, CP-V systems 
have on Iy one C ac device and use 60 and 61 as the input 
and output interrupt locations. 

LINES, value 
of Ii nes. 

specifies, in decimal, the number 
The default is 8. 

BUFFERS, value specifies, in decimal, the number 
of 4-word buffers that wi II be pooled for COC 
I/o usage. The default is the highest line num
ber. The recommended value is the number of 
users times 3. 

RING,value specifies, in decimal, the COC input 
buffer size in words. The default is: (2 bytes per 
line for the first 30 plus 1 byte per line above 30) 
divided by 4. High speed term inals may saturate 
th is buffer; therefore, when they are present on 
a system, a larger buffer size should be selected. 
The value must be less than or equal to 255. 

7015,#,... specifies, in decimal, the line numbers 
that are attached to Xerox Model 7015 Keyboard 
printers. Each H field may be a single value or a 
range specification m-n where m< n. In the latter 
case, all numbers included in the range are used 
as Ii ne numbers. 

2741,#,... specifies, in decimal, the line numbers 
that are attached to Mode I 2741 uni ts. Each # 
field may be a si ngl e val ue or a range specifica-
ti on m-n where m < n. In the latter case, all num
bers inc I uded in the range are used as line numbers. 

HARDWIRE, #,. . . specifies, in decimal, the line 
numbers that are hardwired to terminals. Lines 

tExternal interrupts are described in the Sigma hardwa,re 
reference manuals. 



which are "hardwired" will not be timed out 
(except 2741s logging on), nor will they log on 
automatically. All lines must be individually 
recified but need not be in ascending order. Each 

field may be a single value or a range specifi
cation m-n where m< n. In the latter case, all 
numbers included in the range are used as line 
numbers. 

TYPE,value, #, #.. . where value specifies, in dec-
imal, the timing algorithm number that the line 
number(s) following the value specification use. 
The value may be between 0 and 7. The six timing 
algorithms that are supplied with CP-V are listed 
in Tab I e 70. (The system manager may create ad
ditional algorithms.) The default TYPE value for 
lines that are listed on the 2741 opti on is 1. The 
default TYPE value for all other lines is O. All 
line numbers must be individually specified, but 
need not be in ascending order. Each # field may 
be a single value or a range specification m-n 
where m < n. In the latter case, a II numbers i n
eluded in the range are used as line numbers. 

RATE,value,#,#... wherevaluespecifies, in dec-
i ma I, the speed of the term i na I s (i n c harac ters 
per second) associated with the line number(s) fol
lowing the value specification. The value may 
be in the range 1 to 255. One RATE option is 
used for each terminal speed on the COCo The de
fau I t RATE for lines that are listed on the 2741 
option is 15. The default RATE for all others 
is 10. All line numbers must be individually speci
fied, but need not be in ascending order. Each 
# field may be a single value or a range specifi
cation m-n where m<n. In the latter case, all 
numbers inc I uded in the range are used as line 
numbers. 

Model 33 is the default terminal. 

:MON This command defines various monitor and CPU 
parameters for the target system and has the form 

:MON (option) [, (option)]. .. 

where the options are 

AVGSER, n specifies, in decimal, four times the 
average number of private disk packs required per 
batch job. The default is 1, indicating an aver
age one-fourth disk pack per job. 

rBIG9
] 

LSIG9 
specifies that the target system is a Sigma 9 
computer system and that the module name 

S9TRAPS is to be added to the SPEC=HAND file. 
In addition, the data and variables required for 
S9TRAPS are included in M:CPU. SIG9 specifies 
a target system whose memory is 128K or less 
BIG9 specifies that the target system is a large 

memory map (greater than 128K) Sigma 9 and 
causes SYSGEN to generate internal tables that 
accommodate physi ca I memory references greater 
than 128K. SIG9 may be specified without BIG9 
being specified. However, if BIG9 is specified 
without SIG9 being specified, S IG9 wi II automat
ically be assumedand a message noting this will be 
generated. A system generated with a SIG9 option 
will operate on a Sigma 6,7, or 9; however, a 
system generated with a BIG9 option will operate 
only on a Sigma 9. The default is a Sigma 6 or 7 
and the system generated will only operate on the 
Sigma 6 or 7. 

INFILE, n specifies, in decimal, the numbel of in-
put symbi ont fi les that may be queued wai ti ng for 
entry into the system. The default is 20. 

OUTFILE,n specifies, in decimal, the numbel of 
output symbiont fi les that may be queued wai ting 
for devices. The default is 32. 

CORE,size specifies, in decimal units of K (where 
K 1024), the size of core storage in the target 
system. The default is 128K, which is the recom
mended minimum in C P-V since it dynamically ad
justs itself to the actual size of machine at boot 
time. 

QUEUE,size specifies, in decimal, the maximum 
number of I/O operations that may be queued at 
one time. The recommended va lue is a tota I of 
1 per nondisk type device and 2 per disk type 
device. Although a smaller value will work, the 
minimum should be a total of 1 per channel and 
1 per disk type devi ce. For standard systems, the 
value should be 25-30. In addition, the MXSTRM 
value (see :SDEVICE command) should be added to 
this va I ue for remote processing systems. The de
fault and minimum are 10. 

MPOOL, size specifies, in decimal, the number of 
34-word buffers to be pooled for use by the mon
itor. It is recommended that the number of 
MPOOLs be one-half to three-fourths the number 
of QUEUE entries. For standard systems, the va I ue 
is between 14 and 22. One extra MPOOL should 
be defined for each RB device included in the 
system. The default is 5. 

(POOL, size specifies, in decimal, the number of 
40-word buffers to be pooled for symbi ont context 
block use. The default is 3. The recommended 
value is the number of symbiont I/O devices. For 
remote processing systems, the value should be 

increased by one for each 7670 RB I ine and by 
a number that is approximately three-fourths the 
maximum number of peripheral devices that could 
exist at concurrently logged on IRBTs. 
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Table 70. Timing Algorithms 

Timin~ Algorithm 
Nl.Imber Usage Idles 

t 

a Teletype Models 33, 35, and 37 None 
and alphanumeric displays. 

I IBM 2741 and 2741-compatible Before carriage return ~ nQme 

equipment. 
~ (cufpostt+15)/10 After carriage return 

After tab character (new position-old position+ 15)/10 

-

2 Execuport and Dataport terminals. 0-10 11-15 16-30 31-60 61-
cpsttt cps cps cps cps 

Before carriage return a 0 0 0 0 

After carriage relurn 1 4 8 12 16 

After tab character 1 1 2 4 8 

3 Memorex terminals 0-10 11-15 16-30 31-60 61-
cpsttt cps cps cps cps 

Before carriage return 7-curpostt 10-curpos 20-curpos 4O-:curpos 40-curpos 

After carriage return a a a a a 

After tab chara eter I 1 1 2 4 8 

4 This algorithm is a combination of 0-10 11-15 16-30 31-60 61-
the others and may be used to en- cpsttt cps cps cps cps 
sure that an inexperienced user can --~~.---"--.-~.-~--

utilize the system without any char- Before carriage return 7-curpostt lO-curpos 20-curpos 40-curpos 40-curpos 
aeter loss. It also supports an ex-

i perienced user until a change in After carriage return 1 I 4 8 12 16 

terminal type can be entered. It is i 

suggested that installations with After tab character 1 I 2 4 8 
mixed types of high-speed terminals ~-~--- - ------

use this algorithm as the default for 
high-speed lines. 

5 This algorithm is used for terminals I 0-10 11-15 
j 

16-30 31-60 61-
that require a number of idles I cpsttt cps cps cps cps 
roughly proportional to the car-

~ I I riage movement distance. It may 60 50 18 15 15 
be used for Tel etypes and other 
equipment of similar mechanical 

Before carriage return - none 
design, and is sometimes a better 
algorithm than number a for such 

After carriage return = (curpos+ 15)/X 
equipment. 

After tab character = (new position-old position+ 15)/X 

t Many high-speed terminals require a delay before sending a carriage return, after sending 0. corFiage return, or after sending CI tob character. If1 such 
a case, the cac handler must send "idle" characters, the number of which depends upon liRe ~eed, carriage position, and characteristics of the 
particular terminal. 

ttCurrent carriage position. 

tttCharacters per second. 
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CFU, size specifies, in decima!, thL numher c,f 
19-word buffers to be pool ed for curr"':t Ii I c users. 
The default is 40. The minimun'l i<; 8. Stcr+ina 

with the BOO reiease of CP-V, a more economical 
use is made of the CF U area by the fi I e manage
ment system. The estimated effect of thi s change 
is to provide approximately 60 percent more ef
fective use of the CFU area. Thus, the recom
mended value is 1.2 times the number of users (as 
defined by the :IMC control command), It is 

recommended that uscrs of previous rcleases of 
CP-V scale this option down to 60 percent of the 

value previously used if the number of users to be 

supported remains constant. 

ORG, va I ue spec i fi es, in hexadec i ma;, thf' load 
origin of the monitor. This vaiu0 s~oulr:i bf' the 
address of the first unused even-numbered i nter
rupt, since the monitor must be biased above the 
highest interrupt. If there are no special inter
rupts, the origin should be the first even-nu~bered 
address above the hirlh"5~ COC ir.t('rruF~ Tf--c 
default is 62. 

MPATCH, size 

of word locations to be reserved for modification 
of the mon i tor (i. e., a patch orca). The defaul t 
is O. The required minil":"um is :::-12 

SITE,site-id specifies a :)ne to eight chcrG-~cr site 

identification. The site-id becomes c part of the 
title printed on each page of an ANLL dump. If 
less than eight characters are specified, ttlC n'1me 
will be left justified and blank filled. If more 
than eight are specified, only the first eight will 

be used. 

specifics that tope rO!'1r:!I;ng :; :~ dl"-rANSDET J 
LANSPROT 

tect possi bl e overwri tes of unexpi rf"rl 

ANS topes and missing write rings in output tapes. 
If ANSPROT is specified, tape handling will op
erate in the" protectiv" ~adc" (s\'( r ~ "'~-_r"\ If 
ANSDET is specifit>d, th,:! lI,;emi-r;('·_-.~:,'r. ",~d<;" 

(see Glossary) is used. If neither is specified, the 
system handles ANS tapes but no special cheCKS 
are mode. If ei ther is spec ifi ed, tc:-,pr mr-unt~d 

as IN or INOUT an" giver sp~cja! ~a'1d'ing, Tares 

mounted as IN are flagged as such and ".,ay not be 

written on unless they are at the load point (in 
which case they arc prcc:cssed as t~m!g~ t~,,:;y ore 

iust going through tJ"'lC ,'/\\-:~;~1": pr.'ic,_:r .. >; T;l~'if;S 

mounted as INOUT must have a write rinq; other

wise, a message will be sent to the operator's con
sole. The operator can override the condition if 
the system is in the semi-protective mode. 

ENQ, size spec ifi es that the 'C'1oucue /dequeup. fa-
c iii ty is to be part of the target system. Size 
specifies, in decimal, the number of doublewords 
to be allocated for the ENQ tables. Sizc ~h"Ldd 

:SPROCS 

be r:)ughly 18-24 times the number of projected 

conCLrrrnt "nqueue users. If lengthy qnames 
and ';"''"'mes are to be used, size should be larger. 

This control command defines the character-
i stics of shared processors or monitor overlays and opti on
ally reserves space for the dynamic addition or replacement 
of both. The :SPROCS command has the form 

:SPROCS [rname[, option). , . )][, (name[, option]. .. )]. .. 

where namp. may be 

MON followed by the names of overlays to be 
added to the automatic default overlays which are 
KE','II~, L T / ['r. D:::BUG, OPEN, CLOSE, STEP

OVR, LDLNK, t-/,UL, MISOV, RMAOV, and 
IODTYPR. The names must be less th~n or equal 
to seven characters in length. Only those portions 
of the monitor that have been specifically coded 
as cwerlays must be specified. This is necessary 

because a mapped overlay scheme is used. 

i,1 xe~~ '"'Ir rar"'(' 
i - .i EO ':J'-

hi !owpd by flogs and/or a number 

(procname, flags, number) 

.')1 

(procname, flogs) 

or 

(procname, number) 

The number specifies, in decimal, the number of 
overlays tha~ will be associated and the following 
flags are po<;sible. 

S· specifies that this processor resides in the 
:,~e:..i'-Ai :;rlalcd processor's virtual memory. 

J specifies that special JIT (job information 
tal-I~) acc"'ss ;., to be given. 

o JjJ<-:(;i!'res tnct the processor is to be treated 
as a deLlgqcr. If specified, S is also assumed. 

P specifies that the processor is to be treated 
as a publ ic (core) library, and if specified, 

S is assumed. The name must be the form 
:Pi (0~i~9). lfvalid, the nome :Pi will be 
chnncwd to ,Pii. 

M specifies that maximum memory for this pro-
cessor, ;, e., all of the available core isgiven 

to this prncessor when in execution. 

T specific, that this is a command processor and 
tfd i' ;~ acccssible by the terminal users. 

B specifies that this is a command processor and 
that it is accessible by botch users. 
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G spec ifies that this is a command processor 
and that it is accessible by ghost users. 

C specifies that this is a command processor 
and that it is occessible by terminal, batch, 
and ghost users. 

The flogs S, J, D, P, M, T, B, G, and C may 
also be grouped syntactically without intervening 
commas (e.g., SJ, etc., up to a maximum of four 
characters). If D or P is specified, S is redundant. 

Table 71 is the default list of standard processors. To 
change the characteristics of one of the standard processors, 
one of the following should be specified: 

(REPLACE, procnome, flogs, number) 

or 

(REPLACE, procname, flogs) 

or 

(REPLACE, procnome, number) 

Procnome, flags, and number are described above. The 
processors in Table 71 can be specified on the :SPROCS 
command onl yin conjuncti on wi th REPLACE. 

For those ;nstallations in which processors and/or monitor 
overlays are to be dynamically added or replaced, the fol
lowing nome and optionswillberequired as applicable: 

MCSPACE, numoer specifies, in decimal, the num-
ber of spare 510t5 to be reserved in the moni tor 
over loy area for addi tions or replacements. The 
default is 0 and the range is unlimited. 

PCSPACE, number specifies, in decimal, the num-
ber of spore slots to be reserved in the processor 
overlay area for additions or replacements. The 
default is 0 and the range is unlimited. 

PSPACE, number, size specifies, in decimal, the 

Example: 

number of spore slots to be reserved in the pro
cessor area and the total number of pages re
quired for one spore processor. This includes all 
deta, procedures, and overlays. The default size 
is 0 pages. The permissible range of size is 6 to 
256 pages. The recommended size is 64 pages. 
if PSA has been specified on a :DEVICE command 
defi ni n9 a di sk pock, the size parameter must be 
I ess than or equal to the number of granules per 
physical cylinder (i. e., 60 for the 7242/7270 or 
110 for the 7260/7275). Otherwise, it is set to 
the appropriate value and a message is produced. 
Beware that PSA space is consumed by these 
spore slots. 

:SPROCS (MaN, BLOB), (GLOP, M,3), (POSPACE,4),; 
(PSPACE,4, 64), (MOSPACE, 3) 
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Table 71. Standard List of Shared Processors 

No. of 
Proces5Qr Nome JSDPMTGBC Overlays 

TEL 1 1 a a 1 1 0 o a 0 

eCI 1 a 0 0 1 o 0 1 a 0 

GHOSTl 1 o 0 a 1 o 1 o a 0 

LOGON 100 0 1 ~ 1 1 0 0 
\ 

LINK o 1 0 0 1 d 0 o 0 0 

I 
DELTA 0 1 1 o 0 OiO o 0 0 

I 

:POO a 1 0 1 0 o 0 o 0 0 

:Pll o 1 0 1 0 o 0 o 0 0 

EDIT 000 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 

PCL 000 o a o 0 o 0 a 

BASIC 000 a a a a o 0 a 

METASYM 000 a a a a o 0 2 

LOADER a 0 a a 1 a 0 o 0 7 

FORT 000 o 0 o 0 o 0 3 

FILL 1 o 0 o 1 ,0 0 a a a 

RUNNER 1 1 0 o 0 ,0 0 o 0 a 

BATCH 000 a 0 i 0 0 a 0 0 

DRSP 000 o 1 o 0 o 0 a 

LDEV 100 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 

The monitor overlay BLOB wi II be; added to the standard 
monitor list. The shored processt,r, GLOP, with three 
overlays and obtaining all availd:rble core while in execu
tion, will be added to the standort; shored processor list. 
Addi ti ona 111', three slots have been reserved for addi ng 
monitor overlays dynamically. Four slots have been re
served far shored processors each of which wi II have 
64 pages reserved for them. 

:PART This control command is used to define the num-
ber of partitions which may be used and their resource 
values. The :PARTcommand has the form 

: PART [(option)][, (option)] ... 

Theopt1ons are listed be'low. All values must be ex
pressed in decimal. For ell options which specify minimum 



and maximum values, the minimum value must be less 

than or equal to the maximum value. 

TIME,min,max specifies, in minutes, the time 

range of the partition. The default is 0,5. 

OUAN,value specifies, in milliseconds, the quan-
tum time of the partition. The default is 400. 

name, min, max specifies the name of a resource 

(defined via the :RES command) and limits on that 

resource which are to be used for partition con

trol. The range of permissible values is 0 to the 

maximum number available for batch allocation 

(i. e., the value specified for BMAX for the re-

source on the: RES command). Resource names 

are a I ways generated for CO (core J, 9T, 7T, and 

SP. The minimum and maximum values default to 

zero. A total of eleven more resource names may 

be s?ecified to be used in botch iob scheduling. 

{
HOlDl 
SWAP r 

spec ifi es whether the partiti on is to be 

held in core or is available for S\'Japping. 

The default is S\'/AP. If both keywords are pres-

ent, then SWAP will be used. 

{
lOCK l 
UNLOCK! 

specifies whet~er the partition is to 

be available for job selection or is 

locked from further use. The default is UNLOCK. 

If both k.eywords are present, then UNLOCK will 

be used. 

PART, value specifies the number of a partition to 

Example: 

which a~! subsequent options until the next PART 

or end of record wi Ii acpij. AI i options preceding 

the f;~st PART are default values to oe used when 

explic:t specifications are not given. An option 

not specified either preceding or following a parti

ti on number wi II be set to the standard SYSG EN 

default. The total number of partitiol1s defined is 

equal to the highest PART number specified and 

must be less than or equal to 16. If no PART value 

is soecified the total number of partitions is 3 
by default. 

: PAR T ,'L OC I( \ , (C C, 0, 10!, I' rr ME, 0, 5 ) , ; 
(PA.RT, 5'1, (PART, 4), ITIME, 6,8),; 
(UNLOCK) 

A II options except laC K, CO, TI"~E for all partitions are 

set to their standard SYSGEN limits. The time range will 

be set to 0,5 for all partitions except partition 4 which 

will have the time range 6, 8. Also partition 4 is to be 

the only partition available for job selection. There will 
be a total of five partitions defined. 

:FRGD This control command specifies that the system 

is to have real-time facilities. The format of the command 

is 

:FRGD [(option)] [, (option)] 

where the options are: 

RESDF, size specifies the default size in pages of 

the dedicated foreground memory area to be a II 0-

cated at system initialization. This value moy be 

overridden by the operator at svstem ini tial izati on, 

NINT,value specifies, in decimal, the maximum 

number of interrupts that can be centro! I; con

nected at one time. This value also specifies the 

number of Interrupt Control Blocks (ICBs to be 

allocated. The ORG option on the :MON COM

mand should be used to bios the monitor above an/ 

desi red hardware interrupt level s. 

:INTLB This command associates a 2-character lace! 
with on interrupt address. The format of the c.::>mmand 's 

:INTLB (Iabei, loc)[, \Iabel, lac!]. " 

where 

label specifies a 2-character lobel, 

loe specifies the absolute hexadecimal intelru::::t 

location or a pseudo-inter-upt nurrber to be associ

ated with the label. The permissible '/alues fa; an 

interruptaddressare in the hexadecimal range 58-59 
or 5F-140. The permissible values for a oseudo

T;;terruptnumberare in the hexadecimal lange 1000-
7FFF. 

: FAUTH The feature author i zati on control comrT'and 

specifies that users' access to certain system features is '0 

be controlled by the Super and Control processors, If a 

special feature (defined below 1 is not specified on this com

mand, all users are to have access to that feature, 

Note that this command does not regulate tl-,e inclusion 0f 

special features in the system. For example, ~~e special 

feature Enqueue/ Dequeue is included in the s/ste~ oy soe

cifying the ENQ option on the :MCN command. 

The format of the command is: 

: FAUTH (feature) [, (feature) .. .] 

where feature specifies a special feature. The current 

special features are: 

EO - enqueue/dequeue facilities 

JE - M:JOB job entry 

RP - remote processi ng 
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PASS2 CONTROL COMMAND SEQUENCE 

PA SS2 reads all of the input commands and creates an inter
mediate temporary keyed file. The records (the: commands) 
of the fi Ie are then accessed in the order that PASS2 
requires to build the dynamic monitor tables. The only 
restriction placed upon the order of the commands to PASS2 
concerns the :CHAN and :DEVICE commands. At least 
one :CHAN must be used and each :CHAN must precede 
the :DEVICE command (or commands) to which it applies. 

SYSGEN PASS2 OVERLAY STRUCTURE 

TREE STRUCTURE OF PASS2 

Figure 92 is the functional tree structure of PASS2 (the 
names identify the necessary element files). 

LOAD MODULES AND FILES GENERATED BY PASS2 

Table 72 identifies the load modules, data files, or element 
filest that are generated by the corresponding PASS2 con
trol commands. 

PASS2 MESSAGES 

All PASS2 messages (Table 73) are output on the LL device. 
When PASS2 attempts to continue (unless otherwise specified), 
it will search for a closing parenthesis ")" and continue pro
cessing from that point on. When an error message implies 
on error within a processor, this could also mean that there is 
not enough core to generate the current load module (LM). 

tThe term element file refers to a ROM (relocatable object 
module). 

Control Commands Processed 

UBCHAN {
CHAN} 
DEVICE 

P2LDV LDEV 

P20PL OPLBLT 

P2RES RES 

P2CCI - P2DCBS - MODIFY SDEVICE SDEVICE 

XMONITOR MON 

XLIMIT {~r:£~} 
ELIMIT 

P2COC COC 

IMC IMC 

SPROCS SPROCS 

XPART PARTITION 

FRGD 
{

FRGD} 
INTLB 

FAUTH FAUTH 

Figure 92. Tree Structure of PASS2 
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Table 72. PASS2 Load Modules and Files Table 72. PASS2 Load Modules ond Files (cont.) 

Load Module/Element Load Module/Element 
PASS2 Commands File Name PASS2 Commands File Name 

CHAN lOT ABLE (load module) MON M:CPU (load module) 
DEVICE SG:FLG (load module) M:SYMB (load module) 

SG:OPNMt (load module) M:BIG9 (load module) 
SG:OPXt (load module) MON::ORG (element file) 
SPEC:HAND t (data file) 
M:DCTMOD (load module) 
M:HGP (load module) rLlMIT] SG:LNT (load module) 

GLIMIT 
OLIMIT 

SG:DLNT (load module) 

SDEVICE M:SDEV (load module) 
SG: PNTt (load modul e) 

ELIMIT M:ELIMIT (load module) 

COC M:COC (load module) 
RES SG:RNT (Iood module) 

SG:RCT (load module) IMC M:IMC (load module) 
SG:RTY (load module) 
SG:OPNMt (load module) 
SG:OPXt (load module) 

SPROCS M:SPROCS (load module) 

LDEV t SG:OPNM (load module) 
t SG:OPX (load module) 

PART M:PART (load module) 

FRGD SPEC:HANDt (data file) 

OPLBL T SG:OPNMt (load module) 
SG:Opxt (load module) 

M:FRGD (load module) 

tThese modules are built from information from several 
SG:FLG (load module) commands. 

Table 73. PASS2 Messages 

Message Description 

General Messages 

***CANNOT READ CONTINUATION RECORD- The card image following a continuation character is incorrect or 
PASS2 ABORTED out of place. 

***CC IGNORED, PREVIOUS CC OF THIS The current control command type has already been encountered 
TYPE ACCEPTED and processed. Only one set of a specific type of command is al-

lowed in a run of PASS2. PASS2 conti nues to the next control 
command. 

***DIFFICULTY PROCESSING PASS2 In attempting to build the intermediate keyed file of : commands, 
COMMANDS PASS2 has encountered an abnormal/error condition. The I/O 

error code is output and PASS2 exits to the monitor. 

***DUPLICATE CC OTHER THAN DEVICE/ A duplicate control command other than a :DEVICE or :CHAN 
CHAN command was encountered. PASS2 aborts. 

. . . . . END OF PASS2 ..... The end of PASS2 has been reached . PASS2 exits to the monitor. 

***ERROR IN M:EI FILE The M:MODNUM file cannot be opened. 

***ERROR PROCESSING COMMANDS In attempting to access the records from the intermediate keyed 
FROM KEYED FILE file of : commands, PASS2 has encountered an abnormal/error 

condition. The I/O error code is output and PASS2 exits to 
the moni tor. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont.) • 
Mes~age Description 

***1/0 ERR/ ABN = xx/xx An I/O error occurred in attempting to build or access records 
from the i ntermedi ate keyed fi I e of : commands. The error c:;ode 
is specified by xx/xx. 

***NO COC COMMAND - A BATCH ONLY Self-explanatory. PASS2 conti nues. 

SYSTEM BEING GENERATED 

. .. ,. PASS2 CCI IN CONTROl. .... PASS2 has been entered . 

***PASS2 DELAYED ABORT DUE TO FATAL An error has occurr~d in processing PASS2 commands that has been 

ERROR determined to be fatal but from which PASS2 has attempted ta con-
tinue processing commands to provide syntax analysis of nonaffected 
commands. An example of such an error is the omission of a 
handler for a nonstandard device. Some errors may have been pro-
duced as a result of the delayed abort condition and correction of 
the initial problem may correct subsequent problems. PASS2 issues 
an error exi t. 

* * * RfCORD EXCEEDS 80 CHARACTERS A card image of more than 80 characters was processed. PASS2 

aborts. 

***UNKNOWN OR MISPLACED CC The current control command is unknown or out of order. PASS2 

continues to next control command. 

***UNKNOWN TYPE CP-V USED The type of PASS2 is unknown. PASS2 defaults to CP-V. 

CHAN/DEVICE Messages 

$ When $ appears without additional messages, it indicates that 
there is a syntax error. PASS2 tri es to continue. 

***CANNOT BUILD SGP OR The available core is not sufficient for generating these tables. 

NON-RESIDENT HGP 

~. **DEVICE TYPE yy ILLEGAL A DEVICE control command yyndd field contained a "NO", "MT" , 

"SP" as its yy. PASS2 tries to continue. 

--

* **HGP CANNOT BE FORMED FOR yyndd A DEVICE yyndd command (where yyndd is for a DC or DP device) 
contained a syntax error for which no defaults can be taken. PASS2 
tri es to conti nue. 

H*HGP TABLE FULL The core area allocated for HGP tables for RAD or disk pack de-
vices was not large enough. PASS2 aborts. 

*~*INSUFFICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE The available core was not large enough for the allocation required 
by generation of the load module. PASS2 aborts. 

'" LOAD MODULE CANNOT BE This message is produced in conjunction with the messages INSUF-
GENERATED FICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE and ONLY xxxx PAGES OBTAINED. 

PASS2 aborts. 

***MREC/MXREC VALUE INVALID- The value for either MREC or MXREC exceeds 255. PASS2 sub-
SYSGEN DEFAULT USED stitutes 1 for MREC and 255 for MXREC and continues. 

***'NAME' OR SYNTAX INVALID A CHAN control command option field has a syntax error, or the 
DEVICE control command contained a syntax error or inval id name 
for the handler option. PASS2 tries to continue. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont. ) 

Message Description 

***NCYL MISSING FOR MOVEABLE In defining a nonstandard disk device, the parameter NCYL was 
HEAD DISK DEVICE omitted. PASS2 aborts. 

*** NGC > 255 - 55 USED FOR 7261 The CYLIN value is too large. PASS2 continues. 

***NGC>255 - 30 USED FOR 7242/7271 The CYLIN value is too large. PASS2 continues. 

***NO CHAN/DEVICE INFO No CHAN and DEVICE control commands have been encountered. 
PASS2 tries to continue to the next command that is not a CHAN 
or DEVICE command. 

***NO DEVICE FOR CHAN A CHAN control command has been encountered without any 
device definitions for the channel. PASS2 tries to continue. 

***NO DISC DEFINED No RAD or disk pack was defined by a DEVICE control command. 

***NO HANDLER - DEVICE IGNORED- The HANDLER option was not present fOI a nonstandard device. 
DELAYED ABORT CONDITION Although this is an abort condition, PASS2 will attempt to continue 

processing subsequent commands for syntax analysis but will issue an 
error exit at the end. Note that subsequent errors may be a func-
tion of this error condition. 

*** NO PER DEFINED Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 

***NO PSA DEFINED Se If-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 

***NTPC MISSING FOR MOVEABLE In defi ni ng a nonstandard di sk devi ce, the parameter NTPC was 
HEAD DISK DEVICE omitted. PASS2 aborts. 

***ONLY xxxx PAGES OBTAINED This message follows the messages HGP TABLE FULL and INSUF-
FICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE. xxxx is the number of pages that 
were avai lable to bui Id the load module. PASS2 aborts. 

***ONLY PFA VALID ON PRIVATE OR PER and PSA are not allowed. PFA is set to the pack size. 
CYLIN ALLOCATED DEVICE 

***PER STARTING SECTOR EXCEEDS The starting sector address of PER exceeds the halfword field in the 
16 BITS - PER SET TO 0 HGP and therefore is set to O. (Actually, the PSA field overflowed 

and caused the PER field to overflow.) This condition can only 
occur when a 7265 or 7275 disk pack is specified. 

***PFA STARTING SECTOR EXCEEDS The starting sector address of PFA exceeds the halfword field in the 
16 BITS - PFA SET TO 0 HGP and therefore is set to O. (Actually, the PER field overflowed 

and caused the PFA field to overflow. If this message is output in 
conjunction with the message' PER STARTING SECTOR EXCEEDS 
16 BITS - PER SET TO 0', then the PSA field overflowed and this 
caused both the PER and PFA fields to overflow.) This condition can 
only occur when a 7265 or 7275 disk pack is specified. 

***PRIVATE DISK HGP EXCEEDS ONE PAGE The value used for the number of granules per logical cylinder has 
caused the resulting HGP to exceed one page in length. PASS2 
aborts. 

***PSA DEFINED ON RAD, A disk pack cannot be used for swap storage if a RAD is olso being 
NOT ALLOWED ON DP used for swap storage. PASS2 tries to continue. 
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T abl e 73. PASS2 Messages (cont. ) 

Message Descri pti on 

***PSA+PER+PFA> SIZE The actual size is used and truncation occurs in the area exceeding 
the size limit. 

***PSA VALUE TOO LARGE - MAX VALUE In defi ni ng the PSA area on a di sk pack, the number of tracks 
USED PFA INCREMENTED specified exceeded X'3FC' for a 7242 or X'21C' for 7260/7265. 

PSA is set to the appropriate maximum value and the extra tracks 
are allocated as PFA. P ASS2 conti nues. 

***PASS2 UNABLE TO CONTINUE Sel f-explanatory. PASS2 aborts. 

***TROUBLE WITH M:MOONUM FILE OR An I/o error occurred. 
MODNUM COMMAND. PASS2 UNABLE 
TO CONTINUE 

*'**VALID 'CHAN' CC MUST PRECEDE Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
'DEVICE' CC 

***PSA INCREMENTED FOR DP SWAPPER- The number of tracks of PSA for a djsk pack swapper was not evenly 
PFA/PER DECREMENTED divisible by the number of tracks per physical cylinder. PSA was 

incremented so that the value would be evenly devisible and PFA 
and PER were correspondingly decremented. PASS2 tries to continue. 

***PSA MUST BE 7212/7232 DISC PACK- PSA has been specified on a device that is not recognized. PASS2 
PSA IGNORED continues. 

***PSA PREVIOUSLY DEFINED ON DISK PACK- The PSA option may only be specified for one disk pack device. 
PSA IGNORED PASS2 continues. 

***PSA/PER INVALID ON CYLIN Se If-explanatory. PASS2 conti nues. 
ALLOCATED DEVICE - PSA/PER 
IGNORED 

***SIZE MISSING FOR FIXED HEAD In defining a nonstandard disk device, the SIZE parameter was 
DISK DEVICE omi tted. PASS2 aborts. 

***SPEC:HAND CANNOT BE GENERATED An abnormal condition prevents the creation of the SPEC:HAND 
file. PASS2 aborts. 

***SS/NSPT/SIZE MUST BE NON-ZERO Either a new disk device has not been fully defined or some model 
or controller number is incorrect. Therefore the device is new to 
PASS2 and the defaul ts cannot be used. PASS2 aborts. 

***SUM OF PSA+PER+PFA>SIZE There was a conflict in the summation of the given list of variables 
and the defi ned RAD or di sk pack size. The message may appear 
several times for a given RAD (i. e., if the conflict is determined 
after the summation of PSA+PER, then the message wi II appear for 
this summation and once for each of the remaining summations). The 
processor conti nues. 

***SYNTAX ERROR This message appears in conjunction with the $ message. PASS2 
tries to continue. 

***SYNTAX ERROR DUAL OPTIONS USED The c losi ng double parenthesis on the DUAL option of the CHAN 
command are in error. However, the precedi ng opti on has been 
correctly processed and wi II be used. UBCHAN conti nues. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont. ) 

Message 

***THIS DISC ALREADY DEFINED 

***UNKNOWN DEVICE yyndd FOR CH 

***WARNING DEVICE SIZE NOT EVENLY 
DIVISIBLE BY NGC -
REMAINDER IG NORED 

***WARNING INCORRECT MOD. # OR 
CONT. # ZERO HAS BEEN 
SUBSTITUTED FOR BOTH 

***WARNING NEW DISK PACK USED 
AS SWAPPER 

***VALID 'CHAN' CC MUST PRECEDE 
'DEVICE' CC 

SDEVICE Messages 

***MXSTRM TOO LARGE - SET TO 128 

***MXSTRM TOO SMALL - SET TO 3*#RBTS 

***NO SYMBIONT DEVICES DEFINED 

**xxxx UNKNOWN - OPTION IGNORED 

RES Messages 

***xxxx A SYMBIONT DEVICE RESOURCE 
IGNORED 

***xxxx yyyyyyyy DEFAULT > MAX OPTION 
DEFAULTED 

Description 

A DEVICE control command defined a RAD or disk pack device 
(i. e., yyndd) that had already been defined. PASS2 tries to 
conti nue. 

The channel designated is out of range. 

The size of the device computed to total number of granules is 
not evenly divisible by the value representing the number of 
granules per logical cylinder (NGC). PASS2 continues. 

PASS2 conti nues. However, the system wi II have to be patched 
with the correct model and controller numbers. 

A nonstandard di sk pack has been used as the swapper. 

A DEVICE control command not preceded by a CHAN control com
mand was encountered. PASS2 tries to continue. 

The value specified for MXSTRM exceeds 128. MXSTRM is set 
to 128 and PASS2 continues. 

In a system with remote devices defined, either MXSTRM was 
not specified or the value specified for it was too small. 
MXSTRM is set to three times the number of RBTs defined and 
PASS2 conti nues. 

There is missing or incorrect information on the :SDEVICE command. 

The character string xxxxx does not identify a device that was 
defi ned via the :DEVICE command. The option is ignored and 
PASS2 conti nues. 

Symbiont devices cannot be defined as resources. PASS2 continues. 

For the resource xxxx, the default is greater than the maximum for 
the mode specified by yyyyyyyy (batch, on-line, or ghost). The 
default is set as follows: 

If the resource is CO, it is set as indicated in Table 69. For 
a II other resources, the defau I tis set to zero for the batch or 
on-line mode or is set to the value specified for the maximum 
for the ghost mode. 

PASS2 conti nues. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont.) 

Message 

***X)qXX YYY'iyyyy MAX> SUM OPTION 
DEFAULTED 

***NO INVALID RESOURCE - RESOURCE 
IGNORED 

***xxxx RESOURCE ALREADY DEFINED
OPTION IGNORED 

***xxxx yyyyyyyy SUM> TOT OPTION 
DEFAULTED 

***TOO MANY RESOURCES ONLY 
FIRST 15 USED 

* **xxxx # TOTAL> 1/ DEFINED ON SYSTEM -
# DEFINED USED 

* **xxxx TOTAL MISSING, RESOURCE 
IGNORED 

LDEV Messages 

***> 15 LDEV ENTRIES - ADDITIONAL ONES 
IGNORED 

*HC1 CANNOT BE ASSIGNED - ENTRY 
IGNORED 

***xx DEVICE TYPE NOT SYMBIONT
ENTRY IGNORED 

***NAME A TYPMNEMONIC - NAME 
IGNORED 

***NAME DUPLICATED - FIRST ONE 
IGNORED 
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Description 

For the resource xxxx, the maximum value is greater than the sum 
for the mode specified by yyyyyyYY (batch, on-line, or ghost). The 
maximum is set as follows: 

If the resource is CO, it is set as indicated in Table 69. For 
all other resources, the maximum is set to the value specified 
for sum for the batch mode or to sum-l for the ghost or on-line 
mode. 

P ASS2 conti nues. 

NO may not be specified as a resource. PASS2 continues. 

The resource specified by xxxx was specified more than once 
on the : RES command. The first specification is used. PASS2 
continues. 

For the resource xxxx, the value specified for sum is greater than 
TOT for the mode specified by yyyyyyyy (batch, on-line, or ghost). 
The value for sum is set as follows: 

If the resource is CO, it is set as indicated in Table 69. For 
all other resources, sum is set to TOT for all modes. 

PASS2 continues. 

Only 15 resources can be specified. The first 15 are used and the 
rest are ignored. PASS2continues. 

For the resource xxxx, TOT is greater than the number defined in 
the :DEVICE command. (This message only applies to device type 
resources.) The number defined on :DEVICE is used for TOT. 
P ASS2 conti nues. 

The TOT option must be specified for a nondevice type resource. 
PASS2 continues. 

A maximum of 15 logical device names may be defined on the 
:lDEV command. The first 15 definitions are used and PASS2 
conti nues. 

The logical device name C1 is always automatically generated by 
the system and should not be specified on the :LDEV command. 
PAS S2 cont i nues. 

The device type xx was not specified as a symbiont device on a 
:SDEDVICE command. PASS2 continues. 

The name cannot be a type mnemonic. PASS2 continues. 

A logical device nome was specified twice, PASS2 continues. 



T abl e 73. PASS2 Messages (cont. ) 

Message Descri pti on 

***xx SYMBIONT DEVICE TYPE NOT A logical device name was not defined for the symbiont device 
SPECIFIED - DEFAULTED TO L 1 type xx. It is given the logical device name L 1 by default. PASS2 

continues. 

OPLBL T Messages 

***xxxxx ASSIGNMENT TO SYMBIONT A physical device specified on the :OPLBLT command must not be 
DEVICE - OPTION IGNORED a symbiont device. PASS2 continues. 

***xx ASSIGNMENT UNKNOWN - The name specified by xx is an unknown device type or logical 
OPTION IGNORED device name. P ASS2 conti nues. 

***2 CHARS MAX FOR OPLABEL - OPTION The operational label must be one or two characters in length. 
IGNORED PASS2 continues. 

***xx OPLABEL IS TYPMNEMONIC/ The operational label cannot be the same as a device type or a 
LDEVICE - OPTION IGNORED logical device name. PASS2 continues. 

***xxxxx UNKNOWN DEVICE - OPTION The specification xxxxx is an unknown physica I device. PASS2 
IGNORED continues. 

MON Messages 

***AVGSER IS OUT OF RANGE - DEFAULT Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
(1) IS USED 

***BIG9 SPECIFIED - SIG9 ALSO INCLUDED When the BIG9 option is specified, the SIG9 option is assumed by 
default. PASS2 continues. 

***ERROR IN PROCESSOR - JOB ABORTED The processor is in need of repair. PASS2 error exits to the monitor. 

***ILLEGAL TYPE OR SIZE This message appears if a value was the wrong type (decimal, hex-
adecimal, or ndd) or was too large or too small, or if a text string 
contai ned too many characters. PASS2 ignores the value and con-
ti nues wi th the next characters. 

***INADEQ UATE CORE SPACE - SKIP TO The load module cannot be generated in the available core space. 
NEXT CC 

***INVALID CHARACTER STRING The length of the character string is either 0 or greater than31, 
or the character string is not obtainable because of an error in 
trying to obtain a continuation record. PASS2 tries to continue. 

***INVALID, UNKNOWN, OR DUPLICATE A keyword was invalid, unknown, or duplicate. PASS2 searches 
KEYWORD for the next openi ng parenthesi s 1('. 

***MODIFY ERROR - SKIP TO NEXT CC The load module cannot be generated in the available core space. 

***SYNTAX ERROR - IXI EXPECTED I X lis I) I, I, I, or I (I . PASS2 searches for the next openi ng 
parenthesi s. 

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC: HAND - S9TRAPS The BIG9 and/or SIG9 option was specified, but due to trouble with 
&/OR ANSTP NOT INCLUDED the SPEC:HAND file, the S9TRAPS module was not included or the 

ANSTP module (which was added if the ANSDET or ANSPROT option 
was spec i fi ed) was not inc I uded. PASS2 tries to continue. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont.) 

Me&$Oge Description 

COC M,~aaes 

***COCO IN NOT HIGHEST PRIORITY COCO input must have the highest priority of all COC interrupts. 
PASS2 discontinues processing of the :COC command. 

***COCx eoe INTERRUPT LEVEL eONFLlCT- Self-explanatory. PASS2 skips to the next control command. 
cae ABORTED M:COC is not generated. 

***coex DEVICE NOT DEFINED - eoe The reference device has not been defined by a DEVICE control 
ABORTED command. 

***COCx DEVICE OPTION MISSING - Se I f-exp I ana tory . PASS2 terminates processing of the :COC com-
cae ABORTED mand. M:coe is not generated. 

***COCx 'IN' NOT IN SAME GROUP AS Self-explanatory. PASS2 discontinues processing of the :COC 
OTHER INS command. 

***COCx LINES >64- DEFAULT TAKEN Self-explanatory. COC continues. 

***coex 'OUT' NOT IN SAME GROUP Sel f-explanatory. PASS2 discontinues processing of the :COC 
AS OTHER OUTS command. 

***COCx --RING >255 - 255 USED The value for RING must be less than or equal to 255. COC 
continues. 

***COCx RING INADEQ UATE - DEFAULT Sel f-explanatory. COC conti nues. 
TAKEN 

***eocx WARNING: BUFFERS<3*LlNES The total number of buffers was less than three times the total num-
ber of lines. COC conti nues. 

***TYPE>7 INVALID - DEFAULTS USED Self-explanatory. cae conti nues· 

IMC Messages 

***BPRIO<X'CO' OR>X'FF'. DEFAULT Sel f-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
USED (X'FC') 

***COC BUFFERS> 255 - 255 USED S el f-explanatory. IMC continues. 

***EXPIRE OR MAXEXPIRE OUT OF RANGE- Self-explanatory. IMC continues. 
999 DAYS, 23 HOURS USED 

***GPRIO< X'CO' OR> X'FF'. DEFAULT Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
USED (X'FC') 

***INTIME OUT OF RANGE - DEFAULT (15) Sel f-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
USED 

***LOGTIME OUT OF RANGE - DEFAULT (3) Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
USED 

***MAXEXPIRE< EXPIRE - EXPIRE VALUE Self-explanatory. IMC continues. 
USED 

***MAXG <4 - DEFAULT (8) USED Self-explanatory. IMC continues. 

***MAXG>255 - DEFAULT (8) USED Self-explanatory. IMC continues. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont. ) 

Messages Descripti on 

***MINTIME >QUANTA - QUANTA Self-explanatory. IMC conti nues. 
VALUE USED 

***OPRIO<X'CO' OR>X'FF'. DEFAULT Se If-expl anatory. PASS2 continues. 
USED (X 'FC') 

***RAMAX>63-READ AHEAD TABLES NOT Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 
GENERATED 

***RAMAX ZERO-RATO IGNORED If RAMAX is zero, RATO is meaningless. PASS2 continues. 

***RATO OUTSIDE LEGAL RANGE Self-explanatory. (The defau I tis 10000.) PASS2 conti nues. 
OF 0-32767, DEFAULT USED 

***SWAPPER NOT DP - UCYL IGNORED The UCYL option was specified for a RAD swap storage system. The 
option is ignored. 

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC:HAND - RA NOT An I/O error occurred when openi ng, reading, or writing the 
INCLUDED SPEC:HAND fi Ie. 

***UCYL INVALID - DEFAULT (1) USED The UCYL value was not 1 or 2. The defau I t va I ue 1 is used. 

***UNBLOCK > BLOCK - SET EQUAL Self-explanatory. IMC continues. 
TO BLOCK 

***USERS >255. IMC ABORTED Self-explanatory. IMC returns to P2CCI. M:IMC is not generated. 

SPROCS Messages 

***ATTEMPT TO REDEFINE xxxxxx. An attempt was made to redefi ne a standard processor wi thout 
IGNORED REPLACE. PASS2 conti nues. 

***ILLEGAL FLAG f FOR nnnnnnn - FLAG This message appears if the flag "f" is specified for nnnnnnn and 
IGNORED either is not an S, J, P, 0, M, T, G, B, 0, or C, or is a P, 

when nnnnnnn is not Pi. Only "f" is ignored, even when it occurs 
in a multi-flag option field. "f" is set to the offending character 
and nnnnnnn is set to the name. 

***ILLEGAL TYPE OR SIZE This message appears if a value was the wrong type (decimal, hex-
adecimal, or ndd) or was too large or too small, or if a text string 
contained too many characters. PASS2 ignores the value and con-
tinues with the next characters unless the illegal text string was 
to be a "name" for SPROCS or the next character should be a clos-
i ng parenthesi s, in which case PASS2 searches for the next opening 
parenthesis . . 

***INSUFFICIENT SPACE - SPROCS Too many overlays have been selected for the available core space 
ABORTED to generate M:SPROCS. 

***INVALID ALPHANUMERIC STRING This message appears when a "name" or option (not "number") is 
not alphanumeric. The "name" or option is ignored and PASS2 
continues with the next opening parenthesis or the next character, 
respectively. 

***xxxxxxx NOT STANDARD PROCESSOR. An attempt was made to replace a nonstandard processor. PASS2 
CAN'T REPLACE continues. 
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Table 73. PASS2 Messages (cont.) 

Message Description 

***PSPACE SIZE> S:CYLSZ - S:CYLSZ USED PSA has been specified on a :DEVICE command defining a disk pack 
and the size parameter is not less than or equal to the number or 
granules per physical cylinder. It is set to an appropriate value ob-
tained from S:CYLSZ (64 for the 7247 or 110 for the 7260/7265). 

***TOO MANY VALUES This message appears when one of the interim tables has been filled. 
Inadequate core space is implied; M:SPROCS is not generated. If the 
error position indicator ($) is under a CP ... Voveriay name, then the space 
required can be reduced by combining all flag options for each name 
into one multiflag option and replacing all "number" options with one 
"number" option equal to the sum of all the "number" options it replaces. 

FRGD Messages 

***NO CORE FOR FRGD, INTLS IGNORED Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 

***LABEL HAS ILLEGAL VALUE. IGNORED The value falls outside of the three permissable ranges. FRGD 
continues. 

***INTLB WITHOUT FRGD. OPTION IGNORED Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC:HAND - RTROOT I/O error in opening, reading, or writing SPEC:HAND file. 
NOT INCLUDED 

XLlMlT Messages 

***xxxx xxxxxx DEFAUL T > MAX - DEFAULT This message applies to BLIMIT, OLIMIT, and GLIMIT commands 
SET TO MAX and is self-explanatory. PASS2 continues. 

***xxxxxxxx INVALID - SYSGEN DEFAULTS The parameter identified by xxxxxxxx for an ELlMIT command was 
USED greater than X I 7FFF I • The SYSGEN default was substituted. PASS2 

continues. 

XPART Messages 

**CONFLICT IN HOLD IN xxxxxxxx- Self-explanatory. XPART continues. (xxxxxxxx is the partition 
PARTITION NOT HELD number. ) 

***CONFLICT IN LOCK IN xxxxxxxx - Self-explanatory. X PART conti nues. 
PARTITION NOT LOCKED 

***ERROR - PARAMETER *xxxx* IN xxxxxxxx The maximum and minimum values are invalid. The default values 
MAX AND MIN INVALID - SYSGEN are used. XPART continues. 
DEFAULTS USED 

***ERROR - PARAMETER *xxxx* IN xxxxxxxx The maximum value for option (either TIME or one of the resources) 
MAX INVALID - DEFAULTS USED exceeds the permissible range. The default value is used. The de-

fault may be that specified prior to the first PART option or may be 
the standard SYSGEN default. XPART continues. 

***ERROR - PARAMETER *xxxx* IN xxxxxxxx Option xxxx (either TIME or one of the resources) in either the de-
MAX < MIN - 0 USED FOR MIN fault or identified partition number (xxxxxxxx) had a maximum 

value I ess than the minimum val ue. Zero was used for the minimum 
value. XPART continues. 

***ERROR":' PARAMETER *xxx* IN xxxxxxxx The minimum value for option (either TIME or one of the resources) 
MIN INVALID - 0 USED exceeds the permissible range. Zero is used. XPART continues. 

***PART 0 NOT ALLOWED - SPECIFIED Self-explanatory. XPART continues. Note: If PART> 16, the 
RESOURCES IGNORED parameter is flagged as ILLEGAL TYPE OR SIZE and specified re-

sources are also ignored. 
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LOCCT PROCESSOR 

The LOCCT processor provides an optional phase of system 
generation that generates a file defining the elements and 
load structure of a user's processor or monitor. LOCCT may 
be called during system generation to create, in the current 
account, a permanent disk file containing the LOCCT, 
ROM, and TREE tables for a given set of LOAD (! LOCCT) 
and TREE control commands defining the load structure of a 
user's processor or monitor. It also outputs a copy of this 
file to the PO device. The contents of the LOCCT
generated file are referred to as "LOCCT tables ". Each 
record consists of a binary card image having the format 
shown in Figure 93. 
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where 

RECORD ID X'3EI binary card code and XI1 E' 
binary end card code. 

SEQ NO two-digit (hex) sequence number. 

CHECKSUM byte checksum of card image. 

BYTE COUNT number of useful bytes in 
card image, including control word in 
columns 1-3. 

Figure 93. LOCCT Record Format 

The LOCCT processor is entered via the following control 
command sequence: 

! LOCCT(LMN, ... ) ... (EF, ( ... ))t 
!TREE ... 
!DATA 
:LOCCT name 

where name specifies the name desired for use in retrieving 
the LOCCT file from disk. This name must be no longer 
than ten characters. 

Continuation cards are not allowed. If comments are de
sired, they must be preceded by a period. 

The "LOCCT name II command must immediately follow the 
!DATA command so that the Control C0mmand Interpreter 
(CCl) will know that the LoceT process is to be entered. 

If the PA SS3 processor is to be used to load a standard pro
gram at some later time, the LOCCT processor must be used 
once for every unique set of LOAD (!LOCCT command) and 
TREE control commands defining the load structure of a pro
cessor or monitor. It should be executed in the account in 
which PASS3 will eventually be executed. Also, all ele
ment fi Ie names in the LOAD (! LOCCT) command should 
originate in the account in which PASS3 will be executed. 
The file name used to generate the LOCCT file is d'eter
mined by appending the "name II from the control command 
(see above) to the characters "LOCCT" (for the processor 
METASYM, the LOCCT file name would be LOCCTMETA
SY M). The name is optional. However, if the name does 
not appear, the M:EO DC B must have been previously as
signed to the file name that PASS3 will reference later for 
a particular LOCCT. If a name appears, and an ASSIGN 
command assigns M:EO to a file name, the name on the 
LOCCT control command takes precedence. When the file 
name is determined via an ASSIGN command, the file name 
must incl ude the first five characters (LOCCT) as part of the 
file name. 

LOCCT EXAMPLES 

Examples for using the LOCCT processor are shown below. 

!JOB J1, LOAD ITEM, 1 
!ASSIGN M:EO, (FILE, LOCCTXX) 
!LOCCT(LMN,XX), ... 
!TREE 
!DATA 
:LOCCT 
!Next monitor command 

t Th is control command replaces the ! LOAD command for 
this type of process and contains the same information the 
! LOAD command would normally contain. 
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This example will genero,te a permanent file, LOCCTXX, 
that wH1 contain the LOCCr, ROM, and TREE tables for 
the firs,t Job's LOAD (,! LOCCT) and TREE commands. The 
flUe w,iH he under the account number "J1 1I

• A permanent 
CQfJY wHI also be output to the 'PO device. This exomple 1s 
ftle name is determined by the "ASSIGN M:EOII controt 
command. 

PO device. Notice that the ASSIGN command's file name
is ignored and also that the LOCeT file name need not be 
the same as the load module name. 

!JOB J4, LOAD ITEM, 1 

!ASSIGN M:EO,(FILE, LOCCTXYZ) 

!LOCCT (lMN, XYZ) .•• 
!JOB J3, LOADITEM, 1 

:!lOCCT (LMN, YYYV) ..• 

!DATA 

:LOCCT YYYY 

!Next monitor command 

!TREE ••• 

!DATA 

:LOCCT Z 

!Ne><t monitor command 

This examp'le witlgenerate a permanent file, LOCCTYYYY, 
wah tn.einformation from the lOAD (!LOCCT) command. 
The fHe wiU be under the account number "J3". A 
permanent copy will also be output to the PO device. 

The permanent file name may be any name desired as long 
as LOCCT and PASS3 both reference the same name for a 
given LOCCT file. 

The example below will generate a permanent file, LOCCTZ 
using the informatj.on from the LOAD (! LOCCT command) 
and TREE commands. The file will be under the account 
number "J411. A permanent copy will also be output to the 

LOCCT MESSAGES 

Table 74 contains a list of error messages for LOCCT. All 
of these messages are output on the LL device. 

Table 74. LOCCT Messages 

Message Description 

***CANNOT GENERATE LOCCT WITH An element file is on labeled tape. 
ROMS ON LABELED TAPE 

* * *1/0 ERR/ ABN FOR READ C=xxxx An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered on the 
C device. The value xxxx is the I/O error code. 

-----~--

***1/0 ERR/ ABN FOR WRITE EO=xxxx An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered on the 
EO device. The val ue xxxx is the I/O error code. 

-- - ---

** *1/0 ERR/ ABN FOR WRITE PO=xxxx An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered on the 
PO device. The val ue xxxx is the I/O error code. 

LOCCT PROCESSOR ABORTED This message is output after other LOCCT messages. LOCCT then 
exits to the monitor. 

***NAME INVALID The name in the LOCCT command was in error. 

***NAME>10 CHARACTERS The name in the LOCCT command was greater than ten characters 
in length. 

***OPEN EO ERR/ABN=xxxx An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered by 
LOCCT while trying to open the EO device. The val ue xxxx 
is the I/O error code. 

***ROM TABLE ENDCANNOT BE FOUND The ROM table is invalid. 
---

***UNKNOWN CC OR The name of the LOCCT command entered was invalid or the LOCCT 
CONTINUATION ILLEGAL command was to be continued. LOCCT displays the abort message 

and then exits to the monitor. 
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PASS3 PROCESSOR 

The purpose of this processor is to cause the loading of 
standard monitors, processors, and libraries automatically 
via preestabl ished LOAD (! LOCCT) and TREE structures. 
These structures must have been generated previously by 
the LOCCT processor. PASS3 is entered via the control 
command 

! PASS3 [option] 

where the option is one of the following; 

MON specifies that PASS3 wi" abort if the moni-
tor load is unsuccessfu I. 

ALL specifies that PASS3wili abort if any load 
is unsuccessful. 

The commands that control PASS3 have the form 

;id (option ,option) 

where 

id is the name of a LOCCT information table that 
is to be obta i ned to defi ne the load structure of a 
monitor, processor, or library subroutine (e.g., 
X, 9EDIT, FMGE). The id must not be longer 
than ten characters. 

option is optional information used to modify the 
default LOAD (! LOCCT) command structure in the 
LOCCT table, or may consist of general informa
tion to PASS3 (see the list of parameters below). 

Any command that contains an asterisk in column 1 will be 
interpreted as a comment. Comments may also be added to 
any control 'command by preceding the comment with a 
period or semicolon. However, a semicolon requires a 
continuation. 

A PASS3 control command identifies a standard system 
(monitor), processor, or library subroutine name for which 
a LOCCT table is to be obtained. This LOCCT table wi" 
describe to the loader how the named routine is to be 
loaded. The LOCCT wi" be assumed to be in the current 
account number, unless a previous ASSIGN command as
signed the M:EI DCB to some other account number. PASS3 
will accept LOCCT tables from only one account. 

The control commands may contai n opti onal parameters. 
The possible parameters are as follows; 

SAVE (name 1 ,name2' ... ,namen)t spec ifies that the 
named element files will not be deleted from 
the disk. A" options not saved wi" be deleted 
(see "DE LETE II below). 

DELETEt specifies that when the loader has completed 
the loading of the standard system defined by id, 
all element files comprising this module will be 
deleted from the disk, except for those specifically 
saved (see "SAVE II above). 

The deleted files must be in the current account, 
must not be protected by a password, and must be 
on disk rather than labeled tape. Unless saved, 
the LOCCT table will also be deleted. 

When the LOCCT table for a particular id tt has been ob
tained, PASS3 will obtain enough common storage to con
tain the LOCCT table and wi" save the LOCCT table in 
this area. This area is the communication area between 
PASS3 and the loader. PASS3 wi" then do an M:LINK co" 
on the monitor requesting the loader (LOADER) as its over
lay. The loader must appear as a load module file in the 
:SYS account. When the loader completes its function, it 
wi II do an M: LDTRC call on the moni tor requesting a return 
to the calling parogram; namely, PASS3. At this time, the 
LOCCT table and all element files in the current account 
comprising the load module will be deleted from the disk if 
the DELETE and/or SAVE options were encountered in the 
control command. However, if the loader was unsuccessfu I 
in loading the element, the DELETE option wi" be ignored. 
PASS3 wi" then continue to its next control command. 

AI I monitors should be loaded by PASS3 to take advantage 
of PASS3's ability to form the HANDLERS file automati
cally. If a monitor is to be loaded and there is no LOCCT 
for it, the LOAD (! LOCCT)/TREE commands must be used 
to generate a LOCCT by the LOCCT processor, and then 
PASS3 can use the LOCCT tables for the loading of the 
Monitor. 

PASS3 EXAMPLES 

! Previous monitor control command 

IPASS3 

:M:MON 

:END 

This example wi" obtain the LoceT table in the file 
LOCCTM:MON. A" element files comprising M:MON 

t If the loader encounters an error during the loading of a 
module, the DELETE/SAVE feature will be ignored. That 
is, no element files will be deleted since the loader was 
not successful in loading them. 

tt The specified id is used to form the fi Ie name of a LOCCT 
table to be obtained. The id wi" be appended to the char
acters "LOCCT". This implies that for an id of FMGE, the 
LOCCT file name wi" be LOCCTFMGE. 
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will be $aved. This load function might represent a minimal 
CP-v m~itor (M:MON). The LOCCTM:MON file will 
b~ass",roe$:f to be in the account number under which this 
,log ;if ~~9 rUFI. 

!Pr.e.vious monitor control .command 

!PASS3 

:CP7A 

,!Next monitor control command 

This .,exOfIIlple is sImilar to the previous one, the file name 
being LOC,CTCP7A. ThislOCllcl function ~ight r,epresent 
,QfI1 ,(]:it.entaO:te CP-V monitor system with load module nQ~ 
M:MON, 

!JOB JX, LOADAUTO, 1 

'!ASS1GN ME:H,.(HLE,DUMMY,ACCNT) 

,IPASS3 

:PROC 

:CCI 

:LOAD:ER (DELETE) 

:Next control command 

This example will obtain the LOCCT tables for LOCCTPROC, 
LOCCTCCI, and LOCCTLOADER from the ACCNT account 
and not the job1s account, JX. All ele.ment files making up 
the LOADER wi II be deleted if it is loaded successfully. 

PASS3 will obtain the information in SPEC:HAND, the file 
that SYSGEN PASS2 generated. The data in this file wi II 
identify which I/O handlers are required for this monitor 
(M:MON load module). If the SPEC:HAND file d.oes not 
exist, PASS3 will abort the loading of the M:MON load 
module only, and will continue to the next LOCCT. 

After obtaining the data from the SPEC:HAND file, PASS3 
will open BASHANDL (the basic handler's file) as an input 
file and the file HANDLERS as an output Hie. The 
8ASHANDl file 'NiH be espied to the new fHe HANOlERS 
and theBASHANDL file will be closed and w,ved. PASS3 
will then obtain a handler name from the SPEC:HAND file, 
will open that file for input, and will copy the file to 
the n.ew HANDLERS file. If a bond I.,. no,. from the 
SPEC,:HAND file is found to be a port of the basic handlers 
file (BASHANDL), it w~11 be ignored (see Table 75). When 
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Table 75. Handlers in BASHANDL File 
... 

Name Device 

KITIO ry 

CRDIN CR 

PRTour LP 

PRTOUTL LP 

OlSCIO PC 

OPAK DP 

DISKAB DO 

all of the handfer$ required have been ",er9~d into the 
HANDLERS fiJ~, this file will be c;losed and $aved. All 
files accessed by PASS3 by this technique will be saved. 
PASS3 will then proceed to link to the overlay loader. If 
any handler cannot be fOlJnd, PASS3 will abort the loading 
of the M:MON load module only, and will continue to the 
next LOCCT. 

When PASS3 is being used to delete element files (DELETE 
option), certqin restrictions must b~ adhered to. If a 
foad module that is being formed has common element files 
with some other load module (e. g., PASS2 and PASS3 both 
contain MODIFY), and the DELETE option is desired, the 
load module must retain the common element l.mtil its final 
reference as an element file is encountered. The elements 
may be deleted as follows: 

! JOB JZ, SPECIAL-DELETE-ROM, F 

!PASS3 

: PASS3 (SAVE (MOD IFY» 

:CC I (DE LETE) 

: PASS2 (DELETE) 

This procedure will load PASS3 with DELETE (except for 
MODIFY), CCI with DELETE, and PASS2 with DELETE. 
Thus, PASS2 will result in deleting MODIFY. There are 
other combinations similar to this that incorporate other 
processors (Table 75). 

PASSl MESSAGES 

Table 76 contains PASS3 messages. All of these messages 
are output on the LL device. 



Table 76. PASS3 Messages 

Message Description 

**BIN. CARD SEQ UENCE ERR, SEQ. The LOCCT table contained a sequence number error. The val ue xxxx 
#xxxx is the card sequence number where the error occurred. PASS3 con-

ti nues to the next control command. 

**BIN. CARD SEQUENCE TYPE, SEQ. The LOCCT table contained a sequence type error. The val ue xxxx 
#xxxx is the card sequence number where the error occurred. PASS3 con-

tinues to the next control command. 

**CANNOT OPEN/RELEASE A SAVE or DELETE option was requested and a delete element could 
not be found. The file name that could not be found is output follow-
ing this message. PASS3 continues to the next delete item. 

**CC ERROR, NO I:' IN COLUMN 1 A PASS3 control command did not contain a ':' in col umn 1. PASS3 

conti nues to the next control command. 

**CC 10 INVALID The PASS3 control command's id is invalid. PASS3 continues to the 

next control command. 

**CHECKSUM ERROR, SEQ. #xxxx The LOCCT table contained a checksum error. The value xxxx is 
the card sequence number where the error occurred. PASS3 con-

ti nues to the next control command. 

**DELIMITER NOT 0, = OR SYNTAX The syntax of a PASS3 command was either invalid or the expected 
BAD delimiter should have been ( ), or =. PASS3 continues to the next 

control command. 

**10 SIZE> 10 OR :::: 0 CHARACTERS The id did not exist or was too large. PASS3 continues to the next 
control command. 

**1/0 ERR/ ABN ON M:Sl = xxxx An I/O error or abnormal condition was encountered during I/O on 
the SI device. The value xxxx is the I/O error or abnormal code. 
PASS3 exits to the monitor. 

**KEYWORD NOT DELETE/SAVE A DELETE or SAVE keyword was expected but not found. PASS3 

continues to the next control command. 

**KEYWORD SAVE ALREADY USED A second SAVE option was specified. PASS3 conti nues to the next 
control command. 

**OPEN M:EI ERR/ ABN = xxxx (LOCCT) An I/O error or abnormal condition was encountered during an open 
operation on the El device. The value xxxx is the I/O error or ab-
normal code. PASS3 then exits to the monitor. 

**NAME INVALID A name defined by the SAVE option was invalid. The name must be 
alphanumberic. PASS3 conti nues to the next name. 

****OPEN/READ BASHANDL FILE PASS3 could not obtain a given file when forming the HANDLERS 
E RR/ ABN = xxxx file. The value xxxx is the error or abnormal code. BASHANDL 

names are replaced by the current file name being merged into the 
HANDLERS file. PASS3 continues to the next command. 

****OPEN/READ SPEC:HAND FILE PASS3 could not obtain a given file when forming the HANDLERS 
ERR/ABN = xxxx file. The value xxxx is the error or abnormal code. SPEC:HAND 

names are replaced by the current file name being merged into the 
HANDLERS file. PASS3 continues to the next command. 
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Table 76. PASS3 Messages (cont.) 

Message Description 

#### PASS3--COMPlETEO#### PASS3 returned to the monitor. 

##II#pASS3--IN--CONTROl###1I PASS3 has been entered. 

**READ M:EI ERR,! ABN = xxxx (lOCCT) An I/o error or abnormal condition was encountered during a tead 
operation on the EI device. The value xxxx is the I/O error ot ab-
normal code. PASS3 exits to the monitor. 

****UNKNOWN TYPE CP USED PASS3 type is unknown or not specified. PASS3 dE!ftwlts to the run-
ning monitor type (CP-V). 

,. 

D£F PROcESSOR 

The D'E4= processor is called upon to generate PO tapes con
taining a bootable monitot system and all keyed files in the 
current account, and BO tapes containing the current moni
tor system from the :SYS accollnt and all consecutive fi les 
in the current acc()unt. 

The unlabeled portion of the tope includes ony patches 
that can be read through M:PATCH (see Figure 91). If 
none can be read; the default patches '*' and'!' are used. 
The default assignment of M:PATCH is to the file PATCH 
in the running account, but it may be altered via an 
ASSIGN or SET command. 

!DEF This command causes the monitor to fetch the 
DEF processor from the disk and to transfer control to it. 
The command has the form 

!DEF [CP][,version#] 

where 

CP is the monitor type and need not be specified. 

version# specifies a three-character field defining 
the version number of the target system. On Iy 
the first three characters specified are used. 

The following commands are DEF control commands. Any 
control command that has an asterisk as its first character 
wi II be treated as a comment. 

:INCLUDE This command allows the user to write to 
tape files that have a different organization than those 
automatically written (KEYED files to a PO tape, CONSEC 
fi I es to a BO tape). The command has the form 

:INCLUDE (item, item, •.. ) 

where item identifies a file to be included on the tape. 
Table 77 contains a I ist of fi les automatically INCLUDEd. 

Multiple :INClUDE commands and continued commands 
are allowed. 
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All INCLUDEd fi les are put in the :SYS account when the 
system is booted. 

Table 77. Files Automatically INCLUDEd 

PO Tape BO Tape 
(from current account) (from: SYS Clccount) 

BPM XDELTA 

UTS LOGON 

SIG7FDP TEL 

FLIBMObE SVPER 

:BLIB DEFCOM 

SIGMET SYMCON 

M:CDCB JITO 

M:OCDCB ANLZ 

M:BIDCB CONTROL 

M:CIDCB ERRMSG 

M:SIDCB GHOSTl 

M:EIDCB RECOVER 

M:BODCB M:SPROCS 

M:CODCB M:MON 

M:SODCB ALlOCAT 

M:PODCB CCI 

M:GODCB FILL 

M:LODCB LOADER 



Table 77. Files Automatically INCLUDEd (cont.) 

PO Tape BO Tape 
(from current account) (from :SYS account) 

M:DODCB PASS2 

M:EODCB LOCCT 

M:LLDCB PASS3 

M:SLDCB DEF 

M:ALDCB PCL 

M:LIDCB 

plus each shared pro-
cessor overlay as de-
fined in M:SPROCS. 

:IGNORE This command causes DEF to avoid writing 
to tape a file that would otherwise be written because of 
its organization. The command has the form 

:IGNORE (item, item, •.. ) 

where item is a fi Ie to be ignored. (LASTLM and SPEC:HAN D 
are automatically IGNOREd.) 

The :IGNORE command does not override either stated or 
automatically INCLUDEd fi les. Multiple: IGN ORE com
mands and continued commands are allowed. 

:DELETE This command causes all files of KEYED organ-
ization for PO tapes or CONSEC organization for BO 
tapes as well as all IGN OREd fi les to be deleted from the 
current account as the tape is written. The command has 
the form 

:DELETE 

Multiple :DELETE commands are allowed. 

The :INCLUDE, :IGNORE, and :DELETE commands apply 
.until the next :WRITE is completed. 

:WRITE This command causes DEF to write a tape. The 
command has the form 

:WRITE [type]GoutsnJ 

where 

type specifies a PO or BO tape. 

PO specifies that a tape is to be written with 
the bootable moni tor portion obtained from 
the current account and all KEYED files 
obtained from the current account. PO is 
the default. 

BO specifies that a tape is to be written with 
the bootable monitor portion obtained from 
the :SYS account and all CONSEC files 
obtained from the current account. 

outsn specifies the serial number of the tape 
to be written. If no outsn is spec ified, the 
previous outsn for this DCB (M: PO or M: BO) 
is used again. 

END This command causes DEF to exit. 

If an end-of-file is encountered on M:SI input, one of two 
actions is taken. If the end-of-file follows a write com
mand, DEF exits. Otherwise, DEF writes a PO tape and 
then exits. 

Before DEF is called to write a tape, M:PO and/or M:BO 
should be ASSIGNed to a devi ce and outsn. 

DEF EXAMPLES 

1. In the case below, DEF writes a normal CP-V PO tape. 

!ASSIGN M:PO, (DEVICE, 9T), (SN, CPV1) 

!DEF CP,AOl 

!Next monitor control command 

2. In the following case. DEF writes LT#CPBO with FMGE 
among the included items and LT#CPPO with KEYED 
files K13 and K15 ignored. 

!ASSIGN M:PO, (DEVICE, 9T), (OUTSN ,CPPO) 

!ASSIGN M:BO, (DEVICE,MT), (OUTSN,CPBO) 

.!DEFAOl 

: INCLUDE (FMGE) 

:WRITE BO 

:IGNORE (K13, K15) 

:WRITE PO,A02 

!Next moni tor control command 

DEF MESSAGES 

Table 78 contains DEF messages. All messages are output 
to the LL device. 
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Table 78. DEF Messages 

Message Description 

****CANNOT OPEN OUTPUT DEVICE D EF cannot open the output DCB. lt proceeds to the next control 
command. 

* * *CAN NOT WRITE TAPE DEF cannot write the tape. It re I eases the tape and goes to the next 
control command. 

**CCTYPE UNKNOWN An unknown control command was encountered. DEF continues. 
****GET NEXT CC 

**DELlMITER MUST BE I, 1 OR I) 1 An invalid delimiter was encountered during the processing of on 
INCLUDE command. DEF continues to the next command. 

***ILLEGAL INCLUDE - WILL BE An item on an :INCLUDE command has the wrong organization for 
COPIED LATER :INCLUDE. DEF continues. 

******INCLUDE FILE NOT FOUND An INCLUDE item cannot be obtained. The INCLUDE item name is 
output preced i ng the message. DEF conti nues. 

****INCLUDE ITEMS*** This is a subtitle message for the list of items included on the tope. 

**NAME INVALID OR > 15 CHAR. LONG An item name was either too large or not alphanumeric. DEF con-
ti nues to the next name. 

**NO 1:1 IN COLUMN-1 The control command did not contain a I: 1 in column 1. (Each control 
command, including a continuation command, must contain a 1:1 in 
column 1.) DEF continues to the next command. 

****NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAILABLE DEF did not have enough core for its use in processing the INCLUDE 
******SYSGEN DEF ABORTED command and for writing a PO tape, or the DEF command did not de-

fine a valid type. DEF aborts. 

r
FDF 

DATA 
OPENING LMname PRCD This message follows a standard system I/O error message and identi-

DCBS fies what was bei ng attempted when the error occurred. DEF aborts. 
HEAD 

* **OTHER ITEMS *** This is a subtitle message for the list of modules on the tape. 

*****OUT OF ORDER PATCH The patch listed above is out of order. DEF aborts. 

*****OVERLAY EXCEEDS SIX PAGES A monitor overlay is too large. DEF aborts. 

· .... nnn PATCHES INCLUDED The number of patches that were included on the tape is specified 
by nnn. 

· .... PO TAPE CONTENTS ..... This is a title message for a list of the tape contents. 
· .... BO TAPE CONTENTS ..... 

RFDF 
DATA 

READING LMname PRCD This message follows a standard system I/O error message and identi-
DCBS fies what was being attempted when the error occurred. DEF aborts. 
HEAD 

ROOT SYMBOL TABLE: Th is message precedes a list of symbols that may be used for 
patching. 
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Table 78. DEF Messages (cont.) 

Message Description 

SYMBOLS FOR PATCHING, LMname This message precedes a list of symbols that may be used for patching. 

..... nn SYMBOLS MAY BE DEFINED The number of new symbols that may be defined in the patch deck or 
on-line is specified by nn. 

**SYNTAX ERROR, NO'C An INCLUDE or IGNORE command did not define any items. DEF 
continues to the next command. 

:::: SYSGEN DEF IN CONTROL:::: These messages are for title information only. 
: : :: DEF COMPLETED: : : : 

****TROUBLE WITH M:SPROCS DEF cannot open or read M:SPROCS when writing BO. It proceeds 
to the next control command. 

****WRITING PO BY DEFAULT DEF is writing a PO tape because of an EOF or as the default of a 
:WRITE command. 

*****XDELTA TOO BIG - REDUCE BIAS The addition of symbol tables to XDELTA has made it larger than 64K. 
(See the Bootstrap and Patchi ng Operati ons chapter. ) DEF aborts. 
(XDELTA can be reloaded as low as E800 without code changes.) 

ON-LINE SYSGEN 

The PASS2, PASS3, DEF, and PCL processors can be run 
on-line as well as botch (LOCCT cannot). All of these 
processors read input through M: SIand pri nt output through 
M:LL. M:SI may be assigned to a file for input and M:LL 
may be assigned to the I ine printer to avoid lengthy ter
minal listings. 

When the processors are called on-I ine, they type 

TYPE IS? $ 

The response should be @ or CP @to specify CP-V. If DEF 
is called, the version number must follow the type, preceded 
by a comma. If PASS3 is called, the options must follow 
type, preceded by a comma. 

The processors all prompt with a $ symbol. The END com
mand will cause any processor to exit. 

The input format is identical to that for botch and each 
line of input is sent back to the terminal unless M:LL is 
otherwise assigned. 

Example: 

XEROX C P-V AT YOUR SERVICE 
ON AT 17:24 APR 15, '73 
LOGON PLEASE: :5YSGEN,CP-V'5 
LPASS2(9 

.••• PASS2 CCI IN CONTROL ..•. 
TYPE IS? $ CP8 
$:CHAN 8 
:CHAN 

$END 8 
- •••.. END OF PASS2 ...•• 
!SET M:SI DC/P3S1 

(P3S1 is a file of PASS3 commands.) 
!SET M:LL LP 8 

(Output is to the line printer.) 
!PASS38 
OPTIONS (MON, ALL) ?$MON e 
!SET M:SI 0 (9 

(Return SI to terminal. ) 
!SET M:Po. 9T#CPPO 0) 

(Assign device serial number.) 
!DEF 8 

TYPE IS? $ CP,AOl 8 
$:INCLUDE (A 1) 8 
$:WRITE PO § 
$END (9 
T 

SYSGEN EXAMPLES 

To simplify the system generation process, standard moni
tor systems and standard processors have been predefined 
in fi les on the CP-V release tapes. These fi les are des
cribed in the -11 release element. 
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17. BOOTSTRAP AND PATCHING OPERATIONS 

SYSTEM TAPE FORMAT 
A Cp ... V system tape contains the following elements: 

1 • Bootstrap loader. 

2. Root for an absol ute mon i tor. 

3. General information record concerning this system tape. 

4. Other monitor segments (XDELTA, ALLOCAT, 
GHOSTl,) • 

5. Monitor overlay segments. 

6. RECOVER. 

7. Tape label information. 

8. Files for all system load modules and other needed 
fi les. 

9. Patches and GENMD commands. 

The general arrangement of the information on a master sys
tem tape is shown in Figure 91. 

PATCH DECK STRUCTURE 

Patch decks have the following structure: 

1. The following two types of patches (wh ich may appear 
in any order): 

a. Delta format patches for the monitor root and its 
overlays. 

b. Symbol definition patches. 

2. A card that contains only an asterisk (in column one). 
This card terminates the group of patches of type 1 
above. 

3. The following two types of patches (which may appear 
in any order): 

a. A GENDCB command to assign the account, a 
password, seria I number, and type of tape drive 
for the boot tape. 

b. A group of GENMD commands and GENMD 
patches to the processors contained on the tape. 

4. A! EOD command (the final command of the patch 
deck) . 
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In addition, there are two types of cards that may appear 
anywhere within the patch deck (including within the 
GENMD portion). These two types are the conditional 
patch control command and the comment card. 

No patch, command, or comment may contain more than 72 
bytes of information. 

The function and format of De Ita format patches, symbol def
inition patches, GENDCB commands, GENMD commands, 
GENMD patches, conditional patch control commands, and 
comment cords are described in the paragraphs that follow. 

DELTA FORMAT PATCHES 

Delta format potches are used to patch various segments of 
the monitor. The format of a Delta format patch is: 

[segname]/Ioc/val ue[(old va lue)]/comment 

where 

segname is the name of the segment to be patched. 
The current segnames and the order in which they 
must be patched is as follows: 

ALLOCATO 
ALLOCA T1 
GHOSTlO 
GHOST12 
GHOSTll 

(ALLOCA 1's DATA record) 
(ALLOCAT' s PROCEDURE record) 
(GHOST1 I s DATA record) 
(GHOSTl's DCBs record) 
(GHOSTl!s PROCEDURE record) 

Monitor overlay names in alphanumeric order 

RECOVER 

If a segname is present, the loc field must represent 
a location in the corresponding segment or the loc 
field (and value field) must be null. The latter 
type of patch would have the format 

segname/ / (the third slash is unnecessary) 

and must be the first patch with its particular 
segname. 

Example: 

OPEN/! START THE OPEN PATCHES 
OPEN/OPNH+.52/B PATCH/ 
/PATCH/U.J,13 TABLES+.74/ 



If no segname is present, any location between 
1016 and FFP016 may be patched. Such patches 
may appear anywhere within the patch deck. 

loc is a Delta format symbolic location, possibly 
wi th offsets. 

value is the Delta format value to be inserted at 
loc. 

old value is the Delta format value of the previous 
contents of loc. 

Example: 

IIORT+.FS/pSM,9 TSTACK(PSM,6 TSTACKV FIX SIDR #6646 

If a patch command is in error (e. g., has an illega I char
acter, an incorrect old value, a value occupying more than 
one word, or an invalid loc value), it will be typed on the 
OC device. The operator must determine what was wrong 
and correct the problem. 

If the error is apparent from examination of the patch, it 
can be corrected and the boot process restarted. If desired, 
the system may be examined with Executive Delta, which 
is now in control and requesting commands at the operator's 
console. The patch in error may be corrected from the op
erator's console using Delta by entering the patch correc
tion mode by keying -, f.) and then the correct patch in 
the form given above. After receiving the correct patch, 
the system resumes reading patches. 

PATCH DECK SYMBOL TABLES 

The Delta format symbolic values that are recognized in 
patches are assembled by DEF from the REF/DEF stacks of 
the patchable modules using these items: 

1. All DSECT names. 

2. All DEFs ending in a colon (with the colon removed). 

3. The first UDEF after each CSECT unless a colon DEF 
intervened. 

4. Patch segnames. 

For M:MON only, all LDEFs are also included. The sym
bols obtained from M:MON and XDELTA are available to 
XDELTA at any time. Those from other modvles are avail
able only while that module is being patched. DEF lists 
the symbols that are included as the tables are created. 

In addition, two special symbols are available during the 
pa tch i ng process. 

The first is the symbol @ whose value is equal to the next 
avai lable location in the patch area of the monitor. That 
is, it is initia lIy equal to the monitor symbol, MPATCH, and 

its value is incremented by one each time a patch is en
countered whose loc field is equal to the currenfvalue of 
@. The use of the special symbol"ci frees the user from 
having to allocate space in the PATCH area of the monitor 
since Executive Delta wi II not automatically relocate the 
patch area. 

Example: 

The following two patch decks are equivalent: 

I IOR T+ . F SiB @ I I WI{ T+. FB I R PATCH I 

IIORT+.FE/B @+1/ I IOR T+ . FE I R PATCH+ll 

l@iLI,3 121 /PATCH/LI ,3 12/ 

1@lcB,3 51 1.+lICB,3 51 

I@/BNE .+21 1.+lIRNE .+2 I 

I@/B IORT+.F91 1.+I/B TORT+.F91 

1@/LI,3 01 1.+I/L1,3 01 

I@/B IORT+.F91 1.+I/R IORT+.F91 

The second special symbol isw~ and is used when an even I 
address in MPATCH is required. The only restriction on this 
special symbol is that@§cannot be referenced while patch
ing @ (e.g., /@;/1l/§/). The results are unpredictable. 

New symbols may be added to the symbol table by including 
symbol definition patches in the patch deck. Symbo I def
inition patches must have the format 

#SYMBOL = value 

where 

SYMBOL is any Delta format symbol. 

value is any evaluatable expression terminated by 
a blank. 

Example: 

4FGRUNCH= . D8 7 

IGRUNCH/B GRUNCH+.201 

I .+I/B @I 

1@/LW,3 TABLES+31 

#JK:::(? 

1@lcI,3 101 

I@/B GRUNCH+.501 

/55+.lES/B JKI 

In the above example, the patch at 55+. 1 E8 branches to the 
instruction CI,3 10. 
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GENOCB COMMAND 

This command defines the system DCB associated with tape 
input during PASSO. This command is required only if the 
files are on a different tape than the boot tape ,or if they 
occupy more than one reel. If the command is not present 
in the patch de"Ck# PASSO reads the account and serial num
ber from the tape and performs an automatic premountof 
the tape. No operator intervention is required. 

The format of the GENDCB command is: 

:GfNDCB (M:BI,account('password]; 

:,(INSN,value [,value] •.. ),device) 

where 

M:II specifies that tape input is to be through 
the M:BI DCB. No other DCB is valid for this 
command. 

account specifies an account identifier (up to 
eight alphanumeric characters) associated with 
the labeled tape to be read during PASSO. 

password is the password associated with the labeled 
tape to be read during PASSO. The password (if 
any) must correspond to that specified when the 
tape was created, and may be up to eight alpha
numeric characters in length. 

INSN,vaJue, ••• specifies the serial number(s) (up 
to four alphanumeric characters in length) of the 
tape(s) to be read by PASSO. No more than three 
reels may be spec ified. The first reel specified 
must contain the first file to be read, and may be 
different from the reel used to boot the monitor. 

device specifies a tape-type device code (e.g., 
9T, 7T). 

Example: 

:GENDCB (M:BI,ACCTl ,PASS 1,; 

: (INSN,OO 1 ,002), 9T) 

Any number of GENDCB commands may appear in the patch 
deck. On Iy the last wi II be appl ied. If it is defective, 
fi les wi II be copied from the boot tape. 

Any errors in the command are indicated by the message 

***GENDCB ERROR 

on the OC and LL devices. 
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GENMD COMMANDS 

The GENMD commands are used in conjunction with the 
GENMD patches described below. The two GENMD com
mands are GENMD and LIST[D]. 

GENMD This command indicates which file is to be 
patched next. A GENMD command must precede the set 
of patches for ea ch fi I e to be patch ed • Any number of sets 
of patches to the same file may be present, provided each 
is preceded by a GENMD command. The format of the 
command is 

GENMD fi lename 

LlST[D] This command lists the patches currently in the 
fi Ie being patched and, if D is specified, deletes the record 
of them from the fi Ie . The format of the command is 

L1ST[D] 

GENMO PATCHES 

GENMD patches are used to modify nonresident elements of 
the system. 

GENMD patches have the format: 

:GENMD r. loc,value[,va lue] ••• [. comment] ! [,segnam~) 
lsegname , 

where 

segname specifies the overlay segment name to be 
patched. If not present, the most recently spec
ified segname is assumed. If not present and no 
segname was speci fi ed previously, the root seg
name is assumed. 

loc specifies the location to be patched and has the 
format name [± hex value]. The hexadecimal value 
is added to or subtracted from the absolute address 
of name. A maximum of eight characters may be 
used for the hexadecimal value. The name need 
not be defined in any particular overlay since all 
the stacks are searched. If more than one overlay 
defines the same name, the first is used. 

value specifies the value to be inserted at loc. If 
more than one value is specified, they will be in
serted at successive locations. Each value must 
have the format 

hex value[±name[±nameJ ••• J 

The absolute address of the names are added to 
or subtracted from the hexadecimal value. A 
maximum of eight characters may be used for the 



hexadecimal value. The name need not bedefined 
in any particular overlay since all the stacks are 
searched. If more than one overlay defines the 
same name, the first is used. 

CONDITIONAL PATCH CONTROL COMMANDS 

A conditional patch control command specifies whether the 
patches that follow are to be used as patches or are to be 
effectively ignored. The conditiona I patch control com
mand controls the SKIP flag. When the SKIP flag is set, 
all subsequent patches are effectively ignored until the 
SKIP flag is reset. The conditional patch control command 
can appear any number of times and anywhere within the 
patch deck (including the GENMD portion). The command 
has the format: 

A GENMD command may be continued by terminating the 
first line with a semicolon (;). The semicolon must not 
divide a name or a hexadecimal string and is not permitted 
where a blank is required. The continuation must begin 
with a colon (:) if the continued line began with :GENMD. 
Otherwise, the continuation begi ns with the next character 
of the comma nd • 

#[value] 

GENMD ERROR MESSAGES 

Table 79 lists the error messages that may be output when 
GENMD commands and patches are being processed. 

where value is any well-formed, but not necessarily evalu
atable, expression terminated by a blank. The value expres
sion may contain an undefined symbol. 

Table 79. GENMD Error Messages 

Message Description 

BAD LMN - 0000 The fi Ie is not a load module. 

BAD LMN - xxxx An error occurred when accessing the load module. The code and subcode 
are indicated by xxxx. 

BAD SEG A segname is not in the TREE. 

DLM AT xx The delimiter in column xx is not what it should be. 

**nn GENMD ERRORS DETECTED This message is output on the OC and LL devices at the conclusion of the 
GENMD patching process and indicates how many errors occurred. 

HEX AT xx The hexadecimal number ending in column xx is null, too large, or not 
hexadec i ma I . 

LOC AT xx The location ending in column xx or whose value ends in column xx is not 
contained in the segment. 

NAME AT xx The name ending in column xx is null or is not in the load module1s 
stacks. 

NO FILE NAMED A IGENMD filename l command has not yet been encountered or has no 
fi lename on it. 

TOO BIG Not enough core is available. It may be possible to do the patch if all 
names are converted to absolute hexadecimal values, since the stacks are 
read only if a name is used. 
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If value contains an undefined symbol, is negative, or is 
zero, the SKIP flag is set. Whife the SKIP flag is set, only 
the segoome field of a patch is examined to determine when 
the c(Jrrefn,t iegment IS patches end. If vol ue is absent or 
greofer fh'a·n zero, the SKIP nag is r'esef or'td normof patch
ing resumes. 

The SKIP flag fS olso changed when a Defta format patch 
thof does not hove a foc and value field is enc:ountered 
(i .e., s6gr'lOme//). In this case, it is set if the segnome is 
undefined and it is reset of her wise • 

Examples: 

1. The foHowing patches wHF be included onfy if the sys
tem waS generated for' a ~(]Irge Sigma 9: 

#:9 
/SW'APPER+.CS/B @/ 
lea/LI,S 0/ 
1@/SLS.7 L1/ 
/~/B 3WAPPER+.C6/ 
if 

2. The following patches wi II be included only if the 
ENQ/DEQ feature was included in the system: 

ENQ/I 

ENQ/ENQo+.266/B @(CW,13 ENQP+.1F4)/ 
M/LB,1S ENQP+.1F41 

ICa/CB,lS 13/ 
I@/B ENQo+.2S61 

OPENI/ 

COMMENT CARDS 

Comment cards may appear anywhere within the patch deck. 
In the portion of the deck that contains Delta format patches 
and symbol definition patches, the comment cord must con
tain a 'less than' character «) in column one. In the 
GENDCB and GENMD portion of the deck, comment cards 
must contain one of the following in column one: 

< 

* 

PATCH FILE CREATION 

All patches read during the startup of the system (except 
GENDCB commands) are copied to the file PATCH in the 
system account. Those that came from the cord reader 
appear in PATCH with the word CARD in columns 73-76. 
Those that were read while the skip flag was set appear with 
the word SKIP in columns 77-00. The resulting file may be 
used as input to DEF to create a system tope with the com
plete, current patch deck on it. 
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SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 

The master system tape is loaded into the machine by use of 
the standard load procedure described in the Cp ... V lOPS 
Reference Manual, 90 16 75. The hardware bootstrap loads 
and enters the tope boot at the beginni ng of the system tope. 
This tape boot, in turn, loads the monitor root and enters at 
INITIAL. 

The INITIAL routine performs a number of functions, as 
follows. 

If the system was generated with the BIG 9 option on the 
:MON card and is not being booted on a Sigma 9, the fol
lowing message' is output and the bootstrap operation is 
term i no ted. 

SYSTEM REO UIRES A SIGMA 9 

Otherwise, the routine outputs the following message to the 
oper'ator: 

ENTER ANY OF: 
I = TTY I/o 
P = LP OUTPUT 
F = TAPE FILES 
T = TAPE PATCHES 
C = CARD PATCHES 
D = XDELTA 

The operator must respond by typing one or more of the char
acters above followed by new line or by entering new line 
alone. If new line alone is entered, F and T are assumed 
by default. If any characters other than those I isted above 
are entered, they are ignored. 

The letters have the following meanings: 

P 

specifies that the operator wants to read and re
spond to the norma I OC messages duri ng the boot. 
Otherwise, default responses are assumed up to 
the date/time request (see below) and normal 
output is suppressed. (Error messages wi" sti" be 
output. ) 

causes output to the LL device to occur. Other
wise, the printer is not used. 

F causes PASSO's tope copy operation to occur. 
Otherwise, a boot-under-the-fi les occurs. 

T define the patching device(s). Either, neither, 
and or both may be specified. If both are specified, 
C cards wi" be read first for root patches and last 

for overlay patches. Card patches meant to re
patch tope root patches should therefore be 
placed after a nonroot patch. Patches of the 
format segname/ / should be used in both patch 
decks to prevent the switching of devices from 
spl itting up a logical patch. 



D 

N 

causes Executive Delta to be retained after the 
boot for debugging purposes. It also causes the 
subsequent question about Delta (see below) to 
be suppressed even if T is specified. D must 
be spec ified if Executive Del ta is to be retained 
and T is not specified. 

is meaningful only by itself and means "none of 
the above ll

• 

If I was not specified, the next message to be output re
quests the date (see several paragraphs below). 

If I was specified and if the system includes the rea I-time 
option, the system then issues the following message. 

RESDF SIZE IN PAGES? 

The message requests the opera tor to input the number of 
pages to be dedicated resident foreground pages. Any dec
imal value from 0 to 128 may be entered. If NEW LINE 
alone is entered, the SYSGEN-defined default for number 
of dedicated resident foreground pages will be used. In 
any case, the pages start at physical address 64K. 

The system then outputs the message: 

C/LL/COC/DC ASSIGN OK (YES/NO) 

If the operator's response is YES or 8, the subroutine as
sumes that the device addresses for the control device, I ist
ing log, and system device are not to be changed from 
those established when the monitor was defined. If the re
sponse is NO, then the following messages wi II be output 
to redefine these device addresses. 

CRndd::::::>CR 

LPndd~LP 

DCndd :::::-DC 

MEndd~ME 

where each ndd is replaced by the current device and as 
many DC and ME messages are output as there are swap 
devices and COC devices, respectively. 

In response to each of these messages the operator must type 
two or three characters. If two characters are typed, they 
must be 'SA' and indicate no change for this device. If 
three characters are typed, they must be the channel and 
device designation codes (ndd) defining the address of the 
indicated device (see Appendix C, Tables C-2 and C-3). 

If the DC assignment is incorrect, the following message 
wi II request a new disk device address key- in: 

DISC NOT 72x2 
DCndd:::;:.DC 

where x is replaced by 4, 3, or 1, whichever is required. 

Before completing any of the above responses with a or 
8, the operator may cancel the response by striking the ) 
key. Following this, or if a completed response is in error, 
the message 

?? 

will be output and the key-in request will be repeated. 

After all necessary responses have been received, the boot 
subroutine reads the system information record from tape and 
writes it on the LL and OC devices. Then it begins reading I 
the patches. 

When the first nonroot patch command is encountered, a 
subroutine at SWAPINIT reads and patches the OVERLAYs, 
ALLOCAT, GHOSTl, and RECOVER. It then copies them 
to the swapping device, communicating the sizes and disk 
addresses to the resident root of the absolute monitor. Con
trol then passes to another boot subroutine at WRTROOT. 
This second boot subroutine causes the monitor root to be 
copied to the disk, preceded by a disk bootstrap. At th is 
point, the resident monitor is operational but the system 
has not yet been established on the resident swapping de
vice. To establish this, the GHOSTl processor (PASSO, 
SYSMAK, and COCINIT) is logged on. GHOSTl first 
queries 

DO YOU WANT DELTA (Y /N)? 

to determine whether the system debugger's memory should 
be released. The operator has six seconds to respond after 
which N is assumed. 

After PASSO and SYSMAK have been executed, GHOST 1 
requests the current date and time key-ins with the follow
i ng messages: 

DATE (MM/DD/YY) = 

TIME (HH:MM) = 

The operator must respond by typing the appropriate quantity 
in the indicated format, terminating the response as usual 
with e, or o. Then, after COCIN IT is executed, 
GHOSTl will log-on the FILL ghost and delete itself. 
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BOOTING fROM OISK 

Once ~ operating system has been bootstrapped from tape, 
it may thereaft'er :be brought into core from the disk hy 
means of the load procedure described in the CP...;V /O~S Ref
erence Monual, 9016 75. 

The hardware boot routine loads and transfers control to the 
disk boot which then loads the Monitor root into core 
and en'ters at INITIAL. The system is initialized, but 
GHOST) skipsPASSO following a disk boot. The Mon
itor then enters the idle state and normal operation may 
be resumed. 

81UJlSTUP t/O ERROR RECO,rERY 

I/o er,r.0r recovery during bootstrap is provided for the card 
reader, il ine printer ,magnetic tape, and disk. However, 
error r.e.covery is no.t pos.si.hle untH the tape boot and Mon
itor root have been read from tape. The following error 
messages may appear on the OC device: 

xx INOPERATIVE 

xx ERROR. TIO value TDV value 

xx MANUAL MODE 

CHECKWRITE ERROR 

where 

xx is MT, CR, DC, or LP. 

value indicates the TIO or TDV results. 

When either of the first two messages above occurs, the 
wait state is entered. To continue, the operator must place 
the CPU into IDLE, STEP, and then RUN state. The I/o 
will then be retried. If the tf1if"d message above occurs, 
I/O wi II continue when the condition is corrected. When 
an error occurs for a magnet.ic; tape or disk operation, the 
operation is retried ten times before an error message is 
output. If the fourth message above occurs, the wait state 
is entered. To continue, the operator must place the CPU 
into IDLE, STEP, and then RUN state. This message will 
appear if the checkwrite on disk foils. The checkwrite 
wi'll be executed only if hardware sense switch 1 is set. 

PASSO PROCESSOR 

The PASSO processor performs various system in itialization 
functions and constitutes a prel iminary port of system gen
eration, since it defines the environment in which system 
generation tokes place. However, PASSO is entered auto
matically whenever a CP-V tope is booted, regardless of 
whether or not system generation is to be done. 

PASSO reads a tape specified by the user (via the GENDCB 
command) whi ch contains the nonresident elements of the 
system (i. e., CC I, processors, I ibrories, etc.). (This is nor
mally the labeled portion of the tape used to bootstrap the 
absolute monitor.) PASSO a I lows the user to modify these 
elements via the GENMD portion of the deck. 

PASSO MESSAGES 

The messages in Table 80 may be output by the PASSO 
program on the LL device. PASSO continues its normal 
operation. 

Table 80. PASSO Messages 

Message Description 

***CANNOT BOOT LMN A load module cannot be read from the bootstrap tape because core is 
not large enough. PASSO outputs the fi lename in error and continues 
to the next file, thus ignoring the file in error. 

I/o ERR/ABN nn,xxxING FILE ffffffff ON dddd An I/o error or abnormal condition has occurred on tape or disk. 

nn is the error or abnorma I code. 

xxxx is READ, WRITE, OPE N, or CLOSE. 

ffffffff is the current fi lename. 

dddd is TAPE or DISC. 

PASSO continues after this message. 
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APPENDIX A. XEROX STANDARD SYMBOLS, CODES AND CORRESPONDENCES 

XEROX STANDARD SYMBOLS AND CODES 
The symbols I isted here include two types: graphic symbols 
and control characters. Graphic symbols are displayable 
and printable; control characters are not. Hybrids are SP 
(the symbol for a blank space), and DEL (the delete code) 
which is not considered a control command. 

Two types of code are also shown: (1) the 8-bit Xerox Stan
dard Computer Code, i. e., the Xerox Extended Binary
Coded-Interchange Code (EBCDIC); and (2) the 7-bit Amer
ican National Standard Code for information Interchange 
(ANSCII), i. e., the Xerox Standard Communication Code. 

XEROX STANDARD CHARACTER SETS 
1. EBCDIC 

57-character set: uppercase letters, numerals, space, 
and & - / • < > ( ) + I $ * : ; 
% # @ I = 

63-character set: same as above plus i ? 
II ..., 

89-character set: same as 63-character set plus lower
case letters 

2. ANSCII 

64-character set: uppercase letters, numerals, space, 
and! II $ % & I ( ) * +, • / \ 

: =< >? @_[]'" 'I...., 
95-character set: same as above plus lowercase letters 
and { } : - \ 

CONTROL CODES 
In addi tion to the standard character sets listed above, the 
Xerox symbol repertoire includes 37 control codes and the 
hybrid code DEL (hybrid code SP is considered part of all 
character sets). These are listed in the table titled CP-V 
Symbol-Code Correspondences. 

SPECIAL CODE PROPERTIES 
The following two properties of all Xerox standard codes 
wi II be reta ined for future standard code extensions: 

1. AI I control codes, and only the control codes, have 
their two high-order bits equal to 110011 • DEL is not 
considered a control code. 

2. No two graphic EBCDIC codes have their seven low
order bits equal. 
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Table A-l. CP-V 8-Bit Computer Codes (EBCDIC) 

Most Significant ~igits 
---

Hexadecimal 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C 0 E F 

Binary 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 

0 0000 NUL OLE 
LF ESC SP & It SP 0 only F - -

1 0001 SOH X-ON FS CAN!} / .. \ 
1 

a i A J 1 

ESC J. r - t 
1 

2 0010 STX DC2 GS X b k s B K S 2 

3 0011 ETX X-OFF RS 
ESC 0 I J 

1 
C L 1 3 p c t 

ESC l 1 s [ 
1 

4 0100 EOT DC4 US U d m u 0 M U 4 

LF ESC 
E T ] 

1 
5 0101 HT EM ( e n v E N V 5 NL 

I ESC 
6 0110 ACK SYN / 0 uJ ~ f 0 w F 0 W 6 ) 

7 0111 BEL I ETB A ESC ::;) P g P x G X 7 T f---

8 1000 
EOM 

CAN = ESC t::. h H Q Y 8 BS S q Y 

1001 
CR ESC I V 9 ENQ EM only E 

i r z I R Z 9 

t{.2 
....".1 1 

1010 
ESC : • A NAK SUB EOT C ! 

ESC 
# +' a I 1011 VT ESC BS LF $ , .-

) [ 
6 

C 1100 FF FS X-ONI < * 0/0 (a .......... 

] 
& ,c· 

D 1101 CR GS HT X-OFF ( ) I ....... 
-

LF ESC + > ::: 
Lost6 

E 1110 SO RS only R ; Data 
ESC I 2 Z ? " 6 I 6 

DEL F 1111 SI US SUB CR 
--, --, 

.. 

The characters /'. \ { } [J are ANSCll characters that do not appear in any of the Xerox EBCDIC-based 
character sets, though they are shown in the EBCDIC table. 

2 The characters i I --, appear in the Xerox 63- and 89-character EBCDIC sets but not in either of the Xerox 
ANSell-based sets. However, Xerox software translates the characters i I, into ANSCII characters as 
follows: 

EBCDIC 

f 
I 

ANSCII 

" (6-0) 
: (7-12) 

-- (7-14) 

3 The EBCDIC control codes in columns 0 and 1 and their binary representation are exactly the same as those 
in the ANSCII table, except for two interchanges: LF/NL with NAK, and HT with ENQ. 

4 Characters enclosed in heavy lines are included only in the Xerox standard 63- and 89-character EBCDIC sets. 

5 These characters are included only in the Xerox standard 89-character EBCDIC set. 

6 The EBCDIC codes in column 3 are used by cae to perform specia I functions. The EBCDIC codes in 
column 2 and positions AF and BC through BF are used by cac for output only. 

APL characters are assigned EBCDiC values that fall within fhe shaded dtea of the CP-V code set. These 
assignments are for APL internal use and are only reflected in 2741-APL translation tables. 

8 Placing a SYN code as the last position of a nontransparent message will prevent the transmission of the SYN 
and the normal message apperidoge of the CR/LF pair. This allows a user to continue writing more than one 
message on the same I ine without affecting the carrier position. The ESC DlC SYN code is translated to an 
idle (IL) on output to 2741 terminals. 
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Table A-2. CP-V 7-Bit Communication Codes (ANSell) 

Most Significant Digits 
Decimal 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 {rows} {col's.}-

! Binary xOOO xool xOl0 xOll xloo xl0l xll0 x 111 

0 0000 NUL OLE SP 0 @ p , 
P 

5 
1 0001 SOH DCl J 1 A Q a q 

2 0010 STX DC2 " 2 B R b r 

3 0011 ETX DC3 /I 3 C 5 c s 

4 0100 EOT DC4 $ 4 D T d t 

5 0101 ENQ NAK % 5 E U e u 
lit 

C) 6 0110 ACK SYN & 6 F V f v 0 
C 7 0111 BEL ETB 

, 7 G W a 9 w 
u 

t;: 

'c 8 1000 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x C) 

Vi - 9 1001 HT EM } 9 I Y i lit Y a 
G) 

-' IF 
10 1010 SUB * J Z j Nl : z 

11 1011 VT ESC + ; K 
4 [ 5 k l 

12 1100 FF FS , < l \ I 
I 
I 

4 ] 5 
J 

4 
13 1101 CR GS - = M m 

4_ 5 4 
14 1101 SO RS > N n -

4 
15 1111 SI US / ? 0 - 0 DEL 

A • 2 i 

Most significant bit, added for a-bit format, is either 0 or an even-parity bit for the remaining 7 bits. 

2 Columns 0-1 are control codes. 

3 Columns 2-5 correspond to the Xerox 64-character ANSCII set. 
Colu!TIns 2-7 correspond to the Xerox 95-character ANsell set. 

4 On many current teletypes, the symbol 

.- is t (5-14) 
_is-{5-15) 
- is ESe or ALTMODE control (7-14) 
} is ESC or ALTMODE control (7 -13) 

and none of the symbols appearing in columns 6-7 are provided. Except for the four symbol differences 
noted above, therefore, such teletypes provide all the characters in the Xerox 64-character ANSCII set. 
(The Xerox 7015 Remote Keyboard Printer provides the 64-character ANSell set also, but prints A as A. 

It also interprets the [ ] characters as I -, . ) 
5 On the Xerox 7670 Remote Batch Terminal, the symbol 

I is I (2-1) 
[ is i (5-11) 

] is I (5-13) 
- is -, (5-14) 

and none of the symbols appearing in columns 6-7 are provided. Except for the four symbol differences noted 
above, therefore, this terminal provides all the characters in the Xerox 64-character ANSell set. 
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Table A-3. CP-V 5ymboi ooeCoQe Correspondences 

E&CDict 

00 0 
OJ 1 
'n .2 
9~ ~ 
Q44 
05 5 
0(1 ~ 

f)7 7 
Qe '8 
09 9 
OA JO 
~ 11 
OC 12 
OD 13 
OE14 
Of 15 

10 
11 
1.2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
1A 
1B 
lC 
10 
1f. 
IF 

16 
J7 
Hl 
19 
20 
21 
22 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

SY4'Oboi 

NU~ 
SOH 
srx 
:E;TX 
fOT 
,kif 
A(:K 
,~E~ 

;~S 9I"EOM 
fNQ 
NAK 
VI 
Ff 
CR 
SO 
51 

OLE 
,o.q 
DC2 
DC3 
DC4 

LF or NL 
SYN 
~T,e 

CAN 
EM 
SUB 
ESC 
fS 
GS 
RS 
US 

Card·~e 

12 .. 0 .. 9~,..1 
-1:2-9-~ 
12""9,,.:2 
12-9~a 
12 ... 9-.• 
12-9 .. 5 
1'2-9-.6 
12-9~7 
12-9-08 
l2-9 ""$r 1 
12,..9-8."2 
12-9-8-3 
12-9 ... 8-4 
]2-9-;~ .... 5 
12-9-8....6 
12-9-8·-7 

12-11-9-8-1 
J 1-9-1 
11-9 ... 2 
H~-3 
11-9-4 
'1,..9-5 
Jl .. 9-6 
H-9-7 
fl-9-S 
J ) .. 9-8-] 
t 1-9-8-2 
11-9-8-3 
11-9-8-4 
11-9-8-5 
11-9-8-6 
11 ... 9-8-7 

ANscntt Meaning 

0-0 
0·1 
0,..2 
,O~,3 

04 
0-9 
O~ 

0-7 
0-8 
0-5 
~ .. 5 
O-H 
0-12 
0-13 
0-14 
0-]5 

1..0 
)-J 
1-2 
1 .. ,~ 
1-4 
0,..10 
J-6 
1-7 
1-8 
1-9 
1-10 
1-11 
1-12 
1-13 
1-14 
1-15 

nu:ll 
• tc;:artof header 
;st.prt Q'f text 
endd text 
,end of transmission 
hgri z,onta I tab 
0~nowledge (positjve) 
bell 
~ce or end of messo:ge 
enquiry 
neg<lIti v.e acknowl~ 
ver:t.i ca'i tab 
form feed 
c.orrlag.e ret.urn 
shift out 
~ft in 

data link escape 
-device control 1 
devi ce control 2 
d.evi<:e control 3 
device control 4 
Jjne feed or new line 
sync 
end of transmission block 
cancel 
eM of medium 
substitute 
escape 
fi Ie separator 
group separator 
record separator 
unit separator 

Remarks 

; 00 throusn 'I f or. centro' cod8s41 
On 27.1 terminals, SOH is PRE . 
,On 27.1 t$rminpJ., STX ts IV. 
On 2741 termina", ETX is RES. 

00, 06, 07, 09-ot, ond O£.oF 
~. id_ for 274] terminals. 

fOM is \Md .Iy on X.OK Keyhoord/ 
Printers Modeb 1012, 1020, 8091, 
and 11)92. 

C.R outputs CR and IF. 

On Teletype terminals, DC1 is X-ON. 
On 2741 terminals, DC2 is PN. 
DC3 is RS on 27415 and X-OFF on 

Teletypes. 
On 2741 terminals, DC4 is PF. 
Lf outputs CR and IF. 
On 2741 terminals, ET8 is f.OB. 

Replaces characters with parity error. 

10, 11, 16, 18, 19, and lB-1E are 
idles for 2741 terminals. 

~--.---+--------~--------------~------~------------------------+----------------------------; 

20 32 I LF only 11-0-9-8-1 
2) 133 fS 0-9-1 
22 I 34 I GS 0-9,..2 
23 35 RS I 0-9-3 

I 
24 36 US 0-9-4 

I 

25 37 EM I 0-9-5 
26 38 / 0-9-6 

27 139 : 0-9-7 
28 40 - 0-9-8 
29 41 CR only 0-9-8-1 

2A 14432 I, EBSOT 0-9-8-2 
2B 0-9-8-3 
2C 144 I) 0-9-8-4 
2D 145 ,HT 0-9-8-5 
2E 46 I LF only 0-9-8-6 

1-5 
1-12 
1.,.13 
1-14 
1-15 
1-9 
2-15 
5 .. 14 
3-13 
0-13 
0 .. 4 
0-8 
2-9 
0-9 
1-5 
1-10 

line feed only 

carriage return only 

tab code on I y 
line feed only 

20 through 2F are used by cae for 
output on Iy. These codes are 
duplicates of the label entries 
that caused activation. The 
2O-2F entries output a single code 
only and are not affected by any 
special COC functional processing. 

f-- ~F 147 ~ __ ~____ 0-9-8-7 30lfs I ESC F -t
1

-
1
-2---1-1--0---9---8--1-----t--------+-

e
-
n
-
d 

-o-f -fi-I e----------------t-
30

--th-r-o-ug-h-3-F--ca-u-s-e-C-0-C--to--pe-r-fo-r-m---t 

31 49 I CANCEL 9-1 I' delete all input and output special functions. 
32 50 ESC X 9-2 delete input line 
33 5 J ESC P , 9-3 toggle half-duplex paper tape made 
34 52 I ESC U 9-4 toggle restrict upper case 
35 53 ESC ( 9-5 upper case shift 
36 54 ESC) 9-6 lower case shift 
37 55 ESC T 9-7 toggle tab simulation mode 
38 56 ESC S 9-8 toggle space insertion mode 

I 39 57 ESC E 9-8-1 togg Ie echo mode 
3A 58 ESC C 9-8-2 toggle tab relative mode 
3B 59 ESC LF 9-8-3 line continuation 
3C 60 x-o N 9-8-4 start paper tape 
3D 61 X-OFF 19-8-5 I stop paper tape 
3E 62 ESC R 9-8-6 I retype 
3F 63 ESC CR 9-8-7 line continuation 

tHexadecimol and decimal notation. 

ttDecimal notation (column-row). 
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Table A-3. CP-V Symbol-Code Correspondences (cont.) 

EBCOIC t 

Hex. Dec. 

40 64 
41 65 
42 66 
43 67 
44 68 
45 69 
46 70 
47 71 
48 72 
49 73 
4A 74 
4B 75 
4C 76 
40 77 
4E 78 
4F 79 

50 80 
51 81 
52 82 
53 83 
54 84 
55 85 
56 86 
57 87 
58 88 
59 89 
5A 90 
58 91 
5C 92 
50 93 
5E 94 
5F 95 

60 96 
61 97 
62 98 
63 99 
64 100 
65 101 
66 102 
67 103 
68 104 
69 105 
6A 106 
68 107 
6C 108 
60 109 
6E 110 
6F 111 

70 112 
71 113 
72 114 
73 115 
74 116 
75 117 
76 118 
77 119 
78 120 
79 121 
7A 122 
78 123 
7C 124 
70 125 
7E 126 
7F 127 

Symbol 

SP 

.1 

L 

/j. 

I 

tor' 

< 
( 
+ 
lor: 

& 

o 

T 
a 

I 
$ 

...... or. 

/ 
r 

~ 

, 
% 

> 
? 

v 

# 
@ 

Card Code 

blank 
12-0-9-1 
12-0-9-2 
12-0-9-3 
12-0-9-4 
12-0-9-5 
12-0-9-6 
12-0-9-7 
12-0-9-8 
12-8-1 
12-8-2 
12-8-3 
12-8-4 
12-8-5 
12-8-6 
12-8-7 

12 
12-11-9-1 
12-11-9-2 
12-11-9-3 
12-11-9-4 
12-11-9-5 
12-11-9-6 
12-11-9-7 
12-11-9-8 
11-8-1 
11-8-2 
11-8-3 
11-8-4 
11-8-5 
11-8-6 
11-8-7 

11 
0-1 
11-0-9-2 
11-0-9-3 
11-0-9-4 
11-0-9-5 
11-0-9-6 
11-0-9-7 
11-0-9-8 
0-8-1 
12-11 
0-8-3 
0-8-4 
0-8-5 
0-8-6 
0-8-7 

12-11-0 
12-11-0-9-1 
12-11-0-9-2 
12-11-0-9-3 
12-11-0-9 .... 
12-11-0-9-5 
12-11-0-9-6 
12-11-0-9-7 
12-11-0-9-8 
8-1 
8-2 
8-3 
8-4 
8-5 
8-6 
8-7 

tHexadecimal and decimal notation. 

ttOecimal notation (column-row). 

ANscntt Meaning 

2-0 

6-0 
2-14 
3-12 
2-8 
2-11 
7-12 

2-6 

2-1 
2-4 
2-10 
2-9 
3-11 
7-14 

2-13 
2-15 

5-14 
2-12 
2-5 
5-15 
3-14 
3-15 

3-10 
2-3 
4-0 
2-7 
3-13 
2-2 

blank 

decode 

minimum 
epsi Ion 

delta 
index 
cent or accent grave 
period 
less than 
left parenthesis 
plus 
vertical bar or broken bar 

ampersand 

quod 

encode 
circular 

exclamation point 
dollars 
asterisk 
right parenthesis 
semicolon 
tilde or logical not 

minus, dash, hyphen 
slosh 
maximum 

down arrow 

omega 
superset 

circumflex 
comma 
percent 
underline 
greater than 
question mark 

APL 
APL quote mark 
overscore 

less than or equal 

greater than or equal 

down delta 
colon 
number 
at 
apostrophe (right single quote) 
equals 
quotati on mark 

Remarks 

41, 43, 46, and 47 are unassigned. 

42, 44, 45, 48, and 49 are APL 
characters for 2741 APL use only. 

Accent grave used for left single 
quote. On Model 7670,' not 
available, and,i==ANSCII5-11. 

On 2741 APL, tis c (subset). 

On Model 7670, : not avai lable, 
and I == ANSCII 2-1. 

On 2741 APL, & is n (intersection). 
51, 52, 54, 57, 58, and 59 are 
unassi gned. 

53, 55, and 56 are APL characters 
for 2741 APL use only. 

On Model 7670, I is I. On 2741 
APL, I is 0 (degree). On 2741 
APL, $ is U (union). 

On Model'7670, - is not available, 
and-,== ANSCII 5-14. 

62, 64, 66, and 67 are APL characters 
for 2741 APL use only. 

63, 65, 68, and 69 are unassigned. 

On Model 7670'" is,. On Model 
7015'" is "(caret). On 2741 APL, 
"'is t. On 2741 APL, % is P. 

Underline is sometimes called "break 
character"; may be printed along 
bottom of character line. 

70-72, 74, 76, and 79 are APL 
characters for 2741 APL use only. 

73, 75, 77, and 78 are unassigned. 
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Table A-3. CP-V Symbol-Code Correspondences (cont.) 

fBCDICt 
Hex. Dec. Symbol Card Code ANSClltt Meaning Remarks 

80 128 12-0-8-1 80 is unassigned. 
81 129 a 12-0-1 6-1 81-89, 91-99, A2-A9 comprise the 
82 130 b 12-0-2 6-2 lowercase alphabet. Available 
83 131 c 12-0-3 6-3 only in Xerox standard 89- and 95-
a. 132 d 12-0-4 6-4 character sets. 
85 133 e 12-0-5 6-5 
86 134 f 12-0-6 6-6 
87 135 g 12-0-7 6-7 
88 136 h 12-0-8 6-8 
89 137 i 12-0-9 6-9 
SA 138 12-0-8-2 SA through 90 are unassigned. 
88 139 12-0-8-3 
BC 140 12-0-8-4 
80 141 12-0-8-5 
8£ 142 12-0-8-6 
Sf 143 12-0-8-7 

90 144 12-11-8-1 
91 145 j 12-11-1 6-10 
92 146 k 12-11-2 6-11 
93 147 I 12-11-3 6-12 
94 148 m 12-11-4 6-13 
95 149 n 12-11-5 6-14 
96 150 0 12-11-6 6-15 
97 lSI P 12-11-7 7-0 
98 1.52 q 12-11-8 7-1 
99 153 r 12-11-9 7-2 
9A 154 12-11-8-2 9A through Al ore unassigned. 
98 155 12-11-8-3 
9C 156 12-11-8-4 
9D 157 12-11-8-5 
9f 158 12-11-8-6 
9F 159 12-11-8-7 

AO 160 11-0-8-1 
Al 161 11-0-1 
A2 162 s 11-0-2 7-3 
A3 163 t 11-0-3 7-4 
A4 164 u 11-0-4 7-5 
A5 165 v 11-0-5 7-6 
A6 166 w 11-0-6 7-7 
A7 167 x 11-0-7 7-8 
A8 168 y 11-0-8 7-9 
A9 169 z 11-0-9 7-10 
AA 170 11-0-8-2 AA through AE are unassigned. 
AB 171 11-0-8-3 
AC 172 11-0-8-4 
AD 173 11-0-8-5 
Af 174 11-0-8-6 
AF 175 I 11-0-8-7 logical and AF is used by COC for output of 

an ANSCII 7-12 code only. 

80 176 
\ 

12-11-0-8-1 
Bl 177 12-11-0-1 5-12 backs lash 
B2 178 t 12-11~-2 7-11 left brace On 2741 terminals, t is output as (. 
B3 179 ~ 12-11-0-3 7-13 right brace On 2741 terminals, J is output as ). 
S4 180 [ 12-11-0-4 5-11 left bracket On Model 7670, [is t. On Model 
B5 181 ] 12-11-0-5 5-13 right bracket 7015, (is I. 
B6 182 12-11-0-6 On Model 7670, ] is I. On Model 
B7 183 12-11-0-7 7015, ] is-,. 
88 184 12-11-0-8 80 and B6 through 88 are unasstgned. 
B9 185 12-11-0-9 
BA 184· 12-11-0-8-2 
BB 187 12-11-0-8-3 
BC 188 [ 12-11~-8-4 left bracket ac, 80, and 8F are used by COC for 
BD 189 ] 12-11~-8-5 ri ght bracket output of ANSCII 5-11, 5-13, and 
BE 190 lost data 12-11-0-8-5 lost data 7-14, respectively. 
BF 191 -, 12-11~-8-7 logical not On 2741 Selectric and feCD Standard 

Keyboards, [ is output as ( and ] 
is output as ). 

tHexadecimal and decimal notation. 

tt Decimal notation (column-row). 
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Table A-3. CP-V Symbol-Code Correspondences (cont.) 

EBCDICt 
Hex. Dec. Symbol Card Code ANScntt Meaning Remarks 

CO 192 SP 12-0 2-0 blank Output only. 
C1 193 A 12-1 4-1 C1-C9, 01-D9, E2-E9 comprise the 
C2 194 8 12-2 4-2 uppercase a I phabet. 
C3 195 C 12-3 4-3 
C4 196 D 124 4-4 
C5 197 E 12-5 4-5 
C6 198 F 12-6 4-6 
C7 199 G 12-7 4-7 
C8 200 H 12-8 4-8 
C9 201 I 12-9 4-9 
CA 202 12-0-9-8-2 CA through CF are unassigned. 
CB 203 12-0-9-8-3 
CC 204 12-0-9-8-4 
CD 205 12-0-9-8-5 
CE 206 12-0-9-8-6 
CF 207 12-0-9-8-7 

DO 208 11-0 DO is unassigned. 
D1 209 J 11-1 4-10 
D2 210 K 11-2 4-11 
D3 211 l 11-3 4-12 
D4 212 M 11-4 4-13 
D5 213 N 11-5 4-14 
D6 214 0 11-6 4-15 
D7 215 P 11-7 5-0 
D8 216 Q 11-8 5-1 
D9 217 R 11-9 5-2 
DA 218 12-11-9-8-2 DA through DF are unassigned. 
DB 219 12-11-9-8-3 
DC 220 12-11-9-8-4 
DD 221 12-11-9-8-5 
DE 222 12-11-9-8-6 
OF 223 12-11-9-8-7 

EO 224 - 0-8-2 2-13 minus Output only. E1 is unassigned. 
E1 225 11-0-9-1 
E2 226 S 0-2 5-3 
E3 227 T 0-3 5-4 
E4 228 U 0-4 5-5 
E5 229 V 0-5 5-6 
E6 230 W 0-6 5-7 
E7 231 X 0-7 5-8 
E8 232 Y 0-8 5-9 
E9 233 Z 0-9 5-10 
EA 234 11-0-9-8-2 EA through EF are unassigned. 
EB 235 11-0-9-8-3 
EC 236 11-0-9-8-4 
ED 237 11-0-9-8-5 
EE 238 11-0-9-8-6 --

EF 239 11-0-9-8-7 

FO 240 0 0 3-0 
F1 241 1 1 3-1 
F2 242 2 2 3-2 
F3 243 3 3 3-3 
F4 244 4 4 3-4 
F5 245 5 5 3-5 
F6 246 6 6 3-6 
F7 247 7 7 3-7 
Fa 248 a 8 3-8 
F9 249 9 9 3-9 
FA 250 X 12-11-0-9-8-2 multiply FA through FF are APl characters , 
FB 251 12-11-0-9-8-3 divide for 2741 APl use only. 
FC 252 - 12-11-0-9-8-4 right arrow 
FD 253 - 12-11-0-9-8-5 left arrow 
FE 254 12-11-0-9-8-6 FE is not assigned. 
FF 255 Del 12-11-0-9-8-7 delete Special - neither graphic nor 

control symbol. 

tHexadecimal and decimal notation. 

ttDecimal notation (column-row). 
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Table A-4. ANSCII Control-Character Translation Table 

Input Output 

TTY Prog. Receives Transmitted 
ANSCII Key Echoed (fBCDIC) Process EBCDIC (ANSCII) 

NUL (00) pcs None None None NUL (00) Nothing (end of 
output message) 

SOH (Ol)t A
C 

SOH SOH None SOH (01) SOH 

STX (02/ BC 
STX STX None STX (02) STX 

ETX (03/ C
C 

ETX ETX None ETX (03) ETX 

EOT (04)t Dc EOT EOT Input Complete. EOT (04) EOT 

ENQ (05/ E
C 

ENQ ENQ (09) None HT (05) Space(s) if tab 
simulation on, or 
HT (09) if not. 

ACK (06)t F
C 

ACK ACK None ACK (06) ACK 

BEL (07) G
C 

BEL BEL None BEL (07) BEL 

BS (08) H
C 

BS BS None B5 (08) BS 

HT (09) I
C 

Space to tab stop Spaces to tab stop, None ENQ (09) ENQ (05) 
if tab simulation or one space, or tab 
on, or 1 space if (05)depending on 
not. space insertion mode. 

LF/NL (OA) NL CR and LF LF (15) Input Complete. NAK (OA) NAK (15) 

VT (OB) K
C 

VT VT None VT (OB) VT 

FF (OC) L
C 

None FF Page Header and FF (OC) Page Header 
Input Complete. 

CR (00) CR CR and LF CR (OD) Input Complete. CR (00) CR and LF (OA) 

SO (OE) N
C 

SO SO None SO (DE) SO 

51 (OF) OC 51 51 None 51 (OF) 51 

DLE (10/ pc DLE DLE None DLE (10) DLE 

DCl (11) QC DCl None Paper Tape On. DCI (11) DCl 

DC2 (12) R
C 

DC2 OC2 None DC2 (12) DC2 

DC3 (13) SC DC3 None Paper Tape Off. DC3 (13) DC3 

DC4 (14)t T
C 

DC4 DC4 None DC4 (14) DC4 

NAK (15/ U
C 

NAK NAK (OA) None LF/Nl (15) CR and LF (OA) 

t These characters are communication control characters reserved for use by hardware. Any other use of them risks in-
compatibi lity with future hardware developments and is done so by the user at his own risk. 
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Table A-4. ANSell Control-Character Translation Table (cont.) 

Input Output 

TTY Prog. Receives Transmitted 
ANSCII Key Echoed (EBCDIC) Process EBCDIC (ANSCll) 

SYN (16)t V
C 

SYN SYN None SYN
t 

(16) SYN (not trans-
mitted for last 
character in 
user's buffer). 

ETB (17/ W
C 

ETB ETB None ETB (17) ETB 

CAN (18) XC Back-arrow None Cancel input CAN (18) CAN 
and CR/LF or output 

message. 

EM (19) yC Back-arrow None Monitor Escape/ EM (19) EM 
and CR/LF Control to TEL 

SUB (lA) ZC SUB SUB Input Complete SUB (lA) # (A3) 

ESC (1 B) K
CS 

None None Initiate escape ESC (1 B) ESC 
ESC sequence mode. 
PREFIX 

FS (1C) L
CS 

FS FS Input Complete FS (1 C) FS 

GS (1D) M
CS 

GS GS Input Complete GS (1 D) GS 

RS (1 E) N
CS 

RS RS Input Comp I ete RS (1 E) RS 

US (1 F) OCS US US Input Comp I ete US (1 F) US 

~ (7D) ALT- ~ or None lor None } if model 37; as HB3) }(7D) 
MODE ESC if model 33, 

35, or 7015. 

-(7E) ESC -or None -or None -if model 37; as -, (SF) -(7E) 
(7015) ESC if model 33, 

35, or 7015 

DEL (7F) Rubout \ None Rubout last DEL (FF) None 
character. 

All ANSell upper and lower case alphabetics are translated on input into the Alphabetic and symbol output trans-
corresponding EBCDIC graphics as shown in Tables C-1 and C-2. All special lation is also as shown in Tables C-1 
graphics map as shown, allowing for Table C-1, Note 2, and the exceptions and C-2; for Models 33 and 35, and 
above for model 33 and 35. Lower case alphabetics map into corresponding 7015terminals, however, lowercase 
EBCDIC upper case if the ESC U mode is set. Upper case alphabetics map alphabetics are automatically trans-
into corresponding EBCDIC lower case if ESC) is set. lated to upper case. 

tThese characters are communication control characters reserved for use by hardware. Any other use of them risks i n-
compatibility with future hardware developments and is done so by the user at his own risk. 
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Table A-5. SubstHutions for Nonexistent Characters on 2741 Keyboards 

EBCDIC APL Selectric fBCD 
Character Keyboord Keyboard Keyboard 

> > , (upper case) > 

< < . (upper case) < 

'" t ~ ¢ 

I I o (degree) I 
...., - ± ....., 

1/ I 1/ # 

% P % % 

~ <;:: ~ ~ 

@ a @ @ 

1/ \l II .. 

I 0 I I 

& n & & 

$ u $ $ 
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APPENDIX B. OPERATIONAL LABELS 

Table B-1. Standard Operational Labels and 
Defau It Device Assignments 

Opera-
tional On-Line Ghost 

Label Batch Device Device Device 

C Card reader Terminal Operator's 
console 

OC Operator's Terminal Operator's 

console console 

LO Line printer Terminal Li ne pri nter 

LL Line printer Terminal Line printer 

DO Line printer Terminal Line printer 

PO Card punch None Card punch 

BO Card punch None Card punch 

LI Card reader None Operatorls 
console 

51 Card reader Terminal Operator's 
console 

BI Card reader None Operator's 
console 

SL Line printer Terminal Line printer 

SO Card punch None Card punch 

CI Card reader None Operator's 
console 

CO Card punch None Card punch 

AL Card punch None Card punch 

EI Card reader Terminal Operator's 
console 

EO Card punch None Card punch 

UC Operator's Terminal Operatorls 
console console 

Table B-2. Batch Assignment of Operational Labels 

Device Oplabel 

Li ne pri nter LO, LL, DO, SL, LP 

Card reader C, LI, 51, BI, CI, EI, CR 

Card punch PO, BO, S0, CO, AL, EO, CP 

Operator's console OC,UC 

9-track magnetic tape 9T 

7-track magnetic tape 7T 

Defau I t tape MT 

None NO,ME 

Table B-3. On-Line Assignment of Operational Labels 

Device Oplabel 

User IS term i na I C, OC, LO, LL, DO, 51, SL, EI, 
UC,ME,CR 

Card punch CP 

Line printer LP 

9-track magneti c tape 9T 

7-track magnetic tape 7T 

Default tape MT 

None NO, PO, BO, LI, BI, SO, CI, 
CO, AL, EO, PR, PP 
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APPlttDtX e. PHvStCAl DEYIe£ :NAM£S 

p,. iphy~ical device nqmei~ i,~~i coted by yyn9<i1. 

»-,he,r.e 

yy ~~ifies ,the type of device (see TQble~-1). 

~p;e,c:iJ,ie~ .tl;le ohor)nel leJ,ter (~ee TQ9Je C-2),. 

,d~ ~,cli,fi.e:s!~he<;J,ev:i,~e nY~9,er (~e,e T gb:LeC :""~), 
in he~oclednla'i. 

.. , .. , " ". ." . ... " . ," ...• .. ", .. , 

yy Device Type 
,.', ... 

7if 7:-track magnetic tape 

9T 9,....track magnetjc tape 

Cp Card pun.ch 

CR Card reader 

TY Typewriter 

LP Line printer 

01' Disk pack 

DC Magnetic disk 

ME CP-V terminal 

RB Remote processing data set 
controller 

•. , 
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Specified 
<:hqnnel 
J,..etter {n} 

A 

F 

H 

C.orrespondi n9 
Decimgl Digit 
of Unit Add~ei§ 

o 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

T9ble C-3. Device Designation Codes 
".l'-·' 

Hexadecimal Device 
Coge (dd) Designation 

'-' 

00 S pq S7F Refers to a device number 
(00 through 7F). 

80 ~ dd ~ FF 

I 

Refers to a device controller 
number (8 through F followed 
by a device number 9 
through F). 



APPENDIX D. SIGMA STANDARD OBJECT LANGUAGE 

INTRODUCTION 
GENERAL 

The Xerox Sigma standard object language provides a means 
of expressing the output of any Sigma processor in standard 
format. All programs and subprograms in th is object format 
can be loaded by the Monitor's relocating loader. t Such a 
loader is capable of providing the program I inkages needed 
to form an executable program in core storage. The object 
language is designed to be both computer-independent and 
medium-independenti i. e., it is applicable to any Xerox 
Sigma computer having a 32-bit word length, and the same 
format is used for both cards and paper tape. 

SOURCE CODE TRANSLATION 

Before a program can be executed by the computer, it must 
be translated from symbolic form to binary data words and 
machine instructions. The primary stages of source program 
translation are accompl ished by a processor. However, under 
certain circumstances, the processor may not be able to trans
late the entire source program directly into machine language 
form. 

If a source program contains symbol ic forward references, a 
single-pass processor such as the Xerox Symbol assembler can 
not resolve such references into machine language. This is be
cause the machine language value for the referenced symbol 
is not establ ished by a one-pass processor unti I after the state
ment containing the forward reference has been processed. 

A two-pass processor, such as the Xerox Meta-Symbol assem
bler, is capable of making "retroactive" changes in the 
object program before the object code is output. Therefore, 
a two-pass processor does not have to output any special 
object codes for forward references. An example of a for
ward reference in a Symbol source program is given below. 

y EQU $ + 3 

CI,5 z 

LI, R z 

z EQU 2 

BG z 

R EQU Z + 1 

t Although a discussion of the object language is not directly 
pertinent to CP-V, it is included in this manual because it 
applies to some of the processors operating under CP-V. 

In this exampl e the operand $ + 3 is not a forward reference 
because the assembler can evaluate it when processing the 
source statement in which it appears. However, the oper
and Z in the statement 

CI,5 Z 

is a forward reference because it appears before Z has been 
defined. In processing the statement, the assembler outputs 
the machine-language code for CI,5, assigns a forward ref
erence number (e. g., 12) to the symbol Z, and outputs that 
forward reference number. The forward reference number 
and the symbol Z are also retained in the assembler's symbol 
table. 

When the assembl er processes the source statement 

LI, R Z 

it outputs the machine-language code for LI, assigns a for
ward reference number (e. g., 18) to the symbol R, outputs 
that number, and again outputs forward reference number 
12 for symbol Z. 

On processing the source statement 

Z EQU 2 

the assembler again outputs symbol Z's forward reference 
number and also outputs the value, which defines symbol Z, 
so that the relocating loader will be able to satisfy refer
ences to Z in statements CI, 5 Z and LI, R Z. At this time, 
symbol Z's forward reference number (i. e., 12) may be 
deleted from the assembler's symbol table and the defined 
value of Z equated with the symbol Z (in the symbol table). 
Then, subsequent references to Z, as in source statement 

BG Z 

would not constitute forward references, since the assembler 
could resolve them immediately by consulting its symbol 
table. 

If a program contains symbol ic references to externall y 
defined symbols in one or more separately processed subpro
grams or library routines, the processor will be unable to 
generate the necessary program linkages. 

An example of an external reference in a Symbol source pro
gram is shown below. 

REF ALPH 

LI,3 ALPH 

When the assembler processes the source statement 

REF ALPH 
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it outputs the symbol ALPH, in symbolic (EBCDIC) form, in 
a declaration specifying that the symbol is an external ref
erence. At this time, the assembler also assigns a declara
t;on name number to the symbol ALPH but does not output 
the number. The symbol ond nome number ore retained in 
the assembler's symbol table. 

After a symbo~ has been declared an external reference, it 
may appear any number of times in the symbolic subprogram 
in which it was declared. Thus, the use of the symbol 
ALPH in the source statement 

1I,3 ALPH 

in the above example, is valid even though ALPH is not 
defined in the subprogram in which it is referenced. 

The relocating loader is able to generate interprogram link
ages for any symbol that is declared an external definition 
~n the subprogram in which thot symbol is defined. Shown 
below is on example of on external definition in a Symbol 
source program. 

DEF ALPH 

LI,3 ALPH 

ALPH AI,4 X'F2' 

When the assembler processes the source statement 

DEF ALPH 

it outputs the symbol ALPH, in symbolic (EBCDIC) form, in 
a declaration spec ifying that the symbol is an external defi
nition. At this time, the assembler also assigns a declaratian 
nome number to the symbol ALPH but does not output the 
number. The symbol and name number are retained in the 
assembler's symbol table. 

After a symbol has been declared an external definition it 
may be used (in the subprogram in which it was declared) in 
the same way as any other symbol. Thus, if ALPH is used as 
a forward reference, as in the source statement 

LI,3 ALPH 

above, the assembler assigns a forward reference number to 
ALPH, in additi on to the declaration nome number assigned 
prev i ous i y. (A symbol may be both a forward reference and 
an external definition.) 

On processing the source statement 

ALPH A 1,4 X'F2' 

the assembler outputs the declaration name number of the 
label ALPH {and an expression for its value} and also outputs 
the machine-language code for AI,4 and the constant X'F21. 

OBJECT LANGUAGE FORMAT 

An object language program generated by a processor is out
put as a string of bytes representing "load items". A load 
item consists of on item type code followed by the specific 
I oad information pertaining to that item. (The detailed format 
of each type of load item is given later in this appendix.) 
The individual load items require varying numbers of bytes 
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for their representation, depending on the type and specific 
content of each item. A group of 108 bytes, or fewer, com
prises a logical record. A load item may be continued from 
one logical record to the next. 

The ordered set of logical records that a processor generates 
for a program or subprogram is termed an "object ""odule". 
The end of on object module is indicated by a module-end 
type code followed by the error severity level assigned to 
the module by the processor. 

RECORD CONTROl INFORMATION 

Each record of an object module consists of 4 bytes of con
trol information followed by a maximum of 104 byteli of load 
information. That is, each record, with the possible excep
tion of the end record, normally consists of 108 bytes of 
information (i .e., 72 cord columns). 

The four bytes of control information for each record have 
the form and sequence shown below. 

Byte 0 

Record Tl~e Mode Format 

01 1 1 O' 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

Sequence Number 

o 7 

Byte 2 

Checksum 

o 7 

Byte 3 

Record Size 

o 7 
Record Type specifies whether this record is the last 

record of the module: 

000 means last 
001 means not last 

Mode specifies that the loader is to read binary infor-
mation. This code is always 11. 

Format specifies object language format. This code is 
always 100. 

Sequence Number is 0 for the first record of the module 
ond is incremented by 1 for each record thereafter, 
until it recycles to 0 after reaching 255. 

Checksum is the computed sum of the bytes comprising 
the record. Carries out of the most significant bit 
position of the sum ore ignored. 

Record Size is the number of bytes (including the record 
control bytes) comprising the logical record (5 ~ record 



size ~ 108). The record size will normally be 108 bytes 
for all records except the last one, which may be fewer. 
Any excess bytes in a physical record are ignored. 

LOAD ITEMS 

Each load item begins with a control byte that indicates the 
item type. In some instances, certain parameters are also 
provided in the load item control byte. In the following dis
cussion, load items are categorized according to their function: 

1. Declarations identify to the loader the external and 
control section labels that are to be defined in the 
object module being loaded. 

2. Definitions define the value of forward references, 
external definitions, the origin of the subprogram being 
loaded, and the starting address (e.g., as provided in 
a Symbol/Meta-Symbol END directive). 

3. Expression evaluation load items within a definition 
provide the values (such as constants, forward refer
ences, etc.) that are to be combined to form the final 
value of the definition. 

4. Loading items cause specified information to be stored 
into core memory. 

5. Miscellaneous items comprise padding bytes and the 
module-end indicator. 

DEC LARA TlONS 

In order for the loader to provide the linkage between subpro
grams, the processor must generate for each external refer
ence ordefinition a load item, referred to as a "declaration ll

, 

containing the EBCDIC code representation of the symbol 
and the information that the symbol is either an external ref
erence or a definition (thus, the I oader wi II have access to 
the actual symbol i c name). 

Forward references are always internal references within an 
object module. (External references are never considered 
forward references.) The processor does not generate a dec-
1aration for a forward reference as it does for externals; how
ever, it does assign name numbers to the symbols referenced. 

Declaration name numbers (for control sections and external 
labels) and forward reference name numbers apply onlywithin 
the object module in which they are assigned. They have no 
significance in establ ishing interprogram I inkages, since 
external references and defin itions are correlated by match
ing symbolic names. Hence, name numbers used in any 
expressions in a given object module always refer to symbols 
that have been declared within that module. 

The processor must generate a declaration for each symbol 
that identifies a program section. Each ob ject module pro
duced by an assembler is considered to consist of at least 
one control section. If no section is explicitly identified 
in the source program, the assembler assumes it to be a 
standard control section (discussed below). The standard 
control section is always assigned a dec laration name 

number of O. All other control sections (i. e., produced by 
a processor capable of declaring other control sections) are 
assigned declaration name numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) in the 
order of their appearance in the source program. 

In the load items discussed below, the access code, pp, des
ignates the memory protection class that is to be associated 
with the control section. The meaning of this code is given 
below. 

pp Memory Protection Feature t 

00 Read, write, or access instructions from. 

01 Read or access instructions from. 

10 Read only. 

11 No access. 

Control sections are always allocated on a doubleword 
boundary. The size specification designates the number of 
bytes to be allocated for the section. 

Declare Standard Control Section 

Byte 0 

I a 0 0 
Control byte 

o 1 o 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 

I ~ccess cpode I 
0 

Size (bits through 4) 
o 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 2 

Size (bits 5 through 12) 

o 7 

Byte 3 

Size (bits 13 through 20) 

o 7 

This item declares the standard control section for the object 
module. There may be no more than one standard control 
section in each object module. The origin of the standard 
control section is effectively defined when the first reference 
to the standard control section occurs, although the declara
tion item might not occur until much later in the object 
module. 

t"Read" means a program can obtain information from the 
protected area; "write" means a program can store informa
tion into a protected area; and, "access" means the compu
ter can execute instructions stored in the protected area. 
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I 

I 

I 

This capability is required by one-pass processors, since 
the size of a section cannot be determined until all of 
the load information for that section has been generated by 
the processor. 

Declare Nonstandard Control Section 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o o o 1 o 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

Siz~ (bits 1 through 4) 
o o 

o 1 2 3 4 7 

Byte 2 

Size (bits 5 through 12) 

o 7 

Size (bits 13 through 20) 

o 7 

This item declares a control section other than standard con
trol section (see above). 

Declare Page Boundary Control Section 

Byte 0 

Control Byte 
o o o 1 1 

o 2 3 4 

Byte 

5 6 

Access code Size (bi ts 1 through 4) 
p P o 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 

Byte 2 

Size (bits 5 through 12) 

0 

Byte 3 

Size (bits 13 through 20) 

0 

o 
7 

7 

7 

7 

This item declares a nonstandard control section beginning 
on a memory page boundary. 
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Declare Dummy Section 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o 0 0 1 

o 2 3 4 

Byte 1 

First byte of name number 

o 

Byte 2 

0 

5 

Second byte of name numbert 

o 

Byte 3 

0 

6 

Size (bits 1 through 4) 
o o 

11 
7 

7 

7 

o 1 2 3 4 7 

Byte 4 

Size (bits 5 through 12) 

o 7 

Byte 5 

Size (bi ts 13 through 20) 

o 7 

This item comprises a declaration for a dummy control sec
tion. It results in the allocation of the specified 'dummy 
section, if that section has not been allocated previously 
by anather object module. The label that is to be associ
ated with the first location of the allocated section must be 
a previously declared external definition name. (Even 
though the source program may not be required to expl icitly 
designate the label as an external definition, the processor 
must generate an external definition name declaration for 
that label prior to generating this load item.) 

Declare External Definition Name 

Byte 0 

10 
Control byte 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

Name length, in bytes (K) 

o 7 

tlf the module has fewer than 256 previously assigned name 
numbers, this byte is absent. 



Byte 2 

First byte of name 

0 7 

Byte K +1 

I Last byte of name 

0 7 

This item declares a label (in EBCDIC code) that is an exter
nal definition within the current object module. The name 
may not exceed 63 bytes in length. 

Declare Primary External Reference Name 

Byte 0 

10 0 

Control byte 

o o 0 o 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

I Name length (K), in bytes 

0 7 

Byte 2 

I 
First byte of name 

0 7 

Byte K+ 1 

Last byte of name 

o 7 

This item declares a symbol (in EBCDIC code) that is a pri
mary external reference within the current object module. 
The name may not exceed 63 bytes in length. 

A primary external reference is capable of causing the loader 
to search the system library for a corresponding external 
definition. If a corresponding external definition is not 
found in another load module of the program or in the system 
library, a load error -message is output and the job is errored. 

Declare Secondary External Reference Name 

Byte 0 

10 
Control b~te 

01 0 0 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

I Name length, in bytes (K) 

0 7 

Byte 2 

I 
Firs t byte of name 

0 7 

Byte K+ 1 

Last byte of name 

0 7 

This item declares a symbol (in EBCDIC code) that is a sec
ondary external reference within the current object module. 
The name may not exceed 63 bytes in length. 

A secondary external reference is not capable of causing the 
loader to search the system I ibrary for a corresponding exte r
nal definition. If a corresponding external definition is not 
found in another load module of the program, the job is not 
errored and no error or abnormal message is output. 

Secondary external references often appear in I ibrary rout ines 
that contain optional or al ternative subrouti nes, some of whi ch 
may not be required by the user's program. By the use of pri
mary external references in the user's program, the user can 
spec ify that onl y those subroutines that are actual! y requ i red by 
the current job are to be loaded. AI though secondary externa I 
references do not cause loading from the library, theydocause 
I inkages to be made between routines that are loaded. 

DEFINITIONS 
When a source language symbol is to be defined (i. e., equa
ted with a value), the processor provides for such a va lue by 
generating an object language expression to be evaluated by 
the loader. Expressions are of variable length, and terminate 
with an expression-end control byte (see "Expression Evalua
tion" in this appendix). An expression is evaluated by the ad
dition or subtraction of values specified by the expression. 

Since the loader must derive values for the origin and start
ing address of a program, these also require definition. 

Origin 

Byte 0 

10 
Control btte 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 

This item sets the loader's load-location counter to the 
value designated by the expression immediately following 
the origin control byte. This expression must not contain 
any elements that cannot be evaluated by the loader (see 
II Expression Evaluation" which follows). 

Forward Reference Definition 

Byte 0 

10 
Control btte 

0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 

01 
7 

01 
7 
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Byte 1 

r 
o 

&yte 2 

I 
o 

7 

Sec~;mg byte of reference number I 
7 

Thi~ item defines the vQh,le (expres~ion) for a forwqrd refer ... 
enc;e~ The refer~nceq expression is the one immediGt.ely 
fo.lloWing byte 2 of this 'oad Hem, and must not contg;n 
any ej~~ents that cannot be evaluated by the loader (see 
"Expr.ion Eval,vation ll whicrh foffows). 

Forwq,rg Reference Definiti9n and Hold 

~yte G 

10 
c. -,.,Z ... 

o 
o 2 345 6 7 
:~yte 1 

o 
Byte 2 

o 

7 

Seco~d I;>yte of reference number 

7 

This item defines the value (expressic;m) for a forward refer
ence and notifies the loader that this value is to be retained 
in the loaderls symbol table until the module end is encoun
tered. The referenced expression is the one immediately 
following the name number. It may cQntgin values that have 
not been defined previously, but all such values must be 
available to the loader prior to the module end. 

After generating this load item, the processor need not retain 
the val ue for the forward reference, since that responsibi I ity 
is then assumed by the loader. However, the proc;essor must 
retain the symbol ic name and forward reference number 
assigned to the forward reference (until module end). 

External Definition 

Byte 0 

I.~. Control b~te 

01 0 0 0 1 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

I First byte of name number 

0 7 
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Byte 2 

r 
o 7 

This jt~'fI define$ the vQIl.!e (expre$si<:m) fOf fln @xternal 
qefinitiQn name. The narne nIJmber refell to Q previQusly 
dec;lared definition name~ The referenc;ed elC:pr,~sjQn is 
the one immediately follOWing the name nYmber~ 

O_fim~ ~t""lrt 

Byte 0 

This item defines the starting address (expression) to be used 
Of the completion of I~oding. The referenced expressic;m is 
the Qne immediQtely follOWing the c;ontrQI byte. 

EXPRESSION EVALUATION 

A processor must generate an object language expression 
whenever it needs to communicate to the loader one of 
the following; 

1. A program load origin. 

2. A program starting address. 

3. An external definition value. 

4. A forward reference val ue. 

5. A field definition value. 

Such expressions may include sums and differences of con
stants, addresses, and external or forward reference values 
that, when defined, will themselvesbe constants or addresses. 

After initiation of the expression mode, by the use of a con
trol byte designating one of the five i terns described above, 
the value of an expression is expressed as follows: 

1. An address value is represented by an offset from the 
control section bo~e plu~ the valIJe of the c:pntroI sec,.. 
tion bgse. 

tlf the modl,lle has fewer than 256 previously assigned name 
numbers, thr s byte is absent. 



2. The value of a constant is added to the accumulated 
sum by generating an Add Constant (see be low) control 
byte followed by the value, right-justified in four 
bytes. 

The offset from the control section base is given as a 
constant representing the number of uni ts of disp lace
ment from the control section base, at the resolution 
of the address of the item. That is, a word address 
would have its constant portion expressed as a count 
of the number of words offset from the base, whi Ie the 
constant portion of a byte address would be expressed 
as the number of bytes offset from the base. 

The control section base value is accumulated by means 
of an Add Va lue of Dec laration (see below) o~ Subtract 
Value of Declaration load item specifying the desired 
resolution and the declaration number of the control 
section base. The loader adjusts the base value to the 
specified address resolution before adding it to the cur
rent partial sum for the expression. 

In the case of an absolute address, an Add Absolute 
Section (see below) or Subtract Absolute Section con
trol byte must be included in the expression to identify 
the value as an address and to specify its resolution. 

3. An external definition of forward reference value is 
included in an expression by means of a load item add
ing or subtracting the appropriate declaration or for
ward reference value. If the value is an address, 
the resolution specified in the control byte is used to 
align the value before adding it to the current partial 
sum for the expression. If the value is a constant, no 
alignment is necessary. 

Exp ressi on s a re not eva I uated by the loader un ti I a II re
quired values are available. In evaluating an expression, 
the loader mai ntains a count of the number of values added 
or subtracted at each of the four possible resolutions. A 
separate counter is used for each resolution, and each 
counter is incremented or decremented by 1 whenever a 
value of the corresponding resolution is added to or sub
tracted from the loader's expression accumulator. The final 
accumulated sum is a constant, rather than an address 
value, if the final count in all four counters is equal to O. 
If the final count in one (and only one)of the four counters 
isequalto+10r-l, the accumulated sum is a "simple ad
ress" havi ng the resol uti on of the nonzero counter. If 
more than one of the four counters hava a nonzero final 
count, the accumulated sum is termed a "mixed-resolution 
expression" and is treated as a constant rather than an 
address. 

The resolution of a simple address may be altered by_ 
means of a Change Expression Resolution (see below) 
control byte. However, if the current partial sum is 
either a constant or a mixed-resolution value when the 

Change Expression Resolution control byte occurs, then 
the expression resolution is unaffected. 

Note that the expression for a program load ongl n or 
starting address must resolve to a simple address, and the 
single nonzero resolution counter must have a final count 
of +1 when such expressions are evaluated. 

In converti ng a byte address to a word address, the two least 
significant bits of the address are truncated. Thus, if the 
resulting word address is later changed back to byte resolu
tion, the referenced byte location will then be the first byte 
(byte 0) of the word. 

After an expression has been evaluated, its final value is 
associated with the appropriate load item. 

In the following diagrams of load item formats, RR refers to 
the address resolution code. The meaning of this code is 
given in the table be low. 

RR Address Resolution 

00 Byte 

01 Halfword 

10 Word 

11 Doubleword 

The load item discussed in this appendix, "Expression 
Evaluation ", may appear only in expressions. 

Add Constant 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o o o 0 o o 

o 2 3 4 5 6 

Byte 1 

First byte of constant 

o 

Byte 2 

Second byte of constant 

o 

7 

7 

7 
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Byte 3 

Third byteef constant 

o 7 

Byte 4 

Fourth byte of constant 

o 7 

This item causes the specified lour-byte constant to be added 
to the loader's expression accumulator. Negative constants 
are represented in two's complement form. 

Add Absolute Section 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o 1 0 R 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This item identifies the associated value (expression) as a 
positive absolute address. The address resolution code, RR, 
designates the desired resolution. 

Subtract Absol ute Section 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o 1 1 o R 

o 2 3 4 5 6 

This item identifies the associated value (expression) as a 
negative absol ute address. The address resol ution code, 
RR, designates the desired resolution. 

Add Val ue of Declaration 

Byte 0 

10 0 

a 

Byte 1 

a 

Byte 2 

a 

Control btte 
0 0 0 

2 3 4 5 

First byte of name number 

f Second byte of name number 

R 

6 

7 

R I 
7 

7 

7 

tIf the module has fewer than 256 previously assigned name 
numbers, this byte is absent. 
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This item causes the value of the specified declaration to be 
added fo the loader's expression accumulator. The address 
resolution code, RR, designates the desired resolution, and 
the name number refers to a previously declared definition 
name that is to be assoc iated with the first location af the 
allocated section. 

One such item must appear in eachexpressian far a reloca
table address occurring within a control section, adding the 
value of the specified control section declaration (i. e., 
adding the byte address of the first location of the control 
section). 

Add Value of Forward Reference 

Byte 0 

10 
Control byte 

a 0 0 R 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

First byte of forward reference number 

o 7 

Byte 2 

Second byte of forward reference number 

a 7 
This item causes the value of the specified forward reference 
to be added to the loader's expression accumulator. The 
address resolution code, RR, designates the desired resolu
tion, and the designated forward reference must not have 
been defined previously. 

Subtract Value of Declaration 

Byte 0 

10 
0 

Byte 1 

a 
Byte 2 

a 
Control blte 

a 1 0 

2 3 4 5 

First byte of name number 

Second byte of name numbert 

R R I 
6 7 

7 

This item causes the value of the specified declaration to 
be subtracted from the loader's expression accumulator. 
The address resolution code, RR, designates the desired 
resolution, and the name number refers to a previously de
clared definition name that is to be associated with the 
first location of the allocated section. 



Subtract Val ue of Forward Reference 

Byte 0 

10 0 
Control byte 

o 1 R 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

I First byte of forward reference number 

0 7 

Byte 2 

Second byte of forward reference number 

o 7 

This item causes the value of the specified forward reference 
to be subtracted from the loader's expression accumulator. 
The address resolution code, RR, designates the desired reso
I ution, and the designated forward reference must not have 
been defined previously. 

Change Expression Resol ution 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o 1 0 o R 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This item causes the address resolution in the expression to 
be changed to that designated by RR. 

Expression End 

Byte 0 

Control byte 
o o o 0 o 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This item identifies the end of an expression (the value of 
which is contained in the loader's expression accumulator). 

FORMATION OF INTERNAL SYMBOL TABLES· 
The three ob ject code control bytes described below are re
quired to supply the information necessary in the formation 
of Internal Symbol Tables. 

In the following diagrams of load item formats, Type refers 
to the symbol types suppl ied by the object language and 
maintained in the symbol table. IR refers to the internal 
resolution code. Type and resolution are meaningful only 
when the val ue of a symbol is an address. In this case, it 
is highly likely that the processor knows the type of value 
that is in the associated memory location, and the type field 
identifies it. The resolution field indicates the resolution 
of the location counter at the time the symbol was defined. 
The following tables summarize the combinations of value 
and meaning. 

Symbol Types 

Type Meaning of 5-Bit Code 

00000 Instruction 
00001 Integer 
00010 Short floating point 
00011 Long floating point 
00110 Hexadec imal (also for packed dec imal) 
00111 EBCDIC text (also for unpacked decimal) 
01001 Integer array 
01010 Short fl oati ng-poi nt array 
01011 Long floating-complex array 
01000 Logical array 
10000 Undefined symbol 

Internal Resolution 

IR Address Reso I ut ion 

000 Byte 
001 Halfword 
010 Word 
011 Doub1eword 
100 Constant 

Type Information for External Symbol 

Byte 0 

10 
Control byte 

11 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

T~pe field IR field 

0 4 5 7 

Byte 2 

Name number 

o 7 

Byte 3 (if required) 

Name number (continued) 

o 7 

This item provides type information for external symbols. 
The Type and IR fields are defined above. The name 
number field consists of one or two bytes (depending on the 
current declaration count) which specifies the declaration 
number of the external definition. 

Type and EBCDIC for Internal Symbol 

Byte 0 

01 10 
Contro I byte 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Byte 1 

I Type field IR field 

0 4 5 7 
Byte 2 

I 
Length of name (EBCDIC characters) 

0 7 
Byte 3 

I 

I 

First byte of name in EBCDIC 

0 7 
Byte n 

Last b~te of name in EBCDIC 

o 7 
Byte n + 1, ... 

Expression defining value of internal s 

o 7 

This item suppl i es type and EBCD lC,for an internal symbol. The 
load items for Type and IR are as above. Length of name speci
fies the length of the EBCDIC name in characters. The name, in 
EBCD Ie, is speci fied in the required number of bytes, followed 
by the expression defining the internal symbol. 

EBCDIC for an Undefined Symbol 

Byte 0 

10 0 

Control byte 

1 0 o o 

I 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Byte 1 

Length of name (EBCD IC characters) 

0 7 
Byte 2 

First byte of name in EBCDIC 

o 7 
Byte n 

last byte of name in EBCDIC 

o 7 

Byte n + 1, n + 2 

Two bytes of symbol associated forward reference number 

o 7 

Th is i tern is used to associate a symbol with a forward reference. 
The length of name and name in EBCD IC are the same as in the 
above item. The last two bytes speci fy the forward reference 
number with which the above symbol is to be associated. 
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LOADING 
Load Absol ute 

Byte 0 

10 
Control byte 

NI 0 0 N N N 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

I 
First byte to be loaded 

0 7 

Byte NNNN 

Last byte to be loaded 

o 7 

This item causes the next NNNN bytes to be loaded abso
lutely (NNNN is expressed in natural binary form, except 
that 0000 is interpreted as 16 rather than 0). The load loca
tion counter is advanced appropriately. 

Load Relocatable (Long Form) 

Byte 0 

10 
Control blte 

RI 0 1 Q C R 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 

~ 
First blte of name number 

0 7 

Byte 2 

t 
Second byte of name numbert 

0 7 

This item causes a four-byte word (immediate Iy following this 
load item) to be loaded, and relocates the address field 
according to the address resolution code, RR. Control bit 
C designates whether relocation is to be relative to a for
ward reference (C = 1) or relative to a declaration (C = 0). 
Control bit Q designates whether a I-byte (Q ::: 1) or a 
2-byte (0 ::: 0) name number follows the control byte of 
this load item. 

tif the module has fewer than 256 previously assigned name 
numbers, this byte is absent. 



If relocation is to be relative to a forward reference, the 
forward reference must not have been defined previously. 
When this load item is encountered by the loader, the load 

location counter can be aligned with a word boundary by 
loading the appropriate number of bytes containing all 
zeros (e.g., by means of a load absolute item). 

Load Re locatab I e (Short Form) 

Byte 0 

Control byte 

C D D D D D 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This item causes a four-byte word {immediately following 
this load item) to be loaded, and relocates the address field 
(word resolution). Control bitC designates whether reloca
tion is to be re lative to a forward reference (C = 1) or rela
tive to a declaration (C = 0). The binary number DDDDDD 
is the forward reference number or declaration number by 
which relocation is to be accomplished. 

If relocation is to be re lative to a forward reference, the 
forward reference must n'ot have been defined previously. 
When this load item is encountered by the loader, the load 
location counter must be on a word boundary (see IILoad 
Re I oca tab I e (Long Form) II, above). 

Repeat Load 

Byte 0 

o 
Byte 

o 
Byte 2 

o 

o 
Control byte 

o o 1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

First byte of repeat count 

7 

Second byte of repeat count 

7 

This item causes the loader to repeat (i. e., perform) the 

subsequent load item a specified number of times. The 
repeat count must be greater than 0, and the load item to 
be repeated must follow the repeat load item immediately. 

Define Field 

Byte 0 

Control byte 

o o o 0 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

t--____ F_ield location constant, in bits (K) 

o 7 
Byte 2 

Field length, in bits (L) ~ 
t------~~~~ 

o 7 

This item defines a value (expression) to be added to a field 
in previously loaded information. The field is of length L 
(1 ~ L ~ 255) and terminates in bit position T, where: 

T = current load bit position -256 +:<. 

The field location constant, K, may have any value from 

1 to 255. The expression to be added to the specified 
field is the one immediately following byte 2 of this load 

item. 

MISCELLANEOUS LOAD ITEMS 

Padding 

Byte 0 

10 
Control bz:te 

01 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Padding bytes are ignored by the loader. The object lan

guage allows padding as a convenience for processors. 

Module End 

Byte 0 

10 
Control byte 

0 0 0 1 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Byte 1 

10 
Severity level 

0 0 0 E E E 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

This item identifies the end of the object module. The 
value EEEE is the error severity level assigned to the 

modu I e by the processor. 

OBJECT MODULE EXAMPLE 

The following example shows the correspondence between 
the statements of a Meta-Symbo I source program and the 
string of ob ject bytes output for that program by the assem
bler. The program, listed below, has no significance other 
than illustrating typical object code sequences. 
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Example 

DEF AA,BB,CC CC IS UNDEFINED BUT CAUSES NO 
ERROR 

2 REF RZ, RTN EXTERNAL REFERENCES DECLARED 

3 00000 ALPHA CSECT DEFINE CONTROL SECTION ALPHA 

4 OOOC8 ORG 200 DEFINE ORGIN 

5 OOOC8 22000000 N AA LI, CNT 0 DEFINES EXTERNAL AA; CNT IS A 
FWD REF 

6 ooOC9 32000000 N LW,R RZ {R IS A FORWARD REFERENCE; 

7 * RZ IS AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE, AS 

8 * DECLARED IN LINE 2 

9 OOOCA 50000000 N RPT AH,R KON { DEFINES RPT; RAND KON ARE 

10 * FORWARD REFERENCES 

11 OOOCB 69200000 F BCS,2 BB { BB IS AN EXTERNAL DEFINITION 

12 * USED AS A FORWARD REFERENCE 

13 OOOCC 20000001 N AI,CNT CNT IS A FORWARD REFERENCE 

14 OOOCD 680000CA B RPT RPT IS A BACKWARD REFERENCE 

15 OOOCE 68000000 X B RTN RTN IS AN EXTERNAL REFERENCE 

16 OOOCF 0001 A KON DATA, 2 DEFINES KON 

17 00000003 R EQU 3 DEFINES R 

18 00000004 CNT EQU 4 DEFINES CNT 

19 00000 224FFFFF A BB LI, CNT -1 { DEFINES EXTERNAL BB THAT HAS 

20 * ALSO BEEN USED AS A FORWARD 

21 * REFERENCE 

22 00OC8 END AA EN D OF PROGRAM 

CONTROL BYTES (In Binary) 

Begin Record Record number: 0 

00111100 } 
00000000 
011000 11 
0110 1100 

00000011 

00000011 

00000011 

00000101 

00000101 

Record type: not lost, Mode binary, Format: object language. 
Sequence number 0 
Checksum: 99 
Record size: 108 

0302C 1C 1 (hexadecimal code comprising the lood item) 
Declare external definition name (2 bytes) Name:AA Declaration number: 1 

0302C2C2 
Declare externol definition name (2 bytes) Nome: BB Declaration number: 2 

0302C3C3 
Declare external definition name (2 bytes) Name:CC Declaration number: 3 

0502D9E9 
Declare primary reference name (2 bytes) Nome RZ Declaration number: 4 

0503D9E3D5 
Declare primary reference name (3 bytes) Name: RTN Declaration number: 5 
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} 

} 

Record contro I 
informotion not 
part of load item 

Source Li ne 1 

Source Line 2 



Begin Record Record number: 0 

00001010 

00000001 
00100000 

00000010 

00000100 } 
00000001 
00100000 

00000010 

01000100 

00000111 

00100110 

00000010 

10000100 

00000111 

00100110 

00000010 

11001100 

0000011 i 

00100110 

00000010 

OAOI0I00000320200002 
Define external definition 
Number 1 
Add constant: 800 X'320' 
Add value of declaration {byte resolution} 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

040100000320200002 
Origin 
Add constant: 800 X'320' 
Add value of declaration {byte resolution} 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

4422000000 
Load absolute the following 4 bytes: X'22000000' 

07EB0426000002 
Define field 
Field location constant: 235 bits 
Fi eld length: 4 bits 
Add the following expression to the above field: 
Add val ue of forward reference {word resoluti on} 
Number 0 
Express ion end 

8432000000 
Load relocatable (short form). Relocate address field (word resolution) 
Relative to declaration number 4 
The following 4 bytes: X'32000000' 

07EB0426000602 
Define field 
Field location constant: 235 bits 
Field length: 4 bits 
Add the following expression to the above field: 
Add value of forward reference (word resolution) 
Number 6 
Express i on end 

((50000000 
Load relocatable (short form). Relocate address field {word resolution} 
Relative to forward reference number 12 
The following 4 bytes: X'50000000' 

07EB0426000602 
Define field 
Field location constant: 235 bits 
Field length: 4 bits 
Add the following expression to the above field: 
Add value of forward reference (word resolution) 
Number 6 
Express i on end 

Source li ne 5
t 

} Source li ne 4 

Source li ne 5 

Source Li ne 6 

Source Li ne 9 

t No object code is generated for source lines 3 (define control section) or 4 (define origi n) at the time they are encountered. 
The control section is declared at the end of the program after Symbol has determined the number of bytes the program requires. 
The origin definition is generated prior to the first instruction. 
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Begin Record Record number: 0 

11010010 

OlOOOlOO 

oooOOT t 1 

00 100110 

00000010 

10000000 

10000101 

00001000 

0269200000 
Load relocat'obte (short form). Relocate address field (word resolution) 
Relative to forward reference number 18 
The following 4 bytes: X'69200000' 

4420000001 
Load absolute the following 4 bytes: X'2000000 11 

07EB0426000002 
Define field 
Field location constant: 235 bits 
Fi eld length: 4 bits 
Add the following expression to the above field: 
Add value of forword reference {word resolution} 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

80680000CA 
Load relocatable (short form). Relocate address field {word resolution} 
Relotive to declaration number 0 
The following 4 bytes: X '680000CA I 

8568000000 
load relocatable {short form}. Relocate address field (word resolution) 
Relative to declaration number 5 
The following 4 bytes: X'68oo0000' 

08 
Define forward reference (continued in record 1) 

Begin Record Record number: 1 

00011100 
00000001 
11101100 
01010001 

00000001 
00100000 

00000010 

01000010 

00001000 

00000001 
00000010 

00001000 

00000001 
00000010 

Record type: last, Mode: binary, Format: object language. 
Sequence number 1 
Checksum: 236 
Record size: 81 

OOOCO 10000033C200002 (conti nued from record 0) 
Number 12 
Add constant: 828 X'33C' 
Add value of declaration (byte resolution) 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

42001 
Load absolute the following 2 bytes: X'OOO l' 

080006010000000302 
Defi ne forward reference 
Number 6 
Add constant: 3 X'3' 
Expression end 

080000010000000402 
Define forward reference 
Number 0 
Add constant: 4 X'4' 
Expression end 
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} 

} 
} 

} 

} 

} 

Source line 11 

Source Line 13 

Source Line 14 

Source Line 15 

Source line 16 

Record Control 
Information 

Source line 16 

Source Line 17 

Source Line 18 



Begin Record Record number: 1 

00001111 

01000001 

00001000 

00000001 

00000010 

00001010 

00000001 
00100000 

00000010 

01000100 

00001101 
00000001 
00100000 

00000010 

00001011 

00001110 

OF00024100 
Repeat load 
Repeat count: 2 
Load absolute the following 1 bytes: X1001 

0800120100000340200002 
Define forward reference 
Number 18 
Add constant: 832 X' 340 ' 
Add value of declaration (byte resolution) 
Number 0 
Expression end 

OA020100000340200002 
Define external definition 
Number 2 
Add constant: 832 X' 340' 
Add val ue of declaration (byte resolution) 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

44224FFFFF 
Load absolute the following 4 bytes: X' 224FFFFF ' 

ODO 1 00000320200002 
Define start 
Add constant: 800 X' 320' 
Add val ue of declaration (byte resolution) 
Number 0 
Express i on end 

OB000344 
Declare standard control section declaration number: 0 
Access code: Full access. Size 836 X '344' 

OEOO 
Module end 

Severity level: X'O' 

A table summarizing control byte codes for object language load items is given below. 

Object Code Control Byte Type of Load Item 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Padding 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Add constant 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Expression end 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Declare external definition name 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Origin 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Declare primary reference name 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Dec lare secondary reference name 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Define field 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Defi ne forward reference 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Declare dummy section 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 Define external definition 

} Advance to Word 
Boundary 

Source Line 19 

Source Li ne 22 
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Qbject Code Control 8yte Type of load Item 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 Declare stondord control section 

C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 Dec lare nonstandqrd control section 

0 0 0 0 1 I 0 1 Defi ne start 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Module end 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Repeat load 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 O.fi ne forward r,ference and hold 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 Provide type information for external ,ymbol 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 Provide type Qnd EBCDIC for internal symbol 

0 Q 0 1 0 0 1 1 EBCDIC and fOI'WQrd reference numb~ for undefined symbol 

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 Declare page bQufldary control ,actiOA 

0 0 1 0 0 0 R R Add value of declaration 

0 0 1 0 0 1 R R Add value of forward reference 

0 0 1 0 1 0 R R Subtract value of declaration 

0 0 1 0 1 1 R R Subtract value of forward reference 

0 0 1 1 0 0 R R Change expression resolution 

0 0 1 1 0 1 R R Add absolute section 

0 0 1 1 1 0 R R Subtract absolute section 

0 1 0 0 N N N N Load absolute 

0 1 0 1 Q C R R Load relocatable (long form) 

1 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 Load relocatable (short form) 
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APPENDIX E. SIGMA STANDARD COMPRESSED LANGUAGE 

The Sigma Standard Compressed Language is used to repre
sent source EBCDIC information in a highly compressed form. 

Meta-Symbol (along with several of the uti I ity programs) 
accepts th i s form as input or output, wi II accept updates to 
the compressed input and wi II regenerate source when re
quested. No information is destroyed in the compression or 
decompression. 

Records may not exceed 108 bytes in I ength. Compressed 
records are punched in the binary mode when represented 
on card media. Therefore, on cards, columns 73 through 
80 are not used and are avai lable for comment or identifi
cation information. 

The fi rst four bytes of each record are for check i ng purposes. 
They are as follows: 

Byte 1 Identification (OOL 11000) L = 1 for each record 
except the last record, in which case L =0. 

Item Function 

0 Ignore 
1 Not currently assigned 
2 End of line 
3 End of fi Ie 
4 Use 8-bit character that follows t 
5 Use n+ 1 blanks (next 6-bit item is n) 
6 Usen+65 blanks (next 6-bit item is n) 
7 Blank 
8 0 
9 1 

10 2 
11 3 
12 4 
13 5 
14 6 
15 7 
16 8 
17 9 
18 A 
19 B 
20 C 
21 D 
22 E 
23 F 
24 G 
25 H 
26 I 
27 J 
28 K 
29 L 
30 M 
31 N 

Byte 2 Sequence number (0 to 255 and recycles). 

Byte 3 Checksum which is the least significant 8 bits 
of the sum of all bytes in the record except 
the checksum byte itself. Carries out of the 
most significant bit are ignored. If the 
checksum byte is all l's, do not checksum 
the record. 

Byte 4 Number of bytes comprising record including 
the checking bytes (s 108) 

The rest of the record consists of a string of 6-bit and 8-bit 
items. Any partial item at the end of a record is ignored. 

The following six-bit items (decimal number assigned) com
pri se the stri ng con tro I : 

Item Function 

32 0 
33 P 
34 Q 
35 R 
36 S 
37 T 
38 U 
39 V 
40 W 
41 X 
42 y 
43 Z 
44 
45 < 
46 ( 
47 + 
48 I 
49 & 
50 $ 
51 * 
52 ) 
53 i 
54 ....., 
55 -
56 / 
57 , 
58 % 
59 L.....I 

60 > 
61 : 

62 
, 

63 = 

tEight-bit characters are in un compressed EBCDIC format (e.g., !@#?). 
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Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

* command, Ana Iyze, 131 
t command, Analyze, 131 
? command, DRSP, 167 
1400 Series Simulator, 12 
2741, substitutions for nonexistent characters, 276 

A 
accounting, 43 
accounting charges, 44 
accounting log format, 44 
accounting output, 44 
accounting routines, installation, 43 
ADD command, 

Control, 60 
STATS, 89 

ALL command, Analyze, 128 
Analyze, 127, 11 

batch "mode, 127 
command summary, 1 tiJ 
commands, 127 

*, 131 
t, 131 
ALL, 128 
BF, 132 
CLOSE, 133 
COMPARE, 131 
DELTA, 132 
DISPLAY, 128 
DUMP, 133 
END, 133 
HELP, 133 
INPUT, 128 
line feed, 131 
loc, 128 
loc=value, 131 
loc1,loc2, 131 
LP, 132 
MAP, 131 
MONITOR, 131 
NODELTA, 132 
PRINT, 132 
ROWS, 132 
RUN, 128 
SEARCH, 132 
SMASK, 132 
SYMBOLS, 133 
UC, 132 
UNMAP, 131 

displays, 
ALL YCAT buffer adjustment tables, 142 
AVR tables, 149 
channel information table, 145 
COC tables, 147 

core error log buffers, 150 
CPOOLS and corresponding SPOOLS, 151 
current user's AJ IT, 154 
current user's context area, 155 
current user's JIl, 152 
current user's physical pages, 155 
current user's TSTACK, 153 
device control tables, 145 
free queue entries, 144 
I/O channel and device states, 143 
incore user's core, 159 
inswap and outswap user's core, 159 
IOQ tables, 146 
monitor free page chain, 140 
monitor JIl, 152 
monitor root, 156 
partition tables, 138 
patch file, 157 
physical memory allocation, 142 
processor page chain, 142 
processor tables, 139 
RBBAT recovery fi Ie, 156 
reg i sters, 134 
resource allocation tables, 148 
swap tabl es, 137 
symbiont tables, 150 
symbol map, 159 
trap and interrupt, 235 
trap page, 136 
unallocated pages, 143 
user identification, 157 
user page chain, 141 
user state chains, 137 
user tables, 136 

ghost mode, 127 
messages, 160 
on-line mode, 127 
output, 133 

ANLZ (see Analyze) 
ANS COBOL, 8 
ANS tape, xii 
ANSCll, 269,267,274 
APL, 9 
appl ication processors, 12 
auto-call processor, xi i 
automati c recovery, 22 

B 
BASIC, 8 
batch job, xii 
batch processing, 
Batch processor, 11 
BF command, Analyze, 132 
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binary input, xii 
:BLIMIT command, PASS2, 232 
booting from disk, 266 
bootstrap I/O error recovery, 266 
bootstrap operations, 264,260 
BREAK command, 

Control, 67,69 
STATS, 90 

BUILD command, 
RATES, 49 
STATS, 89 

c 
CCI, 5 
CCI scan, 114 
:CHAN command, PASS2, 225 
channel designation codes, 278 
character sets, 267 
charge class, xii 
charge rate table, xii 
eIRC, 13 
CLEAR command, Control, 67 
CLOSE command, Analyze, 133 
COBOL, 8 
COBOL On-Line Debugger, 10 
:COC command, PASS2, 234 
codes, 267 
command processor programming, 116 
command processors, 4 
command summaries, 

Analyze, 160 
Control, 69 
DRSP, 167 
E RR:LIST, 176 
RATES, 51 
STATS, 91 
Super, 36 

COMPARE command, Analyze, 131 
compressed language, 295 
compute time, xii 
concatenation, xii 
conditional patch control commands, 263 
configuration guidelines, 212 
con fi gurat ions 

minimal, 213 
typical, 214 

conflicting reference, xii 
control codes, 267 
control command, xii 
Control Command Interpreter, 5 
CONTROL command, Control, 61 
CONTROL! command, 

Control, 61 
STATS, 90 

control message, xi i 
control parameter, 53,xii 
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Control processor, 53,5,24,25 
command summary, 69 
commands, 59 

ADD, 60 
BREAK, 67,69 
CLEAR, 67 
CONTROL, 61 
CONTROll, 61 
DISPLA Y n, 65 
DROP, 60 
END, 67,69 
UST, 60 
n attribute, 66 
n ottribute=number, 66 
name, 61 
name=number,61 
PARTITION, 65 
PROCEED, 69 
QUIT, 69 
STORE, 66 
TIME, 69 

error messages, 69 
sample command sequence, 69 

cooperative, xii 
core memory requirements, 212 
CP-V configuration guidelines, 212 
CP-V services, 1 
crash analysis, 23 
CREATE command, Super, 26 
current value, 53 

o 
data control block (see DCB) 
DCB, 111,xii 
DCB, diagnostic, 200 
DEF processor, 256 

commands, 
:DELETE, 257. 
:IGNORE, 257 
:INCLUDE, 256 
:WRITE, 257 
END, 257 

examples, 257 
messages, 257 

DEFAULT command, Super, 29 
DEFCOM, 11 
DELETE command, DRSP, 166 
:DELETE command, DEF processor, 257 
Delta, 10 
DELTA command, Analyze, 132 
Delta format patches, 260 
DEVDMP, 124,7 
devi ce designation codes, 278 
device names, 278 
Device Save/Restore processor, 7 
device type codes, 278 
device, standard defaults, 228 
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:DEVICE command, PASS2, 225 
diagnosti c DCB, 200 
diagnostics (see on-line peripheral diagnostic facilities) 
DISPLAY command 

Analyze, 128 
STATS, 90 
SYSCON, 192 

display items, 53 
DISPLAY n command, Control, 65 
DROP command, 

Control, 60 
STATS, 89 

DRSP, 165 
commands, 

?, 167 
DELETE, 166 
END, 167 
ENTER, 165 
LIST, 166 
LIST ALL, 166 
REPLACE, 166 

command summary, 167 
error messages, 167 
limitations and restrictions, 167 

DUMP command, Analyze, 133 
Dynamic Replacement of Shared Processors (see DRSP) 

E 
EASY, 5 
EBCDIC, 268,267 
Edit, 11 
EDMS, 12 
:ELIMIT command, PASS2, 232 
END command 

DEF processor, 257 
Analyze, 133 
Control, 69,67 
DRSP, 167 
ERR:LIST, 175 
RATES, 51 
STATS, 91 
Super, 36 
SYSCON, 194 

ENTER command, DRSP, 165 
E RR:FI L, 177 
ERR:LIST, 174,6 

command summary, 176 
commands, 

END, 175 
HELP, 175 
LIST, 174 

ERR:SUM, 175,6 
ERRFILE, 174 
ERRFILE formats, 177 

bad granule release, 187 
configuration record, 186 
correctabl e seek error, 185 

devi ce error, 183 
duplicate entries, 186 
enqueue tabl e overflow, 188 
errlog record length error, 181 
file inconsistency error, 185 
hardware errors, 184 
I/O activity count, 188 
illegal entry type, 182 
incorrect time, 182 
lost entry indicator, 186 
memory fault interrupt, 182 
memory parity secondary record, 188 
MFI primary record, 188 
operator message, 187 
partitioned resource, 188 
power on, 186 
processor fault interrupt, 182 
read error, 181 
returned resource, 188 
secondary records for devi ce errors, 184 
Sigma 9 instruction exception, 186 
SIO fai lure, 182 
software-detected symbiont inconsistenci es, 185 
system identification, 187 
system startup, 184 
timeout, 183 
time stamp, 187 
unexpected interrupt, 183 
watchdog timer, 185 

ERRMSG, 172 
error and fai lure logging, 22 
error detection and recovery, 21 
error log 

analysis, 22 
display, 174 
reading, 189 
writing, 189 

error message file, 172 
error m essag es 

Analyze, 160 
Control, 69 
DEF, 257 
DRSP, 167 
ERR:LIST, 176 
ERR:SUM, 176 
GENMD, 263 
LOCCT, 252 
PASSO, 266 
PASS2, 240 
PASS3, 254 
RATES, 51 
STATS, 91 
Summary, 105 
Super, 36 
SYSCON, 196 

error record terminology, 178 
error records, 177 
executi on contro I processors, 10 
external reference, xi i 
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F 
FAST command, Super, 30 
Fast Save processor (see FSAVE) 
:FAUTH command, PASS2, 239 
FDP, 10 
FILE command, STATS, 90 
file extension, 116, xii 
fi Ie identification, 112 
file maintenance, 22 
file maintenance processors, 

DEVDMP, 124 
exceptional procedures, 125 
FILL, 123 
FRES, 123 
FSAVE, 123 
GAC, 124 
HGPRECON, 123 
PACKRECON, 123 
recommended usage, 124 

Fi Ie Restore processor (see FRES) 
file storage requirements, 212 
fi Ie system maintenance, 123 
fi les, restoring, 124 
fi les, saving, 124 
FILL processor, 123,5 
fixed monitor locations, 109 
FLAG, 8 
FORTRAN, 7 
FORTRAN Debug Package, 10 
FORTRAN Load and Go processor, 8 
FPT, xii 
FRES, 123,6 
:F RGD command, PASS2, 239 
FSAVE, 123,6 
function parameter table, xii 

G 
GAC, 124,6 
:GENDCB command, 262 
General Purpose Discrete Simulator, 13 
GENMD 

commands 
GENMD, 262 
LI ST [D) ,262 

error messages, 263 
patches, 262 

ghost job, initiating, 190 
ghost jobs, xii 
:GLIMIT command, PASS2, 232 
global symbol, xii 
GO file, xii 
GPDS, 13 
granule, xii 
granule accounting, 125 
Granule Accounting Cleanup processor (see GAC) 
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H 
handl er entry points, 226 
hardware error log display, 174 
hardware-error d iagnosti c CAls, 189 

access directly for diagnostics, 190 
initiate ghost job, 190 
read error log, 189 
write error log, 189 

HELP command 
Analyze, 133 
ERR:LIST, 175 
STATS, 88 
Summary, 96 

HGPRECON, 123 

I/O scheduling, 19 
:IGNORE command, DEF processor, 257 
:IMC command, PASS2, 232 
:INCLUDE command, DEF processor, 256 
INPUT command, Analyze, 128 
interaction time, xi i 
:INTLB command, PASS2, 239 

J 

J IT, 109, xii 
job information table, 109, xii 
job resource attributes, 64 
job step, xi i 

K 
key, xii 
key-in, xi i 

L 
Label, 6 
language processors, 7 
:LDEV command, PASS2, 229 
I ibrari es, 118 
library load module, xii 
LIMIT control command, 25 
limit management, 24 
line feed command, Analyze, 131 
Link, 10 
linking loader, xii 
LIST command, 

Control, 60 
DRSP, 166 
ERR:LIST, 174 
STATS, 89 
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Summary, 96 
Super, 29 

LISTALL command, DRSP, 166 
LISTDIR, 6 
LM, xiii 
Load, 10 
load map, XIII 

load module, xiii 
loc command, Analyze, 128 
loc=value command, Analyze, 131 
loc1, loc2 command, Analyze, 131 
LOCCT, 251 

examples, 251 
messages, 252 

log-on connection, 108 
log-on controls, 26 
logical devi ce, xiii 
logical device stream, xiii 
LOGON/LOGOFF, 4 
LP command, Analyze, 132 

M 
M:BLIST procedure, 202 
M:DCLOSE procedure, 202 
M:DDCB procedure, 200 
M:DMQ,t;> procedure, 204 
~DOPEN procedure, 201 
M~LOC K procedure, 203 
M:MAP procedure, 204 
M:SIO procedure, 203 
Manage, 9 
MAP command, Analyze, 131 
master system tape, 223 
memory con tro I , 110 
memory layout, 19 
memory management, 15 
Meta-Symbol, 7 
MODIFY command, Super, 28 ". 
MODNUM command, SYSCON, 193' 
:MON command, PASS2, 235 
monitor, 14,xiii 
MONITOR command, Analyze, 131 
monitor dump analysis program, 127 
Multi-Batch Scheduler, 63 

N 

n attribute command, Control, 66 
n attribute= number command, Control, 66 
name command, Control, 61 
name==number command, Control, 61 
NODELTA command, Analyze, 133 

o 
object language, 279, xiii 
object module, xiii 
:OLIMIT command, PASS2, 232 
on-line diagnostics and exercisers, 22 
on-I ine job, xii i 
on-line peripheral diagnostic facilities, 199 

abnormal codes and messages, 204 
F :DIAG DDCB, 204 
M:BLIST, 202 
M:DCLOSE, 202 
M:DDCB, 200 
M:DMOD , 204 
M:DOPEN, 201 
M:DPART, 195 
M:DRET, 196 
M:LOCK, 203 
M:MAP, 204 
M:SIO, 203 
restrictions, 199 

operational labels, 277, xii i 
:OPLBLT command, PASS2, 230 
overlay loader, xii i 
overlay program, xi ii 
overlay restrictions, 110 

p 

PACKRECON, 123,7 
:PART command, PASS2, 238 
partition attributes, 53 
PARTITION command, 

Control, 65 
SYSCON, 193 

partitions, 63 
PASSO, 266 

error messages, 266 
PASS2, 225,24,25 

commands, 221,225 
:BLIMIT, 232 
:CHAN, 225 
:COC, 234 
:DEVICE, 225 
:ELIMIT, 232 
:FAUTH, 239 
:FRGD, 239 
:GLIMIT, 232 
:IMC, 232 
:INTLB, 239 
:LDEV, 229 
:MON, 235 
:OLIMIT, 232 
:OPLBLT, 230 
:PART, 238 
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:RES, 231 
:SOEVICE, 229 
:SPROCS, 237 

control C:Omfndnd sequenc:::@, 240 
locd tliodu/e$ cnd fi fes, 241 
me.ages, 2-40 
ovetl"y structure, 240 

PASS3, 253 
exam pi es, 253 
mestCifges, 254 

patch control commands, conditional, 263 
patch deek structure, 260 
patch deck symbol tdble, 261 
pdtch dack; comment cord., 264 
patch fife creation, 264 
patches; Delta format, 260 
patching operdtions; 260 
pel, 11 
peripheral diagnostic facilities (!lee on-lina peripherol 

diagnostic foci lities), 199 
performance control, 53 
performance measurements, 53 
Peri pheral Conversion languoge; 11 
peripheral equipment requirements; 213 
physical device, xiii 
physical device names, 278 
PRINT command, Analyze, 132 
PRINi eotflmand; RAiES, 51 
PROCEED command 

STATS, 90 
Control, 69 

processor management, 19 
processor, auto-call, xii 
processor, service, 11 
processors, 4 

appl ication, 12 
command, 4 
execution control, 10 
language, 7 
shared processor fac i I iti es, 108 
system management, 5 
user, 14 

program product, xi ii 
prompt character, xii i 
protecti ve mode, xi i i 
PSECT directive, 199 
public libraries, 118,xiii 
public programs, 108 

Q 

QUIT commands, Control, 69 
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R 
:RATE file, 44,50 
RATES processor, 44,5 

cotflfnahd summary, 51 
commtal'lds 

BUllD; 49 
EN!:>, 51 
PRINT; 51 

errOr messages, 51 
:RBlOG fl Ie, 26 
read ettbr log,. 199 
real-time processing, 2 
reconstruction, private volume, 125 
recovery, 22 
reentrant, xiii 
relative allocdtion, XII' 

relocatdble object module, XII' 

remote processing, 2,30; xiii 
REMOVE command, Super, 30 
REPLACE command, DRSP, 166 
:RES command; PASS2, 231 
resident program, xii i 
resource management, 24 
response time, xiii 
restori ng fi I es, 124 
RETURN command, SYSCON, 193 
ROM, xiii 
ROWS command, Analyze, 132 
RUN command, Analyze, 128 

s 
saving a device, 125 
saving fi les, 124 
scheduler, xiii 
schedul er inputs, 15 
schedul er operation, 18 
scheduler output, 17 
schedu I er status queues, 17 
schedul ing, 63, 15 
:SDEVICE command, PASS2, 229 
SEARCH command, Analyze, 132 
secondary storage, xiii 
semi-protective mode, xiii 
service processors, 11 
session time, xiv 
shared file use, 116 
shared processor, xi v 
shared processor facilities, 108 
shared processor maintenance, 165 
shared processors, standard, 238 
shared programs, 108 
siding, xiv 
Sigma standard compressed language, 295 
Sigma standard object language, 279 
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Simulation Language, 9 
Sl-l, 9 
SMASK command, Analyze, 132 
Sort/Merge, 12 
source language, xiv 
special code properties, 267 
special shared processor, xiv 
specific allocation, xiv 
:SPROCS command, PASS2, 237 
SR1-SR4, xiv 
standard device type defaults, 228 
static core module, xiv 
STATS, 74,6,53 

command summary, 91 
commands, 

ADD, 89 
BREAK, 90 
BUILD, 89 
CONTROLl, 90 
DISPLAY, 90 
DROP, 89 
END, 91 
FILE, 90 
HELP, 88 
LIST, 89 
PROCEED, 90 
TIME, 90 

displays, 
BATCH, 82 
CPU, 81 
I/O, 84 
ON-LINE, 83 
PARAM, 78 
PROC, 87 
QUEUE, 85 
SUMMARY, 80 
SWAP, 88 
SYSTEM, 86 
TASK, 85 
USERS, 83 

error messages, 91 
flags, 75 
key concepts, 75 
report format control, 75 
sample sessions, 91 

status queues, 17 
STORE command, Control, 66 
stream-id, xiv 
SUMF ILE, 174, 190 
Summary, 95,6,53 

chronological summaries, 98 
commands, 

HELP, 96 
LIST, 96 

correlation analysis, 100 
error messag es, 105 
interaction with, 98 
interactive questions and statements, 105 
sample sessions, 104 

sort fi I ter spec i fi cat ion, 99 
sorted averages, 100 
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UC command, Analyze, 132 
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unsatisfied reference, xiv 
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use item, xiv 
user proc;:essors, 14 
user response time, xiv 
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VOLINIT, 6 

w 
WORKSTATION command, Super, 30 
write error log, 189 
:WRITE command, DEF processor, 257 
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X command, Super, 36 
Xerox ANS COBOL, 8 
Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV, 7 
Xerox standard symbols and codes, 267 
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